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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

P U RSU J N G our exploration of the almost limitless caverns of Chinese scientific history. 
so much of which has never yet come to the knowledge and recognition of the rest of 

the world, we now approach the glittering veins of physics and physical technology; 
a subject which forms a single whole, constituting Volume Four. though delivered to 
the reader in three separate volumes. First come the physical sciences themselves 

(Vol. 4. pt. 1), and then their diverse applications in all the many branches of 
mechanical engineering (Vol. 'h pt. 2), civil and hydraulic engineering, and nautical 
technology (Vol. 4. pt. 3). 

With the opening chapter we find ourselves at a focal point in the present study, 
for mechanics and dynamics were the first of all the conquests of modern science. 
Mechanics was the starting-point because the direct physical experience of man in 
his immediate environment is predominantly mechanical, and the application of 
mathematics to mechanical magnitudes was relatively simple. But ancient and 

medieval China belonged to a world in which the mathematisation of hypotheses had 
not yet brought modern science to birth, and what the scientific minds of pre
Renaissance China neglected might prove almost as revealing as that which aroused 
their interest and investigation. Three branches of physics were well developed among 
them, optics (Section 26g), acoustics (26h), and magnetism (26i); mechanics was 
weakly studied and formulated, dynamics almost absent. We have attempted to offer 
some explanation for this pattern but without any great conviction, and better under
standing of the imbalance must await further research. The contrast with Europe, 
at least, where there was a different sort of one-sidedness, is striking enough, for in 
Byzantine and late medieval times mechanics and dynamics were relatively advanced 
while magnetic phenomena were almost unknown. 

In optics the Chinese of the Middle Ages kept empirically more or less abreast of 
the Arabs, though greatly hampered in theory by the lack of that Greek deductive 

geometry of which the latter were the inheritors. On the other hand they never 

entertained that peculiar Hellenistic aberration according to which vision involved 
rays radiating from, not into, the eye. In acoustics the Chinese proceeded along their 
own lines because of the particular and characteristic features of their ancient music, 
and here they produced a body of doctrine deeply interesting but not readily com
parable with those of other civilisations. Inventors of the bell, and of a great variety 
of percussion instruments not known in the West, they were especially concerned with 
timbre both in theory and practice, developing their unique theories of melodic 
composition within the framework of a twelve-note gamut rather than an eight-note 
scale. At the end of the + 16th century Chinese mathematical acoustics succeeded in 
solving the problem of equal temperament just a few decades before its solution was 
reached in the West (Section 26h, 10). Lastly, Chinese investigation of magnetic 
phenomena and their practical application constituted a veritable epic. Men were 
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arguing in China about the cause of the declination of the magnetic needle, and using 
it at sea, before Westerners even knew of its directive property. 

Readers pressed for time will doubtless welcome once more a few suggestions. In 
the chapters which we now present it is possible to perceive certain outstanding 
traditions of Chinese physical thought and practice. Just as Chinese mathematics 

was indelibly algebraic rather than geometrical, so Chinese physics was wedded to 
a prototypic wave-theory and perennially averse to atoms, always envisaging an 
almost Stoic continuum; this may be seen in Section 26b and followed through in 
relation to tension and fracture (c, 3) and to sound vibrations (h , 9). Another constant 
Chinese tendency was to think in pneumatic terms, faithfully developing the implica
tions of the ancient concept of chhi (=pneuma, prti�w). Naturally this shows itself 
most prominently in the field of acoustics (Section 26h, 3, 7, etc.), but it was also 
connected with some brilliant successes in the field of technology such as the inventions 
of the double-acting piston-bellows and the rotary winnowing-fan (Section 270, 8) , 
together with the water-powered metallurgical blowing-machine (27/t, 3, 4, direct 
ancestor of the steam-engine itself). It was also responsible for some extraordinary 
insights and predictions in aeronautical pre-history (27 m, 4). Traditions equally strong 
and diametrically opposite to those of Europe also make their appearance in the purcly 
technical field. Thus the Chinese had a deep predilection for mounting wheels and 
machinery of all kinds horizontally instead of vertically whenever possible, as may 

be followed in Section 27 (h, k, I, m). 
Beyond this point, guidance to the reader is not very practicable since so many 

different preoccupations arc involved. If he is interested in the history of land trans
port he will turn to the discussion of vehicles and harness (Section 27 e,J); if he delights, 
like Leviathan, in the deep waters, a whole chapter (29) will spcak to him of Chinese 
ships and their builders. The navigator will turn from the compass itself (26i, 5) to 
its fuller context in the haven-finding art (29f); the civil engineer, attracted by a survey 
of those grand water-works which outdid the 'pyramides of Aegypt', will find it in 
Section 28/. The folk-Iorist and the ethnographer will appreciate that 'dark side' of 
history where we surmise that the compass-needle, most ancient of all those pointer
readings that make up modern science, began as a 'chess-man' thrown on to a 
diviner's board (26, i, 8). The sociologist too will already find much of interest, for 
besides discussing the place of artisans and engineers in feudal-bureaucratic society 
(270, 1,2,3), we have ventured to raise certain problems of labour-saving invention, 
manpower, slave status and the like. especially with regard to animal harness (f. 2), 
massive stone buildings (28d , I), oared propulsion (29g ,2 ) ,  and water-powered 
milling and textile machinery (27h). 

Many are the ways in which these volumes link up with those which have gone before. 
We shall leave the reader's perspicacity to trace how the philosopltia perennis of China 
manifested itself in the discoveries and inventions here reported. We may point out, 
however, that mathematics, metrology and astronomy find numerous echoes: in 
the origins of the metric system (Section 26c, 6), the development of lenses (g, 5), 
and the estimation of pitch-pipe volumes (Il, 8}---or the rise of astronomical clocks 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE xxv 
(Section 27i), the varying conceptions of perspective (28d, 5) and the planning of 
hydraulic works (1, 8). Similarly, much in the present volume points forward to 
chapters still to come. All uses of metal in medieval Chinese engineering imply what 
we have yet to sayan metallurgical achievements; in the meantime reference may be 
made to the separate monograph The Development of Iron and Steel Technology in 
China, published as a Newcomen LectureS in 1958. In all mentions of mining and the 
salt industry it is understood that these subjects will be fully dealt with at a later stage. 
All water-raising techniques remind us of their basic agricultural purpose, the raising 
of crops. 

As for the discoveries and inventions which have left permanent mark on human 
affairs, it would be impossible even to summarise here the Chinese contributions. 
Perhaps the newest and most surprising revelation (so unexpected even to ourselves 
that we have to withdraw a relevant statement in Vol. I) is that of the six hidden 
centuries of mechanical clockwork which preceded the clocks of + 14th·century 
Europe. Section 27i is a fresh though condensed treatment of this subject, incorpor. 
ating still further new and strange material not available when the separate mono· 
graph Heavenly Clockwork was written in 1957 with our friend Professor Derek 
j. de Solla Price, now of Yale University,b It still seems startling that the key inven· 
tion of the escapement should have been madc in a pre-industrial agrarian civilisation 
among a people proverbially supposed by bustling nineteenth-century Westerners to 
take no account of time. But there arc many other equally important Chinese gifts 
to the world, the development of the magnetic compass (Section 26i, 4, 6), the inven· 
tion of the first cybernetic machine (27e, 5), both forms of efficient equine harness 
(27f. I), the canal lock-gate (28f. g, iv) and the iron-chain suspension-bridge (2ge, 4). 
The first true crank (Section 27b, 4), the stern-post rudder (Section 29ft), the man
lifting kite (Section 27m)-we cannot enumerate them all. 

In these circumstances it seems hardly believable that writers on technology have 
run up and down to find reasons why China contributed nothing to the sciences. pure 
or applied. At the beginning of a recent popular flon'legi um of passages on the history 
of technology one comes across a citation from the + 8th-century Taoist book Kuan 
Yill TZII,I given as an example of 'oriental rejection of this world and of worldly 
activity'. Jt had been culled from an interesting essay on religion and the idea of 
progress, we11-known in the thirties and still stimulating, the author of which, led 
astray by the old rendering of Fr Wieger, had written: ' It is obvious that such beliefs 
can afford no basis for social activity and no incentive to material progress.' He was, 
of (..'ourse, concerned to contrast the Christian acceptance of the material world with 
'oriental' otherworldliness. in which the Taoists were supposed to participate. Yet 
in almost every one of the inventions and discoveries we here describe the Taoists and 
Mohists were intimately involved (eL e.g. Sections 26c,g. h, i, 28e, etc.). As it 
happened, we had ourselves studied the same Kuan Yin Tzu passage and given parts 

� Needham (3:t), ef. (31), b Needham, W.ng & Price (I), ef. Needham (38). 
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of it in translation at an earlier stage;a from this it can be seen that Wieger's version b 
was no more than a grievously distorted paraphrase. Far from being an obscurantist 
document, denying the existence of laws of Nature (a concept totally unheard-of by 
the original writer)C: and confusing reality with dream, the text is a poem in praise of 
the immanent TaG, the Order of Nature from which space and time proceed, the 
eternal pattern according to which matter disperses and reassembles in (orms ever 
new; full of Taoist relativism. mystical but in no way anti-scientific or anti-techno
logical, on the contrary prophesying of the quasi-magical quasi-rational command 
over Nature which he who truly knows and understands the Tao will achieve. Thus 
upon close examination, an argument purporting to demonstrate the philosophical 
impotence of 'oriental thought', turns out to be nothing but a figment of occidental 
imagination. 

Another method is to admit that China did something but to find a satisfying reason 
for saying nothing about it. Thus a recent compendious history of science published 
in Paris maintains that the sciences of ancient and medieval China and India were so 
closely bound to their peculiar cultures that they cannot be understood without them. 
The sciences of the ancient Creek world, however, were truly sciences as such, free 
of all subordination to their cultural matrix and fit subjects with which to begin a 
story of human endeavour in all its abstract purity. It would be much more honest 
to say that while the social background of Hellenistic science and technology can be 
taken for granted because it is quite familiar to us from our schooldays onwards, we 
do not yet know much about the social background of Chinese and Indian science, 
and that we ought to make efforts to get acquainted with it. In fact, of course, no 
ancient or medieval science and technology can be separated from its ethnic stamp,d 
and though that of the post-Renaissance period is truly universal, it is no better 
understandable historically without a knowledge of the milieu in which it came to 
birth. 

Finally, many will be desirous of looking into questions of intercultural contacts, 
transmissions and influences. Here we may only mention examples still puzzling of 
inventions which occur almost simultaneously at both ends of the Old World, e.g. 
rotary grinding (Section 27d, 2) and the water-mill (h, 2). Parallels between China and 
ancient Alexandria often arise (for instance in Section 27b) and the powerful influence 
of Chinese technology on pre-Renaissance Europe appears again and again (26c. h, ij 
270. d, t,f, g, j, m; 28t,f; 29j). In the realm of scientific thought, as usual, influences 
were less marked, but one may well wonder whether the implicit wave-conceptions 
of China did not exert some effect on Renaissance Europe. 

In a brilliant PQnencia at the 9th International Congress of the History of Science 
at Barcelona in I959 Professor Willy Hartner raised the difficult question of how far 
anyone can ever anticipate anyone else. What does it mean to be a precursor or a 
predecessor? For those who are interested in intercultural transmissions this is 
a vital point. In European history the problem has assumed acute form since the 

• Vol. 2, pp. 449 and 444. 
c ce. S�c'ion 18 in Vol. a abov�. 

b Originally (4). p. 548 . 
d Cc. Vol. 3, p . ....,.8. 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE XXV11 

school of Duhem acclaimed Nicolas d'Oresme and other medieval scholars as the 
precursors of Copernicus, Bruno, Francis Bacon, Galileo, Fermat and Hegel. Here 
the difficulty is that every mind is necessarily the denizen of the organic intellectual 
medium of its own time, and propositions which may look very much alike cannot 
have had quite the same meaning when considered by minds at very different periods. 
Discoveries and inventions are no doubt organically connected with the milieu in which 
they arose. Similarities may he purely fortuitous. Yet to affirm the true originality of 
Galileo and his contemporaries is not necessarily to deny the existence of precursors, 
so long as that term is not taken to mean absolute priority or anticipation; and in the 
same way there were many Chinese precursors or predecessors who adumbrated 
scientific principles later acknowledged-one thinks immediately of Huttonian 
geology (Vol. 3, p. 604), the comet tail law (p. 432) or the declination of the magnetic 
needle (Section 26i). So much for science more or less pure; in applied science we 
need hesitate less. For example, the gaining of power from the flow and descent of 
water by a wheel can only have been first successfully executed once. Within a limited 
lapse of time thereafter the invention may have occurred once or twice independently 
elsewhere, but such a thing is not invented over and over again. All subsequent 
successes must therefore derive from one or other of these events. In all these cases, 
whether of science pure or science applied, it remains the task of the historian to 
elucidate if possible how much genetic connection there was between the precursor 
and the great figures which followed him. Did they know certain actual written texts? 
Did they work by hearsay? Did they first conceive their ideas alone and find them 
unexpectedly confirmed? As Hartner says, the variations range from the certain to the 
impossible. a Often hearsay seems to have been followed by a new and different 
solution (cf. Section 27j, I). In our work here presented to the reader he will find 
that we are very often quite unable to establish a genetic connection (for example. 
between the suspension of Ting Huan and that of Jerome Cardan, in Section 27d. 4;  
or between the rotary ballista of Ma Chun and that of Leonardo, in Sections 27 a. 2 
and 30h, 4), but in general we tend to assume that when the spread of intervening 
centuries is large and the solution closely similar, the burden of proof must lie on those 
who desire to maintain independence of thought or invention. On the other hand the 
genetic connection can sometimes be established with ·a high degree of probability 
(for example, in the matters of equal temperament, Section z6h, 10; sailing-carriages. 
Section z7c, 3; and the kite, the parachute and the helicopter. Section 27m). Else
where one is left with strong suspicions, as with regard to the water-wheel escape
ment clock (Section 27j, 6). 

Although every attempt has been made to take into account the most recent research 
in the fields here covered, we regret that it has generally not been possible to mention 
work appearing after March 1960. 

a Many a surprise is still in flore for us. After the discovery by AI·T&�wl in 19:t4 that Ibn &1. 
Naf'ls (+ .:tIO w +  nSS) had dearly described the pulmonary circulation (d. Meyerhof. 1, 2 ;  Haddad 
& Khairallah, I). it was long considered extremely unlikely that any hint of this could have reached 
the Renaissance discoverer of the same phenomenon, Miguel Servetus (d. Temkin, 2). But now 
O'MalleY(I) has found a Latin translation ofsonle of the writings of Ibn al.NBfls published in + 1547· 
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We have not printed a contents-table of the entire project since the beginning 
of Vol. I ,  and it has now been felt desirable to revise it in prospectus form.· So 
much work has now been done in preparation for the later volumes that it is possible 
to give thcir outline subheadings with much greater precision than could be done 
seven years ago. More important, perhaps, is the division into volumes. Here we 
have sought to retain unaltered the original numbering of the successive Sections, as 
for the needs of cross-referencing we must. Vol. 4, as originally planned, included 
physics, all branches of engineering, military and textile technology and the arts of 
paper and printing. As will be secn, we now entitle Vol. 4 Physics and Physical 
Technology, Vol. 5 Chemistry and Chemical Technology and Vol. 6 Biology and Bio
logical Technology. This is a logical division, and Vol. 4 concludes very reasonably 
with Nautics (29), for in ancient and medieval times the techniques of shipping were 
almost entirely physical. Similarly Vol. 5 starts with Martial Technology (30), for in 
this field and in those times the opposite was the case ; the chemical factor was essential. 
We found not only that we must embody iron and steel metal1urgy therein (hence the 
slight but significant change of title), but also that without the epic of gunpowder, 
the fundamental discovery of the first known explosive and its development through 
five pre-occidental centuries, the history of Chinese military technique could not be 
written. With Textiles (31) and the other arts (32) the same argument was found to 
apply, for so many of the processes (retting, fulling, dyeing, ink-making) allied them 
to chemistry rather than to physics. Of course we could not always consistently 
adhere to this principle; for instance, no discussion of lenses was possible without 
some knowledge of glass technology, and this had therefore to be introduced at an 
early stage in the present volume (26g, 5, ii). For the rest, it is altogether natural that 
Mining (36), Salt-winning (37) and Ceramic Technology (35) should find their place 
in Vol. 5. The only asymmetry is that while in Vols. 4 and 6 the fundamental sciences 
arc dealt with at the beginning of the first part, in Vol. 5 the basic science, chemistry, 
with its precursor, alchemy, is discussed in the second part. This probably matters 
the less because in ready response to the critics who found Vol. 3 too heavy and bulky 
for comfortable meditative evening reading, the University Press has decided to 
produce the present volume in three physically separate parts, each being as usual 
independent and complete in itself. One more point remains. In Vol. I ,  pp. 18ff. 
we gave details of the plan of the work (conventions, bibliographies, indexes, etc.) to 
which we have since closely adhered, and we promised that in the last volume a list 
would be given of the editions of the Chinese books used. It now seems undesirable 
to wait so long, and thus for the convenience of readers with knowlcdge of the Chinese 
language we propose to append to the last part of this Volume an interim list of these 
editions down to the point then reached. 

China to Europeans has been like the moon, always showing the same face
a myriad peasant-farmers, a scattering of artists and recluses, an urban minority of 
scholars, mandarins and shopkeepers. Thus do civilisations acquire 'stereotypes' of 
one another. Now, raised upon the wings of the space-ship of linguistic resource and 

• An extract of thi� contents-table relevant to the present volume will be found on pp. 4P-4 below. 
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A U T H O R ' S NOTE XXIX 
riding the rocket of technical understanding (to use an Arabic trope), we intend to see 
what is on the other side of the disc, and to meet the physicists and engineers, the ship
wrights and the metallurgists of China's three-thousand year old culture. 

In our note at the beginning of Vol. 3 we took occasion to say something of the 
principles of translation of old scientific texts and of the technical terms contained 
in them.- Since this is the first volume largely devoted to the applied sciences we are 
moved to insert a few reflections here on the present position of the history of 
technology, a discipline which has suffered even more perhaps than the history of 
science itself from that dreadful dichotomy between those who know and those who 
write, the doers and the recorders. If men of scientific training, with all their handi
caps, have contributed' far more than professional historians to the history of science 
and medicine (as is demonstrably true), technologists as a whole have bcen even less 
well equipped with the tools and skills of historical scholarship, the languages, the 
criticism of sources, and the use of documentary evidence. Yet nothing can be more 
futile than the work of a historian who does not really understand the crafts and 
techniques with which he is dealing, and for any literary scholar it is hard to acquire 
that familiarity with things and materials, that sense of possibilities and probabilities, 
that understanding of Nature's ways, in fact, which comes (in greater or lesser measure) 
to everyone who has worked with his hands whether at the laboratory bench or in 
the factory workshop. I always remember once studying some medieval Chinese texts 
on 'light-penetration mirrors' (tlwu kuang chien ,), that is to say, bronze mirrors which 
have the property of reAecting from their polished surfaces the designs executed in 
relief on their backs. A non-scientific friend was really persuaded that the Sung 
artisans had found out some way of rendering metal transparent to light-rays, but 
I knew that there must be some other explanation and it was duly found (cf. Section 
z6g, 3). The great humanists of the past were very well aware of their limitations in 
these matters, and sought always, so far as possible, to gain acquaintance with what 
my friend and teacher, Gustav Haloun, used half-wistfully half-ironically to call the 
re alia . In a passage we have already quoted (Vol. I ,  p. 7), another outstanding 
sinologist, Friedrich Hirth, urged that the Western translator of Chinese texts must 
not only translate, he must identify, he must not only know the language but he must 
also be a collector of the objects talked about in that language. The conviction was 
sound, but if porcelain or cloisonne could (at any rate in those days) be collected and 
contemplated with relative ease, how much more difficult is it to acquire an under
standing of machinery, of tanning or of pyrotechnics, if one has never handled a lathe, 
fitted a gear-wheel or set up a distillation. 

What is true of living humanists in the West is also true of some of the Chinese 
scholars of long ago whose writings are oftcn our only means of access to thc techniques 
of past ages. The artisans and technicians knew very wcll what they were doing, but 
they were liable to be illiterate, or at least inarticulate (d. the long and illuminating 
text which we have translated in Section z7a, z). The bureaucratic scholars, on the 
other hand, were highly articulate but too often despised the rude mechanicals whose 

• cr. Needham (H)· ' i! jIf; • 
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activities. for one reason o r  another, they wrotc ahout from time to time. Thus even 
the authors whose words are now so precious were often more concerned with their 
literary style than with the details of the machines and processes which they men
tioned. This superior attitude was also not unknown among the artists, back-room 
experts (like the mathematicians) of the officials' yamens, so that often they were more 
interested in making a charming picture than in showing the precise details of 
machinery when they were asked to limn it, and now sometimes it is only by com
paring one drawing with another that we can reach certainty about the technical 
content. At the same time there were many great scholar-officials throughout Chinese 
history from Chang Heng in the Han to Shen Kua in the Sung and Tai Chen in the 
Chhing who combined a perfect expertise in classical literature with complete mastery 
of the sciences of their day and the applications of these in artisanal practice. 

For all these reasons our knowledge of the devdopment of technology is stiU in a 
lamentably backward state, vital though it is for economic history, that broad meadow 
of flourishing speculation. In a recent letter, Professor Lynn White, who has done 
as much as anyone else in the field, wrote memorable words with which we fully 
agree: 'The whole history of technology is so rudimentary that all one can do is to 
work very hard, and be happy when one's errors are corrected: On every hand 
pitfalls abound. On a single page of a recent most authoritative and admirablc 
collective treatise, one of our best historians of technology can first suppose Heron's 
toy windmill to be an Arabic interpolation, though the Pneumatica never passed to 
us through that language, and a moment later assert that Chinese travellers in +400 
saw wind-driven prayer-wheels in Central Asia, a story based on a mistranslation now 
just 125 years old. The same author;tative treatise says that Celtic wagons of the 
- 1st century had hubs equipped with roller-bearings, and we ourselves at first 
accepted this opinion. We learnt in time, however, that examination of the actual 
remains preserved at Copenhagen makes this highly improbable, and that reference to 
the original paper in Danish clinches the matter-the pieces of wood which came out 
from the hub-spaces when disinterred were flat strips and not rollers at all. \Ve have 
often been saved from other such mistakes only by the skin of our teeth, so to say, 
and it is not in a spirit of criticism, but rather to demonstrate the difficulties of the 
work, that we draw attention to them. 

Certain safeguards one can always try to obtain. There is no substitute for actually 
seeing for oneself in the great museums of the world, and the great archaeological 
sites; there is no substitute for personal intercourse with the practising technicians 
themselves. To be sure the scholarly standard of any particular work must necessarily 
depend upon the ground which is covered. Only the specialist using intensive 
methods-a Rosen elucidating the tangled roots of ophthalmic lenses or a Drachmann 
exploring Roman oil-presses--can afford the time to go into a matter au fond and 
bring truth wholly out of the well. We have tried to do this only in very few fields, 
such as that of medieval Chinese clockwork, because our aim is essentially extensive 
and pioneering. There is no escape, much must be taken on trust. If we are deficient 
in our knowledge of the objects of occidental archaeology, it is because we have laboured 
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to study in situ those of the Chinese culture�area, our primary responsibility. If we 
had been able to visit the museum in Copenhagen where the Dejbjerg wagons are 
kept we might have been more wary of accepting current statements about them, but
& PIOS Ppaxvs, � S; T€xvrI Jl4l(p�, the craft is long but life is short. On the other side 
of the scale a deep debt of gratitude is owing to the President and Council of Academia 
Sinica for generous facilities which enabled me in 1958, together with Dr Lu Gwei� 
Djen, to visit or revisit many of the great museums and archaeological sites in China. 

But not with archaeologists only must one converse. One must follow the example 
of little Dr Harvey (of Caius College). In the seventeenth century John Aubrey tells 
us of a conversation he had with a sow�gelder, a countryman of little learning but 
much practical experience and wisdom. He told him that he had met Dr William 
Harvey, who had conversed with him above two or three hours, and ' if he had been', 
the man remarked, 'as stiff as some of our starched and formall doctors, he had known 
no more than they'. A Kansu carter threw light upon the harness not only of our own 
time but indirectly of the Han and Thang, Szechuanese iron�workers were well able 
to help our understanding of how Chhiwu Huai�Wcn in + 545 made co�fusion steel, 
and a Peking kite-maker could reveal with his simple materials those secrets of the 
cambered wing and the airscrew which lie at the heart of modern aeronautical science. 
Nor may the technicians of one's own civilisation be neglected, for a traditional Surrey 
wheelwright can explain how wheels were ' dished' by the artisans of the State of 
Chhi two thousand years and more ago. A friend in the zinc industry disclosed to us 
that the familiar hotel cutlery found today all over the world is made essentially of the 
medieval Chinese alloy paktong,l a nautical scholar from Greenwich demonstrated 
the significance of the Chinese lead in fore�and-aft sailing, and it took a professional 
hydraulic engineer to appreciate at their true value the Han measurements of the silt
content of river-waters. As Confucius put it, San jen hsing, pi yu wo shih,: 'Where 
there are three men walking together, one or other of them will certainly be able to 
teach me something'. 1\ 

The demonstrable continuity and universality of science and technology prompts 
a final observation. Some time ago a not wholly unfriendly critic of our previous 
volumes wrote, in effect: this book is fundamentally unsound for the following 
reasons. The authors believe (I) that human social evolution has brought about a 
gradual increase in man's knowledge of Nature and control of the external world, 
(2) that this science is an ultimate value and with its applications forms today a unity 
into which the comparable contributions of different civilisations (not isolated from 
each other as incompatible and mutually incomprehensible organisms) all have 
flowed and flow as rivers to the sea, (3) that along with this progressive process human 
society is moving towards forms of ever greater unity, complexity and organisation. 
We recognised these invalidating theses as indeed our own, and if we had a door like 
that of Wittenberg long ago we would not hesitate to nail them to it. No critic has 
subjected our beliefs to a more acute analysis, yet it reminded us of nothing so much 

• Lun Yii, VII, xxi. 
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as that letter which Matteo Ricci wrote home in + 1595 to describe the various absurd 
ideas which the Chinese entertained about cosmological questions: ·  (One), he said, 
they do not believe in solid crystalline celestial spheres, (Item) they say that the 
heavens are empty, (Item) they have five elements instead of the four so universally 
recognised as consonant with truth and reason, etc. But we have made our point. 

A decade of fruitful collaboration came to an end when early in 1957 Dr Wang Ling1 
(Wang Ching-Ningl) departed from Cambridge to the Australian National University, 
where he is now Associate Professor in Chinese Language and Literature. Neither 
of us will ever forget the early years of the project, when our organisation was 
finding its feet, and a thousand problems had to be solved (with equipment much less 
adequate than now) as we went along. In the present volume, Dr Wang's activity 
was mainly exercised in subsections e,g, and i. The essential continuity of day-to-day 
collaboration with Chinese scholars was, however, happily preserved at his departure 
by the arrival of a still older friend, Dr Lu Gwei-Djen,J late in 1956. Among other 
posts, Dr Lu had been Research Associate at the Henry Lester Medical Institute, 
Shanghai, Professor of Nutritional Science at Ginling College, Nanking, and later in 
charge of the Field Cooperation Offices Service in the Department of Katural Sciences 
at UNESCO headquarters in Paris. With a basis of wide experience in nutritional 
biochemistry and clinical research, she is now'· engaged in pioneer work for the bio
logical and medical part of our plan (Vol. 6). Probably no single subject in our 
programme presents more difficulties than that of the history of the Chinese medical 
sciences. The volume of the literature, the systematisation of the concepts (so different 
from those of the West), the use of ordinary and philosophical words in special senses 
so as to constitute a subtle and precise technical terminology, and the strangeness of 
certain important branches of therapy-all demand great efforts if the result is to give, 
as has not yet been given, a true picture of Chinese medicine. It  is very fortunate that 
time permits our excavations to commence from the bedrock upwards. At the same 
time Dr Lu has participated in the revision of the prescnt volume for press. 

A year later (early in 1958) we were joined by Dr Ho Ping-Yu,. Reader in Physics 
at the University of Malaya, Singapore. Primarily an astra-physicist by training, and 
the translator of the astronomical chapters of the Chin Shu, he was happily willing to 
broaden his experience in the history of science by devoting himself to the study of 
alchemy and early chemistry, helping thus to lay the foundations for the relevant 
volume (Vol. 5). Such work had been initiated some years earlier by yet another 
friend, Dr Tshao Thien-Chhin,5 when a Research Fellow of Caius College, before his 
return to the Biochemical Institute of Academia Sinica at Shanghai. Dr Tshao had 
been one of my wartime companions, and while in Cambridge made a most valuable 
study of the alchemical books in the Tao Tsang.b Dr Ho Ping-Yu was able to extend 
this work with great success in many directions. Although Dr Ho is now back at his 
substantive post in Singapore, it is my earnest hope that he will be able to rejoin us 

• cr. Vol. 3, p. 438. b Cf. Vol. I, p. u . 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE XXX11l 
in Cambridge for the final preparation of the volume on chemistry and chemical 
technology. 

It is good to record that already a number of important subsections of both these 
volumes (5 and 6) have been written. The publication of some of these in draft form 
facilitates criticism and aid by specialists in the different fields. 

Lastly, an occidental collaborator appears with us on the title-page of the first part 
of this volume, Me Kenneth Robinson, one who combines most unusually sinological 
and musical knowledge. Proressionally he is an educationalist, with a Malayan 

background in teachers training, as Education Officer in Sarawak frequented the 
villages and long-houses of the Dayaks and other peoples, whose remarkable orchestras 
seem to him to evoke the music of the Chou and Han. We were rortunate indeed that 
he was willing to undertake the writing of the Section on the recondite but fascinating 
subject of physical acoustics, indispensable because it was one of the major interests 
of the scientific minds of the Chinese middle ages. He is thus the only participator so 
far who has contributed direct authorship as well as research activity . 

Once again it is a pleasure to offer public gratitude to those who have helped us in 
many different ways. First, our advisers in linguistic and cultural fields unfamiliar 
to us, notably Mr D. M. Dunlop for Arabic, Dr Shackleton Bailey for Sanskrit, 
Dr Charles Sheldon for Japanese, and Mr G. Ledyard for Korean. Secondly, those 
who have given us special assistance and counsel, Dr H. J. J. Winter in medieval 
optics, Dr Laurence Picken in acoustics, Mr E. G. Sterland in mechanical engineering, 
Dr Herbert Chatley in hydraulic engineering and Mr George Naish in nautics. 
Thirdly, all those whose names will be found in the adjoining list of readers and kind 
critics of Sections in draft or proof form. But only Dr Dorothy Needham, F.R.S., 
has weighed every word in these volumes and our debt to her is incalculable. 

Once again we renew our warmest thanks to Mr Derek Bryan, O.B.E., and 
Mn; Margaret Anderson for their indispensable and meticulous help with press work, 
and to Mr Charles Curwen for acting as our agent-general with regard to the ever
increasing flood of current Chinese literature on the history and archaeology of science 
and technics. Miss Muriel MoyJe has continued to provide her very detailed indexes, the 
excellence of which has been saluted by many reviewers. As the enterprise continues, 
the volume of typing and secretarial work seems to grow beyond expectation, and 
we have had many occasions to recognise that a good copyist is like the spouse in Holy 
Writ, precious beyond rubies. Thus we most gratefully acknowledge the help of 
Mrs Betty May, Miss Margaret Webb, Miss Jennie Plant, Miss June Lewis, Mr Frank 
Brand, Mrs W. M. Mitchell, Miss Frances Boughton, Mrs Gillian Rickaysen and 
Mrs Anne Scott McKenzie. 

The part played by publisher and printer in a work such as this, considered in tenns 
either of finance or technical skill, is no less vital than the research, the organisation 
and the writing itself. Few authors could have more appreciation of their colleagues 
executive and executant than we for the Syndics and the Staff of the Cambridge 
University Press. Among the latter formerly was our friend Frank Kendon, for many 
years Assistant Secretary, whose death has occurred since the appearance of our 
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previous volume. Known in many circles as a poet and literary scholar of high 
achievement, he was capable of divining the poetry implicit in some of the books which 
passed through the Press, and the form which his understanding took was the bestowal 
of infinite pains to achieve the external dress best adapted to the content. I shall 
always remember how when Science and Civilisation in China was crystallising in this 
way, he 'lived with' trial volumes made up in different styles and colours for some weeks 
before arriving at a decision most agreeable to the author and his collaborators-and 
what was perhaps more important, equally so to thousands of readers all over the world. 

To the Master and Fellows of the l'lall of the Annunciation, commonly called 
Conville and Caius College, a family of immediate colleagues, I can offer only in· 
adequate words. I do not know where else conditions so perfect for carrying out an 
enterprise such as this could be found, a peaceful workshop in the topographical 
centre of the University and all its libraries, between the President's apple-tree and 
the Porta Honoris. The daily appreciation and encouragement of everyone in the 
Society helps us to surmount all the difficulties of the task. Nor can I omit meed of 
thanks to the Head of the Department of Biochemistry and its Staff for the indulgent 
understanding which they show to a colleague seconded, as it were, to another universe. 

The financing of the research work for our project has always been difficult and 
still presents serious problems. \Ye are nevertheless deeply indebted to the Wellcome 
Trust, whose exceptionally generous support has relieved us of all anxiety concerning 
the biological and medical volume. We cannot forbear from offering our deepest 
gratitude for this to the Chairman, Sir Henry Dale, c.M" F,R.S, An ample benefac
tion by the Bollingen Foundation, elsewhere acknowledged, has assured the adequate 
illustration of the successive volumes. To Dato Lee Kong-Chian of Singapore we 
are beholden for a splendid contribution towards the expenses of research for the 
chemical volume, and Dr Ho's work towards this was made possible by sabbatical 
leave from the University of Malaya. Here we wish to pay a tribute to the memory 
of a great physician and servant of his country, Wu Lien-Te, of Emmanuel College, 
already Major in the Chinese Army Medical Corps before the fall of the Chhing 
dynasty, founder long ago of the Manchurian Plague Prevention Service and pioneer 
organiser of public health work in China. During the last year of his life Dr Wu 
exerted himself to help in securing funds for our work, and his kindness in this will 
always be warmly remembered. Some kind well-wishers of our enterprise have now 
grouped themselves together in a committee of . Friends of the Project' with a view 
to securing further necessary financial support, and to our old friend Dr "ictor 
Purcell, C.M,G., who has most kindly accepted the honorary secretaryship of this 
committee, our best appreciation is offered. At various periods during the studies 
which see the light in these volumes we have also received financial help from the 
Universities' China Committee and from the Managers of the Ocean Steamship 
Company acting as Trustees of funds bequeathed by members of the Holt family; 
for this we record most grateful thanks. 
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26. PHYSICS 

Ca) INTRODUCTION 

THOUGH physics has often been regarded as the fundamental science, it was a branch 
of natural knowledge in which Chinese traditional culture was never strong. This is 
in itself a striking fact. We may find it of special significance when placed in the context 
of a general discussion of the factors in East Asian society which inhibited the auto
chthonous rise of modern science.a Nevertheless, there is no lack of material for the 
present Section. Already we have seen certain aspects of classical Chinese physical 
thought in the Section on fundamental ideas,b and this volume will in the first 
place continue the exposition of the work of the Mohist school in the -4th and -3rd 
centuries. It will then appear that at no time did the concept of atoms become 
important in Chinese thinking. Just as Chinese mathematics was algebraic rather 
than geometrical, and Chinese philosophy organic rather than mechanical, so we shall 
find that Chinese physical thought (one can hardly speak of a developed science of 
physics) was dominated by the notion of waves rather than particles. 

Most important in this Section will be, of course, the development of knowledge 
about magnetism, in particular the discovery and exploitation of the directive property 
of the lodestone, The Chinese were so much in advance of the Western world in this 
matter that we might almost venture the speculation that if the social conditions had 
been favourable for the development of modern science, the Chinese might have 
pushed ahead first in the study of magnetism and electricity, passing to field physics 
without going through the stage of 'billiard-ball' physics. Had the Renaissance been 
Chinese and not European, the whole sequence of discoveries would probably have 
been entirely different. Next to magnetism, there was not a little interest in China in 
optics,c again beginning with the Mohists; there was some statics and hydrostatics, 
though, as in Europe, very little study of heat. Another striking difference between 
the two civilisations seems to be that China had no parallels to the medieval Western 
students of motion. Chinese literature seems to contain no discussion of the trajectory 
of missiles or the free fall of bodies;d at least we have not come upon any traces of 
it. There is no one to correspond to the so-called ' precursors of Galileo', men such as 
Phi!oponus and Buridan, Bradwardine and Nicolas d'Oresme; and hence no dynamics 
or cinematics. We may find it possible to hazard a suggestion as to why this was so, 
It is, however, important to note that this theoretical vacuum did not in the least 

• A preliminary diu;ullion of the significance of the rise of modem physics, with its maLhemati.ed 
hypotheses, in Renlissance Europe, especially in the early 17th century, has already been given at the 
end of the Section on mathematics above, Vol. 3, pp. 154ft'. 

b Vol. 2, pp. 171ft'., 18Sft'., 1)1ff., 173ff., 371ff. 
C II hu been Ilid that one reason perhaps for the Arabic pre_eminence in optics was the prevalence 

of eyc diseases in subtropical dimatu, and this may hold good for China also. Cf. below, Section 44, 
on ophthalmology. 

d Strangely, in view of the interest of the Mohin school in military technology. 
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inhibit the development o f  engineering i n  China,· which before + 1500 was frequently 
much superior to anything which Europe could show. 

The literature gives us very little help. The sinologists have done nothing.b No 
Chinese scholar has written at any length on the subject.e Occidental historians of 
physics have been mainly occupied with post-Renaissance physics,d less so with that 
of the Middle Ages,e and perhaps still less so with antiquity.t None of them has 

taken into account any Chinese contribution.' 
Some general propositions of a physical nature arc contained in the Mohist Canon 

(the Mo Ching),h and others will be given in connection with atomic ideas, mass, and 
mechanics. In the text, composed not much before - 300, we find: I 

Cs 39/252/81 . 37. Duration 
C Duration (chiu I) includes all the different times. 
CS Former times, the present time, the morning and the evening, are combined together 

to form duration. (auct.) 

Cs 65/-/32. 58. Volume 
C The enclosure (yingl) of a certain thing means that every part of that thing is enclosed. 
CS If nothing can be enclosed, there can be no volume. (auct.) 

Cf. Proposition Cs 55, in the Section on geometry, Vol. 3. p. 94 above. 

Cs 67/-/36.60. Contact and coincidence 
C Contact (yingl) means two bodies mutually touching, 
CS Lines placed in contact with one another will not (necessarily) coincide (since one may 

be longer or shorter than the other). Points placed in contact with one another will 
coincide (because they have no dimensions). If a line is placed in contact with a point, 
they may or may not coincide (chi".); (they will do so if the point is placed at the 
end of the line, for both have no thickness; they will not do so if the point is placed 
at the middle of the line, for the line has length while the point has no length). If a 
hard white thing is placed in contact with another hard white thing, the hardness and 
whiteness will coincide mutually (hsiang chin�); (since the hardness and the whiteness 
are qualities diffused throughout the two objects, they may be considered to permeate 

• As Hennann (,) has pointed out. 
I> Such anicle. as there are, e.g. Edkin. (I I), are coneerned purely with oommonpilcel about the 

Five Element. a ... d the Yin .... d Ya ... g. 
C With the exceptio ... of Wu Nan-Hllin (I), whose interesting little book, privately circulated in 

Wuhan Univenity, did not become Ivailable to us until after the present Section WI! completed. I am 
gnteful to my oId ffiend Dr Kao Shang-Yin for presenting us with a oopy. 

d Hoppe (I): Buckley (.): Gerland h): Gerland & TraumUller; Cajori (5). 
e Maier (1""7); Dugu (.). f A. Heller (I): Seeger (I). 
I! As I companion for the student ofphy.ies in China, the book ofL. W. Taylor (.) may be mentioned. 
h See Vol. I, pp. '7df. above. Modem Chinese scholan oontinue to lake a greal inlerest in the 

MomS! school. Since Wu YO-Chiang (I) edited the collected commentaries during the last war, mlny 
books have appeared., lOme conCCl'llrating chiefly on the philoaophy and logic, .uch a5 that of Chan 
Chien·F�ng (I), but othen dealing .Ito with the scientific prop<»itions, such as Ihat of Luan Tiao
Fu (I). Wu Nln·Hsiin (I) discussea most of those which hive to do with physics. In the present 
connection, lee up. pp. 16ff. 

I For explanation of the convention. identifying the punges of text and .... cient commentary, see 
Vol. 2, p. 172 above. 

' . ' . , III • 
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26. PHYSICS 3 
the new larger object formed by the contact of the two smaller ones). But two 
(material) bodies (thi'), placed in contact (ying1), cannot mutually coincide (because 
of the mutual impenetrability of material solids). (auct.) 

Cs 64/-/30.57' Coherion 
C A discontinuous line (lul) includes empty spaces, 
CS The meaning of 'empty' is like the spaces between two apposed pieces of wood, In 

those spaces there is no wood. (I.e. surfaces cannot be absolutely smooth and cannot 
therefore fully cohere.) (auct.) 

Some of these statements verge on the borderline of physics and geometry; they 
illustrate well the tendencies of Mohist thought. 

(6) WAVES AND PARTICLES 

It must now be made clear, as a further preliminary, how Chinese physical thinking 
was dominated throughout by the concept of waves rather than of atoms. This is only 
one aspect of that great debate which has been going on at all stages in the history of 
human thought between the proponents of continuity and those of discontinuity. 
AtomIsm is one of the most familiar features of European and Indian theorising, yet 
although at various times some Chinese thinkers watered its seeds, the idea never took 
root among them, presumably because it was out of harmony with those organic 
presuppositions on which Chinese thought was based. First let us look at some of the 
passing appearances of atoms on the Chinese stage. As has already been suggested,
the fundamental idea of atoms could be expected to arise in all civilisations inde
pendently, since everywhere men were engaged in cutting up lengths of wood, and the 
question would inevitably arise as to what would happen if successive cuttings were to 
go on until the uncuttable was reached. 

Logically strictest in this sense were the Mohists, with their atomic definition 
of the geometrical point.b The word used for this in the MQ Ching is tuan.4 
But they also seem to have considered instants of time in an atomic sense. For 
example: 

Cs 43/-/88.41 .  illsialltr of time 
C The ' beginning ' (rhiM) means (an instant of) time. 

CS Time sometimes has duration (chi�) and sometimes not, for the 'beginning' point of 
lime has no duration. (auct). 

This makes it clear that the notion of atomic instants of time can hardly have come 
into China with BuddJ,ism; and to believe that the Mohists were influenced by Indian 
thought is much more difficult. There is a cosmogonic background to this passage, 
as in the many passages where shih S is discussed in Chuang Tzu. Here the moment 
of beginning is thought of like the point at the end of a line. 

• Vol. I, p. ISS; Vol. 3, p. 92. to Alrcady givcn, Vol. J, p. 91 above . 

' II  ' II  ' II  ' 11  
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When Indian atoms of time did become current in China they were termed chha.na I 

(Skr. kfa1Jo). a usage which we may find in the Shu Shu Chi [, (Memoir on some 
Traditions of Mathematical Art) by Hsii Yo,J probably written in the Later Han. The 
idea seems much morc Indian than Greek, but it passed westwards, and curiously 
the only occurrence of the word ' atom I in the New Testament is with the meaning of 
a moment of time.a According to Gandz (5). Mar Samuel, the great Hebrew polymath 
of Nehardea in Babylonia (+ 165 to + 257), Hsii Yo's contemporary, reckoned 
56,848 atoms to the hour, one atom (rega') being equivalent to two twinklings of an eye 
(hIre! 'ayyin). The late Roman agrimensores also spoke of atlwmj as very small 
durations of time,b and hence the conception found its way down to Honorius of 
Autun (+ 11th century) and Bartholomaeus Anglicus (+ 13th). 

The word shih . used by the Mohists derives from a graph (K976e',/') which 
represents the birth of a child,c while tuan,J used for ' point', was originally (K 168b, d) 

K.68b 
a graph showing the first visible sprouts of a plant.d Three further words, however, 
call also for consideration, first wej6 (something very minute), then khuai7 (a very 
small lump of something), and then chiS (a germ of something). The first of these 
derives from a graph showing two hands holding something small (K S84b), the second 
is of purely phonetic origin, and the third (K S47b) once represented two little 
embryos or other small Jiving things held in the hands. 

The word wei6 has invited the translation of' atom' by sinologists, but if acceptable 
in literary versions, this can hardly be admitted as correct for scientific purposes. 
Thus Waley,e translating one of the odes of Sung Vii9,' gives ' an atom secretly nurtured 
in the heart of the indivisible' for this word-the poets were competing for a fief 
which the king had promised to give to whoever could describe the smallest thing in 
the world. So also Ie Gall,g translating a passage from the Chu Tzu Chhiian Shu, h. 
uses the expression 'tout passe de la puissance a j'acte, de l'etat atomique (imper
ceptible) a I'apparence distincte', when the text says : 

Dut there is only one Great Source, and from its undifferentiated energy all specific actions 
come forth, following through from their minute (beginnings) and so reaching manifestation 
(tshung wei erh chih chu 10).1 

I I Cor. xv, 52. 
b There were 47 alhomi to I untin, 12 untiae to I momentum. 10 momenta to I punctum, and 5 puncta 

to the hour. Hence the othomw was of the order of 0'1 second in our reckoning. 
C One can see a woman, an aiding hand, the foetus, and the new mouth. The character is close to 

thoi," which still means uteros or (loosely) foetus. 
<I The ground i, represented in cross-section &0 that one can see the roots. e (II), p. ::'7. 
f Said to have been Chhi.i Yuan's nephew; lived c. - 310 to -a60; G IS,p. 
i (I), p. loa. h Ch. "'9, p. ,ob. I Tr. auct. 

' 111 
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26. P H YSICS 5 
Chu Hsi must of course have been familiar with the Buddhist use of the tcrm, which 
will shortly be mentioned, but this never had scientific definition or application. 

Another word in which some have seen an atomic conception is khuaj;' we have 
met with it already in the passage of the Lieh Tzu book in which ehhang Lu Tzu 
laughs at the man who is afraid that the heavens may fall down upon him.1 It will 
be remembered that there the heavens were said to be nothing but 'piled-up chhi' 
(chi ehhil) and the earth 'piled-up khuai ' (clli khuai1).b Just how much emphasis 
can be laid upon this hint of a particulate conception of vaporous and solid matter 
is not too obvious. In after times the word occurs infrequently, if ever, in this 
sense. 

A related expression has already been noted, however, in the Neo-Confucian account 
of the formation of the world by the centrifugal grinding of matter to a sedimentary 
state;e the theory which we have called the • Centrifugal Cosmogony'. The nearest 
that the text comes to speaking of particles is simply sediment (cluJ tzui). Here 
again one feels disinclined to suppose that Chu Hsi and his followers had anything 
se�;ously like atoms in mind. 

More biological is the term chi.s As already mentioned,d it occurs in the Great 
Appendix of the I Ching (Book of Changes) with thc sense of the minute imperceptible 
beginnings of things out of which come good and evil. But earlier than the probable 
date of this text (perhaps - 2nd century), the word had been used by Chuang Chou 
about - 290 in his famous passage concerning biological change, even evolution. e 

• All species contain " germs ".' • All things come from the "germs" and return to the 
"germs".' But it would be stretching the meaning much too far to insist on a strictly 
atomic significance for this passage. 

Chinese translators of Buddhist texts in the Thang used the words wei6 or wei chu1 
for Skr. siikfma or a�u, a 'molecule' seven times larger than an atom, chi wei,' 
paTamii�u.f Earlier translators had used for this the phrase lin hsU,9 'nearest to 
nothingness ', equivalent to Skc. upiikiisa.g The Shu Shu Chi I has chi weilo for 
particles. But there seems no reason to suppnse that these primarily philosophical 
speculations had much influence on Chinese scientific thinking. Modern Chinese has 
adopted entirely new words, such as fin tzu I I  for molecule, yuan tzu'Z for atom, and 
tim tzu IJ fOr electron. 

Sometimes the minutest of weights, such as hao 14 and Ji, I' are referred to in senses 
almost atomic, particularly in the Han medical literature. Thus in the Huang Ti 

• Wieger (7). p. 79; L. Giles (4), p. �9; see Vol. �, p. 41-b Lith Tzu, eh. I, p. 16b. 
e Vol. l, pp. 37�ff. d Vol. l, p. So. 
C Chua", Tzu, ch. IS. cr. L ith Tzu, ch . •  , p. 12b (L. Giles (.), p. 79). See Vol. �, p. 7S. 
f These terms are thO$<: of the Vai.iqika school, which goes back at least to the + 1St century and 

may be somewhat older (cf. Renou & Filliozat (I), vol. l, p. 73, and Vol. I, p. 154 above). An D(W w ... 
equal to the aixth pan of a mote of dust visible in a lunbeam . 

• l owe thanks to Dr A. Waley for checking these terms. Cf. F!ng Yu·Lan (I), vol. 2, p. 386. 
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Nei Ch ing Su Wen' (The Yellow Emperor's Manual of Internal Medicine; the Plain 
Questions) there is the following:a 

To know the supreme Tao is embarrassingly (difficult). To communicate it is frighteningly 
(difficult). Who can know its chief characteristics? Worrying about the exactness of the 
descriptions, who can decide what may best be said? Numbering (the things) which are too 
small to be distinctly seen, starts from (the smallest units) hao and [i-these arc (concep� 
tions which) arise from measurement. But agglomerating together by thousands and ten 
thousands, they become larger and larger, until shapesb emerge. 

Veith's use or the word ' atoms' in translating this passageC would almost seem justified, 
if it did not introduce something more definite than the originaJ Jangu3ge will bear. 

In contrast to these rare examples of atomistic thinking, we find that the texts speak 
as one voice with regard to the wave-like progression of the Yin and Yang forces,d 
reciprocally rising and falling. Throughout Nature there is a tidal flow of the two 
elementary influences. To insist on the wave-like character of Yin and Yang is 
unnecessary for anyone at all acquainted with Chinese writings,c yet a few examples 
must be given. Our oldest may be taken from the Kuei Ku Tzu book,! some of which 
may go back to the -4th century, though this passage will presumably not much 
antedate Tsou Yen. 

The Yang returns cyclically to its beginning; the Yin attains its maximum and gives place 
to the Yang. (Yang huan chung shih, Yin chi/an Yang.1)i 

In the - 2nd century, the Huai Na n Tzu saysh that 

Yang is born at the cyclical sign Tzu (i.e. due north, where Yin, dark and cold, is at its 
maximum). Yin is born at the cyclical sign Wu (i.e. due south, where Yang, bright and hot, 
is at its maximum).1 

Liu An's contemporary, Tung Chung-Shu, has much to say on the subject in his 
Chhun Chhiu Fa n Lu . Thus ch. 51  ('The Unitary Nature of the Tao of Heaven'): 

The unchanging Tao of Heaven is that things of opposing nature are not permitted to start 
at the same time. The result is that this Tao is unitary, that is, it is one and not two, this 
being the process of Heaven in action. Yin and Yang are of opposing nature; hence when one 
comes out the other goes in, if one is on the right the other is on the left . . . .  If the Yin 
flourishes the Yang declines; if the Yang flourishes the Yin declinesJ 

• Chi Ch" ed. (ch. 2) �h. 8. p. 33It, tr. HUC!. 
b Thc �ontext shows that, sin�e diseues arc being d;s�u$Sed, this word carries _Iso Ihe sense of 

'syndrome'. 
C (I), p. 134, where, however, thc �ne",1 sense of the punge seems 10 be miued. 
d Cr. above, in Sect. I) on fundamental ideas, Vol. ::t, pp. ::t73ff. 
� Martin (s) drew attention to this nearly a �entury ago (in ,867). Of the Yang hc wrote: 'It is 

curious to see light conne<:ted with motion. Did thc Chinese anti�jpatc the undulatory theory, and the 
modern doctrine of thennodynamics?' 

f Ch. I (Pai Ho), p. 6h. II Tr. Forke (I)), p. 486. 
h eh. ), p. Sa. 
I Tr. au�t. Note the di_Ie�tical quality of the thought here ; everything carries within lt the tads 

of its own decay. 
J Tr. Flng Yu-Lan (l), p. 120, et suet. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  7 
In other words when the Yang wave is at the height of its crest, the Yin wave is at 
the depth of its trough, and vice versa. They ' advance and retreat in classifiable 
(predictable) fashion'.a Wang Chhung (about + 80) says:b 

The Yang having reached its climax retreats in favour of Yin; the Yin having reached its 
climax retreats in favour of Yang. ( Yang chi Ian Yill, Yin chi/an Yang. l)c 

A very explicit statement is found in the Liu Tzu1  of Liu Chou l about + 550, who 
says:d 

When the Yang has reached its highest point the Yin begins to rise, and when the Yin 
has reached its highest point the Yang begins to rise. Just as when the sun has reached its 
greatest altitude it begins to decline, and when the moon has waxed to its full it begins to 
wane. This is the changeless Tao of Heaven. When forces have reached their climax, they 
begin to weaken (shih chi Isl SUlli), and when natural things have become fully agglomerated 
they begin to disperse (tshai cM pi san!).e After the year's fullness follows decay, and the 
keenest joy is followed by sadness. This (too) is the changeless condition of Man. 

So dominant in Chinese thought was the conception of wave-molion that it seems 
sometimes to have acted in an inhibitory way upon the advance of scientific knowledge. 
Traditional natural philosophy in China conceived of the whole universe as under
going slow pulsations of its fundamentally opposed but mutually necessary basic 
forces. As the radiating mutual influences of individual things were pdsatile also, it 
was entirely in accord with the grain of Chinese philosophical thinking to envisage 
intrinsic rhythms in natural objects. For, as has already been said, 'the harmonious 
cooperation of all beings arose, not from the orders of a superior authority external 
to themselves, but from the fact that they were all parts in a hierarchy of wholes 
forming a cosmic pattern, and what they obeyed were the internal dictates of their 
own natures'.f But this very organic world-view was not altogether propitious for 
scientific investigation, at any rate in physics, since chains of causes always led back 

to individual objects the intrinsic rhythms of which were liable to remain inscrutable. 
Thus one is not at all surprised to find as late as the Sung, about + 1 140, a writer 

(Chhen Chhang-Fangl» denying the reflection of the sun's light by the moon, on the 
ground that the periodical rise and faU of the Yin force was a much better explanation 
for the moon's phases.g In this he was only following a tradition which had been well 
established in the Han. Wang Chhung in the + 1St century, as we have seen,h argued 
vigorously against the correct theory of eclipses, preferring the view that the sun and 
moon had intrinsic rhythms of brightness of their own. About + 274 the astronomer 

• Ch. 57; cr .. Vol. �. p. �8� above. b Lun Hlng, ch . •  6. e Tr. Forke (.), vol. 2, p. 3H. 
d Ch. 2, p. loa, tT. Forke (Il), p. 258; eni. mod. auct. 
" The words uscd can of course also be translated ' human influence' and ' wealth' or' riches'. There 

.. thus at least a moralising undertone. 
f Vol. a. p. s8a; cr. p. a87 . 
• Pt. Li Kilo Tna'" (Discussions with Guests at Pu-li), ch. a, p. sa.  
h The passage has been given in full in Vol. 3,  pp. 411 ff. 

' lI fi ll J.l D Q 1l 11  
' lt lt. £· lt  · . A l1  
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Liu Chih I was dissatisfied with it too. In his Lun Thien1 (Discourse on the Heavens) 
he maintained that eclipses of the sun could not be due to the obstruction of the sun's 
rays by the moon, for the moon must necessarily follow the Tao of ministers and could 
not dare to cover the face of the princely sun. So also eclipses of the moon could not 
be due to the obstruction of the sun's rays by the earth for the shadow of the earth 
would be insufficiently large. But these reactionary arguments do not forfeit Liu Chih 
OUf sympathy for he goes on to expound his own world-conception in words which 
demonstrate a whole series of other valid scientific ideas in their ' prehistoric' form
wave-motion, action at a distance, intrinsic rhythm and the like. 

Someone then said: 'According to your own arguments there must be a great shadow, 
but since the moon is on the opposite side from the sun, how could it have any light?' 
r answered that the Yin contains (always) some Yang, and thus can be bright.a ft does not 
have to wait for the Yang to shine upon it. The Yin and the Yang respond (yingl)b toone 
another; what is pure receives light, what is cold receives warmth-such communication 
needs no intennediary (wu men erh thunr). They can respond to each other in spite of the 
vast space which separates them (sui yuan hsiang ying5). When a stone is thrown into the 
water, the (ripples) spread forth one after another-this is the propagation of the eMi of the 
water.C Mutual echoing means mutual receptivity. There is no bound which (the mutual 
influences of things) cannot attain i there is no barrier which can stand in their way.d 

(It is in this manner that) the purest substance (Le. the moon) receives the light of the 
Yang (i.e. the sun), occupying different positions because of the roundness of the heavens, 
sometimes facing, sometimes turning the back, sometimes slanting. Such is the pattern
principle (li6) of the light of the moon. (When) Yin and Yang receive from each other, if the 
one flourishes the other must decay.c Therefore the sun and moon contend together for 
brightness. When the sun is weak the moon appears by day. If there were on1y a reflection 
of light (between the sun and moon), and no question of the mutual radiation and reception 
of eMi, then the brightness of the Yin ought to flourish most when the Yang is flourishing, 
and it ought to decay when the Yang decays. Then there would be no explanation of the 
differences (which we observe) between (the light of) the sun and the moon.f 

Summarising therefore, the Chinese physical universe in ancient and medieval times 
was a perfectly continuous whole. Chhi condensed in palpable matter was not par
ticulate in any important sense, but individual objects acted and reacted with all other 
objects in the world. Such mutual influences could be effective over very great 
distances, and operated in a wave-like or vibratory manner dependent in the last 
resort on the rhythmic alternation at all levels of the two fundamental forces, the 

• Cf. Vol. a. p. a76. b cr. Vot. a, p. 304. 
C It it good to have the exact words : chhu shih erh t%hu chhu chi, shui chhi chih thung �h.· cr. Vitruvius, 

D� Archil. v, 3, vi ff. See also p. 203 below. 
<1 Again : hsiang hsiang uh luiang chi, UN yuan pu chih, �'U 11:0 ning ,Qi chi.' 
• This is a most remarkable statement, approaching .. it don 10 nearly a Connulation of the law 

of m.e conservation or energy-of course in tennl appropriate to it. time. 
t CSHK (Chin sect.), ch. 39, pp. saff.; tr. auct. Already quoted in part, Vol. 3, p. 415. 

' It . ' r:. � ' . • tl "'"  ifii ill 
, «  1 � � m � W * * . Z a &  
' m . ii .fll }l . ;lt ;;J;: � . " ft  • •  

' . a .m l!  
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26. PHYSICS 9 

Yin and the Yang. Individual objects thus had their intrinsic rhythms. And these 
were integrated like the sounds of individual instruments in an orchestra, but spon� 
taneously, into the general pattern of the harmony of the world. 

We can express this prototypic wave-theory in our own terms by drawing two sine 
curves of opposite rhythm, as in the right-hand part of Fig. 277. As the Yang passes 
through its maximum the Yin begins to take over, then there comes a moment of 
equal balance after which the Yin rises to its maximum only to cede in its turn to the 
rising Yang. We can thus understand the intimate connection between the old Chinese 

+ 1  

p 

0 N • 

-I 

B 

90" 180· 

D 

270� ,00-
f--------l- I and d 

Fig. 277. Diagram to illustrate the relationship of cyclical and wave conceptions. 

ideas of wave-motion and those cyclical formulations which were also profoundly 
characteristic of Chinese natural philosophy. In the apocryphal books of the Han, 
which were so much occupied with speculations about the two forces and the five 
elements, one can find passages like the following:a 

For inferring from the numbers of things (the system is that they all) start from the cyclical 
hail (N. 300 W.). This is the point which fixes the position of heaven and earth. The 

Yin and the Yang revolve in a cycle, ever returning to their points of departure ; the myriad 
'ngs die and pass away, yet ever again revive (in new forms) and once more come into being. 

This is �ow the Great Cycl� (ta thungZ)b b�gins (and ends) . 

. ·ow the forms of wave and circle are related together in a very simple mathematical 
y. As may be seen in any elementary introduction to trigonometry, and as every 

teaching museum of the history of science shows somewhere among its exhibits, the 
� curve is derived from the perambulation of a point round the circumference of 

• circle wh�n its excursion is plott�d against the angle made by its radius with the 
eter. Hence the curve in the left-hand part of Fig. 277 represents the function 

Y EO sin x, for the ordinate measures the excursion (PN or y) of the point P, and the 

• Shih Wei Fan Li Shill (Apocryphal T�ati,e on the Book of Odes ; the Pivot of the Infinite 
dar), in YHSf', ch. 54, p. Ja, If. auct . 

• The lhu'lg was one of the resonance periods; its value was 1539 years. See Vol. J, pp. 406 fr . 

• :k it 1 li � re Iff III 
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abscissa the magnitude of the angle x in degrees. But when we pass from the world of 
mathematics to that of physical phenomena, the continuous parameter becomes time 
or distance, and when these are expressed on the abscissa the wave-motion implicit in 
cyclical formulations can be seen. The schematic static circle changes into real 
temporal periodicity and recurrence. Excursion becomes empirical amplitude, and 
the degrees of the circle are transformed into empirical phase. As the point N passes 
back and forth along the diameter in simple linear harmonic motion, the curve of 
harmonic variation is generated. In Nature curves of this type arc found whenever 
the forces tending to restore the changing matter to its intermediate position are 
exactly proportional to its displacement from that position, and smaller beats or pulses 
may of course be superimposed upon the main curve of vibration. Though the old 
Chinese naturalists never formulated the question in such terms, they were visualising 
clearly in their way those periodic phenomena in Nature due to resistances which act 
on matter in a state of change so as to retard the change and finally reverse it, in other 
words those multitudinous effects which we now attribute to wave-motion. On this 
is built one half of modern physics. One cannot but recognise the presence of similar 
conceptions in words such as those used by the writer of the Pai Hu Thrmg Tl Lun I 

about +80, when he said:" 

When the Tao of the Yang has reached its summit (chi:) then the Tao of the Yin takes over 
the task; when the Tao of the Yin has reached its summit, that of the Yang in turn takes over. 
Thus it is clear that two Yin in succession, or two Yang, would be absolutely impossible as 
a continuous process.b 

No justification is necessary for the statement that Chinese natural philosophers 
tended to think in terms of cyclical recurrences. The fact has bcen noted by many 
observers.c In its simplest and oldest form it had to do with little more than the 
rhythm of thc seasons and thc rise and fall of the individual livcs of men, yet Chuang 
Chou in the - 4th century weldcd it with poetic fire into his Taoist philosophy of the 
ataraxic acceptance of the Tao of Nature. This ' doctrine of cyclically recurring change' 
(hsiin huan i pien lunl) has been duly discussed in its place.d In the words of the Tao 
Tl Ching, ' returning is the charactcristic movement of the Tao' (fan chi Tao chih 
tung4).e 

Later generations developed morc precise, if more symbolical, cyclical representa
tions of natural phenomena. Already in the I Chillg (Book of Changes),! as Wu Shih
Chhang (1) shows, one can find a four-membered series. Stability (cltiuJ) leads after 
a time to impasse (chhiung6), or antithesis, then there follows decisive change (pien7) 
with all its effects, ending in penetration (thungS), after which a new period of stability, 

• 'Compreheruive Discussions at the \Vhite Tiger Lodge', ch. 27. p. 8b, tr. auct. a djuv. Ts�ng 
Chu-Sbl (I), vol. 2. p. 553. b Ming vII Yin ern Yang pu "Eng n$iang ,hi yell.· 

C E.g. Chlllley (26); Wu Shih-Chhang (.); Huard & Huang Kuang_Ming (I). 
d Vo!' 2, pp. 75ft'. e Ch.40. 
t See Vo!' 2, pp. 304ft". 

' a ll . a.  .. 
' 11  ' .  

' Ii  
. " 

' M � JU! 1a  4 Ji .,'l"ill z. .  
• IPJ .:: ,! = rA '" ft til . ..  
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26. PHYSICS I I  

a synthesis, supervenes. These stages may be represented by the successive points 
A, B, C, D in Fig. 277. It may very well be that this cycle arose from the contempla
tion of human historical, even dynastic, changes, but the naturalists of the Han would 
certainly not have hesitated to apply it to events in the non-human world also. 

After the arrival of Buddhism, the Indian lore of kalpas, very long time-periods 
with alternating phases of creation, destruction and re-creation, marked by recurrent 
world conflagrations or dissolutions, became in the Thang a commonplace.a The four 
phases were termed stagnation (chu '), destruction (huai1), chaos or emptiness (khungl) 
and finally redifferentiation (chhing4). One can insert them on the sine curve in just 
the same way. The Neo-Confucians of the Sung adopted the theory in their turn, 
laying particular emphasis on the course of events in itssuccessiveevolutionaryphases,b 
and using a parallel set of technical terms, yuan S (beginning of spring), heng6 
(beginning of summer), Ii' (beginning of autumn) and che" or ching8 (beginning 
of winter). Chatley proposed for these terms the series, ' inception, climax, balance 
and anti-climax '. The four intervening periods he called positive increase, positive 
decrease, negative increase and negative decrease successively, no doubt with the 
sine curve in mind. And indeed it must have been in an attempt to visualise these 
four phases qualitatively in days long before the widening of man's imagination by 
coordinate geometry that throughout the centuries the Yin and Yang were divided 
into four-the Lesser and the Greater Yin (shao Yin,lI thai Yin 10), the Lesser and 
the Greater Yang (shao Yang,!1 thai YangU). A text such as the Pai Hu Thung Ti 
Llltl, which discussesc the ' ascendancy and decline of Yin and Yang' ( Yin Yang 
sheng shuai13), may give only an arid account of the properties of each form, 
according to the system of symbolic correlations,d but the existence of four 
members in the set is in perfect agreement with the four parts of the sine curve. 

Of course, the cyclical formulation was imposed from the start by the very subject
matter of certain sciences, such as calendar-making in astronomy, with its sixty-day 
and year counts,'" or the recognition of the water-cycle in meteorology.' But ideas 
of circulation were also prominent in physiology and medicine, where a movement of 
cMi and pulsing blood was supposed to take place around the body daily.& 

At an earlier stage we had occasion to remark upon the strange similarities between 
classical Chinese organic philosophy and the philosophy of the Stoics in mediter
ranean antiquity.h ' Ovum ovo non erit similius, quam Stoica sunt Sinensibus.' It is 
therefore particularly interesting to find that if anywhere in the ancient West it is 

I See Vol.�,  p. "10� Vol. 3, p. 6o�. 
b See Vol. :1;, p. 486. 
c Ch. 9, p. I I  b � tr. T$�ng Chu-SEn (I), vol. 1, p. 433. 
4 See Vol. :I, pp. :l53ff. c See Vol. I, p. 79� Vol. 3, p. 396. 
t cr. Vol. 3, p . .. 67. 
I The classical stztement of this is in the Huang Ti N�j Ching, Ling Shu, ch. 15, which must be 

CQn,idered a Han text. The nature of these circulations, and the extent to which they prefigured modern 
knowledge of the circulation of the blood, will be fully discussed in Sect. 43 on physiology. 

b Cf. Vol. a, p. 476. 

· It  
' . 

' ;;; " * Vt 
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among the Stoics that adumbrations of wave-theory can be found.a In times cor
responding to the Chhin and Han it was they who laid stress on propagation in a 
continuum of two or three dimensions using the analogy of water waves and ripples.b 
They also found it ne<:essary that this continuum should be under tension-Wang 
Chhung's contemporary the astronomer Cleomedes said: 'Without onc binding tcnsion 
and without the all-permeating pneuma we would not be able to see and hear, for the 
sense-perceptions would be impeded by the intervening empty spaces.'c This 
amounted, as Sambursky so well points out, to the hypothesis of an elastic medium 
subjected to stresses. For tensional motion or vibration, probably actually observed in 
the form of' standing waves , on a bounded water surface, the Stoics used a special term, 
tonikl kinesis (TOV�I(l) I<ill1)ms). These conceptions, which found application in fields as 
far apart as the physiology of Galen and the theology of Philo, clearly parallel the forms 
of thought which came to birth in China. What is particularly interesting and significant 
about them is their context of Stoic organicism, universal pneuma (with no void). 
influences ('sympathies ') of things on other things even at great distances,d physical 
' fields of force'e within the hierarchy of organisms. Indeed it was no coincidence that 
both the Stoics and the Chinese discovered the true cause of the tides'! How the con
tinuum was visualised in ancient Chinese thought will shortly appear.g 

Of course the wave-conceptions of medieval Chinese thought were never applied 
specifically and systematically to the interpretation of physical phenomena.h But the 
Greeks and Latins made no such attempt either. The full understanding of what the 
experimental method implied was necessary first, and this did not come until the time 
of Hooke and Buygens in + 17th-century Europe. Hooke discoursed much on 
'vehement vibratory motions' of small amplitude, applying wave-theories to light, 
heat and sound ; I Huygens later built a whole structure of optics upon them) The 
contest between the wave and the corpuscle theories of light in the + 18th century is 
a well-known story. At first sight it would seem most improbable that the contact with 
China which Europe had then had for nearly two centuries provided any stimulus; 
no doubt the development of wave ideas was essentially a consequence of the study of 
vibration itself. as in springs. Yet we should not overlook the personal acquaintance 
which Robert Hooke himself had with Chinese visitors in London,k one of whom 
might well have dropped a hint about the great importance accorded in China to the 
long-term vibrations of the Yin and Yang. 

a See especially Sambursky (I), pp. 138ff.; and more fully in Sambursky (2). 
b As reporled by Aetiu5 (+ 2nd cenlury), IV, 19 (in von Arnim). 
C Ih Motu Circ. Doctrina, I, I, 4 ( - 1St century). 
d We shall rerum to this subject in Sect. 33. !>.Ieanwhile d. Zeller (I); von Lippmann (I), p. 146. 
e Cf. Vol. l, p. 193. f See Vol. 3, pp. 493ff. r Pp. 28ff. below. 
h \'1ith the exception, perhaps, of cerlain ideas whieh will be found in the Section on acoustic. 

pp. 20lff. below. I cr. Andrade (I). 
1 Pledge (I), pp. 68ft".; Ronchi (I), pp. 196ft". 
Ii: See Gunther (I), vols. 6, 7, pp. 681, 694; vol. 10, pp. 258, 263. The dates in the diary are for July 

16-93. Hooke himself wrote on the Chinese language in the Phil. T�onl. for 1686. Perhaps his chief 
informant was Shen Fu.Tsung' who came to Europe in 1683 and later worked with Thomn Hyde at 
Oxford (see Duyvendak, 13). 
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26. P H Y S I C S  13 
This is not the place to embark upon a history o f  atomic thcorics-excellent accounts 

are available, such as the monograph of Partington (2) or the book of J .  C. Cregory (I),a 
The atomic theory was onc of the greatest currents of Creek thought ; founded by 
Leucippus and Democritusb in the - 5th century, attacked by the Peripatetics and 
all other schools, reaffirmed by the Epicureans and immortalised in Lucretius' 
- lst�century poem, it was finally exiled throughout the early Christian centuries. 
The story of its resurrection in the + 17th century, with Gassendi, Descartes and 
Boyle, is part of common knowledge and one of the cardinal features of the growth of 
modern science. But the atomism of the Indians and the Arabs has also to be con
sidered, though its relation with European atomism remains rather obscure. Of the 
former something has already been said;c it figured in Brahminical systems such as the 
Vai�e!1ika and Nyaya philosophies, as also in hcterodox Jain and Ji.jivika schools.d 
Some roots of these may well be as old as the Greek beginnings of thc theory. Arabic 
atomism flourished much later, mostly in the + 9th and + loth centuries, when it was 
propounded by al-Ash'ari and al_RazLe As Lasswitz (I) and Pines ( I )  have shown, it 
derived almost wholly from Indian and not from Greek versions; indeed it is an out
standing example of Indian influence on Arabic scientific thought, and furnishes 
another instance of the failure of Asian scientific achievements to diffuse to Europe, 
owing to the selectivity of the translators from Arabic into Latin.! 

Now it is a striking, and perhaps significant, fact that the languages of all those 
civilisations which developed atomic theories were alphabetic.&: Just as an almost 
infinite variety of words may be formed by different combinations of the relatively 
small number of letters in an alphabet, so the idea was natural enough that a large 
number of bodies with different properties might be composed by the association in 
different ways of a very small number of constituent elementary partic1es.h The trick 
of the anagram, as Gregory has put it, was part of the expository power of atomism. 
Lucretius, following Democritus, says so in so many words :1 

quin etiam passim nostris in versibus ipsis 
multa elementa vides multis communia verbis, 
cum lamen inter se versus ac verha necesse est 
confiteare alia ex ali is constare elementis. 

a Lucidly written but undocumentcd. b Almost an uact contemporary of 1 .... 10 Ti. 
C Vol. I ,  p. 154: Vol. 2, p. 408. II Brief account with good bibliography in Partington (2), to which add the recent book of Glase

nap!> (I). e Micli (I), pp. 54, 9;, 139. f cr. Vol. I, pp. uoff. 
II' In view of the great antiquity of the Phoenician alphabet, it is a lillIe suspicious that Greek tradition 

ref(:rred to a Pho(:nician, 1'>-105chu5, the first origin of atomism before Leucippus. 
h This idea mllst have occurred to many; Dr Ehrcnsvaard (Stockholm) suggested it to me without 

knowing thM it had p!rcady occurred to us. 
i De Rer. Nat. II, 688. ' . Nay, herr in these Ollr lines, 

Elements many, common to many words. 
Thou seest, though yet 'tis needrul to coofess 
The words and verses differ, each from each, 
Compounded out of different elements--', etc. hr. Leonard). 

The same ar&:ument is rcproduced by Arislolle, Mnaphysin, I, ... (Q8Sb), IS Dr S. Sambursky 
QeN$lllem) reminded me. 
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On the other hand, the Chinese written character is an organic whole, a Gestalt, and 
minds accustomed to an ideographic language would perhaps hardly have been so 
open to the idea of an atomic constitution of matter. Nevertheless, the argument is 
weakened by the fact that the ZI4 radicals into which the Chinese lexicographers 
eventually reduced what they considered the fundamental elements of the written 
characters were essentially atomic,a and an immense variety of words ('molecules') 
were formed by their combinations. Moreover, the combinations of the components 
of the Symbolic Correlation groups of fiveb were understood from very early times 
to produce all natural phenomena. Thus we read in the Sun Tzu Ping Fa I (Master 
Sun's Art of War), ch. 5, written perhaps about - 345: 

There are not more than five musical notes, yet the combinations of these five give rise to 
more melodies than can ever be heard. There are not more than five primary colours, yet in 
combination they produce more hues than can ever be seen. There are not more than five 
cardinal tastes, yet combinations of them yield more flavours than can ever be tasted. In 
battle there are not more than two methods of attack, the direct (cheng!) and the indirect 
(eMil), yet these two in combination give rise to an endless series of manctuvres5 

Again, it was the permutations and combinations of the broken and unbroken lines of 
the kua in the Book of Changes which were supposed to produce all the symbols which 
in their totality exhausted the possible states or situations in Nature. We may say, 
therefore, that while there is a certain plausibility in the correlation between alpha
betism and atomism, the argument cannot be pressed too strongly. 

As for the great debate between continuity and discontinuity as such, Chinese 
organic philosophy was bound to be on the side of continuity.d This might even be 
seen in the realm of mathematics.e The Greeks were so far from the idea of continuity 
that they could not imagine ' irrational ' numbers like ,Jz to be true numbers at all. 
But, as we have seen,! the Chinese, even if they realised the special nature of these, 
were neither puzzled nor interested by them. Their universe was a continuous medium 
or matrix within which interactions of things took place, not by the clash of atoms, 
but by radiating influences. It was a wave world, not a particle world. And thus to 
the Chinese, as also to the Stoics, one of the great halves of modern 'classical' physics 
IS owmg . 

• cr. Vol. I. pp. 31ff. b Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 16dI. 
c Tr. L. Giles (II), p. 36. 
Ii Cf. Vol. 1, p. :l81, and the accompanying discussion$. 
c � was pointed out to me by Dr W. W. Flexner. 
r Vol. 3. p. 90-

. "  
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26. PHYSICS 1 5 

« )  MASS, MENSURATION, STATICS AND HYDROSTATI C S  

Literary sinologists have often been inclined to suppose that nothing of any con
sequence could be found about these subjects in ancient and medieval Chinese 
writings. But such an impression was much too pessimistic. This subsection will deal 
first with basic knowledge about the properties of levers and with the history of the 
balance in Chinese culture, then with strength of materials and the philosophical ideas 
which such problems raised. After this will follow an account of the old Chinese 
theory and practice concerning the physical properties of liquids-hydrostatics, 
specific gravity, buoyancy, density, etc. We shall begin and cnd by discussions of 
mensuration itself, first introducing some further citations from the Mohist Canon by 
giving three propositions of metrological interest, and lastly by studying brieRy two 
remarkable incidents in the pre-history of the metric system. 

As a prelude to this, however, it may be of interest to read a remarkable passage in 
the Huai Nali Tzu book on quantitative measurement. a It is a lyrical exposition of 
measure and rule as seen in the operations of Kature no less than in those of man, and 
all the morc striking in that it belongs to a civilisation which produced neither Greek 
deductive geometry nor the achievements of the world of Galileo. It runs thus: 

As the great rules (chih ') for regulating and measuring the Yin and the Yang there are 
six measures (tu '). Heaven corresponds to the plumb-line (sMngl), earth to the water-level 
(chun 4), spring to the compasses (kutiS), summer to the steelyard (Mng6), autumn to the 
carpenter's square (chiP), and winter to the balance (chhuanB).b The plumb-line serves to 
align the ten thousand things, the water-Ie,·e\ to level them, the compasses to round them, 
the steelyard to equalise them, the square to square them and the balance to weigh them.e 

The plumb-line as a measure is erect and unswerving. Draw it out as you will, it has no 
end. Use it as long as you wish, it will never wear out. Set it as far away as you can, it docs 
not disappear. In its virtue it accords with Heaven, and in its brilliance with the spirits.d 
What is desired it obtains, what is disliked it destroys. From antiquity until today its 
straightness has remained unchangeable. Vast and profound is its virtue, broad and great 
so that it can encompass (all things). This is why the Rulers of Old (shang ti9) used it as the 
prime standard of things.e 

• Written therefore somewhat b<:fore - no. Th.., panaK'" occurs in ch. S, pp. 18b ff. Enlill..,d 
Shih Tsc Hsiin'o (Tuehings on the Rules for Ihe Seasons), Ih'$ chapter is for Ihe most part textually 
identical with the Yiich Ling (Monthly Ordinances), a much older work on which sec Vol. J, p. 195. 
BUI it appends some other malerial, indudtng the present passage. Tr. Huct. adjuv. Bodde (18). 

b AlthOUGh there are six of these measures, not five, we should probably take the mean inK in the 
Ipirit of the symbolic correlations discussed already in Vol. a, pp. a61 ff. Indeed the grammatical 
construetion is Iypical of Ihis. 

. 
C From this point onwards Ihe lext is rhymed. 
<I An ceho from the I Chi'l1f; see Wilhelm (a), Baynes tr., vol. 2, p. IS.  The paragraph seems to us 

to refer, aJmoU in riddle fonn, to the calendrically indisp�nsablc gnomon (ef. Sect. 20g). 
e These wen: the sentences which �ttractcd Budde's special interest to this passage, for he ttanslated 

the phrase Shan" Ti in its ancient sense 3$ the' Ruler Above', Rnd was thus led to interprCl the whole as 

• depiction of the aeti .. itiu of a personal divine engineer, if not exactly a divine creator. The pauaae 

. ,. . .. ' .. ' iii 
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The water-level as a measure is eyen and without slope, flat and without declivity. Broad 
and grcat it is, so that it can encompass (all things), wide and all-embracing so that it can 
harmonise (them). It is sOft and not hard, blunt and not sharp,� Rowing and not stagnant, 
shifting and not choked. It issues forth and penetrates (everywhere) according to a (par
ticular) principle (chi I). It is widespread and profound without being dissipated, and levels 
and equalises without any error. Thus the ten thousand things arc all kept in equilibrium, 
the people form no dangerous plots, and hatreds or resentments never arise,b This is why 
the HuleTs of Old used it as the equaliser of things." 

The compasses as a measure revoke without check, make circular lines without ends, and 
accommodate without pcrmiuing undue latitude. Broad and great they are, so that they can 
take (all things into their) embrace. In their action and reaction they follow a pattern (Ii'); 
in their issuing fonh and (universal) penetration they have a (particular) principle (chi'). 
So accommodating, so indulgent, are they, that the hundred grudges make no appearance. 
They measure their curves without any error, and bring the cMi into its manifold patterns 
(IiI) (of life).d 

The steelyard as a measure moves with deliberation but not too slowly. ft equalises 
without inducing resentment, extends benefits (for right-doing) without (ostentatious) 
virtue, and expresses sorrow (for wrong-doing) without (ostentatious) reproof. It takes care 
to e<lualise the people's means, prolonging thereby (the li\'es of those who would otherwise 
suffer) want. Glorious and majestic it is, in its operations ne\'er unvirtuous. It nourishes, 
gives growth, transforms and develops, so that the ten thousand things flourish exceedingly, 
the five grains come to fruition, and the fields and fiefs bring forth their produce. Its 
administration is without error, so that sky and e,lrth are brightened thereby.c 

The carpenter's square as a measure is severe but not perverse, hard but not obdurate. 
It collects without evoking resentment, and gathers in without harm. Though awe-inspiring, 

Ihus has some relevancc to the question discussed in Sect. IS (Vol. 01), whether or not the conceptiOn 
of law$ of Nature ever arose spontaneously ;n ChinC$(' culture. \Ve bclit:ve, however, that by the Han 
the original conception of a unitary sky-god (if it  en:r r�3Hy e"isted) had long been lost, and that the 
meaning wc j,,'rc adopt was the most common one (strikmg examples rn�y be found in the I'/llong Ti Nt, 
Ch,ng Su Win, ch, 9, p. 6h; eh. I ), p. 40, h). Th� !ame chapter of HIJoi Non T:;u, it is true, ltke the 
Y.ith Lin;:, rcft:rs twice previously (pp. fil" Ish) to sacri,iccs to a Huang Thien Shang Til (""hethtr 
singuln or plural is never dear) ; but if, as seems highly probable (d. Vol. :z, pp. s80ff.) the 'Ruler 
Above ' w�s a transccndenla1iscd version of Ihc ' Hulers of Old', i.e. the founding fathers �nd ancestors, 
the linc between thc two becomes vcry tenuous. Once again we see how misleading it can be 10 view 
Chinese thought through the spcemc1cs of <>ccidenml monotheism ; indeed Christian miuionarics only 
adopted Shang Ti in despair for want of anything belter. The whole passage is a poetical exposition of 
the Ineasuring activities bolh of Nature and of man, and the earthly social �ignificance$ arc only just 
under the surface. Yet there is somethin.:: to be said on both sides, and thc debate may be followed fully 
in Bolide (IS). A comparison of our venions illustrates instructivel), hnw differeot the nuance can be in 
D passage such as this according to the basic assumptions of the translators (cf. Forster, �) . 

• The obvious echo from the Tao T; Chin.l:. chs. 4 and 56, �uthoriscs an invcrsion made by Bodde here. 
b A sociological undertone now cvidences itself, and grows clearer and clearer as the panagc proceeds. 

The genuinely sublime aspects of metrolo!(y arC being seen from the "iewpoint "f the feudal lord or the 
feudal·bureaueratic official. His (unClion was 10 e"ael the maximum yield from th .. people in matenal 
rent or tax without giving risc to resentments and rebellions. Very relevanl here is our discussion of 
weights and measures, devices and inventions, in the ancient Chinese feud�1 economy in Secl. 10 
(Vol. 2, pp. 124ff.). This paragraph seems to us to involve a rderencc to thc importalltC of irrigation 
works (d. Sect. :zS! below), for which the water_level was the indispensable survey instrument. 

C See note e, p. IS. 
d The thought here is of Ihe burgeoning and rounding out of growing things in spring. 
� The thought i$ of summer's brilliance and yet of the bounds sel by l'ature to the growth and 

development of animals and plants. 

' Ill , ". 
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it does not terrify, nor can there be any denial of what it says. Deadly and effective are its 
attacks, bringing into subjeetion any opposing forces. Tt measures its squares correctly and 
without error, so that all those doomed to perish meekly submit.a 

The balance as a measure acts quickly but not excessively, killing but not afflicting, It 
(presides over) the full, the real, the solid, wide and profound yet not dispersed. It destroys 
things without diminishing (the totality of the world) and executes the guilty without (possi� 
bility of) pardon. Its sincerilY and trustworthiness give certainty, its firmness and genuine� 
ness give reliability. In its sweeping away of hidden evils it cannot but be straightforward. 
Thus when the administration of winter is about to take charge, it must weaken in order to 
make strong, and soften that which is to be made hard.b It weighs correctly and without 
error, so that the ten thousand things return into the treasuries of the earth.c 

The regulations of the Ming Thangd are to take the water-level as the standard of quies
cence, and the plumb�line as the standard of activity. In spring government follows the 
compasses, in autumn the square, in winter the balance, in summer the steelyard. Then 
drought and wet, cold and heat, arrive at the proper juncture, while sweet rains and enriching 
dews descend at their proper seasons.e 

Thus was faith affirmed in a world of order, precise, clear, numerical, unvarying 
and repeatable, not vague and chaotic, not wholly composed of excess and defect. 
If there were no laws in Nature like the laws of men, there was no disorder either. 
but pattern above pattern, recognisable and measurable, level beyond level, from wisps 
of chhi to stars. And the measures of the world and the principles of its measurement 
did not change, before even the Rulers of Old, they were. Another writer of Liu An's 
invisible college had said so, in a passage which we cannot forbear from quoting again:f 

At the present time the balance and the steelyard, the square and the compasses, are fixed 
in a uniform and unvarying manner. Neither (the people of) Chhin nor Chhu (can) change 
their specific properties-neither the northern I-Iu barbarians nor the men of YUeh in the 
south (can) modify their appearance. These things arc for ever the same and swerve not, they 
follow a straight path and do not meander. A single d3y formed them, ten thousand genera
tions propagate them. And the action of their forming was non�action. 

(I) THE MOHISTS ANI) METROLOGY 

By way of background let us recall previous references to this subject. The mathe� 
matics Section showed how far back in Chinese history it is possible to trace the usc 
of powers of ten for units of measurement,g the astronomical Section revealed an 
early attempt to develop something analogous to the standard platinum metre of 

• The thought here is of autumn when vegetation and all life dies down, but the problem of the 
repartition of the harvest between lord and lad comes through dearly enough. 

t> Echo of the Tao TG Ching, ch. 36. but a typical Taoist idea. 
C In hibernation, in seeds, in ores, and so on. 
d The imperial cosmological temple; d. Vol. z, p. 187; Vol. 3, p. 189. 
C In out interpretation this is a statement of phenomenalism (d. Vol. z, pp. 378ff.), i.e. the doctrine 

universally held in the Han, that Nature was 1''' rappor' with human ethical behaviour, and reacted in 
accordance with its righlneSi or wrongncss. Hodde, howevcr, lakes chih lIS a verb ralher than a noun, 
and makes the instruments or their principles the actual methods of a divine government of the world 
at the successive Icasonl. But, as the Arabs say, Allah knoweth lxst. 

r Ch. 9, p. sa; It. Escatrp & Germain (I), p. 23; eng. puct. mod. � Cf. Vol. 3, pp. 82ff. 
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modern timcs.a Presently the acoustics subsection will show us a 'statistical ' method 
of fixing volumes.b Here now are the Mohist propositions, dating from the late 
-4th century, which have to do with standardisation in metrology.1: 

Ch 80/-/78.72. Standardisation oj length measurement 

C A thing can be 'very' or' not very' (shenpu shtn I). The reason is given under 'following 
a standard' (thi�). 

CS (People in different places) use vcry long or very short standards, but the 'very long' 
and the 'very short' should not be longer or shorter than the long and the short 
standard respectively. A 'standard's' standardisation may be true or false. All 
(individual) standards should conform to the (accepted) standard. (auet.) 

With regard to 'very long' and 'very short' we may remember the system of 
technical terms adopted by the Chou and l1an astronomers for stating different 
fractions of a degree of arc (Vol. 3, p. 268). The Mohist writer was doubtless 
thinking of the confusion of standards in different parts of the country, each 
feudal State having at least one set of measures of its own. 

Ch 81/-/80'73' Choice of units appropriattly small 

C Starting out with the lower, search out the upper. The reason is given under 'valley' 
(ts/l). 

CS If one has to choose between higher and lower for a standard, it is not a question of 
• mountain and valley'. It is better to live in lower rather than in higher places. The 
lower may really turn out to be the higher. (auct.) 

Here there is an obvious echo of the Tao TI ChinK, ch. 6 (Vol. 2, p. 58 above), 
66, etc. What the writer seems to be saying is that in choosing units of mensura
tion, the technician should not be misled by Confucian delusions of grandeur 
into making them too spacious and large, nor by Taoist humility into making 
them too small. Nevertheless, he inclines to the Taoist side, for smaller units 
are likely to be more convenient. 

Ch 82/-/8. 174. Arbitrari1U!ss of standards 

C The ' non-standard' can become the same as the ' standard'. The reason is given under 
'no difference' (pu chou·). 

CS If a standard has been standardised, then it must be a true standard. But nowadays 
standards which are supposed to be true are actually not so; therefore people call the 
non-standard the standard. Their standards are (false) standards, and do not agree 
with the true one, though people use them. So the standard of today is the same as 
what use.,d to be a non-standard. (auct.) 

• Cf. Vol. 3, pp. 286ft'. b See pp. 199ft'. �Iow. 
c Int"rpretalions, as given here, of this notoriously corrupted and difficult text, must be taken with 

all reserve. The key to the identification symbols used will be found in Sect. 1 1  (Vol. 2, p. 172)· 

' Ii  ' ill 
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26. PHYSICS 

(2) THE I\'IOHISTS, THE LEVER AND THE BALANCE 

The next group of excerpts from the Mo Ching give us an idea of the notions which 
were held by the Mohists about Aristotle's time (the end of the - 4th century) on 
force and weight. It should again be emphasised that we have only surviving frag. 
ments and rather garbled texts to work on, so that one can hardly judge the extent of 
the physics of the Warring States period without much guesswork. 

Cs 2Ij-j,p.2I.  Force and weight 
C Force (Ii I) is that which causes shaped things (hsil1gl) (i.e. solid bodies) to move 

(I'" ').' 
CS Weight (heaviness) (chung�) is a force. The fall of a thing, or the lifting of some· 

thing else, is motion due to heaviness. (auct.) 

eh 26j·-/i8. 20. Balance of forces," consideration of pulley and balance 

C A suspending force acts in the opposite direction to the force which pulls (downwards). 
The reason is given under 'beating against' (poS). 

CS For suspension (chhieh6) force is necessary, but free fall (yi117) occurs Without the 
application of force (by us). A suspending force is not necessarily confined to the 
actual point at which it is applied (as in the case of a beam or a bridge). (Note how) 
a cord is used for drilling.b (Consider a beam suspended on a rope. The side where) 
the distance from the point of suspension (the fulcrum) is greater, and/or the weight 
heavier, will go down; (the side where) the distance from the point of suspension is 
shorter, and/or the weight lighter, will go up; so that the more the upper side gains 
the more the lower side will lose. When the rope is at a right angle to the beam, the 
weights are t�e same (on both sides) and a mutual balance is struck. 

(Consider two· weights suspended by a rope over a pulley.) The more loss (sangS) 
from the ' upper' side (by reduction of the amount of weight hanging), the more gain 
there will be on the 'lower' side. If the 'upper' weight is entirely taken away, the 
' lower' (side) will fall altogether. (auct.) 

In the last example it is assumed that at the beginning of the experiment the 
weight which is going to be changed is hanging at a point higher than the constant 
weight on the other side . 

Here is an ancestor of Atwood's machine ( + 1780) for studying the relations 
between force, acceleration and mass. Cf. Wu Nan·Hslin (1), pp. 92ff. 

Ch 11/-/20. 1  I. Combination of forces 

C A force made up of (hoQ) several forces, can act against one force. Sometimes there is 
a reaction (fu 10) and sometimes not. The reason is given under 'parallelism' (chull). 
(auct.) 

• The word lin is of particul�r interest here, since it connotes nlshing or accelerated movement, and 
originally meant the taking_off of a bird (rom the field in flight. If the Mohist writer hid not had a 
vague idea of acceleration at the back of his mind, he would have used obvious words such Hlui",," i," 
or tung." In modern Chinese physical tenninology,jln Ji" means impulse. Cf. Wu Nan-Hlun (I), p. 84. 

b This is • reference to the rotary bow- or pump_drill. See Sect. 27 below. 
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CS (missing). 
The brevity of this proposition and the loss of the commentary makes certainty 
difficult as to what it concerned. If chii I is the right character, then the Mohists 
were making some attempt at the resolution of ve<:tor forces, the parallelogram of 
forces, etc. Whether or not there would be a • reaction' would depend upon 
whether the structure under consideration was in equilibrium or not. There is 
no way of telling, however, whether the :\1ohists had any methods of calculating 
the force distributions beforehand, and if so, what they were. Cf. Mikami (13) 
on the parallelogram of forces in post-Renaissance East Asian science. 

Than Chich-Fu, taking chiil ('pushing') to be the character intended, believed 
that this proposition concerned the transmission of energy by impact from one 
suspended ball to another through a series of intermediate suspended balls which 
remain unmoved; but this seems less likely than the former interpretation. 

u 
u 

Fig. 278. Distribution of load: the diagram in the San T$hai Thu Hui encyclopaedia (+ 1(09). 

• II! 

In practical engineering in ancient and medieval China there must have been 
many occasions for empirical knowledge of the combination of forces, though 
their theoretical resolution could not be undertaken. Not until the + 17th century 
in Europe, indeed, was this fully understood. As Chhen Wen�Thao (J) has 
pointed out, the early aerodynamic invention of the kite in China was an applica
tionof the principle (d. Sect. 27m below). An outstanding instance of the division 
of force was the ancient method used in China for carrying heavy loads-the 
,hhl nil or chariot-yoke principle, in which the fouf handles of the sledge on 
which the heavy weight rests are attached to a fanning-out series of carrying-poles, 
so that the weight resting on the shoulders of each individual carrier is not 
intolerable. This bas often been described (d. Fig. 279); e.g. by Esterer (I), 

, . ..  
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Fig. 379. Distribution of load am,)ng many porters, an IIncicmt Chinese method 
$Iill <:ommonly used (pholo. Gordon Sanders, nellr Chungking, 1943). 
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p. 143;  G. L. Staunton (I), vol. 2 ,  p .  1 13 ; and in SOIl Tshai Thu filii (1 chih sect.), 
ch. 7, p. 9a, b (Fig. 279)' I myself have often seen heavy loads, such as dynamos 
or transformers, still carried in this way. Similar branched linkage systems may 
be seen today in aircraft testing establishments, where a single measurement 
based on numerous points of attachment records the properties of a wing subjected 
to various strains. As for the carr}'ing�pote (pint Ian I) itself, so universally 
employed by Chinese workers and peasants, it must go back to very ancient times 
(as, e.g. in Egypt, Wilkinson (I), vol. 2, p. 108). An Etruscan cinerary casket of 
the -3rd century preserved at Orvieto shows a naked hierophant carrying two 
baskets by a pole over one shoulder exactly like a Chinese porter. 

Ch 27/-/? 19. Mechanics of mobik $Calillg�ladders 

C Suspension . . .  (the rcst missing). 
CS The chuall chill' (mobile scaling�ladder) is built (on a frame) with two of its wheels 

higher (i.e. of larger diameter) than the other two (presumably for facility of steering). 

Fig. �80. Diagram of counterweighted sca!ing.bdder, to illustrate /110 , Ch· 7.7· 

A (counter�)weight is borne at the front end, which also has cords (lit. bowstrings, 
luien l) attached to it. (When it is ready) the cord is carried to the front and over the 
pulley-wheel (I{u') (at the top), and the (countcr�)weight hangs down from it in front. 
As for the ladder, it moves when (the counterweight) is pulled or pushed. When 
the weight is not pulled from above or pushed from below (the ladder will not move). 
If the counterweight is not interfered with (by being allowed to get out or alignment) 
sideways, it should hang straight down. When it slants (in relation to the whole 
machine) some (irregularity in the ground) is spoiling it. Those who are unskilful 
with scaling�laddcrs do not understand how to arrange that the weight hangs 
perpendicularly. If it will not come down, (it is because it has) lost its side support. 
The rope (shengS) (for hauling the whole machine forward) is attached to the 

, II I!t J �Ji ' 1.\  
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pulley-frame (at the front), just as a tow-rope is attached to the cross-piece at the bow 
of a boat. (auet.) 

Here is a practical application of the pulley and counterweight mentioned 
already. The construction of the machine can n:adily be understood by the 
diagram, Fig. 280. Cf. Werner (3). The usual name for this machine is, of course, 

yiin thi, I The discussion clearly exemplifies the Mohist interest in military 
technology. European parallels arc in Uccclii (I), p. 218. It is remarkable that 
engineers such as Ramelli in + J 588 were still interesting themselves in essentially 
the same devices. 

Luan Tiao-Fu (I), p. 89. reconstructs the canon. 

eh 2S/-jz3? ,-. Lever and balance 

C A balance (hEngl) can lose its equilibrium (chengl). The reason is given under 'gaining' 
(tl4). 

CS If a weight is added to one side of a balance, that side will fall. 
As for the steelyard (chhiion�) (balance with beam of unequal arms), let a quantity 

of material and a weight be balanced (chulIg hsitmg jo YI'1I 6), the distance between the 
fulerum and the point where the material is suspended (PC/I') being shorter (tuan8) 
than the distance between the fulcrum and the JXlint where the weight is suspended 
(pioo�). This will then be the longer (ch/wng IO). If now to both sides the same weight 
is added, the weight must go down (piao pi hsia I I) (because the distance between the 
fulcrum and the point where the weight hangs is greater than that between the 
fulcrum and the material). (auct.) 

First a note concerning the technical terms. lUng (K 748 h, i) essentially means the 
beam of any balance (whether of equal or unequal arms) and 
acquired in time the broad significance of balances in general. � � � The character derives from a graph which depicts a carrying- ) j:\. pole or vehicle pole passing a cross-roads (a natural place for a 
primitive market). Chhiian (K 1580), which combines the wood . 
radical with a phonetic deriving from a picture of a heron, means K 7481 

essentially the weight of a steelyard, but occasionally by implication the steel
yard itself, and later more commonly came to be used as a verb, to weigh_ 

Now in this passage there is an exact parallel between the I'\1ohist writer, who 
has plunged into the statics of the balance, and the propositions of Archimedes 
half a century later (De Aequipondtrolltihus, tr. Peyrard (I) and van Eecke (1);  
cf. Dugas (1),  p.  24). The first statement of the commentary is identical with 
Archimedes' postulate no. 3, and presupposes 1 and 4. The second statement 
is the same as Archimcdes' proposition [[I. The special case then follows of 
doubling the weight on the long arm, but only increasing that on the short 
arm by a small amount ; if no change is to take place in the distances from the 
fulcrum, the result must be as stated. The whole entry gives useful technical 
terms for the -4th century.-

It should be remembered that this work of Archimedes was not available to 
the European Middle Ages (Dugas (I), p. 38) . 

• cr. Wu Nan-Hsun (1), pp. 91ff. 
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The most important thing about this exccrpt on the lever and balance is that it 
shows that the Mohists must have been essentially in possession of the whole theory 
of equilibria as stated by Archimedes. That it was widely understood in the Han 
emerges from a passage in the Huai Na" Tzu:a 

Therefore if one has the benefit of 'position' (shih Ji').b a very small grasp can support a 
very large thing. That which is small but essential can control that which is wide and broad. 
So a beam only 10 WD long can support a house 1000 chun in weight; a hinge only 5 inches 
in length can control the opening and closing of a large gate. It does not matter whether the 
material is large or smalL What matters is its exact position (so chu yao yehl).c 

And obviously there were numerous other examples of the lever principle in practical 
life-one thinks of the swape (shadtif).d referred to usually as the cllielt haol (in Li Chit 
as the 'bridge-balance', chlliao heng4). and of the steering-oar.f 

Naturally the balance was often referred to illustratively in texts. Two may be 
quoted. Mencius says ( -4th century) :g 

By weighing we know what things are light and what heavy. By measuring we know what 
things arc long and what short. The relations of all things may thus be determined. But it 
is of grcat importance to measure the (motions of the) mind. I beg your Majesty to measure 
tllem. 

And in the Slim Tzu book (between thc + 2nd and + 8th centurics) some Taoist 
writer lauds th!! quantitative as follows:h 

Those who navigate on the sea can come to Ytieh by boat; thosc who go overland come to 
Chhin in carriages; Chhin and Ytieh. though far apart, may be reached just by sitting 
peacefully. This is all due to machines and appliances (chiaiS) made of wood. As to the 
measurement (by such a machine) of weights such as the chlin' and the tan'; even a person 
as elever as Yii the Great could not distinguish (merely by inspection) weights as small as 
the I.:-ul and the chu.9 But when they are placed on the balance (c""uan lieng'9), the difference 
of evcn a lill or a 'hair'  (fa 'I) (the smallest weights) cannot be overlooked. For this one 
docs not need the wisdom of Vii the Great. The knowledge of ordinary people is sufficient 
to attain this. 

Shen Tzu would have agreed with Socrates, as Plato rccords him.' 

• Ch. 9, p. 1711; tr. auet. b Note the use of thc Lcg�list te<:hnical tcnn for ' princely influence '. 
e Cf. ' \ .... ith a long enough kvcr, onc could move the world.' Cf. Duhem (1). The HUll; Nr;m Tzu. 

passage is echoed in Chin Lou Tzu ( + 6th century). eh. 4, p. 1911. d Cf. below, Sect. 17g. And of its military derivative. the trcbuchct . 
e Ch. I .  p. t4b (Legge (7). vol. '. p. 73). l\"iazaheri ()) suggests that the steelyard may have been 

derived from it. t cr. below, Sect. 19 in Vol. 4, pt. 2. 
11 I (I), vii, '3; tr. Legge (3). p. 20. h P. 7(1.. tr. auct . 
I Republi" x. 'Immersion in water makes the straight seem bent. but rca$on, thus confused by raise 

appearanct:S. is beautifully re$tored by measuring. numbering and weighing; these drive vague notions 
of greater or leu or more or heavier right out of the minds of the surveyor, the computer. and thc derk 
of Ihe scales. Surely it is the better part of thought that relics on measurement Ind calculation: 

• fA Ii '0 • •  . '"  
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Unfortunately the comparative history of the balance has not yet been put together.a 
From authorities such as Ducros ( 1 )  and Glanville ( l ) we know that the balance was 
in use in ancient Egypt from at least the beginning of the - )rd millennium, and 
probably from pre·dynastic times. Nearly all the representations of such balances 
which have come down to us show beams of equal arms supported centrally by a 
pillar to which a plumb·line is attached.h The Creek world presumably knew the 
balance from its earliest origins, but pictures of it arc very scarce. Some of them show 
a balance suspended from the central point, not supported on a column ; as for example 
the celebrated black·figured dish treasured in Paris, dating from the middle of the 

- 6th century, which depicts the weighing of silphium before Arcesilaus of Cyrene.c 
It is generally agreedd that the suspended balance with unequal arms (the steel· 

yard)e is of much latcr date in the ancient occident, and its invention or adoption has 
sometimes been placed (though unconvincingly) in Campania about - 200. It 
certainly needed a more sophisticated knowledge of the properties of the lever than 
that which had sufficed for the equal·armed balance. Named in Latin statera, it has 
often been called the ' Roman' balance, and was closely described by Vitruvius.f 
Parts of instruments from that time, and even whole examples, still exist,g as also 
contemporary representations of their usc, e.g. the Gallo�Roman carving from 
Neumagen (Fig. 281) now at Trier. But this device never became the dominant type 
in Europe. It is curious that in China the opposite development occurred,h and the 
steelyard (chhingl.:),1 though of unknown origin,J secms to have been much more 
prevalent, at least from the Han onwards, than the simple balance with cqual arms. 
This is called thien phing,J but the term is a late one, and since te"g has the semantic 
significance of equality we can probably recognise the equal·armed balance in ancient 
and medieval texts under the name teng tzu.4 But this can also mean the stcelyard, 
if of small size, as in jewellers' and apothecaries' shops . 

• There is only the fifly_year.o()ld, though Slill mcritorious. dissertation of li>el (I). See also Mach
abey (I); Skinner (I); and Sanders (I) on the c"olution of the pivot in weighing instruments. The 
knife-edge was not, so f<lr as I know, developed in China. I\Joody & Clagcn (I) and Clagen (:i) have 
now published texts and translations of a number of ancient and mediev�l European works on Ihe 
balance or lever, and on the fon:c';s produced by masSt.., mo,·;n8 on ;nclin�d planes (Sd�nri(l d� Po"duilms). 
These nongc from Hellenistic treatises bearing the names of Euclid and Archimedes, to the book of 
Jordanu$ Nemorariu5 (c. + 1Z2S) and that of lIIasius of I'�rma, wnllcn ahout + 1400. 

b See. e.g. Kkbs b), fig. 76, p . •  07 and fig . • • 6, p. 18�. 
c cr. Neuburger (I). p. zoo; Testu! (I), p. zz. d See. e.g. Feldhaus (', z); Testut (I) . 
., The 5tedyanl has nothing to do with steel ; its name derives from the wnrd 'Ia/ho!, the court in 

London where samples WHe shown by Hanseatic merchants to prospective customers. The first usc in 
English seems to bc as lale as + 153 I .  

f x, iii, 4 .  I t  i s  mentioned also by Varro. Cicero. I'li'lY and others. 
I: cr. A. H. Smith (I), p. 16z; Darembcrg & Saglio (I). vol. 3. pp . •  zz6ff. h One cannot help wondering whether this could have had anythin� to do with the practice. seeming!)' 

so widespread in all ages in China, of transporting I()nd� on carrying-poles (pi�" /a,,') 
borne on the shoulder. But this technique was common also in ancient Egypt, cr. 
Wilkinson (I), vol. 2, p. 18S. 

I The character (K 894g) combines Ihe grain radical ,,;th what was originally a 
pictogram of a hand lifting something up (1{8')4b). 

J The first form of the word occurs already ;n the Sun T:;u Ping Fa of c. -H5 
(Giles (I t), p. 31). the second in the writings of Chuko Liang (c. + 2 10). 

. .. ' fI'  
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PLATE X CV I I  

Fig. 0181. S"-:elY0T<.1 d<'""picloo in .. Gallo-Rom�'l carving from N<.""umag<.""n 
(photo. Landcsmusculll, Trier). 



PLATE XCV I r I  

Fig. 282. P�il1ted grass basket with a pair of scales and "cight� for them, together with a wooden emnb, 
tablets of wood, and other things. From a tomb of the Stule of Chhl! nt T$O-chi:l-kul1g Shan, ;�';';',�'�,��:.�;;: 
dating from the -4th or - Jrd century. The balance, one pan of Ilhieh (on the left) still bears its 
i$ the oldest Chinese example of weighing "pparntus so f�r kno\\ n. The set of \\ eights tnkes the form of a series 
thick rings of different sizes (photo. CPCRA and UCF.-\). 
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In the best-known form of the steelyard the determination of the unknown quantity 
is accomplished by moving the standard weight along the long arm and reading off the 
result on the scale provided. A diagram of the steelyard (chu chhing I) was given about 
+ 1050 in the Huang-Yu Hsin Yo Thu Chiz (New Illustrated Record of Musical 
Matters of the Huang-Yu reign-period) by Juan 1,3 as quoted in Wang Chhi's4 
Ming-dynasty Pai Shih Hui PienS (Informal History).- Fig. 283 reproduces the 
illustration in the Thu Shu Chi Chheng encyc1opaedia.b The beam (kan6) was divided 
into twenty-four divisions (chu7) each corresponding to J oz. (Jiang'), with every tenth 

Fig. 283. Stedyard illustrated in the Thu Shu Chi Chhing encyclopaedia. 

division more prominently marked by a stud (hsing9). The standard weight (chui 10) 
was moved along until equilibrium was reached. As in the West, the number of 
weights which have survived is far larger than that of the balances on which they were 
used. Chhin weights already have rings cast on them for attachment to the hook of 
the halance.c Obviously the Chhin and Han people must have known how to calibrate 
their steelyards, taking the weight of the beam itself into consideration. Yn Europe 
the steelyard of medieval and later times was also called ' bismar'. a word of Scandi
navian origin. But the Roman and Scandinavian-Slavonic steelyards differed, how
ever, because in the former the divisions were equal, while in the latter they formed 

• Juan I's aceount would correspond with the Liller Charaslonit, a Latin version of an Arabic text of ThAbil ibn Qurra ( +  836 to + 901). It;s not known whether the word meant the steelyard in Arabic, 
or referred to a legendary inventor Charistion. See Dugas (I), p. 37; Wiedemann (n); Muaheri (3). 

b Khat} kung tl�", eh. '3, hui Jrlwo 2, p. 17b. e See, e.g. Wu Chhlng-Lo (l), pp. 148-53, new ed. pp. 7off. 
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a harmonic series. According to Benton (I), China is the only country in Asia to have 
the 'Roman' type." We find steelyards also in Gandhara sculpturesb and on Maurya 
coins.c An adequate history of these important instruments in all civilisations would 
be very iIluminating.d 

The use of more than onc fulcrum would obviously permit of weighing in a series 
of different ranges, and Chinese steelyards were indeed (and often are) equipped with 
arrangements for more than one point of suspension. Going further in this direction 
the steelyard could be provided with a fixed weight and a shifting fulcrum, and this 
was in fact done in various parts of the world, forming a second type of unequal-armed 
balance which SOkeiand (I) considered should be termed the ' desemer'. The weight 
was often a club-like expansion of the beam, but in Mediterranean antiquity could be 
formed into a lion head or other ornament. This balance was much used in Germany 
and western Russia, as also in Assam and Bhutan, but the best examples, oscillating 
well without upsetting, come from Tibet.e If known and used in China, it was 
certainly never common there. Some early Roman desemers have bridges along which 
the suspension slides. thus placing the centre of gravity well below the point of sup
port; this helps oscillation without continual overturning but reduces sensitivity.f 

For accurate weighing in China the equal-armed balance held its own, at least in the 
smaller kinds. Probably the oldest Chinese example of any weighing machine is that 
recently excavated from a tomb of the Chhu State ( -4th century) and preserved in 
the Peking National Museum. The weights included rings of different sizes. It is a 
striking thought that we now have some pieces of simple physical apparatus con
temporary with the Mohists(Fig. 282). Examples from the Han have long been known, 
some of the oldest being from the time of Wang Mang (c. + lo).g The equal-armed 
balance is frequently depicted in the frescoes of the cave-temples at Tunhuang.h In 

• I t  il found, however, in Ihe Shan States (Annandale, Meer .... arth & Graves, I). b Bruhl & Uvi (I), fig. 26. 
c Belaiev (5). 
<I Very recently Mazaheri (J) has made a dctennined cffort to prove that the steelyard of Roman 

Europe was derived from that of China. Unfortunately, his argument il based on two unacceptable, : 
(a) the belief that the text of the ChQU Li is of the - loth century instead of about Ihe -3rd, and (b) that 
the word. chhiian and hing which occur in it necenarily refer to the weights and beams of steelyards 
and not to scales and weights in general. Although, as we have seen, there 18 Chinese textual evidence 
for the balance of unequal anns in the -4th century. one of the Roman specimcns has been dated as 
early IS the -3rd. A coincidental convel$e of Maz�hcri's unduly courteous bow from West to East 
appears in the learned memoir of Yamazaki (I), who makes thc Chinese abacus derive from the Roman 
chiefly because he believes that it goes back to the - .jth millennium in Egypt, a view for which we know 
no justification whatever (cf. Vol. 3, p. 79). Doth these kind cstimates of antiquity arc greatly exagger. 
ated, and as yet we simply do not know where the stcelyard and thc abacus origmatcd. This is a pity, 
in view of their great imporlance in the history of commercial activity and intercourse. 

e Cf. too the study of Annandale, Meerwarth & Graves (I) on the descmcrs of thc markets of the 
Shan States. In some of these a scale-pan moves back and forth instead of the fulcrum. 

f One of these steelyards is illustrated in Neuburger (I), p. 205, IS well as in SOkeland's paper. See 
also Daremberg & Saglio \1), vol. 3, fi�. +474, H75. 

I See Wu Chh�ng·Lo (2), p. 165. new ed. p. 78. 
h Generally it hangs from a bar supported on two posts fonning a stand like those used for bells and 

chime_,lonel. A bird is often perching on the bsr; this is the dove waiting for the flesh donated by 
Sivi, one of the previous incarnations of the Huddh:a, and the flesh il being weighcd. I have noted this 
in caves nos. 138 (late Thang), 98 (Wu Tai, c. +950), and 61 and 146 (early Sung, before + 1000). 
cr. too the + I llh.eentury stele described by Shan Chhing-Lin (J). 
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26. PHYSICS 

his Shih Yu Than Chi' (Records of Discussions with my Teachers and Friends), 
Li Chih 1 wrote, towards the end of the + 1 1th century, that it was agreeda that the 
steelyard would not do for goldsmith's work, and that it was necessary to pile up very 
small weights (teng3) on the teng tzu.4 It is not quite clear whether there was any 
difference between this balance and the thim phing; S (he latter seems first to be 
referred to in + 145 I when an imperial edict ordered the construction of all three 
kinds of balanccs.b Weights used for it were known as thung fa lzu6 (edict of + 1506) 
or fa ma7 (edict of + IS29). 

An ancient ordinance, preserved in the Lii. Shih Chhun Chhiu, and therefore dating 
rrom the Chou period, prescribed the checking of all weights and measures at the 
autumn equinox.c No reason is given, but the temperature would then be neither too 
hot nor too cold. And indeed in the early + znd century, Chang Heng,' in his poetic 
essay on the Eastern Capital (Tung Ching FuO) mentions the equalisation or measures 
in relation to contraction and expansion in cold and heat (liang chhi clti shu yii. han 
nuan 10).<1 

It is needless to emphasise the enormous importance of the balance in all branches 
of science. What we have here seen of an appreciation of the quantitative in - 4th
century China may be paralleled. as Tasch (I) has shown, by the writers of the slightly 
earlier Hippocratic Corpus in Greece. Although it was not until the 17th and 18th 
centuries that modern chemistry arose out of the weighings of Rey and Lavoisier, the 
use of the balance in earlier ages (both East and West) must not be underestimated, 
and later on evidence will be brought forward to show the care with which some of the 
Sung alchemists and metallurgists made use of the balance.e We' shall also trace it in 
pharmacy from the Han onwards.! 

(3) TENSION, FRACTURE AND CONTINUITY 

Let us begin with two more Mohist propositions. 

Ch 24/-/-.-. Strength Qf materials 
C (Suppose a weight) to be supported (by a beam) which does not break. The reason is 

given under 'bearing' (shing"). 

• He mentioned experts of the time such as ehh;n Shao-Yu" and Hsing Ho·Shu'l. b The lenn Ihilt" phing is used in China today for weighing_machines or counter trip·scales, i.e. for 
instruments in which the scale-pans are placed above the beam and maintained constantly in horizontal 
position, givin!{ accurate readings irrespective of the position of the load and the weights. All these 
depend upon combinations of linked load-carrying leven!, and derive from the famous '(:nigme statique' 
0( de Roberval (+ 1670), the theory of which wu not worked out until Desaguliers ( +  1740). It il very 
improbable that any device of this kind was known as eady as the + 15th century in China or elsewhere ; 
d. Tutut (I), p. 7Z. 

c Ch. ]6, tr. R. Wilhelm (3), p. 93. 
d I have to thank the late Dr E. R. Hughes fOf .ending me this reference (WbJ HsiJan, ch. 3, p. 17a). 
� See Sects. Jod and JJ. f Sect. 45. 
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CS From a horizontal piece of wood a weight may be suspended, but the wood will not 
be broken because the centre (chi') of the wood can bear (snengl) the weight. But (in 
the like circumstances) a hand-twisted rope may break, if its centre is not able to bear 
the weight. (auet.)-

eh 52{-/23-44- TenSIOn, breakage, and continuity 
C (It is upon) evenness, or continuity, that breaking or not-breaking depend. The reason 

is given under 'evenness, or continuity' (chunl). 
CS Let a small weight hang on a hair. Even if it is very light, the hair will break. This is 

because the hair is not (truly) even, or continuous (chiinl). If it were, it would not 
break. (auet.) 

The first of these is an early example of attention to those problems of strain and load, 
bending and fracture, which must have occupied the minds of alt ancient empirical 

engineers, architects and practical physicists,b but which were not tackled theoretically 

until the Renaissance with Leonardo, Galileo, Mariotte and Hooke.c 
The second is of even wider interest. A parallel passage exists in the Lieh Tzu book, 

where although the Mo Ching is textually quoted, the purpose of the argument is 

exactly the opposite. In the Canon, the Mohist writer seems to be maintaining that 
the reason why a fibre breaks under tension is that it is formed of elements unequally 

strong, or unequally cohesive, so that a breaking-plane must occur somcwhere.d This 
is an essentially atomic or particulate point of view, and fits in with the Mohist 

definitions of geometrical pointse and indivisible instants of time. But the writer of 

the Lieh Tzu passage, on the contrary, is supporting continuity-as one would expect 
him to do, in view of what we have seen in the discussion of waves and particles.r 
Continuity (chiinJ) is, he says :g 

the greatest principle (Ii 4) in the world. The connected-togetherness (lien l) of all shapes and 
things (in the world) is due to continuity. Now a hair (might be thought to have) continuity. 
But 'let a small weight hang on a hair. Even if it is very light, the hair will break. This is 
because the hair is not (truly) even, or continuous.' But with real continuity there cannot be 
any fracture, or any separation. Many people do not believe this, but I will prove it by 
examples . 

• Luan Tiao-Fu (1), p. 8g, has a different reconstruction. Cf. Wu Nan-HsUn (1). pp. 88ff. 
b Later on we shall cO;:.e across a remarkable example of strength-of_materiab testing in relation to 

medieval stone beam bridges (Sect. 28t). 
e For some points in the later history of this important subjttt see Meyer (,); Frtmont (,); Straub (Il, 

pp. 61, 74. 79, 119; and the book of Timoshenko (Ij. 
d Thil may have been also the point in the fint proposition abo"e, where the wooden beam is com

pared with the hand-twisted ro�, the latter being more 'uneven'. Similar arguments made their 
appearance in European s<:holastic philosophy. e.g. the thesis retailed by Cyrano de Bcrgerac that a 
thread can carry an unlimited load if it is perfectly even. since there is then no reason why it should 
break at one place more than at any other. It is also possible, of course, ,h1t the seeond proposition 
above refef$ to the difference of tensile strength bctv.·ecn the long axis and the transverse axis of a 
fibre, but this i, improbable. 

� cr. Vol. J, p. 91. 
f Texts in Lieh Tzu cannot be exactly dated, but for this one the -and century would be very 

plausible. 
g Ch. S, p. 'SIl, tr. auct. adjuv. \Vieger (7), p. 139. 

· "  ' J>  . ., 
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26. PHYSICS 29 

Our Taoist is therefore in the great tradition. It is not in his power to prove his 
point by arguments which might have influenced Aristotle, but he embarks upon a 
series of parables and legends in the Taoist manner which show us clearly what his 
conception of the physical world was. Remember Chan Ho, I he says, who could bring 
up enormous fishes out of the abyss with a fishing. line made of a single silk fibre, 
such was his mental concentration and projection.- His teacher had been Phu Chii 
Tzu 1 the archer,b who brought down cranes from the clouds with a similar thread 
attached to his arrow.c There follows the storyd of the exchange of hearts between two 
mene effected by the physician Pieo Chhio,l tending to prove that the heart is the 
organ of continuity between the individual and the family. Other stories teach that 
music assures continuity between human beings, and between man and the rest of 
Nature. This is highly significant, for in the present context music means acoustics, and 
acoustics means wave transmission in a continuous medium. The legends are ' Orphic' 
in character-when Phao Pa. played his lute" birds danced and fish leapt up, and when 
Shih Wen 5 sounded the pipe· notes appropriate to a particular season according to the 
symbolic corrclations,g weather, grains, plants and animals responded like magic what
ever the time of year. His teacher, Shih Hsiang,6 far surpassed, swore that he equalled 
the masters of old,h Shih Khuang1 and Tsou Yen.s This is particularly interesting, for, 
as we saw at an earlier stage,! Tsou Ycn was the greatest of the School of Naturalists 
(Yin Yang chiaO), indeed its founder about the beginning of the -3rd century. 
'Tsou Yen blowing on his pipes' in this text is glossed as follows by Chang Chan :10 

In the north there was a valley of good earth but so cold always that the five grains would 
not grow there. Trou Yen blew on his pipe however and (permanently) warmed its climate, 
10 that grain and millet could be raised abundantly.! 

As Chang was making his commentary in the + 4th century this legend is not neces
sarily very old, but the interest of it is that it should have become attached to the 
greatest systematiser of Yin-Yang theory, with all that that implied for wave rather 

• Often cited later, e.g. Po lVu Chi", eh. 3, p. 8b. 
to Further stories of archers follow later in the same chapter (Kan Ying" and Fei Wei") as also of 

chariot.drivers (the famous Tsao Fu lJ and his teacher Thai Tou '0), but these go over into the field of 
'knack'-expertise (see Vol. l, pp. 121 fr.) and therefore out of our present range of interest. 

C \Ve shall meet again with this technique in Sect. l8c. Phu Chli Tzu was a ,emi-le�ndary military 
technician, the nominal author of a book in the Chhin' H(m Shu bibliography on the use of fowling 
arrow, with urings for recovery attached to them. 

d cr. Vol. :I, p. 54 above, and, on the man himself, Sect. 44 below. 
C Kung Hu 'I of Lu, and Chhi Ying,6 of Chao. 
, As the word phao mean, n bottle-gourd, this personage was probably originally a tutelary deity of 

-.nd-box instrument!. 
• This system has been explained in Vo1. a, pp. a61 ff. 
b Shih Khuang is ascribed to thc -6th century; he alanned Duke Ph;ng of Chin with his pipe
ying, which raised clouds, rain and violent winds . 

I In Sect. I)', Vo1. a, pp. a3aff. 
I L�h T.tu, eh. 5, p. 18b, tr. auet. cr. Hou Wai-Lu, Chao Chi-Pin tt of. (I), vol. I, p. 646; Forke (I) , 
SO;· 
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than particle conceptions. The Lith Tzu writer pursues his themel. into regions of 
folk-lore where we need not follow-Han t !  singing at an inn and the beams giving 
forth his song for three days afterwards, the thought behind Po Ya'sz music being 
invariably understood by his friend Chung Tzu-Chhi,l ctc. The essential teaching of 
the chapter is that of the universe as a continuum, in which all such phenomena as 
ripples on water, acoustic resonance,b invisible links between human organisms 
endowed with memories and emotions, or the action of the moon on the tides, all find 
a perfectly natural place. 

The theme recurs in powerful form in many other books of the Warring States and 
Chhin and Han periods. I came across it quite early in my studies of Chinese thought, 
when reading the Kuan Tzu book with the late Gustav Haloun more than twenty 

years ago, that extraordinary work in which inspired and prophetic passages of nature 
philosophy alternate with diet and hygienics, magic and meditation-techniques. We 
had before us the following passage:c 

Are you able to unite? Are you able to unify?d Then without the tortoise and the milfoil 
you will foreknow good and evil fortune. Are you able to stop?e Are you able to cease?( 
Are you able to refrain from asking others, and yourself get it from yourself? Thus was it 
said of old, meditate upon it, meditate upon it; if still you do not get it, the gods and spirits 
will teach it. But that will not be because of their show of force (in omens), but by (your) 
sending forth your essence (ching4) a.nd your pneuma (chlll'S) to the utmost degree (of human 
possibility, to enter into communication with them). What unifies the eM; so that it can 
change (external things) is called the essence ; what unifies (human) affairs so that they can 
undergo change is called wisdom. Collecting and selecting is the way to grade matters. 
Changing to the utmost is the means by which to respond to things. II" If one collects and 
selects there will be no disorder, if one changes to the utmost there will be no disappointment. 
The chiin-tzuh holding fast to (the conception of) the unity; (of the universe) can alone 
�rform this. Holding fast to the unity and not losing (sight of) it, he can command the 
myriad things. (Then) he shines in an equality with the sun and moon, and partakes of the 
same pattern-principle (li6) as heaven and earth. The sage commands things, and is not 
commanded by things. J 

• His series includes the story of thc lutomata made by Yen Shih' which 10 amned King Mu of 
Chou ($ee Vol. 2, p. 53). According 10 Wieger (7), p. 14S, it was incorporated here 10 hint that their 
constructor operated them by projected 'will-power' or mental concentration, though the text does not 
actually say thil. Such a conception of remote control would have been curiOU$]Y modern. It is strange 
to think that effect. of this kind have been brought about in our own time precisely by following out to 
the end the lame ideas of radiant energy travelling in a continuous medium. b On this lee further below, pp. 130, 185. ' Kwm Tzu, ch. 37, p. 7b, tr. Haloun (2). 

d In Vol. a, p. 46, the ' idea of the One' was granted mystical religious significance as well as proto
scientific muning. I doubt now if ill scientific aspect was there sufficiently stressed. ' Holding fast to 
the One' was a]1O holding fast to the one Continuum. 

� At the right interpretation, true hypothesis, or correc:t aClion, not going on beyond it by IOphiuical 
arguments. Cf. Vol. 2, p. s66. 

f Cr. Vol. a, p. a83 . 
• We have already quoted this in other conte>r;ls, Vol. a, p. 60. 
II See Vo!' a, p. 6. 1 And hence the continuity, 10 imponlnt here. 
J Many parallel passages can be found, e.g. in Shih T:m, Nat! Frio Tzu, Shtn T�u. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  3' 
He commands things because he is aware of, and can use to the full, the fundamental 
interconnectedness (lien I) and non·isolation (chii,l) of all things in the universe. With 
this remarkable passage, adumbrating many of the basic attitudes of mind charac
teristic of natural science, Haloun compared a particular chapter of the Lii. Shih Chhun 
Chhiu, significantly entitled Ching Thung,l the ' Universal Permeation of Essences'. 
This texta is indeed concerned with demonstrating the action of things on each other 
even at considerable distances by means of 'sympathetic' influences radiating through 

the continuum. It is distinctly more scientific in the strict sense than either the Lith 
Tzu or the Kuan Tzu, but it does not disdain to have recourse to folk-lore and legend 
in the usual Taoist style. Since it must date from the close neighbourhood of - 240 it 
will be a century or SO later than the Kuan Tzu passage. It is worth while to list its 
eleven arguments. 

(I) The dodder,b (thu_ssu4) seems to have no root, but in fact it has one, i.e. the fungus 
called tuckahoe or Indian hread e (fu-lingS). These two plants are quite separated, with no 
connection between them, yet their relations are those of plant and root. 

This was a misunderstanding, for in fact the two parasitic plants have nothing to do with 
one another. 

(2) The lodestone draws to itself iron particles.d 
(3) 'When the sage sits on his throne facing the south, thinking of nothing but loving and 

benefiting the people, the orders have hardly gone out of his mouth ere the people are 
stretching out their necks and standing on tiptoe to obey. His essential spirit has permeated 
to them.' 

(4) The converse. Victims of a planned attack become uncomfortable, as if a spirit had 
told them . 

(s) If a person is in Chhin (State) and his beloved (far away) in ehhi; then if one should 
die, will not the essential spirit of the other be restless? 

(6) 'The virtue of a ruler is what all the people obey, just as the moon is the root and 
fount of all Yin things. So at full moon, shellfish (pang ko6)e are fleshy, and all that is Yin 
abounds. When the moon has waned, the shellfish are empty and Yin things weak. When the 
moon appear.; in the heavens all Yin things are influenced right down to the depths of the 
sea. So .. he sage lets virtue flow forth from himself, and the four outer wildernesses rejoice 
in his benevolent love.' 

This is the famous passage which we have met with before.f Though the case is not so clear 
for molluscs, one of the oldest of biological observations is that of the lunar periodicity of 
the reproductive system of echinoderms, especially sea-urchins. This was clearly stated by 

• Ch. 405; tr. R. Wilhelm (3), pp. 1 I4ff. 
b Cu�o'la sine.uis (1\ 1 56), • parasitic Phanerogam belonging to Ihe Convolvulaceae which lUck. the 

up of its host (e.g. Ihe willow) by means of spe<:ial orgt.ns (haUSloria). PTKM, eh. 18A, pp. Ja fr. 
C Pachyma. the sclerotia! eondilion of PQ/yporUJ cocos (R8J8), long used in phannacy, d. Burkill (I), 

vol. :z, p. 161 8. PTKM, th. 37, pp. 3aff. 
4 No misundentanding here. Cf. Sect. 26i below. 
C In modem limes this lenn has come to be applied to Ihe Unionidae lamel1ibrandu in general, 

musscll, but in the -Jrd eenlury it may easily have meant, or included, eehinodenns. 
f Vol. I, p. ISO. In the appropriate place below, Sect. 39, we shall deal in all fullness with this and 

.imilar texu. 
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Aristotle. I whose fishermen informants showed him how some kinds of sea�urchins were 
fat and good to eat at the full moon, and it has been amply confirmed by modern biological 
research.b The reference to the sea may partially conceal a reference to the action of the 
moon on the tides. 

(7) Yang Yu-ChP shot at night what he thought was a wild ox, but his arrow pierced a 
rock right to the feathering; this was because of the intensity of his belief that it was an 
animal. 

(8) Po Lo� concentrated so much on the physiognomy of horses that he ended by being 
incapable of seeing anything else. 

(9) Ting phao jenJ the butcher concentrated so much on the carcases of OlCcn that his 
cutting and carving was almost miraculous. The locus classicus for this story in Chuang TJlu 
has already been given.c 

(10) Chung Tzu-Chhi. knew all the story of a sad chime-stone player without need of any 
words. Here the parallel is in Lith Tzu, as we have just seen. 

(11) Shen Hsi J knew his mother when she came and sang sadly as an old beggar before 
the house, unaware that it was inhabite<.l by the family which she had lost. 

The chapter continues with general remarks on the invisible ties and responses of human 
relationships. 

Thus the scholars of Lti Pu-Wei in this chapter assembled, to demonstrate the uni
versal continuum, three observations in the natural sciences (two of which were 
perfectly correct), three examples of human relationships, three instances of mental 
concentration, and two incidents depending on the interpretation of acoustic (musical) 
phenomena. d 

Some may feel that we have strayed far from physics. But it is not really so. In the 
ancient Chinese conceptions of the physical world, where sometimes ehing6 can 

almost be translated ' radiant energy', continuity, waves and cycles were supreme. 
There was no room for discontinuity and atomic particles. And so it was throughout 
the centuries of indigenous Chinese scientific thought.e By the time that modern 
physics found a home in China, the monopoly of the atom as a world explainer had 
long ceased. 

A good deal of useful study could be devoted to defining how the world continuum 
was visualised by the ancient and medieval Chinese naturalists. So far as I know, 
the antithesis between wave-motion in a continuous medium of eMi and action at a 
distance in the strict sense across vacuous spaces was never decisively faced in old 
Chinese thought.! But so coherent and interrelated was the whole universe for the 

• De Port. Anim. IV, S (6800 )1); Hisl. Anim. 54-4016. 
b Cf. H. M. Fox (I). C See Vol. 2, p. 45. Tnt in eh. ). 
<I Among other texts of a similar kind d. Huoi Nan Tzu, th. 6, pp. :l.bff. e It would be of great interest to collect examples of this physical world-outlook from the medieval 

centuries, and to see how the philosophers and Ihe artisans were a«e<:ted by ii, bl,.lt this wOl,.lld require 
extend�d research which is not II presenl avail:l.ble to us. 

I B�sides the many ref�rences in previous volumes to Ihe concept of rhhi, two Jlpan�se studies must 
be mentioned, Ihose of Hir:aoka Teikichi (I) and Kurodl Genji (I). On aClion al a distance see numerous 
references in Ihis and previous volumes. Cf. also those in Dampier-\Vhetham (I), Ind Ihe .pecill sludies 
of H�ue (I, ) .  

' II -r lll 
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26. PHYSICS 33 
Chinese that they would probably never have wanted to insist on the universality of 
a material medium if there had been any good reason for doubting its existence in 
particular places. Normally it was assumed.- In another of Martin's prophetic 
papers (6), written more than sixty years ago, he compared Nee-Confucian insistence 
on the universal presence of matter in some form or other, even if only as the most 
tenuous ethereal chili, with the theories of the luminiferous acther in modern 
'classical' physics.b Martin was able to cite some telling passages from Chang Tsai's' 
warke of + 10']6. the Cheng Meng.� For example:d 

In the great void eM; is alternately condensed and dissipated, just as ice is formed or 
dissolves in water. When one knows that the great void is full of eMi, one realises that there 
is no such thing as nothingness . . . . How shallow were t�e disputes of the philosophers of 
old about the difference between existence and non-existence; they were far from compre
hending the great science of pattern-principles (ljJ). 

But in the upsurge of modern natural science in Europe the old scholastic axiom that 
'matter cannot act where it is not' began to be questioned, and three physical models 
arose, not only the two ancient ones of Epicureans and Stoics.e The experimental and 
mathematical investigation of action by impact led to the Newtonian laws embodied 
in the Principia. The similar study of wave-motion gave rise to the hydrodynamics of 
Newton and the Bernoullis. But thirdly, true action at a distance presented itself in 
the phenomena of falling bodies, the solar system, and electric and magnetic attrac
tions, attaining mathematical formulation in Newton's theory of central forces, 
including gravitation. Eventually all these models, irreconcilable among themselves, 
were subsumed into modern relativity theory and mathematical physics, an air which 
no 'everyday-life' analogies can breathe. By that time there had long ceased to be 
any distinction in science between men and minds-'neither Jew nor Greek', neither 
Chinese nor European, only human and universa1.f 

Dut perhaps we can find a few late echoes of Lii Pu-Wei and Lieh yu-Khou. In 
the middle of the nineteenth century certain Japanese scholars engaged in a losing 
battle against the rise of modern science in their country. Thus in his Hekija ShOgen4 
(False Science Exposed), Ohashi Totsuan 5 upheld about 1854 a transcendental 
interpretation of Neo-Confucian philosophy and emphasised the cultivation of self 
rather than the study of Nature. Among the things which, he said, the Western 
scientists and their friends do not understand, is kakki6 (huo chi6), a certain vital force 
or energy in man continuous with that in the non-human world and capable of 

• Cf. the heavens as piled-up chhi in the story of Chhang Lu-Tzu (Vol. 2, p . . p). b On the history of these see Whittaker (I). 
e cr. Vol. 2, pp_ "58, 562. 
d Ch. I, in ChallfI T:m Chlrilatl Shu. ch. 2, p. 3a, or Sung SnJ Tzu Chlrao Shih, ch. I, p . .. a; tr. auct. 
" See the interesting discussion in Hesse (2). 
f cr. the celebrated work of Li Tsung-Tao and Yang Chen-Ning in 1956 on the parity theory in 

nuclear physics. 
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34 26. PHYSICS  

development and utilisation with astonishing results.- Perhaps Ohashi was partly 
reacting against atomic and mechanical materialism. At any rate his words recall the 
psycho·physical continuum of the archers and musicians of the Kuan Tzu book and 
the 'Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Lij',b 

(4) CENTRES OF GRAVITY AND TilE 'AOVISORY VElS:iELS' 

There seems to have been no theoretical treatment of the centre of gravity in China 
corresponding to the work of Heron of Alexandria on suspended obje<:ts of irregular 
shapes, in which the idea of moment was contained,c However, some empirical 
principles must have been followed, notably in the suspension of the chime-stones 
(chhing 1), of which we have a description in the Chou Li,d These were L-shaped pieces 
of flat stone, the angle between the shorter limb (ku2) and the longer one (ku3) being 
obtuse.e The Chhing mathematicians, Chhcng Yao-Thien and Tsou Po-Chhi, 
occupied themselves with working out a reconstruction of the methods probably used 
by the Han technicians.! 

A remarkable example of the application of knowledge about 
centres of gravity consisted in thc famous hydrostatic 'trick' 
vessels which altered their position in accordance with the 
amount of water which they contained. For us, it is very easy 
to imagine the building in to a bronze vessel of a number of 
compartments with overflow channels into one another, so 
arranged as to give a variety of effects (Fig. 284). In ancient 
China, however, it was regarded as a great marvel, and evidently 
went back to a respectable antiquity. The oldest description of 

Fig. l84. Tentative 
reconstruction of an 
'advisory \·cssel·. 

such a vessel is in the Htiin Tzu book, ch. 28 of which is entitled Yu TSQ,� i.e. ' The 
Advisory (Overturning Jars) Placed on the Right (of the Throne)

,
. If, therefore, 

the invention did not come from Confucius' time, it was certainly known in the - 3rd 
century. The passage runs:g 

Confucius inspected the temple of Duke Huan of Lu State, and saw an inclining vessel 
(i chhi5). He asked the guardian of the temple what it was, and the guardian replied 'This 
is the Advisory Vessel which stands at the right hand side of the throne '. Confucius said: 
'Ah, I have heard of these Advisory Vessels. If they are empty they lean over to one side, 
if they are half full they stand up straight, while if they are full they fall over altogether.' 
Confucius asked his disciples to pour water into one of the vessels ; they did so, and its behaviour 
was just as he said . 

• Meiji Bunka Zenshu ed., vol. IS, p. I I I  (the second half of ch. 3). 
b We are much indebted to Dr Carmen Blacker, who i. engaged on a study or this thinker, for 

bringing him to our knowledge. Japanese scholars were liable to be intensely conservative, as we shan 
lee in the case of the monk Entsil (::ieci. l7j below), who adapted orrerydockwork to the most archaic 
or cosmologies. 

C Dugas (I), p. 3;1. d Ch. n, p. s a  (ch. 4l), tr. BiOI (I). vol. l, p. 531. 
c cr. the Section on acoustics, pp. l44ff. below. 
f Chhen W!n.Thao (1), pp. 67ff. 
I Ch. lB, p. I a. Copied verbatim in Klu. ... g Tzu Chi4 Yii, ch. l. p. Isa. Tr. auct. 
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26. PHYSICS 3S 
And they go off into a discussion of the morality of moderation in all things, of which 
principle the vessels were supposed to be a permanent reminder to princes. 

These vessels persisted as a court wonder for more than a thousand years, with the 
alternative name of chhi chhi. ' Chou examples seem to have lasted down to the end 
of the Han, but disappeared during the disturbances of the Three Kingdoms. About 
+ 260 Tu YU z made a new set,- and at the same time the mathematician Liu Huil 

wrote a Lu Shih Chki eMi Thu4 (Diagrams of the Inclining Vessels of the Lu 
Officiants) which, though it did not survive, suggests that he and his contemporaries 
were in possession of some theoretical principles about centres of gravity. Some two 
centuries later Tsu Chhung-Chih5 made more overturning jars,b and thereafter 
astronomers and mathematicians were always presenting them to emperors. In the 
middle of the + 6th century ( + 538) elaborate ones were made by HsUeh Chheng6,C: 
and another illustrated book produced by Hsintu Fang.7 At the beginning of the next 
Keng Hsun8 again had them made ( + 605)'1 and Lin Hsiao-Kung9 wrote about them. 
A Thang prince. Li Kao 'o (Tshao Wang Kao" ), whom we shall meet again in a 
moment,e interested himself in them; his were made of lacquered wood about +790 
and probably turned out in quantity. One of the last references we have is to a 
presentation of them by the lexicographer Ting Tuu in + 1052/ 

Meanwhile these devices had aroused the keen interest of the Arabs, who greatly 
developed their possibilities, as may be seen by the Kitiib /i 'l-lfiyal of the Banil MuSi,' 
the three sons of Mu:.a ibn Shakir ( + 803 to + 873). available to us in the translation 
of Hauser (t). 

Another kind of trick vessel may be mentioned here. though not concerned with 
centres of gravity. Many of those whose lot it was to live in Chungking during the 
Second World War visited the park of Pei-wcn-chhUan ' J  in the Chialing gorge, and 
there saw a bronze vessel, preserved in a former temple, which had the curious property 
of sending jets of spray into the air from four directions when subjected to rubbing.h 
The date of this pan or bowl (now in the Chungking Museum) is unknown, but it may 
perhaps be of Thang or Sung origin,1 and other bowls of somewhat similar shape and 
decoration are authentically Chou and Han (Fig. 285). The name for these vessels, of 

• Chi" Shu, ch. 34, p. 9b. b Between +483 and +493 � Nan Shih, c:h. 71, p. I.b. 
e Chou Shu. c:h. 38. p. loa. 
d Sui Shu, ch. '9, p. 17b� ch. 78, p. 7bff; d. Vol. 3, pp. ]27, 319. e And in Sect. 'l.7fJ. 
t Of course there are many late references to them � see, for in"ance, Hang Shih-ChUn', Yllng ChhIng 

Shih Hua (+ '731). ch. l, p. lib. ., Mieli ('}, p.71. 
h Having often been reminded of this in intervening yean by my friend Dr Huxley Thorn.,. I was 

forlunate enoush 10 be able to siudy it closely in Ihe Chungking Municipal Museum in 19S8, fifleen 
years Iller. Particular thanks are due to the director, Dr T.!ng Shao-Chhin, and 10 his auillint Min Phln 
Pi.Ching, for Iheir kindness. 

I The bronze is .a yellow thll a hnSly alloy is .uSpecled, in which case Ihe vessd will not be very 
early. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

which other examples are known,- is pMn shu; tltung phin I (bronze water·spouting 
bowls). The SZe<:huanese vessel is cylindrical with a slight taper, about I ft. 6 in. in 
diameter at the mouth, flat·bottomed and fairly shallow. Upon the bottom there 
appear four fishes in relief surrounding a central design, their open mouths termi
nating in radiating ridges which run up the sides of the bowl as far as the flanged rim.b 
When the two handles thereon are rubbed rather slowly and rhythmically with the 

Fig. 2.85. Approximate cross-scction and 
plan of the bronze water-spouting bowl 
conserved in the Chungking Municipal 
Museum. 

wet palm of the hand, the bronze vibrates like a 
bell, and fountains of spray as high as the handles 
(about 3 in.) spring up from the sides of the 
vessel at the four places where the fish ridges 
end.c It is said that if the knack is learnt the spray 
may be raised as high as 3 ft. into the air.d At 
full blast the water-surface is covered with a very 
complex pattern of standing waves. The maxi
mum disturbance is evidently produced at places 
corresponding to the nodes and anti nodes of a 
struck bell, and the stationary waves formed when 
a wine-glass is rubbed may provide a much less 
impressive parallel,e but there must be some re
markable peculiarity in the shape of the vessel 
and its walls to give such an impulsion to the 
water. Perhaps the walls are under strain in some 
way, as in the case of the ' magic mirrors' pre· 
sently to be discussed;! in any case the pheno
menon clearly merits the attention of Chinese 
physicists historically minded. 

This unexpectedly ancient type of standing 
fountain, seemingly unknown to any of the 
Alexandrian writers on pneumatics and hydro
statics, but very pertinent to the Sino-Stoic 

interest in wave-motion, finds a strange analogy in the effects of non-uniform 
electric fields (cf. Pohl, I). If a point electrode surrounded by a looped electrode is 
immersed in a dish containing an organic liquid, and some 10,000 volts applied, the 
liquid is violently agitated and leaps up from the dish, individual drops remaining 
suspended in the air or describing spiral orbits around the lead-in wire. With higher 

• One for instance is reeorded as having been seen in April 1956 by a party of English jurists at a 
temple or house beside the lake at Hangchow {Gower ( I  l, p. I I,,). 

b A photograph was obtained by one of us (W. L.) in 1944-
c There is sn optimum water level-the bowl should not have too much or too little. This fact recalls 

the admonitory purpose of the trick vessels we have just been discussing. 
d At the time of my visit in 1958 only the museum allendanl could do it lucecssfully, but I found it 

easy enough to get the beginnings of the vibration build-up. e Cf. what was said above, p. 12, on the obsen'ations of the Stoics on stalionary waves. 
r cr. pp. 94ff. below. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  37 

voltages (though still very low amperages) a spray of liquid or powder may be thrown 
(our to six feet high at the rate of a gallon a minute, (orming thus a simple pump with 
no moving parts. That the standing fountain of medieval China was never thought 
of in this way illumines once again the difference between industrial and pre-industrial 
civilisations. So also, as we shall later see (p. 235), the ancient legend of ' Mahomet's 
coffin' has come true in the modern world, for samples of metal (e.g. Ti, Zo, V, 
Ta, Mo) weighing morc than a pound may not only be suspended in mid-air by a 
powerful magnetic field, but actually melted in that position by induced high
frequency currents of high amperage. 

Related to these questions are some early experiments concerning the pressure of 
the air. Siphons have already been discussed in connection with clepsydras,- and will 
receive further mention in Section 27b on engineering. As was noted above,b the 
earliest meaning of the word clepsydra was a pipette used for wine or oil. Since 
ancient Egyptian representations of pipes for sucking up liquids have come down to 
us,c they must have been a familiar device throughout Chinese history, and indeed 
the custom so common among the south-western tribal peoples of drinking wine 
ceremonially through long bamboo tubes is one which links them directly with the 
ancient peoples of the Fertile Cresccnt.d But the sucking-pipe does not become a 
pipette until it is realised that occlusion of the top will conserve the liquid in it so that 
it can be carried about from place to place.e The I Chao Liao Tsa Chi of + 1200 has 
a discussion r on the meaning of the old terms chhjh j r and ku chi, 1 both used in the 
Han dynasty. The former seems to have meant a leather wine vessel, and the latter, 
which had a 'belly as big as a pot', was the pipette for withdrawing the wine; but 
one cannot be sure that both terms did not designate the pipette, or indeed also the 
siphon.g A number of Thang references, however, are certain. The principle of the 
pipette is discussed in the + 8th-century Taoist book, Kuan Yin Tzu : h 

Take a bottle with two holes (one above and one below), and fill it with water. If you turn 
it upside down, the water will flow out, but if you close the upper orifil::e, the water will now 
not leave the lower one. This is because if something is not raised up, something else will 
not come down. A well may be eight thousand feet deep, but if you pull, water will come up. 
This is again beouse if something does not go down, nothing will come up. Similarly, the 
sage does not consider himself superior to creatures, but humbles himself before them . 

On this the + 13th-century commentator Chhen 1-Isien-Wei says that the chhi has to 
go up before the water will come down, and that without pressore (phol) things will 
not move. This point of view must have been at least as advanced as anything which 
coold be adduced from his contemporaries in Europe. Meanwhile, in the Thang, the 

I Vol. 3, pp. 320ff. b Vol. 3, p. 3'4. C See e.g. Neubur�r (I). p. 126. 
c! Earlier we saw (Vol. ], p. J 14) their elaboration of having a Roat ,·,Ive between two of the bamboo 

nodes so as to prevent lucking too quickly or too slowly. 
� Empedocles studied this (Diels-Freeman (I), p. 62), but doci not seem to hive undcf$tood the 

true reason. f eh. 2. p. 47(1. .. See Secl. 276 below. 
h Win Shih Chen Chirrg. ch. J. p. 1 1 6 ;  tr. luel . 
. Ii '" 
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wine pipette, with a bulbous body and various kinds of handle, was generally known 
as chu tzu,1 later also as the 'sideways lifter' (phien thil).a It seems to have been 
particularly popular from the beginning of the +9th century.b 

A contemporary of the writer of the Kuan Yin Tzu book, Li Kao,l prince of the 
Thang, made experiments with bowls and plates fitting so well that no air could enter 
and displace liquids contained in them.c The Thang Yii Li,1 says:d 

Kao, prince of Tshao, was very ingenious, and good at making vessels and other useful 
devices. When he was governor of Chingchow, two soldiers visited him with two barbarian 
drum bowls. Upon seeing them, (Li) Kao said 'What valuable objects! '  and pointed out 
the extreme smoothness of their edges, but his guests could not understand his enthusiasm. 
So he said that he would demonstrate what he meant, and after selecting a plate as smooth 
as possible, and trying the fit of the plate and bowl together, he caused oil to be poured into 
one of the bowls. Then (covering the bowl with the plate, he turned it upside down) but 
nothing whatever came out. This showed the perfect cohesion (win ho wu chi4) between 
bowl and lid. 

A similar story is told of a palace official Li Yuan,s who used iron bowls ground very 
smooth at the edges, and of Jen Shih-Chiin/� about + 780.e These bowls were, as we 
shall see,! connected with tuning prllctices in acoustics and closed-vessel reactions in 
alchemy. The technological importance of an ability to produce smooth lapped edges 
of iron bowls should not be overlonked-thc bowls were probably ground down to 
give the note desired.g The subject has also an obvious relation to the medical practice 
of 'cupping'; though this was not characteristic of Chinese medicine, we read 
occasionally of experiments with cups made to adhere by a partial vacuum within.h 
On tight seals in general, Horwitz (7) has some interesting things to say, e.g. the 
lacquering of coffin joints in China, and the preservation of salt in Japan by filling 
earthenware jars before firing. 

• Shih Wu Chi Yuan ('.+ 108s), ch. 41, p. 14a. quoting fIsii Shih Shih ('.+960); as also Shuo FIl, 
eh. 10, p. s�a. b The use of small bamboo pipettes in contemporary traditional Chinese technology is described by 
Hommel (I), p. 10. 

C Cf. Fig. :&86. 
d Ch. 6, p. sb, tr. auci. 
• Thang YU" Lin, ch. S. p. 260. 
f In Seet. �6h, pp. 19l If. below, and in Sect. 33. Arising probably OUI of the latter use, Ihey became 

the first gunpowder bombs ; sec Sect. 30. 
• Cf. the use of abrasive sands in mineral grinding, Vol. J, p. 667. 
" Til fIsing Tsa Chih (+ " 76), eh. S, p. lb. In the West. cupping goes back at least to the Hippocratic 

COrpUl, and was widely known and used in the Middle Ages. 
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(5) SPECIFIC GRAVITY, BUOYANCY AND DENSITY 

The general idea of specific gravity must have existed from time immemorial. 
Mencius ( -4th century) remarked- that gold was heavier than feathers, otherwise 
how could it be said that a hook of gold was heavier than a cartload of feathers? But 
there was nothing equivalent (so far as we know) to the treatise of Archimedes on 
floating bodies.b Empirical use, of course, was made of his principle, as in the floating 
of arrowsC and vehicle wheelsd in water by the Chou and Han technicians, in order to 
determine their equilibrium and add or remove material accordingly_ By the Ming 
period tables of specific gravity were in common use. e 

The classical appearance of the so-called principle of Archimedes in China is no 
doubt the well-known incident of the weighing of the elephant in the San Kuo 
period.t But it simply involved observation of displacement and buoyancy, analogous 
to Archimedes' Prop. v, and did not concern specific gravity as such. The text&" is as 
follows: 

The son of Tshao Tshao, Chhung, I was in his youth clever and observant. When only 
five or six years old his understanding was that of a grown man. Once Sun Chhilan h had an 
elephant, and Tshao Tshao wanted to know its weight. He asked all his courtiers and 
officials, but no one could work the thing out. Chhung, however, said, • Put the elephant on 
a large boat and mark the water level; then weigh a number of heavy things and put them 
on the boat in their turn (till it sinks to the same level}-compare the two and you will have 
it'. Tshao Tshao was very pleased and ordered this to be done forthwith. 

This would be just after + 200. 
It has, however, been suggested that the technicians of the Han were already 

familiar with the principle embodied in the famous story of the determination of the 
proportions of gold and silver in Hieron's crown. This depends on the interpretation 
of an important passage in the Chou Lil (Khao Kung Chi section). It concerns the 
makers of weights and measures. It says : 

The workers called Li�·l make measures of capacity (liangl). They purify (separately) by 
successive heatings samples of metal (presumably copper) and tin, until there is no further 
loss of weight. Then they weigh them. 

• Ming Tzu, Vl (l), i, 6. 
b Dugas (I), p. 14ff. ; Tnurot (I);  v. Lippmann (30). Arabic developments in Wiedemann (II). 
� Chou U. cn. IZ, p. 6 a  (eh. 41); Biot (I), vol. l, p. S34. 
d Chou Li, eh. I I ,  p, Ilb (eh. 40) ; BiOI (I), vol. l, p. 474. See espedally Lu, Salaman & Needham (I). 

The words are: thui chih j 'htn ehhi phing then chih chun )ith.' e See e.g. Suan Fa Thung Tsung, ch. I, p. 413 (+ IS92). The A'ln·j Akbarr of + 1590 gives a con· 
temporary Indian parallel (Blochmann (I), pp. -41 If.). See also Vol. 3, p. 33, on the Slin r.u Suan Ching, 

f Auention was drawn to this by Ardshea! and others. 
a Sa .. KU() Chilt, cn. 10, p. a a ;  Ir. auct. 
h Subsequendy emperor of Wu; already met with in the geographical Section (Vol. 3, p. S38 above). 
I Cn. I I ,  p. lsb (en, 41). J An old Corm of Ii.' 

' ff /!> , t ' Ii  ' II!  
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Thus Biot.a The text goes on to say chhuan chih, jan hou chun chih; chun chih jan hau 
Jiang chih,1 which Biot rendered ' After they have weighed them, they proportionalise 
(or equalise) them, and after that they measure them '. The sense of this is far from 
obvious. Chiang Yung, however, had already suggestedb at the end of the 18th century 
that chun had meant in the Han 'weighing in water', while the ordinary word chhUan 
here meant weighing in air. The water radical in chun would thus be very significant, 
and though the word generally means equalising or levelling, one of its subsidiary 
meanings is certainly weighing. What the Han technicians were doing, therefore, was 
essentially what Archimedes did, namely to ascertain the proportions of an alloy by 
weighing in water as well as in air. Such an interpretation makes much more sense 
than Diot's. 

General notions of buoyancy must have been widespread among sailors in China, 
as elsewhere, from early times. The Shen Tzu says :e 

Though a thing may be as heavy as the cauldron of Yen, or as much as 1000 chun in weight; 
if it is placed upon a boat of Wu it will be transportable ; thi:! is the principle of floating 
(fou tao :!). 

This would have been no news to the founders of China's canal transport system. But, 
as will later appear, Chinese nautical technology made use of the water·tight com
partment much earlier than Europe.d And there was the monk Hui-Yuan,} in the 
Thang, with his floating and sinking water·clock bowls.e 

Another monk, Huai·Ping,4 was responsible for a method of raising heavy objects 
from the bottom of a river by the use of buoyancy, analogous to the pontoons filled 
alternately with water and air used in modern salvage operationsf The Liang Chili 
Man C hih  of + 1 19z, after relating the story of Tshao Chhung and the elephant, goes 
on:' 

Another instance of remarkable ingenuity was the following. In Ho·chung Fu there was 
a floating bridge, fastened to the bank by means of eight iron oxen each one of which weighed 
several thousand catties. In the Chih.Phing reign period ( +  1064 to + 1067) the bridge was 
broken during a sudden flood, and the iron oxen were swept away and buried under the 
water. Public proclamation was made to find someone capable of recovering them. It was 
then that the monk Huai�Ping from Chen·ting Fu suggested a method. He used two huge 
boats filled with earth, cables from them being made fast to the oxen in the river·bed (by 
divers). Hooks and a huge counterweighted lever were also used. Then the earth in the boats 
was gradually taken away so that the boats floated much higher and the oxen were lifted off 
the river bottom (and dragged up the river-bank in shallower water). 

Huai-Ping's success was reported to the emperor, who bestowed on him a purple robe of 
honour as recompense. He certainly followed the same principle as Tshao Chhung . 

• (I), vol. 2, p. 503. 
b Chou. Li f f  Chu Yaa, en. 6, p. 17b. 
d Below, Sect. 29C. 
f cr. Masters (I). 

e P. 8b; tr. auet. e See Vol. 3, p. 315  above. 
8 Ch. 8, p. l i b ;  tr. auet. 
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26, PHYSICS 4' 

Presumably the role of the counterweighted lever was to help the divers fix the cables.1 

It 50 happens that we are well informed about the origin of these iron oxen which 
secured the cables for one of the most important floating bridges across the Yellow 
River. The name of the place was Phu-chin I near Phuchow, a short distance north of 
the great bend at Thungkuan. An essay on the construction of the bridge in + 724 was 
written by the imperial librarian Chang YiJeh2 (+667 to + 730). His Chang Yen 
Kung ChiJ containsb it under the title Phu-chin Chhiao Tsan.4 After various pre
liminaries we read that in this year: 

There were thus colle<:ted together the most famous artisans, all eager to demonstrate their 
art. A tax of 'blown-with-bellows' iron c was imposed, as in the Chin State of old jd and they 
followed the classical metallurgical procedures (lit. the six alloy proportions) of the service 
of the Chou EmpirJ!.e The fans of the bellowsf flew back and forth, and the furnaces 
furiously blazed. Some smelted (lien S), and others refined (phblg6) (the iron to wrought iron) ; 
some were filing (lsho7) while others were forging (luana) and beating with hammers. Thus 
they connected links together to form a great chain, and they cast (jung9) (iron)K into the 
shape of recumbent oxen, images which stood on both banks of the river conne<:ting east 
(and west) amidst sandy beaches. The chain secured the lashed boats, and the oxen made 
fast the thick cables so that the bridge was safe against injury from objects floating down
stream. Thus the boats with the pretty birds painted on their

' 
bows, all fixed firmly together 

(supported the road deck above). 

Such were the iron anchors in the shape of oxen which Huai-Ping recovered from the 
river bottom nearly 350 years later. 

As for the specific gravity or density of liquids, the question arose particularly in 
connection with the assessment of strengths of brine, and as salt was, at least from the 
Han onwards, a government monopoly or source of revenue, the procedures got a 
mention in literary works. From time immemorial salt-workers have used the 

• Huai-Ping', method wu propo:sed, or used, later in the West by Hieronymus Csrdanul (of the 
'Clrdln' suspension, + 1501 to + I 576). His � Subrililall conti in. In ilIultradon showing the 
raising of I sunken vessel by melns of barges progreuively denuded of stones; Ihis i� reproduced in 
Ore (I), p. 16. In our own time Huai-Ping's method has become stlndard pl'llctice, IS mly be seen from 
the procedure for raising the Italian liner Andrea Doria sunk in 325 ft. of wlter So miles off Nlntucket. 
The plln announced early in 1958 cnvisaged first the righting of the vessel by pumped-in compr<:lIed 
lir, then raising her by clbles from ore vessels progrenive\y emptied of their burden of wlter. After 
towing into shallower wlter, the procedure would be repeated as often IS neceSSlry. b Ch. 8, pp. I bff.; tr. IUCt. 

c This is one interpretation of a famous passage in the TId ChUDI1 (Duke Chao, 19th year, i.e. - Sla) . 
d Sec Sect. Jod below. 
e This is a reference to the classical passage on bronze alloy proportions in the Chou Li (Khlo Kung 

Chi), cr. Biot (I), vol. 2, p. �91. \Ve shall discuss it fully in Sect. J6 below. It was not very relevant here, 
IS the matter concerned iron technology, but Chang YUch could not r<:.ist the literary Illusion. 

r On this sec e'pccially Sects. 17b./ and 30d below. 
, Much will be said of iron-casting in Sect. Jod, but here it mly be pointed out that no such cuting 

of iron could hive been performed in Europe for sill' further centuries afler this dlte ; cf. Needham (JI ,. 
It is noteworthy that the wrought iron for the great chains WIS being produced from caSI iron by refining 
or puddling, not from bloomery fUrnlceS. 

, lit  
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swimming or sinking of eggs as a test of brine density, and this is mentioned in Galen,
But the favourite test object in China was the lotus-seed (lim tzu'). Early in the 
+ 12th century Vao Khuanl wrote:b 

When I was an official in Thaichow I tried to check corruption among salt merchants. 
Every day [ tested the brine with lotus seeds. The heavier ones were selected for use. If 
brine can float 3 or 4 such seeds (out of 10) it is considered strong brine. If it Hoats 5 
(out of 10) it is the strongest. Those seeds which float perpendicularly are preferred. If only 
2 seeds float perpendicularly, or I perpendicularly and I horizontally, then the brine is 
considered thin and poor. If the seeds all sink to the bottom one will hardly succeed in 
obtaining any salt when such a liquid is evaporated. In Min (Fukien), however, they make 
these tests with eggs and peach-kernels. If the brine is strong both will float upright at the 
surface, and if it is half brine and half water, both will sink. The method is similar.c 

Another writer of about the same time, Chiang Lin-Chi,l in his Chia-Yu Tsa Chih,. 
confirms this,d but the numbers of seeds differ; however, the statistical treatment is of 
interest in all these descriptions. Brine-testing methods (yen yen fa 5) of this kind are 
often afterwards referred to, with variations, as in the mid + 12th-century Nlng Kai 
Chai Man Lu6,e of Wu Tsheng.7,r And they have continued in use down to our own 
time. There does not seem to have been anything similar to the graduated floating 
'hygroscopion' which Synesius of Ptolemais invented ahout +400. 

(6) CHINA AND THE METRIC SYSTEM 

In current common' speech and thought the metric system is primarily associated with 
the decimal ordering of coinage, weights and measures. Though adopted in so many 
countries, this is still far estranged from the metrological chaos in our own. But 
dedmalisation is not of the essence of the metric system; the real significance of this 
is that it was the first great attempt to define terrestrial units of measure in terms of 
an unvarying astronomical or geodetic constant. The metre was in fact defined as one 
ten millionth part of one quarter of the earth's circumference at sea-Ievel.g Scientific 
lexicographers say that the metric system took its origin in the need imposed by the 
development of scientific thought for immutable and at the same time conveniently 
related units of physical measure; and they imply that this need was not satisfied 
until the last decade of the + 18th century. This may be true enough for Europe, but 
as we shall shortly see, an approach was made to such an immutable unit in China in 

• Feldhaus (I), col. 28; v. Lippmann (3C). Cf. Chh; Min Yoo Shu, ch. 60 (p. 95). b Hsi Chhi Tshung Hua, ch. I ,  p. 44b. 
c Tr. luct, 
d 'Miscellaneous Records of the Chia-Yu reign-period ', p. 38b . 
• 'Mi.cellancou. Records of the N!ng Kai Studio', ch. '5, p. 22b. 
r Also in the Li Sao Tshoo Mu Sui (On the Trees and Plant. mentioned in the Li SilO) by Wu Jen

Chich' (+ 1 197) with reference to lotus seeds (ch. I ,  p. 41l). 
I Weililht measurement il of course derivltive, the gnm being I secondlrY Itlnd .. d based on the 

centimetre and the density of ... ater. 
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26. PHYSICS 43 
the first decade of that century. Moreover, as in the case of so many post-Renaissance 
scientific developments, there is an earlier pre-history o( this celestial-terrestrial bond, 
and we can find already in the +8th century in China a large-scale attempt to establish 
it. 

Though dccimalisation is not the main issue here, it is worth recalling that at an 
earlier stage we found a remarkable predilection (or decimal metrology on the part 
of the ancient Chinese. I. This goes back well into the Chou period, as foot-rules dating 
from the -6th century remain to witness, and was adopted on a still more consider
able scale in the reforms of the first cmperor, ehhin Shih Huang 1'i, in - 221 ,b 1n 
no other part of the world was the decimalisation of weights and measures so early 
and so consistent.c This went side by side with a remarkably advanced design of 
measuring instruments, as we shall find latcr on when we come to consider the sliding 
calipers used in the imperial workshops of the Han.d 

But the real progress of metrology depended on the fixation of convenient length 
measures to comparatively unvarying natural reference standards far beyond the range 
of all those whims which might from time to time affect the princely givers of positive 
law. We shall see in due course how in ancient China acoustic measures were made to 
depend upon the volumes occupied by known numbers of standard cereal grains, 
those deviating widely from mean size being rejected.e This was one of the ways of 
defining the dimensions of the standard pitch-pipes. 

A great step forward was taken when the idea arose in China of fixing terrestrial 
length measures in terms of astronomical units. That this could have occurred to the 
scholars at all was due to the fact that the sun's sh:ldow thrown by an 8-ft. gnomon at 
summer solstice was a very convenient length at the latitude of Yang-chhCng (the 
'centre of the Central Land')-about I'S ft. In the previous volume we gave an 
account' of the 'gnomon shadow template' (thu hue; !), a standard rule of pottery, 
terra-cotta or jade equivalent in length to the solstitial shadow and used for the 
determination of the exact date of the solstice each year. One does not hear of any 
Chinese system which based all length measures upon this standard length, though it 
might quite easily have developed; the relation with metrology came about in another 
way. As we saw in the astronomical Section,g there was a long-standing idea that the 
shadow length increased I in. for every thousand Ii north of the 'earth's centre' at 

• Vol. 3. pp. 81ft'. (Sect. 19). Cf. Fig. 187. 
b Cf. Vol. 2, p. 210, where references are cited. For gt'neral information on the history or length 

mCBSures in China, see Wu ChhCng-Lo (z); Lo Fu-I (1) and Yang Khulln (4). 
0:: For the general background reference may again be made to the monugraphs of Wu Chheng-Lo (z) 

and Yang Khuan (4). See also the studies of Ma Hcng (,). and Hail Chung_:Shu (6), tr. Sun & de 
Francis (I). pp. 7 fr. On comparative aspOCIS d. Davidson (2) and the informative though idiosyncratic 
treatise of Merriman (,). The pre-Stcvinian system of decimal weights developed by the auayer Ciriacus 
Schreittmann of Weissenherg about + '555 is reported by C. S. Smith (J) n very advanced for its lime. 
n indeed in Europe it WII. 

d. S« Sect. 17<1 below, in Vol. ... pt. 2. 
e cr. pp. 200ft'. below. 
t Vol. J. pp. 286ft'. (Sect. 20). 
I{ Vol. ), p. 192. 

' ± � 
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Yang.chheng,1 and decreased in the same proportion as one went south.- After the 
end of the Han, measurements made as far south as Indo-China soon disproved this 
numerical relation. but it was not until the Thang that a systematic effort was made to 
determine a great range of latitudes. This had the object of correlating the lengths of 
terrestrial and celestial measures by finding the number of Ii which corresponded to 
1° of polar altitude (i.e. terrestrial latitude), and thus in effect fixing the length of the 
Ii precisely in terms of the earth's circumference. The meridian line so set up takes its 
place in history between the lines of Eratosthenes (c. - ZOO),b and those of the astrono
mers of the Caliph al-Ma'miln (c. +827).1: It is worth examining quite c1osely.d 

Uneasiness about the relation of gnomon shadows and latitude manifested itself as 
soon as the empire was reunified under the Sui. In + 604 Liu Chhuo,l an eminent 
mathematician, realising the fallacy of the statement that a change of I in. in shadow 
length corresponded to 1000 Ii in north-south distance, memorialised the emperor as 
follows:e 

We beg your imperial Majesty to appoint water-mechanics and mathematicians (shui kung 
ping chieh suan shu shih l) to select a piece of flat country in Honan and Hopei where measure
ments can be made over a few hundred Ii, to choose a true north-south meridian line, to 
determine the time with clepsydras, to (set up gnomons) on flat places (adjusting them with) 
plumb-lines, to follow seasons, solstices and equinoxes, and to measure the shadow (at 
different places) on the same day. From the differences in these shadow lengths the distances 
in Ii can be known. Thus the Heavens and the Earth will not be able to conceal their form, 
and the celestial bodies will be obliged to yield up to us their measurements. We shall excel 
the glorious sages of old and resolve our remaining doubts (about the universe). We beg your 
Majesty not to give credence to the worn-out theories of former times, and not to use them. 

But the emperor Yang Ti succeeded Wen Ti in the following year and possibly because 
of this no action was taken on Liu Chhuo's proposal. 

In the years +723 to +726, however, important expeditions were organised under 
the direction of an Astronomer-Royal, Nankung Yueh,� and a Tantric Buddhist 
monk, I-Hsing,S one of the most outstanding mathematicians and astronomers of his 
age.t According to the sources, which are quite extensive and differ only on minor 
points,g at least eleven stations were established (including Yang-chheng) with polar 

• See, e.g. the Hun. Thien. HSMng Shoo (Discourse on Uranographic i\'Todc1s), by Wang Fan, c. + 260. 
cit. Chi .. Situ, ch. I I ,  p. 6b. Also Hsu Po Wu Chih, ch. I, p. sb, and many other places. Perhaps the 
earliest statement is that in the Shang Shu IV"i Khao Lin.g YtlO, then Chang Hcng in the Lin.g H,iNl of 
+ 1 18, and later in the +znd century Ch<!ng HsUan commenting on the Chou Li, all quoted in Chou Pei 
SlUm Ching, comm. ch. J, p. loa. b Alexandria to Syene, c. 795 km. 

e Palmyra to Rakka, 187 km.; the plains of Sinjar, 109 km. (1°); Baghdad to Kuf�, , .. 6km. On both 
the Greek and Arabic series of measurements see K. Miller (3). The chief source for the latter is 
.I-M .. 'ndl's Kitab ai-Ta .. bih wa'l·hh�4f tr. Carra de Vaux (+). Cf. further Sarton (I), vol. I, p. SS8; 
Wol£h), vol. 2, p. 12$; Midi (I), pp. 79ft'.; Bychawski (I). 

d A brief account has already been given (Vo!. ). pp. 29�ft'.). 
C Sui Shu, ch. 19, pp. 20a, b;  tr. auc!. inc!. E. Pulleyblank. cr. Chhou JCI1 Chua .. , ch. 12 (pp. IS0ft'.). 
, cr. Va!. ), p. 202. 
I E.g. in some of the numerical v.lues. Chiu Thang Shu, ch. 35, pp. 6aft'., abridged in TCKJ,I, 

ch. +3, pp. 51 aft'. ; cf. TH, p. I +07. The text must have originated only tome thirty yeus .fter the survey. ce. also Htin. Thang Shu, ch. ) 1 ,  pp. Sbft'.; Tlwng Hui Yao. ch. +2 (p. 7SS). 
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Fig. l86. Taoist immortal examining the truene» of a worked flat piece of jade. From the £reacoel 
of the Yung-Lo Kung temple at Vung-Io-ehen in Shansi, painted betw�n + IJl5 and + IJ58. After 
Tlng Pai (1); ef. Ch�ng Chen_To ('), pIs. ll, :3. 
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altitudes ranging from 17.40 at Lin-i' (Indrapura in Champa, capital of the Lin-I 
State, not far from modern Hue in Annam), to 400 at Weichow2 (an old city near 
modern Ling-chhiu, near the Great Wall in northern Shansi, and almost on the same 
latitude as Peking). The stations, which were not strictly on a north-south line but 
nearly so, were most numerous on the great plains north and south of the Yellow 
River. One only was on the northern border of China proper, and two were in the 
far south (Indo-China); the locations of all of them are given in Table 42. Along this 
meridian line of 7973 Ii, i.e. just over 2500 km. (more than three times as long as that 
of Eratosthenes), simultaneous measurements of summer and winter solstice shadows 
were made with standard 8-ft. gnomons.a The difference in shadow-length was found 
to be very close to 4 in. for each thousand Ii, or four times the amount accepted by 
the 'scholars of former times'. On account of its scale alone this whole operation 
must surely be regarded as the most remarkable example of organised field research 
carried out anywhere in the early Middle Ages, and in spite of the recognition of some 
18th-century Western authorsb it has remained one of the least known. The two chief 
observers who seem to have been responsible for it were Ta-Hsiangl and Yuan-Thai,. 
from their names seemingly monks, and probably trained by I-Hsing himself. These 
men were also in charge of the special expedition which at this time pushed down into 
the southern seas to observe and chart the constellations to within 200 of the south 
celestial pole. c 

It is interesting to have the exact words of the Chiu Thang Shu:d. 

In the 12th year of the Khai-Yuan reign-period ( + 724) the Astronomer-Royal was ordered 
to make observations at Chiao-chow of the sun shadow at summer solstice, and it was found 

a The texts note with interest that the + sth-ccntury value for Chiao..chow, i.e. Hanoi in Tongking, 
was conn.lTlled; the shadow falling SllUlhwartU 3·3 in. b D'Anvilie (I, z) and of coune Gaubil (z), pp. 76ft 

C See Vol. 3, p. a74 (Sect. ao). 
<1 Ch. 35, p. 60, tr. auct. indo E. Pulleyblank. 

, Jl III l ::k -t1l 
Fig. 2.87. A collec;:tion of Itandard length measures, wooden copies of bron�e or ivory originala, made 
in Peking It the National Hi...toric;:ai Museum for the late Profeslor W. P. Yells. The datel and inscrip
tionlafe at follows (from below upwards): (a) Ming; 'Building foot measure of the Ministry of Works'. 
(b) Sung; 'Cloth and silk foot measure of the Financ;:e Commission of the Sung (Dynasty)'. (c) Thang j 
'Standard foot measure of the Khai-Yuan reign-period (+713 to +741) of the Thang (Dynasty)', 
actually decreed in + 73 I. (d) Han; 'Standard foot measure of the Chien_Chhu reign-period (+ 76 to 
+ 83) of the (Later) Han (Dynasty) '. ( .. ) Han; 'Bronze foot measure of Lil-chih hsien (eity), made on 
the t5th day of the 8th month of the 6th year of the Chien-Chhu reign-period (i.e. +81)'. (f) Chin; 
'Foot meature of the Chin (Dynasty), the same as that of the Chou (Dynuty), and the bronze one of 
Liu Hsin in the (Former) Han (Dynasty), and like also to the bronze one made in the Chien_Wu reign
period (+2.S to + 55) of the Later Han (Dynasty)'. (g) Chou ;' Fool meuure standardised by the Huang
c;:hung bell and the Pitch-pipes in the Chou (Dynasty) '. Reeonstruc;:ted by Wu Ta-ChMng. (h) Chou; 
'Foot measure standardised by the Imperial Sc;:eptre in the Chou (Dynasty)'. Reconstructed by Wu 
Ta-Chh�ng. (i) Shu kingdom in the Three Kingdoms Period ; 'Foot mea5ure for making crossbow 
triggers, of the Chicn-H.ing reign-period ( +  Z2.3 to + a37) of the Han (Dynasty) continued in Shu'. 
Reconstruc;:ted by Wu T2.-Chhtng. U) Chou; 'Foot measure fOf aword. in the Chou (Dynasty) '. 
Reconstruc;:ted by Wu Ta_Chh"ng, d. Yang Khuan (4), p. 46. (k) Hsin ; Sliding calipers and 6-in. 
measure 'Made on a Iwri-yu day at new moon of the 1st month of the tst year of the Shih-Chien-Kuo 
reign-period (i.e. + 9)'. With the eJlc;:eplion of the 1a.l, whic;:h will be discuS5ed more fully in Sect. a7a 
below, all the standard measures are divided into 10 inches. 
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to be 0·33 ft. to the south of the gnomon. This was i n  good agreement with the observation 
made in the Yuan-Chia reign-period (+ 424 to + 453). This being so, if one went south from 
Yang-chheng along a road as straight as a bowstring to the point directly below the sun, it 
would not be as much as 5000 Ii. The Commissioners for Shadow Measurement (Tshe Ying 
Shih I) Ta-Hsiang and Yuan-Thai say that at Chiao-chow if one observes the pole it is 
elevated above the earth's surface only by a little more than 20°. Looking south in the 
8th month from out at sea Lao-jen (Canopus) is remarkably high in the sky. The stars in 
the heavens below it are very brilliant, and there are many large and bright ones which are 
not recorded on the charts and the names of which are not known. 

In the 13th year of the same reign-period ( + 725) Nankung Yueh the Astronomer-Royal 
selected a region of level ground in Honan, and using water-levels and plumb-lines set up 
8-ft. gnomons with which he made measurements . . . . 

Further light on the survey is given in the Thang Hui Yao:· 

In the 12th year of the Khai-Yuan reign-period . . .  a command was issued to the Astro
nomer-Royal, Nankung Yueh, and the officials of the Bureau of Astronomy Ta-Hsiang and 
Yuan-Thai, to proceed by the post-station routes to An-nan, Lang-chow, Tshai-chow, 
Wei-chow, etc., and to measure the lengths of the sun shadows, a report to be made on the 
day of their return. For several years they took observations and when they came back to 
the capital they compared them in conference with I-Hsing . . . .  At Lang-chow, Hsiang-chow, 
Tshai-chow, Hsu-chow, Honan-fu, Hua-ehow, Thai-yuan, etc. there were also in each case 
Commissioners, and all brought back various results. Then on the basis of the northern and 
southern sun-shadows I-Hsing made comparisons and estimates, using the ' right-angle 
triangle' method to calculate them . . . .  

Actually the work had begun at least as early as + 723. for it was in that year that 
Nankung Yueh set up an 8-ft. gnomon at Yang-chheng which still exists there 
(Fig. 288).b This has an inscription on its south side saying ' Chou Kung's Tower for 
the Measurement of Sun Shadows'. The design is such that at the summer solstice 
of that time the shadow just extended to the top of the pyramidal base. the slope of 
the north side of which corresponded exactly with the edge of the shadow. 

The results of the pioneer geodetic survey of I-Hsing and Nankung Yueh are 
shown in Table 42 and Fig. 289. They form an impressive body of data, justifying 
Gaubil's charming comment;C ' Quand Ie Bonze Y -Hang n'auroit fait autre chose que 
de procurer tant d'observations de la hauteur du Pole, et de determiner la grandeur 
du Ly en le rapportant aux degres de latitude, on lui auroit toujours une obligation 
infinie.' But as it has turned out, there is much more in this set of figures than meets 
the eye. When subjected to a penetrating analysis by Beer et aI.d a series of rather 
unexpected findings emerged . 

• Ch. 4:1 (p. 755), tf. auct. inc!. E. Pulleyblank. 
b See Tung Tao-Pin et al. (I), pp. 38, 39, 40, 94. 
e (2), p. 78. 
d Beer, Ho Ping_YO, Lu Gwei-Djen, Needham, Pullcyblank & Thompson (I). 
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First, it could be shown that the ground distances between the more distant stations 

were not measured but assessed by extrapolation on the basis of the result for the short 
central line of stations (3, 4, 6 and 7). Secondly, it appeared that all the winter solstice 
shadow· lengths and the great majority of the equinoctial shadow-lengths recorded 
were not measurements but values calculated from the summer solstice shadow series. 
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Fig. a88. Scale drawings of the 8-ft. gnomon still existing at the ancient Chinese central obiervalory 
of Yang-chhtmg (now Kao-chheng). j[ was set up by the Astronomer-Royal Nankung YUeh in connection 
with the geodetic turvey commissioned in +'.13. After Tung T.o-Pin et al. 

Thirdly, it could be demonstrated that even the recorded polar altitudes were also 
not observations but values computed from the summer solstice shadow data. All 
these computations are accurate to nearly one part in a thousand.- If graphic con

struction methods had been employed, it would have been necessary to set up a plane 

• It i, possible to deduce from them the value employed for the obliquity of the ecliptic. Thil ""U 
2)° 40', .Imost exactly equivalent to 14 Chinese degreel (t .. ). The Chiu TJu,"I Sh .. " )'1  (ch. 35, p. 5b) 
thll Ihis figure was in fact reprded as correct in I-Hsing'l lime, bUI it had been Cltablished half -
century e.rlier by hil great predecessor Li Shun_F!ng (see Vol. ). p. 2&}). 
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table just over 100 ft. in diameter, together with stretched wires and reading devices 
of adequate delicacy. One may doubt whether this was a technical possibility at the 
time; in any case nothing which could be a reference to it has been met with in these 
or relevant astronomical texts. The alternative of course is the use by I-Hsing and his 
colleagues of tables of trigonometrical functions. They would have needed tables of 
tangents, or their equivalent in sine tables, and these would have had to be accurate to 
I part in 500, with intervals of the order of 5 minutes of arc (a tenth of a tu). Of the 
two possibilities this is much the more likely one, but the existence of such accuracy in 

1000 shon Thanilli 
(approJ:. oW(} km.) 

r---.::-,------,---,--r--f' . =;-.' -,---,---,---,---n<5 
50" 
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PienChou \. /HSllChou 
Huachou \ ) ( ( Yilchou 

I .. '�C'--------------2�----�5UL----�8------------�9---'""O 
Thich-lo Chiaochou Lin-i 

o 
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7 

Fig. 28<}. Data of the meridian are observations o'llanised by I-Hs;ng and Nankung Yilch (+724 to 
+ '26), in graphical form. Key: ®, polar pldlUde; ., summer solstice shadow_length; 0, equinoctial 
shadow-length. 

the + 8th century is an unexpected conclusion, and quite different from what the 
data would at first sight seem to imply. 

Trigonometry in Thang China is not in itself a surprise. Already we have seen in 
detail a how after the tabulation of chords by the Greek astronomers Hipparchus and 
Ptolemy, and the basic work in spherical trigonometry by Menelaus, this branch of 
mathematics was brought into its modern form by the Indians. The notion of sines 
and versed sines appears for the first time in the Paulisa Siddhiinta shortly after +400. 
Aryabhata (c_ + 510) was the first to give a special name to the function, and to draw 
up a table of sines for each degree. His contemporary Varaha·Mihira, in the Paiica 

• cr. Vol. 3, pp. 10SEf., 202ft". 
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Table 42. Dolo of the Meridian Arc Survey of I-Hsing and Nankung Yiieh ( + 724 to +726) 

Station 
Place 

Thien-Ie li! 1!1J  
(in the country of the Tolos horde of Turkic 
nomads beside Lake Baikal) 

Wei-chou .f.f ffl (mng-yeh Chiln IHf lit) 
(northern ::.hansi) 

Thai-yuan :;k ffi.  
Hua-chou i'J'� ffl (Pai-ma haien a l\i U) 
Pien·chou tf;" :1+\ (Ku-thai piao t; Y< 1<  

(Khaif�ng) near Chiin-i � ill) 
Yang-chh!ng I!I\ lJli  

(the central astronomical observatory) 

Hsii-ehou I'f ffl (Fu·kou piao jj( trI 'IV 
Yii_chou 51. ffl (Wu-chin pi30 ]I: /ll * 

near Shang-unai .l JIf) 
H.iang-ehou 

ung-chou 

Chiao-ehou 

lI ffl  
rus ffl (Wu-ling 

� ffl (Hu-fu 

(Cllpitsl of An-nsn) 
Lin-i tIo ",-

(capillil of Lin·I ;  near Hue) 

]I: I'l!) 
III 1ft) 

The Meridian Line of +725. Cf. Gaubil (,,), p. 76 

Summer 
wl'lice Polar 
,hadow altitude 
of 8-fI. Equinoctial (Ch. degrees ?Comon .hadow and tenths 0 
Ch. ft.) (Cn. ft.) II degree) 

+'4'13 +9'87 52'0. 

+2'�9 +6'44 �O'o 

-- +6'0 --
+ 1 '57 + 5"56 35'3 

+ 1'53 +5"5 3�'8 

+ I '�8 +5'43 3�'7 

+ 1 '44 + 5'37 34'3 

+1'36 +5,,,8 33"8 

-- +4.8 --
+0'77 +4'37 29'5 

-0'33 +2'93 1 "1·6 
20'4 { -0'57 +2'85 17'4 

-0'91 

NOTES 

Approximate 
latitude. of 

stations from 
modem maps 
(Ch. degrees 
and tenths) 

C· S2·76" 

40'38 

38'�� 

36'07 

35'31 

34"93 

34'65 

34'09 

32"46 

29'4" 

;&l'0) 

17'5° 

Di,tancu in Ii 
and (in brackets) pu 

I ll .! .  -

�r • • � " - . - -

I �  
'" 

� � 
'" 
£ 

� • � � 
e 

r 
-• � • w " 

(a) For the deviant values in some of the IoOUrceS, as in Gaubil (1), see Beer It (11. (I). On the Lin-; values cr. Stein (I), pp. 43 fl., 76 fl. 
(b) It has been supposed that the meridian line WIlS IlS long as 13.000 Ii (c. 3800 km.) and included the most northerly Itation (no. I). But the texts seem 

to indicate that the figures for this place were extrapolated and not derived from obllervations made at this time. There il relson lor thinking that the 
diltance 1-5 was an independent estimate dating from the Cben-Kuan reign_period (+627 to + 649). 

(e) D'Anville (3) thought that the figure for the distance between ltation. nos. 3 and ... was a mi$take of Gaubil'l for 168, but thil i. not to; aU texts have 
198. Be.idC1, the addition of the whole let of three values for the centn,l Itations is unmistakably recorded in them. There was, however, one mistake in 
Gaubil'. table, the reduction of the polar altitude of YUchow. 
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Siddhiintika (c. + 50S), gave formulae which in  modern terms would comprise both 
sines and cosines. Then on the one hand the Indian work was taken over by the Arabs 
and transmitted to Europe. while in the other direction Indian monks or lay mathe
maticians who took service with the Chinese imperial Bureau of Astronomy spread 
the new development farther cast.R Books on Indian astronomical methods were 
circulating in Chinese well before + 600. Then one of these men, for instance, Chiayeh 
(Ka�yapa) Hsiao-Wei, assisted Li Shun-Hog in his calendrical calculations of +665. 
By far their greatest representative was the astronomer and mathematician Chhlithan 
Hsi-Ta (Gautama Siddhartha), at the height of his powers just when I-Hsing and 
Nankung Yiieh were busied with their meridian arc. In +729 he finished his Khai
Yuan Chan Ching (Treatise of the Khai-Yuan reign-period on Astronomy and 
Astrology), a work which still today constitutes our greatest surviving thesaurus of 
ancient Chinese astronomical quotations and fragments. Some parts of this had 
been ready, however, as early as +718, notably chapter 104, which consists of a 
translation into Chinese under the name eMu Chilt of the + 6th-century Navagraha 
(Nine Upholders) calendar system of Varaha-Mihira. This was the first occasion in 
which a zero symbol appeared in a Chinese text,b but more relevant is the fact that the 
chapter also contains a table of sines.e It is typically Indian in that it tabulates at 
intervals of 3° 45', a value derived by continuous bisection of the angle of 60°, the 
cosine of which was known to be I. But since this was half a dozen years before the 
great geodetic survey there is no reason why the clerks of the Bureau of Astronomy 
should not have been oa::upied in computing tables with much smaller intervals in 
preparation for the observational data which the Shadow-Measuring Commissioners 
would later on be bringing in. 

For of real observations there was certainly no lack. From the fact that the figures 
in Table 42 were mostly computed and not directly measured values, it would be 
possible to conclude that in the course of the survey very few actual observations of 
any kind were made, and that theory took an overwhelming precedence of practice in 
+8th-century China. But such a judgment would be superficial and misleading. 
OUf texts expressly indicate that the expeditions were real and thorough. In +723 
the gnomon was established and used at Yang-chhcng. In + 724 Commissioners were 
appointed and despatched to Chiao-chow in modern Indo-China and at least eleven 
other places up to the latitude of the Great Wall and covering a total arc of some 
2500 km. In + 725 the central line of stations on the Honan plain was set up and 
measurements collected. Only after two or three years did the Commissioners return 
to the capital and confer with I-I'ising on their various results.d 

It may seem strange that the final set of figures presented by I-Hsing and Nankung 
Yiieh to the imperial court, and hence destined for transmission to us, should have 
been mainly computed and not observational. But surely what this means is that at 
that time it seemed more elegant to offer up a set of 'ideal values' computed by the 

• Cf. Vol. 3. pp. 202ff. 
b cr. Vol. 3. pp. loff. 
e This has been reproductd and studied by Yabuuchi (I). 
d The period of their labours i$ circumscribed by the fact that I-Hsing died in +727. 
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most up·to·date mathematical methods. A predilection for trigonometric tables, then 
new and interesting as well as precise, would have been quite natural.- Sines and 
cosines could clearly achieve a computation not possible practically by any other 

means. Besides, today our minds are so accustomed to the statistical point of view 
that it is hard for us to imagine a time when this was not understood. In all probability 

I-Hsing thought it very undesirable to admit to his final tabulation a mass of raw data 
showing considerable scatter, and not being able to assess it statistically he used it only 
to satisfy himself that his calculated values came about where they should-indeed he 
probably believed that they were much more reliable than most of the observations. 
Except always the summer solstice figures, valued no doubt on account of the shortness 
of the shadow· length and a presumed greater accuracy of measurement,b so that they 

appear in the table as the primary, in fact the only, observational data. From these, 
and knowing the body of results from all the different places for other shadow· lengths 
and latitudes, he 'constructed a curve to fit'. ]n sum, there is no reason for doubting 
that a quantity of actual measurements of shadow.lengths by gnomon scale, and most 
probably also of polar altitudes by armillary sphere quadrants, came to rest in the 
archives of the Bureau of Astronomy. Unfortunately, as we possess only r.Hsing's 
final report, they have not come down to later generations. 

The main result of the field survey was that the difference in shadow· length was 
found to be very close to 4 in. for each 1000 Ii north and south, and that the terrestrial 
distance corresponding to 1° of polar altitude was estimated at 35 I ii, 80 pu. There can 
be no doubt that this was derived only from the polar altitudes of the four central 
stations (3, 4. 6 and 7). the total distance of the line not exceeding 250 km., perhaps 
only 150 km. On this account alone it was bound at that time to be very inaccurate. 
But there were other sources of error also. Comparing the data given with the places 
as identified on modern maps a mean difference of -0'31° is found, so that nearly 
all the stations appear to be on the average some 28 km. south of their true positions. 
The fact that these deviations have the same sign implies some systematic error in the 
methods of observation, probably an incorrect convention in defining the edge of the 
shadow and penumbra.c Because of these uncertaintiesd the total measured arc may 

have extended to as much as 2'3° instead of 1'5°, and this would have given a result 

• Thus a certain modification, perhaps, will be needed in the opinion expre.sed in Vol. 3, p. 203, 
commenting on the remarkably little influence exercised by Indian scientific thought on the course of 
Chinese Ulronomy. 'The equatorial mansions remained as before, the circle continued to have 365tO, 
Indian trigonometry was not taken up, the zero symbol slumbered for another four centuries, and 
naturally enough the Greek zodiac remained buried in bizarre transliteration • .' Nevertheless, the 
statement is still broadly true. 

b I.Hting's percentage error would have been much less if he had taken the long winter shadows. 
� The mean deviation corresponds to only 0'4 in. in shadow-length. Five hundred years later these 

difficulties were well appreciated, and Kuo Shou-Ching in + 1 279 developed a special pin·hole device, 
the 'shadow·definer', for focusing the image of the cross-bar at the top of hi. 4o·ft. gnomons. These 
were the observation. which Laplace considered as among the most accurate ever made of solstitial 
.un .h.dow,. Kuo Shou·Ching also caused a series of polar Iltitude observltions to be made at this 
time, much more extensive than tho&c of I-Hsing" lurvey. The dall are reo::orcled in Yuan Shih, ch. 48, 
Pl'. IlOA'., and it would be interesting to subject them to a similar study. On the Ihldow.meuurement. 
of Kuo Shou.Ching sec Vol. 3, p. 299. 

d The mean deviation irrespective of sign is 0'33". 
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of 230 Ii per degree. Such a value would have been fairly correct for the normal short 
Thang li,· which (in spite of some doubts)b it seems tolerably sure that I-Hsing 
intended to use. An edict of +721 had laid down that the 'short measure' was to be 
used in astronomy, medicine and imperial paraphernalia, while the 'long measure' 
was to be applied to everything else whether official or private.c Thus while the work 
of I-Hsing and Nankung Ytieh fully achieved its aim of fixing a terrestrial civil unit 
in terms of 'the dimensions of Heaven and Earth' (1/351 of a degree), the level of 
their accuracy was not at all impressive. Yet their work takes an outstanding place in 
the pre-history of the metric system, not only on account of the spaciousness and 
amplitude of its plan and organisation, unmatched elsewhere throughout the Middle 
Ages, but also because of the advanced mathematical methods used to compute the 
ideal set of values. 

In spite of the inaccuracy of the Ii/degree relation, it seems to have served the 
purposes of cartographers for a long time afterwards. Examination of the grid scale 
of the famous Yu Chi Thu mapd carved on stone in + 1137 suggests that I-Hsing's 
value was used for marking off long distances. On the other hand slightly better 
approximations were reached during the Sung, for example, in + 1001 an arc of 
3° latitude was taken as equivalent to 1000 Ii, giving a value of 333 Ii to the degree.e 
Towards the end of the dynasty, in + 1221, the work of I-Hsing's survey was extended 
by the Taoist adept Chhiu Chhang-Chhun and his party, who made gnomon observa
tions at the summer solstice on the bank of the Kerulen River in northern Mongolia 
(about 48° N. lat.) when travelling on a visit to Chinghiz Khan at Samarqand.f 

Whether or not I-Hsing attempted to derive from his measurements a value for the 
circumference of a spherical earth it is impossible to say.i Although no indication has 
so far been found in the texts to suggC!� that he did so, certain Chinese cosmological 
schools had from antiquity onwards assumed its sphericity.l\ This must have been well 
known to him, especially since just at the same time Chhuthan Hsi-Ta was engaged in 

• The true figure would be l$O Ii per degree liS against 208 for the long Thang Ii. The long Thang 
measure: had a Ii of 53a m., giving 1·88 to the km. and 208 to the degree of latitude. The short Thang 
meaJure had a Ii of +42 m., giving 2'26 to the km. and 250 to the degree oflatitude. Both had 300 double
paces (pu) to the Ii, and 6 ft. (chh ih) to the double-pace. the length of the foot varyini .ccordingly. 
These values agree with those derived by Mori Shikazo from u!tnt Thang fOOl-ruIn. Values for the 
Ii III low III 193 m. seem to hive been used in the Thang and earlier by Buddhist pilgrims, with lOllle 
reiation to the Indian Y"iana; d. Vost (I), Fleet (I), \Veiler (I), and others. Thai 1.H,ing'. fi had 
300 pu (double-pace.) i. clearly implicit in the figures for the distances given in the texu. 

b See Seer �t a1. (I). 
e See Wu Chhenll-Lo (:I), 1St ed. p. 387, 2nd ed. p. 253. 
(I See Vol. 3, p. 5047. 
� Gaubit (2), p. 97. The refere:nce is to Sung Shih, ch. 68, p. 2Q, b. The value Wit aceepled in three 

ealendars, that of Wang Chhu-No in +962 (Ying Thien), that of Shih Hsu in +980 (I Thien), and 
thai of Wu Chao·Su in +98. (Chhien Yuan). On account of the similarity of the figuru d'Anville (3) 
supposed that 3S1 fi mUll have been a mislake of Gaubil's for 331 Ii, but Ihi, i. n01 1JQ-a1l the leIts 
read 351. 

f The incident is recorded by Li Chih·Chhang in his Cltltang-Cltltlln Chen Jtn Hli Yll Chi, eh. I, 
p. loa; Ir. Waley (10), p. 66. 

., This was the queslion asked by my friend Professor J. D. Bernat a number of year. ago. Allhough 
it ean probably never be answered, il led to the inve�tigation of Beer �I a1. which made the present 
subsection possible. 

h See Vol. 3, pp. al6ff., "98ff. Cf. Wang Yung (2), pp. 73 If.; Wei Chu·Hsien (4). 
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compiling his great collection of ancient and early medieval astronomical writings. 
Moreover, I�Hsing's acquaintance with Indian and even indirectly with Hellenistic 
astronomy may well have informed him of the previous estimates of the earth's 
circumference.· There is thus no reason why he should have hesitated to use his data 
in this way, and indeed it is hard to see how he could have given a constant Ii/degree 
value if he had not had at least some am'be�pensie of a curved earth's surface. Yet 
after the account of the survey in the Chiu Thang Shu there follows a cosmological 
discussionb which attempts to reconcile the findings with the hypothesis of a flat earth. 
Using I�Hsing's figures, calculations of the size of the universe on the basis of some 
of the ancient cosmological ideas, and in rather archaic style, are set forth. In the end 
the writer is reduced to saying: 'But looking at it in this way, of what value for the 
cultivation of human morality are the hair�splitting discussions of Wang Chhung and 
Ko Hung?'c 

Perhaps if I-Hsing had any conception of a spherical earth he kept it to himself or to 
his immediate circle of computers and observers. Though contrary to 'common sense' 
it would not have been seriously unorthodox for the scholars of the age, which was 
hardly one of Confucian ascendancy. It is noteworthy that the discrediting of the 
beliefs of the 'scholars of former times' (hsien jil l) by the new measurements was in 
no way glossed over in the texts, but rather emphasised. In fact one must say that the 
scholars of the Sui and Thang showed a relatively enlightened conception that age�old 
beliefs about the universe must bow to improved scientific observations. At the same 
time we may have to take account of some differences of opinion betwcen the two chief 
figures, I�Hsing and Nankung Yueh.d For after the death of the former in +727 
Nankung supported a contention of Chhiithan Chuan that the monk's Ta Ym calendar 
was nothing but a plagiarism of the Chiu Chih calendar translated by Chhiithan Hsi� Ta 
ten years before. Though this could not be sustained, the fact indicates some disagree
ment between the Astronomer�Royal and the imperially favoured monastic amateur. 
Possibly the doctrine of the flat earth was still accepted in court circles and not 
susceptible to criticism by monks, however brilliant and talented they might be. 

Whatever the truth of it, our two protagonists descrve a lasting fame for their 
organisation of the most outstanding piece of field research in any medieval civilisa� 
tion. Perhaps it would only have been possible at that time in the empire of China 
and the lands neighbouring thereunto. Relating the civil distance measure, the Ii, to 
cosmic distances celestial and terrestrial, indeed defining it in terms of them, was a 
vital act in the pre�history of the metric system. I�Hsing and Nankung Yiieh were 
among the truest forefathers of the men of the Second International Geophysical Year, 
towards the end of which these words are written . 

• On these Ie(! K. Miller (3); Fleet (z). 
b pp. 8bff. 
� P· 9b. For these debates of the + 1St IlI1d +4th centuriel I«. Vol. ), pp. :u8, Ul, u6, .nd mUiY 

other pl.cet. 
d Cf. Vol. 3, p. 203. 
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A whole millennium passes. We find ourselves in the last decade of the seventeenth 

century. Relations between East and We$t have long been greatly intensified, and the 
science of the Renaissance has become well known in China because of the activities 
of the Jesuit mission. Many of the missionary clergy have greatly distinguished them
selves in furthering the mathematical, astronomical and geographical sciences,- And 
now it falls to one of the� to take up a suggestion of the Khang-Hsi emperor and to 
anticipate the French Revolution by nearly a century in adjusting earthly measure
ments of distance to a celestial standard.b 

Antoine Thomas (+ 1644 to + 1709) was a Belgian from Namur. While in Portugal 
he wrote a treatise on physics for Jesuit use, the Synopsis Mathematica, and then on 
the way out made astronomical observations at the Siamese capital. After his arrival 
in China in + 1685 An To I became Vice-Director and for a time Acting Director of 
the Bureau of Astronomy. In the last years of the century planning began for that 
great cartographic survey of the Empire<: which was finished in + 1717, and one of the 
pre-requirements for this was a decisior. about the precise length of the Ii. Since 
estimates varied from less than 200 to more than 250 Ii to the degree, the idea grew 
up between Khang-Hsi and An To (Thomas) of pinning the Ii specifically to the 
degree of terrestrial latitude, i.e. to the earth's circumference. The crucial interview 
took place on 8 December 16<)8. 

Measurement of the meridian line began in December 1702, the imperial commis
sion having been given in the previous April. The plains near Pao-shih� south-east 
of Peking were chosen for the purpose, and all the procedures, which were carried out 
with remarkable accuracy, have been described by Bosmans (3), who translated the 
subsequent account of Thomas in full. Thomas had as chief collaborator Yin-Chih, 3 
the third son of the Khang-Hsi emperor, a prince who had become (in Thomas' 
words) 'a very clever observer familiar with apparatus, and a quick and accurate 
computer', as the result of training by the emperor himself. He contributed very 
actively to the success of the operations. Gnomons having been erected at both ends 
of the line, it was ascertained that 10 of terrestrial latitude corresponded to 195 /i 
6 pu of the standard in use at the time,d a 5-ft. bar of iron kept in the imperial palace 

• cr. Vol. 3, pp. 437fr. .bove. 
b The precRe determin.tion of the length of the meridian degree h.d pruented itself .. one of the 

m()$1 urgent cosmognphi<: tuks to the ac:ientifi<: lO<:i<:ties of 17th·<:entury Europ<:, .nd the Fren<:h 
Acad<:my of Sden<:tS, enjoying better State support than the Roy.1 Society, achieved it under the dire<:
tion of Picud by + 1670 (cf. T.ylor (8), pp. 236ft'.). The role of .a<:ietiu in science, so often emphasised, 
m.y h.ve been pRfigured I tho ... sand yeus e.rlier, for I_Hsing wu. member of the Thang co ... rt'. Chi 
H.ien y .... n (College of All S.ge.) . .. we .h.ll see f ... rther below (Sect. 27j). 

< Cf. Vol. 3. p. 585. A leller from J. B. Regis (Lei Hsiao· S .... ·) of + '708 du<:ribes how the Jes ... it 
geographe .. h.d official ICCesS to the luin< (hih (loe.l topographies, cf. Vol. 3. p. 517) everywhere 
they went. They u,ed the standard length meuure fixed by A. Thomas and hi. collabontOI"1. It wu 
in +1710 th.t they recognised the ellipsoidal nature of the earlh's figure from observations made on 
the Manchuri.n pl.ins by Ro!gis .nd jlftoux (Tu To!_Mejl); cf. Bos'!lans (J), p. In. These were 
Imonpt the earliut observations of the kind, though Picud in + 1671 had .lready voiced the suspicion 
thu the earth wu no perfect sphere. 

d It will be seen thlt this Ii wu very nearly equivalent to the normal long Th.ng Ii (p. p). 0' Anville 
adopted 194 to the degree in his map of Asia. 
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and representing the 'geometrical pace'. As the Khang-Hsi emperor wished to adjust 
the Ii to the degree in round numbers, it was decided to adopt the figure of 200 li, 
thus involving a diminution of the standard foot by a factor of M. Accordingly there 
were 72,000 standard paces to the degree, I200 to the minute and 20 to the second.-

Thus the Ii was fixed astronomically some ninety years before the kilometre. For 
it was not until 1791 that the committee of the French Academy made their famous 
report in which it was suggested that the metre should be taken as one ten-millionth 
part of onc quarter of the earth's circumference at sea level.b Once again social 
conditions in China had permitted large-scale scientific observation and rational public 
action based thereon some time before Europe was ready to follow suit. Yet only in 
Europe arose that modern phase of science which is now capable of defining the metre 
in terms of the wavelength of krypton 86. 

(d) THE STUDY OF MOTION (DYNAMICS) 

If there has been not a little to say about statics and hydrostatics, we shall now see 
that thc study of motion (kinetics and cinematics) secms to have been, on the whole, 
conspicuously absent from Chinese physical thinking. Nevertheless, there are state
ments on the subject in the Mo Ching; indeed, some remarkable anticipations.c 

Ch 63/-/45. 56. Movement in space (frames of reference) 

C When an object is moving in space, we cannot say (in an absolute sense) whether it is 
coming nearer or going further away. The reason is given under ' spreading' (fu') 
(i.e. setting up coordinates by pacing). 

CS Talking about space, one cannot have in mind only some special district (chhiil). It is 
merely within a certain district that one can say that the first step (of a pacer) is nearer 
and his later steps further away. (The idea of space is like the idea of) duration (chiul). 
(You can select a certain point in time or space as the beginning, and reckon from it 
within a certain period or region, so that in this sense) it has boundaries, (but time 
and space are alike) without boundaries. (auct.) 

5suma Piao's + 3rd-century commentary on Chuang Tzu, ch. 33, says, 'The 
distance between Yen and Ytieh is limited, but that between the south and the 
north is infinite. Observing the limited from the viewpoint of the infinite, we 
find that Yen is not really separated from Ytieh. Space has no directions except 
that the place where you are yourself is the centre. Similarly, circulating time 
(the course of the seasons) has no end and no beginning; you can make any 
specific time start from whenever you like, according to what you are doing.' 
Many centuries later Nicholas of Cusa and Giordano Bruno spoke in the same way 
using almost the same words (see D. Singer, I). Cf. Wu Nan-Hstin (1), p. 23 . 

• At o'SSS km. thi, /i was closely similar to the Ii used in our own time. b See e.g. Lloyd Brown (I), pp. 286ft". As usual, there arises the question of transmission. The 
}e1uit work was, of course, well known in France, where it was popularised in writings such as those of 
d'Anville (I, 1). But both he and Gaubil misunderstood the work of Thomas, and supposed that the 
Khang-H'i emperor had hit upon 100 Ii arbitrarily without the intention of making an astronomical 
definition. 

C Though we shall not di'-Cuss it again, the Mo-Ming paradox about the night of arroWI (cf. Vol. 1, 
pp. 191 ft".) may be borne in mind. 

' It  ' 11  I tA.. 
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Ch 64/271/47' 57. Movement and duration 

C Movement in space requires duration. The reason is given under 'earlier and later' 
(hsim heu L). 

CS In movement, the motion must first be from what is nearer, and afterwards to what is 
further. The near and the far constitute space. The earlier and the later constitute 
duration. A person who moves in space requires duration. (FYL/B. mod.) 

Cs 49/-/100'46. Motion 

C Motion is due to a kind of looseness (hua tsung:) (i.e. to the absence of an opposing 
force). 

CS There is motion (if a force is) allowed to work at the edge, just as a door-pivot is 
frec when the bolt is not fixed. (auet.) 

This may be the remains of an attempt to discuss circular motion. 

Cs 50/-/2.47. Forces and motion 
C The cessation of motion (ch ihl), is due to the (opposing force) of a 'supporting pillar' 

(chu4). 
CS If there is no (opposing force) of a 'supporting pillar' the motion will never stop. 

This is as true as that an ox is not a horse. Like an arrow passing through between 
two pillars (y£ng s) (without anything standing in its way, and following a linear motion 
without changing its direction). 

If there is (some kind of) 'supporting pillar' (some other force interfering with the 
motion), and nevertheless the motion does not stop (it may still be called motion but 
it will not be linear motion because there will have been a deflection). This is a case 
of something being 'a horse and yet not a horse'. It is like people passing over a 
bridge (i.e. they have to climb up to the top of the arch and down again, though they 
continue in motion). (auct.)-

Ch 28/-/53.19' Inclined planes 
C Inclined planes (£6) should not be put horizontal. The reason is given under 'easier' 

(t£7). 
CS Actions like carrying, pushing, pulling, and sliding down (lit. shooting) require an 

inclined position and not an upright (or horizontal) one. (auct.)b 

Ch 62/-/43 ' 55' Unstable UjUilibrium 0/ a spherical object 
C A perfect sphere cannot resist a force. The reason is given under 'revolving' (chuanl). 
CS As for the sphere, no matter where it moves, it always keeps its centre. The course of 

its motion is like an object being whirled around on the end of a string. (auct.) 
Cf. the Centrifugal Cosmogony (Vol. 2, p. 371 above). Cf. also the statements 
in the Chou Li (Khao Kung Chi)" about the minimum friction as perfect 
circularity of wheels is approached . 

• For _ different re<:on8lruction of this and the preceding propo$ition, see Luan Tiao.Fu (l), p. 70. 
b This interpretation followa Than Chieh·Fu, but the entry may ponibly rder rather to centrel of 

gravity, the tide being tranllated simply ' Leaning'. 
c Ch. 40; lee Biot (I), vol. a, p. 466, also Lu, Salaman & Needham (I). 

• " 11 
' 11  
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In order to place these Mohist propositions, as well as later Chinese thoughts, in their 
correct perspective, it is necessary to glance for a moment at the development of the 
study of motion of bodies in Europe.a As Dugas has said, this is a field in which one 
cannot speak either of' the Greek miracle' or the ' night of the Middle Ages', for Greek 
mechanics was fallacious, and medieval progress rather striking. The dynamics of 
Aristotle was quite different from anything that we encounter in China. Ruling out 
motion in a vacuum a priori, Aristotle cons:dercd only real motion in a resistant 
medium. Everything for him had its 'natural place', and 'local' (i.e. terrestrial) 
motion took place in a linear manner towards the 'natural place' of the object con
cerned. Celestial motions, on the contrary, were 'naturally' circular. Aristotle there
fore distinguished between 'natural' motion when an object was seeking its natural 
place, and ' violent' motion when it was compelled by some external force to move in 
some other manner. The velocityb of the object was thus proportional to the motive 
power and inversely related to the resistance of the medium. Nevertheless, Aristotle 
regarded the medium as necessary for the continuation of the motion, and supposed 
an 'antiperistasis' (a.l/Tl'ITtptUToms) in which the air rushed in owing to ' horror 
vacui' behind the projectile and sent it further on its way. As is well known, by the 
+ 15th century, in Leonardo's time, the path of a projectile had come to be imagined 
as first of all a violent motion in a straight line (modus 1n'o[entus), which after a time, 
since 'nullum violentum potest esse perpetuum', gave way to a composite motion 
(modus mutus), and finally to a vertical free fall in accordance with gravity (modus 
naturalis).c The discovery of parabolic trajectory by Galileo and the gunners was one 
of the great advances of the early phase of modern science. 

It is also now well known that from the + 6th century onwards the theory of anti
peristasis was subjected to strong criticism. In the first place Simplicius,d com
menting on Aristotle about + 540, approved a rather old idea of Hipparchus that a 
special quality, impetus or inertia, was present in the moving body from the outset. 
Joannes Philoponus, a Byzantine (d. c. + 560),e also considered that the disturbed 
medium could not possibly be the cause of the projectile's flight; it must have a motive 
virtue which travelled with it. These beginnings led to a whole movement of thought 
regarding dynamics among the philosophers of the Middle Ages. A Spanish Muslim, 
Ibn Bajjah (fl. + 1118  to + 1 138),f perpetuated the views of Philoponus. John Buridan 
(fl. + 1327; d. + 1358) considered that impetus was something which gradually fades 
out, and the heavier the body the more impetus it could receive. He also said that it 
wouid last in perpetuity if it were not diminished by the resistance of the medium. 
In the same century the Oxford school, with men such as William Heytesbury 
(fl· + 1330 to + 1371), Thomas Bradwardine (fl. + 1328),g and Wm. Collingwood, 

• These paragraphs rely on the books of Dugas (" 2) and Maier (1-7), an interesting review by 
Moody (I), the illuminating introductory artide of Boyer ( .. ), and Hall'. work (,) on ballittiQ in the 
seventeenth century. Cf. abo Clagett (,) and his aoun::e·book (2). 

b N.B. not the aC(;eleration. 
C This whole conception probably derived from a simple optical illusion (Ranchi, 3). 
d Sarton (,), vol. " p. ,,12. c Sarton ('), vol. I ,  p. "ZI. 
f The Avempace of the Latins, see Hilti (.), p. s8.;  Mieli (.). p . •  88; Moody (,); cf. Pine. (a). 
II His Tractatul d� ProportionibuJ has been translated by Crosby (I). 
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perfected the concept of acceleration. Nicolas d'Oresmc (fl. + 1348; d. + 1382) 
adopted impetus doctrine. and anticipated Descartes in the invention of coordinates; 
everything, he held, could be regarded as a continuously varying quantity. His 
coordinates were 'longitudo' and ' altitudo' or ' intcnsio' ;  an ascending straight line 
on a graph (as we should say) was ' uniformitcr difformis', a curve was 'rlifformitcr 
difformis' .  The transmitters of these ideas to the Renaissance physicists. such as 
Blasius of Parma (fl. + 1374; d, + 1416). knew velocity as ' Iatitudo motus', accelera
tion as 'latitudo intension is motus', and uniformly accelerated motion as 'Iatitudo 
intcnsionis motus uniformiter difformis'. So also for retardation, but none of them 
applied these conceptions to the free fall of bodies; this was left for Galileo.a 

For trajectories Galileo assumed that horizontal motion remains uniform except 
as influenced by friction or air resistance. lIe disregarded the ' violent', ' mixed', and 
' natural' phases. Having previously shown that points whose vertical and horizontal 
displacements were in a quadratic ratio lay on a parabola, Galileo conduded that the 
trajectory of a projectile must follow such a curve, gravity beginning to act as soon as 
the path is commenced. All ballistics followed from this. 

Newton was not the first to state his First Law of l\iotion, that 'every body con� 
tinues in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a right line, unless it is compelled 
to change that state by forces impressed upon it'. Iluygens and Descartes had said 
practically the same thingb and Galilco had used the principle though not applying it 
apart from projectiles. But it is also claimed that Ibn al�Haitham ( + 965 to + 1039)e 
stated the law too. And now we find something at any rate extremely like it in the 
Mo ChillC of the -4th or - 3rd century (Cs 49), where motion is said to be due to 
the absence of an opposing force. The �iohist technical term 'supporting pillar' is to 
be understood only as that force which in i\cwton's first law changes the othenvise 
permanent state of motion of the moving body (Cs 50). The exposition distinctly 
states that if there is no such force the motion will never stop. Its writer seems to be 
trying, too, to describe non�linear or deflected motion as ' motion which is not quite 
motion in the fullest sense'. What remains in these brief fragments is so striking that 
we may be allowed to believe that if more of the physics of the l\Iohist school h .. d been 
preserved, we should have found in it some discussion of trajectories, the effect of 
gravity, and so on. If the Mohists had no technical term corr�sponding to impetus, 
at least they did not suffer from the concept of 'natural place' or the awkward idea of 
antiperistasis. 

As for the other Mohist propositions given above, the first two simply illustrate the 
relativistic and dialectical quality of the school. The fifth (Ch 28) reminds us that 
Pappusd was the only Western author ( + 3rd and +4th centuries) to treat of inclined 
planes, and that little progress was made until the time of Ga1ileo. The sixth (Ch 62) 
seems to show the Mohists moving in the direction of the 'gravitas secundum situm' 

• Exactly how much G3lileo and his successors were indebted IV the men of the + 14th and + 15th 
eenrurics is still one of the most contested problems in the history of science. The reader is referred to 
the writings of Koyte on Ihe whole subject. b L. W. Taylor (I). p. 1)0. e ;\Iieli (I). p. lOS; Winter () . 

<I Sarlon (t). '·01. I. p. ))7. 
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of Jordanus Nemorarius (+ 13th) and Leonardo. who both considered spheres or 
circles moving on inclined planes. 

After these brilliant insights of the Mahist school, it seems almost incredible that 
through the subsequent millennia of Chinese history there arc no recorded discussions 
of the motions of bodies, whether impelled or freely falling. a Though fully aware of 
the danger of negative evidence, we cannot but feel that if such discussions existed we 
should have come across them. There seem to be nothing but a few odds and ends. 
]n the ChOll Lib (Khao Kung Chi section) there arc (as we have just secn) statements 
about vehicle-wheels in which it is emphasised that the periphery must touch the 
ground to the minimum extent. Inclined planes (gradual slopes; ling il) are mentioned 
in passing from time to time (Hall Shih Wai Chuan l ;  C lIsiin T:::u ;d  Yen Thieh LunJ;  e 

Shuo Yuan f), but never theoretically treated. In onc of the odes of Chia 1 4  it is said: II' 

If water is swept along (chi 5) it becomes fiercely torrential (han6). If an arrow is shot forth 
it travels far. Yet everything has a force reacting back (WfI11 WII hui pOl) and vibrates in 
mutual opposition (clum thang hsiang clwQn8) . . . . Such is the Tao of Nature.h 

This is reminiscent of Newton's Third Law. The Mo-Ming paradoxes about motion 
occasionally received some discussion, in later times, as by Liu Hsiao-Pia09 in the 
Liang.1 But little more has been found. 

In casting about for some explanation of the poverty of Chinese discussions On 
dynamics, we may first remember that it seems to have had nO inhibitory effect at all 
upon practical technology in the eotechnic phase. So far as vehicles, projectiles, and 
engines of all kinds were concerned, Chinese mechanical practice was ahead of 
European, not retarded, down to the very time when the scholastics of the + 14th 
century were preparing the way for Galileo, and even lated Yet if the absence of 
CaWeo needs no explanation, how was it that China had no thinkers corresponding to 
Philoponus, Buridan or d'Orcsme? I have been tempted to wonder whether it was not 
because, as shown above (pp. 3 ff.), Chinese thinking was so averse from atomic or 

a Much could be said, of course, concerning the failure of Mohin physies to develop. The ext�mc\y 
laconic nature of ill propositions, which give thc impression of having been notes accompanying lecture 
dcmonstrations to small groups of STudents, may well have been due to difficulties of writing, e.g. 
carving on bamboo tablcts. Compare also the failure of the Han mathematicians to e;rpfai" their 
techniques. But thc particular point at issue herc is why a Icicnce such as dynamics was so inhibited, 
while the studies of light and magnetism were not. 

b Ch. I I ,  p. 6a (ch. 40). c Ch. 3. d Ch. �8. 
e Ch. 58. f Ch. 7. 
II Shih eM, ch. 84, p. 6a. About - 170. h Tr. auct. 
I Shih Shuo J-iJi" YU, ch. 18, p. 13b. See nng Yu-Lan (I), vol. 2, pp. 176ft. 
J For example, in + 1400, though Europe had adoptcd during the preceding centuriet many East 

Asian techniqucs, many wcre still to come-canal locks, iron_chain suspcnsion-bridget, wagon-milll, 
$.ailing_carriages, rotary winnowing machines, square_pallct chain-pumps, and movable-type printing
to mention only a few. r-.loreo�'er, we shall latcr show (Sect. 3011) thai between the + 5th and the + 13th centuries at Ical!, Chinese hcavy ballistic weapons wcre greatly superior to anythinll' known in 
thc West. 

, Jt � • ..n.' M- II 
' fi:f. 4!r l"1 i' 
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particulate conceptions. Aristotle's dynamics may have been directed partly against 
the random motion of the atomists, but he participated in the same European tradition 
as they, and was prepared to think in terms of what happened to individual portions of 
matter in motion. The mechanical view of impulsions, impetus, fortuitous assemblies 
of fiying particles, 'like onc that presseth another in a strait', the motion and fall of 
bodies, never ceased to dominate European thinking from the time of Democritus 
onwards. But for a wave-oriented civilisation, the chief thing would be the alterna
tion of phases in a continuum, and individual bodies in motion would tcnd not to be 
visualised so clearly as large manageable particles, ' macro-atoms ', separated in thought, 
at least, from all the rest of the surrounding world of matter. And here we note with 
special interest that it was precisely the Mohists, and only they, with their distinct 
leanings towards atomism (cf. their definitions of points and instants, and their notion 
of imperfect continuity as the reason why fibres broke in tension), who conceived of 
the motion of bodies in an abstract way. 

The absence of explicit dynamics from Chinese physics is the more extraordinary, 
however, because of two other considerations. If it be true that the thinking of the 
Chinese was always in terms of continuity, and not particulate, a it follows that the 
idea of action at a distance can never have been difficult for them. \Ve have seen this 
already in their early appreciation of the true cause of the tides, and of such pheno
mena as acoustic resonance. b Still more striking was the Chinese familiarity with 
action at a distance in magnetic fields, since they knew the directive. as well as the 
attractive, property of the lodestone and magnet much earlier than Europe5 Yet the 
inability to conceive of action at a distance was one of the factors which, in the West, 
long delayed an appreciation of the true nature of gravity. Among the scholastics, only 
William of Ockham and Thomas Aquinas admitted the possibility of action at a 
distance; aU the rest regarded gravity as quite different from magnetic attraction, in 
that it did not, as they thought, die away at a certain distance. Duhem (I) has seen 
in what he called the 'philosophie aimantiste' a necessary preparation for Newton.d 
For example, Fracastorius about + 1545 thought that when two parts of one whole 
are separated, each emits a 'species ' which fills the intervening space.':' Then in thc 
following century doctrines of 'effluvia ', in such writers as Francis Bacon, Walter 
Charleton, and the van Helmonts, paved the way for the vast generalisations at the cnd 
of the century on the gravitational field. Conversely, Chinese thought on continuity, 
so much older, should have been favourable to the discovery of the laws of motion 
and of gravity, if it had been possible in China to consider the motion of individual 
bodies at all. But apparently it was only in Europe that the Chinese knowledge 
of the field physics of the magnet could exert its immense revolutionary influence. 

The second consideration concerns the relative valuation of rest and motion. The 
concept of inertial movement, as Koyre (3) has said, is self-evident to us, yet for the 

a Martin (5) il worth feading on this. 
b Vol. I. p. 233; Vol. 3. pp. S84fr. ; .lso, pp. 130. 18S fr. below. 
c cr. the Section on fundamental ide .... Vol. 2. p. 293 lbo"e; and below. pp. 332 fr. 
d See Butterfield (I). pp. 56. 79. 126fr.; HIli &; Hill ( I I ;  Bo ... &; HIli (I). 
, fk Sympathia d A"tipathia Rerum. cr. HeISe (I. 3). Ind the genefllargument in Ho &; Needham (2). 
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Greeks and the people of the occidental Middle Ages, it  was an absurdity, II. He suggests 
that this was because the Greeks thought rest intrinsically 'superior' to motion. They 

could not think of both motion and rest as states on the same ontological level. Being, 
pure existence, pure contemplation, the state of the Deus Otiosus, was naturally 
superior to motion. Of course this may be said to have been a valuation of human 
social classes elevated into a philosophical principle. But in any case the Chinese did 
not participate in this valuation. No doubt in their culture also the lords and scholars 
sat still, while the slaves and the people moved about at their work-yet certain 
healthier factors, hard to define with precision,b influenced Chinese thought in such 
a way that motion was regarded as, if anything, superior to rest.c The sage, like 
Heaven, should never rest. At the very opening of the ' Book of Changes ' we read d. 
Thien hUng chien, chiin·tzu i tzu chhiang pu hsil (The movement of Heaven is full 
of power; so also the chiin·tzu is strong and unresting). Confucius, like Heracleitus, 
often stood beside a running stream ; ' How it Rows on, ' he said, 'never ceasing by 
day or night'.e But the Confucians drew from this no pessimistic philosophical 
conclusions; they simply taught that it symbolised the unresting efforts of the sages 
to achieve perfe<:tion. So also the first attribute of the cosmological principle 
of dynamic fittingness, chhingl (discussed in Sect. I6d above), was unrestingness 
(IOU hsil)} 

Then in the Section on Taoism we saw in a multitude of quotations from the great 
masters of the school, such as Chuang Chou, their conviction that the Tao, the Order 
of Nature, was a principle of ceaseless motion, change and return. It did not conRict 
with the great principlelJ of wu wei,4 since, properly interpreted, this was a concept 
not of non·action, but of no action contrary to Nature. Wang Pi, it is true, spoke of 
the ' impossibility of motion controlling motion', h and used phraseology reminiscent 
of the Aristotelian ' unmoved mover', but he also saidl 'The cessation of activity 
always means quiescence, but this is not something opposed to activity'. Wang Pi 

thought of the Tao as the ground or root of activity not in a metaphysical sense, but 
as a kind of field of force including all fields of force with the motions generated by 

• Even medieval ' impetua' waa th('>ught of as a foree immanent in the moving object. The neceuity 
of this wu just what the Ren.illSllnce physicists denied. b One cannot help making . correlation hefe between this mentality and the outstanding industrious· 
ness of the Chinese people, itlelf in its turn surely connected with the gardcn_character of their 
agriculture. 

C The Yang was always equated with movement and the Yin with quie,cence; this, aI Ft!ng Yu· 
Lan (I), vol. 1, p. 96, points out, vitiates any analogy between these two concepts and the Pythagorean 
'Limited' and ' Unlimited'. 

d I Chi",; the Hsiang (App. tI) to the first kua, Chhien (R. Wilhelm (1), vol. ), p. 4). 
c LU1I Ya, IX, xvi. Cf. MI", r.tu, IV (1), xviii. Aa Chou I-Chhing hu ssid: 'Toote Is aagesse chinoisc 

est marqu� par cene tendance: elle n'est pas, 1& l'image de 1a pensJ:e occidenlale, philotOpbie de l'E:ue, 
mais de l'Agir', (I), p. 78. 

r Chu"ll YUI'Ig, ch. 16 . 
.. Vol. 1, pp. 68ff. 
1\ A quotation from him on this lubject has been given above, Vol. 1, p. )U. 
I Commenlary on the I Ching, re the 14th kua,ju,' reversion. 

' II  
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them. This was a silent and supreme nothingness. Sometimes he called it 'the mind 
of Heaven and Earth',a 

To all this we might add a famous story about the Chin general Thao Khan I 

( + 259 to + 334) told in the Chin Shu. b In onc of his official posts, 'He often found 
himself with no business at all to be done. So every morning he carried out a hundred 
large earthenware jars from his study, and in the evening brought them in again. When 
people asked him why he did this, he said that he was devoted to the guard of the 
district assigned to him. and that he was afraid of sinking into inactivity. This was his 
method of strengthening his will.' 

Such was the unrestingness of the sage, seen through the eyes of a simple-minded 
Chinese officer. Once more, if other factors had permitted such considerations, would 
not this element in Chinese thought have been favourable to the idea of the effortless 
unrestingness of material particles in motion? 

(,) S U RFACE PHENOMENA 

The transition from the study of motion to that of heat should have come about through 
the study of friction. But in spite of the relatively high level of practical technique, 
Chinese literature seems to lack theoretical disquisitions on the subject. The produc
tion of fire by rubbing picces of wood was of course anciently known.c and is referred 
to from time to time in books such as the Hua; Nan Tzu; there is also the note on the 
friction of wheels in the Chou Li. But as in Europe, the physics of rubbing solids had 
to await post-Renaissance times. 

Above (p. 38) we saw some interest taken, in the Thang period. in the goodness of 
fit of smooth surfaces, by the prince Li Kao and others. Two further indications may 
be given of the study of liquid surfaces. In the + 13th century Chou Mi noted some 
properties of what we should now call monomolecular films.d 

• Bear alum' (htiung /Gnl) (presumably bear-fat mixed with alum) can disperse dust. It can 
be tested as follows. A vessel of clean water is scattered over with dust. \Vhen a grain of 
this alum is then put in, the collected dust opens (becomes clear). The preparation has 
proved successful against cloudiness of the eyes. 

I·Iere the fat was forming a film and acting as what would now be called piston-oil.e 
This was an anticipatory hint of the work of Pockels (r891) on which most of our 
knowledge of films is founded. It was Rayleigh who took up her work and first 

• The discu$$ion of Fc:!ng Yu·Lan (I), vol. a, pp. 180, 181,  should be read in this connection, but Il$ 
usual (in my opinion) he intcrpreted \Vang Pi in too metaphysical a sense. b Ch. 66, p. 70;  tr. aucr. 

C Cf. the reference in the fr:agments of T$Ou Yen (Vol. 2, p. 236 above). 
d eMi Tung Yth Yii, ch. 4, p. 14b. Tr. aUCI. e Thcre is a reference to the use of grease for the Aoating of II needle on waler in the Hum. Nan rVan 

Pi Shu (lee on, p. 277), which may well dale from the - and century. 

• 
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suggested that the films were truly monomolecular,- In another Sung book, the YU 
Huon Chi Wen 1 (Things Seen and Heard on my Official Travels), Chang Shih-Nan a 
says:b 

The following is the method of testing the qua1ity of lacquer. Good lacquer is as clear as 
a mirror. A hanging thread of it looks like a fish-hook. On shaking. its colour is seen to be 
like amber. ff stirred, it makes Hoating bubbles. For testing the quality of lacquer or tung
oil, they make a ring of a small sliver of bamboo, and dip it into the liquid. If upon being 
withdrawn a film is fonned across the ring, the lacquer or tung-oil is good; if they have 
been adulterated no ring-film will be fonned. 

This ring-test must have been used qualitatively for centuries. In 1878 Sondhauss 
introduced it as a quantitative method for determining surface-tension by finding the 
force nccessary to break the surface. The ancestor of the apparatus of du Nouy was 
thus already empirically known and used around + 1230. 

(f) HEAT AND COMBUSTION 

In the Wcst the understanding of heat was one of the last achievements in the elabora
tion of the general structure of physics as we know it. In antiquity and the Middle 
Ages the necessary conceptions and definitions were, as Heller says,C completely 
lacking; in spite of the rich store of practical information about expansion and con
traction, change of state, vaporisation and solidification, with many similar such 
processes, accumulated in the trades and industries. One has only to read the detailed 
story of the invention of the thermometer,d or consider the perplexities about heat 
(the ' caloric' Ruid) which persisted into the nineteenth century,e to realise that thermal 
science, based on the kinetic theory,! is one of the relatively youngest parts of modern 
physics. In these circumstances it is perhaps not surprising that little can be found 
on heat as such in ancient and medieval Chinese writings.' But like their occidental 
counterparts h they yield many interesting examples of the observation and use of 
thermal phenomena in the technological field. 

Theoretical arguments about heat, dryness, etc. in old China were quite in the style 
of the Aristotelians or the technicians like Leonardo, [ who would have been at home 

• cr. N. K. Adam (\). 
b Ch. 2, p. 6 b ;  tr. auct. 
C (I), vol. \, pp. '53, 393. Cf. Gerland (I); Gerland & Traumul1cr (I), pp. 312ff. 
d Sherwood Taylor (I); Gerhard & Traumu[[er (,), p. 166. 
c Lilley (2). 
t Cf. Dampicr-Whetham (I), pp. 248ff. 

II Wu Nan-HsUn (1) has discussed (pp. 153ff.) thc conceptions of the nature of heat entertained by 
thc great alchemist Ko Hung early in the +4th century. h In this field Chinese and Westem conceplions were more on a par than in that of dynamics, where, 
AI we ,aw, the European Middle Ages made substantial advances. 

I cr. Vol. 3, p. 160. 
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with them. In Han texts (c. - 2nd century) such as the cosmological chapters of the 
Huang Ti Nei Ching Su We"a we may read as follows: 

Huang Ti said, 'What about the floating (phing') of the earth?' 
(Comm.b It was said that in the great emptiness there was no barrier to the earth's 
body; how then could it float where it does?) 

Chhi·Po replied, 'The great eMi (pneuma) keeps it raised aloft. Dryness (sao') hardens it, 
heat (shul) steams (evaporates) it, wind moves it, damp (shih 4) soaks it, cold hardens it, and 
fire warms it" Thus the wind and the cold are below, the dryness and the heat are above, 
and the damp chhi is in the middle, while fire wanders and moves between. Thus there are 
six 'entries ' Uus)e which bring things into visibility out of the emptiness and make them 
undergo change. When dryness dominates the eanh becomes hard, when heat is in the 
ascendant it becomes hot, when wind arises it is made to move, when dampness floods fonh 
it is turned to mud, when cold reigns it is split and cracked, and when fire governs aU it 
becomes solid and compacted.' d 

All this is pre-Socratic enough, but such vague ideas were not decisively superseded 
until the time of the Renaissance in Europe, and modern (or relatively modern) ideas 
of thermal phenomena were therefore among the more valuable gifts brought by the 
Jesuits to China early in the 17th century. We have already seen the picture of the 
first thermometer there. e 

Just before this time the traditional ideas on fire and flame were conveniently 
summarised by the great naturalist Li Shih-Chen in his Pen TsMe Kang Mu.t By 
+ 1596 generally held opinion had crystallised as follows. Fire (hue/» has chJu"7 

(pneuma) but no chihl (corporeal matter). Unlike all the other elements, which are 
unitary, fire is oftwo kinds, Yin and Yang.S" Its classification follows three 'net-cords' 
(hangO), i.e. heaven, earth and man; and twelve 'net-meshes' (wang 10). i.e. four sorts 
of heavenly fire. five sorts of earthly fire, and three kinds of human fire. There were 
in addition four varieties of incandescence or luminescence which Li Shih·Chen could 
not c1assify.h His system is explained in Table 43. 

When we remember that even at the beginning of the 19th century in Europe it was 
by no means generally conceded that heat was a form of motion of the particles of 
matter, and indeed more -widely tb.ouv,ht an im\?ondera\)\e seU-re\?eUent flui.d SUI 

------,. --==--� 
'b <t: fIB Z tit ... I) " Ii +-<.  
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Table 4-3. Li Shih-Chen's classification of the varieties of fire 

FIRE 

YANG Y ' N  
Heavenly (, ) Thai yang chen huo 1 (heat 

of the sun) 
(I) Lung huo1 (dragon fire) 

(2) Hring ching lei huo't. (light 
of stars and meteors) 

(2) Lei huo. (lightning) 

Earthly (I) Ttuan mu chih huo' (fire (I) Shih yu chih huos (fire 
and heat produced by 
drilling wood) 

from burning petroleum) 

(2) Chi shih chih hllf)6 (sparks (,) Shui chung chih hllf)9 (ignis 
produced by striking stone) fatuus i burning methane ?) 

(J) Ka chill chih huo7 (sparks 
produced by tapping metal) 

Human (, ) Ping ting chun huo 10 (general ( I) Ming min hsiang huo 1 1  (heat 
metabolic heat)a of the viscera and 

generative organs) a 
(,) San mei chih huo I: 

Unclassified (,) 
('sam�dhi' or meditation heat) 

Hsiao chlliu huo IJ ( = han 
huo ; "  cold heat ; Rame of 
natural gas) 

(,) Ttl chung chih yang yen I ,  
(phenomena like ignis 
fatuus; burning methane ?) 

(3) yeh wai chiA kuei lin (see 
p. 72 below) 

(4) chin yill chih ching chhi,6 (glit-
ter of gold, silver and gems) I 

generis, namely caloric; then the efforts of Li Shih-Chen to classify different forms of 
flame and combustion do not seem so archaic as might appear at first sight. Let us 
give them a brief commentary. 

To begin with the physiological, it may be that Li Shih-Chen meant to make a 
distinction between the essential heat-production of the body and the heat connected 
with muscular movement, foreshadowing our categories of basal metabolic rate and 
total heat-output.b The 'meditation'-fire was a notion probably derived from the 

• For discussion of these terms sce Sect. 43 �Iow . b Cf. 17th-century distinctions between 'natural' and 'adventilious' heat, .. in Sanetorius. 
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yogistic feat, well enough attested, of maintaining a high body-temperature under 
continued exposure to cold.- What Li Shih-Chen meant by 'dragon' -fire is not very 
obvious, perhaps lightning which may strike and melt without burning or singeing 
anything.b In his time there was little point in separating the different forms of heat 
and light produced by friction and impact; the fundamental study of the formcr was 
something reserved for later generations. It is curious that he did not know where 
to classify the ' cool' flames of natural gas,e a source of heat which the Chinese perhaps 
of all peoples were the first to make use of on an industrial scale. We must not here 
anticipate what will be said of this subject in relation to hrine-fields and the deep 
drilling of boreholes,d but it is most probable that the systematic use of natural gas 
for evaporating salt started in the Chhin and early Han. From the + 2nd century 
onwards the references are numerous and informative,e but since other texts describe 
brine wells and boreholes from the - 4th century onwards, mainly in Szechuan, and 
since it is unlikely that the striking of natural gas there would have been much delayed, 
the -2nd century may be considered a safe estimate. Lastly, Li Shih-Chen did not 
realise that oils arc ' inextinguishable' because they continue to burn when floating. 
So he thought that this kind of flame must have some especially Yin qualityf which 
enabled it to overcome the normally quenching effects of water. But he knew the 
phenomenon of the flash-point, for he says that ' if strong alcohol (nung chiu ching ,), 
or oil, is heated, it will burst into flame of itself'. 

Spontaneous combustion of substances at lower external temperatures was a matter 
of interest in China for many centuries. Chang Hua says in his Po Wu Chih. towards 
the end of the + 3rd century; g 

If ten thousand piculs of oil are accumulated in store, the oil will ignite itself spon
taneously. The calamitous fire which occurred in the ars ... nal in the time of the emperor Wuh 
(of the Chin dynasty) in the Thai-Shih reign-period (+ 265 to + 274) was caused by the 
stored oil. 

This explanation could not be correct quite as it stands. More light is thrown upon 
the matter, however, by an interesting story reported in the + 13th century by the 
jurist Kuei Wan-Jung: in his Thang Yin Pi Shih,) a work the title of which might be 
translated 'Parallel Cases solved by Eminent Judges'.l 

• Cf. Vol. 2, p. 144 above. b cr. the careful description of lightning effecl$ by Shen Kua and other, ; Vol. 3. p. 482. 
e Cf. the observations of Ko Hung; VoL :, p. 438. 
<l Sect. 37 below. 
� For example. first the Po Wu Chi (+ 190) ( YflSF, eh. 73, p. 4a) quoted in Hqu flan Shu (+450), 

eh. 33. p. 3a (TPYL, ch. 869. p. 6a); then two mention, in d'le Po IVu Chih (+ 290), eh. 2, p. 7a 
(TPYL. eh. 8f><}. p. 6a) ; then HIM Yang Kuo Chih (+347), eh. 3. p. 7b; alloKu Chin Chu and Shih I Chi, 
both of the +4th century. 

r Like aU the other categories on the right-hand side of Table 43. 
.. Ch. 4, p. 3a, IT. auet. adjuv. van Gulik (6). Cit. TPYL, eh. 869, p. 6a, hen« Pfizmaier (98). p. 17. 
h Reigned + 265 to + 290. I See the full tranalation with elaborate notel by van Gulik (6). 
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When the Director of the Sacrifices Department (of the Ministry of  Rites) Chhiang Chih I 

was serving as Intendant of the Imperial Guards at the palace at Khaifcng, oiled curtains· 
had been left piled up in the open air, and one night they caught fire. According to the law 
the men responsible for looking after them all incurred the penalty of death. But at the 
preliminary hearing of the case Chhiang Chih conceived doubts about the cause of the fire, 
so he summoned the workmen who had made the curtains and questioned them. These 
artisans said that during the manufacture of the curtains a certain chemical was added (to the 
oil), and that if they were left for a long time piled up, then on getting damp they might start 
burning. When Chhiang Chih reported this to the emperor Jen Tsungb the emperor was 
suddenly struck with an idea and said, ' The fire which recently occurred in the mausoleum 
of the emperor Chen Tsunge started in oiled garments. So that was the cause! '  The guards 
were let off with a lighter punishment. 

Chang Hua thought that the fire which occurred formerly during the (Western) Chin 
dynasty in the arsenal originated from the oil whieh was stored there, but in fact it must have 
been from the same eause as mentioned here (the spontaneous ignition of oiled c1oth).d 

Chhiang Chih was abundantly right in believing that the combustion WaS spon· 
taneous, but the workmen may or may not have been right about the cause of it. 
Certain kinds of oiled cloths are liable to ignite spontaneously when packed in layers, 
without the action of any additional chemical. Processes of autoxidation, desaturation, 
aldehyde formation, etc. may give out so much heat as to bring the surrounding oil to 
ignition point, after which the cellulose of the textile fibres affords ample fuel to burn 
in the air available between the layers. This was studied in the 18th century, notably 
by Duhamel (I). For example, in + 1757 (the year of his paper) canvas sails treated 
with ochre in oil and quickly dried in a July sun were found to be burning at the centre 
of a stack a few hours after storage. These same sail·lofts at Rochefort had several 
times before experienced such conAagrations. In + 1725 pilcs of serges and woollen 
cloth stacked before de·greasing and fulling had ignited themselves in the same way. 
Twenty years after Duhamel's publication, says Thomson,e two accidental spontaneous 
combustions in Russia were ascribed to treason, but the empress Catherine II suspected 
their true origin and had experiments made which fully confirmed the findings of 
Duhamel. This property of oiled cloth has now long been well known in technical 
circles, and instructions against piling it up are issued to all army and navy store
keepers. 

On the other hand, the workmen may have been right that some chemical had been 
added to the oil as applied to the curtains. If so, the only substance probable would 
have been calcium oxide (quicklime), perhaps used as a whitening agent, perhaps even 
substituted sometimes for other white powders. I Iere we have to do with nothing 
else than onc of the compositions formerly believed to have been that of 'Greek Fire'. 
Although the feasibility of igniting ('ils such as petroleum or naphtha by the heat 

• Probably tents. 
b Reigned + lOll to + .063. The in.;ident would ha'·c been somewhue about + 10SO. 
e Reigned + 998 to + IOl2. 
ol Ch. I, no. 78, n. van Gulik (6), p. 84. e (I), voL I, p. 293 . 
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generated by quicklime on contact with water has often been denied, it seems, never
theless, from a number of investigations' that the process is quite possible under 
favourable conditions. But it would not satisfy the extant descriptions of Greek Fire, 
and it is much more probable that this consisted of distilled light petroleum fractions 
ejected from flamethrowers by pumps.b In any case, the presence of quicklime in the 
curtains with the oil would be quite a plausible interpretation of the workmen's claim 
that dampness would lead to spontaneous ignition. No one in the + 1 1th century 
except perhaps a few Taoist alchemists would have known enough about the behaviour 
of chemical substances to be able to distinguish between two phenomena so apparently 
similar. As for the arsenal fire in the + 3rd century, Kuei Wan-Jung (or his com
mentator) was right enough in explaining it as probably due to oiled cloth. Even the 
drying oils should not give rise to spontaneous combustion if stored in such a way as 
to protect them from accidental ignition. Or perhaps somebody in the Chin arsenal 
was ' looking for a gas leak with a lighted candle', as modern idiom might say. 

The Po Wu Chih has another interesting passage on oil which deals with the pheno
mena which occur when it is heated; this is contained in a small section entitled 
Wu Li,' 'On the natures of things'.c 

When hempseed oil is heated, after the steam has b�n given off, no more smoke is to be 
seen, and it no longer boils. (It seems to have) returned to a cold condition. Indeed, it can 
be stirred with a finger. (But afterwards) if water be added, the oil bursts into flame, and 
this cannot be put out even if it is scattered. These things have been tested and proved to be 
true. 

These observations are not bad. In the first phase all the water has been driven off as 
steam and the boiling-point of the oil not yet reached. If sufficiently wetted the finger 
would not come into contact with the oil, protection being given by a layer of steam. 
Then when the oil is near its boiling-point, added water will cause violent disturbance 
and lead to the ignition of drops thrown out. But the observation of ebullition 
phenomena in old China and Japan may have led to something much more subtle, 
namely modern knowledge of the successive phases of boiling in all fluids. 

It is now known that these are three in number.d In nuclear boiling large bubbles 
form at active points on the hot metal surface. \Vhen the temperature difference rises 
slightly beyond a critical value, a dramatic change occurs, the boiling becomes notice
ably louder and the rate of heat-transfer falls. The hot surface is now covered with 
a thin layer of vapour which acts as an insulating blanket, and within which innumer
able small explosions occur. This is known as transition boiling. Eventually the vapour 
layer becomes so thick that it smothers all these explosions, and the third phase is 

• E.g. Richard.on (I). b Such is the conclusion of Professor J. R. Partington, to whom we are greatly indebted for much of 
the information contained in thi, and the preceding paragraph. The whole question of incendiary 
weapons and other precu�on of aunpowder both in China and the West will be fully dealt with in 
Sect. 30 below. e Ch. 4, p. lb, tr. auCI. 

d. See WeatwaleT (I), and more extensively Jakob (I) or McAdanu (I). 

, 41"1 
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26. PHYSICS 

reached, stable film boiling; now heat transfer and vapour generation fall to their 
lowest levels. A continuous drumming noise rumbles from the liquid. When a red-hot 
metal is quenched in a liquid all three types of boiling occur in the reverse order as 
the metal cools first slowly, then rapidly, then slowly again. The most rapid phase of 
heat loss corresponds with nuclear boiling, after which the last cooling is by natural 
convection. 

The discovery and elucidation of the three phases began with work done in 1934 by 
Nukiyama Shiro in Japan. He it was who found the paradoxical and challenging effect 
which occurs when platinum wire is heated in water; it will cause boiling at less than 
150° and above 300°, but will not accept a temperature between these limits. Drews (1) 
pointed out that the rise of such studies in Japan was probably no coincidence, for 
in all East Asian culture during many centuries great attention was paid to the water 
used for tea-making, and nowhere more than in the Japanese tea-ceremony. For this, 
says Brinkley (I): 

a brisk fire should be used. The water gives the first indication of heat by a low intermittent 
singing and by the appearance of large slowly rising bubbles known as 'fish eyes '. The next 
stage is marked by agitation like the seething of a hot spring, accompanied by a constant 
succession of rapidly ascending bubbles. In the third stage waves appear upon the surface, 
and these finally subsiding, all appearance of steam is lost. The water has now attained the 
condition of maturity ; it is 'aged hot water'. If the fire is good and well sustained, all these 
stages can be distinctly noted.1 

Thus the tea-kettle which accompanies the Taoist sage or naturalist in so many 
pictures by Chinese artists acquires a new meaning for us. 

A curious passage about steam occurs in the l1uai Nan Wan Pi Shu I (The Ten 
Thousand Infallible Arts of the Prince of Huai-Nan). This no longer exists as a 
separate book, but some 1 1 6  semi-magical recipes from it remain as fragments in e.g. 
the Thai-Phing Yii Lan.b While we have no certain evidence that it gocs back to the 
time of Liu An himself ( - 2nd century), its archaic character compels its acceptance 
as a text of the Han period. The eighth recipe runs as follows: 

To make a sound like thunder in a copper vessel (thung yung2). Put boiling water into 
such a vessel and then sink it into a well. It will make a noise which can be heard several 
tens of Ii away. e 

• It would be interesting to trace the previous history of such observations in Chinese culture itself. 
Fortune (I), vol. l, p. l30, quoted a so�far unidentified punge frolO Su Tung-Pho : 'When tea ia to be 
made, water should be liken from a running stream and boiled over a lively fire. This is an old custom. 
Wlter flOm springs in the hills is said to be the best, then river waler, while well wlter i. the wont. 
A lively fire mean$ a clear Ind bright charcoal fire. The water should not be boiled too hastily. First 
it begin$ to sparkle like enbs' eyes, then bubbles somewhat like fish eyes appear, and finlUy it boils 
up like pearls innumerable, springing and ... caving about. This is the way to boil the water.' 

b Cha. 736, 758, gS8, 993, etc. 
e Ch. 736, p. 8b, tr. auet. Ch. 758, p. 3b, under )'U'fI/l, repeall the passage, adding that the orifice 

of the vessel has to be closed extremely tightly. 

, IU! 
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If it is assumed that the vessel was full of steam when the lid was tightly closed, then 
the procedure would seem to be an anticipation of the principle of causing a vacuum 
by suddenly cooling a vessel full of steam and thereby condensing it, as in the earliest 
forms of the steam-engine." If the vessel were thin-walled there could be an implo
sion, and the noise of the crumpling of the container would be intensified by the 
echoing of the sides of the well. It is astonishing that a manifestation of that power 
which became available in 17th-century Europe for raising water and for so many 
other purposes should first have been described as far back as the - 2nd century in 
China though only for military or thaumaturgical purposes,b Presently we shall show 
that the steam·jet also was known in that culture·area as well as in Alexandria, though 
used for a different purpose, and we shall tell further of the coming to China of the 
steam·turbine in the + 17th and the steam·engine proper in the 19th centuries.c 

Here a word or two on fire-making itself may not be out of place. d Ancient Chinese 
literature naturally contains references to the prehistoric and primitive methods of 
igniting tinder by the heat of pieces of wood rubbed together-we have seen an 
example among the fragments of Tsou Yen ( - 4th century).e For many centuries, 
down indeed to recent times, the flint and steel replaced the fire·drill, just as among 
our own ancestors. f Later on at the appropriate place there will be something to say 
of the fire-piston, never common in China proper though perhaps of much importance 
for Chinese technology.g But even less known than any of these is the priority which 
China seems to have in the invention of the sulphur match. In his Chhing 1 Lui 
(Records of the Unworldly and the Strange), written about + 950, Thao Ku Z tells us 
about matches.h 

If there occurs an emergency at night it may take some time to make a light to light a lamp. 
But an ingenious man devised the system of impregnating little sticks of pinewood with 
sulphur and storing them ready for use. At the slightest touch of fire they burst into flame. 
One gets a little flame like an ear of corn. This marvellous thing was formerly called a 
' light·bringing slave' (yin kuang nul), but afterwards when it became an article of commerce 
its name was changed to 'fire inch·stick' (huo tshuII4). 

I II will be remembered that the condensation vacuum was first applied to Ihc raising of water by 
the Marquis of Worce5ler ( + 16)0 to + ,670) (Din:ks, I) and Thomas Savery (+ 1698). These machines 
contained no pistonl. The piston was the introduetion of Thomas Newcomen ( +  1712); Jamcs Watt's 
essential improvement later was the introduction of a sepuale chamber for the condensatiOn. Ind the 
Idmiuion of the steam on bolh sides of the piston altcrnattly, cxaetly as air had been 111 the Chinese 
double.acting piston bellows (see Sect. 27b below). On the whole subject of the development of the 
st"am·engine d. Usher (I), 2nd ed. pp. 342ff.; Dickinson (�) and Triewald (I). 

b For my first introduction to this interesting pluage some twenty years ago I 1m indebted to 
Profe.lOr Huang Tzu-Chhing. \\lu Nln·Hsiln also disCUHes it, (I), p. 201. 

.. Sect. 27 below, in Vol. 4. pt. a. 
d Among many general discussions ace, e.g. Mason (2), pp. 88ff.; Hough (I), pp. 84ft". 
e Above, Vol. 2. p. a)6. Cf. TPYL, ch. 869, p. 6/1, quoting Po Wu Chill. 
t Yet onother method involved the use of burning-mirrors and burning·glasses. On these much will 

be said below in Sect. 26g, pp. 87ff. 
• See below, Sect. a7b, in Vol. -to pt. a. 
h Ch. 2, p. 28b, tr. auct. \V" are much indebled to Dr Werner Eichhorn for telling UI of this passage, 

and indeed for bringing the whole subject to our notice. 
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26, P H Y S I CS 7'  
An enlarged form of the same note occurs i n  the ChQ Keng Lu I o f  Thao Tsung-I,Z 
written in + 1366, who adds the tradition that the invention was not made by the 
people of Hangchow, as generally assumed, but by the impoverished court ladies of 
the Northern Chhi in + 577 at the time of the conquest of the empire by the Sui.
However, sulphur matches were certainly sold in the markets of Hangchow when 
Marco Polo was there as they are mentioned in a list of wares in the Wu Lin Chiu Shih l 
(c, + I 270),b Here they are called fa chu4 or tS/lUi tlh.s 

Information of this kind can never be placed in its proper perspective without a 
knowledge of comparative developments in other parts of the world. It is thus striking 
to find that no positive evidence of sulphur matches in Europe exists before + 1530.c 

They continued in usc throughout the 18th century, but after about + 1780 phos
phorus devices in various forms began to replace them. For instance, the ' philo
sophical bottles' were small vessels containing partly oxidised yellow phosphorus and 
kept tightly corked; when a light was wanted a sulphur match was pushed in, turned 
round and quickly drawn out, igniting on contact with the air. In 1805 Chancel 
introduced the plan of dipping sticks impregnated with potassium chlorate and sugar 
into phials of strong sulphuric acid, thus giving an automatic ignition, but the most 
important advance was made just after 1830 when Sauria in France and Kammerer in 
Germanyd employed a mixture of yellow phosphorus, sulphur and potassium chlorate. 
Sulphur as a constituent of matches has thus continued, through many vicissitudes, 
into modern times, and it is interesting that the first location of its use seems to have 
been in + 6th-century China. 

(I) DIGRESSION O N  L U M I N ESCENCE 

The study of thermal changes, with their accompanying phenomena of incan
descence, was for many centuries bedevilled by a crowd of miscellaneous observations 
most of which had nothing to do with heat at all. The effects seen are classified today 
as the various types of luminescence.e The emission of light from substances only 
during the time when they are exposed to different kinds of radiation' is known as 
fluorescence; if it persists after the exciting radiation is cut off we may call it phos
phorescence.&' A delayed phosphorescence may appear on heating (thermolumi
nescence). Lights accompanying electric discharges are termed electroluminescence; 

• Cf. Vol. I, p. 112. 
b Dr Chou l\1i.6 The reference is to the Ming edition, eh. 8, p. z5b. 
c Cf. Sherwood Taylor (4), pp. 203ff. 
d cr. Niemann (I). 
e The curr"nt classification stems from the work of Wiedemll.nn (16) in 1888. \Vith;n the past few 

years we have been able to profit by an elaborate treatise on the history of man', knowledge of lumi
nes<:cnce phenomena, by Newton Harvey (I). 

f For instance, visible light, ultraviolet light, X-rays, gamma rays, cathode rays (electrons), and 
many other types of particlei. 

II Materials exhibiting phosphores<:enee are known as phosphors ; see p. 76 below. 

• tf Jl. 
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they may appear in the air as well as in vacuum tubes, and the aurora borealis itself' 
has often been placed in this category. The nature of triboluminescence and piezo
luminescence is not perfectly understood; these are emissions of light brought about by 
friction, especially the crushing or rubbing of crystals, and may be either an electron 
bombardment of surfaces or electroluminescence resulting from their forcible separa
tion. Light given forth during certain chemical reactions, especially notable where the 
element phosphorus is involved,b is naturally known as chemiluminescence; and all 
the phenomena of 'cold' biological light,C visible radiations produced by living 
organisms, though called bioluminescence, are really a variety of chemiluminescence. 
What did Chinese writersd have to say of these phenomena? 

Let us return to the classification of Li Shih-Chen in + J 596. He was baffled by 
the marsh-lights or ignis fatuus, but so are the most modern investigators,e and we 
are still not sure whether to ascribe the famous 'will-o' -the-wisp' to burning methane,! 
spontaneously inflammable organo-metallic compounds,g phosphine (phosphorus 
trih)Cdride) or alkyl phosphides,h or to electrical discharges. Li Shih-Chen called it the 
'Yang flames of marshes', but he also had another name, the ' devil-lights of the outer 
wildernesses' (yeh wai chih huei /in I). There are many references in Chinese literature 
to the ignis fatuus, e.g. the 'water lanterns' (shu; teng1) mentioned in the Kuei Hsin 
Tsa Chih of Chou Mi (late + 13th century), and other lights on water described in the 
Shan Thang Ssu KhaoJ (Books Seen in the Mountain Hall Library) by Pheng Ta-I <4 
(+ 1595). Collections of texts have been made,l and it is needless to recapitulate them 
here. 

At the same time ancient observations had accumulated on the bioluminescence of 
putrefying substances, due, as we now know, to luminous bacteria and fungi.J As the 
living origin of this light was not known, its manifestations were naturally confused 
with the marsh-lights, and the idea grew up that the ignis fatuus was derived from 
old blood. The Chuang Tzu text at one time contained the statement that ' the blood 
of horses becomes marsh-light (/ins) and that of men becomes wildfire (yeh huo6)

,.1t 

• � Sect. :u h, Vol. 3, p. 482. b Here, of course. the great advance was m.de by Robert Boyle in hi. work (1680) on the' Aerial' 
and the ' Icy' Noeliluca. Cf. Wolf (I), p. 349; Newton H.rvey (I), pp. 427ff. 

C See Newton Harvey (1). 
d For . parallcl study of Arabic knowledge lee Wiedem.nn (5). e See Newton Harvey (I), pp. 263ff. 
t As suggested in a well-known letter from Volta to Priestley (10 D«ember 1776), d. Newton 

Harvey (I), p. 26S. 
I R. E. D. Clark (I). 
h Karrer (I), p. 125. Many of the alkyl phosphides inflame spontsneously on contact with air and 

oxidi.e to the corresponding phosphonic acids. But neither they nor phosphine itself have yet been 
.hown to .rise as a product of organic decomposition. 

I E.g. de Groot (2), vol. 4, pp. Soff. ; de Visser (I), pp. 162ff. 
J 11'1 the Europe.n medieval and later periods there were many reports of .hining fish, flesh and wood 

(Newton H.rvey (,). pp. 461 ff.). The true cause wal not revealed until the work of the Coopers in 
1838 .nd of]. F. Heller in 1843. 

k So TPYL, ch. 869. p. :zb. but the Hllrvard-Yenching index does not loe.te it. 
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The ]-/uai NOll Tzu says a that 'old pieces of Sophora wood (huai') shine like fire, and 
old blood turns into marsh-light (/inl)'. Chang Shih,J onc of the NeD-Confucian 
philosophers,b says that he saw an old battlefield studded with lights,C and Lu Yu' 
relates similar personal experiences.d The idea that the ignis fatuus derived from old 
decaying blood arose partly no doubt from the thought that 'the life is in the blood', 
a notion common to Sung philosopherst such as Huang Kans or Chen Tc-Hsiu6 and 
to men of the Renaissance such as William Harvey.! For example, it was a common
place to say that 'the essence is {in} the blood' (hsiie" ching yeh7), or 'the blood is the 
abode of the spirit ' (ltsilth slten chilt sM'). As the shen, or upward-striving soul (hun') 
was a Yang thing, it would naturally turn into fire, while the complementary kuei 10 and 
pho I I souls would eventually descend to water, but this would be invisible.g 

An account of the glowing of cast insect or reptile skins, probably due to luminous 
bacteria, came to my notice in the Chhun Chu Chi Wen 11 (Record of Things heard at 
Spring Island), a book containing many things in natural history and alchemy written 
by Ho Wei IJ (fl. c. + 1095). He says:h 

When Chang Tse I. of Heng-hai, the governor of Chhing-chhih, was returning one night 
from his office to (his residence at) Tung-chhcng near YUn-chow, there was no moon and it 
was so dark that one could not easily see one's way, and might easily wander off thc path. 
Suddcnly he saw a bright light shining like a candle among the branches of the trees. When 
he reached home the walls (of his garden) prevented him from seeing it further. Dut next 
morning he went back to the place and found between the branches the exuviae of a 'dragon' 
(lung shui'S), (in appearance) very like the shell of a newly emerged cicada (chhan 16). The head, 
horns, claws and tail were all complete, empty within but hard outside, and when tapped 
made a tinkling noise like gems. It shone with a dazzling luminosity, giving out light in a 
darkened room as if a candle was there. So it was kept as a precious curiosity in the family, 

Afterwards Shen Chung-Lao, 17 who was fond of investigating miscellaneous matters, said 
that in the Shao-Sheng reign-period ( +  1094 to + 10(7) when he was attending upon his 
elder brother in the capacity of private secretary at Chhing-chow, they found a cast skin of 
shape and form similar in every way to that of Mr Chang, on grape-vine trellises in fronl of 

• Ch. 13, p. zoa. The statement is repeated in Lun Hing, ch. 20, and (partly) in the Hua' Nan Wan 
Pi Shu (TPYL, ch. 7)6, p. 8a). A parallel reference, poetic.lly expressed, is in the Ai Sui ode of the 
Chiu Ssu sequence, written by W.ng I about + IZO (see ehhu TzJru Pu Chu, ch. I', p. l i b ;  tr. Hawkes 
(I), p. 180). 

b The closest friend of Chu Hsi. He lived from + 1133 to + 1180. 
C Hsi"C Li Tfl Chhiian 51"" ch. z8. 
d Lao Hsiich An Pi Chi, ch. 4, p. 2a. A$ he was about ten years old at Ihe time,.the date would be 

c. + 113S. 
e Huang Kan lived from + I 151 to + I Z11 ; Chen Te-Hsiu from + 1178 to + 113S. Both have II.te-

menu of this kind in fhing Li Ta Chhiian Shu, ch. z8. 
r Cf. Bayon (1), and cspedally Pagel (",). See De Gen. An'mafium, Eng. ed. 1653, p. 459, e.g. 
11 See on this subject Vol. z, p. 490. 
b Ch. 2, p. ,fl, Ir. auct. 
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the court when it  was under repair--only it did not give out light. (He said that) magical 
dragons transform themselves into these things, so one could not expect them to be of a 
definite size large or small, but he did not know why some should be luminous and others not. 

Doubt may perhaps rcmain in the mind as to whether the exuviae concerned were not 
those of some small lizard rather than of a snake or insect, but the description is not 
unclear. Whatever they were they seem to have been much too large for any of the 
truly bioluminescent insects, even the Chinese candle-fly Fulgora candelaria.-

The 'five-element' chapters in the dynastic historiesb contain many records of 
observations of this kind. For example, in the Sling Shu we find the following entry:e 

Tn the time of the emperor Ming of the (Liu) Sung, on a ping-wu day in the fifth month 
of the second year of the Thai-Shih reign-period (+466), a Taoist, Sheng-Tao, 1  from a 
mountain temple near Huang-ehhcng in Lin-i district in southern Lang-hsieh, (reported 
that) a pillar in an apartment next to the Hall of Salvation was spontaneously shining brightly 
in the dark. Thus wood had lost its natural properties. Some people said that when wood 
goes rotten it shines of itself. 

Here the chief point of interest is that the association with rotting was clearly under
stood though the portent was inserted officially along with others connected with 
aberrations of the clement Wood. Elsewhere in the same historyd we have records of 
flames burning in the middle of lakes in + 359 and + 360. 

Not only were there observations on marsh-lights and the glowing of luminous 
bacteria and fungi, but sparks of static electricity were also noted, and the electro
luminescence known as ignis lambens.e The Po JVu Chill contains an interesting 
passage! on this. dating fro:n about + 29:1. 

In places where fights have been fought and people have been slain, the blood of men and 
horses changes after a number of years into will-o'-the-wisps (fin I). These lights Slick to the 
ground and to shrubs and trees like dew. As a rule they are invisible. but wayfarers come into 
contact with them sometimes; then they cling to their bodies and become luminous. When 
wiped away with the hand, they divide into innumerable other lights, giving out a soft 
crackling noise, as of peas being roasted. If the person stands still a good while. they dis
appear, but he may then suddenly become bewildered as if he had lost his reason. and not 
recover before the next day. 

Nowadays it happens that when people are combing their hair, or when dressing and 
undressing, such lights follow the comb, or appear at the buttons when they are done up or 
undone. accompanied likewise by a crackling sound. 

Similar descriptions occur in later books.g 

• On which see Newton Harvey (I). p. 561. b cr. Vol. 2. p. 380. 
e Ch. JO. p. Sb, tr. auc!. Cf. Pfizmaicr (58). p. 366. 
<1 Ch. 33, p. Joa; cr. pfizmaicr (58). p. 439. e Newton Harvey (1). pp. 0163. z66. 
r Ch. 9. p. 3a. tr. de Visser (I), mod. 

r E.g. the Ta; Tf1I.i P},ien' (On Subslitutes for Gctting Drunk), mentioned by de Vincr (I). p. 191 ; 
a book about whieh one would likc to know morc. 
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The ' phosphorescence '  of sea-water, due. as we now know, to the bioluminescence 
of Protozoa and minute Metazoa, was noticed early in Chinese literature.R The Hai 
Nei Sltih Chou Chi, an account of marvellous sea islands attributed to Tungfang Shuo 
(- 2nd century) but probably of the + 4th or + 5th century, says that 'if one travels 
on the sea, one may see fiery sparks when the water is stirred '.b In + 1371 innumer
able lights wcre seen on or in the sea, and people thought that they were the spirits or 
decaying blood of drowned men, but those acquainted with the sea said that it was 
often thus when the sea was agitated by wind or rain.e Similar effects were described 
by Pheng Tsung-Mengl in his Hai Yen llsien Thu Ching ! (Illustrated Historical 
Geography of Sea·Sah City) about + 1528. I'\ot until 1830 was the problem solved 
by Michaelis's discovery of the luminescent dinoflagellates. 

Bioluminescence arising quite obviously from larger animals had of course long 
been known in China as in most other cultures; namely the light of fireflies and glow
worms (chilling !IU01). Anciently they were called 'nighHravellers', as in the Shih 
Ching (Dook of Odes)d dating from the early centuries of the - 1st millennium; 
'flashing go the night·travellers' (i yao !tsiao hsing�) says the text of onc of these old 
folk.songs. Thc modcrn names appear in the Chhin and I-Ian, when the Erh Ya 
encyclopacdia speakse of the ying huos and the chi cltao.6 The +4th·century com
mentator, Kuo Pho, says that they fly about in the air and have lights underneath 
their bodies. But the term ying7 may go back to the -7th century, if the Yiiell Ling 
(Monthly Ordinances of the Chou Dynasty) may be dated so early.f There, among the 
events of the third month of summer, it is said that ' decaying grass becomes fireflies' 
(fu tshao wei yingH).g Li Shih-Chen in + 1596 distinguished three main kinds of 
luminous insects, the common firefly (Lucio/a spp. and many other genera), the glow-

• But not perhaps as early as In Cre<ok writings, for a report in Diclt attributes to Anaximenet 

«(. - HS) the Vlcw that ' lightning is due to the cleaving of the clouds by the forC(! of the winds; the 
effect is the same as that which we observe when the sea flashes as the oar-blade cleaves it' (Freeman (2), 
p. 72). Almost the same remark is made by Aristotle in the Mtltorologirll (II, 9 (3iOa), Loeb cd. p. 229), 
who allributes it to a - 5th-century philosopher, CJeidemus (Freeman (2), p. 278), and dlsagre<os with it. 
Aristotle denies any intrinsic light emanating from the water, and allributCl the app�arances to 
reAections. 

b Quoted by Chhen Tsh�ng_Chhi' in his Pill nhao Shih I, t. +725, preserved in PTKM, ch. S. 
p. 18b. 

� So Shen Chich-Fu ,. in his Chi [,,, Hui Pitn." And indeed it is the ease that stonns are often pre
ceded by unu$ually brilliant displays of sea light, for a long spell of hot and calm weather favouf$ the 
growth of the dinoflagellates (d. NeWlon Harvey (I), p. S33). 

d Odes of Pin, no, 3 ;  Mao no. 156, Ir. I<arlgren (I .. ), p. [01 ; W�ley (I), p. t16. 
e Ch. '5,  p. r7a. 
r On the datin", of this ancient calendar, which arguments from astronomy may help to fix, see 

Vol. 3, p. '95. The rcfcr�nee to the t�xl in the Li Chi is eh. 6, p. 66b; tr. Legge (7), vol. I ,  p. 277_ 
II Th,s is another instance of those strange transformations or spontaneous generations of living 

things $0 numerous in proto-scientific botany and zoology. We have already had occasion 10 notice 
such beliefs, in Vol. 2. pp. 79, 42t, etc., and they will be dealt wIth faithfully in the zoological section 
below (::iect. 39). The statement is also found in Li Shun-Fen!;', U Kall Yjllc Ching '� (On :Stimulus and 
Response), a +7Ih-century tractale (ShIM Fu, ch. 9, p_ I a), on which see Ho & Needham (2). 
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worm with the luminous part towards the tail (Lampyris noctiluca, etc.), and lumi
nescent flies living in or near water (probably midges or mayflies infected with 
luminous bacteria).a The collection of fireflies is a pastime of great antiquity in China 
and Japan.b 

Turning to the luminescence of inorganic materials, we may remember that at a 
much earlier stageC there was talk of the 'night-shining jewel' (yeh huang pi'). a 

mineral of some kind brought from Roman Syria to China in Han and Chin times. 
Reasons were given for thinking that this gem was probably chlorophane, a variety of 
fluorspar (calcium fluoride), which lights up on being heated or scratched.d This would 
be tribo- or piezoluminescence, but there are many other possibilities, including 
various natural or artificial phosphors.c Perhaps the most famous of these was the 
'Bononian stone' or lapis solads which so much interested the scientists of the seven
teenth century.' This mineral was a heavy spar, a native barium sulphate rich in 
sulphur, found by Vincenzo Cascariolo about + 1603 to glow in the dark after 
calcination. The presence of baryta deposits in Chinag may have afforded some indi
genous 'night-shining jewels' of this kind. Laufer h has assembled a number of 
Chinese texts from various periods dealing with this subject, but most of them are 
rather fabulous and it is not easy to be sure in any particular case what exactly was 
the phenomenon under observation. I 

McGowan (5) drew attention long ago to a remarkable story indicating that the 
preparation of artificial phosphors may have been known in the Sung. It occurs in 
a book of miscellaneous notes by the monk Wen-Jung2 entitled Hsiang Shan Yeh Lul 
(Rustic Notes from Hsiang-shan) and written in the + 11th century) 

The Provincial Legate Hsti Chih-O. was fond of collecting curios. He paid 50,000 mace 
(coins) to a barbarian merchant for a stuffed bird's head, very brightly coloured, which he 
used as a pillow. He also got hold of an extraordinary painting which he presented to Li Hou 

• PTKM, ch. 41, pp. 2laff. (R6,). A point of panicular intere.1 in Li Shih·Chen', ,ccount is that 
he quotes Thao Hung-Ching, the dittinguished phYlician of the lale + sth century, as saying thaI the 
magical technicians (fang shu Chi<l') place fireflies in wine to kill thcm. This must b<: a remarkably 
early instance of Ihe use of alcohol .. a preservative, antedating Ihe knowledg<' of alcohol distillation. 
The use of alcohol in ,Irong solution for keeping .mall animal objecu was introduced by Robert Boyle 
in the 17th century : d. Needham (:&), 2nd ed. p. I s8. 

b Here the locw cianicul is Chi" Shu, ch. 83, p. 9Q, where we read the .tory of Ihe poor but diligent 
• tudent Chh" Yint (d. c. + 39'), who collecled a bagful or fireflies each night in order to re.d his books, 
their light replacing Ihe oil his family could not afford 10 buy. In Japan in I:&ter ages firefly collecting 
became an imporlant annual festival. 

C Vol. I, p. 199. 
cI On luminous gems in Greck and Roman literature lee Newton Harvey (.), p. 33 . 
• Cf. the introductory article of Prener & Sullenger (I). 
t See Bromehead (3) and Newton H.rvey (I), pp. 306ff. 

r Cf. p. 102 below. 
b (12), pp. 6,ft". 
I Cf. TSCC, Chhim hliang tim, ch. 95. 
J Ch. 3, p. 20b; tr . • uet. adjuv. Yang Lien_Sh"ng in Newton Harvey (I), p. 18. Rupp (I), p. 14', 

knew or thc story from McGowan, but .ttributed it wrongly to the ]lIp.nese. 
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26. P H Y S I CS 77 
Chu .• This ruler (upon the extinction of the Southern Thang) passed it on as tribute to (the 
second Sung emperor) Thai Tsung.b Chang Hou-Yuan' showed it to the court. On the 
pair.dng there was an ox which during the day appeared to be eating grass outside a pen, but 
at night seemed to be lying down inside it. None of the officials could offer any explanation 
of this phenomenon. Only the monk Lu Tsan_Ning,1 however, said that (he understood it). 
According to him, the 'southern dwarf island-barbarians' (Nan Wo jen) , when the tide is 
out and there remains only a little dampness on the shore, collect certain remaining drops of 
liquid from a special kind of oysters (chu pang tMi chung 4) and use this to mix a coloured 
paint or ink which appears only at night and not by day. At another place there are burning 
mountains (volcanoes) where sometimes violent winds blow, whereupon certain rocks fall 
down to the shore; these are ground and used to mix a coloured paint or ink which appears 
only in the daytime and not at night. All the scholars maintained that there was no basis 
for this story, but Tsan-Ning said that it could be found in a book called the Hai Wai I Chis 
written by Chang Chhien4 (the famous envoy sent to the western regions by Han Wu Ti in 
the - 2nd century).c Afterwards Tu Hao1 examined the collections in the imperial library 
and found the reference in a manuscript dating from the Liu Chhao period ( + 3rd to +6th 
centuries). 

Now the interest of the matter is that in 1768 John Canton did in fact describe a 
phosphor made from oyster shells-an impure calcium sulphide made by calcining 
the carbonate with sulphur.d This became known as Canton's phosphorus. By adding 
the sulphides of arsenic, antimony or mercury, phosphors with blue or green lumi

nescence can be obtained, as Osann showed in 1825. Our opinion is that Newton 
Harvey'" is a little too sceptical in estimating the probability of the preparation of such 
luminescent substances by the alchemists of the early Sung. Tsan-Ning was a learned 
naturalist much respe<:ted by his contemporaries,' and the book of Wen-Jung contains 
many other relations about the effects of different kinds of light and heat. For 
example:i 

Conferring with Tsan-Ning, Liu Chung-ThuS said that in his gardens after rain, there 
formed blue flames (clrhing yen9) like sunset glow, but when one approached them they 
disappeared. He wondered what kind of untoward thing this could be. Tsan-Ning replied 

• Li Yu,'o the third and last emperor of the Southern Thang. He aurrendered to the Sung in +975, 
which may date the transfer of the painting at about +977. His name is conntl::ted with the origin of 
the foot-binding pl'll.cti�. b Reigned from +976 to +997. 

c No such book by Chang Chhicn now exists. but we hive already encountered one with a very 
aimilar title which was ascribed to him (Vol. I ,  p. 176). See Bretschneider (I), vol. I, p. 1S. Some 
di.crepancy lics in the fact that the great envoy travelled to the far wesl (Bactri. and Sogdisna), while 
the southern 'japanese' barbarians would seem to be Liu-chhiu, Fonnon, or H.inan people. 

d NeWlon Harvey (I), pp. 319, 346. C (I), p. 19. 
r He was a friend of Wang Yuan-Chih," of Wang Chhu-No" the astronomer, and of one of the 

greate.t prose writers of the early Sung, Hsli Hailan'l (d.+991). He was .. botanist who wrote a 
monogl'll.ph on bamboos, and the author of a well-known bioiraphical history, the Sling Koo Sing 
Chua,,'" 

IJ Ch. 3, pp. sa, /) ;  IT. auct. 
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that this was the lin huo.1 Wherever there had been battles with much bloodshed, and the 
blood of oxen or horses got into the earth and coagulated there, these phenomena appeared, 
and even after a thousand years would not quite disperse. Afterwards Liu had the place dug 
up, and picces of old weapons were found there. 

Thus we are back again at the marsh-lights. But it is now time that we left them and 
turned to those steadier lights which lighted the development of more assured know
ledge in the Chinese Middle Ages. 

(g) L I G H T  ( O P T I C S )  

I f  Chinese optics never equalled the highest level attained by the Islamic students of 
light such as Ibn al-Haitham,a who benefited by the accessibility of Greek geometry, 
it nevertheless began at least as early as the optics of the Greeks. It has proved so 
easy to find traces of optical thought and experimentation in Chinese literature that 
an extended investigation would be likely to find much morc, though a great deal 
(even apart from the Mohist material) is likely to be irretrievably lost. In this subject 
we are not quite so devoid of previous historical work as before; mention may be 
made of the discussions of Laufer (14) and Forkcb on mirrors and lenses, the writings 
of de Visser (1) on fire and light. etc.C Only Chinese historians of science, however, 
have so far taken into account the most important school of Chinese optics, namely 
the Mohists; as in the excellent monographs by Than Chieh-Fu (1) and Chhien 
Lin-Chao (1). The Taoists might talk about the wonders and beauties of Nature, the 
Naturalists might bring forward their generalised explanations of her phenomena, the 
Logicians might argue about the proper way of discussing, but only the Mohists 
actually took mirrors and light-sources and carefully looked to see what happened. 

Before speaking of light-sources in the abstract, a few words should be said of the 
lights themselves. 

Presumably the walls of the feudal princes of the Chou Rared with torches (chil2) 
made of miscellaneous combustibles (bamboo, pine resin, etc.), For smaller rooms 
throughout historical times oil was burnt with wicks in lamps or cruses (tengl), at 
first of pottery and bronze.d From the beginning of history China probably never 
lacked vegetable oils, but we gave one text abovec which described the use of whale or 
se.ll oil in lamps at the court of a coastal prince of Yen in - 308. Oil from seals (jen yii4) 
was used for the lamps in the tomb of Chhin Shih Huang Ti in - 2lO, according to 
5suma Chhien. r Of the lamps and perfume-burners in gimbals made by Ting Huan 
about + 180 we shall have more to say below (Section 27d). The hundred and twenty 

• C{, Winter (-4); Ronchi (2). b ( .. ). vol. 2, p. -496. 
e Ordinary histories of optics such as Papanastniou (I), or Ronchi (I) excellenl though it is. ncver 

mention Chinese material. \Ve know of only one article on Ihis, by Wang Chin-Kuang (I), and it has not 
been available to us. There is now also a brief communication by Chhien Lin·Chao (I). 

d The various typ<:s may be studied in ae<;ounts such as Ih().l:e of Hough (a), or M. R. Allen (I) . 
• Vol. 3. p. 657· 
I Shih I-hi, ch. 6, p. J 1 a; d. TP YI., ch. 870. p. I h. quoting a San Chhin Chi, ' and ch. 938. pp. 2a, 

7a, quoting Kuang Ch,1,· as in YHSF, eh. 74. p. -48b . 
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iron lamps in the assembly-hall of Shih Hu, emperor of the Later Chao (c. + 340) 
were long famous. a 

The small and simple fiat pan or domical cruse which served so far and wide in 
ancient civilisations to hold oil and wick, and which persisted so long that I myself 
have supped and read in the depths of the Chinese countryside by its feeble but mellow 
light, was given an ingenious development in medieval times. Someone realised 
that much oil was being lost by evaporation without efficient combustion at the 
wick, so saucer-shaped cruses were made with a reservoir underneath to hold 
cold water-something like the hot-water chafing dishes which were familiar on 
Victorian breakfast-tables, but for the opposite purpose. These lamps, which came 
from Chhiung-Iai Hsien in Szechuan, were called Chhiung Yao sheng yu teng,[ and 
were made of cllhing IzllUz pottery. This place was famous for its glazed wares 
during the Sui and Thang periods. Some good specimens of these • economical 
lamps' are in the Chungking Museum, where I had the pleasure of seeing them in 
1958. The locus classicus for their literary description is in the Lao J/sueh An Pi Chi 
of c. + 1 190.b There Lu Yu says: 

In the collected works of Sung Wen An Kung there is a poem on • economic lamps '. One 
can find these things in Han-chia; they arc actually made of two layers. At one side there is 
a small hole into which you put cold water, changing it every evening. The flame of an 
ordinary lamp as it burns quickly dries up the oil, but these lamps are different for they save 
half the oil. When the Venerable Shao Chi·Mu was at Han-chia he sent several of them to 
the scholars and high officials at court. According to Wen An one can also use dew. Han
chia has been producing these for more than three hundred years. 

At this estimate the industry must have started in the Thang, perhaps early in the 
+9th century. It was an interesting anticipation of the water-jacketing of the chemical 
condens<'r in distillation, and of the steam and water circulatory systems of all modern 
technology. c Was not this an essential element also in the development of the internal 
combustion engine? 

Another word, chu,} which originally also meant a torch, came early to be applied 
to candles, i.e. solid cylinders of fatty substances (kao4) surrounding wicks of fibre or 
bamboo. The problem is, exactly when. The word chu occurs many times in the Chhin 
and Han rituals (Li Chi, I Li, etc.), mostly quoted in Thai-Phing Yii Lan,d where it often 
clearly means lights borne by liturgical assistants. In the Chou Li the Ssu Hsuan Shihs 
official was responsible at court ceremonies for the chu, but these seem to have been 
hempsecd oil-lamps rather than torches or candles.e Cllu are often mentioned in books 
of the W Jrring States, Chhin and Han periods, for example, Chuang Tzu and Mo Tzu 
(two references each), the Chan Kuo TsM and the Huai Nan Tzu (seven references). 

The oldest mention of candles made specifically of beeswax may be the mi chub of 

• Y�h Chung el,;, cit. TPYL, ch. 870, p. 1 b. b Ch. [0, p. 902, n. auet. 
e As we shall see in Section )), the device wu greatly ebborated by the medieval Chinese alchem-

i.ts ; mean"hile Ice Ho & Needham () . 
a Ch. 870, pp. 3bff. hr. Pfizmaier, 98). 
c Ch. 10, pp. 4b, s a  (ch. 38), n. Biot ( I), vol . .I, p. )8[. 
' t� ii' t l* Q  1 1f fl 1 �  . ..  " rtl fI. ,a;  ' £ � 
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the Chi Gllu Phien dictionary- of about - 40. The oldest occurrence of the surer term 
fa ehu 1 seems, however, to be in the Chin Shu, with reference to the statesman Chou 12 
who died in + 322.b It is quite likely that beeswax candles were made already during 
the Warring States period, so that the Mohist natural philosophers may well have 
used them in their experiments. 

Hommel gives an accountC of traditional candle-making in China-always by 
dipping. never moulding. Vegetable tallow (fat from Stillingia ubI/era, R 332.) forms 
the core, and insect wax of higher melting-point (from Ericerus peta, R I I) the coat. 
This coccid wax (cf. Sect. 39) was replacing beeswax in the Thang and Sung. while 
the tallow-tree wax came into general use only from the Yuan period. The wick, 
always projecting below, is either a hollow reed which can go on a prickct, or a solid 
bamboo stick to fit a socketed holder. Everyone who has lived in the Chinese country
side remembers with affection the characteristic tapering red candles, with their light 
flickering through lattice windows. 

Ip the Sung period mineral wax seems to have been used as well as that from 
vegetable and insect sourccs. In the LaQ Hsiieh An Pi Chi (c. + I 190), Lu Yu says:d 

Sung's poem on the 'White Stone Candles' (pai shih chul) has the verse : 'You only like 
those that are bright like wax-why despise those that are black in colour?' In fact these 
latter come from Yen-an, and when [ was in southern Cheng I often saw them. They are 
as hard as stone, burning extremely brightly, and they gutter like wax. But the smoke is 
so thick that it can be used for smoking (curing) things. As it spoils curtains and clothes 
(when used domestically) the Westerners do not like it either. 

Lu Yu is here presumably referring to Persians and Arabs. Since, as is well known, 
the natural petroleum of Yumen is rich in waxy fractions, it seems vcry likely 
that sccpages at various places in west China may from time to time have yielded 
natuml deposits of dark wax which could have served as the basis for local rough 
candle industries. Some would be darker than others, thus accounting for the two 
kinds, white and black. e 

Bronze objects which may well have been candlesticks have been found in the 
Chhu tombs of the Warring States period (c. -4th century) excavated at Chhangsha.f 
They take the form of smalJ pans with elegant handles on three short legs and having 
a central prickct. I saw onc of thesc at the Archaeological Institute of Academia 
Sinica in Peking in 1958. At the Loyang Museum thcre is also an earthenware bowl 
about 8 in. diam. with a socket hollowed as if for a candle sticking up inside it. This 
is of Chin date ( + 4th century). The director, Mr Chiang Jo-Shih, told me that 
companion pieces had traces of wax in them when found.Ie 

• Ch. 4, p. 34a. b Ch. 6Q, p. ,ob (cit. TPYL, eh. 870, p. 4b). On him, G417. 
c (,), pp. 3 18ft". d Ch. 5, p. 96, If. auel. 
e cr. Vol. 3.P. bo<). t See Anon. (1/). p. l i S  and pls. 65, 66. 
II On lanlerns see Shan Shih-Yuan (I). Some further nOles on this subject will be found in Wu Nan

Hsiin (/), pp. 63ff. For an introduction to the conparalive history of lighting in other civilisations, 
see Forbes ('S), pp. t IQff.; O·Oell (I, a); Robins (3). 
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(I) MOHIST OPTICS 

Let us now examine the propositions on optics contained in the Mo Ching, truncated 
and fragmentary though they are. 

Ch 16/271/-.-. Shadow formation 

C A shadow (yiTlg') never moves (of itself). (If it docs move, it is owing to the moving of 
the source of light or of the object which casts the shadow.) The reason is given under 
'changing action' (hai w�j·).a 

CS When light arrives, the shadow djsappears. But if it were not interfered with, it would 
last for ever. (FYL/B, mod.) 

This is Chhien's interpretation. Others, including Than, have regarded the 
proposition as identical with the famous paradox of the Logicians (PC/2S above, 
Vol. 2, p. 191) 'The shadow of a flying bird never moves'. But this seems less 
likely, partly because the shadow-casting object is here not in motion, and partly 
because the opening proposition of a series on optics would be quite likely to state 
the fixity of a shadow if light-source and object are both fixed. Cf. Luan Tiao
Fu (1), p. 80; Wu Nan-Hsun (I), p. 98. 

Ch 17/-/38. 16. Umbra and penumbra 

C When there are two shadows (it is because there are two sources of light). The reason 
is given under 'doubling' (chhungl). 

CS Two (rays of) light grip (chia4) (i.e. converge) to one light-point. And so you get one 
shadow from each light-point. (auct.) 

This clearly indicates that the Mohists appreciated the linearity of light-rays. 
Cf. the famous passage in Chuang Tzu, ch. 2 (Vol. 2, p. 51 above) where Umbra 
(ying') has a discussion with Penumbra (wang HangS). This is closely analogous 
to the present propositions in that the motion of the shadows is affirmed to depend 
solely on the motion of the light-sources or shadow-casting objects. Chuang Chou 
was about contemporary with the Mohists. Wang-liang was a kind of demon 
(see Chiang Shao-Yuan (1), pp. 168ff.); I do not know why the name was used 
for penumbra. b 

The above is Than's interpretation; Chhien, \Vu and Luan point out that the 
proposition may refer to two shadows cast by two entirely djfferent light-sources, 
rather than to a penumbra formed because the light was not a point-source. 
But in any case the linearity of light-rays was understood. 

Ch 20/-/44. 17' Size of shadow dependent on position of object and of source of light 

C As for the size of the shadow-the reason is given under 'whether slanting like a 
steering-oar (th06) (i.e. not perpendicular to the direction of the light-rays), or upright 
(cheng7) (I.e. perpendicular to the direction of the light-rays); whether far (yuan 8) or 
near (chin�).' 

• Note that the word lIai is one which we have never met in the Taoist writings, where 10 much 
play is made with pim '0 and hllCl" (d. Vol. 2, p. 74, above). This i. because its ancient scientific meaning 
mun have been change of mutual position only. b This use oe<.:UR again in an account of a Thang Taoist, Kuo Tshai-Chen," who had speci.1 names 
for the successive penumbrae resulting {rom inereasing the number of light·sources (Yu-Ya", Tlo 
Tru, ch. II, p. 60). 
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CS If the post is slanting, like a steering-oar (not perpendicular to the rays of the sun or 
other light-source), its shadow is short and intense. t f the post is upright (perpendicular 
to the rays of the sun or other light-source), its shadow is long and weak. If the 
source of light is smaller than the post, the shadow wiil be larger than the post. But 
if the source of light is larger than the post , the shadow will still be larger than the post. 
The further (from the source of light) the post, the shorter and darker will be its 
shadow ; the nearer (to the source of light) the post, the longer and lighter will be its 
shadow. (auct.) 

Here the experimentalist must have had a fixed light-source and a fixed screen, 
with the post able to move back and fOrlh between them. cr. Wu Nan-Hsiin ( I), 
pp. 101 ff. 

Cs 48/-/98 '45. Pinhole 

C The 'collecting-place ' (khu I) (or; the 'wall' (chung!» is the place where the 'ch:mge' 
(il) (i.e. the inversion of the image) starts. 

CS It is an empty (round) hole (htii hSiieh'), like the sun and moon depicted on the imperial 
flags. (auct.) 

We do not know which is the right word in the first part of this proposition. 
Kllu I might refer to the whole enclosed space of the camera obscura.a 

Ch 18/-/40 . 17. Definition of focal point omi invmion of image 
C The image is inverted (taoS) because of the intersection (fQa6). The intersecting place 

is a point (taan7). This affects the size of the image (yi,WS). The reason is given under 
'point' (tuun 7). 

CS An illuminated person shines as if he was shooting forth (rays). The bottom part of the 
man becomes the top part (of the image) and the top part of the man becomes the 
bottom part (of the image). The fOO"t of the man (sends out, as it were) light (rays, 
some of which arc) hidden below (i.e. strike below the pinhole) (but others of which) 
form its image at the top. The head of the man (sends out, as it were) light (rays, 
some of ""hich are) hidden above (i.e. strike above the pinhole) (but others of which) 
form its image at the bonom. At a position farther or nearer (from the source of light, 
reflecting body, or image) there is a point (taan1) (the pinhole) which collects (y"i�) 
the (rays of) light, so that the image is formed (only from what is permitted to come 
through the collecting-place (kim I or challg:.). (auct.) 

Note here the way in which the mnn whose image is to be studied in the camera 
obscura is supposed to 'shoot forth' light. But it is 'an illuminated person ', not 
a seeing person, so the conception is quite different from the Greek theory of the 
emission of rays from the eye in vision. Moreover, in CS the Mohisls distinctly 
said 'as if', showing that they knew he was giving off reflected light. 

The technical terms are interesting. Cllang,10 meaning a dyke or embankment, 
was at all times combined with ai I I  as chang-ai, to mean barrit r or obstacle. 
Hence the significance of the fact that we shall find Shen Kua in the + 1 1 th 
century using ui" as a technical term for focal point. It was Pi Yuan who sug
gested emending khlll to chang.! The fact that the Mohists worked with pinhole 
and camera obscura in the -4th century is of great interest, as this is usually 

• Luan Tiao_Fu (I), pp. 71f1'. inlerprets also Cs 6 "  discussed above in Vol. 3. p. 9', as ooneHned 
with !'lIIys of light coming through amall apertures. 
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placed much later by historians of physics (Arabic, early + t tth century). Later, 
we shall see further work on this by the Chinese (p. 97)' Cf. \Yu Nan·HsUn (1), 
p. 100. 

Ch 19/-/42.-. Plan� mirror 

C A shadow can be formed by the reflected (ying ') (rays of) the SUIl. The rcason is given 
under 'turning' (clzuanl). 

CS If the light(-rays) from the sun arc reflected (from a plane mirror per;-cndicular to the 
ground) on to a person, the shadow (of that person) is formed (on the ground) betwt:en 
that person and the sun. (aueL) 

Than thought that this implied a knowledge of the law of equality of the angle 
of incidence with the angle of reRCi;tion. but it does not seem necessarily to do 
so. cr. Luan Tiao-Fu (1), p. 83; Wu Nan-Hsiin (I), p. 103. 

Ch. 21/-/26.-. Combination of plaM mirrors 

C Standing on a plane mirror (chien 1) and looking downwards, one finds that one's image 
is inverted (tao<). (If two mirrors are used) the larger (the angle formo::d by the mirrors 
within the limit of ISO") the fewer (the images). The reason is given under 'smaller 
dislTict' (hIla cMa S) (i.e. the distance between the free edges of the mirrors, hencl! the 
angle). 

CS A plane mirror (ching chitn6) has only one image. Its shape, bearing, colour, white or 
black; distance, far or near; and position, slanting or upright-all depend upon the 
(position of the) (object or the) source of light. If now two plane mirrors are placed at 
an angle (tang7), there will be two images. If the two mirrors are closed or opened (as 
if on a hinge), the two images will reReet each other. The reRected images are all on 
the opposite side (from where the eye is). A person reRected in the mirror (chim chi') 
(shoots his light-rays) at certain mirror-targets (nieh �), and wherever he stands (within 
the angle of the two plane mirrors as long as it is less than ISO") the image is never 
unreRected. The image-targets are numerous (i.e. there are many images) but (the 
angle between the two mirrors) must be less than when they were originally in the 
same line (Le. 180"). The reRected images are formed from the two mirrors separately. 
(auet.) 

Other later examples of experiments with multiple reflection will be found below 
(p. 92). Again we have the idea of light-rays being shot forth from objects, which 
is reminiscent of Democritean vision theory and Epicurean idola. And Brewster's 
kaleidoscope (1817) is foreshadowed. Cf. Wu Nan-l-lstin (1), p. 10";'. 

Ch 56/-/57.21 .  Refractive index 

C The (apparent) size of a thorn (ching 10) (in water) is such that the sunken part (shen II) 
seems shallow. The reason is given under 'appearance' (hsien l�) . 

CS The sunken part is (only) Ihe appearance of the thorn, hence the shallowness of the 
sunken part is not the shallowness of the thorn itself. I f you compare it (you find that 
the difference between the real and apparent deplh is) one part in five. (auct.jW:"lH) 

It would be surprising if the Mohists had not noted and studied the very obvious 
phenomenon of refraction, but the true nature of this proposition was not recog
nised until the work of Wu Nan-lislin (1), p. I I I . Earlier investigatoTli such as 
Than Chieh-Fu (1) and Forke (3), misled by corruptions of three important 
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words, had interpreted i t  (with great difficulty) a s  having something t o  do with 
economics and the value of money. Translating 'one part in five' gives a 
refractive index of 1'25, that of water being of course 1'33. \VU Nan-Hsun, 
however, takes tshan' in its technical meaning of 'one in three' instead of 'com
pare', and so reads ' one five in three fives', obtaining I '  5. In any case it would 
perhaps hardly be reasonable to ask for better values in the -4th century. 

Cn 22/-/28 . 17. Concaw mirroT 

C With a concave mirror (wa chien'), the image may be smaller and inverted (hnaonh iJ), 
or larger and upright (ta erh cheng 4). 

Here is the distinction between what we now call the real and inverted image, and 
the erect, magnified, or virtual image. 

The reason is given under 'outwards from the centre area' (chung cltih wai�) (i.e. away 
from the centre of curvature); and 'inwards from the centre area' (chung chih nei6) 
(i.e. from the focal point to the surface of Ihe mirror). 

CS (Take first) (an object in) the region between the mirror and the focal point (chung chih 
nei6), The nearer the object is to the focal point (and therefore the farther away from 
the mirror), the weaker the intensity of light will be (if the object is a light-source), 
but the larger the image will be. The fanher away the object is from the focal point 
(and therefore the nearer to Ihe mirror), the stronger the intensity of light will be (if 
the object is a light-source), but the smaller the image will be. In both cases the image 
will be upright. From the very edge of the centre region (i.e. almost at the focal point) 
(chhi yii chung yuan 7), and going towards the mirror, aU the images will be larger than 
the object, and upright. 

(Take next) (an object in) the region outside the centre of curvature and away from 
the mirror (chung chih woiS). The nearer the object is to Ihe centre of curvature the 
stronger the intensity of light will be (if the obje<:t is a light-source), and the larger 
the image will be. The farther away the object is from the centre of curvature, the 
weaker the intensity of light will be (if the object is a light-source), and the smaller the 
image will be. In both cases the image will be inverted. 

(Take lastly) (an object in) the region at the centre (/;0 yii chung I) (i.e. the region 
between the focal point and the centre of curvature). Here the image is larger than 
the object (and inverted). (auct.) 

This is a striking series of observations. To 
get the last one right must have involved 
very careful procedure. The Mohists do 
not seem to have had �pecial technical 
terms for the focal point and the centre of 
curvature of the mirror, and Chhien doubted 
whether they understood the difference. 
We think that they must have done, other
wise what they say about the two regions 
'outside' and 'inside' would, in one case or 
the other, be incorrect. Other references to 
concave mirrors will be discussed below 
(p. 8,). 
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This work with light-sources makes it probable that the use of mirrors as 
lamp-reflectors arose early in China, and not late, as was thought by Horwitz (7). 
cr. the discussion of Luan Tiao-Fu (I), p. 85; Wu Nan-Hsun (I), pp. loSff. 

Cb 231-/-.-. Conwx mirror 

C With a convex mirror (thuan chien ') there is only one kind of image. The reason is 
given under 'the size of the shape' (luing ckih ta Jujao!). 

CS The nearer the object is to the mirror the stronger the intensity of light will be (if the 
object is a light-source), and the larger the image will be. The farther away the object 
is the weaker the intensity of light will be (if the object is a light-source) and the smaller 
the image will be. But in both cases the image witl be upright. An image given by an 
object too far away becomes indistinct. (auct.). 

Once again, in order to place these contributions in perspective, it is necessary to 
sketch as briefly as possible the parallel origins of the science in Greece. The oldest, 
and the most widely accepted, theory of light and vision was the Pythagorean belief 
that visual rays were emitted by the eye, ran in straight lines to the object, and by 
touching it gave the sensation of sight.1:> This error had the advantage that the progress 
of geometrical optics was not hindered, it being necessary only to reverse the direction 
of the light along its paths when the true situation was realised. Its propagation was 
generally considered instantaneous. Kext most important was the Epicurean theory, 
according to which all objects gave off images or idota in all directions, some of which 
penetrated the eyes of seeing persons and gave rise to the sensation of sight. We need 
not here consider the theories of the Stoics and of Plato. 

Four branches of the study of light were distinguished, (a) optics sensu stricto, or 
the study of vision, (b) c3toptrics, or the properties of mirrors, (e) scenography or 
perspective, (d) dioptrics. or the measurement of angles by optical methods (sighting 
and surveying). The only work contemporary with the 1\lohists which has come down 
to us from Greek antiquity is the Optics of Euclid c (tr. Burton). This consists of 
58 theorems, treated like the geometrical ones, and based on four definitions, that 
light rays travel in straight lines, that figures comprised by them are cones, that one 
can only see things upon which the light rays fall, and that the apparent size of things 
depends upon the angle of the light cone. It  is evident that all these ideas were familiar 
to the Mohists. Euclid develops the basic laws of perspective, stating, for example, 
that a cylinder seen from one point always appears as slightly less than a hemicylinder. 
Whether he \I rate on catoptdes, like the Mohi!;ts, is not known, since the work later 
attributed to him on this is probably due to Theon of Alexandria (a +4th-century 
contemporary of Ko Hung). Archimedes (c. -250) almost certainly did, but the 
treatise which survived (if it was really his) has been missing since the + 15th century.d 

• \Vu Nan_l-Isun (I), p. 109, reconstructs the text differently but the topic i. not in doubt. 
b On ancient optics in the \Vest see the ex<:ellent ac<:ount of Ronchi (I), as also B & lvi, pp. 817ff. 

Empedo<:lci propounded a double emission, from the objecl and from the eye. Aristotle, as so often, 
hedged . great deal, but ended b�· deciding that light was lome form of motion between thc eye and the 
object. 

e Unfortunately much remodelled by Theon of Alexandria (c. + 365), though the original tcxt is now 
approxim.tcly known. " On burning_mirrors, lee below, pp. 87ff. 

, III lit 
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The oldest extant Greek writing on mirrors is the Dt Sptculir of Heron of Alexandria 
(c. + 100);& in this there is treatment of plane, concave and convex mirrors, with a 
proof of the fact that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. It will 
be seen, then, that the Mohist beginnings aTe rather earlier than anything we have 
from Greece.b But the Optics of Ptolemy. which must have been written early in the 
+ 2nd century (about the time of Chang Heng)/ goes much beyond any systematic 
exposition whic!'l has remained in Chinese literature; it extends the discussion to 
spherical and cylindrical mirrors, and above all deals thoroughly with refraction. 
Ptolemy gave tables of quantitative data for this phenomenon, worked out more or 
less experimentaUy,d and applied his knowledge to a!\tronomical problems. Such is 
the general framework in which we have to consid('r i'.Iohist optics. The Mohists must 
have made careful and extensive use of the experimental method, but they suffered 
from the lack of a developed geometry. 

It is perhaps worth emphasising that ancient and early medieval optics in the West 
was dominated by the curious theory already mentioned that visual rays were emitted 
by the eye and ran in straight lines to the object of vision. This was by no means such 
a ridiculous idea as some modern historians of science have naturally supposed.e The 
comparatively recent discovery of ' animal radar', in which it has been shown that 
batsr (and probably many other fiying animals, including birds)g emit bursts of 
short-wave radiation, to the echoes of which they then ' listen " so guiding their flight, 
demonstrates that living organisms can do just what most of the Greeks thought 
happened in sight. It has even been shown that many fishes make use of similar 
means of oric:ntation in water.h Nevertheless, the Greek conception of light and vision 
was fundamentally wrong, and it was not until the brilliant revolutionary work of 
Ibn al-Haitham (Alhazen, + 965 to + 1039)1 that the correct view prevailed. Now so 
far as we can find, the theory of visual ray emission was quite foreign to ancient 
Chinese thought) The Mohists would have had more in common with the Epi
curean minority since their light-rays reflected from seen objects entered the eye like 
the images or simulacra of Lucretius.k 

• Diodes, co whom che in"encion of che parabolic mirror W81 anributtd, may have been corl5idenlbly 
earlier ; he wroce on burninll-mirroTS (d, Sarlon {r),  vol. I, p. 183). 

I) Nor apparently can India compece. There i, g liule on lillhl rays, mirrors, mirages, ecc. in the 
N)'d.l'(1. SlUm, u Mal\ik has pointed out, but chis mav be as late IS the + 3rd cencury, and its true epocn 
i. nOI known, Ie is said to contain statemencs similar 10 those of Empedocles. 

C Lejeune (I) ,  d Lejeune (2). 
e Indeed il is not impossible that Ihe Iighl-producing organs on Ihe heads of abyssal fisheg function 

in relation 10 Iheir eyes, faincly illuminating reJilion, which would ocherwise lie hid in perpetual night. 
r Sec Hanridge ( I ) :  Galambos & Griffin ( I ) ;  Griftin ( I ,  2). There is stereophonic perception of the 

echoel of repeated supersonic cries. Thi, 'sonar' is enormously more efficienl Ihan any echo-location 
.y.tem so far devised by man. f See Griffin <3. 4). 

1\ See Linmann ( I ,  2):  Lissmann & Machin (I). 11 seems chac they emil a weak electrical discharge 
.nd Ihen by special receptors percei"e disturbance. in Ihe field so tee up, caused by in"lsibk objects 
wich conduccivilies differenc from chal of water. 

I A good accounl of his contribution wi1\ In found in Ronchi (I), pp. 33ff. 
J Yel Demi�"il\e, in his criticism of Ku Pao-Ku', l .. n,I.lion of Ihe Ku"gJII" Lung Tzu, urged 

regarding ch. 5 (Ku (t), p. 62) Ihac the ceXI should be emended 10 confonn with Ihe idea lhat hghc was 
radiaced from the eye. 

k lit Rtrum Nal, IV, II . . pff. 
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(2) MIRRORS AND BURNING-MIRRORS 

A development parallel to, and probably much older than, the explicit catoptrics of 
the !\lohists, was the use of burning-mirrors for igniting tinder from the sun's rays.' 
References to these are very common in ancien[ Chinese writings. They were called 
fu suil or yang sui.l•j By the Chhin and Han, variants of the word sui had acquired 
the general meaning of concavity; thus we find that in the account of bell-making in 
the Khao Kung Chib the concave part of the bell is called suj,· moreover, its ' depth' 
(shell,S i.e. radius or arc) is exactly standardised. Similarly, sui tao!> meant an under
ground passage, especially leading into an imperial tumulus tomb, and this was 
perhaps its original meaning.c 

Mirrors of bronze (chien ') must go back extremely far into the Chinese Bronze 
Age. One of the earliest literary references to them is doubtless that for - 672 in the 
Tso Clman.d The oldest existing dated mirrors, however, are from + 6 and + 10, 
and we have many from Later Han times. There is, of course, a great literature on 
ancient Chinese mirrors, which (on account of their ornamentation) have been so 
prominent in studies of archaeology and art-history; with such aspects we are not here 
concerned.e 

Among Han writings, the Chou Li comes first to mind, since so much archaic 
material seems to be embedded in it. It mentions two kinds of officials, the 'Directors 
of Fire Ceremonies I (Ssu Kuan8)t and the ' Directors of Sun Fire' (Ssu Hsuan ShihO).g 
As has been made dearh the duties of the former were concerned with obtaining the 
f new fire'! by means of the fire-drill (tsuan sui'O), for which a variety of different woods 
were used at five periods during the year.! It was the latter who had to make cere
monial use of the burning-mirror for the f new fire '. The Chou Li says : 

They have the dutyof recei\'ing, with the /u lui" mirror, brilliant fire from the sun; and of 
receiving with the (ordinary) mirror (chien U) brilliant water from the moon. They carry out 
these operations in order tu prepare brilliant rice, brilliant torches for sacrifices, and brilliant 
water.k 

• Wu Nan-HsUn (Il. pp. 67ff .. has also given an account of thi •. 
I> Chou U, ch. ! I, pp. 24tl, 25 tl (ch. 41), tr, Biot (I), vol. 2, p. 499. 
e Tso CIlium, Duke Yin, 1St year; Duke Hsi, 23th year. It would be the opposite of the convexity of 

Ihe mound iuelf. 
" Duke Chua'lg. 2 1St  year (Couvfeur (I). vol. I, p. t76). 
e A convenient account is Ihat of Swallow (1). The monoj;:raph of Hirth (5) win be referred to aj;:ain 

below. The review by PelJiOt (23l of the wen.known book. of Lo Chen_Yo (1) and Tomioka O l  is 
iMtructive. Literary and social aspects are brieRy dealt with by A. Ripley Han (1). Cf. Bulling (8). 

f Ch. 7, p. 2411 (ch. 30), tf. BiOI (I),  vol. 2, p. 194 . 
a Ch. 10, p. 411 (ch. 37), n, Biot (I), vol. 2, p. l81. Cf. p. 79 above, h E.g. by de Visser (I). 
I A numinous Ihinll: in so many antique civilisations and primiti"e cultures. And !til! we lee it in the 

movin!! ceremonies of the Latin Church on Easter Saturday, On thi, lee Frater (I), one-vol. ed. 
p. 614 . .  A typical Han reference win be found in the Hall lion S/w, ch. IS, p. So. 

1 Cf. Vol. 2, p. 2)6, as also Se<:t. 27<1 below, and Chan Yuan Ching Yii, ch. 1, p. 811 ( +  "1.lh century). 
k Tr. BiOI (I), '·01. 2, p. 38, ; eng. auct. 
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For the moment we will neglect the Yin or lunar part of their work, to return to it 
later.D It comes again, of course, in the locus classicus in Huai Nan Tzu,b about - 120: 

When the yang llIil sees the sun, there is a burning and fire is produced. When the/allg 
chu1 sees the moon, there is a dampness (or secretion) and water is produced. 

On this Kao Yu,) of the Later Han, comments: 

The burning mirror is of metal. One takes a metal cup untarnished with verdigris and 
polishes it strongly, then it is heated by being made to face the sun at noon time; in this 
position cause it to play upon mugwort tinder and this will take fire. The fang chu l is the 
Yin mirror (yill sui4); it is like a large clam(-shell) (to hOI). It is also polished and held 
under the moonlight at full moon ; water coilects upon it, which can be received in drops 
upon the bronze plate. So the statements of our ancient teacher are really true.': 

Other Han references to burning-mirrors occur in the Li Chi,d the Chllu" CMiu Far! 
LU,e and the Lltn Hing.! In the + 3rd century Ko Hung gives us an eye-witness 
account-' I have often seen men getting fire from the morning sun and water from 
the evening moon' ,i-and in the + 4th Tshui Pao also refers to it.h Among numerous 
other references it may be significant that burning-mirrors are associated I with the 
name of the +3rd-century mathematician Kaoth::mg Lung;6 perhaps he made some 
catoptric studies now lost. Another mention of burning-mirrors in the biography of the 
Thang general, Li Ching,7 who us�d to carry one, suggests that they were used by 
soldiers for making fire in the field) The philosophical significance of the two kinds 
of mirrors was ever present in the minds of Chinese scholars, as is shown, for instance, 
by the mention of them in Chu Hsi's commentary on Wei Po-Yang.k 

The use of burning-mirrors among the Chinese, which may reasonably be regarded 
as going back to the time of Confucius, has many parallels in other civilisations. A 
famous passage in Plutarch's Litlts reminds us of the antiquity of the tradition in Rome. 
He is speaking of the fire of the \'estal Virgins in his account of Numa Pompilius : 

If it (the fire) happens by any accident to be put out, as the sacred lamp is said to have been 
at Athens, under the tyranny of Aristion; at Delphi, when the temple was burnt by the 

• On both, see the special study b)' Thang Po-Huang (/). 
b Ch. J, p. :za. The burning-mirror i, often mentioned elsewhere in the Hu.ai I"an Tzu. book, e.g. 

eh. 6, pp. "a, loa; eh. 17, p. 13b. c Tr. luct . •  dju\·. de Viner (I), p. 117. 
d Ch. Il, p. saa (Legge (7), \'01. I ,p.  H9) . 
• Ch. 14, where the ternl chin!; chin I (neck metal) is used, either because the instrument was hung 

round the neck, or because necks are concave things. 
f Ch. Ja (Forke ( .. ), vol. I , p. '172), ch. 7 .. (Forke ( .. ). vol. 2, p . .. Il). I Pao Phu Tzu.. eh. 3 (Feifel (I), p. 200). 
1\ Ku. Chin Clm, eh. 7 ;  d. Chllng Hila Ku. Chin Chll, ch. 2, p. 8b ( +  loth century). 
j In the Wei Ming Chhtn T$Ou.- (;"lemorials written by Eminent :\'linisteT$ of the Wei (San Kuo) 

Dynasty) by Chhen Shou,'o the +3rd.century author of the San Ku.o Chih ; quoted in TPYL, ch. 717, 
p. 3b. 

J Hfin Tha'W Shu., ch. 93, p. "b. He died in +649. 
k Tshan Thu.ng Chh. Kltaa I, ch. I, p. 19a. illany Olher references in TSCC, ChhiclI hsiang litn, 

ch. 95. 
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Medes; and at Rome, in the Mithridatic war, as abo in the civil war, when not only was the 
fire extinguished, but the altar overturned-it is not [0 be lighted again from another fire, 
but new fire is to be gained by drawing a pure and unpolluted flame from the sunbeams. They 
kindle it generally with concave vessels of brass, formed by hollowing out an isosceles 
rectangular triangle, whose lines from the circumference meet in one single point. This being 
placed against the sun, causes its rays to converge in the centre, which, by reflection, acquiring 
the force and activity of fire, rarefy the air, and immediately kindle such light and dry matter 
as they think fit to apply.' 

This supposedly refers to the second, semi-legendary, Sabine king of Rome, c. -700.b 

In Chinese literature, however, there does not seem to be any parallel to the famous 
story of the burning-mirrors used by Archimedes in the defence of Syracuse.c But 
the contemporaneity of the first references in Chinese and European (Latin) literatured 
is rather striking, and probably indicates the spread in both directions of a technique 
originally l\lesopotamian or Egyptian. 

This is not the place to say much of the metallurgical composition of the burning
mirrors of the Chou and Han, a subject which will be appropriate in Section 36: There, 
in a later ,'olume and a chemical context, we shall have to review a quite large literature 
on the alloys of the ancient Chinese metallurgists. Ccrtain texts there arc which tell 
us what they were doing, or at least what contemporary scholars thought they were 
doing; and these it has been possible to check against the results of modern analyses 
of their products. Here we need only say that while the famous table of alloy propor
tions in the Choll Lie (Khao Kung Chi) states that metal mirrors are composed of 
50 per cent copper and 50 per cent tin, modern analyses show that in fact the tin 
never exceeded 3 1  per cent. Beyond about 32 per cent the alloy becomes excessively 
brittle, and increasing tin content brings no further advantages of any kind; this the 
Han metallurgists evidently knew. Indeed they knew much more, for they almost 
always added up to 9 per cent of lead, a constituent which greatly improved the casting 
properties. Han specular metal is truly white, reflects without tinning or silvering, 
resists scratching and corrosion well, and was admirably adapted for the purposes of 
its makers. 

As for the moon-mirrors, mentioned in many other places,! it is clear that what they 
collected was condensing dew. That this was so much prized was a kind of philo-

• Tr. Langhorne (I). \'01. I, p. 195. 
b Amerindian parallels in Spinden (I), pp. 173, l18;  Fruer (,), one·,·ol. ed. p. 485. 
C The story begins late. not being mentioned before GBlen (see B & M, p. 359). It is not generally 

known Ihat Buft'on, in 1747. succeeded in producing, by the aid of a combinalion of 168 plane mirrors. 
eft'ecls similar to those Rscribed 10 Archimedes ;  cf. J. T. Needham (2). See also j. Scali (I); Healh (t.), 
vol. 2. p. lQQ. :'Ilodern technique has done much belter. and the sola. furnaces which ha\'e been 
de\'eloped in France should be capable of volalilising all known substances ; Ihey can already melt the 
mOSI refractory oxides (e.g. thoria at 30000 C.). The reader i$ referred to the interesting review of 
Trombe (I). 

d Later mentions are quile numerous in Ihe \\'est. Burning·mirrors are discussed under ca'optrics 
by Theon (c. + 350), and Diodes wrote a book on them in the -2nd century. So also did Anthemius 
of Tralles (d. + 534). e Ch. I I ,  p. 20b (ch. 41), tT. Biot {Il, \·o\. 2, pp. 491ft'. 

f Huni San Wan Pi Shu, quoted in TPYL, ch. 58, p. 70. Also Chhien Han Shu,ch. 991, p. 2911, where 
a figure of a mien ' holds a ehnlng [u pnan' (plate for receiving dew). 
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so"hical superstition.- I t  may be mentioned, however, that there was a good deal of 
confusion between this and another firm belief of the ancient Chinese, namely that 
there were certain marine animals which waxed and waned in correspondence with 
the mo:)n. This we encountered first in connection with culture contacts,b and again 
in the discussion on the idea of continuity and action at a distance in the physical 
uni\'erse (p. 3 1  above). We shall do full justice to it in Section 39 on zoology; it 
is of considerable interest because based on facts which have been ascertained 
to be true. Possibly the confusion occurred because of the concavity of the 
shells of lamcllibranchiate molluscs-we heard the Huai Nan T:;;II commentator 
saying (abo\'e) that the moon-mirror was like a clam( -shell). Schlegel supposed c 

that the meaning of fang elm I was ' perfectly square ', and if the moon-mirrors were 
so shaped it would have been quite in accord with theory, since roundness 
pertained to Yang and heavenly fiery things, while squareness pertained to Yin and 
earthly watery things. Umehara has, indeed, described ( 1 )  square mirrors believed 
be of Chhin date. 

Social uses of mirrors and literary allusions to them have been collected by Hall (I)  
and :\laspero (17). Chuang Chou often likens the mind to a mirror without dust; it is 
part of the Taoist emphasis on passi\'e observational receptivity.d Later Buddhist 
sources strengthened such analogies, as Demicville ( I )  has shown in an interesting 
paper. Tunhuang frescoes of Thang date often show people meditating in front of 
what appear to be mirrors, both concave and com'ex (Fig. 290).� This may connect 
with older divination practices,r or with Taoist tests of the efficacy of respiratory 
exercises in which mirrors remained undimmed.a 

That some of the scientific accuracy of the i\Iohists still persisted in the Han may 
appear from a statement in Huai Nan Tzu:h 

It is like collecting fire with a burning-mirror. If (the tinder is placed) too far away (SUI), 
(the fire) cannot be obtained. If (the tinder is placed) too near (lit. prompt, shuoJ), the centre 
point (cllIlIIg�) will not (be hit either). It should be just exactly between 'too far away ' and 
'too near '. The direction of the light mO\'es its position from early morning till late after
noon. (If you insist on placing the mirror in a position suitable for) the oblique rays, when 
the rays are falling (nearly) \'ertically, the experiment will fail. 

• The same idea il met with in India. when! the moon-mirror was called rhandra!lIlnta. in parallel 
with lurvakdnta (Laufer ( I�), p. nz). Thang Po-Huang belie\'es thai this was a IrDn,mi$$ion frOlll 
China to India. But there Wa$ also a cull of Jew in ancient Eg),pt, as de !:iavignac (I) has described. 

b \'01. I .  p. ISO. 
c (S), p. 612. 
d Chuang T�u, chI. S, j and 13 (Legge (S), vol. I. pp. uS. z6ti, 331). 
e E.g. CD'·e. nos. 6s and 66. The frescoes in CI'·C no. 1;6. dating c. + 8S I, show two of these mirrol'$, 

one On the balultraded roof of I pa\'ilion, Ihe Olher on the top of the pedestal of a . banner of viclory'. 
All have characteristicall), 'crank-handled ' liupports. 

r Cf. Pao Phu Tzu. in TPYL, ch. 717, p. 3a. on ·cryslal-gazing'. 
I( Cf. Shu Chii Tzu (;\Iing). cf. Forke (9). p. �st. 
h Ch. 17, p. 31>. lmerpretaliQn foHowl Kao Yu's commentary. Tr. auCI. 
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26. PHYSICS 

Here Liu An and his friends were aware of the necessity of finding the focal point. 
In another place· we find him observing mirrors formed by water surfaces: 

If you observe your reRection on the surface of water in a (large and shallow) tray, you will 
see a round image. But above the water (at the edge of) a (small) cup, you witl see an 
elongated image (owing to the meniscus). The shape of the face has not changed; the reason 
for the difference lies in the difference of shape of the surface at which you are looking. 

These ideas continue 1\10 Ching eh 22. Another instance of combinations of plane 
mirrors (eh 21) occurs in a fragment of the /iua; Nan Wan Pi Shu:b 

A large mirror being hung up (above a large trough filled with water)e, one can see, even 
though seated, four ' neighbours '. 

All this, and still more all that follows, implies 
smooth and plane (or precisely curved) mirrors of 
bright finish and high reflectivity. Without the tech
niques of making these, China's medieval experi
menters could not have made the observations they 
did, for image quality falls off rapidly with increasing 
number unless the surface is truly smooth. That 
high-tin bronze (specular metal) was used from 
Chou times onward is certain, and that it was some
times coated with a layer of tin by heating above 
2300 C. is highly probable (see Sect. 36); this would 
give at least 80% reflectivity. Later the tin was de
posited by means of a mercury amalgam, and the 
appearance of the Taoist patron saint of mirror
polishers, Fu Chli hsien-scng' (' Mr Box-on-his
Back') in an entry in the Lieh Hsien Clmatl,d would 
valuably attest the technique for the +4th century. 
if we had not the anterior evidence of the HII, i .Vall 
Tzu bookc for the - 2nd. Taoists used mirrors as 
demonifuge armour in their mountain excursions.! 
A retic of the Han preoccupation with mirrors is seen 
in that part of the Hsi Ching Tsa Chig which deals 

Fig. 290. Sk�1eh�1 of obj�ef' which 
.�em to be mirrors. bofh concave 
and con"ex, from Thing f,-c,seDeI on 
fh� waHs of ca"�_femp'es af Chhien
fO-fung, Tunhuang (ClIV�s nos. 65 
and 66). Perhaps conn�cf�d wifh 
c�rfain m�ditafion techniqu�5. 

with the mysterious instruments in the treasury of Chhin Shih Huang Ti, found when 
the first Han emperor captured it. A rectangular mirror (4 ft. x 5 ft. 9 in.), gave 

• Q·;otcd TPYL. ch, 758. p. 7a. Tr. Ruet. 
b Presen·ed in TPYL. th. 711. p. 3a. A m len earlier tource is Chang Hua',' Karl Ying L�i TJhll'rlg 

Chih ' (Record af the �Iutual Resonances of Things). i". +295. in ShUD Fu. eh. 24, p. 2oa. AllO earlier 
i. In., quolalion in the Thang encyclopaedia I Lirl' (Shun Fu. ch. I I .  p. ph). Tr. aUCI. 

e This necuury amplification is in the commentary. Cf. \Vu Nan-Hlun {I}, p. 161. 
d Ch. 63. Ir. Kaltcnmark (2), p. /1 •. e Ch. '9. p. 11t. Cf. Shih Lirl Kuang Chi (H,U Chi). + '.78 cd., ch. 9, p. '3b. 
r PaD Phu T2U (N�i Phitrt), eh. 17, p. la; ef. Needham (8). 8 Ch, 3, p. 3a. 
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inverted images of people standing before it; moreover, it  revealed the viscera and 
other opaque parts of men and women, which was useful in medical diagnosis and 
the investigation of ' dangerous thoughts' entertained by imperial concubines.a But 
Yuan Ti, the Liang emperor (c. + 550), employed plane mirrors much more soberly 
for lighting the interiors of well shafts.b 

In the + roth century, Than Chhiao I (or whoever it was who wrote the Hila ShuZ) 
sought to illustrate his philosophical theories of subjective realism by experiments 
with mirrors. He considered the infinite regress of images of an object reflected in 
oppositely placed plane mirrors.c Each of these images (yingl) perfectly reproduces 
the form and colour of the object (I/Sing4). Since it can exist without them, it is not 
alone and in itself complete (shills), but since they can copy correctly its form and 
colour they are not in themseh'es empty (hsu6). Putting Than Chhiao's thought in 
modern terms, the object is not entirely real, but the images are not entirely unreal; 
and things of that sort, he concludes, are not far from the Tao. Kow this fascination 
with the effects produced by multiple mirrors was not new in Taoist circles about 
+940; it had been even more thoroughly investigated (if that is the right word) by 
the Buddhists a couple of centuries before. According to a famous metaphor of Indian 
origin, the 'Kodes of Indra's Net',d every object in the universe mirrors every other 
object, just as the moon gives rise to an infinite number of separate reflections on the 
wavelets of an expanse of water.e This theory was discussed, for example, in the Chin 
Shih Tzu Chang7 (Essay on the Golden Lion) which the monk Fa-TsangS wrote for 
an empress in + 704. 

As his students failed to understand it, he used a clever expedient. He took ten mirrors 
and arranged them so that onc occupied each of the eight compass-points, with one above 
and one below, in such a way that they aU faced one another, a little over ten feet apart. He 
then placed the figure of a Buddha at the centre, and illuminated it with a torch so that its 
images were reflected back and forth. Thus his students came to understand the theory of 
passing from (the world of) 'sea and land' into (the world of) infinity.! 

An even earlier reference occurs in the Sui commentary of Lu Te-Ming9 (fl· + 583) 
on Chuang Tzu, ch. 33, where the ideas of the philosophical schools are discussed." 
We are already familiar with Hui Shih's paradox ' The South has at the same time 

• For similar Western leg�nds about mirrors, see Laufer (IS). The Arab legend about the television 
mirror on the Alexandrian Pharos got into the Chll Fall Chih (Sung) and was embroidered in the Sa" 
Tthai Thll Hui (I' .. lin8). to Chi" Lr", T;:" , ch. 4, p. 19Q• C P. zb. 

d This was several times referred to in Vol. 2, e.g. p. 483. 
� It will be remcmbered that this doctrine, or something "ery like it, Wat Ildopted by Leibniz in the 

/l1onadology. In our own time, \Vhiteheld has spoken of ' 3  focal region where each thina is, but its 
influence streams away from i t  throughout the utmost recessCi of space lind time' (z), p. Z02. Howe...:,r, 
in some prescntations, including those of Fa-Tsang himself ( +  641 to + 712), the doctrine of the nodes 
of Indra's net seems to have similarities with Ihe 'homoeomereity' (01,,,,,,,,1,,..,,) of AnaxagoTas; full 
'lion_nUl' was contained within each lingle hair of the lion's fur. See Cornford (7), Peck {3. 4}. 

f Sung Kao Sing Chuan. ch. 5 (TaishO ed.), p. 7J1 ; tT. Bodde in Feng Yu-Lan (I), vol. 2, p. 353, moo. 
I ClillQng Tzu Pu Ching, cO. lOB, p. 19Q; Wang Hllen_Chhien (2), p. 103. 
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a limit and no limit'.' On this Lu Te-Ming remarked: 'There is the mirror and the 
image, but there is also the image of the image; two mirrors reflect each other, and 
images may be multiplied without end. He spoke about the South, but he was only 
taking it as one example.'b Further research will doubtless bring to light more inter
mediate discussions and experiments between the time of Lu Te-Ming and that of the 
author of the Huai Nan Wan Pi Shu and the Mohists. 

Fa-Tsang and Lu Te-Ming might have been rather astonished if they could have 
learnt that in future ages this method of setting up inward-facing mirrors would prove 
useful to mathematicians in their efforts to describe and list all the possible uniform 
polyhedral solids. Uniform polyhedra have regular faces meeting in the same manner 
at every vertex. Besides the five Platonic and the thirteen Archimedean solids, the 
four regular star·polyhedra of Kepler and Poinsot, and the infinite families of prisms 
and anti prisms, there are at leastfifty.four more, of which forty·one were discovered 
in the 19th century, while the rest remained unknown till 1953. This final achievement 
was the work of Coxeter, Longuet·Higgins & Miller, who described how Mobius in 
1849 had made use in such studies of a 'polyhedral" kaleidoscope', i.e. an assembly of 
mirrors arranged so as to face inwards at known angles.c This led to Wythoff's 
kaleidoscopic construction in the mathematics of polyhedral solids, and so to the 
present systematisation, which is believed to be complete. 

We shall shortly recur to the optical investigations of the + loth century Taoist, 
Than Chhiao, in connection with lenses; here it may be noted that he said:d 

At a distance greater than 100 yards (pul) the mirror can see man, but man cannot see the 
image in the mirror. 

He seems thus to have perceived that although the image on the mirror may he so small 
as to be on the limit of ,'isibility, the rays of light go straight to the mirror surface all 
the same. In the + 11th century, Shen Kua occupied himself with mirrors, as with 
so many other things of scientific interest. He wrote:e 

The ancients made mirrors according to the following methods. If the mirror was large, 
the surface was made flat (or concave); if the mirror was small, the surface was made convex. 
If the mirror is concave (wa l) it reflects a person's face larger; if the mirror is convex (lith l) 
it reflects the face smaller. The whole of a person's face could not be seen in a small mirror, 
so that was why they made the surface convex. They increased or reduced the degree of 
convexity or concavity according to the size of the mirror, and could thus always make the 
mirror correspond to the face. The ingenious workmanship of the ancients has not been 
equalled by subsequent generations. Nowadays, when people get hold of ancient mirrors, 
they actu�!ly have the surfaces ground flat. So perishes not only ancient skill, but even the 
appreciation of ancient skill. 

• HS/6. d. Vol. 2. p. 191. b Cf. Wu Nan-HsUn (I), p. 173. 
C Cf. alia CO)let�r (I). Though CO)lcter n ai. referred to the study of certain tessellations by AbQ'I

Wafl' in the + loth century (d. F. Woepeke, I), they did not know of his contemporary Than Chhiao, 
It ill less of Fa-Tpng. d HUll Shu. p. 4a; tr. auet. 

e MElli ehhi Pi Thon, eh. 19, para. 9 ;  d. Hu Tao-Ching (I), \·01. 1, pp. 630ff.; tf. auct. adju\'. 
Hirth (5). cr. alw Wu Nan-Hsiln (1), pp. 184ft". 

' #  , I!!l or II 
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But Shen Kua carried the matter no further. Perhaps the Mohists were in closer 
contact with the technicians of their time than Shen Kua was able to be with his. 
However, as we shall shortly see, Shen knew, from pinhole experiments, that the 
collection of fays at the hole was analogous with the focal point of a mirror and that 
this was the same as the point of concentration of heat-rays. He compared the cone 
of light-rays with the space swept out br an oaf in its tr3\"e1. Shen's remarks on the 
decay of technique in his time were perhaps too severe, for in another book, the HOIl 
Shall Than Tshung 1 (Collected Discussions at Hau-Shan) by Chhen Shih-Tao/ 
written at about the same timc, we read that mirrors of iron with specular surfaces 
were then being made in which the ' depth' (hsien J) was carefully regulated.a 

(3) MIRRORS OF UNEQUAL CURVATURE 

A number of years ago I read another entry of Shen Kua's, which I shall now repro
duce. At the time we found it impossible to believe that he was not really talking of 
lenses. He says :b 

There exist certain 'light-penetration mirrors' (tholl hllang chien.), which have about 
twenty characters inscribed on them in an ancient style which -:aooot be interpreted. If such 
a mirror is exposed to the sunshine, although the characters are all on the back, they ' pass 
through' and 3re reAected on the wall of a house, where they can be read most distinctly. 

Those who discuss the reason for this say that at the time the mirror was cast, the thinner 
part became c:old first, while the (raised part of the) design Oil the back, being thicker, became 
cold later, so that the bronze formed (minutc) wrinkles. Thus although the characters are 
on the back, the face has faint lines (chi J) (too faint to be seen with the naked eye). 

From this experiment with light, we can see that the principle of vision may be really like 
this.c 

I have three of these inscribed ' light-penetration mirrors' in my own family, and I have 
seen others treasured in other families, which arc closely similar and very ancient; all of them 
'let the light through'. But I do not understand why other mirrors, though extremely thin, 
do not ' let light through'. The ancients must indeed have had some special art. 

In fact, Sheo Kua was quite right; we know now that in his time and long before,d 
mirrors were made which had the property of reflecting from their polished faces the 
designs executed in relief on their backs. Fig. 291 shows such a mirror and its reflection . 

• Chhien Lin-Chao (2) has recently described three extant concave bronze or specular buming_ 
mirrors, cwo with handlts, of Sung date. He gives detailed measuremenu. 

to Mlng CMi Pi Than, ch. 19, para. 1 1 ;  cr. auet. adjuv. 51 Julien (3). Here, for once, Hu Tao_ 
Ching (I) could nOI elucidate. 

C The meaning of thi, remark is not obvious. Perhaps Shen KUII thought that just as the surface of 
the mirror could lend out a pattern wilhout having any '·isible panern itself, 50 the retina could receive 
II pattern wilhout showing one. For Ihis, he would have 10 ha'·e recogni.ed the retina as the rtteiving 
organ, which was nOI decided until the time of Leonardo in the West. 

<I It has not usually b«n thought Ihal this lechnique antedaled the + 5th century, but the magazine 
LA Chi/It, t959 (no. t I), p. 3 1 ,  figures a 'magic mirror' apparently of Han date, presented to the national 
m!.ueum' in Peking by che historian Chin Kung, whose family had long poIselied it . 

• 'llJ't !If 
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PLATE C I  

Fig. 2<)I. A 'magic mirror' of Jupancse provenance (from I)cmbcr, I ) .  Although the polished face 
(not here secn) appears to the eye perfectly smooth, the characters executed in relief on the back (left) 
arc clearly visible in Ihe reflection (right). They lire read Tak(IJGgo, the name of 8 n(i play . 
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The interest of the SlOry lies perhaps mainly in the fact that this technique, current 
already in the + 1 1  th century in China, exercised some of the best scientific minds of 
the 19th century before an explanation was reached. And when the matter was settled 
somewhat over fifty years ago, it turned out that Shen Kua's explanation had been 
essentially correct, though the invisible relief on the surface of the polished sid..: is 
not simply brought about by differences of cooling rate. 

Before describing the investigations of the 19th-century physicists, there are two 
other passages in Chinese writings which claim our attention. They show that the 
mirrors were attracting interest at the end of the + 13th century. Chou Mi, in his 
Kuei Hsin Tsa Chih Hsu Chi, says:-

The principle of the 'Iight.penetration mirrors' is really inexplicable. Almost the only 
scholar who has discussed them is Shen Kua, but his theory was forced and trivial. I li.r9t 
saw one in the house of Hsienyti Po-Chi,1 and later on another two when staying with 
Ho Chhing-Fu,z The strangest of all was one which Hu Tshun·Chai J had-when it was 
made to reflect sunlight, even the faintest lines in the design on the back could dearly be 
seen. It is really mysterious. Ma Chih-Chi' the poet wrote a famous essay on this. Most of 
these mirrors show only part of the design, or show it indistinctly. In the Thai-Phing Kuang 
Chi, ch. 230, it says that a Mr Hous gave one of these magic mirrors to Wang Tu6 . • •  from 
which we can conclude that they were also rare in former times. 

This last remark is interesting, because we find a \Vang Tu who was a + 5th 
century official,b but the one in Question here lived in the Sui and Thang.c 

These mirrors have their dfect owing to the use of two kinds of bronze of unequal density. 
If on the back of the mirror a dragon has been produced by the mould, then an exactly 
similar dragon is deeply engraved on the face of the disc, and the cuts filled up with denser 
(,ho�) bronze. This is incorporated with the body of the mirror, made of finer (chhing9) 
bronze, by heating; then the face is planed and prepared, and a thin layer of lead or tin 
placed over it.d 

He added that he had seen such a mirror broken in pieces, and had convinced himself 
of the truth of this explanation. But it was wrong. 

Five centuries later. developed Renaissance science began to get to work. In J832 
Prinsep came across one of these ' magic mirrors' in Calcutta and described it (I) in 
the Journal of the Asiatic Society; shortly afterwards the English physicist Brewster 

• Ch. l, p. 2?h: Ir. aue!. 
• Biogr. Wei Shu, eh. JQ. 
e Cf. Kec Y, ch. 56, p. JD, wh .. r� .\Ir Hou's gifl is placed in th .. Sui dynasty, on the authority of the KII 

ChinK Chi'· (Record of Ancient .\1irrors). David Roy and ;\alhan S,"in ha" .. pointed out 10 u. that thi. is 
oneofthe more popular 'Iorie. in the ThDi Phing KIIDng Chi" and Ihal Lu Hsiln (,) repnnted iI, .howing 
in his <>ote. that Wan8 Tu wu ali.'c al th .. b.-ginning of th .. Thang d)'nasty and died b.-fore ..,. 6 .. -1-. 

4 Tr. St Julien (J), eng. Ayrton & P�rry. Thi, ....... perhaps a r .. f .. rene.- to the mercury amalgam 
used for polishing, 
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examined the mirror, and without knowing anything ofWuchhiu Yen, decided (1) that 
the effect was due to density differences. In 1844 the famous French astronomer 
Arago presented one to the Academie des Sciences, and this started a series of con· 
tributions in which St Julien (3) adduced two of the passagcs from Chinese books 
given above. All the physicists agreed that the effects must be due to minute differences 
in the degree of curvature of the convex polished surface, except Seguier (1)  who 
thought that they were produced by some kind of compression. Person (1) and 
!\'Iaillard (1)  were proved to be right in the elaborate experiments of Ayfton & Perry ( 1 )  
of 1878. This was preceded by a vigorous exchange of letters in  Nature in  the previous 
year.a Ayrton & Perry had the advantage of residence in Japan, where the mirrors were 
still being produced, so that they were able to add to their laboratory investigations 
a first·hand acquaintance with the technicians of the industry. Careful and extended 
optical experimentation demonstrated that the surfaces of ' magic' mirrors reproduced 
the designs on the backs because of very slight inequalities in curvature, the thicker 
portions being very slightly flatter than the thinner ones, and even sometimes actually 
concave.b Though all such mirrors are convcx, the moulds used are quite flat, and the 
convexity is produced afterwards by a hand scraping· tool or ' distorting rod', with 
which a series of parallel scratches are made in different directions. The thinnest parts 
of the mirror buckle under the stress, and remain strained in the opposite direction. 
i.e. more convex, after the stress is removed. The polishing pressure also tended to 
make the thinner parts more convex than the thicker. Any minute cavities in the 
rcflecting surface were filled up with small particles of bronze, and these hammered 
in and polished off; this is the probable explanation of what Wuchhiu Yen saw in his 
broken specimen. Subsequently, Ayrton & Perry (2) gave reasons for thinking that the 
polishing process exaggerated the minute increased convexity of the thinnest parts 
not only by pressure, but by means of the amalgam used, for they found that when 
a brass bar is amalgamated on one side it will show considerable expanding and 
bending. Since the polishing was done with an amalgam consisting of 69 % Sn, 30 % Hg 
and 0·64 % Pb, it would seem that this must have had a share in the effect. 

In the meantime other interesting experiments had been performed in Italy and 
France. Govi (1) was able to make all mirrors with designs embossed on the back 
show the effect, by heating; the thinnest parts expanded most quickly and the design 

• MOlt of the contributors thought thaI the invisible differences of 
relief on the mirror's surface could be produced by I!amping from the 
back, and lome showed that this could be done: cf. Atkinson (I): 
Highley (I); Darbishire (I);  Sylvanus Thompson (3): and Parnell (I). 
But unfortunately all the Chinese and Japanese mirron in question 
were CUt and not stamped with dies. cr. Berson (I). b Fig. 292. Occasional references in Chinese literature speak of 
'magic' mirro .. which showed. on reflection. a design different to the 
delign cal! on their backs. One of these came into the hands of 
Dember (I) who found that it consisted of IWO quite separate plates 
attached by a common edging band : the back plale with Ihe visible 
delign having no reflecling surface, and the front reflecting plate having 
a hidden design behind it. Another $imilar 'double' mirror carried a 
hidden tuning fork and could be made to give forth musical nOln. 
The dales of these were uncertain. 

Fig. 292. Diagram
matH: cross·section 
of a • magic mirror ' 
(greatlyexaggerated 
to show the nalure 
of the relief). 
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appeared. This was taken note of by astronomers interested in thermostatic control of 
telescope mirrors. Then Bertin & Duboscq (I) repeated the experiment using powerful 
pressure from behind the mirror, and succeeded in the same way. Finally, Muraoka 
(t-4) showed that mirrors of the properties required could be made from any metal.&. 

To conclude, mirrors of unequal curvature, reflecting the pattern on their backs, 
must have been first produced as an empirically discovered marvel at some time before 
the + 5th century. That people were then studying the reRections of mirrors on screens 
is a point not to be overlooked. Shen Kua. with his 'traces' on the reflecting surfaces, 
gave an explanation substantially correct, though differences in cooling fate were not 
responsible. ':Vuchhiu Yen was further off the mark, though no more so than Brewster. 
The technicians of the + 1 1th century would perhaps have been flattered if they could 
have known that it would take a hundred years' work before Sir William Bragg (I) 
could write a definitive explanation of 'magic mirrors' in 1932.b What they had 
essentially discovered was the magnifying effect of a long light path. It was perhaps 
the first step on the road to knowledge about the minute structure of metal surfaces as 
exemplified in such beautiful developments as multiple-beam interferometry.t 

(4) CAMERA DBSCURA 

It seems that in the Thang and Sung there was much interest in experiments with 
pinholes and darkened rooms. Shen Kua has an important passage on the subject in 
his Mellg Chili Pi Than (+ lo86):d 

The burning-mirror (yang lui') reflects objects so as to form inverted images. This is 
because there is a focal point (oil) in the middle (i.e. between the object and the mirror). 
The mathematicians call investigations about such things Ko Shu.' It is like the pattern 
made by an oar (lu,. for lu 5) moved by someone on a boat against a rowlock (nuh6) (as 
fulcrum). We can see it happening in the following example. When a bird flies in the air, its 
shadow moves along the ground in the same direction. But if its image is collected (shu?) 
(like a belt being tightened) through a small hole in a window, then the shadow moves in the 
direction opposite to that of the bird. The bird moves to the east while the shadow moves to 
the west, and vice versa. Take another example. The image of a pagoda, passing through the 
hole or small window, is inverted after being 'collected'. This is the same principle as the 
burning-mirror. Such a mirror has a concave surface, and reflects a finger to give an upright 
image if the object is very near, but if the finger moves farther and farther away it reaches 
a point where the image disappears and after that the image appears inverted. Thus the 
point where the image disappears is like the pinhole of the window. So also the oar is fixed 
at the rowlock somewhere at its middle part, constituting, when it is moved, a sort of 'waist' 

• Genellli reviews of the subject by Rein (I) and Chamberlain (I); on the physical side the most 
interesting is that of Bertin (I). Cf. Hifth (5); AYfton (I). 

b His explanation is slillhtly different from that of AYfton & Perry, adding another factor. 'In the 
scraping', he uy., 'Ihe thin parts give way and do not lose .0 much metal I.t the thick. Aftef the tool 
has gone over them, they rebound and stand up as minute elevations too small to be teen by the naked 
eye. Only the magnifying effect of reflection makes th.em plain.' 

c Cr. Tolansky (I). 
d Ch. J, para. J. cr. Hu Tao-Ching (1), vol. I, pp. Iliff. 
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(yao'), and the handle of the oar is always i n  the position inverse to the end (which is i n  the 
water). One can easily see (under the proper conditions) that when one moves one's hand 
upwards the image moves downwards. and vice versa. [Since the surface of the burning
mirror is concave, when it faces the sun it collects all the light and brings it to a point one or 
two inches away from the mi rror's surface, as small as a hempseed. It is when things are at 
this point that they catch fire. This is indeed the place where the 'waist' is smallest.] 

Are not human beings also rather like this? There 3re few people whose thinking is not 
restricted in some way. How often they misuncler!tand everything and think that true 
benefit is harmful, and that right is wrong. In more serious cases they take the subjective 
for the objective, and vice versa. If such fixed ideas are not got rid of, it is really difficult 
to avoid seeing things upside down. 

[The Yu-Yang Tsa Ttu said that the image of the pagoda is inverted because it is beside 
the sea, and that the sea has that effect. This is nonsense. It is a normal principle (chhang lil) 
that the image is inverted after passing through the small hole.]-

This is undeniably interesting. The reference to the mathematicians recalls Kaothang 
Lung, mentioned above, and suggests that active study had been going on for a long 
time previously. Then the comparison of the two cones of light-rays with the two 
spatial segments made by an oar in motion around its fulcrum is a striking analogy. 
The identification of three separate radiation phenomena is excellent (pinhole, focal 
point and burning-point). 

The mention of the passage in the Yu-Yang Tsa Tsu,b written by Tuan ChhCng
Shih early in the + 9th century, brings up the question of the antiquity of the study 
of the pinhole and camera obscura. Mo Ching, Cs 48, has already shown us that the 
Mohists about - 300 were familiar with the former; now we see that inverted pagodas 
were being looked at at least as early as about + 840. Yet the earliest work with the 
camera obscura is usually attributed to Ibn al-Haitham, the great Arab physicist 
(+965 to + I039),e when not put down to 16th- and 17th-century people such as 
della Porta or Kircher.d Alhazen used the camera obscura particularly for observing 
solar eclipses, as indeed Aristotle is said to have done, and it seems that, like Shen Kua, 
he had predecessors in its study, since he did not claim it as any new finding of his 
own.e But his treatment of it was competently geometrical and quantitative for the 
first time. There can be little doubt that both the Chinese and the Arabs were interested 
in it from the + 8th century onwards, and the full unravelling of the story must be 
left for further research. 

Inverted images continued to attract interest later. The phenomena, and Shen 
Kua's explanations of them, were discussed, though not further advanced, by Lu 

- The sentences in square bracken are printed in .ome edition . .. commentary, but seem to be 
_tltement, of Shen Kua himself. Tr. auct. 

b Ch. 4, p. 7a. 
t SUlon (I), vol. I, p. 721 ; Mieli (I), p. 106; Winter (3); Winter & An.!.t (2); Feldhaus (,). col. 225; 

Wiedem_nn (3, 4); Wilrschmidt (,); Werner (I). d cr. P.ulKhmann (I) . 
• Priv.te communication from Dr M. Nazi! Bey, through Dr K. Barch. 
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Yu I in the + 12th, Yang YiP in the + 14th,a and Ku Chhi-Yuan) in the + 17thcentury.b 
A century later Yii Chao-Lung. made experimenue with screens (changs), holes 
(tou6), and model pagodas, noting the way in which the rays diverged or 'breathed 
forth' (hsi1), 

The genius of Shen Kua's insight into the relation of focal point and pinhole can 
better be appreciated when we read in Singer (9) that this was first understood in 
Europe by Leonardo chi Vinci (+ 14S2 to + 1519), almost five hundred years later. 
A diagram showing the relation occurs in the Codice Atlantico (p. 216r), Leonardo 
thought that the lens of the eye reversed the pinhole effect, so that the image did not 
appear inverted on the retina; though in fact it does. Actually, the analogy of focal
point and pin-point must have been understood by Ibn al-Haitham, who died just 
about the time when Shen Kua was born,d 

(s) LENSES AND BURNING-LENSES 

(i) Rock-crystal and glass 

It had originally been intended to treat of glass in connection with ceramics (with 
which it is of course related, through glazes and enamels), but since it is impossible 
to appraise the evidence about the Chinese use of lenses without a knowledge of the 
history of glasse we have to sketch this here. Until recently, great uncertainty has 
reigned about it, for the earliest literary references to what might be glass-making in 
Chinese writings are somewhat obscure, while the earliest clear statements about glass
making, though formerly accepted at their face-value, have in fact turned out to be 
long posterior to the period for glass-making in China now assured by the archaeo
logical evidence. Laufer (14) conducted a veritable campaign to prove that China had 
neither rock-crystal lenses nor glass before the + Sth century. As Pettiot used to say, 
there is now not much to be retained of all this argumentation, though of course, as 
always, a great debt is owing to Laufd for drawing attention to little-known sources. 

Let us first recall the nature of rock-crystal and glass before glancing at the appear
ance of the former in Chinese mineralogy. We may then summarise present knowledge 
about the history of glass in China. At that point we shaH be in a position to re-examine 

• Shall ChIJ H,in. Hua, p. 366 (tr. H. Franke (2), no. 100). Thi, passage explains the curious idea of 
the y",. Yang TIll Tlu that water had something 10 do with it. The inverted image of the dark room was 
confused with the inverted reflection of a pagoda in a pool or lake at ill base. Cf. the contemporary book 
Cho Killg Lu ( +  1366), ch. IS,  p. !.I. 11 , b, on the three pagodas of Sungehiang. Su also Hua Mall Chi, 
eh. 7, p. 3b. 

b In Kho Tlo Chui Yilt (My.Boring Discourses to My Guests), c. + 1628. He called the pinhole 
chili.' C In Thitn. H,iang Lou au Ti'· (Occasional Discoveries of Ihe Heavenly Fragrance Pavilion), before 
+ 1740. 

d Cf. Winter & Arabt (3) . 
• See the bibliography of Duncan (I) and the lavishly illuttrated account of Vhra (I). cr. also 

Forbes (14); Harden (I). 
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the evidence as to the use of lenses by the Chinese. Lastly, the question of the inven
tion of spectacles will come up for consideration. 

Rock-crystal is pure transparent crystalline quartz (8i02), i.c. silica. Anciently it 
could only be worked like jade, for temperatures high enough to fuse it and make 
vessels of it have been attainable only in modern times. Li Shih-Chen knew itl as 
shu; ching,! sImi ching,: shu; yii,l or ying s"ih.� The first of these names was that under 
which it was known in the first pharmacopoeia to include it, the Pen Tshao Shih J of 
+725. The third name comes from the Shan Hai Cltillgb and would therefore be Han, 

while the fourth is that which occurs in the + 5th-century (Northern Wei) dictionary, 
the Kuang Ya. If Li Shih· Chen was wrong in these identificationsc (and of course it 
is always difficult to be sure of exactly what was meant by such ancient technical 
terms), Laufer (14) might be right in his view that rock.crystal was not generally 
known till the Thang, but the balance of probability seems entirely the other way.d 
There was at that time, it is true, a marked influx of burning· lenses, probably of rock· 
crystal, from foreign countries, e but that is a separate question. Another Chinese name for 
rock.crystal seems to have been Imo chingS (' fire·essence ' instead of 'water·essence '). ( 

Rock·crystal is found more often coloured or translucent than dear and transparent. 
The Pen Tshao writers mention many kinds of coloured silica, purple or yellow, and 
some kinds, the 'tea·crystal' (chha clzing6) or 'black crystal' (mo citing 7), were used in 
the Ming for making dark spectacles, just as we use dark sunglasses today. In the 
West, acquaintance with rock·crystal is of ancient date; a famous worked piece of 
Babylonian provenance (assessed at the - 9th century) was described by Layard.i 
Many Greek and Roman authors, such as Aristophanes and Pliny, mention rock· 
crystal; and many rock·crystal balls, which may or may not have been used as lenses 
(Singer, 9), have been found at sites such as Pompeii, Nola, i\lainz, etc. 

Glass, in its commonest and earliest form, is essentially a silicate of sodium or 
potassium (or both) and caicium,h produced by the fusion of sand (silica), with limestone 

• PTKJll, ch. 8, p. 56D. 
b And the HD; Nti Shih Chou Chi, relative to the Khun·Lun mountains. 
c Kuo Pho, of the +4th century, says in hia commentary on the Shon Hoi Ching that shui yii. -

,hu; ching, and he ought to have known. 
d It will be remembered that numerous texts assembled by Hinh (I), dealing with Ta·Chhin (Roman 

Syria), mention the pillars in palaces there, made of, or ornamented with, rock-crystal-Hou HDn Shu, 
eh. 118; S.:I1I Kuo Chih, eh. 30; Chin. Shu, eh. 97; Chiu Thong Shu, ch. 198 (Hirth, pp. 40, -H, 51,  71). e Sec below, p. TIS. t H,a Hon Shu,' by Hsieh ChMng9 (+ Jrd century), where it is said that it came from the country 
of the Ai·Lao!· barbarians, between Yunnan and Burma. This term would add weight 10 the argument 
which will be pr«ented below, that the Chinese were well aw.re of the u.e of burning.lenses in the late 
Han, if not before. It would be natural to regard rock...:ryttal as congealed fire, if onc did not prefer to 
consider it  congealed ""'liter. The passage is quoted in eh. 808 of the Tlwi-Phing Ya Lan twice. In the 
first (p. 4b) the huo ,hing is coupled with glass (Hu-/i, see immediately below) as imports from the Ai·Lao 
people. But in Ihe leoond (p. 6a) Ihe name i. written Jhui 'hing, not huo ching. The two characters were 
of course easily confused by copyists. I (I), p. 197. 

h A formulation often given i. N�O. CaO. 6SiO •. Before thc + 17th cenrury, however, lime generally 
got in unintentionally (see Turner, I, 3), 
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26. P H Y S I C S  101 
(calcium carbonate), sodium or potassium carbonate, or other alkali ingredients.
Another form, developed at a later stage in history, is lead-silicate glass, in which the 
alkaline earth elements are to some extent replaced by lead. A famous story in Plinyb 
recounts that glass was discovered accidentally by Phoenician merchants, who used 
bags of the oatron (sodium carbonate) which they were carrying, to prop up their 
cooking-pots when bivouacking at the sandy bar where the river Belus meets the sea 
near Mount Carmel. Some source of lime may also have been present, and they saw, 
to their astonishment, small rivulets of glass running from the intense heat of the fire. 
This story is now dismissed as a fable,c though the manufacture of glass is certainly 
very ancient in Phoenicia and the Lebanon, and it may well be that some especially 
pure sands there were used. The oldest piece of glass which can be positively dated 
was made somewhere in Mesopotamia in the - 3rd millennium,d and the generally 
accepted view now is that glass manufacture may go back to the neighbourhood of 
- 2900. By the middle of the - 2nd millennium solid glass objects were becoming 
quite common both in Egypt and Babylonia.e In the Roman world the industry was 
a very great one, centred on Alexandria,! and some of its products certainly reached 
China.& Fig, 293 shows a bowl from Begram. 

(ii) Chinese glass technology 

Archaeological discoveries have revolutionised our knowledge of ancient Chinese 
glass-making. The earliest Chinese glass. in the form of opaque beads dating from the 
Chou period, has been thoroughly studied by Beck & Seligman (I). This glass is of 
the lead-silicate type, found only as rare and isolated examples in Western Asia from 
about - 700 onwards.h But the Chinese glass exhibits another feature unknown 
among other ancient glasses, in that it contains large amounts of barium. One bead, with 
a specific gravity of 3'57, was found to contain no less than 19'2% of barium (as BaO). 

• The alkali was often derived from the ash of marine phmu, e.g. Sa/solD kafi and Sa/icornia htrbaua, 
or from forest potash-hence the name ' Waldglas'. 

b Hist. Nat. XXX\'I, Jl)off. (tr. Bailey (I), vol. .:t, pp. t-+7ff.), chs. 6S-7. 
� B & :\1. pp. 706ff. Interesting analyses of the sand at the mouth of the Belus in Haifa Bay have 

been made (Tumer, 3). It would have been quite usable. 
d Glazed faience beads go back 10 the --+th (d. Stone & Thomas, I)-but this is indeed the pre

history of gla55. 
e Babylonian glass- and glaze_makel"S early introduced the frit technique, in which the conSlituents 

of a glaze are fused to a glassy mass, then broken up and puh'eriaed before being applied to the ware. 
Such a frit may be CaO. CuO. 4SiO •. There are cuneiform textual references both from the - 17th 
and from the -7th centuries ; lee the useful general reviews of Turner (1-3, 6, 7). 

f Cf. the histories of occidental gloss, e.g. Kisa (I). Neuburg (I) Bnd Honey (I). 
I Sanon (I), "01. 1, p. 389. Although his account of Chinele glass technology is no longer ac«:ptable, 

hi. views on the export of Roman glass to China were abundamly justified by the remarkable findings 
of Hackin, Hackin, Carl it al., eXCi\"1Iting the + 3rd-century warehouse at Begrllm, a waY-ltation in 
Gandhlra on the Old Silk Road. 

1"1. Notably a cake of ualing-wax-red glass from Nimrod, c. -700 (Turner, 4a, b, S), a single beld of 
the -7th century from Rhodel, and three samples of red Egyptian -lnd-century glaSi (Neumann &; 
Kotl'ga, 1). The AII}'rian specimen had 1z·8 % lead oxide. There may be some doubt whether the 
cuneiform texts mention the use of lead in giass, but it is clearly stated in the technical treati,u of the 
two Western monks Heracliul (late + loth century) and Theophilus (late + 11th century). Cf. Turner � S (" � � 4 
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Other specimens contained no barium but very large amounts of lead, as much as 70 % 
(PbO) being found in onc bead which had a specific gravity of 5'75.-

Many of the pieces of Chinese glass, particularly the beads of the type known as 
f eye-beads', in which decorations in the form of eyes were made by drilling the 
original opaque bead and inserting layers of glass of different colours, wer.: based on 
European designs. Eye-beads there became common from about -480 in the La Tene 
period, and by - 300 at least, the time of Tsou Yen and Chuang Chou, these beads 
were reaching China and being copied there. I t is worth noting that this export trade 
preceded the opening of the Old Silk Road by some two centuries.b The copying was 
by no means servile, and later extended to small lion amulets and glass vessels. But 
most of the Chinese glass was formed into objects of distinctively Chinese character 
such as dragons and cicadas, often colourless and opalescent, with 12'5% barium and 
a specific gravity of 3'75. The discoidal pi! emblems,c of cosmological significance, 
have been found made of translucent grey or green glass, and even elaborate sword
furniture, purely Chinese in design, all intended for placing in graves. The number 
of glass objects which have now been found in tombs of the Warring States, Chhin 
and Han periods is so large as to suggest that they were then comparatively common.d 
It seems indeed that glass was used by the poorer families as a standard substitute or 
cheap imitation of jade for funerary purposes. 

The extensive observations and analyses made by Seligman & Beck (I), aided by 
the spectrographic studies of Ritchie (I), have successfully distinguished the Chinese 
glass objects from the European importations. As a number of the latter were found in 
Chinese tombs a very careful study was necessary. The Chinese beads were almost 
invariably made of lead·silicate glass, while the European beads were of soda glass. 
The presence of barium in many of the beads, which has already been mentioned, 
enabled their Chinese origin to be established beyond question, for barium is not 
found in any occidental glass of this early period.e The compositions of a number 
of objects of purely Chinese shape, mostly of lead·silicate glass containing barium, 
confirmed the conclusions reached from a study of the eye· beads. Thus the high 
barium content (averaging 4 % BaO) differentiates Chinese glass sharply from 
European. 

The consistent use of lead in early Chinese glass, and still more the use of barium, 
poses the question as to how far the addition of these two elements was intentional. 
Barium occurs in North China and Korea, often in conjunction with lead, in the form 

• Seligman & Beck (I). The record density was Ihal of. Buddhist amulet of pre-Thang date. b Cf. Vol. I ,  pp. 181ff. 
, See below, PI'. 105. 112, 1,.5 and Vol. 3, pp. 334ff. 
d See e.g. Yang Khuan (3). 
e Graham & Dye (I) were among the first to show that some of the ancient Chinese glass had lead 

but not barium. It would be interesting to know the composition of the glill beads, believed to have 
come from China in ancient times, which have been found in lome quantity in Indonesia and New 
Guinea; tee \'an der Sande (t), vol. 3, pp. 218ff.; von Heine-Geldem (I), p. 1,.6. Chemical analysci 
might reveal whether these were European expon. faring .till further afield or the products of Chinese 
workshop.. On lead glass in general, see Charleston (I). 
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26. P H Y S I C S  103 
of barytcs (the sulphate) and witherite (the carbonate), SOffie specimens of Chinese 
glass also contain strontium. The suggestion has been made- that barium was intro
duced simply as an impurity in the lead ores. This does not seem very likely in view 
of the fact that a number of beads with large amounts of lead contain no barium. 
Furthermore, the lead glazes of the Han period on pottery contain no barium either. 
Lead and barium possess the property of giving a high refractive index and low dis
persion to the glass containing them; they have been used in modern times since 1884-
for these purposes.b They also lower the melting-point of the glass and make it easier 
to work. During the Second '''orld \Var barium was used as a substitute for lead in 
half proportions. It may be, therefore, that the ancient Chinese craftsmen were aware 
of the fact that the use of lead and barium gave a slight additional brilliance to the 
glass, resulting from the higher refractive index. 

In passing from the Han to the Thang periods, Chinese glass tends to go over from 
a Pb·Da·silicate type to a Pb·);Ia·Ca·silicate type, and finally to ordinary soft glass 
(Na·Ca·silicate),C This is a rough generalisation, with exceptions which have been 
already noted,d The abandonment of the lead-silicate type of glaze from the Thang 
period onwards seems also to have been complete.t; 

It is not yet possible to say when the earliest glass was made in China. The evidence 
of Seligman and Beck places the first manufacture no more precisely than the late 
Chou period, but Sarton (7), basing himself 011 the archaeological data of White, 
accepts the mid -6th century, the time of Confucius, for many beads and for a gilt 
bronze plaque, the centre inlaid with a convex disc of barium-containing glass, 
decorattd with the eyes design.r Sarton acknowledged that this was evidence for 
glass-manufacture about a thousand years earlier than the formerly accepted date in 
China, and pointed out that the literary documents would have to be re·examined in 
the light of it.g Glass in plaques made for inlaying metal has been found fairly 
frequently in Han tombs, and the art may have been the ancestor of the cloisonne 
technique, Fig. 294 shows the '�nnthrop mirror, a piece in somewhat the same style 
as the plaque and disc of White and Sarton. 

Particularly important from the optical point of view is the question as to how far 
it was possible in the Han to make glass of any reasonable degree of transparency,h 

• E.g. by Profenor C. G, Cullis in corrnpondence with Sir Harry Garner. 
b Actually the first intentional introduction of barium was by J. \V. D6bereiner for optical glass in 

18l9. C See the paper of Seligman, Ritchie & Beck (I). 
cI For instance, Ihe many piece$ of ancient Chinese glASS which have lead but no barium. Selig. 

man (5) dewcribed a num�r of glass objecls of this kind indubitably Han in date. One, II vivid lapis 
blue sleeve·weight mounted in a bronze ring, had been dated by the impression of a coin of \Vang Mang 
in iu base when ,till pll5ly ; it was probably made therefore about + 10. Many other .mall objects, such 
III tubn, rods. broken rings .and a stylised lizard, certainly made in Han China and not of foreign origin, 
proved to be of similar composition. c Cf. Hetherington (I). 

f If the date of - sso is not accepted, the ollly altem�tive is -379, just before the birth of Mencius, 
Thil is venerable enough. 

a All ihis e"idence, as he said, cancelled the entry in Sarton (I), vol. I ,  p. 389. 
1\ The origin of the technique of glass·blowing is unknown, but it was Uled extenlively in the Roman 

+ ut century, with moulds of clay. The an centred on Sidon. It i, aaid by Honey (I) that blown glass 
was not made in Chma ufilil the + t;th century, but lhi. seeml hard to believe. &!autiful blown glan 
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Many of the objects so far mentioned are translucent, and there are also curious white 
glass rods of hexagonal cross-section, like pieces of blackboard chalk, but of unknown 
use,- Transparent glass beads. yellow and red, have been found, and are ascribed to 
Han or Chin.b The most splendid piece of old Chinese glass is the so-called Buckley 
Bowl (Fig. 295). of ribbed spiral form, but opinions differ greatly as to its date, Seligman 
& Beck regarding it as Chin, and I-Ioney (1)  as Ming. In sum, there seems no rcason 
for believing that the glass technicians could not have made objects of transparent 
colourless glass in the Han5 

We are now in a position to examine the literary references to glass, and to lenses 
made of rock-crystal or glass. The first difficulty which confronts us is the uncertainty 
of identification of the terms which may have meant glass in early writings. Broadly 
speaking one may consider Jiu-li I as meaning opaque glass or glazed and po_til as 
meaning more or less transparent glass. But the questions raised are very complex, 
and the last word has probably not yet been said on them. 

The expression /iu_Iil first prominently appears in thefu� poetry of the early Han 
period. In one of these odes or poetical rhapsodies which can be dated - 1 I, Yang 
HsiungS wrote:e ' they break up with mallets the night-shining Nu-li, and open the 
shells of oysters pregnant with moon-bright pearls '. Presumably in this place liu-li 
must be a thing. Demieville (2) favoured some kind of blue precious stone, possibly 
lapis lazuli or turquoise; yet glass or frit glaze would meet the case just as well if not 
better. But in another ode by the same writer! the term [iu-li simply means radiance
'how attractive the radiance of the red decorations t '  And in an older poetical essay& 
by Ssuma HSiang-Ju6 (d. - J 17) it has the even broader sense of dispersion, occurring 
as an epithet for birds flying forth in all directions. During the early Han therefore 

vue. and ol�er ventls have been found in Korean lombs by Hamada & Umehara (I), apparently 
dating from the late Han period, and certainly pre-Thang. They may, of course, have been imports 
from the Mediterranean region, and the subject remains open. The lVu Lin Chiu Shih of lbout + 1270, 
but referring to the e,'ents of the pre,-ious hundred years, has an account (ch. 1, p. 19a) of a technique 
for making ' fcameless lamps' (flU Jru ting7), i.e. g[us globes, by pouring molten glass round 1 silk 
bag full of rice. Thi. internal 'nou[d ([it. embryo, tlrai') was afterwards remo"ed, so :hat a glus bulb 
(po-Ii chhiu9) was obtained. The technique resembles the Chinese practice of moulding lacquer on a 
framework which is afterv.-ards taken away . 

• They recall the 'aggry' beads of +�th-century Palestine (Neuburg), but perhap. in China they 
were destined for mathematical counting_rods. Cf. Vol. J. pp. ;ofl'. 

b In the Canton Museum on Yileh Hsiu Shan one ma�' see three black glass bowls about Ji in. in 
diameter from the former Han, and a green glass robe hook (tai Jrou) from the Later Han. 

e The author is greatly indebted to Sir Harry Garner for he1pfu: discussions which resulted in the 
reviled fonn of the preceding parlgraphs. 

d Hence later, by implication, glazed pOtier),. Note that in the first of these characters the phonetic 
i, the .arne as that of the word ' 10 flow'. The semantic significance would thus be 'fusible jsde '. 

• Y" Lieh F", 'o (Ode on the Hunt attended by Soldiers dressed in Feather Coats), in Chhitn Han Shu, 
ch. 87-" p. Job IlOd Wb! Hsiian, ch. 8, p. Isa. 

f Kan ChhUan Fu" (Ode on the Sweetwater Springs), in Chhien Han Shu, ch. 87 A, p. I Jb, and Win 
H#Jan, ch. 7, p. -+b. 

8' Shang Lin Fu" (Ode on the Imperial Hunting_Park). in TVb! Hsllan, ch. 8, p. 6b. The explanation 
of the meaning of the phrase is given in the +3rd·century commentary by Chang I." 
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Fig. 193. halian gilt glass bowl from the + 3rd-century waro!hol/.SC or custonu depot 
lit Begram in Afghanistan, one of the W8v_st3tions on II loop of the Old Silk Rond 
(after Hackin, Hackin n a/.). Such wareS were carried from Europe to China lit lhi, time. 

Fi". 194. The Winthrop mirror (after Seligman, 5). The flat "Ian surface of the back 
of the bronze mirror includes as inlays most of the forms of the compound and 
STratified ' eye' designs found in Chinese glass beads of the late Chou period. This 
object i, likely to be as old as the middle of the - 6th century and ean hardly be 
later than the Han (-lnd century). 
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Fig. 295. The Buckley bowl (after Honey, I). A beautiful ribbed spiral design, but of 
very uncertain date, estimales ,·arying from Chin to Ming. 
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Iiu�li must have come to mean a glassy radiance, and so stabilised as a noun for glassy 
substance. Indeed the characters were used in the transliterated form of Skr. tJai9iirya, 
meaning a blue precious stone, as pi·Jjfj-Ji.' Yang Hsiung's liu-/i has been regarded 
as an abbreviation of this. a 

The Chhien Han Shu has two references to pi-liu-li,l both of which have always 
been taken to mean glass. The first saysb that it was imported from Chi-Pin) 
(Gandhara, Greek North-west India);c the secondd that the Han emperors sent official 
agents abroad by sea to southern countries to buy it. Both these statements apply to 
the time from about - 115 onwards. Epigraphic evidence also exists, notably one ofthe 
inscriptions seen in the Wu Liang tomb-shrines (c. + 147), which speaks of pi-liu-li 
with reference to a carving of api4-this would have been written not long after Pan Ku 
was composing his history.e As we have just seen, actual glass imitations of these jade 
discs (cosmological symbols)! have been recovered from tombs by archaeologists. 
Soon the term lift-Ii began to be written with the jade radical. In apocryphal treatises 
of the Chhan-Wei type, dating from the + or - 1St century, we learn that the saliva 
of the gods turns into all kinds of precious things including glass mirrors(liu-li chi"g S),i" 

or that jade-green glass (pi-liu-li6) becomes plentiful when there is good government.h 
These ideas may be Taoist. but all the late Han or San Kuo Buddhist texts write 
liu-li in the same way, 1 though generally referring no doubt to the gem-stone tJaj9iirya. 
Later on, Buddhist scholars of the Thang, such as Hsuan-Ying? in his 1 Chhuh Ching 
Yin ]8 (Explanation of Sounds and Technical Terms in the Vinaya). carefully dis
tinguished between liu-li as a divine precious stone and the Hu-H made artificially 
by man. 

We thus have the puzzling situation that the earliest recognisable tenn for glass 
accepted by philologists was one of foreign origin,J although (as we have seen) the 
substance had been manufactured in China for centuries previously. Naturally the 
philologists could not foresee the progress of archaeological knowledge, still less of 
archaeology backed by chemical analyses. Perhaps the Han court and the scholars 
were more interested in rarities from abroad than in the imitations of jade produced 

II. Pelliot (43); Demi�vil1e (2). But there remain lOme peniltent doubts. China had no Buddhi$t 
missionaries nor Sanskrit scholaI'S until the + and century (or at best the end of the + 1St) yet the tenn 
was developing in the - lit. Also, anciently pi had a final guttural unsuitable for thi. tramliteration. 
We may yet have to return to an indigenou$ evolution of the lenn 'green fusible glassily radiant 
lub$tance ' . 

b Ch. 96A, p. 1 1 0. � Cf. Vol. I, pp. 171,  19Iff.,  and p. 101 sbove. d Ch. 28 D, p. 400. Noted by Ferrand CJ) and Pelliol (30); we ahall give a full translalion of this 
interesting passage in Sect. 29 below . 

• See Chavannea (9), vol. I, p. 170. 
r See .lao extemively below, p. 112.  

r H,i(J() Wei Yuan Shtn ehhi' (Apocryphal Trelli.e on Ihe Filial Piety CI • .,ic ; Cantrapi for 
S.lvllion by the Spirits), in TPYL, th. 808, p. 3b, and Ku Wei Shu, ch. 28, p. too. 

h Hrwo Wei Yuan ShDl Chhi, in Khai_ Yuan Chan Ching, ch. 114, p. 3b. 
I Reference. in Demi�vi1le (a). 
1 'On l1Iil', wrole Pelliol (44), 'que v""lio est . la bale depi-liu_/i, Ie premier nom que Ie. Chino;', 

vcr. Ie d�but de notre �re, aient connu pour Ie verre.' Thi, i, Ihe P,..krit fonn of the word. 
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for the popular market by Taoist artisans at home, so that the original term for glass 
was lost. Even if the manufacture was a family or temple secret there must have been 
some common name for the substance in the Warring States, Chhin and Han periods.
But what it was we do not know. 

The term pho.li or po-Ii I .  �,J was much studied by the older sinologists.b Appearing 
a good deal later than lill-ii, it was current during the Thang, and there is mention e of 
redpo-Jj glass being sent as tribute by the Bathrik (the Xestorian Patriarch)d of Antioch 
in + 643- Hirth (I,  7) thought of deriving po-Ii from a word (or glass, bolor, found in 
Mongol and other Central Asian languages, but the Chinese themselves, e.g. HsUan
Ying in the work just mentioned (c. + 649), believed that it originated from Skr. 
rpllafika (transliterated se-pho-tlti-ka � or tsai-pho-cltih-ka S), meaning rock-crystal. e In 
the To Tha/Ig Hsi Yu Chi of Hstian-Chuang ( + 646) it appears as pho-thj.6 Thang 
naturalists confused it with rock-crystal, or perhaps with obsidian (volcanic glass), 
entertaining the idea that it was water or ice which had concreted after thousands of 
years in the earth.! As for bolor, Pelliot (43) concluded that the word came from a 
Turco-Persian form hiliir, itself certainly descended from vaidiirya through a Prakrit 
intermediary tJeriilya. It is thus a derivative parallel to pi-liu-/i, not to po-Ii. 

This pattern of the double origin of glass, indigenous and imported, continued 
throughout the centuries, and it is impossible to separate the story into distinguishable 
strands.i Let us therefore glance at the te.xts in a historical order. The oldest state
ment that may have something to do with glass-making is the legend of the female 
semi-creator, Nti-Kua,1 who ' fused minerals of five colours in order to repair the blue 
heavens'.h One of the oldest sources of this is a fragment in the Lieh T::;u book,' but 
it is also mentioned in Huai Nail T::;uJ and in the Lun fJeng.k Schlegel (8) thought that 
it was a reference to coal, and de Lacouperie (3) believed it had something to do, 

• Chang Hung.ChlO (1) wished to idenlify /'-!J.-li wilh . mystcrious stone mentioned in the Yu Kung 
chapter of the Sh!J. Ching, (hhi!J.-/zn,· and to regard both as hl,·ing originally meant lapis lazuli. Demi�
ville h) considered that some kind of sky-blue jade was a much better IOlution for ,hhiu.-li". All [he 
ancient references agree thalwhaten,r clrhill9 (and ilS homophone,hlriu. .0) were, their colourwat caerulean. 
Perhaps they ought to be reconsidered as candidates for glan. 

b E.g. Parker (I); Hirth & Rockhill (I). p. 228. 
C H$,n Thang Shu., ch. �ll D, p. I l a ;  (tr. Hirth (1), pp. 60, 19-4). 
do The Po-to-li." 
e The usc of this new term might be paralleled by the French cUMom in modern times of referring 

to any ' very pure and limpid white glass' at 'crista!'. 
t So Chhcn Tshang-Chhi, who WM the first to include po·li glass in a general natural history. This 

was hi. PEn nlrao Shih I of +7<15; the entry is preserved in PTK.H, ch. 8, p. 5Sb. The idea of the 
transformation from ice leems to be of foreign, presumably Indian, origin. 

III The approach of Laufer (to) is now untenable. He argued [hat the term li!J.-li must refer to glazed 
pottery and not glan on the ground that gllss WliS not made in Chi 18 in Han times, and that the Chinese 
hardly e'·er used glass for veuels. On Ihe other hand he may hne been II least partly right in his idea 
that lome of the liu-li imported to China from Western Asia was ffit for glun rather than glan. 

h Litll Inl sl shih i pu tshang thien." 
l Ch. s. p. 3b (tr. L. Giles (4), p. 8S ; Wieger (7). p. (31). 
I Ch. 6, p. N. 

k Ch. 31 (Forke (4), '·01. I, p. 130), ch. 46 (Forke (-4), '·01. <I, p. 3-n). 
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not with glass, but with clays of different colours (which were certainly called wu si 
shih 1 in later times); while Laufer (14) dismissed the whole legend as mythological 
nonsense. In view of what we know now about glass-making in pre-Han times, 
however, it does seem likely that the legend was a garbled reference to glass. Ancient 
glass had a strong tendency to iridescence, and its broken edges would be likely to 
show the spectral colours. Interest in spectral colours arose quite early in China. 
Though the Shih T:::u2 book, attributed to Shih Chiao,3 is not, as we have it, likely 
to be genuinely Chou, or even Han, it may well be pre-Thang; in this we find:a 

The five colours of sunlight are the essence of the Yang and resemble the virtue of a 
prince. They (may be made to) stream forth with great brilliance. 

And Joseph Priestley wrote, in his history of optics ( +  I772):b 'The calorific property, 
as I may call it, of prisms, makes them of great value in the East, as we learn from 
Fr. Trigautius, in his account of his mission to China, who says that 500 pieces of gold 
had been given for one of them, by a person who got it upon these terms with great 
difficulty, it being thought to be fit for sovereign princes only.c Fr. Kircher says the 
same in his China Illustrata.' Of course, Europeans in Han times, such as Seneca, 
had known the identity of rainbow colours and those formed at the edge of a piece of 
glass. Surely the Nii-Kua legend was the repairing of the transparent heavens by a 
rainbow art like that of the glass-makers. 

The first really suggestive evidence of glass-making occurs in the Later Han, in the 
Lun Hing of Wang Chhung, but as it has a specific connection with burning-lenses 
we may defer consideration of it for a page or two. From the +3rd century onwards 
references become much more frequent. About + 264 the author of the Wei Liieh 4 

recorded in his account of Roman Syria (Ta-Chhin)d that among the products of that 
country were ten sorts of liu-/j (or frit) of different colours.e Then about +300 Wan 
Chen, in his Nan Chou I Wu Chih (Strange Things of the South), wrote : f 

The basic substances of /iu-/i glass are minerals. In order to make vessels from them they 
must be worked by means of soda-ash (tzu-jall huiS). This material has the appearance- of 
yellow ashes ; it is found on the shores of the southern seas and can also be used for the 
washing of clothes.1I There is no need to soak it (for a long time) ; it is just thrown into water 

• Ch. 2, p. la. Tr. Forke (lJ), p. 528; eng. auer. b P. 169. 
C Gallagher tr., p. J18. Cf. Vol. J. p. 438. d See Vol. I, 1'1'. 174, 186. e Preserved in San KilO Chih, eh. 30, p. JJb; TPYL, eh. 808, p. 4a, etc. Tr. Hirth (I), p. 73. 
t Cir. TPYL, ch. 808, p. 4b; Ir. auc!. adjuv. Laufer (IO), p. 145. 
I!" The connection here hetween the glass and .o�p industriu is quite significant, for it .hows that the 

product from the louth was a crude lodium carbonate like the' Le"antine 'polverine' or the Spanish 
'barilla' used by European medieval glass_makers (d. Sherwood Taylor (4), Pl'. 69ff.). These 'glall
maker', salts ' could .Iso be mainly potassium carbonate if derived from land plants. \Vhen the lye Wit 
'sharpened' by boiling with quicklime the caustic Ilkali hydroxides were formed, and with these, fat, 
could be saponified. Chinese lilerature has many references to 'salt' obtained by burning a swamp
weed, the shui po' or shlli IShai' (MenyanlheJ lrijolia/Q, RI71,  BII, 398, III, 199; STUart, p. 26J). In 
+828 the process was for a lime forbidden as infringing Ihe State salt monopoly (Trhl Fli Yllan Kiln, 
ch. 494 ; Thang Hili Yao, ch. 88 (p. 1611);  Hsin Thang Shu, ch. 54, p. 2b). I am indebt«lto Dr D. C. 
Twitchett for brinaing this to our notice. 

• f' ;. I r I� 
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(and dissolves quickly), gi\'i!lg a solll!ion slippery to the tOllchs like moss·covered stones. 
Without these ashes (the other minerab) will not dissolve. 

This passage does not suggest that glass was made only outside China but father hints 
that crude carbonate was imported at this time. Glass vessels were now becoming 
quite widesprt:ad. 10 the Chin Shu we read b of glass wine-cups (lill-Ii chullg I), and 
other sources speak of glass bowls (IiI/-Ii rcall;).c "\mong Wan Chen's contemporaries 
was the great alchemist hO l-lung. In his Pao Plm Tzu, written also about + 300, there 
is a striking passage to which Walcy (I..j.) first drew attention : 

The 'crysta! ' vcss('\s, which lrc made olltside China, arc in fact prepared by compounding 
five sorts of (mineral) �shes. Today this method 1$ being commonly practised in Chiao and 
Kuang (i.e. Annam :md Kuangtung). :"\ow if one tells this to ordinary people, they will 
certainly not believe it, saying that crystal is a natur.11 product belonging to the class of rock
crystal. d 

And he goes on to say that ordinary people arc so stupid that they will not believe it 
is possible to make gold because natural gold already exists. l\Joreo\"er. in the Shen 
Hsien Chuan, possibly of about the same date, it is said that ' the eight minerals can 
be liquefied until they resemble water'.e 

It is not long after this that we come to the passages which wcre formerly considered 
the earliest relating to glass-manufacture. In the Pei Shih we read:! 

During the time ofthe emperoT Thai Wu (of the :'\onhern Wei dynasty) (r. +424 to +452), 
traders came to the capital of Wei from the To. Ytieh-chih) country,!! who said that by fusing 
(ChUi) certain minerals they could make the fi\·e colours of liu-Ii glass. They thell gathered 
(materials) and dug in the hilts, and fused the minerals at the capital. When ready, the material 
so obtained was of even greater brilliancy than the !iu-Ii glass imported from the West. An 
edict was issued that a movable palace should be made of this material, and when it was done 
it held more than a hundred people. It was bright and transparent so that all who beheld it 
were astonished and thought it was made by magical power. After this, articles made of glass 
became considerably cheaper in China than they had been before. and no aile regarded it as 
particularly precious . 

• A characteristic property of tlrong alkalis in solution. b Chi" Shu, ch. 45. p. lob. 
e Yuan Chim Lti Hal'!, eh. 36., p. jIh. 
d Ch. 2. p. 13a. Tr. Feifel (I), p. 179; Waley { •• l, p. 1 3 ;  moo. 
e Ch. 4 (Feifel (I), p. 197). 
f Ch. 97, p. 19a; repeated ,·erbally in Wri Shu, ch. 101, p. 1(/6. Tr. auet. adju,·. Hirth (I), p. 231; 

Hinh & Rockhill (I), p. 227 . .-\ similar pauage is said to occur in the SU"i: Shu, to the effect that the 
king or Ta_Chhin (Roman Syria) $ent glass_makers to the Sung emperor, about the same date as 
above. Dut I have not been able to find it, and suppOle that Hirlh eould 1I0t either, as he IIllve no 
referenee. 

i Pruumably the KusMn empire, or what remained of it, in Bllctria, Gandhlra and Nonh-west 
India. TPYL, quoting the IVri Shu text, makes the traders come from Thien-Chul (India) ; ch. Soli, 
p. 4a. 
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From the description, these glass technicians must have been making glass for some 
kind of screens. Elsewhere in the Pei Shih it is said that 

By the time of the Sui ( +  581 to + 618) there had been for a long time no more glass
makers, and no one dared to attempt it. But Ho Chhou I succeeded in making it like glaze 
on pottery, and it was the same as of old.a 

The + 6th century also had its imported glass. In + 5 19 the first Liang emperor had 
received tribute of glass pitchers (liu-Ii ying2) from Khotan.b They must indeed have 
been well packed to survive their long journey across the Gobi over the Old Silk 
Road. 

The persistent uncertainty of scholars about the distinction between artificial glass 
and obsidian or rock-crystal is well seen in the commentary of Yen Shih-Ku J ( + 579 
to + 645) on the Chhien Han Shu passage mentioned abo\·e concerning the glass from 
Chi-Pin. It follows a few words by Meng Khang,4 a San Kuo commentator (c. + 180 
to + 260).c 

Meng Khang says : 'liu-/i glass is of a green colour like jade '. 
Yen Shih-Ku says : 'according to the Wei Lueh, the country of Ta-Chhin export! liu-li 

glass (or frit) of ten different colours, light red, white, black, yellow, blue-green, green, 
yellowish green, deep purple, dark red, and purple. The definition of Meng Khang was much 
too narrow. This material is a natural product, variegated, glossy and brilliant, exceeding all 
hard stones (lit. jade), and most constant in colour. Nowadays the common people make 
(something of the kind) by melting certain minerals, to which they add a number of chemical 
substances, and so pouring (into moulds, make vessels}.d The mass, however, is hollow, 
brittle and not evenly compact-it is not the genuine article.' 

This is rather reminiscent of the famous story about Lord Curzon's inkstand. 
There would be no point in assembling many quotations about glass from the Sung 

and later times.e By now the statements were becoming quite explicit if not always 
very accurate. An interesting note in the Yiltl Lin Shih Phu (Cloud Forest Lapidary) 
of + 1133 says:! 

At the western capital, in the La River, they find pieces of bluish white stone with spots of 
five colours in it. The whitest of these are compounded with lead, and mixed with other 
minerals, then after heating it is all changed into 'false jade ' or /iu·[i glass for use. 

If this was really the first occasion on which a scholarly writer mentioned the use of 
lead salts in glass-making, then it had taken some fifteen centuries for this information 

• Ch. 90. p. 180, Ir. Ruet. Alia in HJU Shih Shuo, eh. 6, p. I I  b. 
b Lio"l Shu, eh. 54. pp. 43a, b. cr. TPYL, eh. 758, p. 4a, quoting the I Yuo". 
C Chhitn Ho" Shu, eh. 96", p. Ila. Tr. auet. adjuv. Laufer (10), p. 145. Yen Shih-Ku', dncriplion 

of glus_making wu quoted in later timn, as in the I Chao Lioo Tia Chi' of t. + 1::t00 (eh. ::t, p. 5040). 
a Chi" ru '0 yung chieh hsjoo 'hih thih, ,hia i chung yoo, kuall ah U'ft· chih.' 
e On later Chine$e glass .ee Bu.hell (::t), vol. a, pp. 58 If. 
f Ch. a, p. 3b, tr. autt. 

l M W "it  0 Z: _ 
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to pass from the artisans to the literati. One might almost think that it was easier for 
technical knowledge to travel the length and breadth of the Old World than to pass 
the social barriers within a single civilisation. The reference to') the ' false jade' is also 
interesting, recalling as it does the production of the cheaper substitute for Han tombs. 

Another book of about the same time' mentions baskets of raw materials for making 
glass which had apparently been presented as tribute from Arabia, in + 1 1  14. Glass 
objects themselves were brought in considerable amount by the embassyb from the 
Chela king Kulottanga I in + 1077. but Code (2) who has studied the matter believes 
that they were made not in Ceylon or on the Coromandel coast of South India, but in 
southern Arabia. Hence the interest of the following passages. The Yen Fan Lll of 
+ I 175 compares Chinese with foreign glass as follow.i;e 

The liu·li which is made in China is rather different from that which comes from abroad. 
The Chinese variety is bright and sparkling, and the material is light but fragile. If you pour 
hot wine into it, it will immediately break. That which is brought by sea is rather rough and 
unrefined, and the colour is also slightly darker. But the strange thing is that even if hot 
water is poured into it a hundred times, it behaves like porcelain or silver and wil! ne\'er break. 

The explanation of this is found when we read what Chao Ju·Kua saysd in his Chll 
Fan Chill (Records of Foreign Peoples) about + 1225. 

Liu·/j glass comes from several of the Arab (Ta·Shih I) countries. The method they follow 
in heating and melting it (shao lien') is the same as that used in China; it is made by heating 
lead (carbonate), natron (htiaol)e and gypsum (shih kao·).f To these materials the Arabs 
add borax from the south (nan pheng sha 5), which causes the glass to be elastic without 
brittleness, and indifferent to temperature, so that one may put it in (hot) water for a long 
time without spoiling it. Thus it is more \'aluable than the Chinese product. 

Apparently, therefore, some of the glass exported to China by the Islamic countries 
in the + 13th century was of the borosilicate or pyrex type. Finally, the idea that 
natron was one of the ingredients led to the usc of yet another term for glass in Yuan 
and Ming books, hsiao·tz1l6 (offspring of natron).i 

• Thieh Wti Shan TJhung Than. ch. 5, p. 19b. b On this see Chao Ju-Kua's Chu Fan Chih, eh. I ,  p. 18b; tt. Hitlh & Rockill (I), p. 96. The Chinese 
name for the Chola kingdom was Chu-Lien.' 

� Cit. by Chang Hung-Chao (I), p. 1 4. 
d Ch. 2, p. I 1 b, n. auct. adjuv. Hirth & Rockhill (I), p. 227. 
e Strietly this word should mean saltpetre. potassium or sodium nitrate. But in all medieval cultures 

there was confusion between the niltate and the earbonate ; d. Bailey (,), vol. I ,  p. ,69. The question 
is important in relation to the history of gunpowder (see SeCl. 30 below), and any given referenee to 
saltpetre ean only be assured by noting the properties allributed 10 it. II is not impossible that saltpetre 
was really intended here; perhaps il wu a way of making potuh �lass of flinl or Bohemian type. 

f Calcium sulphate, here perhaps a mislake for lome form of th: carbonate. 
e Thus in Ihe KQ Ku Yao Lun, ch. 6. p. sa. It was the aUlhor of this book, Ihe archaeologist Tshao 

Chao ( +  1387) who exploded the persistent belief in the origin of rock-crystal from iee. 'This is obviously 
false', he wrote, 'since green and red varieties of rock cTrstal oceur in Japan.' Three eenturies earlier 
Marbodus in Europe had been equally .eeptical (Laufer (I,,), p. 190), as also in China Thang Shen_Wei 
(Ching Lh Pin TJlwo, ch. 3. p. -Hal. 
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Thus the general impression which is given by the evidence both archaeological and 

literary is that almost from the middle of the - 1st millennium onwards an indigenous 
Chinese glass industry, the roots of which lay doubtless in ancient Mesopotamia, ran 
parallel with a considerable trade in imported glass wares of particular kinds and some 
special raw materials.' As the imports aroused the attention of the educated scholars 
more than the home products we remain rather in the dark about the details of glass 
manufacture as the Chinese practised it. The art seems sometimes to have been 
recondite in character, and often distinctly locali5ed, so that here and there it had to be 
revived from time to time. But the chief question which this discussion set out to 
answer, namely whether the Chinese could have had burning·glasses or other lenses 
from the Han onwards, seems to be settled clearly in the affirmative. We must now 
return to optical science, the proper subject of this Section, and consider lenses 
themselves. 

(iii) Burning·glasses and the optical properties of lenses 
With regard to lenses, it was easy for Laufer (14) to show that Schlege\b had been 
wrong in attributing a rock-crystal burning-lens (shui ching ta chu I) to Huai Nan Tzu, 
by mixing up the original - 2nd-century text with a passage about it written as late 
as the Ming (+  1579).c He also set right other mistakes. But when he came to the 
LUll Heng of + 83 his interpretation that only bronze mirrors were meant seems now 
open to question in the light of the archaeological findings. 

Wang Chhung has three passages about preparing an instrument for bringing the 
rays of the sun to a focal point. In the firstd he simply says, in connection with the 
yang sui,: that in the fifth month, at the height of summer, people 'liquefy and trans
form five minerals, casting therewith an instrument with which they can catch fire 
(from heaven)' (hsiao lien wu shih . . .  chu j wei chhi nat' neng te huoJ). The second e adds 
to these words the information that the Chi Tao chih Chia 4 (Taoist technicians) do it, 
and that they do it 0.1 a ping-wu5 day in the fifth month. They cast yang suil (surely 
bronze mirrors) as well as the ' instrument', Wang Chhung makes the interesting 
remark here that all this ' is not exactly a natural occurrence, but Heaven's response 
makes it a natural process ' Uei tzu-jan yell, erh Thien jan chill. yeh6). But the third r is 
the most interesting of all, and requires quotation with fuller context than Laufer (14) 
gave it. 

I In Sect. 35 helow, on ceramic technology, we .hall nnd an outstanding example of this in the cohalt 
are "ued for the blue colouring of POlttry and pon::elain. Young & Garner (I) have ahown 1M! before 
the Ming ail the cohalt pigment was free from manganue and therefore probably em,nated from 
Persia as an imponed raw material in the form of arscnical cobalt oxide. During the Chhing period 
the blue pigment is always rich in manganese, revealing the use of indigenous Chinue high-Mn ores. 
The Ming itself i. a tran$ition period, cobalt from both source, being used. b (s). p. 1'102. 

C The Liu ChJring Jih Coo' (Diary on Bamboo Tablets) of Thien I-Hfng." 
d Ch. 80 (Forke (4), \'01. 2, p. 132). e Ch. 47 (Forke (4), vol. 2, p. 350). 
f Ch. 8 (Forke (4), vol. t, pp, 377ft'.). 
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In the Tao of Heaven there arc genuine (thenl) things and counterfeit (wei1) things ; the 
true things arc firm in their correspondence with Heaven's naturalness; the artificial things 
arc due to human knowledge and art-and the latter arc often indistinguishable from the 
former. 

The Tribute of Yu (chapter of the Shu Ching) speaks of bluish jade (chhill-linl) and umg
han. (possibly agate, ruby. or coral). These were the products of the earth, and genuine like 
jade and pearls. But now the Taoists melt and fuse (hsino slluos) five kinds of minerals and 
make 'jade' of five colours out of them. The lustre of these is not at all different from tha[ 
of true jade. Similarly, pearls from fishy oysters are like the bluish jade of the Tribute of YG; 
all true and genuine (natural products). Dut by following proper timing - (i.e. when to begin 
heating and how long to go on) pearls can be made from chemicals (yao6), just as brilliant 
as genuine ones. This is the climax of Taoist learning and a triumph of their skill. 

Now by meam of the burning-mirror (yang SIt;7) one catches fire from heaven. Yet of five 
mineral substances liquefied and transmuted 011 a pil1g-wu d3.y in the fifth month, an instru
ment (chlll'S) is cast, which, when brightly polished and held up against the sun, brings down 
fire too, in precisely the same manner as when fire is caught in the proper W3.y. 

Indeed, people go so far now as to furbish up the curved blades of swords, so that when 
held against the sun they attract fire also. Though curved blades are not (strictly spc3.king) 
burning mirron, they can catch fire because of the rubbing to which they h3.\'e been subjected. 

[And he goes off into an analogy with the effect of education in improving men.]b 

Can there be much doubt that this is an account of the making of glass burning-lenses? 
The whole passage is built of antitheses between 'genuine' and ' imitation' things. 

- \Ve are quite aware that these words, sui hou,� were translated by Forke (�) as ' the Marquis of Sui '. 
But as h�1 already been seen (Vol. �, pp. 3301'1.), the huo hou'o or 'fire-times ', i.e. the limes whcn 
huting should btgin and end, were both ancient and important in Chinese alchemy. It  almoS! look. 
as if we are here in the presence of an old alchemical pun. The legend about the !l.larquis of Sui was that 
having healed a wounded snoke with drugs, it brought him aften .... ards in gratitude a (r�al) pead (Chu(mg 
Tzu, ch. 28: tr. Legge (5), vol. 2, p. [54). Th,s he used in a singular way, namely, for .hooting at birds 
(d. the proverbial reference in Pao Phil Tzu, ch. 1 : tt. Feifel ([), p. (30). :\lore important is the passage 
in Huai Nan TZ'I (ch. 6, p. 3b) "hieh reods as follows: 'As for the Tao, it has no private desires or 
preferences. whether [0 go or to come. If you know how to make use of it you will have abundance ; 
if you arc unskilful you will meet with po'·erty. Following it you will get benefits, going against it will 
bring misrornlne. For example there was " the !\larquis of �ui's pearl " and '":\Ir Ho's jade disc (pi")". 
Gttting (the Tao) mean. wealth and losing it mean. poveTty.' :-low the + 3rd.century commentator 
Klo Yu took this au pitd de fa Itt/rt, glossing it with the :\Iarquis legend, and gi-'ing the famous story 
lbout Pien Ho" (Shih CM, eh. 83, p. lob, Lun HIl1g. ehs. 8, 15, 29. 30). Pien Ho WIS a min of the 
-7th century who brought a piece of uncut stone from Ching_shan (Ching-slwn pho ,.') to Prince Hsiung 
(Wu \Vlng) of Chhu. When the jade-workers pronounced it to be worthless, the man "as punished by 
having his feet cut off, yet afterwards it turned out to be excellent jade. But this eventual recognition 
could not restore ' :\Ir Ho'.' 105t feet ;  'getting the Tao' had nO! been a bt'nefi! to him. Puhaps we may 
be pennilted the alternative suggellion, in "iew of what is now known about ancient Chinese alchemy 
and gi3"-making, that Liu An was using twO appellations WhICh, 10 the mitiated, referred to the opaque 
glus substitute for jadt'. This would no doubt have brought prosperity to it, manufacturers. And the 
fact that in the story the Marquis of Sui gave forth drugs (chemical substances or minerals) and 
subsequently got a pearl, would hive been JUSt the kind of analogy which the Tloist llchemisu would 
ha"e delighted to use as a punning description of their processes for making anificill pearls and jade. 
Of course sui hou" (the i\Iarquis of Sui) and sui horl'! (following the (fire_)times) would have �en 
very easily confused by copyists. 

b Tr. auet. Idjuv. Forke (-1-). 
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Elsewhere, \Vang Chhung has said that there can be things not ' natural ' by occurrence 
and production, yet ' natural' by function, though man-made. Xow he contrasts first 
the opaque glass 'jade' and 'gems' made by the Taoists with the real thing; secondly, 
the artificially made ' pearls' with true pearls; and thirdly, the ' instrument ' made by 
liquefying five different minerals, which can concentrate the sun's rays juSt as well 
as the traditional bronze mirror. E\'en more 'ersatz' are the hollow-ground sword
bi:J.des with which the solJiers light their fires. All these passages were considered by 
Laufer (l4) to refer to the casting of bronzc, but it is not obvious why five different 
minerals should be so carefully specified. Dronze would require only two ores, 
perhaps even only one, with possible addition of a flux. Glass needs silica, limestone, 
an alkaline carbonate, and perhaps litharge or the b.trium mineral, together with 
colouring matter. Of courSl:, the text does not clearly tell us that lenses were being 
made; the in!'truments might have been simply glass mirrors imitating the bron?e 
ones. Yet the fact that the passage on burning-glasses follows immediately on the 
discussion of pearls is very suspicious, since the term ' fire-pearl' (11110 ellI I l )  in later 
centuries undoubtedly meant a burning-lens. The whole quotation also fits in perfectly 
with what we have seen abo\'e concerning the substitution of glass for jade and bronze 
objects in tombs. In sum, therefore, we may be justified in concluding that in the 
+ 1st century, and probably as far back as the - 3rd century, biconvex lenses of 

glass could be artificially made.:I. 
As for the mysterious importance of tbe pillg-ml day, Pclliot (23) pointed out that 

we find this mentioned in inscriptions on many bronze mirrors. Such a day was 
considered auspicious for casting operations since the first cyclical character was 
associated with the west and therefore with metal, while the second was associated 
with the south and therefore with fire. But there is no reason why this should be 
confined strictly to the casting of bronze; glass has always partaken of the nature of 
metal, as we see in the tcrm 'pot-metal' still used by glass-makers. Correspondingly, 
the moon-mirrors were cast on jen-t::;ul days in the twelfth month. these cyclical 
signs being associ:lted with the complementary elcments of water and wood.b 

i'ext comes, from the cnd of the + 3rd century, the curious storr about the use 
of icc as burning-lens. In a section on conjUl"ing tricks (lIS; shu 3), the Po Wu Chilt 
says:c 

A piece of ice is cut into the shape of a round ball and held facing the sun. Mugwort tinder 
is held to receive the bright beam from the icc. and thus fire is produced. There has been 
much talk about getting fire by the use of pearls, bllt this (ice) method has not been employed . 

• The conclusion$ in this paugrAph wer� rea,h,·d Without knowledg� of the many find, of glan 
objects in tombs dntinll back as far a� the Warring States period, m:l.J� in recent },eors. Ther ar� J\Alur3tiy 
IIrcnglhen«i considerabl� by such cvidence. \\'e arc al$o gl:i,\ to finJ our inlerpretali ... n of these text. 
accepted bv CQntentporary hiSlorians such a$ Yang Khuan (3). PI'. 231, 239. 

b Huai San IVa" Pi Shu, cit. TPYL. ch. 58. p. 7a. 
C Pa !l'u Chill. eh. 4, p. 6a. Identical passage in the HIlai San Wan Pi Sh", cil. TPYL, ch. 136. 

p. 9", wilhout Ihe lau sentence about Ih� pearls. Tr. aUC1. 
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Although ice can be used in this way (experiments of the kind were made by Robert 
Hooke in the early days of the Royal Society),a it seems more likely that what Liu An 
and Chang Hua were really talking about was a lens of rock-crystal or glass.b We may 
remember that the original meaning of the Greek word crystal/os (l(ptKna.A.\o�) was 
ice, and that, as already mentioned, there was a persistent theory in China, probably 
of Buddhist origin, that ice turned into rock-crystal after thousands of years. 

About + 520 envoys of Fu_Sangl are saide to have arrived in China, bringing with 
them a precious stone suitable for observation of the sun (kllan jill yii I) 'of the size of 
a mirror, measuring over a foot in circumference, and as transparent as glass (liu-/i); 
looking through it in bright sunlight, the palace building$ d could be very clearly 
distinguished '. This comes from the Liang Sm K!mg Chi (Tales of the Four Lords of 
Liang),e written about + 695. Schlegel' thought this was rock-crystal, but glass 
seems at least as possible. The same book also contains the following interesting 
account ;g 

A large junk of Fu-Nan (Cambodia) which had come from Western India arrived (in 
China) and (its merchants) offered for sale a mirror of a peculiar \'ariety of pale green glass 
(pi po-Ii ching J), I ft. 4 in. across its surface, and 40 cattics in weight. On the surface and in its 
substance it was pure white and transparent; and on its obverse it displayed many colours 
(presumably spectral). When held against the light and examined, its substance was not 
discernible. On enquiry about the price, it was given at a million strings of copper coins. 
The emperor ordered the officials to raise this Bum, but the treasury did not hold enough . . . .  
Nobody in the empire understood what the traders said, or d.ned to pl.y their price.h 

Of more direct optical interest is the consideration of 'fire-pearls' (hllo clm4). 
Li Shih-Chen, in the Pen Tshao Kang Mu (end of + 16th century) gave an account of 
them as an appendix to his entry on rock-crystaL I By a confusion which will be 
explained immediately below, they were sometimes thought to be of JIIlO cMi,! a 
substance which must undoubtedly be identified with mica.J AI! the dynastic histories 

• Priestley (I), p. 170. 
b I find the uyle and content of this text uchaic, but Laufer firmly denied its authenticity. The 

whole o£ his argument about the 'ice lensea' seems to me to show him at his mOSt uncon,·incing. 
Ha"ing made up his mind that the Chinese had no knowledge of lenin before the importBtion of foreign 
rock-crystal ones (fire.pearls) in the Thang, thcre was no hope for Chang Hua. Chou MohislS and 
Thang Taoists would have been surprised to learn that ' the Chinese ne,'er cuiti"a!ed natural obser"a
tion or optical study' (Laufer (1-4). p. 22-4). He allo ignored Ihe Huoi San Wall Pi Shu paralleL 

e The country i. of uncHtain identity. Schlegel (7) thought Sakhalin and ;":orthern J�Pln. Cf. Sect. 29. 
d Texts vary here, as Schlegel (71f) nOled long ago, and these words may refcr to palace buildinli� in 

the .un, not upon earth, in which clSe the passage IS a garbled account of Ihe obser-'ation of sunspols. 
Cr. Vol. J. p . •  16. 

C Cit. TPYL, ch. 80S. p. 8b. f (,(]), p. 1)8. 
I Cit. TPn., ch. 508, p. sb. 
h \\"hat the traders said was a garbled version o£ the legend about the collection of diamonds b)" 

exposing the flesh of large beasu. Cf. Laufer (12). Tr. auct. adjuv. Laufer (1-4), p. 200. (12), p. 19. 
I Ch. 8, p. S6b, lr. Laufer (q), p. 189. 
J The commonest name for ,hi. is yun mil.' Schafer (5) has g;"cn an interesling account of its place 

in medieval Chinele mineralogy and phannacy. 
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agree· that this mineral came from India (still one of the greatest world sources of 
mica); as also do several +3rd- and + 4th-century accounts,b China, however, does 
not lack mica deposits. The Shih 1 Chic speaks of a mica mirror which gave a sound 
echo as well as reAecting light, referring it to the - 6th century; all this means is that 
Wang Chia had seen something of the kind himself in the + 3rd. The use of fire
screens (very similar to one of the modern industrial uses of mica) gave rise. no doubt. 
to the name of 'fire-regulating substance', But mica is not a substance of which 
lenses could ever have been made. 

Apart from the indications we have already seen in texts such as the Lun Hin! and 
the Po Wu Chill, the first widespread mention of huo-cllUJ ('fire-pearls') comes in the 
Thang. The Hsin Thang Shu says,d in discussing the Lo-Chha l and Tan-Tan) 
kingdoms:e 

Their country produces fire-pearls in great number, the biggest attaining the si7-c of a 
hen's egg. They are rounel and white (transparent), and emit light to a distance of several 
feet. When held against the rays of the sun, mugwort and rush (tinder) will be ignited at 
once by fire springing from the pearl. The material looks like rock-crystal. r 

These burning-lenses, which Laufer took to be rock-crystal (though glass does not 
seem at all excluded), were constantly being presented, as by a king of Lin-I in + 630,i 
from l\Jagadha and Kashmir in +641, etc.h In + 607 Chhang Chijn,� while on a 
mission to the Chhih-Thus kingdom (Siam). went to Lo-Chha to buy them.l The 
Japanese scholar-monk Ennin 6 presented one to the Shinto gods in thanksgiving for 
his safe arrival in China in + 839 after a hazardous sea voyage.J According to some 
editions of the Ching Lei Pen Tshao, they were being made in China in the Sung.k 
As has been pointed out, huo chu I is a direct translation of Skr. agnima�i,l but the 
term was not new in Thang China, since it had earlier been applied to meteors. There 
can be little doubt that one of the applications of the lenses in Thang and Sung was 
in medicine for cauterisation. Li Shih-Chen says that in his time physicians ignited 
moxa with them so as not to hurt the patient. 

• Lia"g Shu, ch. �4, p. 11 b ;  Na" Shih, ch. ,8, p. 14b, cle. TPYL, ch. 80z, p. r i b ;  etc. b Nan Cllau J IVu Chill, cit. TPYL, ch. 809, p. za; Wu Lu Ti Li Chih, cil. TPYL, ch. 809, p. t b. 
c Ch. J, p. sa. d Ch. zzzc, p. 2a. 
e Lo-Chha. Ihough 'the country of the Rak$as ', is not Ceylon, but rather Pahang in Malaya ; Tan-Tan 

is probably Kclantan; d. Gerini {Il. Purcell (3). 
r The lasl sentence appears only in the Clli" Thang Shu version, ch. 197, p. I b, cit. TPYL, ch. 803, 

p. lb. Tr. Laufer (14); I'fhmaier (94), p. 630' 
ft HJi" Thang Shu, ch. U2C, p. lb. 
" Ibid. ch. 211 A, p. 12a;  ch. 22111, p. 8a, etc. 
I Cf. Sui Shu, ch. 82, p. 4a; Hinh & Rockhill (1), p. 8 :  Pelliol (17). 
j His account of the preltntation of the hi/orUlallla is in hiS diary, the ,\'ilt� CuhtJ Ju"rri Gy"ki,' 

tr. Reisehauer (1), p. 117. k Ch. 3, p. 4 .. 0. 
I 'New fire' was traditionally obtained by the use of burning·glasses (IQr)"akdJ1/a) in India: cf. Bloch

mann (I), p. 48, translating A'r,,·i AklHlrf (c. + 1590). 'There i. also a shining white Ilone, called 
chaMrakd,,/a, which upon being exposed 10 the beam. of the moon, drips water' ;  cf. p. 90 ai>c)\"e. 

' 1< $ ' a M 
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In this same passage a Li Shih-Chen quoted the Hs;" TiUl.ng Situ wrongly, writing 
huo-chlli ellIIl instead of huo ellII. Certainly in his mind they were exactly the same 
thing. He stated that the huo-chlti chll had first been mentioned in the Slmo rr�'1J (the 
great dictionary of + 121), that these llllo-cldii pearls were what the Chltien flml Shu 
had known as mei-huj,� and identical with th ... hua ching l referred to in the Hsii Hall Shu 
(see p. 100 above). Li Shih-Che'l might ha\'c been surprised at the warmth with which 
Laufer,b intent on peO\ iog the absence of burning-glasses in pre-Th:mg China, 
rejected his ideas. Laufer maintained that all these terms meant only mica,c and that 
this had constantly bet:n confused with lenses of rock-crystal and glass. Chang I lung
Chao,d on the other hand, belie\'ed that I//Io-chlli cJm should be translated ' burning
lenses brilliant and vitreous like mica'. Later, Demith'i11e (2), while adhering to the 
interpretation of mei-/llli as mica, gave several further lexicographic rcfert:nces from 
the Han time onwards in which lillo-chili cilll is always giyen as the explanation of 
mei-llIIi. But Chang Hung-Chao was equally firm (and justified) in his conviction 
that biconvex lenses never could haye been made from the Rat sheets of mica. It is 
therefore very difficult to tell where mica ended and lenticulatc pieces of glass or 
rock-crystal began. but archaeological e\·jdence accruing since these discussions took 
plaee has somewhat changed the balance of probability. Furthermore, in + 725 
Chhen Tshang¥Chhi defined lill-Ii glass as the same thing as 11lio-eM; ehu.e He quoted 
in support the + 4th-century dictionary }'iin Chi4 of LU Ching.s So C\'en if we reserve 
judgement about the IlIIo-cMi dm of the Han, it now seems Yery likely that many of the 
pre-Thang references imply lenses. Thus in + 519 Fu-:\an (Cambodia) sent huo-chlli 
pearls as tribute.' In + 528 the Tan-Tan country sent more of such pearls,S" but seyen 
years later its offering included simply Iill-Ii glass·-perhaps a significant juxtaposition. h 

There seems no doubt that we shaH ha\'e to envisage a much morc widespread use 
of glass and rock-crystal lenses in early medie\'al China than has generally been 
supposed. The question is, into what shapes werc they cut? 

It is at the period between the Thang and the Sung that we find onc of the most 
interesting of all Chinese references to lenses. In an earlier Section ('-01. 2, pp. +H fr.) 
a good deal was said about the Hila Shu (Book of Transformations), attributed to 
Than Chhiao, and datable at about + 940. It has a passage concerning four optical 
instruments, which, because of the term used (ching!» have been supposed, by those 
few who have ever read it, such as Forke (12), to be mirrors. It has not been 
remembered, however, that while there are only three fundamental types of mirrors 
(plane, concave and convex), there are four fundamental types of lenses (plano
concave, biconcave, plano-convex and bieom·ex). Let us read this passage, therefore, 
on the hypothesis that Than Chhiao was really e .... perimenting with the four types of 
lens. 

• Pin TrhalJ Kang Jlu, ch. 8, p. 560. b (14), p. 191. 
C He excepted hUIJ .-bing. which he considered s pink or red variety of rock·cf}·5tal. 
d (1), pp. ssff. • PTK.I1, ch. 8, p. S7a. 
f Liang Shu, ch. S.h p. I I  Q. I Liang Slru, ch. 5 ... p. 16a, b. h Liang Shu, ch. 5.+' p. 16b. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  1 17 
I have: always by me four lenses. The first is called kuti ' (the 'sceptre', a diverging bi

concave lens). The second is called chu> (the 'pearl', biconvex). The third is called chihJ (the 
'whelStone', plano-concave). The fourth is called yu� (the 'bowl', plano-convex). 

With klle; the object is larger (than the image),
With chu the object is smaller (than the image),b 
With d/ln th� image appears upright.c 

With),11 the image appears invertcd.d 

"'hen one looks at sha�s or human forms through such instruments, one realises that there 
is no such thing as (absolute) largeness or smaliness, beauty or ugliness . . . . e 

!-Iere there can be no doubt about the identification of ellu, which was the old biconvex 
burning-glass. Chill as plano-concave is strongly suggested by the shape of the 
traditional Chinese whetstone, which is not a wheel, but a plate of stone held upright 
in supportS, its upper surface becoming concave by the continual 
grinding. r l'1l could well be a solid glass hemisphere,g and kllei takes its 
position by exclusion, though it is not difficult to see why a hiconcave 
l<::ns should have been so named)l One wishes that a fuller account 
of Than Chhiao's experiments had come down to us,! 

Lillie is known as yet about optical studies in later times. The interest 
of Shen Kua in mirrors, burning-mirrors, ' magic' mirrors and the 
camera obscura has already been discussed.! One would have expected � 
a man sllch as Kuo Shou-Ching to be particularly interested in � 
mirrors and lenses, and it is probable that a good deal of Yuan 
work on this subject may yet come to light. Kuo's invention of a 'shadow definer' 
we have already mentioned.k Presumably optics and catoptrics shared in the general 
decline of the physical sciences during the l\Iing period, but after the coming of the 
Jesuits interest was stimulated as in so many other scientific subjects. We took note at 
an earlier stage I of the first Chinese book on the telescope, the Yuan Ching Shuo ! 
(Far-Seeing Optick Glass) of Adam Schall von Bell (Thang Jo-Wang6) in + 1626. 
But it was not until the 19th century that the upsurge really began, with Cheng 
Fu-Kuang's7 Chillg Chillg Lillg Chltih g (Treatise on Optics by an Untalented Scholar), 
written about 1835, and Chang Fu-Hsi's9 Kllang LUI/ tO (Discourse on Optics) about 

• Wc assume that he kept the object beyond twice the focal diMance. 
b A mOl("nifying glass. • Because this is " diverging lens. 
d Bec",-,se this is n converging lens. " Tr. Buct. 
f Hommel (I ) ,  p. 257. 

� Unlcu indeed it wa, a lens of concavo_convex type instead of .impl)' planoconvex. But although 
glass cups were certainly available in Than Chhiao's time, it would seem ,"cry unlikely that any stud), 
was mode of eithn the positive or negative meniscus forms of concavo_convex lense. at .uch an early date. II Somc of the ancient jade $ceptres (fwei ') and eeremonial bronze hatchets from which they seem to 
have d('ri\"cd show a marked tendency towards biconcave sides (d. Laufer (8), pp. 74 and 95). 

! Al1 lhe more so since in Europe therc was no s),l1ematic treatment of Ihe properties of Ihe funda_ 
mental types of lenlCs unul the De Rtfrc.ctiont of C. 8. della Porta, published in + 1593. An interesting 
In:ll>·.is of IhlS book, the forerunner of Kepler'. masterly tre:ltiu of + 160,., i. given by Ronchi (I), 
pp. 6Sff. 

j Pp. 93, 94, 97 abo'·e. II. Vol. 3, p. 299. I Vol. 3, p. 445. 
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five years later. Both treat systematically of the properties of light, and of the 
different shapes of mirrors and lenses, and the former goes on to describe the making 
of telescopes and sextants." 

One cannot evaluate the story so far without a glance at parallel developments in 
Europe. As to the optics and catoptrics of the Greeks, something has already been 
said (pp. 85 ff. above). Though lenses were not considered by them, there is no doubt 
that ' perspicilia' and burning-glasses of rock-crystal or glass were known in the West 
(rom an early time.b A famous passage in Aristophanesc refers to a diaphanous stone 
(hyaIQs, VaAos-) with which some legal documents were to be set on fire. Pliny 
mentions d the use of rock-crystal lenses for cauterising, and says e that glass balls filled 
with water will ignite textiles. Seneca wrotef that letters, however minute or in. 
distinct, could be magnified and made readable by a water· filled ball of glass. 

Though refraction as well as reflection was considered by Cleomedes and Ptolemy, 
it is agreedg that the first to examine the properties of lenses was Ibn al·Haitham 
( + 96$ to + J039), and even he dealt mainly with biconvex or spherical burning· 
gla"sses.h The Polish physicist Witelo (first half of the + 13th century) knew some. 
thing of lenses from al-Haitham, and drew up a table of refractions at surfaces of air, 
water, and glass. His contemporaries Robert Grosseteste ( + 1 175 to 1253) 1 and Roger 
Bacon ( +  1214 to + 1292)J were the first after Ibn al-Haitham to use plano-convex 
lenses, and still later John Peckham (d. t292)k alluded to the possibility of concave 
and plano·concave lenses. It was about this time that the invention of spectacles was 
made. If, therefore, our interpretation of the work of Than Chhiao is correct, we see 
again, as we saw in the case of the pinhole and camera obscura, that the Chinese were 
advancing in parallel with the Arabs (indeed in this case in advance of them), though 
handicapped as always by the lack of deductive geometry. 

(iv) E),e·glasses and spectacles 

It has sometimes been stated that the invention of spectacles was Chinese. This may, 
in part, have derived from a paper by Laufer (16) containing many inconsistencies, 
which were afterwards cleared up by Chhiu Khai·Ming (2). If Laufer had been 

• Furlhermore. il contains an appendix called f/,w LWI Cllhllan Th,/ Shuo' which gives an illu$trated 
accounl of Ihe engines of steam paddlc-boau. Cf. Sect. 17". 

b Some maintain Ihat the plano-convex rock-crystal object found by Layard (I), p. 197. al Babylon 
cannot havc been intended for use as a lenl (Singer, 9). 

c CloucU, 768. 
d Hi,t. Nat. XllVIl, �8 (ch. 10), 
C Hi,t. Ntlt. lXXVI. 19<) (ch. 67); tr. Bailey (I), "01. 1. p. 153. t Quailf. Nat. I. 6, 5; IT. Clarke & Gcikie (I), p. �<). 
I Cf. Singer (<) , 
h Sarton (I), vol. I, p. 7� I ; \Vinter (4). Ibn al-Haitham allo applied geomclrical lhcory 10 the passage 

of light through cylindrical glas$ $urfaee$ both con"ex and conca,·c. 
I Sarton (I), vol. �, p. 58... J Sarlon (I), vol. �, pp. 951. 957. 

Ir. Singer (9). 
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justified in accepting as authentic a mention of spectacles (ai�tail) in the Tung Thien 
CMing Lu 1 of Chao Hsi-Ku,l written not long after + 1240, then the mention of these 
aids to better vision in China would have antedated European references by about 
half a century. The passage runs;-

Ai·ta; resemble large coins, and their colour is like mica. When old people are dizzy and 
their sight tired, so that they cannot read fine print, they put ai-ta; o\'er their eyes. Then they 
are once more able to concentrate, and the strokes of the characters appear doubly clear. Ai·ta; 
come from Malacea in the western regions. 

But bibliographical study showed that this was not in the best and oldest versions of 
Chao's book, so that it must have been added by someone in the Ming. Besides, the 
mention of Malacca would have ber-n an anachronism. In fact, the earliest books 
which refer to spectacles were written in Ming times, the Chili Hsiu Lei Kao4 of Lang 
Ying ! ( +  1487 to + 1 566) and the Fang�Chou Tsa Yellbof Chang Ning7 (fl. + 145z).b 

From their accounts it is clear that spectacles were known in China, though not 
very common there, during the early years of the Mingdynasty, i.e. the + 15th century.c 
For example, Chang Ning saw a pair at the house of the army commander Hu Lung,S 
whose father had had them as a present from the emperor about + 1430. He described 
them as like mica 'or what is commonly called hsiao-tzu�', i.e. glass,d and said that 
they were believed to come from Malacca. Lang Ying, writing nearly a century later, 
told of seeing a pair which his friend Ho Tzu-Chhi 10 had obtained from barbarians 
(presumably Arab or Persian merchants) in Kansu. All these Ming accounts say that 
the spectacles were monoculars which could be connected together at will, Duyvcndak 
(19) pushed back the first known mention of spectacles in Chinese literature to the 
early years of the + 15th century when he noticed that a record exists of the presenta
tion as tribute of ten pairs of spectacles by the king of :'\Ialacca in + l.pO. This has 
come down to us in the Hsi- Yang Chi' l  (Story of . . .  the Western Oceans), a novel 
written by Lo Mou-Teng l1 in the last decade of the + 16th ccntury.e Though full of 
fabulous material, it is based on very sober sources dealing with the famous \'oyages 
of Cheng Ho and Wang Ching-Hung, and preserves certain pieces of information 
(concerning, for example, lists of tribute and details of armament such as cannon) 
which were contained in sources since lost. There is, of course, no ground for assuming 

• Ch. I. p. 9b. Tr. Chhiu Khai-Ming (�), mod. 
I) Both tit. KCCY. eh. 58, p. 22a. 
C There is a story ill the literature that Marco Polo came aCTOn spectacles when he was in Chilla, 

but the late Professor A. C. Moule confirmed to me the correclflcn of Hirschberg'. view (I).  vol. 13, 
p. 26s, that Polo never mentions them. Werner (z), p. l80. even claimed spectacles in Thang China, 
but II the nearest tilles of books to those given na authorities by him are Yuan or Ming, he must have 
made some mistake. 

d This term ",ill be found in the K" Ku. Yao Lu.n of + 1387 (ch. 6, p. 5 a), where I description of glass_ 
making is given . e Ch. S0, p. 36; ch. 99, p. 2S. See further in Sect. 29. 
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this to have been the first introduction, but whether the coming of spectacles really 
antedates the fall of the Yuan dynasty, as Chhiu Khai-Ming believes, remains unsure,P 
The mention of Kansu suggests that they came in, like cotton, both overland by the 
north and through maritime contacts in the south. 

While the first tcrm for them was a i-tai l  (or a i-taiZ), the modern term yen-ching1 
was already current at the beginning of the + 15th century. Chhiu Khai-l'vIing believes, 
plausibly enough, that the tcrm a i-ta i must be a transliteration of some foreign, 
probably Arabic, word. and we find indeed a l-'u wa iniit (' little eyes') for spectacles in that 
language. Since a j-na 4 is one variant, the suggestion that Pers. 'a inak (sing.) was another 
source is also convincing. But one cannot help wondering whether the scholars who 
first chose the name could have punned on the old word a i  of Shen Kua, which meant 
a focal point.b 

As to the origin of spectacles in Europe there has been much obscurity. The 
difficulty is that most of the evidence concerning the inventors has been lost. Roger 
Bacon certainly mentioned the possibility of improving sight, but the credit for the 
first actual making of spectacles has been ascribed (inter a lia ) to a Salvino degli 
Armati, who is said to have died about + 1 3 17, or to Alessandro Spina, a Pisan 
religious (d . + 13 13). Singer (9) summed up the circumstantial evidence by saying 
that they came into use at the end of the + 13th century, first in Italy, beginning with 
convex lenses (occh ia /i) for presbyopia, and not developing concave lenses for myopia 
till as late as the mid + 16th.c Although the recent and exhaustive researches of 
Rosen (2, 3) have not changed this general picture, they have unravelled an excep
tionally tangled skein of evidence concerning the original invention. d It is therefore 
now possible to date the first making of spectacles shortly after + 1286. The inventor 
was neither of the above-mentioned men, nor is his name known to us; he was 
probably a layman of Pisa, perhaps a worker in glass, who kept his method secret for 
trade reasons. The earliest report of it which has come down to us is contained in a 
sermon by the friar Giordano of Pisa at Florence in + 1306, and it is clear that he had 
known the craftsman personally. The oldest mention of spectacles themselves occurs 
in a series of regulationse of the Venetian guild of workers in rock-crystal and glass, 
under the name of roid i da og li, in + 1300. The first appearance of spectacles in a 
picture is seen in a portrait of + 1352 at Treviso.f It is therefore clear that their 

• The edito" of the Khang-Hsi dietionary, at any rate, thought 10 (entry under ail. b Transliteration from the Arabie would not exdude a suitable Chinese meaning, and ai-fai' could 
be interpreted ' loving to reach through II doudy screen'. Moreover, the light-rays lovingly assemble 
together at the focal point. Duyvendak ([9) agrees rhn the characters were chosen ltamedly. 

" The standsrd histories of speersde_making by Gueff (I, "l); Bock ( I ) ;  Oliv�r ([, z); etc. may be 
conlulted, but.11 under radical corre=tion by ROlen (a, 3) for tht" earliest devdopmentt. Lynn White (I) 
tell the invention in iu historical context, with funht"r referen�s. Cf. E. C. Watson (I). For the 
relation to the hiltory of ophthalmology lee the t"laboratt" volumes of Hirschberg (I). 

d. This work constitutes one of the most remarkable ' detective stories' of modem research in the 
hillory of science and technology. The phrase is particularly appropriate becau�e it brought to light 
a whole aeries of deliberate falsification. (as well .. innumerable inaccuracies) from the 17th century 
onward •. 

I< Supplementary to thOlt" of + laS .. which do not mention t"yt"·g\ .. I("I. See ROlen (2.), p. 211. 
t Von Roht (2); ROlen (2), p. 205. 
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transmission to China must have taken place comparatively fast, no doubt because of 
the fact that this was a period of intensified trade relations, first with Europe under 
the Mongol aegis, then with South Asia during the Ming n:J.vigations. 

The Sung people, however, did have two techniques which may be considered 
introductory to spectacle lenses ; one was the magnifying glass, and the other dark 
glasses as eye-protection. Regarding the former, Liu ehhi I wrote, in his HsiaJih Chj1 
(Records of Leisure Hours)a some time before his death in + I J I7; that his con· 
temporary, Shih Khang,J and other judges, used to use various magnifying lenses of 
rock-crystal (shui citing·) for deciphering illegible documents in criminal cases.b The 
judges also used to use dark glasses made of smoky quartz (e.g. chha ching5), not, as 
we do, for driving against the sun,c but so as to disguise from litigants their reactions 
.. 0 the evidence.d Indirect support for the use of magnifying glasses comes, moreover, 
from the old and favourite practice of inscribing very minute characters on art objects. 
For example, in + 1360 Yang Yo wrote:e 

It is said that the magistrate Wang 16 owned a brush pen, which, though not much larger 
than an ordinary pen, was of greater diameter at both ends, about half an inch across. 
Between these swellings there was engraved a picture of an army, men, horses (even with 
their hair), pavilions, terraces, and distant waters, all on a scale of extreme minuteness. 
Each scene was accompanied by two verses of a poem. ft hardly seemed the work of man. 
The lines of the drawing shone as if made with chalk, so that they could easily be seen in 
reflected light. It was said that the teeth of rats had been used as engraving tools. In the 
collection ofTshui Shen 1 there is an essay on this brush ofMr Wang, which shows how it was 
treasured. 

I once heard that in the house of the Wang family, on Bc!ltower Street in Peking, there is 
an archer's jade thumb-ring preserved, about the same size as the ring underneath a begging
bowl. Yet a whole chapter of the T/sin Ching' is engraved on it.f 

l\'Iorcover, my late father, the State Counsellor, used to say that he once saw a bamboo 
tortoise, similar to that which I have in my own collection, but with an inscription in ivory 
inlaid in ebony. A whole chapter of the Hsiao Ching (Fi!ial Piety Classic) was thus written. 
It was no bigger than the first finger of one's hand. When one compares these things with 
the brush of l\'fr Wang, they would seem even more skilfully made, and anyone would take 
them for the work of de"i!!. 

This technique has continued down to modern times.i 

• In Shuo Fu, ch. 4, p. 39Q• b Later echoes of this are mentioned by Chhi", Khai_Ming (2). 
<: For protection �gainst excessive light, however, eye-screens of yak-hair were worn in Tibet and 

the western provinces of China (Rockhill (2), pI. 30), while in the north Mongols used the Eskimo 
dcvice of horn or bone eye-screen. bearing a horizontal .lit (Mason (I), pp. a8tff.). There is lome 
reason for thinking that metll ones were used in +6th century China . 

� This piece of information. which I fully believe to be true, comes from a paper on fire-pearll and 
spect.clcs by Pi (I), which, though interesting, is full of serious and misleading mistakes. The same 
applies to the paper by Rakusen (t) . 

e ShaQ Ch;; HI'I! HUll., p. a9a. Tr. H. Franke (a), no. 80. 
r A popular name for the P�Qjii'J_plI'Q",illI SIUra. 
a No! long after I had written this I was shown by my friend H.E. Dr F�ng Hsi.lan a very minute 

piece of ivory upon which II. poem by Chairman Mao Tsl-Tung had been inscribed. 
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Details about traditional Chinese spectacles have been collected by Rasmussen (I), 
and Hommel.- Davis (I) and Wells Williamsb ( 1836-46) saw the useof dark glasses, 
and found rock·crystal more commonly used for spectacles than glass. The traditional 
spectacle-makers had an empirical system in which the concavity of lenses was 
estimated in a series of grades designated by the duodenary cyclical characters and 
running from - O'S to -20 diopters,C This was for myopia (chin huang , ), but convex 
lenses were also in use for presbyopia (lao huang!). 

(6) SHADOW-PLAY AND ZOETROPE 

A celebrated incident in Chinese history concerns the evocation, by the magician Shao 
Ong,l of a moving image of one of the dead concubines of the emperor Wu of the 
Han, in - 121. The story is told both in the Shih Chid and the Chhien Han Shu;e 
I reproduce the fuller version of the latter, 

(After the death of Li Fu Jen.) the emperor could not stop thinking of her. Shao Ong, 
a magician from Chhi, said that he could cause her spirit to appear. So after certain offerings 
of wine and meat had been set forth, and when certain lamps and candles had been disposed 
about a curtain, the emperor took his place behind another (diaphanous) curtain. After a 
time he saw indeed at a distance a beautiful girl sitting down and walking back and forth. 
But he could not approach her. Afterwards the emperor thought upon her all the more, and 
being sad, composed a poem somewhat to this effecl: 'Was it really she or was it not? 1 could 
not help rising from my seat. How was it that she walked so gracefully, yet seemed to come 
towards me so slowly? . .  ' 

This was always remembered in later times. r Moreover, we have quite circumstantial 
accounts of the same kind of illusion being produced in the Thang. The Pei Ming So 
Ytn5 (Dreams of the North and Trifling Talk), written by Sun Kuang-Hsien6 about 
+ 930, ascribesR to a hermit, Chhen Hsiu-Fu,1 exactly similar techniques. The Thang 
Chhiith Shih' (Thang Memorabilia) by Kao Yen-Hsiu9 recordsh another hermit 
accomplishing the same for a scholar's lost love. I 

It is improbable that the Han procedure could have been anything else than one of 
those shadow-plays ()1'ng JuiIO) which have been traditional for centuries in many 
Asian countries) Such also was the opinion of the Sung author of the Shih Wu Chi 

• (I). p. 198. b (I), vol. 2. p. 22. 
e A diopter is the reciprocal of Ihe distance in melrn between the lens and its focal point. 
d Ch: :8, p. z-.b (Ir. Chavannes (I). vol. J. p . . .,0). In this version the name of the ilirl was Wang, not 

Li; .nd another, romewhat alchemical, chuaeter. the Spirit of the Furnace, .1'0 made it, appeltanee. 
c Ch. 97A. p. I-.a. cr. auel. 
f cr. Shih I Chi; Yt'h KluJ T,h .. ", Sh .. , ch. II, p. 6b, etc. 

r Ch. 8, p. ,fl. " Ch. 2, p. ISb. 
I It i, curiou. that quile similu conjurations were put of the maginl uock-in-trl:le of adC'p1ll in 

+ 17th-century England, notably Ihe utrologer William Lilly (+ 1602 10 + 1681), the rrlend of Ashmole 
and PepYl, and the predeceuor of Salford and Case. 

J Cr. Jacob &; Jenten (I). 
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Yuan.' In the Thang examples, having in mind what has already been related of 
Chinese optical knowledge, it is just possible that someone had the idea of placing 
onc or more lenses at the pinhole of a closed chamber. This was, of course, the new 
element in the invention of the magic lantern by Cornelius Drebbel in -+ 1630 or 
Athanasius Kircher in + I646.b But it seems much morc probable that the Thang 
continued, perhaps with refinements, what Shao Ong had started. 

Another ancestor of the cinematograph was a variety of zoetrope, which may well 
have originated in China, namely a light canopy hung over a lamp. and bearing vanes 
at the top so disposed that the ascending convection currents cause it to turn. On the 
sides of the cylinder�' there would be thin panes of paper or mica, carrying painted 
pictures, which, if the canopy spun round fast enough, would give an impression of 
movement of animals or men. Such devices certainly embodied the principle of a 
rapid succession of images.d In its semi.fabulous account of Chhin Shih Huang Ti's 
treasury, already quoted, the Hsi Ching Tsa Chi speakse of the sparkling of scales of 
turning dragons after a lamp was lit. It also describes what must have been a small 
windmill or air turbine, saying that 

there was a jade tube 2 ft. 3 inches long, with 26 holes in it. If air was blown through it, 
one saw chariots, horses, mountains and forests appear in front of a screen, onc after another, 
with a rumbling noise. When the blast stopped, all disappeared. 

This was called chao hua chih hI/an [ (the pipe which makes fantasies appear). Rising 
currents of hot air were evidently used by Ting Huanl (c. + 180) who made a 'nine
storied hill·censer' r (cMu tshing po shan hsiang lu l), on which many strange birds and 
mysterious animals were attached. All these wonderful creatures moved quite 
naturaHy (chieh tzu-jan yiin tung4), presumably as soon as the lamp was lit.g Similar 

• Ch. Q. p. J4a. In his time they were very popular, and special guilds of opcra[ors exilted; d. 
!of/ng Liang Lu. eh. I). p. 1111;  eh. :iO, p. 1311;  Wu Lin Chiu Shih, eh. 2, pp. 16a, IQb; eh. 6, p. 17a. 
From thue references we know that in Marco Polo'. time [he name for Ihe laC trope was a development 
from this. hsiian ying mi,l ' lathe-turned' or 'revolving' shadow-plaYI. 

b Cf. Feldhaul ([), col. 8a4. The first use of a lens with the camera obseura was apparently due to 
Daniele Barbaro 8t Venice in + IS68, followed by della Porta in + [589 (Feldhaus (I ), col. 2a6). It i. 
not generally known that the first lecturer to use !antern-$lides was a Jesuit of the China minion, 
Martin Martini ([614-6.). The reader will r�member his important geographical work described in 
Vol. 3, pp. 5H, 586. A pupil of Athanasius Kircher, he returned to Europe in + 1651 and for four yeal'S 
travelled widely. meeting many scholars ; d. Bernard_;\laitre (I 51. Duy"endak (Il), and Vol. t, p. 38. 
His lecturel illustrated by the new techniQue were given at Louvain in + 1 654 ; lee Liesegang (I). 

e A common modern name i, 'umbrella lamp' (Ian ring6), no doubt from the form both of lamp and 
character (Liu I·bien-Chou (I), p. 77). 

d Could some limil:ir thought have been at the basis of the representations of gods and godden'" 
with attribute. held by many limbs? China inherited ,hese with Buddhism from India; Fig. �96Ihow. 
Ihe Kuan-Yin of Ihe Four Cardinal Points and the Thousand Arms in the Chieh-thung Ssu temple, 
Chiangsu. Though the amu may have been sometimes neccs.ary 10 grasp all the god'. Iymbols, their 
multiplication may atso, perhaps, have been intended to signify intensity and viaour of rapid mOlion, 
frozen iconographically into a composite 'still'. 

• Ch. 3, p. 3b, IT. auct. adjuv. Dubs (zl, vol. 1, p. 57. f Cf. the Section on geography, Vol. ), p. 580 above, with relation to relief maps, 
• Hsi Ching Tsa Chi, eh. I, p. Sa. Cf. Laufer (3), pp. ISo, 11}6. 
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apparatus (mien yin chu r). in which moving shapes were seen and tinkling noises heard, 
after the lighting of a candle or lamp, is mentioned in the + loth century Chhing 1 Lu .• 

A toy of this kind was presented to a temple by an emperor in memory of a young 
Thang princess who had died. It sounds exactly like the charming de\'ices which still 
commonly appear in Scandinavian countries at Christmas time. 

The + 12th-century Sung scholars Fan Chheng-Ta 1 and Chiang Khuei l wrote 
poemsb describing how with the ma chili t€ng� (horse-riding lamp) one can see the 
shadow-horses prancing round after the lamp is lit. A similar tSQU 11Ia ting5 (pacing
horse lamp) is referred to in the flUl1g Liang Lu (a description of Hang chow in + 1275}5 

One of the Jesuit fathers, Gabriel de :\lagalhaens, was delighted with the thing, and 
wrote, about the middle of the seventeenth century :d 

. . .  the Lamps and Candles, of which there are an infinit number in every Lanthorn, are 
intermix'd and plac'd within-side, so artificially and agreeably, that the Light adds beauty 
to the Painting ; and the smoak gives life and spirit to the Figures in the Lanthorn, which 
Art has so contriv'd, that they seem to walk. turn about, ascend and descend. You shall see 
Horses run, draw Chariots and till the Earth ; Vessels Sailing; Kings and Princes go in and 
out with large Trains ; and great numbers of People both a-Foot and a-Horseback, Armies 
l"farching, Comedies, Dances, and a thousand other Divertisemcnts and Motions repre
sented . . . .  

Modern writers have described e toys of this kind made in contemporary China, 
especially Peking, and the passage which Dodde translated from Tun Li-Chhen's6 
Yen-ching Sui Shih Chi' (Annual Customs and Festivals of Peking) is so interesting 
that it is worth quoting fully. Writing in 1900 Tun Li-Chhen said: 

Pacing-horse lamps are wheels cut out of paper, so that when they are blown on by (the 
warm air rising from) a candle (fastened below the wheel), the carts and horses (painted on 
it) move and run round and round without stopping. When the candle goes Out the whole 
thing stops. Though this is but a trifling thing, it contains in truth the whole underlying 
principle of completion and destruction, rise and decay, so that in the thousand ages from 
antiquity down to today, as recorded in the Twenty-four Hi9tories, there is not one which is 
not like a 'pacing-horse lamp'. r 

Besides this lamp, there are others of such things as carts, sheep, lions, and embroidered 
balls (so made that they remain lighted from within even when rolled over and over on the 

I Ch. :, p. : .. b. 
b Respectively, the Shang Yusn Chieh Wu Shih I (Poem on objects belonging to the Lantern Festival), 

and the Kuan T�nK Shih· (Poem on \Vatching Lanterns): ooth cited in \Vei Sung's encyclopaedia, 
eh. 17, p. 6a. I am much indebted to Profcuor Derk Hodde for these exact refnences. c eh. '3, p. Sa. This book also describes (eh. ', p. )b) il1umin.ted dragons which seemed to fly and 
run. There may be some connection between these and hot·.ir balloons (lee below, Sect. �7"'). 

(I (I), p. lOS. 
e Bodde (Il); EdH (I), p. 2.j.. For Indo-China. Huard & Durand (I), p. 80. 
f Mr Tun had found a striking metaphor for that element of C)·cJie recurrence which is present in 

the luccessive Chinese dynastiu (d. Sect. 48 below). Perhaps he was also thinking of Neo-Confucian 
ideas of recurrent change (d. Vol. ::z, p . ..  8S aOO\'e). But perhaps also he WIS unduly infl.uenced by the 
misconceptions of Westerners at that time, who found nothing but Ilasis in Chinese cullure. 
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Fill. 1,)6. Im;tg<.! of K",m.Yon of the Four CHTdinal Po,nts and the Thousand Arms, in the Chich_thung Ssu 
templt, Ch'3ngsu. Flashing action and infinite vigour syn,boli.td bytht nmhiplication oflimb,,,nd ",trihutes 
(photo. Dotrschmann, J"). 
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(!o) S O U N D  (ACO U S T I C S) 

(I) INTRODUCTION 

The term acoustics may be defined either broadly to cover the nature of sound in 
general, as a branch of physics; or more narrowly to denote our knowledge of sound as 
applied to the properties of halls and buildings. It is here taken in the broad sense, 
and this Section will therefore aim at describing not only the positive achie'"ements 
of the Chinese in this field,a but also their attitudes to acoustic phenomena in ancient 
and medieval times. The whole subject is one of particular interest fmm the point of 
view of the history of science because it was one of the earliest fields, both in East 
ar.d \Vest, where quantitative measurement was applied to natural phenomena. 

While no onc has essayed hitherto an evaluation of the development of Chinese 
ideas on acoustics as a science,b scholars who have written on Chinese music have 
naturally had to deal with the subject to some extent. The earliest authoritative 
exposition by a Westerner was that of the Jesuit fathcr Jcan Joseph-i\Iarie Amiot 
( +  1718 to + 1793; Chhien Te_Ming l) who did (1)  for this field something of what 
Antoine Gaubil c did for astronomy. Two indispensable monographs on Chinese 
music are those of Courant (2) and Levis (1), works which largely superseded the 
older contributions.d More recently the brilliant syntheses of Picken (I, 2) have 
become available.e Particularly important is the translation by Chavannesf of the 
Yo Chiz (Record of Ritual Music and Dance),i a precious document of the late Chou 
period ;h as also his study of the standard pitch-pipes.l In our opinion, Chao Yuan
Jen (2) was too modest in his estimate of the musical contributions of the Chinese; for 
he hardly did justice to their great sensitivity to timbre,j their achievement as a people 
who formulated the only theory of melodic composition in a tonal language,k and the 

• On Ihe �llltions between music and malhemalics we may cile the Slimul:lling leclure of Archibald (2). 
The book of Jeans (2) would be very useful for lhe ruder of Ihe following pages to ha"e at hand. b The unpublished work of KUllner (2) may do something to fill lhis gap, and an important book by 
\Vu Nan_Hslin is uJl:erly awaited. 

C Cf. Vol. 3, pp. 182ff. 
4 Such IS those of Faber (I); Wagener (I);  van Aalst (I) ;  Dcchevrens (I) ;  Souli� de l\lorant (I), etc. 

Levi.'s book is considered rather idiosyncratic by some ,chola". 
e See also the dictionary articles of Robinson (3); Eckardt (1, :1) and Cronley-Holland (I). Some 

widespread misconceptions about Chinese music are considered by Robinson (5). Cf. Dani�lou (I). 
t (I), voL ), pp. 238-86. 
, Contained in Li Chi, ch. 19 (tr. Legge (7). vol. 2, pp. 92 ff.), which constitutes a parallel text to that 

of Ssuma Chhien in Shih Chi, eh. 24. I t  will be remembered (Vol. 2, p. 4) that there once existed 
a Yo Clling' (Music Classic), but this was lost very early. Three of the Han apocryphal treatises 
(cf. Vol. :1, pp. 380. 382) connected wilh thi, work hove been prClerl'cd ( YH SF, ch. 54). but they have 
not yet been investigated from the point of view of the history of acoustic •. Besides these, a large 
rumber of musical and acoustic fragments, from the Han onwards, exist in the collections of Ma Kuo
Han ( YHSF, chs. 30, )1) and Yen Kho·ChUn, offering a field of promise for further f"starch. The l"nn 
yo (music) of cou"" included ritual miming in the Chou, Chhin and Han. 

1\ Another book of the same titk, attributed to Liu Hsiang, exisi' in fragmentary fonn in YHSF, 

ch. 30, pp. 68aff. I (I), vol. ), pp. 630ff. (Appenda :1). J Van Gulik (I). 
I! Le"is (I). 
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great wealth of their characteristic and distinctive melodic fund.- On Chinese musical 
instruments there is a substantial Western literature,b to which we shall refer from 
time to time as occasion arises, and useful books by Li Shun·I (1) and others. 

An adequate treatment of Chinese musical literature throughout the ages would go 
br beyond our frame of reference, yet it is rather difficult to separate the primarily 
acoustic works from those primarily musical. The tradition of the late Chou Yo Chi 
gradually blossomed forth into encyclopaedic studies which included basic musical 
theory, tables of mode· keys, etc.,c systematic descriptions of instruments, orchestral 
arrangements, dances and costumes. None of these has come down to us from a time 
earlier than the Sung, but we still possess (if in incomplete form) the admirable Yo 
Shu [ (Treatise on Acoustics and Music) written by Chhen Yang! late in the + 11th 
century.d A similar work has been preserved in Korea. The Akhak KweMm J (Standard 
Patterns in Musicology) was compiled in + 1493 by SOng Hyon at the command of 
King Songjong4 (r. + 1470 to + 1494), to preserve the studies of court music which had 
been made by an outstanding musician, Pak Yon S (fl. + 1419 to + 1450).e This work, 
afterwards many times reprinted, is succinctly written, excellently arranged, and well 
illustrated ; in all essentials it is of the Chinese tradition, with suitable Korean additions 
and modifications.f Apart from such encyclopaedias there is a great mass of informa
tion about acoustics and music in the chapters on these subjects in the successive 
dynastic histories, sources which have been utilised best by Courant (2) of Western 
scholars. In addition, much is to be found in ordinary encyclopaedias, such as the 
Chitu Hsiieh Chi� of Hsii Chien? (c. + 700), in ethnological works, e.g. the Fing Su 
Thung 1� (The Meanings of Popular Traditions and Customs) by Ying ShaoQ in + 175, 
and in miscellaneous books on scientific subjects likeShen Kua's 10 Mi1lg Chhi Pi Than II 

(Dream Pool Essays) of + 1086, so constantly referred to throughout the present 
work.g 

Besides all this there are numerous important studies by indivirlual scholars. In 
due course we shall referh to a special monograph on drums, written by Nan Cho 1 2 in 
+ 848, the Chieh KuLu, IJ while in a somewhat later generation TuanAn·Chieh 1 4 wrote 

• Picken (I. 2, J). An important Chinne secondary source which was not available to us until our 
work was nearly finished is the book of Wang Kuang_Hsi (1). b For a g�ncral sur.·ey in relation to the musical instruments of other culture., the books of Sacha 
(1 , 2) and Schaeft'ner (I) arc to be consultcd. A btie-f survey will be found in Montandon (I), pp. 69Sff. 
Extensive studies specific to Chino are those of Fernald (I), Mahillon ([), Norlind (I),  and abo"e all 
r,.Ioulc (10). An excellent album of illustrations of Chinese musical in$trumentl hal been produced 
recently by the Cennal School of j\'Iusic's Research Institute at Shanghai; see Chhien ChUn-Thao (1). 
The instruments probably used in thc Shang period (c. - 14th century) haye becndiscussed by Gibson(I). 

C See pp. 161,  169, :215, 218 below. 
d Cf. Lil UI. H,;!! LIm, ch. 2. pp. 1 6ft'. Chhen Yang's book is not to be confuscd with anothcr of the 

same tille, written by Hs;ntu Fang (d. p. 189) about +570. 
� Though the chief editor spoke slightingly of them in the preface. 
f Cf. Huard et 0/. p. [4J. 

I Cf. Vol. t ,  p. 135, and many subsequent mentions as indexed. 
h P. 161 below. 
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his )"0 Fit Tsa LIII C\Iiscellaneous ;\otes on the Bureau of :Music) in the Wu Tai 
period ( +  loth century). This deals with musical instruments and their origins, songs, 
dances, and famous performers. But just as pharmaceutical science in China through 
the centuries waits for Li Shih-Chen, so also in acoustics and musicology it was the 
last decades of the + l6th century which produced the greatest master of the subject, 
overshadowing all his predecessors-Chu Tsai-Yii.� :'.Iuch will be said of him later 
on;3 here we wish only to refer to the elaborate monographs which he prepared with 
mathematical precision and illustrated with some of the best line-drawings in any 
Chinese technical work. The earliest of these treatises, the U; Li Yung Thung3 (The 
Pitch-pipes and their Calendrical Concordances) appeared in + 1581 ,b and three years 
later saw the conclusion of the Lii Hsiiell Hsill SlmOi (:'\cw Account of the Science of 
the Pitch-pipes). The ' Essential ;\leaning of the �tandard Pitch-pipes' (Lii Lii 
Chillg J;) was ready by -+- 1596,<: and the ' �cw Account of the Science of Calculation 
(in Acoustics and :\Iusic) " Suall Hsiieh Hsill Slmo,!> by + 1603.ct As we shall see later, 
Chu Tsai-Yti was not influenced by the coming of the Jesuits though his own influence 
on Europe may h;1\·e been very great; he represems the final climax of indigenous 
acoustic and musical theory. During the "t" 18th century Chinese works ha'·e to stand 
comparison with what was going on in post-Renaissance Europe, but eyell so, the 
productions of a Chiang Yung,7 whose Lii Lii Hsill Lrlll� appellred about + 1740, or 
a Tai Chen,Q who in + 1746 de\"oted himself to an admirable archaeological recon
struction of the forms of ancient bells,e arc still desen·ing of careful study today. 

In acoustics, as in so many branches of science, the Chinese approach was rather 
different from the European. Where ancient Greece WilS analytic, ancient China was 
correlati,·e. We might look ,'ainl)" before the Thang for such questioning as that 
recorded by Plutarch f who enquires 

Ilhy Ihe narrower of two pipes!! of the same length should speak (sharper and the wider) 
flatter? \\·hy, if you raise the pipe, all its notes will be sharp ; and flat again if you stoop it? 
And why, when cbpt to another, it will sound the flatter ; and sharper again, when taken 
from it? . .  And why, when one would have set up a copper Alexander for a Frontispiece 
to a Stage at Pella, the Architect advis'd to the contrary, because it would spoil the Actors 
Vojces�h 

• Pp. 13<1, 220fl'. below. b This was lat ... r includ�d in his Li Shu '" (Cal�'HJrical Opus), togcther with an ' Imperial Longevity 
Pcnnanent Calendar' (SMllg ShOll 11""" Xi," Li"), which hnil nlrcndy been r�(errcd to in Vol. 3, p. 713. 

< This "�$ rcnllr only th� first p�r! of his Lil Slm " (Pitch·pipe Opus). d Thil work, togeth�r with the Lil Lil Chi"K I �nd Ihe Lil Ihilch Ilsm Slwo, ""$ combined c. + 1 6�0 
to (oml the Fe Lii Chhuan ,)'1"," (Collected Works 011 j\lu!ic and the Pilch.pipes). 

e This was embodied in his Khao K!I"� Chi Tim " (Illustrluions for the .:Ir,iji(t" J' Record (of Ihe 
Chell Li), ",ilh a critical �n:hacological l1nal�'sis), to which a special paper has been de,·oted by KondO 
j\'liuuo (I). r Wang Chhung's eontemporar)" in the + lSI century. 

� BUler translated 'flule' here. yel the ",,1M "as not a flute, but a pIpe with Ii double reed. Among 
the Greeks Irue tlutes wcrc, if not abS<'nl, surpr;sin!:"ly rarc. 

h WorkJ, 1096A,' Pleasure not attainable aceon.ling to Epicurus', If. Baxter{.), '·01. l, pc 4, p. 118, mod. 
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26. PHYSICS 

The classical Chinese 'lute' (ku chhin), properly described u a sevtn-Itrinscd half-tube 
lither. Akhok Ku·eb6m, th. 6, p. l i b  (+ 1-493). 
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Tung Chung�Shu, for example, in the - 2nd century, when confronted by the much 
more striking phenomenon of sympath�tic resonance, accepts it simply as being 
' nothing miraculous', since it accords so well with the typically Chinese organic 
world·vicw. 

Try tuning musical instruments such :>s the eh},i" I or the si.: The hung note or the shang 
note struck upon one lulea \\"iH be ans\\"('red by the kt/ng or the rhang notes from other 
stringed instruments. They sound by themselves. This is nothing miraculous, but the Five 
Notes being in relation; they are \\nat they are accordiLlg to the l\"umbers (whereby the 

world is constructed),b 
But in China we have to deal with two di:.tinct currents, the literary tradition of the 
scholars, and thl;! oral tr:ldition of the craft:;;nen who were expert in acoustics and 
music. From what follows it will be scc:'\ th:lt the latter must have done :l great deal 
of experimentation, asking questions quite p;lralid to those asked by the Grecks
but the details were only rarely recorded.t 

Tung Chung-Shu, indeed, was among the most scientific and philosophical minds 
of his age. In ancient and medieval times acouMic phenomena were often enough 
regarded as portents. :;\lany strange sounds were recorded, but enquiry was concerned 
rather with what they could mean than with how they \\ere caused. For example, it 
is noted that during the reign of the emperor Chhcng there occurred in - IS a case 
of a great rock emitting a noise hke thunder.d The progl1osticatory tradition was that 
such an eYent implied a disturbance of the element i\letal,e due to unbridled love of 
war and conquest on the part of rulers. The people said simply that soldiers would 
come . 

• Both the instruments na:ned h�,·e commonly beer. COIl.idcr�d lute" but the term is literary and 
imprecise. The danical chhln IS stili ", ,",�e tod�)' {Fig. z9;)--nn in�!rument of se'·en smngs, correctly 
to be described as a hnlf-tube zither (!:iaehs, 2), for it consists of a tlat elongated board Cilncave below 
pnd convex above, upon which are mounted the silk strings. A musieian pl��ing on a rhhill may be 
seen on the back of a bronle mirror made in Tung Chung.::,lm's own time (l3ulhng (8), pI. JI). The 
$1 (Fig. 298) survivu only In the form oi a descendant called the chfng,S "hich has Ihineen strill� of 
brass wire but retains the integral board body. In true lutn the resunator box is dlstin"t from the long 
or .hor! neck upon which the strings are extended. !:iuch inStruments the Chinese had, but not during 
the .eminal period of their acoustics on which much of our discussion will tum. AI! were \ ariants of the 
celebrated phi-phn,' so often referred to in later pOetry and lit<:raturr. The history of thiS shan lute 
has been carefully examined by Pieken (6), who condudes that it was of non-Chinese pro'·enDnce, 
introduced from wrne Central Asian people, proba�ly Irnnised Turco_:l.10ngols, in the +and century. 
The most important of the earliest lources include Liu Hs;·s' SJuh .\lillg' (Explanation of �ames) 
c. + ZOO, and Ihe PM-Pha FII' \nhap�ody on the Ph,.Ph.) by Fu lhilanl ( + 2 t 7  to +278) in CSHK 
(Chin sect.), ch. 45, p. 6a. On musical interchange bCt\,een East and " -est Asia see further Fanner 
( I ,  �, 3). 

b Chhun Chhi .. Fan L .. , ch. 57, tr. luct., cr. Yol. Z. p .  zS I above. Parallels in Lii Shih CMu" Chlliu, 
ch. 63, vol. I ,  p. 12:, Ir. R. Wilhelm (3), p. t61 ; nnd Chu(Jng Tz .. , cll. ;:4, If. Legge (5), \"01. 2, p. 99; /Juai Nan Tzu, ch. II, p. l I a, d. \\"u Nan-Hlim (I). p. 167. 

� One of the most stimulatmg ;;omparisons oi Greek ",·ith Chinese m\lsic and aCOUSlics is thll of 
Laloy (01). The work of Amio: and Chivannes In Ihn contcxl will be rl'ferred 10 below (p. 176) in con
nection with the ' Pyth,gorean eontrO\en)" '. 

d eMitll Han Shu, eh. Z7A. p. :zoa; TSCC, Shu chblg lifn, eh. IS8, p. ;:b. 
" Cf. Vol. z, PI'. z·nff. and Eberhard (6), p. 19. 
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Nevertheless, Chinese interest in sound, though it followed a different course from 
that of the Greeks, was by no means fruitless. Chinese invention enriched the world's 
ci\"ilisation in the sphere of acoustics and music no less than in other fields. The pages 
which follow will attempt to show first how the social life of the Chinese in pre-Han 
times brought them to focus attention on sound as a manifestation of Nature in equi
librium and disequilibrium. This entails a study of the concept of eMi, I subtle matter, 

Fig. 198. The extinct 'grt�t lute ' (si), a horizontal pHlter), with twenty.five silk strings. Hsiang Yin 
Shih 1'0 PI"" eh. I ,  p. ab, in enu Tsaj·yu's 1'0 La Chhilon Shu (+ 1620). 

vital breath, or emanation, \Ve shall then try to trace the ad,'ance towards acoustics as 
a science, with steadily impro\'ing systems of classifying sounds, and devices for measur
ing the pitch of musical notes, Finally, we shall describe some of the contributions which 
China has made to the world's understanding of sound, and of the nature of music. 

(2) CORRELATION OF  SOUND WITH FLAVOUR ANO COLOUR 

Few peoples ancient or modern have proved themselves more sensitive than the 
Chinese to the timbre of musical sounds. Van Gulik mentions· sixteen different 
' touches' in playing on the silk strings of the classical ' lute' (chhinl) and lists yet 

• (I), pp. 105, uS. 

, *'  1 � 
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other manners of striking and pulling them. To take onc example only, the vibrato 
termed yin: I 

A finger of the left hand moves quickly up and down over the spot indicated. 'A cold 
cicada bemoans the coming of autumn.' The plaintive, rocking drone of the cicadas should be 
imitated. Of this yin there exist morc than ten varieties. There is the chhang-yin, � a drawlI
out vibrato, which should recall . the cry of a dove announcing rain' ;  the hri-yiIJ,J a thin 
vibrato, which should make one think of • confidential whispering ' ;  the yu-yin 4 or swinging 
vibrato, which should evoke the image of 'fallen blossoms floating down with the stream', etc. 
Remarkable is the ling_yin;S where the vacillating movement of the finger should be so subtle 
as to be hardly noticeable. Some handbooks say that one should not move the finger at all, 
but let the timbre be inA.uenced by the pulsation of the blood in the fingertip, pressing the 
string down on the board a little more fully and heavily than usuaL 

Such a description suggests the infinite subtlety with which any given note could be 
played. Indeed, even today an expert cMill player will himself remain intently 
listening long after a note has become inaudible to other listeners. As Taoist thought 
put it:a ' The greatest music has the most tenuous notes (ta yill hsi shing6).' 

This was by no means an aestheticism without basis in physical fact. The ancient 
zither (ku chhin7) is the only musical instrument in any culture which has no frets 
and actually marks the nodes of \'ibration on the board. Recognition of individual 
harmonics, 'floating sounds' (fan yinS), using the same string, was alreadywcll advanced 
in the time of Hsi Khang9 ( + 223 to + 262). In Europe on the contrary this came vcry 
late, not before the + 18th century. Indeed, the technique of playing the ,Min mainly 
depends on exploiting the production of different timbres at the same pitch, and this 
was already developed to perfection by the later Sung ( + 12th century). 

Nevertheless, the question remains, what did early Chinese thinkers believe sound 
to be? Their contemporaries in ancient Greece set themselves this question and tried 
to answer it. The Pythagoreans, for example, believed sound to be what Laloy 
describesb as 'la chose numerale par excellence'.c Theon of Smyrna,d about + 150, 
attributes to Hippasus and Lasus ( - 5th century) the establishment of a relation 
between sound and speed, sound being something which is thrown so quickly that 
like a rapid discus it cannot be perceived in flight, but only on the instant of 'landing'. 
Archytas (fl. -370) went further and defined sound as speed itself.e 

In ancient China, on the contrary, no parallel analysis and abstraction was made. 
Sound was regarded as but One form of an activity of which flavour and colour were 
others. The background for Chinese acoustic thinking was largely determined by a 

I Too TI Ching, ch . . p. 
b (I), p. 52. 
C Cf. the remark of Leibniz, quoted by Archibald (2); 'Music i. a hidden exercise in mathemati(;t 

by minds unconscious of dealing with numbers.' 
d On the Uitl Q/ klQtlltnlaticf lor the ""dui/anding 0/ Plato, ch. n (ed. Bouilland, Paris, 16+4). 

cr. Freeman (I). pp. 86ff. 
I Theon of Smyrna, ch. 1 3 ;  Laloy (I), p. 64; Freeman (I), pp. 237ff. 
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concept which stemmed from the vapours of the cooking-pot, with its fragrant steam 
for which thc word was chili. [ We have already had occasion to enlarge on the signifi
cance of this basic concept of Chinese pneumatism.' Karlgren gives for the word in 
Chou times the meanings ' vapour. air, breath, vital principle, temperament, to present 
food, to pray, beg or ask".b It was clearly of wide connotation, and will be used in this 
Section (as in others) as a technical term for which there is no English equivalent. 
It moulded Chinese thinking from the earliest times, just as form and matter domi
nated European thought from the age of Aristotle onwards. For this reason one must 
have as good an understanding of its connotations as possible. Without this a European 
reader might consider the commentaries of many acute Han scholars writing on 
musical subjects as loaded with acoustic observations of a superstitious or nonsensical 
kind. 

The common context, then, of the meanings of the word chili given above is that of 
sacrifice to the ancestors. They are prayed in the Shih Ching to return and reinvigorate 
their descend:mts and their crops: 

Sonorous arc the bells and drums. Brightly sound the stone-chimes and flutes. 
They bring down with them blessings-rich, rich the growth of grain! 
They bring down with them blessings-abundance, the abundance!!;: 

The ancestors are tempted to return to earth not only by the prayers of their descendants 
chanting liturgical phrases. but by the sounding of musical instruments and the 
delicious emanations which rise up from magnificent bronze cooking-vessels. When 
they arrive their eyes are also feasted with the sight of an assembly dressed in cere
monial clothing, furs and emblems all conforming to traditional themes of colour. 
From the earliest historical periods the Chinese were concerned with a synthesis of 
sound, colour and flavour, responding to the synthesisd of Nature manifested in 
thunder, rainbows and spicy herbs. One chili rises up from the earth to heaven like 
steam from cooking-pots; another descends from heaven to earth, like ancestors 
spreading their reinvigorating influence. Their intermingling produces wind,e where
with heaven makes music" and brings into being not only rainbows which are heaven's 
colours, but the flowers of the changing year and with them the flavouring herbs in 
due season. All were signs and symbols of those great climatic processes on which the 
life of the ancient Chinese people depended, balancing ever between flood and droughU 
Such was the environment which brought forth their organic philosophy.h A purely 
analytic treatment of sound would hardly have been consistent with it . 

• E.g. Vol. 2, PI'. ll • . p, 76, [50, 238, 275, 369 ; Vol. 3, PI'. 2 [7, 222, 4! [ ,467, 480. 636. b K 5 [7. 
C Shih Cln'ng, cr. Legge (8). pt. 1\', i ([), no. 9 ;  Mao, no. 274; tr. auct. adjuv. Karlgren (14), p. 24); 

Waley ([), p. 230. Perhaps -7th century. 
d Alm�t In orchestration. Cf. p. [64 below. 
e Chhim Han Shu, ch. 21"', p. 4a: 'The chhi of heaven and ear[h unite and thereby produce wind.' 
f Chuang T::!l, ch. 2 :  'If Earth pipes, it is with all itl aperture •. If "Ian pipes, it is with the collected 

bamboos.' Cf. Vol. 2, p. 5 [ .  
I cr. Vol. [ ,  PI'. 87, 96, [ [4, [31,  etc.; Vo!' 3, p. 46:df., 472 If. cr. Sect. 28 below. 
1\ cr. Vol. 2, PI'. S[ If. ; 28df., .172ff. 

' II.  
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(3) THE CONCEPT OF CHHl IN RELATION T O  ACOUSTICS 
Chili, then, had two main sources. It could go up from earth to the ancestors, and it 
could come down from heaven with the ancestors to earth. A third but very important 
source was in man himself, in his breath. With increasing sophistication chili is thought 
of as something more rarefied than steam or breath. It becomes an emanation, a spirit. 
a pneuma ('mI(lj�). Naturally any attempt to trace the development of this idea must 
be rather hypothetical, but some form of hypothesis is necessary if Chinese acoustic 
thinking is to be understood. 

In one of the early passages of the Shu Ching, which Karlgren II places not later than 
- 600, tbere occurs the statement: ' Eighth : the several manifestations (shu cheng I). 

They are called rain, sunshine, heat, cold, wind, and their seasonableness.' With this 
may be compared a passage from the Tso Cliuanb of perhaps some two centuries later: 
'The six chili are called Yin, Yang, wind, rain, darkness and brightness.' It is reason
able to suggest that the latter is a more sophisticated version of the idea contained in 
the former. The Shu Ching text would have a straightforward appeal to anyone 
engaged in farming, whereas the latter has the neat antithesis of the scholar. Its 
statement of the six eMi follows, by way of explanation, another: 'There are the six 
ehhi of heaven. Their incorporation (chiang:) produces the five flavours; their 
blossoming (fa)) makes the five colours; they proclaim themselves (ching 4) in the five 
notes.'b The word chili, then, is used sometimes in a general way for that form of 
emanation which goes up to and comes down from heaven, and sometimes for a 
particular form of its descent. Elsewhere in the Tso Chllo/lc it is stated that the ehhi 
themselves make the five flavours. It is hard to know quite what is implied in ' descent', 
but the term 'six channels' (lju thung5) is sometimes used as a synonym for the six 
ehhi.d Now this suggests a connection which is important for early Chinese acoustic 
theories, for if ehlti is something which can be canalised or piped off,e the obvious 
instrument for the purpose would be a bamboo tube, such as is used in China for 
irrigation. Consequently, it is not surprising to find early references to the shaman
musician piping off his own elth; through bamboo tubes in an attempt to alter the 

� (12.), p. 33 (ch. 2;1., Hung Fan). 
b Referring to -HO; Duke ChilO, lit yellr (tr. auct. 

adjuv. Couvreur (I), vol. 3, p. 37)· 
C Duke Chao, 251h year (-516), fr. Couvnur (I), 

vol. 3, p. 380. 'The (Ibc) ,hhi make the five flavouu. 
(Their) manifestation makes the five colouu. (Their 
sound) patternl (chang') make the five notes.' The K 723 
word chang means a pattern, signal, rule, to manifest, 

K 147' 

abundant. See K 723, where the explanation of Ihe graph il said to be uncertain. We suggest that the 
Shang bone character represents a flute or pipe with a drum. Compare thil graph with KISI 'a big 
flute', and K 147' almost certainly a pellet-drum. 

d Chuang T2U, ch. 33 (Thien Hsia) ; d. Legg" (5), vol. 2, p. 216. 
e Ssum. Chlng in the +8th century, commenting on the Shih Chi, saYI indeed that a pitch-pipe 

is that by which one canalises thhi (Iii ,hi JO j lhung chhi'). 
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processes of Nature-of heaven's chili-by sympathetic magic. Should we not see a 
rather late echo of this practice in the story of Tsou Yen 1 ( - 4th century) blowing on 
his pitch-pipes for the benefit of the crops?a 

To call these magical tubes pitch-pipes, however, is probably an anticipation of 
subsequent developments, as will be made clear later. Probably ' humming tubes' 
would be more appropriate. They are referred to by various names, Iii,: thung,l.4 
kuau,S.6 and the other Iii,' a term that is generally translated ' pitch-pipe', but the 
essential meaning of which is regular steps or regularity. 

Here we should pause for a moment to realise the wider significance of the fact that 
Chinese acoustics (like other branches of physics) was from the first, if not analytical, 
highly pneumatic. ParaUel lines of thought have already been described in meteoro
logyb and in geology,c while later on we shall see how importam the concept of chili 
was in medicine.d Filliozat (I)  has shown convincingly that Greek pneumatic medicine 
(e.g. in the Hippocratic De Velltis), of about the - 5th century, derives from the same 
sources as that of the Indian Suiruta San/hita and Caraka SaI!/hiM ( +  and - 1st 
century).e Though the earliest extant expressions of these ideas in their simplest form 
occur in the Vedic literature, now regarded as contempo'raneous with the late Shang 
period ( - 13th century), it seems overwhelmingly probable that their origin was 
Mesopotamian. From Babylonia they would have radiated to the south-east and 
north-east as well as to the west. Later in this Section ( we shall find cause for thinking 
that China received from the Fertile Crescem certain information about sound much 
more precise than the stimulus to think about clthis andfclIg.9 l\Ioreover, as we saw 
above,' acoustic examples were frequently adduced by naturalist thinkers in ancient 
China to support their characteristic conception of a universal continuum and the 
reality of action at a distance by wave transmission therein. When we say, therefore, 
that the acoustics of the old Chinese philosophers was highly pneumatic, we must not 
forget that they thought of chili as something between what we should call matter in 
a rarefied gaseous state on the one hand, and radiant energy on the other. Though all 
our assured knowledge gained by experiment makes us infinitely richer than they, is 
the concept of 'wavides' in modern physical theory so much more penetrating? At 
any rate, the interconversion of matter and energy would hardly have been a surprise 
to them. 

(i) Conduits for chhi; the military diviner and his humming-tubes 

The fact that in Chou texts the number of the chhi should be six, and the number of the 
Iii should also be six, is probably not a coincidence, and there is early authority for 
the belief that some tubes respond to a Yang chili and others to a Yin, a different term 

• We have already referred to this on P. :19 above. 
Cf. Dub. (5), p. 65. 

b Vol. 3, pp. 467. �71, 479, 481, 491, etc. 
d Section 44 below. 
f Pp. 177fr. below. 
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being used to distinguish them. For example, in the Cho/l !.i i t  is said:a 'The Grand 
Instructor (Ta Shih 1) takes the Yin-tubes (tllung l), and the Yang-tubes (Iii 1), listens to 
the army's note, and predicts good fortune or bad (i thing (lliin shing c/tao chi hsiung·).'b 
In this passage the number is not specified, but in many instances they are referred 
to as the 'twelve pipes (klWn)', 'the six (Yang) Iii and the six ("in) Iii ', or sometimes 
quite simply as 'the six /ii ',c Any enquiry into this subject is complicated by the fact 
that the literature sp:ms many centuries during which musical evolution was rapid, 
and musical terms of necessity changed their meaning, as also by the fact that the 
number of tubes used was not necessarily the same at all periods. If a sketch of their 
evolution were to be attempted, one would postulate first an instmment of two tubes 
tied together, possibly one open and the other stopped, such as is suggested by the 
graph of the word yung S (K Il85b, c) (mean
ing-an instrument, to use); :md its develop
ment in the word )'lIl1g6 (K 118511, i) which 
means the loop of a bell, or (tllng) a flute. 
This graph was further developed in the 
word tllung7 (K I t85', s) meaning a channel 
or communication, previously referred to as K IISjb,r 

a synonym for cMi; and in a later work (the 
K 1 dIs; K 1185" 

- 3rd-century Hall Fei Tzu) by the addition of the bamboo radical to mean a tube 
(thungS).d All of these words belong to one common phonetic group. 

For the next stage one would expect an increase in the number of tubes as the 
shaman himself develops nicer powers of discriminating between different sorts of 
chili. In the Tso Chua" there is an instance where apparently four were used. The 
passage'" describes how the officials of the State of Chin ask the Music-Master 
Khuang" about the outcome of a campaign if the troops of the southern State of Chhu 
besieging Cheng should march north. The Music-l\laster replies: 

There is no harm, I repeatedly hummed the northern 'wind ' ; I also hummed the southern 
'wind '. The southern 'wind' was not vigorous, The sound signified great slaughter. (The 
State of) Chhu wil! inevitably fail to gain a victory. 

Cheng Chung 10 (fl. + 70), commenting on this passage, says that the northern 'wind' 
is Chia-chung II and Wu-yi,ll the southern 'wind' Ku-hsien lJ and :\fan-Hi.I• These are 

• Chou Li, eh. 6, p. 1411 (eh. 23); If. BiOI (I), vol. 2, p. SI.  
b Cf, Vol. 2, p.  552, abo>'e. 
e E.g, Li Chi, eh. 9 (Li Yun): 'The 1 2  lubes in lurn ael as fundamenl:l1 (Shih-�.h Jouan huan hliang 

tui hung H)' ; Chhitn Han Sh .. , eh. 2 1  A, p, 3b: 'The lubes are u in number; Ihe Yang six compose 
the /U and Ihe Yin six compose the (other) tii (Lil)'U rhih_uh, l'ang Ii .. :l-rilii, } 'in liu II'n /U '") ' ; r,o Chuan, 
Duke Chao, 20th year ( - 521): 'The 5 notes, the 6 tubes . . .  , etc. (lJ'u thing, /ill /U, . •  ").' 

d To this group of characters concerning tubes one could also add nmg,,1 which means to croon or 10 
ting 10 oneself. 

C TID Chuan, Duk" Hsiang, 18th year (-SH); Couvreuf (I), vol. 2, p. 342. 
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the names of four notes of the regular gamut of his day, which contained twelve notes 
in alLa In the first century of our era these tweke notes were divided into two groups 
of six, one grollp of which was regarded as Yang and the other as Yin. But by no 
1st-century classification can the notes m('ntioned above be made to agree with this 
Yin and Yang division. _-\ccording to the orthodox system described in the Lii Shih 
CMull CMill, for example, Chia-chung is Yang and Wu-yi is Yin. In the Chou Li 
the opposite is the case. This fact, and also that four notes are named out of a possible 
twelve, suggests that Cheng Chung was drawing on some genuine tradition concerning 
the ancient art of di\'ination by means of humming·tubes. 

Before pursuing the idea of the evolution of simple pairs of humming-tubes into 
complex sets of detachable pan-pipes used for giving the pitch for a gamut of twelve 
notes, it will be worth while to examine more closely this remarkable passage from 
the Tso ChI/ali for its bearing on the concept of cMi. Since many of the terms are 
far from clear let us look at the passage in the original.b The two terms which cause 
most difficulty are ko I and jeng,l translated above as 'hum' and 'wind' respectively. 
In support of this we mny quote the commentary of Fu Chhienl (+ 2nd century) :c 

The southern pitch-pipe emanation (Nan-Iii 'flhi4) did not come up (to its full strength). 
Therefore the note signified great slaughter. 

In speaking of the blowing of pitch-pipes, why do we say ' hum' and 'wind'? The note 
produced is the ' hum' (Chlwi iii prh yen ko yii jeug cM? Ch/w rMng yiieh ko�). 

Since the pitch-pipes ar.c also the tubes (used for the practice of) 'observing the chhj' 
(see pp. 186 If.), the emanation is called ' wind '. This is why we talk of the 'hum' and the 
'wind'. (f lu shih hou chhi chih kUQn, chili Iri ling yell. KII yen ko /ing.6) 

There can be little doubt that the Chinese of these early centuries believed they knew 
a way of divining the outcome of a battle by some peculiar process of blowing or 
humming through tubes.d There are other references to it besides those given above. 
For example, Ssuma Chhien quotes.;: a saying that 

on seeing the enemy from afar it is possible to know in advance what the outcome of a 
battle will be, for better or for worse. On hearing the sound it is possible to know whether 
there will be victory or defeat. Such is the method which has not varied under a hundred 
kings. 

The use of hollow tubes, bones or branches as speaking trumpets for disguising or 
amplifying the voice of the shaman is widespread among primitive peoples. r That it 

a Cf. below, p. 171. 
b Pu loa;. IFu 'JOU liD pti Ilng, )"u 1<0 nan IIt�. Nan/ing pu (hi",. To nu .hl"g. Chhu pi feu ku",.' 
C Chhun Chhi .. Tso Chua .. Chi .. h I, in YHSF, ch. H. p. aJb; Ir. auci. 
d See again Vol. 2, pp. 5 5 1 ft". The close connection bctween warfare and music is atteSled by Ihe 

fact that the ume character mtans both an ann)' and a music-master (shih I). e Shih Chi, ch. as, p. 1 b;  It. Chavannes (I), vol. 3, p. 294, eng. aucl. ; d. Sachl (I), p. 2S. 
t Cf. Vol. 2, pp. t32ft". 
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should occur in China is not remarkable. What is remarkable is that the Chinese 
should have attempted in this, as in so man)' other of their activities, to reduce the 
practice to a clearly regulated and classified system. 

In a lost ' Book of War' (Ping Shu I) quoted by Chang Shou·Chieh: in his Thang 
commentary on this passage of the Shih Chi, five different states of morale are listed, 
all of which can be known by the skilful diviner. E\'ery man has within his body his 
own ell"i, The diviner uses his to set up a disturbance in the outside world when he 
blows through his humming·tube. One chili will then 'by a kind of mysterious 
resonance' a react on another chili, just as one musical instrument will touch off another 
which is in tunc with it. In an army where many men are massed together there is 
a ' collective chlti' which floats abo\'e it, and which can be seen as a coloured cloud,b 
and heard as a note or sound. As the Thang scholar Ssuma Chen says in his com
mentary on the passage already cited:c 

Above every enemy in battle array there exists a \'apour.colour (chhi-sel). If the chili is 
strong, the sound (note) is strong. If the note is strong, his host is unyielding. The pitch
pipe (or humming-tube) is (the instrument) by which one canalises (or communicates with) 
e}:hi, and thus may foreknow good or evil fortune. 

There is a certain reasonable basis for this strange belief. If the divination were 
merely to discO\-er the outcome of a battle it might not deserve much consideration. 
But, as can be seen from the passages quoted, it was primarily to discover the enemy's 
morale, and thus to deduce the chances of victory. This is a very different matter from 
the Roman practice of auguring victory by the observation of the flight of birds or the 
entrails of animals. In the days of c!ose combat every commander was anxious to study 
his enemy for signs of morale. There is, for example, Thucydides' famous account of 
the defeat and death of Cleon, when his opponent Brasidas exclaimed: 'Those fellows 
will never stand before us, one can see that by the way their spears and heads are 
going.'d In the nervous tension which precedes a battle it would have been easy for 
the shaman to imagine the chlti which he believed to emanate from every individual 
in the opposing host to be gathering like a cloud above them; moreover, we ourselves 
are all in some measure able to judge the mood of persons we know well by the timbre 
of the human voice, a slight shrillness betraying anxiety, harshness, anger, and so on. 
If, then, as the ancient Chinese believed, sound is produced by e/Jii, and the ehhi 
rising up from an army would have been considerable, how could the e},hi from an 
army have failed to produce a sound? 'There is', as Ssuma Chhien concludes, 
' nothing marvellous in this. It is quite naturat.'e 

It would be interesting to lmow what exactly was the method by which the different 
types of sound were distinguished. From the Tso Chuan passage it would seem to 

• Cf. Vol. 01, p. J04. 
b Cf. Chin .':;flU, ch. n, pp. qbff., tr. Ho Ping-Yti (I). 
C Tr. auct. Not in Po-n. Nn ed.; KHCP ed .• vol. 3 (p. 76). 
d HislOry of lht P�/oponnuia" War, Ir. Crawley, v, ch. IS. 
e Shih Chi, ch. 015. p. 1 /1 ;  d. Chavannes (I). vol. J, p. 0194, 
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26. P H Y S I C S  139 
have been mainly a matter of whether the sound was vigorous or not. If  it did not come 
up to full strength the notes indicated ' death', 'Death' sounds implied that the army 
concerned had poor morale and would be defeated; ,rigorous sounds on the other hand 
implied success. If we knew exactly what these tubes were like it might be possible 
to have a clearer idea of what was meant by the term ' death I sounds. 

In the Li Chi occur the words:a 

The fixc notes, the six fixed pitches and the I\\'ch'c pipes take it in turn to act as funda
mental (feu shEng /ill Iii shih·eTh kuan IlUan hsiallg wei kung ') . 

The word (or pipe here is kuan,2 So many different descriptions of it are given by 
various commentators that one is forced to the conclusion that it was frequently used 
merely as a generic term. But one scholar's opinion deserves particular attention, for 
though late-he was born in + I 536-his understanding of ancient music was excep· 
tional. This is Chu Tsai·Yi.i,l about whom more will be said in due course.b He gives 
it as his opinionc that kuan was the name for the Iii when several were tied together, 
and that they were originally simple open notched pipes. Now notched pipes such 
as are pictured by Chu in his book, having a small semi-circle cut in the upper edge 
of one end of the tube, across which the player blows at right angles, are the earliest 
and most primitive of all such pipes.d If Chu is correct in his assumption that the 
early pitch-pipes were of this sort, one can begin to understand how a diviner could 
sometimes evoke ' death' notcs, and sometimes notes which were -vigorous'. For of 
all musical pipes those with a notch 1.(e the most difficult to play. As Chu says:e 

The thoughts must be serious, the mind peaceful, and the will resolute . . . . Open the lips 
:md emit lightly a small (jet of) breath in blowing, causing the air to enter the tube con
tinuously; then its correct note will be sounded . . . .  For persons to blow the pitch-pipes, do 
not employ the old or the vel)' young ; their chili is not the same as that of (persons who are) 
youthful and strong. 

It is probable that in the tense moments before a battle, the shaman might from anxiety 
or excitement fail to emit the small jet of breath at exactly the right angle, or with the 
right degree of force, or with the constancy which was required, so that fluctuating, 
feeble or • dead' notes would result. This then would have provided the basis for the 
divination, since the variation in the sounds, though arising from the state of morale 
of the shamun's own side, could well have been attributed, by means of the ' resonance' 
theory, to the chili of the enemy. Pitch differences were not an essential part of the 
response. 

I eh. 9 (Li YOn), p. 6 1 b ;  d. Legge (7), ,"01. I ,  p. 382. 
b cr. pp. uoff. below. 
< Lu Lil Ching /' (Nti Phi"n), eh. 8. 
o.! Kunn h), p. 57, after di5cussing this, mentions the Javal'lese chalintu al I modem example . 
• Lu Hsue;' H,;" Shuo,' eh. I, p. 190; n. Duct. 
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Later a more detailed appraisal of the enemy's morale was attempted by a fi\"cfold 
division of sound, the terms for which were kllllg, I shang,' chia,J chill . and yii.s These 
are the names of the five degrees of the pentatonic scale, if we give them the meaning 
which they have in works of the - 4th century onwards. But clearly there was an 
earlier period when they did not ha'"c this meaning only, for if kung is translated as 
'fundamental',  the others being, for example, as in the standard first mode, major 
second, major third, perfect fifth, and major sixth; it is impossible to make sense of 
the statement in the Kilo YII:" 

In the affair of i\fu Yeh (the battle in which the old Shang kings were overthrown by 
King \Yu of the Chou) the sounds all exalted the fundamental (yin cllil'h shang kung6). 

For kllflg was not the name of a fixed note like our Oliddle C, but any note could be 
kung, in the manner of our movable doh, as is clear from the aboye quotation from the 
Li Chi. 

This is even clearer in the Shih Chi account, in which it is said:b 

When King Wu attacked Chou Hsin he blew the.' tubes and listened to the sounds. From 
the first month of spring (i.e. from the longest tube) to the last month of winter (i.e. the 
shortest tube) a chili of bloody slaughter (was formed by their) joint action, and the ensuing 
sound gave prominence to (the distincti\'e quality of) the kllng nOte.c 

The fact that from Han times onward kllllg, silallg, chio, chill and)'ii became the normal 
terms for the five notes of the scale, that is to say terms for distinguishing relations 
of pitch, helped to make these passages musically unintelligible; and the fact that 
Chavannes wrote off Chinese explanations of their own theories of chili as 'pur pathos' 
denied subsequent writers the key to the problem. Yet it is sure that in divination 
these five terms are not concerned exclusin�ly or C\'en primarily with pitch, but rather 
with a certain quality of sound, or timbre. What that quality may have been is 
suggested by the words of Tung Chung-Shu in the work quoted at the beginning of 
this Section:d 

Violent winds in summer correspond with the note chio . . . crashing peals of thunder in 
autumn corrcspond with the note shmlg . . .  autumn lightning flashes correspond with the 
note chill. . . cloudbursts of rain in spring and summer correspond with the note yii . . .  
rumbling thunder in autumn corresponds with the note kUllg. 

The ' Dook of \Var', previously mentioned, statese how these five qualities of sound 
may be interpreted . 

• Cf. ChQu l'ii. en. 3, p. 36b. 
10 en. 25, p. I II ;  Ir. Cnav3nn<"$ (I), "01. J, p. 194, eng. aUCI. e Till/i nl!ng-chh,m ; chih yu chi-lung, sha chlll hJin1lit piug trh yin Jhang kung.' d Chhun Chln" 1 Fan Lu, en. 6 .. : IT. auCI. adjuv. Hugnu (I). p. 308. 
e It i$ in the commentary of Shih Chi, en. 25, p. I II :  Ir. aUCI. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

The Great Instructor blows the tubes, uniting the sounds. I f  it is shang there will be 
victory in the fight; the soldiers of the army are strong. If it is c/iio the army is troubled ; 
many vacillate, and lose their martial courage. If it is kung the army is in good accord; 
officers and mcn arc of one mind. If it is chih there is restlessness and much irritation; the 
soldiers are tired. If it is yii the soldiers are soft, and little glory win he gained. 

The diviner was apparently able to learn the morale of his O\vn troops by blowing the 
pipes on the first day of the campaign, and of the enemy by blowing them before 
battle was joined. If then the emanation over Chou Hsin's army was held to emit the 
qualities of a kUllg note, showing that both armies were in good heart, that version 
of Chinese history which, in opposition to ;\lencius,a maintained that the Shang 
dynasty was overthrown only after bloody slaughter would seem more likely to be 
correct. 

\Ve are forced then to conclude that, as a development of the pseudo-science of 
divination, kung, shang, chio, chili, and yii were at one time names connoting qualities 
describing the volume or timbre of cert:tin sounds. This enquiry conveniently intro
duces the subject of timbre in early Chinese thought and practice. 

(4) CLASSIFICATIONS OF SOU:"'D BY TIMBRE 

The preceding paragraphs have attempted to show how early Chinese ideas of the 
nature of sound were based upon the concept of chili. In fact it persisted until recent 
times, and was abandoned in scholarly circles only under the influence of physical 
theories of wavelength during the modern period. We shall now see how the Chinese 
advanced from an early stage in which they were concerned with a general quality of 
sound, boding good or ill, to an exact appreciation of how one sound may differ from 
another in timbre, volume and pitch. In doing so we shall see how the classification 
of sounds gradually became standardised, while sounds themselves were correlated 
with other phenomena. Today we regard timbre as that which distinguishes one note 
from another not by volume or pitch but by complex blends of overtones. The ancient 
Chinese music-masters would not have expressed themselves in this way, for the 
different elements which make up a sound were probably not thought of in isolation, 
but timbre was very important for them. Indeed the Chou classification of musical 
sound heralded that sensitivity to tone which was mentioned in the introduction to 
this Section. Since many European writers on Chinese music have been inclined to 
an opposing belief, it is interesting to find Juan Gonzales de Mendoza quoting the 
testimony of the Austin friarsb that the Chinese ' do tune their voyces unto their 
instruments with great admiration'.c It may be that + 16th-century Europeans, whose 

ears had not yet become accustomed to the rigid tuning of modern equal temperament, 
were more tolerant of other systems . 

• ,lfing T�u, III. 2, v (5); tr. Legge (3), p. 149. 
b See p. :ns bc:low. 
C Parke cr. p. 140. 
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(i) Material sources of sowld 

The phrase by which the Chinese designate the orthodox grouping of instruments is 
pa yin I or ' the eight (sources of) sound'. This is a convenient shorthand tcrm for the 
eight different kinds of material which featured most prominently in the construction 
of the different types of instrument. One of the earliest texts in which they are 
catalogued is the Chou Li, where they are listed a as metal, stone, earth (or clay), skin, 
silk (threads), wood, gourd, and bamboo.b Instruments in which the sound-producing 
agents 3re so varied produce a variety of limbres. The Gracco-Roman classification 
into three genera, wind-instruments (pnel/matikoll, 1TV€tIf/o0:W(ov), stringed instruments 
(enchordon, ('Y,\-opSov), and percussion instruments (krous/ikon, KPOVC71'UCov), wa!' 
perhaps more scientific, and gave place only in modern times to the fivefold classifica
tion c of idiophones, membranophones, chordophones, aerophones, and electro
phones. 

The great variety of timbre in Chinese music in general, and in the instruments of 
the Confucian temple orchestras in particular, has often been emphasised.d Balinese 
game/ane and Dayak long-house gong ensembles in Sarawakf preserve something of 
the spirit of the early Confucian orchestras,g while the court Illusic of the Thang 
still lives in Japan.h This unaccustomed richness in variety of timbre was somewhat 
baffling to the first Europeans of modern times who experienced it, as may be seen, 
for instance, in the report of Matteo Ricci after attending a rehearsal at the Nanking 
win-miaoz (Confucian temple) in + I 599.i Yet the most characteristic acoustic 
features of the music of the Chinese culture-area (extending as it does from Korea to 
Indonesia)] may be defined as twofold: the high proportion and multiplicity of chime
idiophones on the one hand, and the prominence of the bamboo plant (and the pitch
pipes derived from it) on the other. 

It  is clear that the eightfold Chinese classification of sounds was only arrived at 
gradually. In the Yo Chi (Record of Ritual Music and Dance), a book certainly com-

• eh. 6, p. UO! (ch. 1':;), Ir. Biot (I), vol. l, p. So. 
b Probably the oldest extant clauification of musical instruments in IIny ci\·ilisation, says SchacHner (I), 

p. Il+ 
C Mahillon (I) ;  Galpin (I), p. 15; l\lontandon (I), pp. 69Sff.; Schlleffncr (I), pp. !4lIT., 179ff. 
" E.g. by Picken (3). 
C i\lcPhee (I, l), Picken (ll, pp. 170ff. 
r Pri"alc communication from K.R. (1957) . 
• RepresentatiOna of orchestras from the Warring State, period have come down to us, notably on 

bronze venels such as thc bowl from Huihsien (Fig. 199) prescn:cd in the ArchaeoloKicll1 Inltitute of 
Academia Sinica (cr. Yang Tlung-JunK (I), pI. 19). and the magnificent "ase of the -4th or - ltd 
Century known u Ihe Yen-"'to Yll-Lieh Thu HuJ (Fig. 300) which may be seen in the Imperial Palace 
l\luseum at Peking (d. Yang Tliung-Jung ('), pI. 20). Of Han representations one of the hest is that 
in the I_nan tomb reliefs (Fig. 301); cr. Anon. (7), fig$. 27b, , ;  Ts.!ng Chao-Yu et at, (I), pi. 48. 

h Harich-Schneider (I); Picken (2). pp. l44ff. 
, Trigavlt, tr. Gallagher, pp. 335if.; d'Elia (1), vol. .t, pp. 70ff. Cf. Vol. 2, pp. 31 if. 
J This is not only, or mainly, because of influences radiating from China in relatively late times, but 

tather because common cultural elements helped to shape Chinese music in the Chou period. Cf. 
Picken (a), pp. 180ff_; and Vol. T, p. 89, abo'-e. 
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Fig. 299. An orehestra of the Warring States period (c. -4th eentury) : the Huihsien bronze bowl 
(Anon. (4); Yang Tlung-lung (1), etc.). Musicians beating upon suspended L·shaped chime-stones ean 
be seen at the tOp; on Ihe left, beyond the pieture of a building, Olhers are striking a row of $uspended 
bells. 
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Fig. 300. An orehe.lra of the Warring SIDtcs period (c, -4th century): the Yen.Yo Yu-Lieh Thu Hu 
bronze vase Inuerved in the Imperial Palace Museum, Peking. In the fourth row from the top, on 
the right, there are three ringers of bell., one musician in charge of the row of suspended chime-stones, 
one drummer with atand_drum. and one penon playing on a wind-instrument. The frame for the 
instrument. i. upheld by �'O large carved birds, and immcdiattly to the right of it a kneeling figure 
.ppun to be playing the ' tiger_box ' (lee p. 150). The IWO turtles and the Imlil bird Iccm to have 
strayed in from the scene of fishing and fowling on the extreme left of the lOme row, hut the deer-like 
anim.l appeln to be re.ponding 10 the orchtstra, like the dancing-gid with lona .leeves cauaht in 
airy lup above the 'tiger-box' player. From YlU'La Tsung_]ung (1). 
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piled from Chou sources, the following eight instrumcnts of ' music' arc listed: a bells, 
drums. pipcs, flutes, ringing-stones,b feather (wands or dresses), shields. and axes. 
Only four 'sources of sound I occur here, namely metal. skin. bamboo, and stone 
(Fig. 302). In another passage in the same text it is said:c 

As the Shih Ching says: ' Guiding the people is very easy.' That is why the sages established 
the pellet-drum (thao I .:) and the stand-drum (hul), the instrument which starts the miming 
(chhiang4) and the instrument which stops it (cltieh S), the globular Aute (hsuan6) and the 
flute (chhih').d These six (instruments) gave the notes of numinous music charged with 
morality (te yin chilt yin S). After that (they established) bells (chung �), ringing-stones (chhing '0), 

the blown pipe (yu l l)e and the (silk-stringed) zither (Se!l) to go with them. 

Elsewhere in the Yo Chi it is more specifically statedf that the instruments of music 
are the four sources of sound-metal, stone, silk and bamboo (chin, shih, $SU, chu, yo 
cltill chili yell Il).g From this and also other references it seems clear that there was 
a period from which many early texts derive, in which the ' eight sources of sound' 
were not yet classified and settled. This is reinforced by the fact that the Tso Chuan 
has only a single reference ( -7Ii) to the ' eight sources of sound'.h The passage states 
that 'dancing is that by which one regulates the eight sources of sound, and thereby 
conducts the eight winds (WII so j ellieh pa yill, erh ming pa/eng 14) '. References to the 

• Pan. 2. in Shih Chi, ch. 24. p. I I b ;  d. Chavannes (,), vol. 3. p. 248. b The sounds produced by striking flat l-shaped chime·stones of "arious si�es were among the most 
characteristic features of the orchestras of ancient China (Figs. 304, 305). \\'e had occasion 10 mention 
them �fore in connection with cenlres of gravity (p. 34 above). For the conclusions of modem scholars 
on the geometry of their shaping. su Wu !\'an-Hsun (I), pp. 127ff .• Chhen Wo!n_Thao (J), pp. 67ff. 

Kuttner (I) believes that they originaled from Ihe Rat annular stone symbols called pi" of which we 
had to ,�y so much in Yol. 3, pp. 334ff., supposing Ihat the pi itself WIS first ttruck to make music Ind 
that the ' dissl!l:tion ' of its annulus into fragments came about by removal of pieces in a tuning process. 

c Para. 8. in Shih Chi, eh. z�, p. 3za. b ;  tr. Chavannes (I), vol. 3. p. 276, eng. et mod. auct. See 
Figs. 301 and 303. 

d The ,hhih was a lransvuse pipe blown by a cenlnlly placed hole. with finger holes on each .ide. 
e The yii is generally considered a large 36-pipe (onn of Ihe mouth reed·organ or $hlng. But thne 

was also the vertical pipe (Ii'") with six holes and a back_stop. In the collection of my friend Mr R. 
Alley I h.,·e sccn a bronze Ii of the Warring States period. originally gilded. in which the hole. are all 
situated at the lowest parts of as many regular annular constrictions. the diameter of the pipe swelling 
between them. The blown end or mouthpil!l:e " shaped in dragon·head fonn. and the lower orifice i, 
surrounded by ridges and indentations as if 10 secure a leather or wooden trumpet-like tennination. 
Presumably this W3'1' fonn of lUbe had some acoust!C significance. 

f Para. 6, in Shih Chi. eh. z�. p. 2Sb; cr. Chavannes (I), vol. 3. p. 266. 
11 In thele ancient times the metal categoT)' refers in �enera! to bells. The different varieties of iOnp 

(/0," ric .. 1=,,'1) did not originate in China. as has b�en shown by Kunst() . but rather in Centra! Asia. 
!\'ot until the Thang did they become common. Afterwards sp�cial t�'Pe. were e,·olved. including that 
"'hich has be<;Qmc known in the \\'cst as the ' Chinese crash·cymbal' (po '9), 10 named beC.UK of the 
brilliant crash it makes when Sltuck with a dnlmnick. 

1\ Duke Yin, 5th year; tr. Couvreur (I). vol. I,  p. 34. eng. auet. 
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Fig. 303. To th� right the pellet_drum (rlmo) : to the left the g,.eat stand-drum 
(ehitll ku). Akho.k KruMm. ch. 6. pp. 50,90 ( +  1493). 
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Fig. 30l (opp.). A late Chhing rl'pres"ntation of the inst",ction of musicians by the legendary mUlic
master Hou Khuei. Btfore him, on thc tablc, are tho: zitho:TS {hMn and Ii; to hi, right the reed-organ 
(,hing), tho: globular flute (hsiinn) and the lran5"cl"lltly blo" n '!TP;ghl flute (el/hih); to his left thc pan
pipes (luillo) and the vertically blown bamboo flute open at both ends (yo). In Ihe background the ,tand 
of belts and Ihe great chIme-stone; in the foreground the !tRnd of dume_stones and the stlnd;ng-d",m. 
In front of Khuei's table, on the ground, .,.e the pncuuion tub (Thu) and the tiger_box (yii). Tea is 
ho:ing servo:d. From SeTS, ch. 2, Shun Ticn (Karlgren (12), p. 7). 
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Fig. 30-4. The Bland of chime_slon,",s (chhmg). llJiang l'in SMh l"o Phil, ch. I ,  p. IJa, 
in Chu Tsai,Yu'$ 1'0 Lii ChhuQlI Shu (+ 16�o). 

eight winds, on the other hand, arc frequent in the Tso CllUan. In the fact that the 
ancient Chinese correlated their sources of sound with winds e\'idently lies the clue 
to the early development of the four sources of sound into an ultimate eight. 

(ii) Wi'lds and dances 
Mention was made earlier in this Section a of the great annual climatic cycle on which 
the life of the early Chinese people depended. The Yo Chi specifically relates it to music:b 

It is the Tao of heaven and earth that if cold and heat do not come at the right time there 
will be epidemics; if wind and rain do not come in due proportion there will be famine. 
(When the ruler) teaches (what is required by means of ritual mimes), that is the people's 
cold and heat. Ifhis teaching does not come at the right time he may blast a whole generation. 
(When the ruler) acts that is the people's wind and rain. If his actions do not observe due 
proportion they will be without effect. That is why the former kings organised (the ritual 
mimes accompanied by) music, and so governed by force of example (i.e. by sympathetic 
magic). If these were good, the activity (of the people) mirrored his moral power. 

There were many different dances in these ritual mimes, but all fell under two heads, 

• P. [33 ab(we. 
b Para. 4, in Shih Chi, ch. �-4, pp. 16b, Ija; cr. Cha"ann,",s ([), \·0J. J, p. 256; ("ng. et moo. auct. 
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PLATE CVI 

Fig. 305. GreHf chime-stone �nd stand of chimc-Slon�1 in Ihc m�in hall oflhe Temple of Confuciu. lit 
Chhii-fou, Shantunlt (orig. photo., PHS). In the backllTound a fl:Teat stand-drum, behind the Slon('s 
a reconstructed si, in front of them a pellet_drum ,md a hand-drum. Lying Rat on Ih" tuhlc in the 
foreground, thc PJn-plpes. 
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pyrrhic (warlike) and peaceful. The pacific dances included beast dances and rain
making dances. Evidence of the buer is found in the Yo Chi where it is stated that 
'the evolutions (of the dancers) symbolise wind and rain (chou /wall Itsiallg jellg yii I)'. 
There are many accounts in early texts of grand performances of music, with bells, 
stone-chimes, etc., followed by a great wind or a storm with thunder and rain.' But 
precise details of the dances themselves are scarce. 

The winds, however, were certainly eight in number, one from each cardinal and 
one from each intermediate point. Cheng Hsuan says that in the ' cap dance' (lmallg
WUl) for the four cardinal points fcathers were worn covering the top of the head, and 
the clothing of the dancers was adorned with kingfisher feathers. This dance was 
performed in time of drought.b It is not hard to see a connection between times of 
drought and kingfishers, birds which frequent rh'crs and watcry places. He adds that 
these costumes had the brilli:mt colours of the plumageof the so-called ' phoenix' (feng l). 

Feathers were used in all three of the pacific dances. Cranes were also imitated. The 
names of these ancient songs and dances are almost all that survive to tell the tale of 
rain-m:lking mmic-' The South Wind' (according to Ssuma Chhien a song of birth 
and growth),C ' Recei" ing the Clouds' ,  'The White Clouds', and others. 

In order to control the dances " arious instruments were used. Two ha\'e already 
been mentioned,d the chhiang, which was a hollow wooden beaten instrument used 
for starting the dances, and the chieh, for stopping them. Two others with the same 
function, and which perJl:lpS they resembled, arc the clIIl 4 and the yii) The former 
derives from an agricLLltur:l1 pestle-and-mortar or wooden tub for crushing grain. The 
btter is a hollowed block of wood shaped so as to resemble a tiger with a serrated back 
(Fig. 306) and giws a rasping noise when brushed or struck smartly with a stick 
(chent.) split at the end into twcke lea,:cs.c The way in which the dances wcre con
trolled is suggested by the following description in the Yo Chi:! 

rn the ancient mimcs the dancers ad\'anced in ranks and retired in ranks (chill li1 tlwi !tP), 

• Sce, for example>. thc storr of Duke Phing of Chin ( - 557 to - 5J�) and the music-muter., 
Shih Oli, ch. 2 .. , pp. 38bff. (tT. Chavannes (I). \'01. 3. pp, 2SSff.); and abo Legge (I) in his preface to 
the Shu Ching. p. 115.  conccrnmfl the Annals oj fhe Bamboo Books. 

b Sce hi5 commcntary on the CIIOI' Li, ch. 6, p. 7b (ch. �l), on thc six Iypcs of danet ;  d. BiOI (1), 
"01. 1. p . .. I .  

C Shih Chi, ch. 2 ... p. 38a, d. Ch�,vanncs (I), vol. 3 .  p. 287. " p, 1 .. 5 above. 
e Later on. the Buddhists de"eloped other ho\1ow wooden instruments, such as thc 'fish' (}'ii /)Dng I) 

struck to lISscmb1e fhe monks; And th� slotted box, flat below and con"ex above (m" ),ii,O aD }'ii 'O) used 
for accompanying the chanting of the sillras, "hich found its way into \"estern bands in modcrn times. 
As late as \\'orld \Yar I I  ill sound "as one of thc most characteristic features of Chinese cities at night. 

Another "crr curious. ana hardly musical. instrumclll was the ku lang " which ' consists of a glan 
bulb, somewh�l like a wine-decantCf. As the bonom IS extremely thin, "hen the mouth is applied 10 
the open end and the breath dra" n qu;cklyinand out. i1 "ibratcsw;th a loud cnlckling sound ' (\Ioule(lo); 
d. BoJde ([ 2), p. 79). In vicw of the e"idcnce gin'n abo,'c concerning glass-blowing, this ma)' have 
becn 9 "crr latc devclopment. 

f Para. 8, in Shih Chi. ch. 2 .. , p. 30b; tr. Chavannes (I), \'01. J, p. :Z73, eng. ct mod. auct. The 
technical tcrms in the sccond phrase ar� not certain, and have g"nerally been taken to mean ' (the music 
i.) harn\onious and correci with fulness', as in Chs"annes' translation. 

1l.I .\B � & m  
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keeping together with perfect precision, like a military unit. The strings, gourds, and rced
tongued organs all waited together for (the sound of) the tambourines and drums. The music 
was started by a (note from a) pacific instrument (drum). Conclusions were marked by a 
(note from a) martial instrument (bell). (These) interruptions were controlled by means of 
the hsiang I drum. The pace was regulated by means of the yQ 1 drum. 

From this brief extract the impression emerges that what the ancient Chinese were 
seeking above all in their dance rituals was control. Whereas the Greeks seem from 
early times to hayc paid great attention to melody and the tuning of lyres, the Chinese 
were primarily concerned with rhythm and the control of mo\'cment by which the 
elements were to be influenced. Later the movements of men's minds, their passions, 
wcre to be controlled in the same way but symbolically and by suggestion. 

Fig, 306. Tiger_bo", (.l'ii). From a Sun.'! edition of Chhtn Yang', Yo Shu ( +  � Ith cen�ury), 
cr. Akhah KlubCm, ch. 6, p. l ib.  

The belief in the ability of the ritual mimes to control the weather- is specifically 
exprcssed in the Yo Chi where it says:b ' The eight winds follow (obey) the Iii and arc 
not turbulent (traitorous) (pajeng lshl/ng Iii erh pu chien» . '  The exact meaning of this 
statement depends on how the word Iii is translated. The first and most probable 
alternative is that Iii here has its earliest meaning of regulated dance steps.c The second 
interpretation would take Iii to mean humming-tubes through which the shaman 

� \Videly distributed, of course, among primitivc peoples. For instance, Frazcr (I) says : 'The 
Motumotu in New Guinea think that stonns are lient by an Oiabu sorcerer ; for each wind hc hat a 
bamboo (tube) which he opelll at pleasure' (vol. I, p. 327). Fr�zer givcs much Olher material on tht 
magical C(lntrol of the wind. ;\Iem. i\Ja(herh. Act T, sc. iii, as :\1iss Su Lm reminds us. b P.ra. 6, in Shih Chi, ch. I,., p. 14h; If. Cha"annes (I), "01. 3, p. 165, eng . .. I mod. auct, 

e cr. Vol. I, pp. 55 I ff. abo"e, regarding the word Iii (regulations, and standard pilch-pipes). 
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'whistles for a wind', The third possibility is that Iii has its normal later meaning of 
blown pipes by which the pitch was given to other instruments. The statement that 
' the eight winds obey the pitch�pipes' would make sense if it could be shown not 
merely that certain pitch.pipes wefe associated with certain winds in a vague and 
undefined way, as was done in Han timcs,a but that a gi\"en wind was induced by its 
appropriate dance, that a given dance was initiated or regulated by its appropriate 
instrument, and that a gi\"en instrument, or the position occupied by a given source 
of sound, was associated with a certain pitch or note in a scale. Tn this way the regu· 
latcd mo\'cments of thc dance, thc rcgulated positions of thc instruments, and the 
regulated intervals of the scale, would al1 be connotations of the very broad concept of 
Iii. Support for the idea that different instruments may ha\'e been associated with 
differcnt notes is found in a statement in the Chou Lib that 

the Great l\fusic-:'vfaster . . .  weaves the gamut into patterns using the five notes (of the scale) 
, . .  and distributes the notes using the eight sources of sound (Ta Shih . .  ,ehieh wen chih 
i Wli sMllg . . .  eilieh po ehih i pa yill'). 

An exact description of how some of the cight sources of sound were allotted to the 
five notes is givcn in the Kuo Yii,e 

The zithers chllil1 and se exalt (or follow) the hung note, Bells exalt the yu note (Chllil1 se 
shang Rllng. Chung shang yu'). Ringing-slones exalt the chio note. (Instruments of) gourd 
and bamboo exalt the note which is appropriate to them (Shih shang chio. PI/ao chil li cMlll). 

This difficult passage apparently means that instruments which do not produce a great 
volume of sound are principally used for music in which the mode uses the deeper 
notes of the gamut, these being loud (tat) and the higher not� soft (hsiS). In this way 
loud instruments such as bells do not drown soft instruments such as zithers, and the 
music is level (philfg6),d 

The argumcnt at this stage may be summarised as follows, The earliest known 
system by which the Chinese classified sounds was according to the materials from 
which their instruments were made. These originally numbered four-stone, metal, 
bamboo, and skin or leathcr. Their number was later increased to eight. This accorded 
with the fact that eight different winds were recognised. Each wind, it was thought, 
could be induced by a particular type of dance, and each dance was controlled by a 
particular musical instrument. It will now be shown that an attempt was made to 
form an eightfold classification of instruments or sources of sound correlated with the 
eight directions or sources of wind. From this division of the instruments of the 
orchestra it will later be suggested that there arose a further classification of sounds 

• Shih Chi, eh, 25, Pr> . .. afr.; cr. Cha"annes (Il. vol. 3, pp. 301 fr . 
I> en. 6. p. ) b  (eh. 22), If. auel. adju,'. BiOI (Il. vol. <l, p. )2. 
C Clio", Vii, eh. 3. pp. 23h, 24<1: Ir. de Harlez (5), eng, auet, 
d Clio", Vii, en. 3, p. 2+b. 
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Fig. J07. The double pipe (klla,,), from 
Akhak Kfubdm, ch. 6, p. ub (+ '493). 
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. @i' � , -'1 . 

Fil!. 309. i\!u$icinns playing on rud mouth-Of!!"ns (rhlng). 
Hsiang }'ill Shih Yo Plm, ch. I ,  p. 13b, in Chu Tsai-Yii's 
Yo L;; Chilwa., Shu (+ 16�0). The nearest figure is marking 
Ihe lime wilh a sort of dappn (eMung-tu) consisling of 
lweI",', slips of bamboo strung logether on a leather thong 
(like an ancient book) ; this is hdd in Ihe righl hand and 
struck wilh Ihe lefl (d. :\Ioul� (10), p. Il). 
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Fig. 30S. The pon_pipts (h$;{lo). S;"lten small bamboo pipes of different lengths 
fixed in a row (from Chhien ChUn-Thuo, 1) . 
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according to pitch. For an instrument which had originally sen'ed only as the starting 
signal of the dance, or to keep the beat going, was capable eventually of convenient 
use for giving the pitch�note as well. 

(iii) Correlation of timbre v.:ith directions alld seasOlls 

'fhe association of the qualities of musical sounds with various moods is highly sub� 
jective, and varies from individual to individuaL But in any one culture there may be 
stereotyped reactions to particular noises. Thus the Yo Chi describes five of the 
sources of sound as haying such standard associations:a 

The sound of bells is clanging. Clangour produces a call as if to arms. Such a call gives 
rise to wild excitement. \Vild excitement produces warlike emotion. When the ChUl1 tZII (man 
of breeding) b listens to the sound of bells he thinks of heroic military officers. 

Cheng Hsiian observes that the effect of a bell is that of a warning to rouse the people, 
and explains that it causes a person's chili to become abundant. The text proceeds: 

The sound of ringing.stones is a tinkling. Tinkling sets up a power of discrimination. 
Discrimination enables men to press on to their deaths. When the man of breeding listens 
to the sound of ringing�stones he thinks of loyal officials who have died on the frontiers. 

The sound of silken strings is a wailing. Wailing stimulates integrity. Integrity establishes 
resolution. When the man of breeding listens to the sound of the (silk�stringed) zithers 
chhin' and se,' he thinks of resolute and righteous ministers. 

The sound of bamboo flutes is a gurgling like flood waters. Flood waters entail levies. 
Levies involve gathering the people (for their tasks). When the man of breeding listens to 
the sound of the bamboo pipes )'ii,l sMllg,. hsiao,s and k1lWI,6 he thinks of officials who have 
been the shepherds of the people. c 

The sound of the stand�drums and the tambourines is rowdy. Boldness (of spirit) sets up 
(physical) activity. Physical activity sets the people marching. When the man of breeding 
listens to the sound of drums and tambourines he thinks of great generals leading out armies. 

So when the man of breeding listens to the timbre (of different sorts of instruments) he 
does not listen merely to their clanging and tinkling, but he is also sensitive to their associations. 

In the above translation it has been difficult to keep the effect of the Chinese definitions, 
the words of which are highly onomatopoeic as well as fully charged with meaning. 
For the Chinese of this archaic period the timbres of these five sources of sound
metal bells, chiming slabs of stone (Fig. 3IO), silken�stringed zithers, bamboo flutes, 
and drums of stretched leather-were respectively summed up by the words k'r.ng, 
k'img, ··"Y, ·gltim, )..'WOll (Le. khing,' chhing,S ai,9 lall,lo J/Uall ll).d 

• Para. 8, in Shih Chi, ch. 2�, pp. 32bff.; IT. Chavannes (I), \'01. 3, pp. 277ff., eng. et mod. auct. 
b On this conception, see Vol. 2, p. 6. 
C The yu was a single pipe and the /w(ln I double one, the h,iao was the pln·pipes and the shlng I 

rnouth�organ with reeds ; see Figs. 307, J08. 301). 
II Respectively K 1252, 832, 550, 609. 158. The phonetic transcription of the ancient Chinese sounds 

used here and hereafter is that of Karlgren (I). 
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Fig. 310. A laic Chhing rtprntntarion of the making of chime.Slonts from the rocks of the 5su 
River, described in the Shu Ching. From SeTS, ch. 0, Yu Kung (Korlgren (12), p. 14; cr. \'01. 3, 
P· 5OO). 
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The interesting point about this list of 'sources of sound' is that they number five, 
in accord with the symbolic correlations of Fi\'e Element theory, and not, as was 
usual later, eight. The latter are tabulated in most works of reference as shown in 
Table 4+ 

Table 44. Traditional list of the eight SOl/rces of s/)und 

Source of I Compass- I , , Season sound I point , Instrument 

I --
L Stone North-west Autumn-\Vinter Ringing-stone 
2. Metal West Autumn Bell 
3· Silk South Summer Lute or zither 
•• Bamboo East Spring Flute and pipe 
5· Wood South-east Spring-Summer Tiger-box (yii I) 
6. Skin North Winter Drum 
7· Gourd North-east Winter-Spring Reed-organ (sheng I) 
8. Earth South-west Summer-Autumn Globular flute 

Comparing this orthodox list of eight with the five quoted from the Yo Chi, one is 
first struck by the fact that the reed-organ (shtng2) is here placed under the very 
unusual material ' gourd', whereas in the early text it is where one would expect to 
find an instrument which consists of a series of blown bamboo tubes (even if they 
happen to have a gourd serving as a wind-chest), namely under the material bamboo. 
Then again the order in which the points of the compass are listed is peculiar, for 
one would expect to find 'south-west' placed between south and west, and not 
attached at the end almost as an afterthought. The seasons also are strangely erratic. 
But the reason for this is probably quite simple. An earlier classification in fours was 
stretched II to harmonise with a later system of eights. The earlier was thus: 

Compass-
Season Instrument point ' . -

West Autumn Chimes (bells and 
ringing-stones) 

South Summer Zithers 
East Spring Pipes 
North "'inter Drums 

Now in each of these cases there is a clear connection between the instrument and 
its corresponding quarter. First, autumn is the season when the Yang forces of nature 

• The tiger-box and .imilar initrumenls of punctuation were scarcely of the SlIme rank as Ihe four 
great types of instrumenl. 
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are in retreat, and bells or metal slabs were the instruments sounded when a com· 
Olander ordered his troops to retire. a In winter there occurred one of the most solemn 
ceremonies of the year, when the sun was assisted over the crisis of the solstice by the 
help of sympathetic magic. The primeval instrument, the drum, was essential to this 
ceremony, and there could be none more fitting to announce the sun's renewed 
advance than the drum which also sounded the advance in human conflict and battle. 
In spring when men desire trees to bud and crops to grow, the most potent instrumcnt 
would naturally be one madc of bamboo, a plant of such vitality that it remains grecn 
even in winter. The various pipes of bamboo, then, through which men's chili causes 
a similar chhi in Nature to respond, were the instruments of spring, and even in the 
orthodox eightfold classification the other vegetable substances, wood and gourd, 
were associated with this season. Finally, in summer when the silkworms are fattening 
on mulberry leaves, or spinning their cocoons, it was appropriate to play an instru· 
ment whose strings were of silk. l\loreo\·er, summer was the time when drought was 
to be feared, and the zithers which accompanied railHnaking songs were believed 
to be excellent implements of magic. The association of the instruments with the 
points of the compass was no less straightforward. If autumn is the season of 
decline, the west is its direction, whereas spring and the east arc contrary.b Similarly 
the north and winter must be associated with cold, and the south and summer with 
heat. 

Since music was in ancient times a part of government, and intimately associated 
with agriculture, changes in the calendrical system necessitated changes in music. 
Hence an increase in the ' sources of sound' became inevitable. But thc introduction 
of a fifth factor to be worked into the system during the rise of the Five Element 
theory gave rise to many complications.c It is to the credit of the Chinese as system· 
atisers that they achieved a synthesis, where the Greeks, apart from occasionally 
including :!ether as a fifth element, left behind them no such pattern as we find in 
the Y Q Chi. d 

The ethical characteristics which the chiin-tzil (man of breeding) associated with 
the five sources of sound deserve comparison with similar qualities attributed to the 
five notes. Our next study must therefore concern itself with pitch . 

• Cf. Vol. <:. p. 551. Abundant e,·idenee shows thaI in ritual music there was the dOlest association 
between bells and ringing-llones. Fig. 311  show. the stand of bells (el. Hett'. description (I) of Con
fucian ceremonies at Seoul (Korea) in Qur own time). The chune-stone. were among the oldest ofChincse 
instruments. as is attested by the find (in 1950), in a great royal tomb at Anyang dating from about the 
- 14th century, of a musical .Iab of grey limestone (Hsi. Xai (I);  Li Shun_I (I), p. 38). This is per
fectly preserved and gives out a dear ringing note when SlTUek. A cQ!l\'entional tiger, beautifully en
gnved, decorates its face (Fig. 3 1  <:). On the Confucian temple ceremonies themsekes see G. E. Moule 
(2.); Shryock (I ) ;  Johnswn (I);  and VQI. z, pp. 3 1  ff. Sets of se,-en and of nine chime-stones from the 
Warring States period are figured in Thang Lan (1). pI. 65. A set in use is depicted in the Wu Liang 
tomb_shrine rdiefs of + 1.1-7 (lung Keng (1), indi\". rubbmg Hs;n, .); cf. Figs. 299, 300. b See Vol. 1, p. 261. 

C Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 1 .. 2ff. The note kUIIK appropriate to zithers was given the central place of Earth, 
while bells and ringmg-stones were separated, the note )i.i of the fonner going to Water and the note 
chio of the latter lIolOg to \rood. At the same time chih was assigned to Fire and shong to !o.letaL 
See Vol. 1, p. 261. 

" Cf. Vol. 2, p. :146. 
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Fill. 3 I I .  GreaT hangin!! bdl and stand of bells in the main h311 of Iht Ttmplc: of Confucius at Chhu. 
fou, Shantung (OTill;'. phoro., 1<).,8). In the background a great $tand·drum, b.:hind Iht hells a ku chitin, 
in front of Ihtm a pellct-drum and a n,lOd-drum, "lin a small shiltg on the nearer tuble. 
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Fig· 3Il. One of the or.k-st �nJ mOSI magnific"m specim"ns of a chime_su)Ile, from 3 TO>',,1 tomb of 
tht' Shang period '" Anyang (c. - 14th century). c\ SI}1iscd ligu is <!ngr""cJ on its face. Imp"riul 
Palace i\luseum, Peking (Anon. 26). 
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(5) CLASSIFICATiONS OF SOUND BY P I T C H  

By 'pitch' is  meant that quality of sound which is determined by the frequency of 
vibration of an elastic body and of the air surrounding it. fast vibrations producing 
one type of auditory sensation and slow vibrations another. Language deals with these 
sensations by curious metaphors. Very rapid vibrations produce a less pleasant sensation 
than slow ones. The Romans described such notes as ' cutting' or ' sharpened' (aculus). 
Notes at the opposite end of the scale, however, were not ' blunt' but ' heavy' (gravis). 
English uses a consistent metaphor based on the scale or ' ladder' in which sounds at 
one end are said to be 'high' and at the other ' low'. Chinese uses a metaphor which 
is not surprising for a people whose economy was so bound up with hydraulic 
engineering, namely-clear (cMing!) and muddy (chol). 

In Greece names were invented which bore a clear relation to the strings of the 
lyre; for example, the lowest note, which was sounded by the top string as the lyre 
was held for playing, was called hypate or ' uppermost'. Its octave was neate or 
'lowest', while between the two on the primitive lyre was a mesl or 'middle' (string). 
Later other names were invented, such as iichanos or 'first finger' (note), and trite or 
'number three'. 

There is no such simplicity in the etymology of the original five notes of the 
Chinese scale. Their names, as stated on p. 140 above. are kung, shang, chio, chih and 
yii. Previous writers on Chinese music· have been content to say that these names 
seem to hold 'traces of an ancient symbolism'. But it is quite certain that these terms 
had symbolical associations. In the Yo Chi, for example, it is saidb that 

kung acts as the prince. shang as the minister, chio as the people, chih as affairs, and yi.i 
as beings (animate and inanimate) (kung wet." chiin, shang wet." chhen, chio wei mt."n, chill wei 
shih, yii wei wul). 

To this Cheng Hsilan adds by way of commentary that 

in general, notes which are deep in pitch are noble, while those which are high in pitch are 
humble (mean) (fan sheng, cho cM tsun, chhing che pel .• ). 

These statements shed some light on the evolution of Chinese ideas about pitch. 
The name for the note shang! (K 734) was pronounced ·ijang in archaic Chinese, 

and also had the meanings of ' discuss, debate, trade'. This character was anciently 
interchangeable with hsiang6 (K7IS), archaically pronounced -)(jang, which meant 
'a  window facing north, turn towards, formerly'.c With this may be compared hsiang7 
(K 714c, d) having the same archaic pronunciation as the preceding word, and a set of 

• E.g. Laloy (�), p. 54. b Para. I, in Shih Chi, ch. 24, pp. Sb, 60; tr. Chavannn (I), vol. J, p. �40, eng . •  uct. 
e cr. Chavanne. (I), vol. J, pp. 278, 294. 
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similar meanings, ' facing towards, turn towards, a little while ago'.:1 The last and most 
interesting link is that this ch:J.racter in its earliest form (see below) is identical with 
the earliest form of the character dilling L (K 7140, p), archaically pronounced ·k'itfng, 
which meant a minister. In spite of the roundabout etymology the 
general connection is clear. In State discussion the minister turned 
towards his prince, like his echo IIsiallg� C'''xidllg, K 714"). In this context 
the word IIsiangl (K73I), meaning 'to look at', 'mutually ', may be 
noted, for (aswc saw, p. 150) it was also the name of a drum which marked 
the intcn'als in music, thereby playing the role of 'a  firm and just official' by seeing 
that the music is 'correct and just'. In addition it may be noted that chhing-hsiallg4 
was a familiar compound term meaning minister. 

From the abO\'e analysis it will be clear that originally it was not so much that the 
note shang symbolised the minister as that ' minister' was the name of one of the notes. 
How it got that name may become clear from further examination of the other four 
note names. The first of these is kung,s which ' acts as prince '. KUlig in Chou times 
meant a house. By a specialisation natural to an age in which princes lived in houses 
and the common people in huts and howls, kllll/? later came to mean a palace. N'ow 
it is stated in the Choll Lib that the Junior Aides (Hsiao lIsu6) 
regulate the position of the musical instruments which are hung on frames. A prince has 
frames in the form of a house (kung I). Feudal lords have frames in the form of a chariot. 
Ministers and great officials have frames in the form of divided (\\·alls). Ordinary gentlemen 
have single frames. 

By this is meant that at musical court ceremonies stands or frames for sets of bells, 
ringing-stones or drums were set up, four fr;tmeS enclosing a hoUo\\' square like the 
walls of a house. At the inferior courts named above, the southern wall, the northern 
and southern, and the northern, southern, and western walls respecti\·eIy. were absent. 
The kllng or house was, therefore, the name of a musical instrument placed in a certain 
position for the making of music at a princely court. 

Two further note names seem to ha\'e deri\'ed from stands for suspended instru� 
ments, namely chio (horns) and yii (feathers). One of the odes in the Shih Ching 
has these lines: c 

There are blind musicians, there are blind musicians, present and ready in the Chou palace 
yard. 

(Their assistants) set up the serrated boards (to support the instruments), set up the drum 
posts, raising the tusks, planting the feathers (sill yell she (fiji chlllmg )'a shu )'ii7). 

• The graph shows woo men silting turned towards one another, with a food \'cssel between them, 
henee the bencr known later meaning of ,'ilbge and by extension country. 

to Chou Li, ch. 6, p. 1 I a (ch. 22); IT. BiOI (I), "01. 2. p. 47, eng. auel. 
C Sh,�, Ching, pI. IV, i (2), no. 5 ;  Mao, no. 2S0; IT. auel. adju\'. Legge (8); f<arlgren (14), p. 245; 

W.ley (I), p. 218. 
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The exact meaning of some of the terms in this poem has been the subject of much 
comment, but the point is that certain POSts from which drums and other instruments 
hung were ornamented with feathers; furthermore. either part of the wooden frame· 
work was cut so as to make sharp points (teeth) or angles (horns), or tusks or horns 
were fastened on to it,a Thus three of the five note names were terms used for 
describing stands supporting drums, bells or ringing-stones. 

The hypothesis may now be suggested that the terms kUlig, shang, chia, chili, and )lii 
originally referred to the positions occupied by certain instruments used in controlling 
the music and dancing. A number of references suggest that the earliest Chinese 
conception of a scale was not, as in the West, that of a ladder ascending from low 
to high or descending from high to low pitch, but of a court in which the notes are 
ranged on either side of the chief or kung note. As the commentator of the Huai Nan 
Tzu book succinctly puts it: 'The kung note is in the middle; therefore it acts as lord 
(kung tsai chung yang, ku u!ei ellU yeh I).'b This refers to a statement in the text which 
says of the five notes that kung is their lord. T t will also be recailed that in the quotation 
from the lost ' Book of \Var' (p. J 41 above) the five notes or qualities of sound are listed 
in the order shang, chiD, kung, chill, yii. This tradition of the notes being ranged not 
by pitch but by some sort of ceremonial array lends support to the view that at some 
time there were five stations round the da.ncing floor for posts and frames on which 
were hung the instruments for controlling the ritual mimes, the kUllg position for 
the house-fra.me, which was lord; the shatlg position for the hsiang drum regulating the 
proceedings like a just minister; the chia position for a stand dressed with horns; the 
chih: or summoning position, possibly associated with the yi"g; beU or drumC (both 
arc known by name); and the yii position where the post or stand was adorned with 
feathers. 

That these terms should later refer to the pitches of notes appears almost inevitable, 
for the instruments hung on the posts and frames were in fact the pitch-giving instru
ments, i.e. the ringing-stones, the bells, and, as is clear from early paragraphs of this 
Section, the drums. There is abundant evidence that from the earliest times it was 
these instruments which regulated the music. Two quotations will suffice. The first 
from the Shu Ching, where Khuei� (the great legendary musician), describing the 
arrangements for one of the ritual 'beast dances', sars:d ' I  strike the sounding-stone, 
I gently strike it, and the \·arious animals lead one another on to dance.' The second 
is from the Shih Chillg where a vivid description of ritual music contains the lines:c 

• A corr m�nt of CMng Hslian'. on drum-posts in the Chou Li relevant to this pauage is here quoted 
in .ome edItion, of l\Iao's ,·euion of the Shih Chi1l/l: namely th,t • they put (feathen) in Ihe hom. on 
the top of Ihe upright. of the bell-frames'. 

b Huni Nan T%u. ch. 4, p. Sa. The comment is by KilO Yu' (fl. + :uo). 
" l'ing i. an essential term in Chinese acou.tics meaning resonance, especially thllt mysterious 

resonance referred 10 in connection with chhi, d. Vol. 2, pp. aS2, 304, 500, etc. The relation hem·een 
the note chih, also read (hb,g, to summon (KS91), and ying to respond (KS90) is also etymologically 
close, ·i,r.g and -tpng. 

d Shu Ching, eh. 2 (Shun Tien), Ir. auet. adjuv. Kulgren (u), p. 7 . 
• Shih Ching, pt. IV, iii, no. I, Mao, no. 301 ; If. aucl. adju,·. Legge (S): Karlgren (14), p. 26a; Waley (I). 

p. 225· 
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' Then we bring (the instruments) together in time and pitch, relying on the notes of 
our ringing-stones (chi Iw ,"iell phing i wo chiling sheng I).' Thus one might say that 
the musical interest of the Chinese in early Chou times was mainly focused on timbre 
and association. Exact pitch probably did not become a dominating factor among them 
till Babylonian influence made itself felt at the beginning of the -4th century.-

(6) THE DEVELOPMENT OF  PHYSICAL ACOUSTICS 

(i) The pentatonic scale 

With the recognition of pitch intervals and the naming of notes, accurate measure
ment, observation and test become possible, and the science of acoustics has been 
born. One cannot say precisely when the Chinese first gave names to their notes, but 
the Tso Chuan, in passages for which the -4th century is a probable date, contains 
five references to the fact that the notes of the scale were five in number. Nowhere, on 
the other hand, does it refer to the notes by name. One might accept the previously 
quoted passage from the lost ' Book of War' as possibly the earliest instance of the 
notes being named in a surviving text,b but our argument has suggested that these 
names did not at that time necessarily refer to pitch. The same reservation holds true 
for a passage in Meneius (fl. - 350), in which chill and chio are mentioned as follows;c 

(Duke Ching) called the Grand l\'fusic·Master and said: 'Make for me music to suit a 
prince and his minister pleased with each other.' And it was then that the Chih-shao1 and 
Chio-shaol were made. 

Legge says of this passage, ' The Chih·shao and Chio-shao were, I suppose, two tunes 
or pieces of music, starting with the notes chih and chic respectively'. If Legge's 
supposition can be accepted, this passage would proyide a date to work from, but the 
evidence remains scanty at this period. Some fifty years later, however, there is no 
longer any doubt that kung, shang, chio, chill and yii were being used to distinguish 
different notes on stringed instruments.d This is attested by the definitions which open 
the chapter on music in the Erh Ya encyclopaedia. � 

• A possible e;rplanation for the origin of the namel of the five nOtes has been Iketched in lome d�tail 
her�, becau,e anyone dependent on European ..... orks on Chinese music. or enn on the orthodox 
Chinese accounts based on the dynntic histories from Han tim�1 on ..... ards . ..... iII ine\'itably fonn the 
opinion that the ancient Chinese made a great point of absolute piteh, fixed by special pitch'pi""s, if 
nol ind,eed from the mythical age of the Yellow Empuor, then at least from high antiquity. This view 
is quite mistaken. as ..... iII be made dear in what follo ..... s. 

b P. t41 above. c 1I1fng T::u, ' (2), iv. to; tr. Legge (3). p. 37. 
d The Chuang T= book (ch. :z) cannot give evidence here, as has somelimel been thought. In 

conneetion with the legendary skill of the lutanists Chao \Vln' and Shih KhuangS we rnd: 'Even the 
most skilful zither player, if he strikes the .hnrrg (note) he destroy, the chiQ (note), if he \'ibrates the 
kung (note) he neglecn the chih (nOte). Jt is better not to strike them at all; then the five notu are 
complete in themselves.' This extremely Taoist thought might be interpreted in our own idiom al a 
preference for 'piping to the spirit dinie. of no tone ', or for II. totality in music which cannot be achieved 
when it is merely played. But we are in the +Sth century, not the -4th, for the passage occurs not in 
the text, but in the Thang commentary of Chh�ng Hsuan-Ying;. lee Chuang Tzu Pu Ching, ch. IB, 

p . •  Sa. e Ch. 7, p. la. 
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Still later (C. - 150) there comes the work of Tung Chung-Shu to which reference 
has already more than once been madea on account of his statement that instruments 
are tuned to certain notes such as the kung and the shang, and that strings similarly 
tuned will sound in sympathetic resonance. It is remarkable that at this early period 
the Chinese were tuning even their drums and noting this phenomenon when they 
were struck.b In Europe, on the other hand, as late as the + 16th century such writers 
on music as Virdung were content to describe drums as ' rumbling tubs'.c By - 120 
the Hllaj Na" T:;II book gives us an explicit statement not only that the five notes are 
named kling, shang, chio, chill, andyii, but that in combination with the twelve absolute 
pitches of the fixed gamut, sixty 'mode-keys' can be formed:d 

(Given) a single note of fixed pitch, one can {hen interpret it as the keynote of five (distinct 
modes). e (Given) twelve notes of fixed pitch, one can then elicit the keynotes of sixty (distinct 
mode-keys). (1 Iii erh sing f1:U yin, shih-erh lU erh w�i !ill-sh ih yin.!) 

In spite of the scarcity of early evidence concerning notes in relative pitch, it is not 
suggested that there was no differentiation of pitches before the -4th century. There 
mfly well have been different terms for use with different instruments, a flute-player 
teaching a pupil tunes by naming the finger-holes on the flute, and a chhin player 
naming the different strings. If Ssuma Chhien (fl. - 100) is to be believed there was 
even a system of notation for stringed instruments as early as the - 6th century, for 
in the famous story of Duke Ling and the dancing cranes,! it is stated that he made his 
Music-Master Chuanl (ft. - 500) write down the tune of the kingdom-destroying 
music composed by Music-Master Yen) in an earlier age. This was mysteriously borne 
to their ears when they were resting one night on the banks of the river where Yen 
had drowned himself after the Shang dynasty had fallen. 

We may therefore conclude that by the -4th century a scale of five notes was with
out doubt used, and that the relations of the notes in this scale were designated by the 
terms kung, shang, chio, chill, and yii. We cannot say precisely what were the intervals 
between these five notes, however, without further information such as the relative 
lengths of five tuned strings of the same material at the same tension, or of five bamboo 
pipes of known dimensions identically blown. This precise information is not given 
in Chou texts. Some assistance may be looked for from archaeology however, for 
though excavated bells may no longer ring true on account of corrosion, and blown 
instruments such as globular fiutesg may be misinterpreted because we cannot be 

• Pp. 130, 140 above, and Vol. :I, p. :181. 
b \'1ith regard to druma, we are fortunate in possessing (as already mentioned) a Thang work on their 

history and use, the Chieh Ku Lu' by Nan Cno' ( + 848). 
C Mwica gtwtlCht ( +  1 5 1 1 ) ;  aee Galpin (2), p. 26. 
d Ch. 3. p. 13a ; Ir. auel. adjuv. Chatley (I), p. 27. Cf. Liu Fu (1). 
e A mode is a pattern of inten'als depending on the distribution of semitones and raps between tonel, 

in lCales used for fonning melodies. See funher p. 169 below. 
f Shih Chi, eh. 24, pp. J8hff.; ace Chavannes (I), vol. 3, pp. a87ff . 

• These Itsilan6,7 were generally made of pottery. Ocarinas from the Shana period Ire preserved 
in mu.eum. It Chtngehow and Peking; d. Li Shun-l (I), pp. JJ, 47. 
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certain of the method of fingering used, the iOstrument for which ancient China was 
most remarkable, the sets of ringing·stones made of imperi!lhable jade and other hard 
minerals, would provide a certain means of knowing ancient scales provided that on 
excavation a set wa� found to be intact and complete. There are many references in 
later Chinese history to the recowry of lost sets of ancient bells and stones, which were 
used for tuning those of later manufacture, so this knowledge may yet be forthcoming. 

Remarkable disco\'eries of this kind ha\'e recently been made. The Archaeological 
Institute of Academia Sinica at Peking has a set of three toof different sizes, and another 
set of ten lillg," all in bronze of the Shang period from Anyang.b Ampler, though later, 
is the m3gnificcnt set of thirteen chung discovered in '957 in a princely tomb of the 
Warring States period in the IIuai Rl\er valley north of lIsinyang. This is preserved 
in the Honan Archaeological Institute at Ch��ngcho\\'.c 

Table 45. Li SllIIn·]'$ frequency irsfs for ringiilg.stoflcs and bells 

Ringing·stones Bells - ---
Frequcncics Theoretical Tested Theoretical Tested 

... ibrations/�c. vibrations/sec . vibrations/sec, vibrations/scc. 
711'45 562'2 562'2 (gi\cn) 

2 762.88 632'9 688'4-
3 858'24- 712'07 
• 948'60 948.6 (given) 801'07 
5 1017'17 10+6'5 843"3 
6 1 144'32 94{)'38 915'7 
7 1287'36 1278'7 100R'1 

Experimental workers are now beginning to test the frequencies of such archaic 
ringing·stones and bells which evidently formed l'cts in series. Li Shun·J givesd 
results of this kind for three Shang ringing-stones from Anyang and three Shang 
bronze bells preserved in the Imperial Palace l\Iuseum Crable 45). In  this table 
the observed frequencies are correl3ted 'with the theoretical value!> of the set obtained 
by the usual method of superior and inferior generation (cf. p. 173). For the stones, 
no. 5 is about a quarter tone out, which would he perceptible, but no. 7 only 9 
vibrations/sec. flat, which at that pitch might be regarded as correct. This suggests 
that in Shang times stones were not marc than approximately tuned to satisfy 
the ear. Of the bells, no. 2 would seem to be more than a quarter tone out, but 

I For the definition. of th�se technical terms for diffncnt kinds of bells see p. 194 below. 
b Chou set. of as many as nine are figured in Thang Lan (I), pb. H. 54. 55. 56. Cf. Anon. (17). 

pis. 18. 19. 
� \\'here I had the pleuure of examining il during the summer of 1958. The mu.ic of a eopy of this 

chime of bell. has been recorded and played over the radio. 
d (1), pp. 24, 26. cr. (2). 
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no. 6 only 44 vibrations/sec. flat, which might pass. In any case the tuning of a 
bronze bell will be affected if it is pitted by corrosion, so that sets of ringing-stones 
will be the best material for these studies, and definite conclusions will no doubt 
before long be possible. 

(ii) The heptatonic scale and Inter elaboratioJlS 

A pentatonic scale or a number of different pentatonic scales were thus in usc in China 
by the - 4th century. But there is also a tradition of hcptatonic music, invented, as 
Cheng Hsuan and other commentators assert, by the Duke of Chou, the great minister 
at the founding of the Chou dynasty. It is strange that 'the seven notes' (chhi yin l) 
should only be referred to twice in the Tso ellllon,· and each time merely in a numerical 
catalogue, as, for example, 'the five tones (sMngl), the six pitches (lill), the seven notes 
(yift4), the eight winds ({hlgS), the nine songs (ko6)'. In the above passage sMng has 
been translated as 'tones',b in order to distinguish it from the word yin here inter
preted as ' notes'. These two words seem at one time to have meant quite different 
sorts of sound. The former in its earliest written form suggests the sound produced 
when one of the ringing-stones is struck, and the latter that produced by blowing 
through a flute or pipe. By the -2nd century, however, either wu shing or wu yin 
is used for the 'five notes' of the scale. Moreover, the word Iii (pitch) is also used as 
a synonym for note. We find frequent references to the seven pitches at this time, 
meaning the seven notes of a scale. This even occurs in the KUQ Yii, in a text possibly 
as early as the - 4th century, where it is statcdC that when \\'u \Vang attacked Chou 
Hsin in order to overthrow the house of Shang ' there were then seven pitches' (yu 
shih hu yu cMi lii7). Khung Ying-Ta (c. + 600), commenting on the Tso Chuan 
passage quoted above, states that the seven notes were introduced at the start of the 
Chou dynasty. Cheng Hsuan, writing in the +2nd century, also comments on this 
line, and identifies the seven notes by reference to the fixed pitches of the gamut of 
his day, from which it is clear that he believed the seven-note scale to have a structure 
which in our modern notation, if one pitched the kllng note on middle C, for example, 
would read C D  E F;: G A D, the ' five notes' being C D  E G A, and the two 
attributed to the Duke of Chou being semi tone notes known as pie1l ,hillS (F# in this 
instance) and pim kllng9 (D) respectively.d 

This word pim means change,e or 'to become, on the way to', and the term itself 
suggests what a natural musical evolution would lead one to expect, namely, that these 
two notes were used as a help in passing from one note to another in a 'gapped scale', 
at any rate at first, though when the ear had become conditioned to this new refine-

• Duke Chao, 23rd and 2Sth years (-518 and -516); If. Couvreur (I), vol. 3, pp. 3SSff. 
b cr. Sect. z (Vol. I, p. 36) and the Section on phonetics and linguislics in our concluding volume. 
C Kuo Ya (Chou YU), ch. 3. pp. 3Jb, 36a. 
<l cr. La La Hsin Lun, ch. I, pp. 1 8bff. e Cf. Vol. 2, p. ,... 
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ment in sound, and would readily tolerate the presence of scmitones, truly heptatonic 
music would be free to develop. 

Whether or not truly heptatonic music was used in Chou times cannot be known, 
for no examples survive, yet something more than a hint is contained in many 
references to a '!'\ew i\lusic', This was considered to be a great scandal, undermining 
the foundations of the ancient ritual. The Shih Chi, for example,a records how in the 
-4th century Prince ,nn of Wei! observed that when he heard the ancient music his 
only fear was that he might fall asleep, \\'hen he listened to the tunes of the States 
of Cheng: and Wei,) on the other hand, this effect did not occur. One objection to the 
'New l\lusic' seems to have been that men and women mingled in the dance,b and 
another that the tempo was toO quick ;c but in certain passages it is specifically stated 
that the tones were wrong, Confucius, for example, in a famous passage in the LlIn 1"il, 
criticises not the mime-music (yo 4), nor the songs (hos), but the notes or tones 
(shel1g6):d ' J  hate the way that russet corrupts true red. I hate the \\'ay that the tones 
of Cheng confusc the orthodox music" , .  'e 

There was thus in ancient China a pcriod of struggle betwcen two different forms of 
music, an earlier one \\'hich used five regular tones, and a later one (stimulated perhaps 
by the infusion of new ideas from the western borders when the Shang wcre o\'er
thrown by the Chou), in which two auxiliary notes or semitones were used. To this 
day hept:1tonic music is stronger in the north of China than in the south. It is even 
maintainedf that in the north the heptatonic scale predominates over the pentatonic. 

While heptatonic influence was reinforced from the west more than once in later 
Chinese history, further elaborations were made in the division of the scale in China 
itself. In the Sui and Thang periods China was vcry receptive of influences from 

• Cn. 24. p. 300, b:  d. Chnyanne5 (1), yol. 3. p. 2;2. 
b This betrays a cllIU p�judiee. for the panieip:ltioo of the twO sexes in dancing had been un;"crsal 

amon� the mliSS of the people sinc" high antiquity (d. Gr:mct. !. 2). e Hunkes (!), p, 6. 5uj.!,;:e$lS th3t the essence of the innO\':I1ion WIiS the preponderante of pipes and 
flute •. Perh:lps 'the mainly percussive music :lssociated with the Shih Ching now g�"e way to a type 
of music dominated by vnrious kinds of wood-wind ', This would h:lve been mournful. erotic or 
lanll'uorous in slow movements. and rather excited or h>'$ttrieal "heo fast-just !hc qu�litiu "hich were 
criticised. Hawkes also associates the 'New i\lusic' with the prosodic inventions of Ihe Chhu Tzhu 
long style, 

d 1.lm 1'''' XVII, x"iii: tr. auct. :ldjuv. Le�ge (�), p, U}O, 
C The parallelism between musical notts and ritual colours is evident, nnd just as some colours such 

as rollet and purple are intennediate (rhitn') between the five 'correct' spectral colours, so, it would 
appear, some notes nre intermediate between the five ' correct' notes. Co\nton and sounds wcre described 
in Han times 11$ • tallies 

, 
(/ul). Lllcking the prism and Ihe optical ideas of the Renainance the Chinese 

could hardly have nrri"cd At :->e",ton', analogy between the colours of the spectrum and the notes of 
the diatonic scale by measurement. \\'hat is rem�rkable is that in formulating D similar analogy 
imuiti,'ely, they chose correctly Ihe three eiassical primary colours rro. yellow, and blue. Where other 
peoples reachro a total of fi"e by ineiuding sih'u and Io!old or other '  false' colouT'5. the Chinesc included 
the tv.·o 'hue\css colours' black and white to make their scale of five. :'>Ioreonf yellow. \lhieh in fact 
occupie, the middle of the $pec!rum, was regarded by the Chinese as the colour of the centre, the royal 
colour, which underlies ntt the others. That rainbows and the yellow eanh of loess China may ha"e 
assisted their think in,;: on these lines hprdly delr�cts from the achievement, On the theory of synaes
thcties in general, '\lth a Chinese reference, see Ogden & \\'000 (I). cr. p. 133 aoo,·e. 

t Hanner (i). 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

abroad, and not least in music.a W e  have already mentioned the playing of Japanese 
music at the court of Sui Wen Ti,b and the success of exponents of Indian music such 
as Tshao Miao-Tal•c This fascinating period has been the subject of a notable book 
by Hayashi Kenzo (1), translated into Chinese by Kuo Mo-Jo. The twelve ritual 
melodies of the Thang period which have survived have been carefully studied by 
Picken (4); all are in two heptatonic modes. Other scholarsd have investigated the 
orchestras which played in the Thange and Sung. 

Levis describesf how the musical notations of Chiang Khuei l ( + 1 1  S5 to + 1 229), 
of the Sung dynasty, reveal that the scale was enlarged from its five- and seven-tone 
basis by cadential sharpening of one or two notcs so as to comprise nine tones, in 
which the additional two were of an auxiliary nature. Chiang Khuei was certainly 
not alone in the use of these more complicated scales, and several other inno\'ators 
departed from the traditional musical uses of their time. All the tunes of Chiang 
Khuei's Yiieh Chill KoJ (Nine Songs for Yiieh)i of + 1202 have now been fully 
transcribed and studied by Picken (5), As an example of the nine-tone scales actually 
used in Chiang Khuei's songs, we may quote the scale in C, where a microtone
che t;:u,� or turning-note, to give it Chiang Khuei's term-occurs between E and F. 
The scale then runs: C D E E2 F G A B�, It would be a mistake, however, to believe, 
as Europeans frequently do, that Chinese music is characterised by ' quarter-tones '. 
The opposite is true; five-toned music is the rule, the use of semitones is met with, 
especially in the north, and microtones are quite exceptional. 

(iii) The twelve-note gamut and the set of stalldard bells 

The evolution of Chinese acoustic theory leads from the formation of scales in relative 
piteh to that of a gamut of notes of fixed or absolute pitch. The five-note scale kung, 
shang, chio, chill, yu may be compared to a movable doh scale in Western music, in 

• On th� general que,tion of Ihe musieal relOlions between China and the West throughout the 
eenturiet, the ,>aluable summary of \Yang Kuang-Chi (I) may be consulled. Though foreign inRuences 
in China were many and great, Chinese music always retained ill own very eharaeteristi<: ethos, firmly 
fixed in apprCl:ialion and aesthetic. 

b Vol. I ,  p. uS, following Goodrich & Chhu Thung-Tsu (I). Twitchell & Christie (I) ha,>c trans· 
lated the detailed and mteresting account in Hlin Thong Sir", eh. lUC, pp. 9<1ff. of the Dunnese 
orchestra presented to the coun in + SOl. e Vol. I. p. 214. d Yin Fa·Lu (2); Trdzg<!r (I). 

e \\'e must not forget the rem�rkab\e representations of orchestras which are depicted on the frescoes 
It the Tunhuang cavc·temples (cf. Figs. 313, 314). Rcproductions ond discussions will be found in 
Anon. (/0), 1"1,. 3S, 39, 47, 48, 49 (for caves no> '72, 120 and t 12); Phan Chich-Tzu (I), pp. 67, 104 
(for caves no. I I 3 �nd '44); and Chhang Shu·Hung (I), fig. 12 (also no. 220). The composition is 
interesting. White instruments of th>.! thing (mouth_organ) and cMin (zither) types hold their own 
alongside the phi·pllo lutes and a great variety of drums and cymbal5, the bells and chime-stones of 
Confucian antiquity are conspicuous by their absence. A smnd of metal plates (jang-hliang') deputises. 
however (Fig. J 15). A prominent newcomer is the large yet portable hnrp (khu"g_ho,,'). At :'o.1ai-Chi Shan 
(e.g. in cave no> S I) the sistrum ("un-lo'), a hand·held framcwork of from three to ten tinkling cymbals 
(d. \Vang Kuang-Hs; (I), vol. 2, p. 52) is prominent, besides ,·crdeal flute. or pipes (til), in frescoes 
of the Nonhern Wei period. r (I). p. 75. 

I Contained in his Poi Shih To(}-JI!TI Sh ih Chi K(} CMil' (Co!lected Poems and Songs of the White
Stone T.oist). Cf. Picken (I), p. 109; Yang Yin_Liu (I): Yang Yin-Liu .$: Yin Fa·Lu (I). 

",UHf! ' �Il:: � lt. 1i!:  ' ri *  s 1'1 W'  6 � ii  
' d W 1 m  · a E � A U . � �  
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Fig. 31S· The stand of metal plates (fang-hsiang), sixteen rectangular piece. of steel. From a Sung 
edition of Chhen Yang's Yo Shu ( +  11th century), d. AkhaJt Kfl'tbom, th. 7. p. la, b. 1\1. Tuan.Lin 
(c. + 1300), classified the !ang-hsiang as of foreign origin, like the phi.pha, quoting a Thang book, the 
To Chf)ll Ching Yo (see p. 193), as saying that it came in under the H.; Liang (Win Hlit" Thung KJuzo, 
ell, 'H (p. 1195· I), d. Moule (10), p. 146). The \Vestcm Liang State ruled in north_western Kllnsu 
durina: the lint quarter of the + sth century. 
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which approximate equivalents would be  doh, ray, me, soh, lah, in the standard or 
kung mode. But it would be misleading to press this analogy, for the movable doh 
system applies to a gamut in which the semitones are almost equal, and this is a fairly 
recent invention. In all major and minor scales the pattern of tones and semi tones is 
identical, but the modes or patterns of OUf scales have been reduced, generally 
speaking, to two. Furthermore, a given note in one scale has exactly the same pitch or 
frequency in all other scales, no matter what the interval may be which it forms with 
other notes. For example, the note E may ha\'e a frequency of 6H. It will have this 
frequency no matter whether it is regarded as a major third from middle C, or a minor 
third from C�, or a major second from D, or any other interval. The pitches according 
to this system have been made identical for each key, the advantage being that a 
musician can now modulate freely from one key to another, without having to retune 
his instrument or adjust his playing to the altered pitch requirements of a different key. 

This seems so obvious and desirable an arrangement today that we are likely to 
overlook its revolutionary nature and to forget the price which has been paid for the 
convenience, i.e. the sacrifice of some of the distinctive character between keys (cf. 
p. 215). In all early music these differed qualitatively, and still more so did the modes. 
Akin to this difference is that which we still appreciate in our major and minor. 

The acoustic basis for the qualitative differences between keys in early music is as 
follows. There are certain musical internls which arc universally acceptable to the 
human ear; for example, the octave, the fifth and the fo�rth.1 They are said to be 
'just', when their frequencies form part of a series in arithmetic progression. If the 
frequencies of two sounds are in the relation of 1 :  2 they will form an octave; if of 
2 :  3 a perfect fifth ; if of 3 :  + a fourth; if of 4: 5 they will form a major third, and so on. 
Knowledge of this enabled the Greeks to calculate the pitch of strings of the same 
tension and thickness from their length, and had a decisive inRuence on the develop
ment of their acoustic theory. The 'just' intervals used in European music until the 
+ 17th century derived from Greek theory and were based on these proportions, In 
any scale, therefore, the frequencies of the octave, the fifth, the fourth and the major 
third were as just stated, while those of the minor third were as 5 :  6, of the major 
second as 8: 9, of the major sixth as 3 :  5, and of the major seventh as 8 :  15.  These are 
the proportions required for calculating diatonic scalesb in just intonation. Given, for 
example, a fundamental note with a frequency of 200, its octave will be as 2:  I ,  i.e . 

• Everyone who has become personally familiar wilh Chinese music will have recognised the presence 
of a distinct ' melodic fund ' quill' different from Ihat of occidentnl music, but just as plcnsing �esthetically. 
As Pickcn (3) has pointed OUI, this is because in Chinese music thc charncteTistic interv.l is always Ihe 
fourth, and tunes arc built up of chains of fourths, unlike European tune,. which nrc generally chains 
of thirds, Ihough many Westcm folksongs wcre pentatonic. The watchword of Chinese music is • order 
without mechnnic�l symmetry', and while the \\'esl developed the harmony of simple melody, Asia 
developed complex melody. On the structure of Chinese instrum�ntal music sec \"on Hornbostel (:) 
and Picken (1), p. t15. In Chin� music was never di"orccd from other activilies, whether landscape 
painting, lyric poetry, alchemy or enn mineralogy-thus Ihe alchemical prince N"ing Hsien \\'ang 
published in + 1  .. :5 a famous collection of musical pieces using the entablature notation system 
(Picken (t), p. 1 1 8). Cf. on him, \·o\. 3. pp. 513 .  iOS abo,·e. As for {he connection betv.een music and 
alchemy in the West. eompare Read (l) and Tenney Davis (I) on !\Iich.el Maier (+ 1568 10 + 1621) 
and his .�laIQl" a Fugi�'IS. 

b I.e. scale. conl.ining series of tones and semilones. 
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400; its perfect fifth will b e  3S 3 :  2, i.e. 300. We may now compare the frequencies of 
two scales in just intonation, note for note, and see why it is that in this system the 
'same' note, e.g. the note A, docs not have the same frequency in the scale of D as it 
has in the scale of C. For this purpose the frequency of C will be taken to be 512. 
This represents an octave abo\'C middle C at 'philosophic pitch', by which reckoning 
an imaginary sound with a frequency of t is regarded as the lowest possible note, and 
middle C with a frequency of 256 as its eighth octave. 

Table 46. Frequencies oj 'just' ;lIfen.:a!s ill the scale of C major 

INTERYALS ' "  JUST INTQ:<1ATlON COl'STRUCTED 
from C as fundamental 

Frequency I Notes (vibrations/sec.) --1-----
C 512 

D 576 

E I 6.0 

F 682'3 

G 768 

A 853'3 

B 960 

C 1 1024-

I 

I 

Intervals 
(C to x) 

Major second 

Major third 

Fourth 

Fifth 

l\lajor sixth 

Major sevemh 

Octave 

from D as fundamental 
. 

Frequency Intervals 
(vibrations/sec.) (D to x) 

------- , ----
, 

5i6 I 
64-8 Major second 

69' I\linor third 

768 I Fourth 

86. Fifth 

960 l\'lajor sixth 

1 1080 Minor scventh 

I I 
. 

I 
, I 

From Table 46 it is possible to see what intervals are formed by the different notes 
in the scale of C major with their fundamental note C, and their frequcncies obtained 
by multiplying the frequency of the fundamental by the appropriate proportion; then 
by looking along to the same note in the right-hand column, to see the difference in 
frequency. The note E, for example, is a major third from C and a major second from D. 

Today we consider it to be the same note occurring in different keys, but in ancient 
times it was a different note, for the frequency of C multiplied by 5/4 is not the same as 
the frequency of D multiplied by 9 8. In just intonation, then, it was not possible 
to transpose a melody from one key to another, e.g. from C to D, without con
siderably altering its character, for the pitch relations within different keys are not 
identical.-

The musicians of ancient China were particularly sensitive not only to the obvious 
changes in character of music caused by the displacing of the semitones in heptatonic 

• See Geiringer (I), p. 26. Cf. p. 216 below. 
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modes, and of the ' gaps' in pentatonic modes, but also to the subtler changes in 
character caused by transposition of a melody from one key to another within the same 
mode. \Vhether or not they were all used is uncertain, but there are references to 
sixty (pentatonic) and to eighty·four (heptatonic) mode·keys (tiao I). For example, 
in the Huai Nail T:::u book we have the passage already quoted Q to the effect that if 
one has twelve notes of fixed pitch (lii), one can build on them the keynotes of sixty 
distinct mode·keys. 

The heptatonic modes are familiar to the West under the names Dorian, Phrygian, 
Lydian, :\lixolydian, Aeolian, Ionian and Locrian. Although there is no equivalent 
in dassical Chinese for our modern debased and restricted conception of ' mode', the 
mode·keys were named in a simple and unambiguous way.b As Hartner says,e 
'A method of indicating the shifting intervals of the five modes of the pentatonic 
scale . . .  and of their ele\·en transpositions into all possible keys, was \·ery con\·eniently 
obtained by combining the syllables of the ancient five·tone notation: kUlig, shallg, 
chio, chill, yii, with the first syllables of the tweh·e Iii, i.e. huang, ta, tltai, cltia, kll, 
cliung, jlli, /ill, i, nail, WIl, ying.' The names of the twelve Iud may be regarded as 
equivalents for our letters of the alphabet from A to G, including black notes. Thus 
where we are obliged rather awkwardly to say, for example, that a melody was in the 
key of C in the Lydian mode, the Chinese simply say ' the melody used kung.huang'. 

So far we have followed the establishment of scales in relative pitch, which give 
a particular form to a melody regardless of the actual note on which it is pitched. But 
the existence of sixty or even eighty·four different scales, deriving from the five or 
seven different modes respecti\'ely. implies a fixed gamut of twelve semi tones, such as 
is familiar to us on our keyboard instruments. \Vestern manufacturers of these were 
faced with a dilemma. They wished to provide musicians with a keyboard capable of 
sounding all notes correctly for just intonation (which in theory means some eighty· 
four notes per octave) but they were physically unable to compress these into the 
natural span of a musician's hand. Chinese technicians were also dogged by the 
same dilemma, though it was not keyboard instruments that concerned them, but 
bells suspended on frames, a far more expensive and cumbersome proposition. Over 
150 bells for a compass of three octaves would require the prowess of an athlete in 
the striker and the wealth of a prince in the purchaser. Of course, such elaboration 
was contemplated only in theory. 

How the Chinese gamut of twelve notes came to be formed is intimately associated 
with the history of Chinese bells. In early orchestras they had a double use-for 
giving the pitch and for starting the music. As is said in the Kuo Yii :e ' Furthermore 
the bell does not (ring) false so we use it to lead off the notes (chieh lu chung pu kuo, 
j tung sheng1). ' f  

I P. ,61 above. b Cf. Chao Yuan.Jen (3). C (7), p. 82. 
d See p. '71 below. • Chou Yii. eh. 3. p. 21b. r A modern parallel for [his practice is to be found in Indone.i •. Sachs (I) hu noud thQt 'when 

one asks for J.\-.nese or Balinese tuning methods one is [old that some old gong. founder owns Q few 
highly respected metal bars inherited from a remOle aneeuo[ which he uses with more or lell Qceuracy'. 
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By the time of the Chou period at latest, the Chinese had advanced beyond the stage 
of striking lumps of ringing-stone or slabs of bronze which gave out the desired note 
by chance, and they were producing bells which they were able to tune with accuracy.a 
The earliest works frequently mention bells, their consecration with blood,b and their 
imporlance in musical performances. Often they have names, and the names are 
many Hnd various. ,Ve can only guess at their meanings. Han commentators two 
thousand years ago also had to make such guesses. It is safe to say that the names were 
connected with the ceremonies in which they were used, the sympathetic magic of 
the name perhaps adding to the efficacy of the rite. Synonyms abounded; thus 
Lin-chung,' literally ' forest bell', is referred to in the Chou Vii passage just quoted as 
Ta-lin,z literally 'great forest'. Cheng Hsiian takes a bell named Han-chungl to be 
the same as Lin-chung, because in a list of pitch bells named in the Chou Lie its 
position in the sequence is that which would have been taken by Lin-chung some 
centuries later when the names of the instruments giving the fixed pitch scale had 
been standardised. The nomenclature of the gamut is complicated by such ana
chronistic interpretations of Han commentators, as well as by the general fluidity of 
names forming the system at the time when the gamut was being evolved. But the 
general process of evolution is fairly clear. 

To accompany a singer in just intonation, or in any temperament other than Equal 
Temperament, on bells. would have required Yery large sets, but as we have seen the 
main purpose was to use bells for the initial note to set the pitch, or sound the keynote. 
Thus the most useful set of bells would in time be found to be one giving the gamut 
of twelve consecutive semitones which served as keynotes. It should not be imagined 
that this gamut ever functioned as a scale, and it is erroneous to refer to the ' Chinese 
chrom:ltic scate',ct as some \Vestern writers have done, The series of twelve notes 
known as the twelve Iii were simply a series of fundamental notes from which scales 
could be constructed. 

It is not possible to say when the process of standardisation of bells and pitches was 
first completed, but the earliest reference in literature to the full set of twelve bells 
may be that in the KIlQ Yii,e where they are mentioned in a discussion said to have 
taken place in the year - 521.!  Alternatively, if the Yiieh Lillg4 (:\Ionthly Ordinances 
of the Chou Dynasty) really dates from as early as - 600, the list in this text may take 

a 1'lore wi!! be said about actunl l"nin!; mcthods lMer (pp. ,S4ft'.). 
II Cf. .IlFng T:m. ] (I). ,·ii, 4; d. Le,l:gc (3), p. [ 5. 
c Cflou Li. ch. 6, p. no (ch. l3); d. 11iot (I), ,·ol. "l. p. 49. d A chromatic scnlc is aile composed of n continuous series of sCmilOne!. 
o Chou }"I', ch. 3. pp. "lIb,  "l6alf. 
f The High King of Chou " hose name " as ChinJl' wished to have a b<ll mel1cd down and com'cned 

mto another bell of lower pilch. His mi!lister Sh:1II :\lu Kung' remonstrated with him, adducing many 
good reasons "hy this should not be dOli." on� of Ihe most compelling of which WIS that the smaller 
bell would !lOt produce enou�h metal to make it. The $over�ign. nevertheless, had his way and the bell 
WIS CUI, but �ftcr his dealh il was found Ihal in fael Ihe bell was out of iune. The full list of bell, with 
their names, qualities and definition. ()(:curs in a conversation of this pOlentale with another of hi. 
acoustic advisers, Lingchou Chiu.' cr. p. 204 below. 
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precedence.a Like bronze mirrors, bells were regarded in Chou times as instruments 
of high magical potency, their special merit being to attract or collect the emanations 
and essences generically known as chhi.b This chiti, it win be remembered, had six 
forms, Yin and Yang, wind and rain, darkness and brightness ; the Yin and Yang 
being two antitheses into which all the others were in the last resort subsumed. 

The types of bells naturally divided into two analogous groups, Yin and Yang. The 
Kuo Yii lists them as in Table 475 

Table 47. Classification of bells ill the Kuo Yii 

Yang bells Yin bells 

Huang-chung' 'yellow bell' Ta-/ii7 ' great regulator' 
Ta-tshoul•d 'great budding . Cllia-chungS 'compressed bell' 
Ku-hsienl 'old and purified' ChUlIg_/ii9 ' mean regulator' 
Jui-pint ' luxuriant '  Lin-chuflg'O 'forest bell' 
J -(siS 'equalising rule' Nail_iii" 'southern regulator ' 
Wu_yi6 'tireless' Y ing-chrmg'l ' resonating bell' 

The names of these twelve bells thus stabilised became the names of the tweke notes 
which formed the classical Chinese gamut. The fact that the Yang scale is referred to 
in the Kuo Yii as pitches (Iii), whereas the Yin notes are called lisien,'J interstitials. i.e. 
notes which come between the regular pitches, strongly suggests that the standardised 
gamut of twelve semitones already existed at that date. No details are given in the 
text about the exact method by which the intervals were calculated, but the order in 
which the names appear represents an intermediate stage before their final form first 
recorded in the Lii Shih Chhun Chhiu e and a more primitive version of twelve pitches 
grouped in sixes which is preserved in the Chou LU 

(iv) The introduction of the arithmetical cycle 

In tracing the evolution of the gamut, three stages have been mentioned so far. First, 
there was the primitive stage preserved in the Choll Li, in which the notes had names, 

• See Vol. ), p. 195. 
b In connection with the fancied relation between .quare earthly Yin bdls and hollows, round 

heavenly Yang bells and mounds, etc., one may quo.e a Yileh Ling commentary; . Bells Bre hollows. 
The inside of the hollow teceives chhi abundantly.' Chili in subsequent Bcoustic theory is discussed 
below, pp. 20:;ttf. 

c CIrou YU, ch.), pp. 26bff. <1 Also Thai.lJholl." 
e Ch. a7 (vol. I, p. 5 .. ) ;  tr. Wilhelm ()), pp. 69ft. 
f Ch. 6, pp. II  b, UQ (ch. 2)); cf. Biot (I). vol. 2, p. 49. In concluding this subsection nne can hardlr 

avoid referring to the experimcnts in dodecaphonic music made in the prescnt century br Sch<lnhcrg. 
\Vebem, Alban Berg and other •. It would be interesting to know whether the origin. of this had any • 
• rung to do with ancient twelve.nOle scries such as that of China . 
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note being a fourth below the perfect fifth, and therefore a major tone above the 
fundamental, since I x 2/3 x 4/3 = 8/9, i.e. the same interval that Philolaus found by 
a different method to exist between the two tetrachords, e.g. 

C - - - - F  (tone) G - - - - C. 
The Greeks used the interval of the tone as the basis of their scale structure, an 

octave being subdivided into a tone and two tetrachords, and a tetrachord being sub
divided into two tones and a Pythagorean semitone or diesis. The Chinese did not 
become invoh'ed in the complications of the Greek semitones apotome and leimma, 
but having advanced two steps from their fundamental note (the Huang-chung already 
referred to), went on to calculate a fourth note in the series by multiplying the length 
of the resonating agent of their third note by 2/3, which gave a length 16/27 that of 
the fundamental. This was their sixth. From the sixth a major third was produced by 
multiplying by 4/3, the product being 64/81. This note, it will be observed, is not 
justly tuned, for in just intonation the fraction would be 415, but it agrees with the 
Pythagorean major third. This process of multiplying by 2/3 or 4/3, whichever was 
required to keep the gamut within the compass of a single octave, was continued up 
to the twelfth note, these being the twelve Iii (Fig. 3 1 6). The Chinese describe it as 
'generation' (shing l), the notes being like 'mothers' giving birth to 'sons'.a Notes 
produced by 4/3 multiplication were said to be of ' superior generation', while 
multiplication by 2{3 yielded ' inferior generation'. The Lii Shih Chhun Chhiu contains 
our earliest description ( - 239) of the system by which the notes of the Chinese 
gamut were generated.b 

Our oldest source for any actual lengths calculated according to this 'up-and-down' 
principle is the Shih Chi (c. - 90) of Ssuma Chhien. He is speaking of blown pipes, 
and gives the length of the Huang-chung pipe as 81 (tenths of an inch).c This is 
obviously a good figure to start from when one is calculating with 2/3 and 4/3 fractions. 
Correcting certain obvious errors,d the lengths of the pipes are given in Table 48. 
The actual lengths of these pitch-pipes are of no great value in themselves, for without 
further data, such as their diameters, we cannot calculate the frequencies obtained. 
But the manner in which these lengths are expressed is of great interest, for the use of 
a decimal system in conjunction with a system based on thirds has a strikingly 
Babylonian flavour. e To this point we shall return. 

Defore he lists the actual pitch-pipe lengths Ssuma Chhicn gives the formula on 
which his calculations were based. It will be useful now to compare his proportions 

• cr. the Chinese terminology for arithmetical fractions, Vol. 3,  p. 81.  
b Ch. 27 (vol. I,  Pl'. Hff.); tr. R. Wilhelm (3), Pl'. 69ft'. 
c Ch. 25. Pl'. 8bff. ChD\'annes (I). vol. 3. Pl'. 3t3ff. cr. Chhien Jlfm Shu. eh. 21A, Pl'. 3bff. 
d See Robinson (I), Pl'. 44ff. and Chavannes (I), \'01. 3. Pl'. 631ff. (Appendix II), where the errors 

are examined. They "'ere first pointed aU! by the great Sung scholar T,hli Vuan_ Ting' (+ 1 135  to 
+ 1 198) in his Lii L" Hsin ShuJ (New Treatise on Acoustics and iViusic), which is preserved til the 
H';ng Li Ta Chhiimr (d. Vol. 2, p. 459). On him see Forke (9), Pl'. 20311. On the whole subject lee 
Cunher the paper of V.buuchi (18), and \Yu 1'\an-HsUn (I), Pl'. 7Jff., t 1511., 204. 

e Cf. Vol. 3, p. 82 for the use of the words U' or U' as 1/3. The Shih Chi in the present passage uses 
the more normal expression san/in i.' 

, Fb . " 
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for the notes of the gamut, twelve in aU (to which a thirteenth, the octave, may be 
added by simply continuing the calculation an additional step). with the proportions 
of the eight notcs of Timaeus' Pythagorean scale, so that their similarities and dif. 
fcrenccs may be observed (Table 49). 

12 
\I 

10 
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2 

Fig. 316. The orthodox $tandard pitch_pipes drawn to .cale. Reconstruction by K.R. to show the 
principle of superior and inferior generation. I ,  Hua'lgo{"hutlg ; �, Ta-/ii ; 3. Ta-tlhou ; 4, Chw.chung; 
S. Ku·htim ; 6, Chung-Iii; 7. Jui-pin; 8, Lin-chrmg; 9. I-III; 10, Nan-/il; II, Wu-yi; 12, Ying-chung. 

Like the twelve standard bells, the twelve pitch-pipes were also divided into two 
companies, Yang and Yin. Cheng Chung. commenting on the ChaIt Lia in the + 1st 

• Ch. 6, p. 16a, b (ch. 23). 
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Table 48, SSI/11/a Chhien's calculations of the lengths of pitch�pipes 

Name Inches I Tenths 
Thirds of 

hundredths 
Total I Total 

(uncorrected) (corrected) 

Huang-chung 8 , - 8-, 8-, 
Ta-lil 7 5 , 7'53 7'585 
Ta-ultou 7 , - 7-' 1'28 
Chia-chung 6 , , 6'13 , 6'742 
KII-hsien 6 4 - 6-. 6-. 
Chung-Iii 5 9 , 5-96 I 5-993 
Jui-pin 5 6 , 5 -63 5 -689 
Lin-chung 5 • - 5-' 5'4 
I-tIe 5 • , 5'46 5'°57 
Nan-Iii • 8 - .-8 .-s 
IVrl-yi • + , 4'46 4'495 
Yillg-chung • , , 4'26 4'266 

Table 49. Comparison of the proportions of the Chinese and Greek (Pythogorean) scales 

Greek I Greek 
Chinese (Pythagorean) 

. 
Chinese (Pythagorean) 

C , , 
G 

, , - -

2048 3 3 
C· -• 2187 .096 G� 6561 

-

8 8 D - -
9 9 A 

,6 ,6 - -

16384 '7 '7 
D� 19683 

-
3276� 

A" -• 59049 
6. 6+ 

E 8i 8, ,,8 ,,8 
B - -

13 1°72 ,.3 243 
F -

177147 
C 

262144 -

� 53 14-P 
-

+ , - -

5" 
, 

F� -
7'9 

The notes in the left-hind column. are only arbitrarily selected by wly of illu.tration, 
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century, says that the Yang pitch·pipes (luI) were made of bamboo, but the Yin ones 
(thung 1) of copper or bronze, the former material corresponding in the system of 
symbolic correlations to heaven, the latter to earth.a 

It will be seen that the Pythagorean scale and the Chinese gamut (the spiral of 
fifths) are not identical, either in the general manner of their construction or in the 
particular proportions of certain notes, i.e. the octave and the fourth. Nevertheless, 
their resemblances were sufficiently striking to cause a misapprehension which has 
persisted for almost two hundred years. 

(v) Pythagoras or Ling Lun? 

The earliest account of the theoretical basis of Chinese music available in a European 
language is that written by the Jesuit Joseph Amiot in Peking in + 1776, and published 
in Paris in + 1780. Amiot accepted the traditional datings of Chinese history, and 
therefore believed that music in China originated in the year - 2698. By this 
reckoning the Chinese would have had a gamut closely resembling the Pythagorean 
scale in many of its intervals more than ele\'en centuries before the birth of Pythagoras. 
He concluded that the Pythagorean claim for the invention of this scale was nothing 
less than an ' act of robbery'.b How precisely the plagiarism was carried out he did 
not explain, but assumed that Pythagoras, who was noted for his travels, must either 
have gone to China, or met someone from that country who transmitted the secrets 
of the scale. Noting that the Greek scale differed somewhat from the Chinese gamut, 
he concluded that the Greek version was a degenerate one.C 

With the decline of China's prestige abroad during the 19th century, and the great 
revival of Hellenism, it was only to be expected that this judgment would be reversed. 
Chavannes, considering that there was no textual reference to the Chinese gamut 
earlier than the -3td or -4th century, wrote:d 'Ce meme systeme musical avait ete 
expose par les Crees plus de deux siecles avant l'epoque ou les Chinois Ie connutent. 
N'est-ce pas aux Crees que les Chinoi:; I'ont emprunter '  And Chavannes attempted 
to explain how it was that the Chinese came to ' borrow' this acoustic system :e 
'Sur la lourde vague de civilisation que I'expedition d'Alexandre avait fait deferler 
aux pieds des Pamirs surnagerent Its douzc roseaux en qui chantait la gamme de 
Grece.' Guesses of this sort take us no further fonvard than Amiot's mythology. Yet 

a Biot (I), vol. :Z. p. 56 has these material, interverted and should be corrected. Thc usual later name 
for the Yin pipes was /iV 

b Amiot (I). p. 8 :  'I'Hcplacorde des Grecs ancien" la lyre de Pylhagore, ton inversion des t�lracord ... 
diatoniquci . .. I la fonnalion de son grand lyS!�me, sont autant de lardn. failS aux Chinois du premier 
1ge.' \Ve find echoes of Ihis point of view even today, e.g. in Hogben (I), p. "3, "here he says: 
' TheTytian parentagc of Pythagoras gives us a clue to the clear signs of Chinese intluence in his teachings. 
He travelled in Asia.' And perhaps the work of Kullner (3) will reopcn the question. 

c cr. Robinson (I), pp. 48ff., who elucidates the part played by the Abb� Roussier in initialing the 
controveny. 

<\ (I), vol. 3, p. 638. 
"' (I), vol. 3, p. 644· 
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they have been accepted for the last fifty years. For Amiot it m3Y at least be said that 
in his day the scales were not regarded as identical, though since Chavannes loosely 
described them as 'ee mcme systeme' the mistake has �prcad.a Chavannes himself 
was aware that differences existed, but attributed them to lack of understanding by 
the Chinese, a people of whom, he adds in a conclusion unworthy of a great scholar, 
'Ie caracthe tapagem et monotone de leur musique est d'ailleurs bien connu',b 

Cha .... annes' hypothesis must be dismissed not merely because tht Chinese were 
tuning sets of twelve bells in the same century as that which is said to have seen the 
lifetime of Pythagoras,': and in any case long before any possible influences of 
Alexander's expeditions could have brought the Greek formula into Chinese litera· 
ture; but also because the Chinese gamut is in its structure essentially unlike the 
Pythagorean scale. Yet Amiot's notion that a transmission took place in the other 
direction at such an early date can no longer be taken seriously either. The simplest 
alternative hypothesis for which good reason can be found is that there radiated east 
and west from Babylonia the germ of an acoustic discovery which was developed in 
onc way by the Greeks and in another by the Chinese; namely, that the pitch of notes 
emitted by strings when plucked is in part determined by their length. More par· 
ticularly, the Babylonians, who had many highly developed stringed instruments, 
would have made the observation that one string half the length of another at the 
same tension will sound its octave, that a string two-thirds the length will sound its 
fifth, and that a string three·quarters the length will sound its fourth. Knowledge of 
these proportions is all that was needed to develop the Chinese 'spiral of fifths', and 
it :s also the sum total of the acoustic discoveries which thc ancient Greeks attributed 
to Pythagoras either as inventor or transmitter. The intricate developments of the 
Pythagorean scale in later centuries, which include the subdivision of the octave into 
tetrachords, the definition of the tone, and at some time not earlier than the - 4th 
century, the subdivision of the tetrachords, arc all spccifically Greek discoveries; and 
for Timaeus' construction of a scale not by a series of perfect fifths, but by finding the 
arithmetic and harmonic means between the numbers of the Pythagorean tetractys 
(I - 2 - 3 - 4 - 8 - 9 - 27), there is no Chinese equivalent . 

It must be stressed that a Babylonian origin for these discoveries is hypothetical, 
for of Babylonian music we know very little. Yet such evidence as survives seems to 
indicate that this is the answer to the problem. 

First of all, it is interesting and may be significant that both Greek and Chinese 
traditions gave credit for the origin of the acoustic systems to a foreign country. 
Greek authors writing before the capture of Babylon by Alexander the Great aver 
that Pythagoras visited Egypt,d while later authors say that in his travels he went to 

a For example. Apel (I), p. 618, statcs categorica1!y that the ' 5pir.11 of fifths' was 'inventcd by Pytha. 
goru'. And even Chinese Icholars such as Chao Yuan-Jen (2), p. 85, have been misled into thinking 
that 'the circle of fifth. gives a Pythagorean scale '. 

b (I), "01. 3, p. 642. 
c cr. the quotalions from the K,lO \'u, aoove, pp. l S I ,  170. 
d This is implied by Aristotle in Jfelaph. I, I, and is stated by bocrates (ft. - 380), in lAud. Busi,. 

ltl, 28. 
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Babylon.a Iamblichus goes so far as to sayb that knowledge of the ' musical proportion 'c 

was brought to Grecce from Babylonia by Pythagoras. Certainly both Egyptians and 
Babylonians knew and used the 2/3 and ',3 fractions.d Knowledge of the harmonic 
progression was enshrined by the Egyptians in the dimensions of a box described by 
the priest Ahmes in a papyrus in the Rhind Collection of the British :\Iuseum, dating 
from a time between - 1 jOO and - l lOO.e But whate'·er the route by which the 
musical discoveries attributed to Pythagoras came to Greece, it is certain that they 
were based on facts long known to the world of the Fertile Crescent. As Burnet says:! 
' The use of Babylonian as an international language will account for the fact that the 
Egyptians knew something of Babylonian astronomy.' Before Alexander's invasion 
such knowledge as the Greeks had of Babylonian science came to them by way of 
Lydia and Egypt. After the fall of Babylon it was realised that the fountain-head was 
in that city, and the legends were naturally adapted. 

The story of Pythagoras' journey eastward to Babylon has a striking parallel in the 
legend of the westward journey of a certain Ling Lun, minister to I·luang Ti, the 
mythical Yellow Emperor, who was supposed to have reigned for a hundred years in 
the - 27th century. According to the legends various duties were assigned to the 
ministers of this ruler, and Ling Lung was commissioned to establish the correcl 
pitch for music. h 

Anciently [says the Lii Shih Chhun Chllill], Huang Ti ordered Ling Lun I to make pitch
pipes. So Ling Lun, passing through Ta-lisia! towards the \\"est, 1 travelled to the northern 
slopes of the Juan-yiP mountains,j and there in the valley of Hsieh-chhi4 found bamboos 
with stems of which the hollow (part) and Ihe thickness (of the walls) were uniform. Cutting 
one between the nodes to a length of 3·9 in.,k he blew it, and took its fundamental note 
(kungS) to be that of the Huang-chung tube. Blowing again, he said 'This is good enough', I 

and proceeded to make all the twelve pipes (thung6). Then at the foot of the Juan-yil 

• This is first found in Str-J.bo(f!. -ZS), XIV, I ,  16. 
b Fl. +300 and later, Introdrl(/io .\'icolllarhi .A,ithml'l. pp. '-41-�, 168 (Tcnnulius' cd.). 
C In the musical proponion the second term is the uithmetical and the thim the harnlonic mean, 

e.g. 6:",::8:  12, i.e. 

d See Healh (6), vol. I, pp. Z7ff • 

a+b aab 
" ' -,- : ' a + l> : b . 

• See Warren (I), p. -48. ( (I). p. zoo 
I The name Ling LUll seems to be artificial, ling meaning music and 1,,11 a rule (H�loun, 6, 7). But 

this does not exclude the existence of a real person behind the legend. 
I> 'I1le fullest versIon of the story is given in the La Shih Chhlm Chili/I, ch. 25 (tr. R. \\"ilhelm (J), 

pp. 6Jff.), vo!. I ,  p. -49; but other references arc quite frequent, a5 in Chhien Han Shu, ch. 211t,  p. -4"; 
La LiJ. Ching I, ch. 8, p. 91>. 

I It will be remembered that Ta·Hsia' was the ancient name for Badria (many refertnces in Vol. I). 
I The Clrhien Hmr Sh" text reads Khun-!un' hert, i.e. the northern ranges of the Tibetan manif. 
k This figure for the length of the fundamental pipe is vcry curious and has much txtrcised the 

commentators. The obvious emendation to 8· I in. in accord with the Shih Chi has no authority and 
seems unlikely as a copyist's error. But the difference be",'een the longest and shorttSI pitch-pipe is 
in fact J·9 in. (8·,-,,·2), and so i. the length ofti'll' OC'tave Huang_chung or thirteenth note, i.e. Chung·lil 
(5·91< l!3). The te"t perhaps became 100 compreued here. 

t Here the lext early became corrupt and commentators ha"e never !lgreed on an assurcd version. 

• r.! 
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mountains, he listened to the singing of the male and female phoenix· and divided the pitch
pipes accordingly (into two groups), the male notes making six and the female also six. In 
order to bring them together, the Huang-chung fundamental harmonised them. Indeed the 
Huang-chung fundamental (kung') is capable of generating the entire (series). Therefore it 
is said that the Huang-chung fundamental is the source and root of the male and female 
pitch-pipes (Iii liP).b 

Thus Ling Lun cut one of these non-tapering bamboo stems between the nodes to 
make his Huang-chung pipe, after which all the rest took their places in the series of 
twelve standard pitch-pipes. The Lii Shih CMllm Chhiu continues; 

(Upon his return) Ling Lun, together with Jung Chiang,l was ordered by Huang Ti to 
cast twelve bells in order to harmonise the five notes (i ho wu yin4), so that splendid music 
might be made. It was on an i-mao day in the middle month of spring, with the sun standing 
in Khuei Juiu, that these were finished and presented. Order was given that this (set of bella) 
should be called Hsien chhih l5 

This is of great interest as showing that aU the other musical instruments were to be 
tuned in accordance with the pitch of the five notes emitted by the unaltering standard 
bells. 

The truth enshrined in this strange story may be not only that in early times bells 
were used for giving the pitch to instruments in need of tuning,d but that the bells 
themselves were tuned e by strings, the lengths of which were determined by certain 
standard lengths of bamboo, just as the ratios of the octave and the fifth (which are in 
harmonic progression, e.g. 6 :4 :3) were preserved in the pyramid box or coffer 
described by the priest Ahmes. To keep certain bamboos of precise length as standard 
measures was a rational act for an early people, and foreshadowed our own practice of 
keeping standard measures in metal. r 

No doubt the acoustic implications of the harmonic progression were not at first 
properly understood, for both in China and in Greece we find the formula for tuning 
strings applied in cases where it is quite inappropriate. Amiot, for example, says that 
he examined and measured some ringing-slones which he saw at the imperial court.' 
They had been made in the Sung period, and their four straight sides formed certain 
proportions of the Iii, namely 27 in .. , 18 in., 9 in. and 6 in., which between them form 
octaves and fifths. Amiot observes that stone-chimes of more recent make no longer 
used these proportions. To shape a slab of stone so that its linear dimensions form 
octaves and fifths may have magical or possibly mnemonic uses, but represents a 

• Cf. no ChlUlll, Duke Chuang, nnd year (-671) where the male and female phoenix are said 10 
sing wgether with gem-like sounds (chh iattg·chhiang6); Couvreur (I), vol. I, p. 179. Here the comparison 
is with chime·stones raTher than pitch-pipes. b Tr. auci. adju\'. Wilhelm (3). C Tr. auct. adjuv. Wilhelm (3). 

a Cf. p. 170 above. e As will be shown later, p. 185 below. 
f Cf. whal was said above in Sect. aog on the gnomon shadow template; Vol. J, pp. a86ff. 

J! 'Essay on the Sonorous Stones of China' (an appendix to his Mbnoi,r), p. a64 . 

. ,. .. - "' ''' 
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complete misapplication of acoustic laws, since the pitch of plates and of discs such 
as gongs is not determined in the same way as the pitch of elastic resonating agents 
such as strings and columns of air (cf. pp. 195, 213). 

An even more curious application of the knowledge of the proportions required for 
producing musical intervals occurs in connection with details of foundry technique 
given in onc of the later parts of the Chou Li, the Khao Kung Chi (Artificers" Record),
The passage, which will be studied in Section 36 on metallurgy, is one of the most 
venerable relics of the bronze-founder's art in any civilised literature, for it cannot be 
later than the -Jtd century and may be a great deal earlier. It describes systematically 
the properties and uses of a whole series of alloys and defines the proportions of the 
metals composing them. Modern archaeological reselrch has shown that such know
ledge must have been possessed in considerable measure by the bronze-founders of 
the Shang period.b In any case it is curious to find that the proportions of a string 
required to sound the minor third, major third, fourth, fifth, major sixth and octave, 
namely 5/6, 4/5, 3/4, 2/3, 3/5 and 1/2, in just tuning, here appear in terms of copper 
content. How far the proportions of tin and copper in the making of the various 
vessels and implements is in accord with modern metallurgical knowledge on the one 
hand, and with what we can tell of ancient practice by analyses of alloys in existing 
specimens on the other, will be discussed in the appropriate place. The point here is 
the appearance of an acoustic series (if this set of simple fractions is not merely 
coincidental) in a metallurgical text. 

That misapplications of harmonic laws were not exclusively Chinese, however, can 
be seen from an anecdote concerning Pythagoras. It was first recorded by Kico
machus of Gerasac (fl. + 100), and repeated by Iamblichus,d Boethius," and others, 
to the following effect. Pythagoras, passing by a forge, heard the hammers ringing out 
to form the intervals of the octave, fifth, and fourth. After inspecting them he realised 
that this was due to the different weight of the heads of the hammers, which produced 
different notes according to their mass. He therefore made four similar weights the 
basis of his experiments, but no matter what he tested, strings by tension, vases by 
striking, flutes or monochords by measurement for length, he always found that the 
numbers 6, 8, 9, 12  formed the proportions of the consonances, 6: 12 the octave, 8 :  12 
the fifth, 9 :  12 the fourth. The statement that the consonances in the forge were pro
duced by the proportionate weights of the heads of the hammers can no more be true 
than that the pitch of ringing-stones depended on the proportionate lengths of thcir 
sides. In Nicomnchus' day this must have been fully recognised, for the acoustic 
properties of objects had long since been subjected to exhaustive tests. But that he 
and other experts should have repeated the story suggests that it was of respectable 
tradition, and inclines one to the belief that just as Thales used his partial knm .... ledge 
of Babylonian astronomy to make some lucky predictions, so Pythagoras also may have 

• 00 this see Vol. I ,  p. I l l .  Th .. passage ref .. rred 10 is io ch. I I ,  p. lob (ch. 41), Ir. BiOI (I), vol. 1, 
PP· 49Off. 

b Li Chi (3), p. 411. 
C Enchn,idion Ha,monius (lVlcibom's «I.), Bk. I, p. 10. 
d Vii. PYlhag. I, 016. c D. +5'Z"; De .lila. x. 
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introduced a limited amount of Babylonian acoustic information which at first was 
not properly understood. But armed with the monochord for measuring intervals, the 
Greeks soon made progress far beyond a knowledge of those three consonances which 
we believe to have been their inheritance from Babylon. 

The use of a sexagesimal cycle in calendar-making is very probably an example of 
Babylonian influence on China.a It is interesting to find that according to the legend, 
when Huang Ti sent Ling Lun to the west to fix the musical pitches, he entrusted 
Ta Naol with the elaboration of the sixty-year cyete, and Jung Chheng : b  with the 
redaction of a 'harmonious calendar',c as well as the division of the officials into five 
etasses.d The association of the calendar with music is particularly significant, for we 
tearn from a \Vestern source that this also was Babylonian. Plutarch wrote;e 

The Chaldeans say that Spring stands to Autumn in the relation of a Fourth, to Winter in 
the relation of a Fifth, and to Summer in the relation of an Octave. But if Euripides makes 
a correct division of the year into four months of Summer, and of Winter a [ike number, of 
'weB·loved Autumn a pair, and of Spring a like number', the seasons change in the octave 
proportion. 

The numbers which give these proportions are in fact spring 6, autumn 8, winter 9, 
and summer 12, the numbers used by Pythagoras for the musical consonances. From 
these proportions the seasons in Babylonia may be calculated as spring 2'1 months, 
autumn 2'7. winter 3'1,  and summer 4'1. The fact that a brief spring and prolonged 
summer are more typical of Babylonia than of Greece enhances the value of this text. 

It will now be convenient to summarise the present argument. The Chinese gamut 
is essentially different from the Pythagorean scale, though similarities led + 18th
century writers to regard one merely as a degenerate form of the other. A more 
satisfactory hypothesis is that the Babylonians discovered the mathematical laws 
governing the necessary length of strings forming the octave, fifth. and fourth intervals. 
This knowledge spreading both west and east was used by the Greeks and the Chinese 
independently, the former for constructing their acoustic theory by subdivision first 
of the octave and later of the tetrachord, the latter for developing a spiral of notes by 
an alternating series of fifths and fourths from a given fundamental. 

If this hypothesis is correct, it helps to explain why certain ideas are common to 
both Greeks and Chinese, and others not. The Chinese held, as did the Pythagoreans, 
that number is the basis of musical notes. Apart from the numerological cosmogonic 
passages in the Tao T€ Chingf and the Huai Nan Tzu,g the Shih Chi plainly declaresh 

• cr. Vol. 3, pp. h. 256, 397 above. I> cr. Vo!' 2. PI'. 1-+8, 150. 
c Rde�ence. to these labours were coll�ted by Chavannes (I), vol. 3, p. 323, but the molt imponant 

trudy is that ofChhi S,u.Ho (l); cr. Vol. I, PI'. 5 1 ff. 
d These were designated by names of douds coloured blue'green, red, white, black, and yellow, 

.ymboliling the four seasons and the 'mid-season'. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 238 . 
• Mora/ill, '  C�"ion of the Soul', ,o28f. See also the translation of John Phillip. (+ ,69-+), p. 217. 

which. however, has many inaccuracies. 
r Ch. -+1 (Waley (.), p. 195). r Ch. 3, p. l i b  (Chatley (I), p. 23)' 

b Ch. lS, p. lib; cr. Chavannes (I), vol. 3, p. 3'7. 

, :k II 
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that ' when numbers assume form, they realise themselves in musical sounds (shu 
hsing erh chMng shing')

, . Again, Sumerian harps occur with the bull, sheep or goat 
carved in their sounding boards,a " .. ,hile in China there was an association of the five 
notes with the five sorts of (domesticated) animals,b On the other hand, we do not 
find any theory of the harmony of the spheres in Chinese literature, and under· 
standably so, for it was the child of Greek reasoning proceeding from the assumption 
that motion necessarily produces sound,c The Chinese, like the Babylonians, merely 
associated certain numbers with planets, and certain musical notes with numbers. 

But the real reason why, starting from a common origin, Chinese acoustic theory 
took so different a road from that of the Greeks, must surely be that the Babylonian 
theory of proportions was applied to the music and the scales which actually existed 
in Greece and in China at the time, and naturally enough these were different, 
as also were the instruments on which the music was performed. The importance of 
the lyre and cithara in the history of Greek tuning is matched rather by the bells and 
stone-chimes of the Chinese than by any of their stringed instruments. In the need 
for tuning too, there was a world of difference, the former requiring constant adjust
ment and intimately associated with the pitch of the human voice, the latter immutable 
once out of the maker's hands. 

There seems to have been a remarkable exchange of blo,vn instruments between 
East and West in the centuries immediately preceding our era. The double-reed pipe 
or aulosd was used in Greece in classical, and the pan-pipes in post-classical times;e 
whereas in China the kuanl was known only in Han,! the pan-pipes (hsiao l) long 
before Han times. Pan-pipes are found today in a great arc stretching from north
west Brazil and Peru through Oceania across to Equatorial Africa,g a diffusion which 
indicates a very early origin. Von Hornbostel has suggestedh that there was at one 
time a gamut of twenty-three Iii or steps produced by over-blowing twelfths on a pipe 

• \Voolley (3). vol. l, pis. 109, I I I, 112. 
b KUiln Tzu, ch. 58, p. 2a; d. Yin Fa-Lu (1). Indian paralleb in the BrluuJddi of Matanga-muni 

quoting Kohal. ( +  III century) ; Trivandrum Sanskrit series, no. 9-t, p. 13. Galpin (I), p. 59 give. a 
Sumerian onc. Cf. Vol. 2. pp. 26l. 263. 

e Thcon of Smyrna attributed the establishment of a rdation between sound and speed to Luu. 
(ft. c. - soo). The spheres were first suggested as a hypothesi, by Eudoxus of Cnidul (- .. 06 to -355), 
Plato's contemporary and associate (Berry (I), p. l8). \Ve have already discussed them in relation to 
Chinese astronomical learning in Vo!' 3, pp. 198, no, etc. 

d See Schlesinger (I). e According to Galpin (I), p. l-t, the pan-pipes were unknown in ancient Mesopotamia and did not 
appear in Egypt until the -4th century. In China the oldest mention of the hsiao ) is no doubt in one 
of the Shih Ching odes which may be dated IS of (he -8th eentuT)' (i\lao. no. 280; Karlgren (t4), 
p. 2.S has 'flutes' ;  ugge (8) 'organ'; \Valey (I), p. 218  correctly 'pan_pipes'). The mention in the 
Shu Ching (Historical Classic), eh. 5 (I Chi), fro Karlgren (12), p. 12, with 'pan-flutes', will not be quite 
10 old. 

f The earliest reference seems to be that of Cheng Hsuan ( +  2nd century) who uys: . Two (pipes) 
arc tied together and so blown ; the present-day Office of the Grand Revealed Mu,ic uscs it', Chou Li 
Chblg T, eh. 45, p. IJtl. Cf. Robinson (I), pp. 1 16ft'. 

I For de!aib of the distribution of pan-pipes sec Schaeffner (I). pp. 279ft'. on 'instruments poly
calame,'. 

II In a highly controversial the,is. Sec the criticisms of Dukofzer (I) and the reply by Kunst (l). 
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and reducing by an octave. Since an over-blown fifth is slightly smaller (twenty
five cents) than a fifth measured mathematically on a string, twenty-three steps were 
necessary to form a more or less complete cycle comparable to the arithmetically 
calculated twelve lu of the Chinese. Though it is not very likely that such a cycle ever 
existed, it is conceivable that early pan-pipe tunings were made on the ' up-and-down' 
principle by which the Chinese generated their twelve IU. 

The Babylonian discovery of the proportions of the consonances then became 
known in China. To a people striving for constant pitch in order that the music and 
its magical virtue might be retained for the reigning dynasty, the acquitition of this 
piece of mathematical knowledge must have been electrifying, for as Mencius says;. 

When the (sages) had used their power of hearing to the utmost they extended it by means 
of the six Iii (mathematical proportions?) to determine the five notes; one cannot exhaust 
their use. (Chi ",ieh erh [i yen, chi chih i /iu [ii, cheng wu yin, pu kho sheng yung yeh.l) 

And four and a half centuries later his words were echoed by one of the greatest Han 
experts on acoustics and music, Tshai YungZ (+ 133 to + 192). In his commentary 
on the Yiieh Ling he wrote;b 

In determining the pitch of bells in antiquity they leve1led off their notes by ear. After 
that when they could go no further they availed themselves of numbers and thereby made 
their measurements correct. If the figures for the measurements are correct the notes will 
also be correet. 

This empirical and experimental use of number was a refreshing contrast to the 
numerological games and number-mysticism which fascinated so many scholars of 
the Chhin and Han.': No exact date can, of course, be given for the introduction of the 
Babylonian formula, but the above reference in Mencius coincides significantly with 
the development of the New IVlusic to make the - 4th century the later end of the 
bracket. 

The conclusions here reached bear close similarity to those of Section 20e on 
astronomy. There it appearedd that in all probability the original body of Babylonian 
ideas and observations, spreading west and east, was developed in one way by the 
Greeks to form their ecliptic and heliacal system. while the Chinese developed it in 
quite a different way so as to evolve the polar and equatorial system with its lunar 
mansions and circumpolar key-constellations. Common origin of a few basic ideas 
followed by divergent development seems to have occurred in acoustics also. 

K Mlng TZU, IV, I, (i). 5 ;  If. aU':I. adjuv. Legge (3), pp. 165. l66. 
b l'iieh Ling Chang ChuJ in Li Chi Chi Chieh, ch. 13, p. 64; cr . •  U':I.; allo quoled in Hou Han Shu, 

.:h. I I .  p. 18a, commenIary. 
I' Cf. Vol. :I, pp. :l87fl". 
d Vol. 3, p. :156 e.g. 
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(7) THE SEARCH FOR ACCURACY IN TUNING 

The discovery that music31 inten'als are determined by mathematical ratios put the 
art of tuning on an entirely new basis. In Plato's Republic we can detect a certain 
contempt for the empirical experimentalist in sound:a 

• As you wil l  know, the students of harmony make the same sort of mistake as the astro. 
nomers ; they waste their time in measuring audible concords and sounds one against 
another.' • Yes ', said Glaucon, • they are absurd enough, with thetr talk of "sound.dusters" 
and all the rest of it. They lay their ears to the instrument as if they were trying to overhear 
the conversation from next door. One says he can still detect a note in between. giving the 
smallest possible interval, which ought to be taken as the unit of measurement, while another 
insists that there is now no difference between the two notes. Both prefer their ears to their 
intelligence.' 

In the history of Chinese acoustics this air of condescending banter is fortunately 
absent. The musician or scholar v,·ith almost miraculous ability to detect small 
differences of tone was revered. Though un-Hcl!enic, this attitude bore good fruit 
in the world of practice.b 

The Chinese, nevertheless, recognised the physical limitations of the ear, and used 
the measured steps of the Iii as a check, as we ha"e just heard l\Iencius say. Of course, 
tuning one bell against another by ear would simply lead to the sort of situation which 
moved Socrates to mirth, one ' expert' saying the two notes were exact, another 
declaring he could still detect a slight difference. Even if the word Iii in l\1encius 
meant 'pitch-pipe', that is to say a bamboo tube of such dimensions as to emit a 
desired note when blown, Socrates' objection would still apply, for only the ear could 
judge whether the note of a bell and that of a pipe were identical, and this would 
necessarily be a subjective judgment. The secret of the Iii at this early stage, we believe, 
was the physical phenomenon about which so much has already been said in connec
tion with the concept of cMi,e the 'humming·tubes' for canalising chhi,d and the 
interpretation of physical phenomena and human affairse-resonance. If an instru
ment comparable to the monochord of Pythagoras was used, on which the measured 
steps, or m, could be ca1culatt:d mathematically, it would have been possible to tune 
a bell with absolute precision by means of this phenomenon. A string of measured 
length and tension being struck, if the proportions of the bell were correct a sympa
thetic note would be elicited by the string. If no note responded further rubbing and 
filing would be necessary till the bell's fundamental tone was perfectly tuned. 

• 5311.. Comford Ir., p. :144. b It is interesting that a form of the Chinese spiral or eyele of fifths has been used by piano-tuners 
in modem times. the interval of Ihe fifth being, like Ihat of the ceta,'e, one which can be fixed with 
tolerable accuney by Ihe ear alone. CEo CIOSion (I), p. 117. 

c Pp. 8, 32, 113ft". above. and, e.g. Vol. 2. p. 369. 
Ii Pp. 135ft". above, and Vol. 2, p. 552. 
• P. 129 above, and Vol. ;t, e.g. pp. 282, JO.h 500. 
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(i) Relonance phenomena and the use oj measured strings 

\Ve have in fact evidence for the existence in Chou times of an instrument capable 
of serving this purpose. Commenting on the method of tuning bells mentioned in the 
Kuo Yii, Wei Chaol ( + 3rd century) states a that ' a board seven feet long (was used) 
having a string (or strings). They fixed them and so tuned.'b It is possible that by 
Wei Chao's time the principle on which this instrument functioned had been for
gotten. His description is certainly far from clear, though he adds that the Office of 
the Grand Revealed Music of the Han possessed a ddin or 'tuner'. Unfortunately, 
the text does not tell us whether one or more strings were used. But the great length 
of the instrument is interesting, for a long string would emit a good loud tone suitable 
for producing a sympathetic tone in a bell. Its great length would also make possible 
more accurate division of the string. 

The Kuo Vii itself says :e 

We measure the pitches and (so) tune the bells (til lU chun chung!). Every official can 
describe the principle (pai kuan kuei ill. We form the series using 3. We tune (the bells) 
using 6. We complete (the operation) at 12. (Chi chih i san, phing chih i /iu, chlteng yii shih
erh.4) 

From this one may conclude that when the passage was written twelve bells made a 
complete set, divided into two groups of six, one Yang, the other Yin. That the series 
was formed 'using 3 '  refers to the denominator of the fractions used for calculating 
by 'superior generation' (4/3), and 'inferior generation' (:l/3). 

An interesting light on the art of tuning by resonance is given in the Chin HOIl 

Liieh Chis of Hsiin Chh06 (fl. + 312).d This says: 

The instrument for tuning the piteh of bells was neglected at the end of the Chou 
period. In the time of the Han emperors Chheng ( -32 to - 7) and Ai ( - 6  to - I) many 
scholars devoted themselves to it, but it was again neglected by the end of the Later Han 
period. 

The narrative goes on to describe how Tu Khuei 7 made efforts early in the + 3rd 
century to tune the instruments according to ancient rules, not very successfully. 
But in the time of Hsiin Hsii 8 (d. + 289), some bells of about four centuries earlier 
were discovered in a provincial treasury, and it was possible to check them against 
pipes made with the belp of jade measures of Chou time which had also been 
found.e 

• Chou YU, en. 3, p. 26a; d. p. zza where the ume statement is made using chiln9 and hliian.'o 
b Chun chi thun ,hung, mu chhang chhi chhih )'U hsi,,,, chi chih i chun." 
e Chou Yil, ch. 3, p. 26a, b ;  tr. auct. 
d Quoted ill the commentary of the + 5lh.century Shih Shuo H,i" Yo, eh. 20, p. 29b; tr. auct. e An excellent account of the work of HsUn Hsu il given by Wu Nan-Hllln (s), pp. 14Sff . 
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Using the standard pitches they gave them their summons, and all (the bells) responded 
though they had not been struck (i Iii ming chih, ellitll pu hlloa erh ying I). The notes and the 
sympathetic tones (rhymes) agreed and became one (siting yill yiill ho,),u jo ella chhlng1) .• 

The Thang Yii Lin also gi\'cS an account b of how Tshao Shao�Khuei,l a great 
acoustic expert, once calmed the fears of a superstitious monk by his understanding 
ofthe principle of resonance. The monk had in his room a sonorous stone (chhing.tzu") 
which seemed to produce sounds spontaneously. By filing off small portions of a bell 
in the monk's room which happened to be of the same frequency, and which was the 
cause of the trouble. Tsh:lo altered the pitch of the bell so that the ringing·stone no 
longer responded to its note. N'arrati\"es of this kind are quite common in Chinese 
literature, and understandably so in "iew of the great philosophical importance of the 
idea of resonance to which attention has already been drawn.c 

The search for accuracy in tuning may be traced back to the legend concerning 
Ling Lun's journey to the: West for the rare bamboos. It has been suggested above 
that this legend could embody a good deal of literal truth if the bamboos which had 
been specially cut to the correct lengths were first used not for producing a sound by 
blowing, for which they would in fact be inaccurate,d but for measuring the correct 
distances on the strings of the tuner instrument (cMin $), by which the bells were tuned. 
A feature of the Ling Lun legend is that on his return bells were tuned by means of 
the bamboos he brought back. But with such a perishable material doubt would 
naturally soon arise concerning the exact lengths required, since eyery time a fresh 
set was made errors would be liable to occur. With this background in mind one can 
understand the basis for a remarkable theory and technique which might otherwise be 
dismissed as pure nonsense. 

(ii) The cosmic tide ill buried tubes 

How to verify whether tubes were of the exact length constituted a great problem. 
Bamboo tubes, as we saw earlicr, had from ancient times been used for canalising chId. 
One of the great manifestations of chlz; was wind, and the winds of the eight directions 
were summoned each by its appropriate magical dance, led off by a note from an 
instrument made from one of the eight sources of sound. There was, therefore, a clear 
correlation between notes, winds, and directions. Probably no one was ever so simple 
as to hope that if bamboo tubes were pointed in the right direction the appropriate 

• Shih SfmoHJin Yii, eh. 20, p. 291>, eomm., tT. auer. Another version of the story is gh'en in Sui Shu, 
eh. 16, p. I T a, b. b eh. s, p. ua. Parallel stories in ch. 6, p. 6a. e In the Section on fundamt'ntal ideas, Yo\. 2, pp. 282ff., 30"," above. 

d The Teason fOT the inaccuracy is that the effeeti"e length of a blown pipe is greater than the length 
of the pipe itself. The frequency of the note of a blown pipe with open end, equals the velocity of sound 
divided by twice the length of the pipe. But the effeetl\'e \enl::lh of the pipe, i.e. the length of in 
resonating air column, is iu geometric length + 0's8D, where D is the internal diameter. This is termed 
'end·effect'. A vibrating string has no end-effect. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

wind would blow through them and sound the right notc. But some ancient nature
philosophers set out to trap the chili another way, that chili which rose up from the 
earth combining with the chili which descended from heaven to produce the different 
types of wind that blew at different seasons of the year. a In the words of the ChhienHan 
Shu:b 

The chili of hea\"en and earth combine and produce wind. The windy eM; of heaven and 
earth correct the twelve pitch fixations (cheng shih-trh lii ting'). 

Chhen Tsan2 commenting e some time before the end of the + 4th century on this 
passage says: 

The eM; associated with wind being correct. the chili for each of the twelve months 
(causes) a sympathetic reaction (yingl) (in the pitch-pipes) ; the pitch-pipes (related serially 
to the months) never go astray in their serial order (chhi Iii pu shih chhi hSUi). 

Thus arose the strange practice termed hOIl elllljJ (observing the chhi) or, more col
loquially, chhui Imi6 (the blowing of the ashes). Perhaps the clearest statement of the 
principle of the technique was that of the Neo-Confucian philosopher Tshai Yuan
Ting (+  I 135 to + 1 198), notably expert in acoustics and music. In his Lu Lu Htin 
Shu of about + 1 180 he wrote :d 

The (pitch-pipes) are blown in order to examine their tones, and set forth (in the ground) 
in order to observe (the coming of) the chhi. Both (these techniques) seek to (determine the 
correctness of the) Huang-chung tube by testing whether its tone is high or low, and whether 
its chhi (arrives) early or late. Such were the ideas of the ancients concerning the making (of 
the pitch-pipes) . . . . 

If one desires to find the middle (i.e. the correct) tone and ,hhi without having anything 
available as a standard, the best thing to do is to cut several bamboos for determining the 
right Huang-chung length, making some shorter and some longer. Tubes are made for every 
tenth of an inch within their length range, with nine inches being taken as the (approximate) 
length standard for all, and circumference and diameter being measured (from this basis) 
according to the rules for making Huang-chung. 

H this having been done one blows them one by one, the middle (i.e. the correct) tone will 
be obtained, and if one sets them more or less deeply (in the ground), the middle (i.e. the 
correct) eM; may be verified. When its tone is harmonious and its ehhi responds, the Huang
chung is really a Huang-chung indeed. And once it is really so, then (from it) may be obtained 
the (other) eleven pitch-pipes, as well as the measures of length, capacity and weight. Later 
generations, not knowing how to go about this, have sought (to construct accurate pitch
pipes) only by measuring with the foot-rule . 

• A det.iled Itudy of the Itnnge subject here to be unfolded has been made by Bodde (17). We Ife 
much indebted to Professor Derk Bodde for hi. kindneu in sending U5 In Id' .. nce typescript of thi, 
p.per. Although our own account was .Ireadr wrinen we were thus en.bled to round ;t out by sennl 
inte"'sting .dditions. 

b Ch. �U, p. 4a, tr. 'UCI. e The f.mily name of this commentator is not definitely known; sce Yen Shih_Ku's preface to the 
Chhim Ha" Shu, p. Sb. 

d Ch. a, lect. J. Contained in Hsing Li Ta Chhilan, ch. 2-4-, pp. 2bff. Tr. Bodde (17), mod. 
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Commenting on this, Bodde says : ' Tshai's preference for mechanical trial.and�error 
rather than a mathematical formula is, one suspects, typical of a good deal of (medieval) 
Chinese scientific activity.' Experimentalists may feel that this is not unlike praise, 
though not so intended. In this particular context, it is true, we are dealing with 
proto·science, or even pseudo·science, rather than with science itself. But let us not 
forget that this distinction was far from being as obvious to the early Fellows of the 
Royal Society as it is to us, and that Kepler cast his own horoscope every year. 

\Vhat now in concrete detail was the strange technique of • watching for the cMi'? 
According to the classical account of it gi\·en by Tshai Yung. the method by which 
the length of the tubes was checked \,;as as fo!lows:a 

The standard practice is to make a single-roomed building with three layers (san chhung ') 
(i.e. concentric draught-proof wal\s). The doors can be closed and barred off (from the world 
outside). and the walls are carefully plastered so as to leave no cracks. In the inner chamber 
curtains of orange-coloured silk are spread out (forming a tent over the pitch-pipes), and 
certain stands are made out of wood. Each pitch-pipe has its own particular stand, set 
slanting so that the inner side is low and the outer side high,b all the pipes being arranged 
round the (circle of compass-)points in their proper (corresponding) positions5 The upper 
ends of the pitch-pipes are stuffed with the ashes of reeds, and a watch kept upon them 
according to the calendar. When the emanation (chili) for a (given) month arrives, the ashes 
(of the appropriate pitch-pipe) fly out and the tube is cleared. 

The Hou Han Shu adds a little more to this account: 

They rely on calendrical calculation and so await (the coming of the emanation); when it 
arrives the ashes are dispelled; that it is the emanation which does this (is shown by the fact 
that) its ashes are scattered. If blown by human breath or ordinary wind its ashes would 
remain together.d 

That the results were not considered entirely satisfactory or convincing is suggested 
by later modifications described in the Sui Shue in which the tubes were not simply 
held in stands, but buried in levelled earth so that only the ends were visible. It was 
then thought that the chhi emanation rising upwards like a tide from the Yellow 
Springs far under the earth would blow the ashes out of the longest tubes first, 
beginning with Huang-chung, each month a different tube being blown. The most 
interesting part of this strange experiment is the care which seems to have been taken 

• Quoted from hi. commentary Yilth Ling Chang CM' in the Li Chi Chi Chith. ch. 13. p. 64; and 
YHSF, ch. 24. p. 3 1  b, tr. auct. adjuv. Bodde (17). Parallel passage in Hou Ha'fl Shu, ch. II,  pp. 17b. 
ISa. Paraphrased in Sui Shu. ch. 16, pp. loaff. If. Bodde (17). cr. Sa'fl Tlhai Thu Hui (+ 1607), Shih 
lina lect. ch. 1, pp. 14bff. and many other pllce •. b Thul the pipe. all pointed towards the centre of the ring. An s1temlltive interpretation of th.ete 
word, would mean th.lt the pipes were plrtly buried. 

C According to the system of symbolic correlations; d. Vol. 2, pp. 26, ff. 
d The officill hi.tory also informl us that within the palace twelve j.de pitch-pipes were used .nd 

ob.erv.tiona m.de only .t the ,oJ,tices, while at the Imperial Observ.tory there were .ixty pitch-pipet 
of b.mboo (cf. p. 169). with corretpondingly more frequent observations . 

• eh. 16, p. loa. This .ouree report. (p. Ila) I notewonhy failure to make the method work, nlmely 
the tlI:perimenu of Tu Khuei,l the famous musician (d. c. +223). 
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to ensure thnt no ordinary wind could enter the sealed chamber.- A third formulation 
of the theory statesb that all twelve tubes were blown twice a year, that is to say the 
cMi reached its waiting tube every fifteen days. The expression 'waiting for, or 
observing. the chili' (llou chhi') has an almost punning connection with the fact that 
the year contained scvcnty.two haul of five days each, two making a hsiinl and three 
a fortnight or chhi4,c There was thus just room in the year for the sixty pitch-pipes 
of Ching Fang.d 

The most extraordinary development came about the middle of the + 6th century, 
when Hsintu Fang, the mathematician, astronomer and surveyor,e actually invented! 
certain rotary fans (lun shallS) which were fixed to the buried pipes so that they should 
rotate when the chhi blew out the ashes.g  Further information as to the various forms 
of the technique may be obtained from Chin books still extant in fragmentary form,h 
e.g. the Mei Tzu Hsjn Lun6 (New Discourse of Master Mei)1 which gives directions 
for preparing the ashes from the inner membranes of plants of the reed family. In 
a more sophisticated age scholars such as Chu Tsai-YU (b. + 1536)1 and Chiang Yung 

• This sealing is perhaps really the most significant technical feature of the whole story. The pre_ 
cautions againu chance breaths of wind and other disturbances reached their greattlt degree of elabora
tion by the middle of Ihe +6th century. Besides the tent of orange silk, gaute co\·er. were fitted for 
each pitch.pipe individually. According to the descriptions, thc stand, or holders for the pipes were 
rather like our retort-stands. And the walls were so arranged that the doors of the inner and outer wall. 
were at the south, while the door of thc middle wall was at the north. Thus there were imbricated 
corridors exactly III in modern photographic dark-room practiee. Theae remarkable details of the 
pursuit of an tlsentia!ly unreal phenomenon may be found in the commentary on the Yikh Ling 
written by Hsiung An-Sh�ng' about + 570, and in the Yo Shu Chu Tltu Ftll (Commentary and illustra
tions for the Book of Acoustics and !\Iusic), due to the eminent mathematician and astronomer Hsintu 
Fang,- hi, older contemporary. Hsiung'. words (tr. Bodde, 17) are pre.erved in Li Chi Chu SU,'· ch. 14, 
p. 7tl, and Chi" S/,u, ch. t6, p. lob. Hsintu Fang's fuller account h .. only come down to us because it 
was prescrved in thc y" Shu YtlO Lu" (Record of the Essentials in the Book, on Music IlJld Acoustics) 
compiled about + 670 by the celebrated \Vu Huang Hou U (\Vu Ts� Thien Il), the empress of Kao Taung, 
and bter herself sole ruler. There it will be found in ch. 6, pp. 17btl'. It i. quoted in full (more 
accessibly) b)' Hu Tao-Ching (1), vol. I ,  pp. 32StI'. Finally, a closely .imilar description was given by 
Chhen Yang in his Yo Shu of + 1101 (ch. 102, pp. 4btl'.). b San Tfhtli Thu Hui, Jen shih Sfi:t. ch. 9, p. 17tl; see the diagram given by Robin.on (I), p. 113. 

e Cf. Vol. 3, p. 404. 
d See p. 218 below. \Vc have just seen that sixty pitch-pipes were used at Ihe Han 01»en'atory, hard 

Ihough Ihi, is to believe. 
• Often met with elsewhere, e.g. Vol. 3. pp. 358, 632. See above, p. 35. 
f S"i Shu, ch. 16, pp. 9bff, Cf. TPYL. ch. 871, p. 6 b ;  tr. Pfizmaier (98), p. 43, and Ku Chi" Yo Lu'· 

(in YflSF, eh. 31, p. 81l, following TP YL, ch. 565, p. 8tl). It is unfllrtunate that neither of his own 
fragmentary works (Yo Shu lind Yo Shu Chu Thll FIl) make any mention of Ihe rotary fans, nor can 
further light on them be obtained from any of his three biographies (Pti Clthi Shu, ch. 49, p. 3b, Ptj 
Shih, eh. 8Q, p. 14n, Wei Slw, ch. 91, p. 1 3 b). 

� Perhaps they were small horizontally-rotating vane wheels like the zoetrope (see p. 123 above) or 
the helicopter top (Sect. 27111 below). But the text dearly I3),S that they were them.dve. buried in the 
ground, so it i. difficult to visualise them. There were twenty-four of them 10 that there WlU one pipe 
for each of the fortnightl), ,hhi. 

h There is much in TPYL, ch. 16, pp. 2tltl'., 5tl, 7b, etc. This material, which needs spfi:ial investiga
tion, gives one the suspicion that the real originator of the method was Ching Fang (ft. -45, cf. pp. 213, 
218 below), and ,hat at first it had something to do with the practice of weighing' uhel ' to measure the 
humidity of the air (cr. Vol. 3. p. 471). Bodde (17) brings (otv,ard further evidence pointing to Ching 
Fang. I YHSF, ch. 68, p. 30tl. I La La Ching I, ch. I, pp. "7tl, n7b. 
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(b. + 168t)a had no hesitation in dismissing the whole matter as unworthy of belief, 
' erroneous and moreover unclassical'. 

The development of a sceptical attitude towards the procedl.!re of 'watching for the 
periodic arrival of the chhi', and finally, its frank rejection, raises points of consider
able interest. When in + 589 the emperor Sui Wen Ti commissioned Mao Shuang L 

and his colleagues to carry it out, and when later on they prepared their report on it, 
the Lii Plm,l there was no shadow of hesitation about the technique itself.b When the 
empress Wu wrote her book in the + 7th century it was still firmly believed in. That 
Chheo Yang at the end of the + I nh, and even the great Neo-Confucian philosopher 
Chu Hsi in the + IzthC still accepted it, is not perhaps surprising. What is more 
curious, however, is that Shen Kua with all his scientific acumen also had no doubts, 
and gave instructions for making the process work.d By the Ming period, however, 
scepticism was rampant. Besides the scholars just mentioned, Hsing Yiin.Lu l 
(ft. + 1573 to + 1620) made a devastating attack on the hou chili practice about + 1600 
in his Ku Chill Lii Li Khao4 (Investigation of the Calendars, New and Old).e After 
showing the scientific absurdity of the idea, he did not hesitate to accuse the astro· 
nomical·acoustic officials of purposeful deception, saying that they must have had 
some concealed mechanism analogous to the jack·work of clocks whereby the ashes 
were blown out of the tubes or the fans made to turn at the proper time. Bodde (17) 
has found two instances of attempts to use the technique not long before Hsing was 
writing, and these may well have been in his mind. One was connected with a court 
official named Chang �s ( +  J530 and + 1539)/ the other with Yuan Huang/' an 
acoustics expert, in + 1581 or the following year.&" There was scepticism at the time i.n 
both cases, but the second experiment was said to have been successful. Chiang Yung 
could not account for this, though he did not believe in it. II The interest of the whole 
story is that by the + 16th century the procedure was being decisively rejecl.:-d on 
scientific grounds. This is a rather striking demonstration of the fact that a rise of 
critical judgment on matters of natural science went on in the �Iing paralleling (if not 
sometimes even preceding) that development of scientific scepticism which in Europe 
was the work of the scientific Renaissance. We shall find many other examples of this 
as we go on, notably among the pharmaceutical naturalists such as Li Shih-Chen 
(d. + 1593). Such a parallel process cannot be without significance for the problem of 
why science in its distinctively modern form did not develop in China, and we shall 
return to it when in the end we come face to face with that grand enigma. 

As for the pitch.pipes burled in the ground, and all their accompanying para· 

a Li' l.ii. Hsi" L"". ch. z, pp. zJ6ft". Cf. Chang Chi .. h_Pin·s Ui Chi"K (F" I), ch. z, p. '46ft". 
b SUI Sh", ch. 16. pp. loaff. Opinions differed on the phenomenglistic int .. rpretation of the results. 
e ChI' Tzu Chhiia" Sh", ch . . p , pp. zob. z6a. 
d Hi. remarks on Ihe subject in IHlng Chhi Pi 1·h(IfI, ch. 7, para. 25 (d. Hu Tao-Ching (1), vo!' I ,  

pp. 3zSft".) have been translat .. d in full by Bodde ([7). • Ch. 33 (pp. 53Sft"., 5z8). 
r See Hsii Will Hsitll Thung Khao, ch. '07. pp. 374-7. t and 3748 .3. 

I The episod .. is r .. [BI .. d in th .. pr .. fae .. of on .. of Yuan Huang's books, Ihe Li Fa Hs'" Shll, reproduced 
In Chiang Yung's l.ii Lii Hli" LUll, ch. 3. p. 24a. 

1\ Lii Lii H,i" Lu". ch. 2, p. ZJ b. 
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phcrnalia, was it  not an archaic survival from the time when no one could distinguish 
cosmic magic from true science? And yet we are tempted to feel that there must have 
been �ome genuine natural phenomenon, even if only once obsen'cd, which sufficed 
to keep this strange technique living for a dozen centuries,- However that may be, 
no rational basis for the system can be suggested, but the following paragraphs will 
attempt to show what the need was which ga\'c rise to it, 

Let us summarise the semantic development of the word Iii from its earliest 
beginnings. Probably it first meant the Tule, regularity, or regulated step, in dancing. 
Secondly, when bells were tuned by resonance from the string of a ' tuner', the 
regularity of the Iii would have been the measured steps or divisions of the string, i.e. 
the exact length of the string required for a given note, determined by the use of 
certain standard lengths of bamboo traditionally belie" ed to enshrine the necessary 
proportions.b The discovery of these proportions would seem to have been Dabylonian. 
Later on, a better understanding of the mathematics involved enabled the actual 
proportions of the Iii to be preserved, and the scale to be reduced, so that the unwietdy 
7-ft. tuner (c!liin) became obsolete. 

Though knowledge of the mathematical formula guaranteed the relative propor· 
tions of the Iii, and hence the relative pitch of the twelve notes in a cycle of fifths, it 
did not guarantee their absolute pitch, if the absolute lengths of the Iii (measuring
rods) were still in doubt5 In an attempt to discover their absolute lengths as well as 
to check their proportions, a set of tubes was cut, it would seem, resembling the 
humming-tubes used by the wu shaman for eanalising chili. It was supposed that if 
the tubes were of the right length, each one with its opening so many inches above or 
below the ground according to the method used, the ashes would be blown out of 
the tube at the exact instant that the chili reached that point. The dIll; was thought of 
as ebbing and flowing like an annual tide, and therefore it was supposed that its 
exact distance from the earth's surface could be calendrically calculated, 

In spite of its long persistence, this practice naturally never gave the results sought, 
and in the third stage we find Iii used in a new sense. The generic word for a flute or 
pipe was hlla".1 The standard lengths of bamboo having reassumed their canalisation 
function first as ' chhi-detectors ' planted in the earth, and then, by an easy transition, 
as blown pipes comparable to the ' chili-detectors' of the Wit shamans, became in 
the third stage simply /ii·huan2 or pitch-pipes.d Since the formula by which the pro-

• Early experimentation with vents of natura! gas has been suggestcd, but it lecms vcry improbable. 
b It is to be noted that Ihough the Shih Chi.,g is one of our earliest reliable texts, and abounds in 

reference, to musical instruments and the need for their being properly tuned, the character IU is never 
uled in it in the sense of 'pitch-pipe'. Evidcnce was marshalled by Chavannts (I), vol. 3, pp. 638ff. 
to show that beforc the -41h ccntur)' [U were always bells, not pitch·pipes. cr., howe,·cr, Yabuuchi (18). 

C Of course, the medie'·al Chinese did not think in tennl of a continuous band of wave-frequencies, 
but they were aw.n: that the pilch of the Huang_chung note h.d varied from dynasty to dynuty, just 
as we .re .ware that middle C today is considerably higher th.n il was in Elizabethan times. 

o On the significance of the tenn kuan sec Lii Lii Chillg I, ch. 8, pp . .. aff.; Lii Hliieh HI;" Shuo. 
eh. I, p. 17a; Son Tsho; Tim /lui, Chhi yung sect. ch. 3. p. ISb, .nd many other authorities discussed 
in Robinson (I), pp. 1 16ff. 
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portionate lengths of string o�  the ' tuner' were calculated worked reasonably well for 
pipes, the Iii, now meaning pitch-pipes, were, at least from Han times, the orthodox 
devices for giving the pitch to other instruments. Nevertheless, their adoption for this 
purpose, and the respect in which they were held on account of the undoubt.�d 
antiquity of the dlhi-detecting tubes, and of the whole concept of regularisationsummed 
up in the word Iii, focused men's attention on the acoustic properties of pipes, which 
will be considered below.a In the meantime it is worth noting that the only really 
general translation of the word Iii in its acoustic sense is 'pitch-giver'.b 

(iii) Tuning by means of hydrostatic vessels 

There were, however, other methods of tuning instruments which first deserve con
sideration. We have already noticed c the interest which the Chinese (like the Alex
andrians) took in hydrostatics, and among their oldest observations must have been 
the variation in acoustic properties caused by the filling of vessels to varying extents. 
One of OUf oldest accounts is that given by Kan Pao L (fl. + 320) in his commentaryd 
on a sentence in the Chou Li.e This sentence says: 'With the metallic instrument 
chhun, the note is given to the drums (i chin chhun ho ku!).' Cheng HsGan's com
mentary on this is merely that this metal instrument is shaped like the end of a pestle, 
being wider at the top than the bottom, and that music causes it to emit a ringing 
sound. It associates with the drums and they sound together. But Kan Pao enlarges 
as follows: 

Water is filled in (to the chhun) to a height of one foot above the ground, and a container 
is filled with water and put underneath. The mangl (an apparatus on which strings were set) 
is placed between them. If the matlg is shaken by hand, a tremendous noise like thunder 
is produced.f 

The Chinese fully exploited the possibilities of water in relation to tuning, with its 
great advantage, precise control over microtonic adjustments by the addition or 
removal of small amounts of water.g 'In Thang times', we are told, 'bowls (were 
used) containing water; they added to it or diminished it, and thereby tuned the notes 
of the scale.'h The use of pottery vessels , .... ithout water in them as musical instruments 

• Pp. 199, ll2ff. b Ie will be seen thai this is closely related to the normati\·e signifiC1lnce of the word in ill juridiC1l1 
sense ; cf. Vol. 2, pp. 550ff. 

< P. H above. See also our account of clepsydra physies, Vol. ), pp. )13ff. 
d Quoted in the Kuang eMman Shu Po,' a Sung book by Tung Yu,' ch. 2. 
e Entry for 'Drumming Personnel' (Ku Jen), ch. ), p. 36a (ch. 12); It. Biot (I), vol. I, p. l66; 

Kan Pao's commentary tr. auct. 
r For one of the rare Ilatement, an the chhun, see Hsintu Fang's Yo Shu, in YHSF, ch. 31,  p. loa. 

As may be seen from Fig. 317, it normally faced upward. and had a tongue suspended from a crossbar. 
Archaeological evidence collected by Umehara Sueji (I) indicates that the chhun has affinities with the 
bronze drums of the D6ngs6n culture, and was probably introduced from Indo-China during the Han. 

II" As in the counterpoised cylinders rising and sinking in water, famil:ar as 'resonance tubes' in 
elementary textbooks of physics. 

b \VU Jen-Ching & Hain An.Chhao (I), p. 32. Ie will be remembered that the characten of the tenns 
used for ' high' and 'low' sounds, ehhing' and CIw,7 use the water radical. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  193 
is undoubtedly of great antiquity in China,' There is, for example, the famous reference 
to the behaviour of Chuang Chou at the death of his wife, making music by drumming 
on a bowl.b Pots were also used as primitive drums, first by themselves and later with 
a skin stretched over the top. Li Ssu of Chhu, a minister of Chhin State ( -3rd 
century), referred disparagingly to the indigenous music 
of Chhin as ' beating on earthen jugs and knocking on 
jars',e This was not, however, peculiar to Chhin, but 
merely represented a more primitive phase of music 
which had at one time been known to the Chinese of the 
central States, for in the Shih Ching the first ode of 
Chhend speaks of the drummer on the mound beating 
his earthenware jars (fou I) . 

The Ta Chou Citing yo: mentions a set of eight tuned 
earthen vessels,e im'ented by Ssuma Thaol ofthe Thang 
period in + 765 and presented to the throne. Other later 
sources speak of eight vessels (slllli chan�) which were 
put on a table and struck.! If Ssuma Thao filled his 
ve!''1els with different amounts of water, as seems very 
probable, he was a pioneer of this method.s For soon 
afterwards we have a dear account of sets of vessels 
tuned by the addition and removal of water; the details 
are given in the+ loth-century Yo Fu ]'sa LIl.s Tuan 
An-Chieh there saysh that in the year + 847 Kuo Tao
Yuan,6 an official of the Bureau of ::\1usic, 
used (a set of) vessels (ou7) of Hsing! and Yileh� twelve in 
number, in which the amount of water was increased or 

diminished (to tune them); when struck with sticks the 
vessels gave out sounds better than those of the metal plates 
(fong-Itsiang 10). 

Later in the same century (c. + 870) Wu Pin I t was also 
known as a master of [his method. 

'Vooden as well as earthen bowls were used for 

Fig. 3'7. The eMulI, • bronze 
bell of elliptical section, wide at 
the mouth and narrowing to
wards the round base, .uspended 
by a loop usually, IS here, in 
the form of a tiger (AlclraJc 
Kwtb6lf1, ch. 6, p. 24b). Like the 
/i"g, it had a tongue, but huns 
from a crossbar as the thhun 
was open upwards. eMun filled 
with various amounts of water 
were sometimes used for tuning 

tuning purposes, and accounts survive of the wonderful 
skill with which these bowls were made, so that the rim purposes . 

• A number of quotation I are collect�d in TPYL, ch. 758, p. IG,  b. 
b Chua"g Tzu, ch. ,8;  tr. Legge (3), vol. l, p. 4; W,ley (6), p. 21. 
e Shih Chi, ch. 87, p. sa; tr. Bodde ( ,), p. 19. 
d ;\1'0, no. 1]6; If. Karlgren (14), p. 87; Legge (8), p. 153 . 
e In l'PYL, ch. 584, p. 4a; the book is probably of Th,ng date . 
r See KCCY, ch. 47, p. UG. 
II" Cf. p. 38 above on the iron vessels with very .mooth flanges studied by Li Kao and Li Yuan in the 

+8th century. 
h P. '4a. This record, written after the cnd of the Thang period, is quoted in shortened form in 

TPYl., ch. 584, p. 4a. 
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was perfeCtly even and level.- The Thang Yii Lin 1 describes a wooden bowl 
(chhiian 1) which fitted so closeiy to a smooth lacquer plate that even when inverted 
full of water none Rowed out. It was said that this bowl was used for tuning notes, and 
that strings so tuned could remain in tune for one month,b 'But', as the writer 
sadly remarks, • wooden bowls today cannot compete with that old one.' 

To summarise the evidence concerning this method, empty earthen pots were used 
as drums in very early times, and then perhaps in the Han period, and certainly in the 
Thang. were adapted as tuning devices by being filled with varying amounts of water. 
The use of water for testing the measurements of standard vessels of capacity, which 
has already been mentioned,c suggests a possible connection. 

(iv) The manufacture and tuning of bells 

The tradition of bell·making in China is so old, and the part which bells played there 
in music and the tuning of instruments is so important, that the art of the Chinese 
bell·founders deserves careful study.d Description of the processes involved requires 
the use of various technical terms, so it will be as well to begin with a description of 
bells in general, and to compare their evolution in Europe and China. 

Galpin tells use that some early European bells were formed in four·sided shape, 
with a ring or handle, by folding or riveting iron plates together and then brazing or 
bronzing them. As an example he cites St Patrick's Clog of about the + 6th century, 
which is 6 in. high, 5 in. broad, and 4 in. deep. Though this construction was 
primitive, the Clog represents an advanced stage in campanological evolution, and 
has taken over features worked out in the course of centuries in China, such as the use 
of a clapper, the downward pointing mouth, and a suitable means of suspension. 

Yetts suggestsf that the evolution of the bell in China was on the following lines. 
The small hand·bell named tol (Fig. 318), with a barrel (in the earliest examples) of 
diameter greater than its height, was probably the ancestor of all Chinese bells. It 
was normally held with the mouth uppermost.g When the mouth of the to began to 
point downwards the hanging dapperless bells called Chfl"g� (Fig. 319) came into 
being.h Bells with clappers (the generic name for which is ling I) developed later. 

An intermediate stage in the de\'c!opment of the clapper is surmised. The to 
described by Yetts (5) has no means by which a dapper could be suspended inside it. 
In the earliest times such bells were doubtless struck with a stick or hammer on the 

• Cf. Sect. 26, (p. 38 abQve). 
b Thong rii Lin. ch. s. p. 26a. These methods were associated with the names of Li Kuei_Nien,� 

one of three brothers all famous in music and danee in the Khai_Yuan reign-period (c. +720 to +735). 
and hi, disciple Jen Shih-Chun 7 (d. not long after + ,h). 

< P. 40' cr. pp. 199ff. below, esp. p. 201; and \'01. 3. pp. 471ff. 
d Cf. fo.'foule (10), pp. 3Sff. � (z), p. 42. f (s), pp. ,8ff. 
I The nonnal position of a bdl can, of courle, he inferred from the ornamentation and the direction 

of Ihe inscriptions. Cf. p. 200 below . 
.. See Koop (I), pI. 23. showing such . bell of the Chou period, and pl. 42. The fonner i, reproduced 

in Fig. 319. The earliest dated ben of this type .s connccted by an intenption with the High King Mu 
of the Chou, and thus of the - loth century. 
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Fig. 318.  Clapperleu upward-facing hand·bell (10). Chou period. Winkworth Collection 
(photo. Koop). Height I, in. 



PLATE CXII 

Fig. 319. ClappcrJess downward-facing hand-bell (,11l1l1g). Chou period. perhaps as early as the -6th 
century. It beal"S an inscription s.aying 'The Elder of Hsing in Ting (dillrict) has made thi$ bell. 
named ;\Iysterious Harmony, with Ine note Jui-pin, for use'. \"icta.ia and Albert ;\Iuseum (photo. Koop). 
Height �2 in. 
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outside surface. But some to have four grooves running down near the two lateral 
edges at the top of the bell, and Yetts suggests that splints of bamboo may have been 
secured in these groO\'es, each so bowed back that its other end could be fixed in the 
groove opposite, thus forming a crossed splint over the mouth of the bell. From this 
a clapper could ha\'e hung down inside when it was held in the early upward-pointing 
position. The later clapper arrangement would then be a modification of this suitable 
for a downward-pointing mouth.-

Developments such as these, which had to take place in the evolution of the bell 
before it could be satisfactory merely as a noise-making instrument, had in fact been 
accomplished in China during a period of some thousand years, by the - 5th century 
or earlier. But to make the bell an instrument of music it had to be properly tuned 
and this is regarded e\'en today as a highly intricate matter. The bell, as Helmholtz 
said,b is a variety of cun'ed metal plate. In both plate and bell the \'ibration frequency 
increases with the thickness and elasticity of the metal, changing in inverse ratio to the 
diameter and the specific gravity. For a gi\'en pitch and good tonc quality a ben-maker 
must thlls consider the nature and proportions of the metals used,c the profile, i.e. 
the inner and outer contours of the beH and the space between them,d the amount of 
metal needed to fill this, its temperature on pouring, and the rate at which it cools. But 
the required musical quality may still elude him, for the slight tolerances inevitable in 
mould-making and casting fall short of the necessary precision. The bell must then be 
brought to specification by removing small amounts of metal so as to thin it slightly in 
certain places.� Thiscorrects the fundam�ntal frequency, and brings se\'eral partial tones 
(often very noticeable, and liable to be dissonant) into consonant relationship with it.! 

• As to the general question of the Asian origin of European �1l1 and church-bells, .... hich has bun 
raised by Feldhaus (1, 16, 17, 20), Lynn \Vhile (I). p. 1.j.7, and othen, it is at lent certain that, since 
bronz� bells .... ere being made in the Shang period (- I.j.th century). Chinese campanology is extremely 
ancient. Adequate comparisons of these bells with those of Babylonian lind H�lIenistic limes ha\'e r�t 
to be made, but it seems SUre that dunng the - I$t and + lSI millennia the art of bell-founding in China 
wu much more advanced than it was in Europe or the lI.liddle East. Small round downward-pointing 
Assyrian harness-bells of the -7th c�ntury in cast bronze up to + in. high with hanging cI:appers of soft 
Iron are in the British "Iuseum, and a number of similar Roman �xampl�s of th� + 1St and +;!;nd 
centuriu have been excavated, but none exceed 8 in. in hdght. As lote as + 1000 no bell more than 
2 ft. hif:h had been seen or heard of in Europe, though some Were by then of fine workmanship. such as 
the i\'iozarabic Christian bell of C6rdoba (+ 961). But the b�1l at Phing-ting in Shansi, an iron_casting 
of + t079, wu already four or five times this size. Perhaps for once China taught Mesopotamia in high 
anliquit)'. b Cf. Geiringer (I),  p. 52. 

c l\lost bells, both in China and the \\'",st, were always of cnpper-tin al\O)'1 (bronzes), but the Chinese 
early �mplo)'ed cast iron (cL ?\eedham, 31,  )2). 

d Western b"'ll-founders han' divided the side of the bell into four 1,ones, the English terms being the 
' lip ', close to the rim; the ' sound-bow ', the !,reatly thickened part just above, where the clapper strikes; 
the 'waist'. most of the remaining flank; and the 'shoulder' at the tnp of it. \\'e shall see that the 
Chinese bell-found�rs made similar distinctions, though we cannot tnke them to be exactly the same 
because of the different profiles of Chinese bells. 

e There is evidence of this on both Chin�se and Western bells. 
, to.'iodern European founders who practise this tuning control {h'e frequencies in a bell. The English 

namel of these, ex�mplified for a bell sounding C', are as follows : . hum-note', C; 'fundamcntal', C'; 
• tierc� ', E�; 'quint', G'; and ' nominal', C'. Bells also ha"� the peculiarity of producing another note 
which il lolely aural. and cannot be picked up on any acouStic.1 instrument. This is called the ' strike
nOte'. On untuned W�Stern bells it lies clos� to. but just off, the fundament.l; on tuned bells it agrees 
with the fundHmental and reinforces it. The hannonics are �xciled by stnking particular zones of the 
�lI's periph�ry and tuned by adjusting others. 
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Chinese practice may now be considered as it is described in the Chou Li, though it 
must be borne in mind that this may represent the ideas of Han scholars on the art 
of bell-making, possibly a very different thing from the practical rule-of-thumb 
traditions of actual foundrymen. But even if the information is not strictly accurate, 
it is still of value in showing the awareness of the Chinese in early times of the many 
factors involved in the tuning of bells. 

The entry on the bell-makers (Fu shih I) in the Chou Lia begins by naming the 
different parts of the bell. From the rim at the mouth to the loop or handle at the top 
the surface is divided into four zones. That nearest the rim is called the yii,2 a word 
which is also used in the Chou Lj meaning 'to chant'. Above this comes the zone 
called kU,l i.e. 'drum' ;  Cheng Chung· (fl. +50 to +83) says that this part is the 
strike-point (chi-chltu5). More accurately, however, the struck zone, termed sui,6 is 
inside, and this is said to mean < mirror' because the curve is concave like a burning
mirror.b Above this comes the part of the bell with straight cylindrical walls, as the 
name cheng' implies.c The fourth and highest zone is called WU,S which means ' dance '. 
No commentator offers any explanation of this term. In many bells the zones are 
separated by narrow bands embossed with studs of metal. 

The author of this description then attempts to define the necessary proportions 
of the bell. He takes as his unit one-tenth of the distance formed by the two horns or 
points on its rim at the extremities of its o\'al circumference. To construct a bell after 
his pattern one would need to know the total height and both the long and short 
diameters of the zones at different specific points. the height allotted to each zone, 
the thickness of the metal and its weight, and details concerning the clapper if one 
was to be used.d The thickness is given as one unit, and a few of the diametrical 
proportions are given, but as a whole the information which has come down to us is 
quite inadequate. It may have been that the writer wished to give a formula covering 
all types and shapes of bells, and finding that impossible just set down such items as he 
believed to be of general validity. But even here one finds that his proportions pro
duce a bulge in the third zone resembling an old-fashioned oil-lamp glass. He co\'ers 
himself in conclusion, however, with the words:� 

Thinness and thickness, that is what produces vibration (chen9) and throbbing (tung [0) 
(respectively); purity or impurity (of the metal). that is what (causc:s the sound) to proceed 
outwards (yu chhu [ I) (i.e. from the vibrating walls of the bell themsel" es); the open or closed 

I Khao Kung Chi. ch. [ [ .  pp. 23"ff. (ch. 41); If. Biot (I), "01. �. pp. 498ff. Wu Nan-Hslin (l), 
pp. I:lSff. has a good discussion of it. b Cf. pp. 87ff. abov�. 

� This term came lal�r to mean a small gong or cymbal. 
d All such queslions w�re studied in detail by the Chhing IcholHf such u ChMng Yao-Thi�n (2') 

in his Khao Kung (Chi) Chhunng IV", Htiat) Chi (in Huang Chhing Ching Chieh. ch. 538) c. 1805; and 
his IIrUI ma5l�r the archa�ologisl Tai Chen (+ '723 to + (777) whose Khao K,ing Chi Th", of 1746 (in 
Huang Chhi"g Ching Chieh, ch. 56J) d�als with bell-making on pp. 47ft On the work of thes� men, 
tlp�dally on �Ils, s�e KondO l\tiuuo (/). 

e Ch. I I ,  p. 246 (ch. 41), Ir. auct. adju\'. BiOI (I), vol. 2, p. 501. 
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(form of the mouth), that is what (causes the sound) to proceed upwards (Ju hsing1) •• For 
all these things there are (special) explanations.b 

These observations seem reasonable, and are followed by others to the effect that ' if 
(the walls of) a bell are too thick (it will sound like) a stone (shih1)'. This may mean 
either a dull heavy sound as from an ordinary stone, or alternatively the timbre of the 
chime-stones used by the Chinese for music. The former seems morc probable. 'If  
they are too thin (the sound will be) scattered (as by winnowing) (POl).' The word 
originally had the highly onomatopoeic sound ·pwar. 'An open brim produces 
spreading (sounds); a closed brim produces choked (sounds) (chhih tse tse; yen lse 
yii 4).' The words tse and yiiC are metaphors, words originally meaning ' clearing 
trees' and ' densely wooded '. The idea of the sound being free or muffled is quite clear. 
Other details follow in which it is said that if a bell is large and short in the barrel its 
sound will be sickly and brief, but if it is small and long it will be healthy and rolling. 

From the abo\'e one is forced to the conclusion that though the scholar who recorded 
some fragments of bell-lore in the Chou Li scarcely did justice to the foundrymen, it is 
evident that there existed in his day a wealth of technical terms aoo empirical know
ledge. This is substantiated elsewhere in the Choll Li where twelv� different types of 
sound are enumerated.d Cheng Hsi.ian says that they are bell &ounds, but other com
mentators disagree, for the passage follows one describing the duties of the official 
responsible for the (pitch-)measuring tubes (Tien ThungS), and should apply to all 
instruments. However, it must be remembered that at this time bells gave the pitch to 
all the other instruments, so that an accurate enumeration of bell sounds here was quite 
appropriate. ;\Ioreoyer, a proof that they are bell sounds is that some of the terms are 
repetitions of the descriptions of bell sounds given above. The twelve are as follows:e 

The sound (produced in) the upper part (of the bell) is rumbling (hun'). 
The sound (produced in) the straight part (of the bell, i.e. the ching) is slow (huan7). 
The sound (produced in) the lower part (of the bell) is spreading (trul). 
The sound (produced by) the parts which curve outward is scattered (san9). 
The sound (produced by) the parts which curve inward is hoarded (lien. 10). 
The sound (produced by) a part which is somewhat too big is exaggerated (ying II). 
The sound (produced by) a part which is somewhat too small is dark (incomplete) (an (1). 
The sound (produced by a bell on) oval (shape) (lit. 'some\yhat round ', ' returning') is 

ample and full (yen 0). 
The sound (produced from) an open (mouth or brim) is lse l• (- (fdh).! 

• This would certainly apply for bells held mouth poiming upwards. 
b Oral traditions among the skilled master-craftsmen. themsel\'es almolt certainly illiterate. 
C Cf. the medical use of this word to mean stasis in the pores or channels of Ihe body; Sect. 7j 

(Vol. I ,  p. 119), and Sect. 4+ d Ch. 6, p. 16b (ch. 23); Ir. Biot (I), \'01. 2, p. 56. 
• :-'hny of the tenns used are obscure and the interpretation suggested is that which has seemed best 

after considering the opinions of all the available commematon. 
r Three "ariants for this character occur, meaning ' bamboo cable '(flO 11), 'clearing trees' (tsl'6) or a 

kind of oak (flO ,6 or cho '0), and ' suddenly' (ella "). Ch�ng Chung sayl: 'The sound is forced and issues 
hurriedly'. 
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The sound (produced from) a closed (mouth or brim) is choked (yu ') .• 

The sound (produced by) thin (walls) is a staccato shaking (chen;).b 
The sound (produced by) thick (walls) is (like) stone (shih J),c 

Of these twelve definitions the first tbree clearly apply to tbe barrel of the bell. The 
last four, concerning the thickness of the metal and the shape of the mouth, are 
treated in terms closely similar to tbose in the passage quott:d above. There seems 
little doubt therefore that this text contains an analysis of the factors which interested 
the Chinese some two thousand years ago in the production of suitable harmonics 
from bells. Timbre can only be described by metaphor, as when we say that a sound 
is 'rich' or ' sharpened' or ' thin'. Phoneticians even speak of a ' dark L ' . The Chinese 
can hardly therefore be criticised for such terms as ' dark' or 'choked'. On the 
contrary, the refinement of their investigation into the nature of bell·sounds in this 
early period is quite remarkable. The tv.·o factors given special prominence bere are 
the diameters and contours of the bell, and tbe thickness of the metal. Four other 
factors yet remain according to modern practice-the elasticity and specific gravity 
of the metals used, the proportions of each, and tbe total mass. All of these were taken 
into consideration by the Chinese, though naturally they wcre not thought of quite 
in these terms. It will be better to use two beads, the nature of the metal used, and 
how much. 

Following the description concerning the proportions of the different parts of the 
bell tbe Chou Li has a section describing the preparation of the metal by workers 
called Li shih4 who made vessels (/115) as standard measures of volume.d The com
mentators tell us that the fu measure was one-tenth that of the chung6 (a word which 
the Chou Li constantly uses as a homonym for bell). The processes of these artisans 
applied also to the making of bells. In order that the copper might be quite pure it was 
melted three times before casting, The process was controlled by observation of the 
colour of the metal. The proportions of copper and tin used for bells (J6-I7 % tin) 
are stated at the beginning of the chapter on metal-workers.t' Weights of metal were 
checked against the weight of the standard vessels of capacity, and these standard 
vessels could themselves be checked by the pitch of the notes they gave out when they 
were struck, as it was contrived that they should emit particular notes of the scale. t 
The ' pitch·pipes' or, as we termed them above, standard measuring tubes, were used 
as standard rulers for measuring distances, and the twelve pitches, the notes, were 
used for checking the weight of vessels, or, when vessels were identical in weight, 

• The commentary explainl this as 'Hurried but unable to esc.pe '. b Commentatora say thaI this word must be taken here in the rather unusual sense of 'shaking ' 
(tiao7) • 

.. Cheng Hsilan $I)'S that this means like the sound of musical slone-chimes. 
d Chou Li, Khao Kung Chi, ch. II.  p. lsb (ch. 41); n. BiOI (I), vol. l, p. SO). Cf. Lii Lii HJ"" Lu., 

ch. I, pp. 8bff. 
� Ch. II,  p. lob (ch . . p ) ; cf. BiOI (I), vol. l, p. 491. Cf. p. 180 abov",. 
f Ch. I I ,  p. l6a (ch. 'lol); cf. BiOI (I), vol. l, p. 505. 

' II  ' Ii  . " ' 11  ' II  
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26. P H Y S I C S  199 
for checking the material of which they were made, since the composition of the alloy 
is one of the factors determining pitch.' 

The information possessed by the Chinese in Chou times on bell-tuning, so far as 
\ve know it, may now be summarised. First, there was a wealth of empirical know
ledge, not fully recorded, but orally handed down, the Chou Li author contenting 
himself with saying that on certain points special instructions are given.b Secondly. 
the Chinese appreciated the importance of accuracy in determining the diameter of 
the sound-bow and of other parts of the bell. Third, they seem not only to have 
listened \'cry intently to the harmonics produced by bells, but to have classified the 
different sorts of timbre they produce, and to have attempted to attribute defects in 
timbre to faults in the form of the bell. Fourth, they paid great attention to the 
preparation, purification and weighing of the metal. We are not told, however, what 
was done to cure a flaw in tuning. \Ve know indeed, from inspection of the whole field 
of bronzes, that few modern craftsmen could compare with the ancient Chinese for 
technical skill in bronze-founding, even the most intricate ornamentation being 
untouched on leaving the mould, and innocent of the file. So it may well be that cases 
in which bells required filing in order to tune them were so rare as not to deserve a 
mention. But elsewhere we are told that ringing-stones were tuned if necessary by 
filing down the sides or ends,c so it is reasonable to assume that filing would also have 
been resorted to for bells. 

(8) PITCH-PIPES, ::\'IILLET-GRAINS AND METROLOGY 

While other early civilisations concerned themselves with linear measure, capacity, 
and weight in formulating their metrological systems, the Chinese were apparently 
unique in including pitch-measure (Iii I), and that not merely on a par with, but as the 
basis of, the other three.d As the Shih Chi emphatically puts it:e 'The six Iii are the 
root-stock of the myriad things (liu Iii wei wan shih kell pell yenz).' The Kua Yii 
describes this systematisation as follows: '  

For this reason the ancient kings made as their standard the chung l vessel, (and decreed that) 
the 'size' of its pitch should not exceed that (produced by the string) of the cltun· (seven-foot 
tuner), and that its weight should not exceed a stone (tanS) (120 catties). The measures of 
pitch, length, capacity and weight originate in this (standard vessel) (fu tu fiang heng yu shill 
hu sengO) . 

• On this subject Chu Hsi·s comment may be quoted: 'Quant li la rt!gularill! du poids, on consid�re 
par �xemp1e que la motihe des pierres sonores est fcrme ou tendre, pure ou impure, et qu'il y a des sons 
IEgeu ou gf3V�S, des sons hauts ou bas. En consEquence,on se lerr encore det douze sons pour rEgulariser 
Ie poids' (tr. Biot (I), vo!. 2, p. 58). b One would not wi.h to exclude the possibility of the existence of wrilten treatises on the ttthnologr 
of b<,-ll_making, either in the State of Chhi (whence the KhQO KUlIg Chi probably derives) or in the 
Chhm and Han, but nothing whatever has survived and in any case oral tradition was certainly important. 

� Choll Li, Khao Kung Chi, entry on the Chhing shih' (makers of stone-chime,), ch. 12, p. S Q, b 
(eh. 4:1); tT. BiOI (I). vol. 1, p. 530. 

IS Something has already been said of Chinese metrology in Vol. 3, pp. Blff. 
� Ch. 2S, p. I Q ;  d. Cha\'annes (I). vol. 3, p. :193. 
r Chou Vii, ch. 3, p. 22(1; tr. de Harlez (S), eng. et mod. aUCI. 
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The standard measuring vessel chung is mentioned in the Chou Li and has been 
referred to already.� The word occurs in Lieh Tzu meaning a wine bowl, in the Tso 
Chuan meaning a grain measure, and is invariably used in the Chou Li and many other 
texts to mean a bell, (or which today the term chung I would be a more normal appelJa· 
tion. The connection between grain-scoops and measures of capacity, bells and pitches 
is not hard to sec. Primitive musicians all over the world used whatever was handy 
as their earliest instruments. In China the rice pestle-and-mortar existed in the 
classical orchestra till modern times as an instrument of percussion.b What more 
natural than that the primitive farmer when making music should usc his grain.scoop 
or his bushel bowl and strike it for its rhythm, or if of metal, for its pitch? Standard 
measures and pitch were thus associated from primitive beginnings, and we have in the 
grain·scoop the first of all bells, which, as we noted above,c were in China originally 
clapperless. This origin also gives us a clue to the moral significance with which the 
Iii were invested, for if the standard measures were not exact, cheating and corruption 
would follow, trade would be disrupted, disorders would break out, and all under 
heaven be thrown into confusion. The Kuo }"ii writer develops his theme still further 
into the field of ethics and psychology, and in so doing takes up a position \'ery like 
that of Plato in the Republic questing for justice in the State, where he lays it down that 
children should see and hear only that which is good.d The Kuo Yii says:e 

The ears and eyes are Ihe pi\'ot, of the hear! (because the heart is moved by what is seen 
and heard). That is why one should hear harmonious sounds only, and see nothing but what 
is correct and fitting. In this way hearing becomes clear and sight piercing, the meanings 
of words are comprehended, virtue shines forth, and men can be grave and firm, spreading 
this virtue among all the people. 

The simple grain scoop having e\'olved into a bell, and the simple bell into a 
standar& ,cd measure or chung! of fixed dimensions, capacity and weight, as well as 
musical pitch, it was natural, when pipes became the standard pitch.gi\'ers, that they 
should inherit the measuring functions which had at one time belonged to bellsJ 
Consequently we read of the number of grains of millet which the Huang·chung pipe 
ought properly to contain. It has sometimes been supposed that precise numbers of 
millet·grains governed the length and capacity of the Huang.chung tube and thus 
checked its pitch. Though this may have been so in and after the Han period, it is 
quite contrary to the earlier doctrine that the Iil are the basis of all other measurements; 
for acting in their capacity as templates, they gave the lengths to the string·tuner, 
which in its turn gave the standard pitches. The standard measure, cllUng,l had to 
emit the Huang.chung note . 

• cr. abov�, p. 198. b cr. p. 149 and Fig. 302. 
� P. f9-l-. 
d Cf. the detailed comparison of Phelps (I) on Ihis. 
e Chou }'u, ch. 3, p. 220; IT. de Harle;z; (5). p. 8s, �ng. aUCI. 
t Or perhaps the two kinds of instrument de\'e\op�d on par.ll�l !in� •. 
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26. P H V S I C S  201 
Nevertheless, the use of millet-grains in the reverse role of checking measuring 

instruments focused thought on the relation of length to diameter in pitch-pipes, and 
is highly relevant to a study of acoustic theory. The tables relating to millet-grains 
are given in the Chhien Han Shu, where measures of length, capacity and weight are 
treated in turn.a The smallest unit for each is given first, and thereafter four successive 
multiples. Thus if the jen I is the unit of length, ten jen make one inch; ten inches 
make one foot; ten feet make one chang;l ten chang make one yin.l,b Similarly with the 
other measures. The text says : 

The basis (of the linear measure) is the length of the Huang-chung (pitch-pipe) (pin chhi 
Huang-chung chih chhang4). Using grains of medium(-sized) black millet the length of 
Huang-chung is ninety fen, (onefen being equal to) the width of a grain of millet . . .  (i t�u-ku 
chii shu chung chi, i shu chih kuang tu chih chiu shih fen Huang-chung chih chhang . . . s). 

Using grains of medium(-sized) black millet twelve hundred (grains) fill its tube . . .  . 
The contents of one (Huang-chung) tube, i.e. twelve hundred (grains of) millet, weigh 

twelve chu6 (half an ounce, /iang7). 

Whether in fact the width (or thickness) of a millet-grain or its diameter or length was 
originally intended to serve as a unit, proved a fruitful source for subsequent dis
agreement; so also the exact number of grains required to make a foot length.c But 
these scrupulosities concern us only in so far as they formed a justification for varying 
the standard lengths of pitch-pipes in order to introduce a tempered form of scale.d 
Further refinements are mentioned in the eMden Han Shu, such as levelling off the 
top of the tube for testing capacity by filling it with pure well-water so that an exact 
measure of the interstitial spaces and hence of the total volume could be gained.e 

The chief point of interest in the use of cereal grains is that it indicates an increasing 
awareness of the need for accuracy. The old measures based on the human body, such 
as the foot, or the inch measured from the pulse in the wrist to the base of the thumb, 
were obviously not sufficiently accurate for measurements designed to achieve exact 
pitch. Precise linear measurements became necessary once an absolute pitch was 
sought for Huang-chung,! The old formula for calculating the Iii was adequate 

• Ch. :n A, pp. 9b, loa, I I  a ;  tr. auct. An account of this interesting metrological system Will published 
in a Weltem language IS long aio as 1879 by WaiC'ner .\: :>:inagawa (I), but Sanon & \Vue (I) renewed 
interelt in Ihe subject recently. Though \Vare knew of no source earlier than the Chhicn Han Shu, 
there it a parallel panage in Huai Nan Tzu, ch. ], pp. I2bff. (It. Chatley (I), p. 26) which re,·tals an 
older. partly duodecimal. system of grain-packing metrology, also associated with the 12 tii. 

b Cf. Vol. 3, pp. SSA'. where the significance of this adherence to the decimal system is emphatised. 
C There are two diagram. from the Chiu Ku Khao' (A Study of the Nine Grains) by ChMng Vao

Thieno (3) (Chheng Chcng·Shih 'O), in Hllarlg Chhirlg Ching Chieh, eh. 551, p. 9a, h. We are indebted 
to Dr Lu Gwei.Djen for thil reference. 

<I The e"olution of the tempered scale will fonn the concluding theme of this Section . 
• P. loa. The connection between this ancient practice and the marked intertst of later Chinese 

mathematicians in packing problems (c!. VoL ], pp. 142ff. above) should not be overlooked. 
f It is worth noting that the Han work Chiu Chmlg Suan Shu (Nine Chapters of Mathematical Art) 

contains (e.g. eh. 6, p. lob) problems on the volumes of bamboo sections, involving arithmetical progres
sion, and means of attaining desired ratios between items. See Vol. 3, pp. 25ff. 
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provided that a particular absolute pitch of the fundamental was not desired, or could 
be obtained by applying measuring-rods of known length to the string of the tunef. 
But once these were lost or in doubt, or alternatively once an absolute pitch for the 
fundamental became a necessity, some new means of assessing length, volume and 
weight became imperative. Though millet-grains might vary individually, when large 
numbers of onc given species were used a fairly consistent 3,-erage would be struck.1I 
This method of ensuring against the loss of standard measures traditionally enshrined 
in wood or metal was probably as practical as any that could have been devised. But 
of course as the centuries passed, perhaps because of the urge for magically ' making 
all things new' at changes of dynasties, perhaps because of the long·continuing search 
for the equal·tempered scale, and doubtless for other reasons also, the standard 
numbers of grains varied somewhat from time to time.b 

(9) THE RECOGNITION OF SOUND AS V I BRATION 

The introduction of millet.grain counting as a measure of volumes initiated a phase 
in Chinese acoustic development which can properly be regarded as scientific.c It is 
interesting to compare the progress made in the Roman Empire in the same subject 
at a time contemporaneous with the Han dyn3sty in China. Vitruvius (c. - 27) gives 
a great deal of acoustic information concerning the construction of theatres, the nature 
of the human voice, and the architectural arrangements needed to amplify it, such as 
the use of bronze vases set between the seats and tuned to different pitches, so that 
the different pitches of the human voice and its harmonics may be caught and amplified 
by resonance.d Of the nature of sound itself he says:e '(The \·oice) is moved in an 
infinite number of undulating circles similar to those generated in standing water if 
a stone is cast into it, when we see innumerable rings spread forth from the centre 
and travel as far out as they possibly can-extending indeed tilt they meet the confines 
of the limited space, or some obstruction which prc\·ents the waves from reaching the 
outlets.' He speaks, too, of sound being somewhat of the nature of a blow on the taut 
membrane of a drum. 

The Chinese also thought of sound in metaphorical tcrms deriving from observation 
of waves in liquid media at this period, though distinct statements of the analogy are 
rare before the + 8th century. The following striking passage from the Ch/zUlI Chlliu 

Fan Lilt of Tung Chung·Shu ( - 2nd century) shows a conception of radiating wa\·e· 

• Large and small grains aberrant in size being rejected. 
b In + 589 Niu Hung' the jurist and Ihree specialilts (Hsin Yen.Chih,' Chlng I '  �nd Ho Tho') 

were commissioned to study the history of acoustic and other metrological standards ; their results are 
given in Sui Shu, eh. 16, pp. 8bff. Cf. Courant (l), p. 8�. 

c: Modern comparative anatomy and anthropology provide an equivalent in the shot poured into the 
crania of different types of animal or human faces in order to compare thc sizc of buin c;lxities. 

d De AnhiUctura, v, v, I ff  . 
• V, iii, 6 If. Cf. also Diogenes Laertius, \·,1, 158, and Plutarch, Plae. PhiloJ. IV, xix, �. Oil the Stoio 

lee again p. 12. above. 
r Ch. 8 1 ;  It. auet. adjuv. Bodde, in F�ng Yu·Lan (I), vol. a, p. 57. 
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fronts which he boldly applied to all media whatever their viscosity. including the 
aetheric chhi in which even psychological events participated. 

Man's (activity) brings about the growth of thC'. ten thousand things below, and unites him 
with Heaven and Earth above. Thus it is that in accordance with his good government or 
disorderly, the chili of movement or rest, of compliance or contrariness, act either to diminish 
or increase the transformations of the Yin and Yang, and to agitate everything within the 
Four Seas (erh YOQ tang ISU hai chili nn"I). Even in the case of things difficult to understand, 
luch as the spiritual (slun1), it cannot be said to be otherwise. Thus then, if (something) is 
thrown on to (hard) ground, it is (itself) broken or injured, and causes no movement in the 
latter; if thrown into soft mire, it causes movemem within a limited distance (lrsiang tung 
nh chinl); if thrown into water, it caUSe1J movement over a greater distance (lrriang tung 
air yii yuan.). Thus we may see that the softer a thing is, the more readily does it undergo 
movement and agitation. The transforming chhi is much softer even than water, and (through 
it) the ruler of men ever acts upon all things without surcease. But the ehhi of social con
fusion is constantly conflicting with the transforming (influences) of Heaven and Earth, with 
the result that there is now no (good) government. 

When the human world is well governed and the people arc at peace, when the wi!J (of the 
ruler) is equable and his character correct, then the transforming (influences) of Heaven and 
Earth operate in a perfect manner, and among the ten thousand things only the finest are 
produced. But when the human world is in disorder and the people become perverse, or 
when the will (of the ruler) is depraved and his character rebellious, then (their) ehhi opposes 
the transforming (influences) of Hea\'en and Earth, harming the chh; (of Yin and Yang) and 
so generating calamities and disasters.· 

This passage may be compared with another which we have already quoted from the 
astronomer Liu Chih,b written about + 274. It will be remembered that he there 
compared the radiating light of the sun with the ripples sent out from the centre of 
a disturbance on a water surface. Vitruvius is just bracketed in time between Tung 
Chung-Shu and Liu Chih. 

Two words which distinctly indicate a mental connection between waves in water 
and air are chhingS and clio.6,c Their ordinary meaning is 'clear' and 'muddy' 
respectively, but in acoustic contexts they are technically used. Cheng HsUan saysd 

that chhing (clear) means the notes of the gamut from lui-pin to Ying-chung, Le. the 
six upper notes, while cho (muddy) means the notes from Huang-chung to Chung-IU, 
i.e. the six lower notes. If a small stone is dropped into water it produces a sound of 
relatively high pitch, and sends out small ripples in close concentric circles; moreover, 
being small it does not much disturb the bed of the lake or stream so that the water 

• Tung Chung-Shu certainly had in mind the theory of phenomenalism (see Vol. 2, pp. J78ff., 
Sect. t4/ above), but he could easily have found teUing eumples in such matters ., fhe neglect of 
water-works by bad rule". 

b P.8 above. He wu thinking of light and heat. The three Greek and Latin $tatemcntsjust mentioned 
(Vitru"ius, -Itt century; Plutarch, + 1St; and Diogenes Laertius, Liu Chih's elder contemporary in 
the + JTd) explicitly refer to sound. Tung Chung-Shu, writing about - '30, and therefore the rna!! 
venerable of them, hu ali ionm of radiating influence or energy in mind. 

C Cf. p. '57 above. 
d Commenting in the +znd centurr on the Yo Chi, para. 6 in Shih Chi, ch. 2<1-, pp. 2<1-b, 2SQ. 
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remains clear. If, on the other hand, a large stone is dropped into water, it produces 
a relatively loud deep sound, sending out large wide ripples over the surface, and it 
does disturb the river bed so that the water becomes muddy. Whether or not this 
theory of the origin of the terms be true, it certainly seems to fit contexts in which the 
words clthing and eho occur not entirely divorced from the other associations of sound 
such as timbre and volume. 

The Kuo Yii refersa to pitch�range and the formation of sound by the human voice 
with considerable acumen for so early a period. The passage concerns the incident 
( - 522) in which Ching, 1 the High King of Chou, desired to melt down a Wu�yi bell,b 
the second highest in the gamut, and thus falling in the chhing (clear) or upper pitch 
range, and to make from its metal a Ta�lin b bell generally known as Lin�chung,b 
the fifth highest of the gamut, also in the upper pitch range. But Wu·yi was a Yang 
(male) bell and therefore not loud but soft (hsil). whereas Lin·chung was a Yin 
(female) bell and therefore loud (tal). E\'en if the new bell were tuned correctly its 
volume would be false. Shan Mu Kung. remonstrated with the king, pointing out 
that debasing the pitches was as bad as debasing the currency. The people can only 
be trained to a precise appreciation of pitch intervals if the sounds which they hear 
are correctly tuned. That which enters through the ear and eye must be in accordance 
with correct measures or the heart will be corrupted :c 

For the measures (tul) which are discernible to the eye do not exceed the intervals of the 
pu6 (6 ft.), the wu '  (3 ft.), the foot, and the inch. The colours which are discernible to it do 
not exceed the intervals of the mos (5 ft., lit. 'dark '), the changO (10 ft.), the kriin 10 (20 ft.), 
and the ekhang" (40 ft.). The harmonies which arc discernible to theeae lie within the intervals 
of the pitch·range (chlling.choU); the piteh.range which is discernible to it does not exceed 
the range of the human ,"oice. 

The sentence referring to colours is not very clear, for one would expect the four 
measures given as measures of distance to be in fact measures of saturation of colour 
or some such distinction. But it is a correct obsen'ation that outside the middle range 
of pitch our ability to judge intervals increasingly diminishes. The other observation, 
that debasing musical sounds is like debasing the currency, a form of injustice which 
Plato would have regarded as undermining the State, also deser\'es attention. 

The exposition of Shan Mu Kung continues as follows:d 

The ear takes in harmonious (110 11) sounds, and the mouth sends out excellent words . . .  
[The mouth takes in tastes, just as the ear takes in sounds(khou nei wei erh erh ,ui shing 14). 
Sounds and tastes generate chili (shillg wei sing eMilS).] When eMi is present in the mouth • 

• Chou Yil, ch. 3, pp. 21 bff. 
I) For the characters see p. 170 and Table 47 on p. 171. 
C P. :ua; It. auct. adju,·. de Hadu; (5). p. 64. 
<1 Kuo Yil, Chou Yil, ch. 3, p. 2la; If. auci. adjuv. de Harle: (5), p. 66. The sentences enclosed in 

square b,..ckets are absent from lome editions. 
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it makes speech. and when in the eye, intelligent perception. Speech enables us to refer to 
things in accepted terms. Intelligent perception enables us to take action at the right times. 
Using terms (correctly), we thereby perfect our government. Carrying out actions at the 
right times, we thereby bring abundance to (all) living things. When government is perfect 
and living things have abundance, joy reaches its solstice.' 

From this passage it is possible again to see the correlative tendencies of the Chinese 
mind at work, for sound and taste are linked with government not by mere fantasy but 
by a correlative sequence.b The concept of chili must be accepted as the point of 
departure for the argument, not because it was adequate to reality, but because, like 
the concepts of Aristotelian form and matter, or Newtonian space and time, there 
were periods in which it served a useful purpose as a tool for thinking. 

The Kuo Yii does not attempt to explain more clearly than this how exactly a sound 
is formed by the action of clllli. But a hint of how this process was imagined to take 
place may be gained from a sublime passage in the Yo Chi, where the nature of music 
is described.c 

The chili of Earth ascends above; the chhi of Hea\'en descends from the heightd (ti chhi 
shang chi; Ihien chhi hsia chiang I). The Yang and Yin come into contact; Heaven and Earth 
shake together (Yang Yin hsiang mo; Ihien Ii hsiang lal/gI). Their drumming is in the shock 
and rumble of thunder; their excited beating of wings is in wind and rain; their shifting 
round is in the four seasons; their warming is in the sun and moon. Thus the hundred species 
procreate and flourish. Thus it is that music is a bringing together of Heaven and Earth 
(jo tzhu tse yo che thien ti chill Ito yeh J). 
One does not have to look far into these words to see a reflection from early animistic 
times of the sort of belief which found expression in the story of Danae visited by 
Jupiter in a golden shower. :\letaphors from the magical feather dances are strangely 
blended with words of awe, but also with tentati\'e explanations, for example, 'The 
Yang and Yin rub together. I-leaven and Earth shake together ; their drumming is in 
the thunder. 

Thirteen or fourteen centuries later there is naturally a more sophisticated approach. 
In the Sung period we find this idea of rubbing taken up again and developed. Chang 
Tsai"' writing (c. + 1060) in his Ching JfblgS on sound says:e 

The formation of sound is due to the friction (lit. mutual grinding) (hsiang ya6) between 
(two) material things (hsing7), or (two) chhi (or between material things and chhi). The 

a Kate the elegant double-traded sorites with its unified ending. On this and all other aspects of 
language in Chinese scientific and philosophical discourse, .ee Sect. 49. 

b cr. Vol. z, pp. Z61 fr. The idea of words being fanned by some process connected with tasting 
mighl be dismiued as nonsense, had not Pagel (a) published Ihe relull, of hi. re.esrches on the origin 
of speech, in which we find a connection between tasting gestures and the world-wide occurrence of 
such words as rip. JOup. gulp, etc.; fonn. in which the linaual gesture is unmistakable. 

c Para. 3, in Shih Chi, ch. a4, p. 140, h ;  tr. auct. adju'" Chavannes (I), vol. 3. p. zS3. 
d Cf. Sect. al d (Vol. 3, pp. 467ff.) on the meteorological water-cycle . 
• Slmg SIU Tzu Chhoo Shih,' Chang Tzu sect. ch. 7 (Tung Wu9), p. Ilb;  tf. auct. Cf. Bodde, in 

nng Yu-Lan ( I), va!. 2, p. 487 . 
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grinding between two chhi gives rise to noises such as echoes in a valley (ku hsiang l) or the 
Bounds of thunder. The grinding between two material things give! sounds such as the 
auiking of drumsticks on the drum. The grinding of a material thing on eMi gives sounds 
such as the swishing of feathered fans or flying arrOW8. The grinding of eMi on a material 
thing gives sounds such as the blowing of the reerls of a mouth-organ (shingZ). These arc the 
inherent capacities in things for response (wu kan chih liang nbrgJ). People are so used to 
these phenomena that they never investigate them. 

This extract a shows both the strength and the weakness of the traditional Chinese 
approach to such problems. One must admire the ability to classify and distinguish, 
but making distinctions is not the same as analysing a complex into its component 
factors.b Assuming the validity of the theory that sound is caused by ' friction' of 
things corporeal and incorporeal, its fourfold classification is admirable. Indeed, this 
type of thinking may still have a role to play in the classification of acoustic forms the 
complexity of which defies analysis as, for example, the grading of voices for the 
purpose of telephony, or the classification of musical timbres. But to say that the 
formation of sound is due to friction is obviously as much a defect of language as of 
thought. Perhaps it would not be too sweeping a generalisation to say that medieval 
science was as much handicapped by the failure of the Chinese language to make 
transitive and intransitive verb functions always explicit, as it was by the inability of 
some European languages to resolve verbs into specific physical operations.c To define 
friction as rubbing, and rubbing in terms of moving surfaces, or to define it as a force 
causing loss of motion would have seemed to Chang Tsai's correlative mind jejune, 
for friction would have seemed to him a perfect example of the way in which sound, 
colour and flavour combine. A knife placed against a rotating grindstone produces a 
harsh sound, a distinctive smell of charring, and yellow coloured sparks.d 

Nevertheless, even before his day attempts had been made to reach a clearer under
standing of the nature of sound. Than Chhia04 or some other Taoist writing in the 
Hua Shu5 during the period of the Southern Thang ( + 938 to +975) makes the 
following statement:e 

Chhj follows sound and sound follows chhi. When chhi is in motion sound comes forth, 
and when sound comes forth chhi is shaken. (Chhi tshung sheng, shlng tshung chhi; chhi tung 
siting fa, siting fa chhi chen.6) 

• Parallel passage in La La Hlin LUll, ch. I ,  pp. 3aff. Chiang Yung goes on to advocate the experi. 
mentll and quantitative study of all lources of lound. 

b Cf. here plrticularly the argument in Vol. 3. pp. Is6ff. 
C Such questions must of course be left for Sect. 49. 
d Other aspects of Chang Tsai's thinking in cosmology lnd astronomy hive been discussed in Vol. ], 

pp. 222ff. 
c P. l2a, tr. auct. The place of this book in the history of optics (pp. 92, 116 above) will be recalled . 
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This is an important contribution. It is far more advanced than the Pythagorean 
conception of sound as a stuff composed of number which strikes the ear and becomes 
audible just as a swiftly travelling discus becomes visible at the moment of landing. 
It will be noticed that he is not speaking of air as such, for chhi is not merely air, 
though air under certain conditions may be described as chhi; when 'heat' dances 
above a Rame, or smoking fumes arise from molten metal, and cooking-pots; the blast 
of furnace bellows,a fort.'Sts shaken by the wind,b speech or music issuing from the 
human mouth.c It is the relation between sound and atmospheric agitation (chhi) 
which is important. The advent of sound transforms still air into chhi (air in a state 
of agitation), and air in a state of agitation produces sound. The use of the transitive 
verb chen I 'to shake' is particularly interesting, for it embodies so clearly the idea of 
vibration. This has occurred already in the description of the different sorts of sound 
produced by bells of different shapes : ' The sound (produced by bells with) thin 
(walls) is a staccato shaking.'d One can well understand that the Chinese should have 
realised that sound is produced by the 'shaking' of the air if in fact they gave such 
close attention to the timbre of bells. For large gongs and bells produce an inaudible 
pulsation of extremely low frequency but important in combination with the 
harmonics, which can be experienced when all normal sound has ceased as a faint 
pressure on the ear-drum. Indeed this is known in English as the ' shake'.e 

Than Chhiao also anticipated Chang Tsai's theory of the grinding of chhi and 
material things, but by-passed the problem of how sound is formed by the use of a 
linguistic side-step, in this case ' riding' instead of 'grinding' or 'friction'. Still, his 
observations on the possible amplification of sound are interesting.f 

The void (hsiiZ) is transformed into (magical) power (shen J). (Magical) power is trans
formed into chhi. Chhi is transformed into material things (hsing4). Material things and 
chhi ride on one another (ksing chhi hsiang chheng5), and thus sound is formed. It is not the 
ear which listens to sound but sound which of itself makes its Wlly into the ear. It is not the 
valley which of itself gives out echoing sound, but sound of itself fills up the entire valley. 

So far he seems only to be pointing out that sound is not the product of hearing but 
exists independently of sensation. But his word 'sound' covers both the physical and 
the psychological. However, he was probably concerned less with the auditory neural 
stimuli than with the physical disturbance of the air and its impact on the ear-drum. 
He then continues: 

An ear is a small hollow (chhiao6) and a valley is a large hollow. Mountains and marshes 
are a 'small valley' and Heaven and Earth are a 'large valley'. (Theoretiwly speaking, then) 

• On the 'hard wind' of the cosmologists, see Vol. 3, pp. luff. 
b 'On Wenlock Edge the wood's in trouble . . . ' ;  so also ChUll"W Tzu, ro. a (el. VOI. l, pp. 5°, 51). 
e On 'jclS musically inclined' lee G. B. Brown (I). 
d Cf. above, p. 198. 
C I am grateful 10 the late Mr C. K. Ogden for the opportunity of e.Iprrienc:ing this phenomrnon 

on his large Bunnese gong (K.R.). Cf. p. 195. 
f P. ,b, Ir. aUCI. 
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if one hollow gives out sound ten thousand hollows will all give out sound; if sound can be 
heard in one valley it should be heard in all the ten thousand valleys. 

Here the writer's contention seems to be that if sound is produced by a disturbance 
of the chili, all chhi everywhere will be in a state of disturbance, and therefore capable 
of being heard wherever a hollow or resonant chamber exists to receive it. With this 
there can be no disagreement, and the modern use of amplifiers to detcct very small 
' disturbances in the chhi' attests its truth. 

Than Chhiao's next words are equally interesting: 

Sound leads (back again) to chhi; eM; leads (back again) to (magical) power (slim '); 
(magical) power leads (back again) to the void. (Sheng tao eMi; chiri tao shm; shm tao hsiP) 
(But) the void has in it (the potentiality for) power. The power has in it (the potentiality 
for) eMi. Chili has in it (the potentiality for) sound. (Hsll han shen; shm han chhi; chhi han 
sheng.) One leads (back again) to the other, which has (a potentiality for) the former within 
itself. (If this reversion and production were to be prolonged) even the tiny noises of 
mpsquitoes and flies would be able to reach everywhere. 

Here the word sherI ( needs a little explanation. The translation ' (magical) power' is 
rather inadequate. The character consists of a primitive graph apparently representing 
lightning,- modified by a symbol suggesting deity. Almost any single English word 
such as ' power', ' energy ', etc. will carry misleading connotations. It is not difficult, 
however, to grasp the mechanism visualised by Than. Above the world is the empty 
void (hsil). Within this void there nevertheless exists a potentiality for energy,b for 
out of nothing it can produce power as in lightning. This lightning can produce chhi 
or atmospheric agitation, and atmospheric agitation can produce sound, So far the 
author has given within reasonable limits quite an accurate account of how the noise 
of thunder is generated. We would go a little further today, and explain that lightning 
produces a sudden heating of the air, which therefore expands violently and irregularly, 
causing pressure waves to travel through the air to the ears of the listener. But even 
as it stands his statement is rather remarkable for the + loth century. 

The first part is intended to explain how it is that sounds die away. Than Chhiao 
evidently thought not that the waves of pressure in the aif wefe getting feebler and 
feebler, but that the sound was changing back again into ch'd. Gradually the agitation 
of the ehhi would diminish, and it would revert to power itself, which would in its 
turn subside again into the void. It is tempting to regard this statement as an anticipa
tion of modern views on the nature of energy, just as it is tempting to see in Demo
critus one who anticipated the findings of modern atomic physics and chemistry. Of 
COUfse, such anticipations must not be overstressed. But Than would have had little 
difficulty in understanding the way in which today the tiny sound of a mosquito or 
a fly may be ' led back again' into electric power 'having in it the potentiality for '  
amplification o f  sound b y  means o f  ' agitation o f  the eMi' through a loudspeaker.c 

• KJ8s. See also Vol. z, pp. us, zz6. 
b This Aristotelian phrase seems to us to render not badly the sense of the word han, which meanS 

literally 'to hold in the mouth', hence ' to cherish', with the undertone of being able to spit it forth or 
radiate it again. C Cf. van 13er�eijk fl ,,/. (t). 
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As already suggested, Than Chhiao was probably not concerned so much with the 
psychological aspect of hearing. Disturbances and waves of pressure in the air do not 
become ' sound' untit so interpreted by the brain, stimulated by nerves from the inner 
ear receiving the external impulses. That the medieval Chinese did not overlook the 
psychology of the auditory sensation is shown by the words of another Taoist, Thien 
Thung-Hsiu ( c. +742) in the Kuan Yin TZU,l He describes the hearing process as 
follows :1 

It is like striking a drum with a drumstick. The shape of the drum is possessed in my person 
(in the form of the ear) (ku ehm hsing eM wo ehih yu yehl). The sound of a drum is a matter 
of my responding to it (ku dim shing eM wo dim kan yehi). 

To expand the analogy slightly, it seems that he believed that sounds strike the inner 
ear, in fact the ear-drum, just as drumsticks strike an actual drum; that is to say, they 
exert pressure. Nevertheless, it is the response (kanS) of a sentient being which enables 
one to des:ribe this process as sound. 

There is some reason for thinking that experiments with echoes were occasionally 
made. For example, the following story appears in the Ming book Hsiang Yen Lu6 

by Min Yuan-Ching7 who attributes it to the + 5th-century Shui Ching Ch/!.b 

The city of ChianglingB lies on a slope inclining to the south-east, along which the dyke 
called Chin Thi � is built. starting from the Ling Chhi fa pool. This dyke was built by Chhen 
Tsun 1/ upon the orders of Huan Wen 11 ( +  347 to + 373). Chhen Tsun was very skilful as a 
military architect. Once he sent someone to beat a drum (on the slope), whereupon, listening 
to the sound at a certain distance, he deduced the height of the slope. The dyke was built 
relying on such data, and there was no mistake in the calculations. 

It would seem that this story preserves, in garbled form, some study of the speed of 
travel of echo-sounds, or perhaps the time-interval between the visible action initiating 
the sound and its arrival at the observer's ear. 

(i) The detection of vibrations 

The Mo Tzu book, in its discussion of fortification technology, written perhaps by 
Chhin Ku-Li 13 in the early part of the -4th century, mentions the use of hollow 
vessels as resonators in order to determine the presence and direction of tunnelling 
and mining by the enemy besieging a city. Forke (3, 17) has termed them 'geophones '. 
The text says:c 

Should any unusual activity of the enemy be noticed, such as the building of walls or the 
piling up of earth, or perhaps streams becoming muddy which were not so before, then it is 
likely that he is sapping and mining. One must then at once make excavations within the 

• Ch. :z, p. sb, Ir. aUCI. b Cit. KCKW, th. :z, p. 330. 
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wall and the moat in order to frustrate him. Within the city shafts are to be dug five paces 
distant from onc another, to a depth of fifteen feet below the level of the base of the city wall, 
until one reaches three foot depth of water. Then large pottery jars are to be prepared each 
of a size sufficient to hold more than 40 tou;- their orifices arc: closed by a membrane of fresh 
skin, and they are sunk in the shafts. If mcn with good hearing are then set on watch to 
listen carefully, they will be able to hear clearly in which direction the enemy is digging. 
Then counterrnines are driven to meet them. 

Since this would have been written about - 370, our information on this Chinese 
practice b comes between dates for which there is evidence from Europe. From Hero
dotuse we learn that use was made of hollow shields as listening-posts at the siege of 
Barca by the Persians in the late -6th century; and Vitruviusd gives details of more 
refined procedures e employed by Trypho of Alexandria at the siege of ApoHonia in 
Illyria in - 214. It is hard to believe that this technique did not arise out of independent 
empirical observations made both in west and east. Its later developments included 
the use of bronze vases in theatres to improve the acoustics of the buildings, and of 
pottery vessels built into the walls of medieval structures.r 

One of the most curious later applications of Chinese vibration detectors was the 
use of an instrument by the fishermen of northern Fukien for obtaining audible 
warning of the approach of shoals or ' runs' of fish.a: At San-Tu-Ao bay, for example, 
great quantities of yellow fish are caught at those times of the year when they come 
up to brackish water to spawn. When the fishermen suspect that a run is about to 
occur, they take a section of bamboo about 2 in. in diameter and 5 ft. long, plunge it in 
the water to the depth of 3t-4 ft., and apply their ears to the upper orifice beside the 
boat. Western observers present have heard sounds like a confused distant rumble 
when the shoal was said by the fishermen to be about a mile away, an estimate which 
was confirmed by the catch in due course. It is to be presumed that prolonged 
experience would confer considerable skill in making the estimates. Although no 
references to this practice have been found in the Chinese literature, there is no 
reason for doubting its traditional character, and it may be assumed to be an indi
genous technique, anticipating in its primitive way the modern use of echo-sounding 
in the detection of shoals of fish. h 

II I.e. more than 200 litres. 
b Cenain small metal pots with holes in their eoncave lids, dating from the Chhin or Han, have been 

nprded as geophones, used perhaps to pick up the ground-transmitted ,·ibralions caused by dislant 
plloping horses. I am much indebted to Mr Rewi Alley for lending me photographs of these objects 
from Peking. 

c IV, 200. 
d x, 16, 10. 
e Including suspended bronze vessels. t They may subsequently have laken on another function, namely tne lightening of Ihe load in vaults 

(Straub (I), p. 19). 
, The infonnation on whieh this paragraph is }»;sed was kindly provided by Mr Horatio Hawkins. 

Connerly a Commissioner of the Chinese Custom,. Similar techniques are known and used in j\.·la[aya: 
cf. Robinson (4). 

h Cf. Hodgson (I): Hodgson & Richardson (I) :  Burd & Lee (I). 
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(ii) Th� free reed 

Much has been said above a of the efforts of the UIU shamans to canalise eMi through 
pipes. The metallurgists were, however, also interested in this (perhaps indeed they 
were sometimes the same people), and hence in due time the process was bound to be 
mechanised. We must reserve the bellows and the piston-bellows for our discussions 
of mechanics and metallurgy (Sects. 27b and 30d below); here we would only point 
out that there is a close connection between valve clacks in pumps, and reeds in musical 
instruments. The beating reed is exactly like the valve in that it can completely close 
the aperture, but the free reed is able to vibrate within the aperture. The ' mouth
organ' (theng I) goes back far into the Chou, since it is mentioned in the Shih Ching,b 

and the generally accepted view is that the principle of the free reed came to the 
West from China.c The shing is therefore the ancestor of the harmonica or reed
organ group of instruments (harmonium, concertina, accordion, etc.) and there is 
concrete evidence that it was transmitted through Russia in the 19th century.d 

One of the chief uses of piston-bellows in Europe was for musical organs.e Although 
afterwards so closely associated with the Christian liturgy, they were an invention of 
the Alexandrians, and Vitruvius gives a minute description of them towards the end of 
the - 1st century.' At that time, and before, piston-bellows of bronze were used.g 

No such application of these was made anciently in China, but from the Chou onwards, 
as we have seen, the Chinese had had the little instrument known as thing 1 or YU,l 
made of bamboo pipes with free reeds (huangl) and played by suction. Moule & 
Galpin ( I) have described how in the + 13th century a reed organ was brought from 
the West and created so much interest that it was reconstructed to play the Chinese 
8cale.h It was called the Hsing Lung Sheng •• and ten or twelve were made for the 
imperial orchestra during the Yuan dynasty. According to the Yuan Shih, it had 
90 pipes and was blown by one man (presumably using piston-bellows) while another 
man played it. The first was presented by Muslim kingdoms between + 1260 and 
+ 1264, and the adaptation to the Chinese scale was made by Cheng Hsiu! of the 
Bureau of Music. There were slider-valves and an air-reservoir of leather. Since the 
instrument was a reed organ and not a flute-pipe organ, this Arabic invention pre-

• Pp. 13S ff. above. b Mao, no. 161, Karlgren (14), p. 104; Waley (I), p. 192. cr. Eastlake (2). 
c He1mh.oltz (I), pp. 95, 5H; Moule (10), pp. 88ff.; Goodrich (12). The que.tion i$ bound up with 

the origin and diltribution or the simple ' Jew's harp ', on which see Li Hui (I, I ) ;  Picken (:z), pp. 185ff. 
d Scholet (t), pp. 787, 991; Schlesinger (2). By Fr G. J. Vogler (1'49 to t814), who saw and studied 

• shlng while at 5t Petel"Sburg. 
e Cr. E. W. Anderson (I). 
t X, 8 (old editions, x, 13). Cf. Usher (I), pp. 89ff., 2nd edn. pp. 136ff.; Neuburger (I), p. 230 . 

• There i. a good illustration in the Perrault edition of Vilruviul, p. 325. 
h The information ia derived from Yuall Shih, ch. 71, pp. 4oif., Cho King Lu, en. S, pp. 2off .. and 

the collected writinp of Wang I '  (d. + 1373) (Wang ChU1W WbI Kung Chi'), ch. IS, pp. 23hff.; aU 
tranliated by Moule & Galpin (I). 
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ceded by two centuries the invention of the reed organ by Traxdorf in Nurnbcrg about 
+ 14.60, while as reconstructed by the Chinese with free reeds (,apricot-leaves') it 
anticipated the European harmonium by no less than five and a half centuries. It 
seems to have had a swell mechanism, but in any case free reeds will allow sound 
variability by varying wind pressure without loss of pitch. One may say, therefore, 
that this application of air compression and conduction, though Hellenistic in origin, 
was improved by the Arabs and the Chinese during the latc Middle Ages morc quickly 
than in Europe where the lead was regained only after the Renaissance. 

(10) T HE EVOLUTION OF  EQUAL TEMPERAMENT 

This review of Chinese acoustic speculation in ancient and medieval times has shown 
how much was understood of the nature of sound produced by vibrating strings and 
columns of air. In the Chou period, as we have seen, tuning was done on a large 
stringed instrument, the chitn. This fell into disuse towards the end of the dynasty, 
and the pitch which it had formerly given to the bells, and hence to all the other 
instruments of the orchestra, was henceforth given by pitch-pipes, the exact measure
ments of which consequently became a matter of great concern. 

(i) Octavts and spirals of fifths 

In predicting the sound which a pipe will produce when it is blown, it is not enough 
to know its length. The diameter is also important. Obviously a bamboo pipe a foot 
long and half an inch in diameter will not produce the same frequency note as one 
a foot long and two inches in diameter. Ignoring refinements, the pitch from two 
such pipes might be calculated as 537 and 501 vibrations per second approximately, 
a difference of more than a tempered semi tone. The narrower the diameter the higher 
the pitch. If pitch-pipes had been in use in China from Chou times as guardians of 
standard pitch, one would expect to find not only details of the lengths of the different 
pipes in the Chhien Han Shu, but also details of their diameters. In fact there were 
different schools of thought on the matter.- One, of which Cheng Hsiian may be 
taken as representative, maintained that the diameters (or as he put it-the circum
ferences) of all the pitch-pipes should be the same.b ' The hollow of all pitch-pipes 
(should be) 9/10 of an inch in circumference (fan Iii. Mung wei chiu fCn I).' But Meng 
Khang,l who lived slightly later than Cheng J-1suan (c. + 220) declared that 

Huang-chung should be9 in. long and 9/.0 of an inch in circumference; Lin-chung should 
be 6 in. long and 6/100f an inch in circumference; Ta-tshou should be 8in. long and 8/10 of 
an inch in circumference.e 

• See U Chi. ch. 6 (ylich Ling), the first month, the pitch-pipe of which is Ta-t$hou, for com
mentators' descriptions of pitch-pipe dimensions. 

b Li Chi Chi Chith, ch. t3, p. 64. 
C Chhien Han Shu, ch. :U A, p. 7a, comm. This tradition recurs in Sui Shu, ch. 16, p. 8b. 
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As far as it goes this suggests a tapering off in diameters from Huang-chung, and gives 
diameters rather narrower than those used by Chu Tsai-Yii when evolving his equal
tempered system in the + I6th century.- Tshai Yung specifiesb dimensions for 
Huang-chung only, but gives length, circumference and diameter, from which we 
are able to see that he was using only a crude approximation for '11'. 'The Huang-chung 
pipe is nine inches long, 3/10 of an inch in diameter, and 9/IO of an inch in 
circumference.' 

If approximations like this were used in acoustic calculations, it would be profitless 
to look for such refinements as appreciation of surface-tension, air temperature and 
humidity in calculating the pitch of pipes, though the use of jade as a material does 
suggest an attempt to overcome some of the discrepancies due to temperature and 
humidity variation. But the most important factor for those who wish to calculate the 
pitch of blown pipes is that ' end-effect' of which an account has already been given.e 
There is no doubt that this factor was appreciated in Han times, though of course the 
mathematics involved in its calculation were not attempted. Ching Fang I (fl· -45) 
specifically statesd that pipes cannot be used (accurately) for tuning (chu sheng pu kho 
i tu thiao1). For this reason he made an instrument called a chun,l IO ft. long like 
a se4 with thirteen strings, and by its help worked out the proportions for the nQtes 
of the system of tuning which he advocated. 

Another reason why Ching Fang was right to do his experimenting with strings 
rather than pipes is provided by Helmholtz's discussion of sympathetic resonance. 
'The principal mark of distinction', he says,e ' between strings and other bodies which 
vibrate sympathetically, is that different vibrating forms of strings give simple tones 
corresponding to the harmonic upper partial tones of the prime tone, whereas the 
secondary simple tones of membranes, bells, rods, etc., are inharmonic with the prime 
tone, and the masses of air in resonators have generally only very high upper partial 
tones, also chiefly inharmonic with the prime tone, and not capable of being much 
reinforced by the resonator.' Thus the use of strings in tuning experiments enabled 
the experimenter to get a mathematically perfect octave, the octave string being half 
the length of the fundamental, or stopped at half its length. A pipe half the length of 
another pipe, on the other hand, does not necessarily give its octave. The octave 
must be calculated taking the factors of end-effect and diameter into account. 

From the figures given abovef in which certain intervals of the Pythagorean scale 
were compared with the Chinese spiral of fifths, the discrepancy between a Chinese 
'octave' so produced and the true octave is apparent, the ratio of a true octave being 
I :2, and of an 'octave' in the spiral of fifths 262,144:531 ,441. The ratio, therefore, 
between a true octave and a Chinese 'octave' is as 524,288:53I,441. This is known 
as the co-nma maxima, or more frequently today on account of the mistaken associa
tion of the name of Pythagoras with the spiral of fifths, the Pythagorean comma.8 

• See below, pp. �:tO-4. 
b In his commentary Yutll Ling Chaorg Chu, in Ihe Li Chi Chi Chitll, ch. 13, p. 64, tr. allCI. 
e See p. 186 above. d llf1ll. Han Shu, ch. I I, p. 3a. 
e (I), p. 45. r See Table 49. p. 175. r Cf. Grove (I). vol. I, p. 688. 

1 J;t L'i} ' -t; V: 'f' PT B l!l 11l  J .,  . !t  
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In speaking of ' Chinese octaves'  it would nevertheless be misleading to suggest 
that the true octave was unknown or not used. The true octave is in fact used wherever 
men and women, or men and boys, sing together, owing to the difference in the 
natural register of their voices. There is in addition textual evidence that scholars were 
aware that the octave is produced by halving the length of the resonating agent. Thus 
Tshai Yuan-Ting I ( + 1 135 to + 1 1 98) commenting on the manner in which the pitch
pipes were associated with the months of the year, Huang-chung being the pitch for 
mid-winter and the others in succession through the year as described in the Yiieh 
Ling, says that the pitch for mid-summer is the octave, shao-kung,l of Huang-chung, 
and that the length of the Huang-chung pipe being 9 in., that of its octave is 4! in. 
Other scholars refused to accept this, not because of any misgivings on the score of 
end-effect, but simply because the true octave is not part of the ' cycle of fifths' system 
which had been looked on as orthodox from the time of the publication of the Lil Shih 
Chhun Chhju if not earlier. But Tshai Yuan-Ting was concerned with problems of 
temperament, and was in fact one of the pioneers of the equal-tempered system. For 
this a perfect octave is essential, as will be made clear in the following pages. 

(ii) Western music and Chinese mathematics 

European music has made such remarkable advances during the last five centuries 
that it is easy for Westerners to forget or ignore the very existence of other musical 
systems no less rich and no less highly developed in other directions. For example, 
while Europe learnt to cross its melodies and develop harmony in pitch, Africa 
concentrated on crossing its rhythms and developing harmony in rhythm.· 

There are two recent musical developments most characteristic of Europe. First, 
the high level of technical ability and practice attained in the manufacture of instru
ments, for example, the drawing of wire with a tensile strength of up to 200 lb., or 
the use of an iron frame for the pianoforte, the casting of which is described by 
Scholesb as ' one of the mo!>t delicate operations in foundry practice'. Secondly, with 
the development of harmony, the disappearance of the old modes, accompanied by 
the tendency to modulate ever more freely from key to key, till at last in the twen
tieth century we have 'atonalism' and the 'twelve.note music' of Schonberg, 
which attempt to discard the seven·note diatonic system. The following pages wilt 
attempt to show, or to suggest (since proof at this distance in time seems no longer 
likely), that our modern facility in modulating from key to key is yet another instance 
of Europe's debt to the civilisation of China. 

As has already been explained,e when just intonation is used in the tuning of 
instruments, the 'same' note in two different scales will not necessarily have the same 
frequency. For example, F will have a frequency of 68z'3 if it is the perfect fourth 

• Cf. A. M. Jones (I), p. 78. 
b (I), p. ,IS. e P. 168 above. 
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from C, but 691 if  it  is the minor third from D. This meant that many instruments 
were capable of playing only in the one key to which they had been tuned by their 
designer, and if used in alien keys would sound out of tune, for some of the notes 
would then have the wrong frequencies. J n practice, this is something of an over
statement, for an instrument designed for a particular key could normally be used (or 
a small number of related keys as well, the pitch differences in their respective notes 
being too small to give offence to the ear. 

In China, however, this was in theory a particularly serious problem, for the fixed
key instruments par excellence were the very expensive chimes of bells and ringing
stones. I n theory no less than sixty bells or stones would have had to be cast or 
trimmed if tunes in all the twelve keys were to be played without the ritual pentatonic 
melodies offending the ear. 

A similar problem arose when it was desired to play with consorts of instruments 
if those instruments had not all been designed for the same key. Stringed instruments 
could readily be adapted to instruments of any key, since executants had only to 
adjust their playing to the keys required, as violinists do today; or alternatively the 
strings could be retuned to another key during an interval. But for instruments 
which could not be retuned a different system was required. a compromise system in 
which a given set of notes would do duty for as many different keys as possible. This 
could be done by ' tempering' the tuning, that is to lIay. sharpening some notes and 
flattening others, so as to make them more generally serviceable. 

Rough and ready ways of tempering must have been used by practical musicians 
from vcry early times. Certainly there arc many references to the need for the careful 
placing of frets (original1y loops of string tied round the neck of the viol) in the 
+ 15th� and + 16th�century works of such writers as de Pareja and Bottrigari.a It is 
likely that in China, where a rigidly accurate cycle�of-fifths system of tuning would 
have involved musicians in the same sort of difficulties as just intonation in Europe, 
bells and ringing�stones were skilfully filed or chipped in such a way that their princely 
owner would not be involved in the unnecessary expense of superfluous instruments. 
Similarly with fiutes and pipes, a slight displacement of the finger�hole could imper
ceptibly sharpen or flatten a note to extend its range of usefulness. But these tentative 
steps towards some more generally useful system of tuning are not in themselves equal 
temperament of the sort which received its greatest publicity from Bach's Wo"l� 
temperirte Clat·ier. When an instrument is tuned by equal temperament every semitone 
is equal to every other semitone. llut the mathematics of this simple statement are 
relatively complicated. 

The best short account of the evolution of equal temperament in Europe is probably 
that of Ellis (I), the translator of Helmholtz's Setlsatiolls of Tone, and inventor of the 

• It is important to distinguish between the mathematically col.:ulat«l system of equal temperament 
and the purdy empirical methods of distributing the Pythagorean comma mOfe or leu equally over the 
tweke intervllls, arrived at in Europe at Ihis time. and in China five centuries urlier (d. p. 119 below, 
on \\iang Pho). for example, Jeans (2). p. 174. lpeaki as if Banolom� Ramos de Pareja proposed equal 
temperament in his D .. /lll4lj("a Tr(Jelalu.s of + 148a. But historians of music (e.g. Eitner (I), vol. 8, 
under Ibmis; Scholes (I) undl'r Temperament S.  p. 924b; and Grove (I), vol. 4, p. )22) are agreed 
lhal it was a matter of adju�tmg the positions of {'I'IS according to purely practical and empirical rules. 
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' cents' system a of scale definition, whose contributions to musical knowledge have 
been used so effectively by others that their originator is now often forgotten.b He 
describes the four main systems of tuning: (a) Just Intonation, which derives from the 
astronomer Ptolemy (fl. + I � 6). a system in which ' all fifths and all thirds are perfect'; 
then (b) Pythagorean Temperament, the relation of which to perfect fifths and fourths 
has previously been described.c Mean-tone Temperament (c), was a system perfected 
by Salinas in + 1577. and based on perfect major thirds with other intervals so adapted 
that it was passably accurate for a total of about nine keys. but intolerable if ooc 
attempted to modulate into the others. This system was used for organs until quite 
recent times. Finally (d) Equal Temperament, in which 'every fifth without exception 
is one eleventh of a comma, or V (vibrations) I in 885 too fiat, and every major third, 
without exception, is seven elevenths of a comma, or V I in 126 too sharp '. 

As post-Renaissance music developed, great need existed in Europe for a system of 

tuning by which instruments of fixed key could transpose their music into as many 
keys as possible, preferably all, and by which even adaptable instruments, such as viols, 
could modulate from key to key without pausing to retune or readjust the frets. This 
was a revolution but it took place gradually. Equal-temperament tuning does not 
seem to have become general for the pianoforte in England until midway through the 
19th century. Broadwood did not adopt it till as late as 1846.d Its very gradualness 
seems to have been one reason why its origin in Europe has been something of a 
mystery. Scholes rightly points oute that, although many people have a vague idea 
that Bach himself invented the system, there is no justification for this. It is more 
orthodox' to father the invention upon Andreas Werkmeister, who is said to have 
formulated the system of absolute equalisation between the semitones in + 16<) I .  
But this can scarcely be justified, for Mersenne mentionsg it in + 1636 and gives the 
correct figures, adding elsewhereh that the system 'est Ie plus usite et Ie plus commode, 
et que tous les praticiens avouent que la division de l'octave en douze demitons leur 
est plus facile pour toucher les instruments '. Commenting on this passage Ellis says I 
that of the ease there is no doubt, but that of the customariness corroboration is required. 
In support of Mersenne, however, it is to be noted that Johann Caspar Kerll ( +  1627 
to + 16<)3), whose age of creative activity began not long after the publication of 
Mersenne's work, wrote a duet on a ground bass, passing through every key.j 

The situation in Europe, then, was that from the + 15th century onward, musicians 
were writing more and more in a style which made the use of an equal-tempered 
system inevitable, and that in the earlier writers of this period there are instructions 

• A 'cen,' is cqual to 1/100 of the tempered Eur�an aemitone. b That there should be no entry for A. ]. Ellis in Scholes (I), though much of its arlide on equal 
tempcrament is to be found vcrbatim in Ellis's paper here memioned, appears to be a singular omission. 

� pp. 167ff., 17<1ff., 177. 18 1 .  
d HardinR (I), p. :118. e (I), p. 9<14. 

f E.g. Closson (I), p. 56; Levis (I). p. 67. 
I Harm/mit U .. it:tTltllt, p. 132 (Ok . •  , prop. xi). 
h Harmonie Univerltlle, Bk. 3, prop. xii, 'Des Genres de la j\·Yusique'. 
I (I). p. 401. 
l Scholes (I), p. 9Z4. 
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on the tuning of lutes which suggest an approximation to equal temperament, but 
without specific reference or calculations. Ellis states categorically that ' in Europe 
neither Zarlino ( +  1562) nor Salinas ( +  1577) mentions equal temperament'.1 But by 
+ 1636 we find Mersenne in possession of the actual figures, and stating that their 

use is a commonplace. At what moment did the actual mathematical formula appear, 
and who was the mathematician responsible? This question may be left for the present 
inside a bracket formed by the years + 1577 and + 1636, in order that attention may 
be given to the parallel development of acoustic and musical theory in China. 

The need for a certain measure of compromise when different-keyed instruments are 
required to play in concert, and the nuisance of continual retuning or exchanging of 
instruments when music is played in many keys, both exerted a powerful influence 
on the development of Chinese musical practice. As an example of the former may 
be quoted the evidence of a European witness in the + 16th century, Gaspar da Cruz, 
who left a description of life at Canton as he saw it in + 1556. 

They played many instruments together sometimes, consorted in four voices which make 
a very good consonancy. It happened one night by moonshine, that I and certain Portugais 
were sitting on a bench at the riverside by the door of our lodging, when a few young men 
came along the river in a boat passing the time, playing on divers instruments; and we, 
being glad to hear the music, sent for them to come near where we were, and that we would 
invite them. They as gallant youths came near with the boat and began to tune their instru
ments, in such sort that we were glad to see them fit themselves that they might make no 
discord; and beginning to sound, they began not all together, but the one tarried for to enter 
with the other, making many divisions in the process of the music, some staying, others 
playing; and the most times they played all together in four pam. The parts were two small 
bandoraes (viols) for tenor, a great one for counter-tenor, a harpsichord that followed the 
rest, and sometimes a reheck and sometimes a dulcimer for treble.b 

The playing of many instruments together had been a characteristic of Chinese music 
from the earliest times, as can be seen from an ode in the Shih Ching. where bells and 
zithers, reed-organs and ringing-stones are described as sounding together.c The 
Chou Li, on the other hand, affords evidence of changes of key, for in describing the 
ritual of the three great sacrifices it lays downd that at the winter solstice there shall 

I (I), p. 401. 
� [n TraCflldQ �'" qu� S� COla", ","il<> pm eSlico as COIII(lS de Chino (Evora, I S69), eng. P"rch", h,s Pi/gri",es. 

III, p. 8 , ;  mod. C. R. Boxer (I), p. '45. The instruments ,,(this party would seem to have been three lutes 
of the phi_pha1 type, One larger and deeper than the others. one Ch�n/ll {"[[,,wing. with one h,,-chhi,,1 vi"lin 
and � chhin' or u" sometimes joining in. Such a party is deserib..d and illustrated in van A�ISl (I ). pp. 36. 
64· '[ne /"'-chhi" hu nOI much entered into Our argument SO far. Ahhough it is today an extremely popular 
instrument. close[y associated with Ihe classical open. it came inlo China late (much later than the phl-pha). 
probably from Mongo[ culture. Commonly known as the Chinese \"io[in, it hu a lJTlall sound-boK, a long 
neck with prominent pegs, and one Or two double strings through which pUlU:l lhe h.ir_lIrip of Ihe non_ 
del.chaMe bow. Further details ""ill be found in Moule ('0), PI'. I i I fl. 

e: K .... ChunJl';t M.o. no. z08, tr. Legge (8), p. z80; Karlgren (14), p. 160; W.ley (I), p. 140. 
d Entry for the Grand Music-Ma.ster fT. S5"" Yo'), ch. 6, pp. 4b, sa (ch. u); tr. Biot (I), vol. 2-

P· 34· 

' n . 
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be six changes of melody using three modes, at  the summer solstice eight changes of 
melody with fouf modes, and at the sacrifice to the ancestors nine changes of melody 
with three modes.' These three ceremonials thus employed all the five pentatonic 
modes distributed over eight of the possible sixty 'mode-keys'.b 

It is therefore not surprising to find evidence of very early attempts to temper the 
scale, such as that recorded in the Huai Nail T:::tl book, where the lengths of the pitch
pipes with their complicated standard fractions have been simplified into round 
numbers.c This was clearly done with some reference to the car, and not merely as 
a mathematical convenience, for whereas the corrcct length of the pitch-pipe Chia
chung expressed in hundredths of an inch was 674'23, the J1uoi Non Tzu gives it as 
680, though 670 would have been an approximation mathematically truer.d This 
temperament does not, however, differ fundamentally from the cycle·of.fifths tuning. 

This first approximation recorded in the J-/uai Nan Tzu dates from the -2nd 
century. From then on for some seventeen centuries there was an almost continuous 
succession of experimentalists, not all of whom can be mentioned here.e Develop
ments oscillated between two extremes, one of which retained the purity of the tuning 
by reducing the number of mode·keys, while the other sacrificed the purity of tuning 
in attempts to embrace as many modes as possible. The former tendency reached its 
logical fulfilment during the Sui period ( +  581 to +618), when apparently only one 
mode· key was used, that of the kung mode in the Huang·ehung key, for ceremonial 
music. Seven bells were used for giving a heptatonic scale in this mode·key, the other 
five bells of the gamut being held in abeyance and called 'dumb bells' (yo chung I).r 

Attempts to avoid this impoverishment took different channels, for which close parallels 
may be found in the history of European musical development. Only two forms of 
solution are possible: either to increase the available choice of notes so that every key 
may be rendered in perfect intonation, regardless of the difficulties of the performer 
and the complexities of the instruments ; or to sacrifice purity of sound deliberately 
for the sake of a manageable compromise. 

The most famous exponent of the former solution was Ching Fang1 (fl· -45),g 
whose system continued the never·ending spiral of fifths calculated on a 10 ft. 
wooden tuner with thirteen strings starting at Huang-chung and working five times 

• The Chinese text refers, as i$ normal, to 'mode·keys', by the method described above, p. 169. ]f 
the modes are i$Olated it will be found that the wintu sacrifice uses modes III, IV and V, while Ihe 
summer sacrifice uses modes I, II,  III and IV. The anceslral sacrifice uses only modes I, I I ]  and 1\'. b But the entire group of 'mode-ke�' deriving in lonalily from Ihe shang nOle wss excluded, since 
sluing was considered to be 'hard' and therefore nOI suilable for the rilual music which purposed to 
lure to man's aid the spirits of heaven and eanh by i" sweetncss. 

c Ch, 3. p. t3a (Chatley (I), p. 27). 
d p, ua (Chatley (I), p, 2S). 
e Cf. Courant (ol); Robinson (,). 
r Chhu IVa' Chiu Will,' by Chu Pien' of the Sung period, ch. S, p. 9a. 
I \ .... e have met with him �fore (d. Vol. ol. pp. 247, 3Ol9, 350; Vo!' 3, pp. 227, 433, 470, 483) in 

connection with mutationism, astronomy, meteorology, and other things. 
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round the cycle to the 60th note.- His work may be compared with that of Nicolas 
Mercator in Europe some seventeen centuries later, who arrived at a system of tem
perament having 53 degrees.b Ching Fang's microtonic experiments were taken up 
five centuries after his death by another naturalist, Chhien Lo-Chih 1 (fl. c. +450),C 
who continued the calculation of the spiral to the 360th degree,d Such a system would 
have been quite unworkable in practice. 

Of the many other experimenters through the centuries much has been written, 
notably by Courante who is an indispensable authority on this subject, and by Yang 
Yin-Liu (1) who has written a detailed account of the efforts of Chinese scholars to 
attain equal temperament. Chu Tsai-YU himself, when writing of his own expui
ments,! focuses attention on four pioneers who had all made use of the stringed tuner 
described abovei as the chun, or referred to it. Of these, the first-Lingchou Chiu L
only appears in the Kuo YU as one of the interlocutors of the High King Ching of 
Chou (c. - 5zo) in the discussion about the gamut of bells, the function of the 'tuner' 
and its relation to good government.h The second is Ching Fang (d. - 37). The third 
is Chhen Chung-Jul (fl. + 516), who combined certain of Ching Fang's ideas with 
others of his own in a way which Chu Tsai-Yu says could not have been successful; 
and the fourth is the famous Taoist scientist and engineer Wang Pho· (fl. +959).1 

Wang Pho worked out his system on a thirteen-stringed tuner,J but is also said to 
have tuned sets of bclls to this temperament.k In common with the astronomer Ho 
Chheng-Thiens (+ 370 to +447) he realised that it was hopeless to attempt to reach 
a workable solution by extending the spiral of fifths as Ching Fang had done, and that 
the perfect octave must be accepted as the framework within which subdivision is to 
take place. Ho Chhcng-Thien 1 simply measured the difference between a perfect 
octave and that interval, the sharpened octave, which is produced in its stead as the 
thirteenth note in the cycle of fifths, the difference being the so-called Pythagorean 

a It is described at length in the Hoo Han Shu, cn. n, Pl" 3Q-16a; and briefly by Chu Tpi·Yll, 
Lil HI�h Htin Shuo, cn. I ,  p. aJb. Cf. Robinson (I), p. 101 ; Wu Nan·Hslln (I), Pl" IJaff. 

b Courant (a), p. 89. Christopher Simpson (d. + 16(9) in his Divine .. Violin"t advocated quarter. 
tones (Scholes (I), p. 575), as Tshai Yuan· Ting' had done before him in the + I2lh century when he 
inserted a p�n Iii' between each semitone (Sung Shih, ch. 131,  Pl'. I l aff., ell'. Pl'. lab, IJa). BUl the 
Moravian Aloys H1I.ba (b. ,89J) seems to have been the fint European to have elaborated II seale of sixty 
notes to the octave like Ching Fang. According to Scholes, he could actually sing them all accurately. 

e Well known to us a$ an astronomer and constructor of astronomical instruments, d. Vol. 3, Pl" 346. 
384-, etc. 

d Sui Shu, ch. 16, pp. 4bff. The names of the notes may be found in Shen Chung's' Yo Lii I' of 
about +�7o; in YHSF, th. J I ,  pp. J l aff. 

C (a), Pl'. 88ff. f Lil Hsiith Htin Shuo, ch. " p. na. 
Il P. ,85. h See above, pp. 170, a04. 
I Biography in Chill. Wu Tai Shih, th. u8, Pl'. I ali. 
J See Chill. Wu Taj Shih, ch. 145, Pl" 3aff. His form of temperamcnt wu somewhat analogous to 

that of Ramos de Pareja five centuries later in that it wa. worked out for a stringed instrument with 
movable bridges. 

k In the Chi Ku Lu. Pa Wti,'O ch. " by OU)'llni Hsiu (+1007 to + 107a); quoted by Wei Chll· 
Hsien (I), p. 68 . 

, + 370 to +447· Cf. Vol. J, pp. 287, a9:Z, 384, 392, etc.; Sui Shu, ch. 16, pp. "bff. 
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comma. This difference he divided by twelve and distributed equally over all the 
thirteen notes except the fundamental. In this way he obtained a gamut which had 
the characteristics of a cycle.of.fifths scale and a true octave. It was not equal· 
tempered, however, for the original irregularities of the cycie-oC-fifths tuning remained. 
and were in no way removed by the addition to each note of 1/l'2. of a comma.a 

Wang Pho not only used the perfect octave as the basis of his calculations, but to 
a considerable extent broke away from the values of the cycle of fifths. His octave, 
fifth and major tone had the same values as for just intonation; but equal temperament 
would have required all his intervals to be sharpened except the octave. Ho Chheng
Thien had taken a great step forward in establishing that the octave must be accepted 
as the framework for an equal-tempered system; Wang Pho departed further still 
from the orthodox tuning of the cycle of fifths. But by what calculation the twelve 
notes of the gamut could bc so spaced that every semi tone would be equal was still 
an unsolved mystery. 

(iii) The princely gift of Chu Tsai- Yii 

Tn + 1536 was born onc of China's most distinguished mathematical and musico
logical scholars. He was the son of Chu Hou-Huan ' and a descendant of the fourth 
Ming emperor Chao. When b his father was unjustly reduced in rank by the emperor, 
he signified his filial grief by living in an earth-walled cottage for nineteen years. This 
time was spent in research into mathematical, musical and calendrical matters, the 
results of which were published at intervals and finally as a collected work.c His gift 
to mankind was the discovery of the mathematical means of tempering the scale in 
equal intervals, a system of such fundamental utility that people in all Western 
countries today take it for granted and are unaware of its existence.d 

In the Lii Hsiieh Hsin ShuQ Z (A New Account of the Science of the Pitch-pipes), 
published in + 1584, Chu Tsai-Yu1 describes previous attempts at tempering the 
scale and shows their shortcomings before discussing his own ' new method', in which 
he ' used numbers for seeking harmony in the notes, and did not make the notes 

• The work of Ho Chheng-Thien was continued further by Hsiao Yen,- who ruled as Liang Wu Ti 
from + soz to + 549. His book entitled Chung Ui Weil (Apocryphal Treatise: on Bells and Pipes) is 
�till utant in fragmentary fonn. An excellent account of his interesting work is given by Wu Nan-Hslin 
(I), pp. 159ff. 

b His title in this capacity was CMng Shih Tzu;6 he is of len to named in the dynastic history and 
similar official texts. e His works, bollnd in four large volumes, are generally known by the name Yo Ui Chhii.a .. Shu ' 
(Collected Works on Music and the Pitch-pipes); hut this title really refers to the earlier two of his 
four works on pitch-pipe theory, in addition to which there is one book on a perpetual calendar and 
.nother on the orchestration of ancient songs (cf. Robinson, I). Details of Chu Tsai-Yu's life are to be 
found in the Ming Shih, ch. I IQ, pp. laff. esp. lb. 40'1. 

cI The story of his discovery and its probable tran$mi" ion to the West has been fairly well known in 
China (cf. Liu Fu (3), Chang Chhi-Yun (I,  preface), Wu Nan-Hllin (I), pp. t9Off. etc.) but has not 
before been recounted in a Western-language publication. For a much fuller survey, however, see 
Robinson (I). 
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submit to (natural series of) numbers'.a That is to say, he found a true mathematician's 
solution. But fearing that mathematics alone might not guarantee the success of his 
system with posterity, he also made a deliberate study of ancient tuning instruments 
and then constructed one of his own (Fig. 320). In this the proportions of the scale 
were made manifest by studs placed at the appropriate tempered intervals to indicate 
the correct positions for the placing of the fingers after the manner of frets. 

It was suggested at an earlier stage in this Section that the mathematical formula 
by which the lengths of the pitch.pipes were calculated was a foreign importation 
grafted on to the indigenous system. If the indigenous system had survived one would 
expect to find it as a still living tradition among the craftsmen and practising musicians, 
who were not concerned with the theories of scholars, naturalists and court ritualists. 
It was precisely a contradiction between these two different systems which focused 
Chu Tsai· Vii's attention on that aspect of the problem which gave him the solution. 

After describing the musical theories of the great Sung philosopher Chu Hsi, who 
had advocated the orthodox pitch�pipe dimensions, Chu Tsai-Yu writes as follows:b 

I had made an attempt with the theory of the Sung (scholar) Chu 1·lsi, based on the ancient 
up-and·down principle, and using this tried to get the positions for the standard pitches on 
the zither (i eMiu cMin ehih lu wei I). But r noticed that the (normal) notes of the zither were 
not in consonance with (those produced from) the positions of the standard pitches, and 
suspicions therefore arose in my mind. 

Night and day I searched for a solution and studied exhaustively this pattern-principle. 
Suddenly early one morning I reached a perfect understanding of it and realised for the first 
time that the four ancient sorts of standard pitches all gave mere approximations to the notes. 
This moreover was something which pitch-pipe exponents had not been conscious of for a 
period of two thousand years. 

Only the makers of the zither (cMin 1) in their method of placing the markers at three
quarters or two-thirds (etc. of the length of the strings) had as common artisans transmitted 
by word of mouth (the way of making the instrument) from an unknown source. I think 
that probably the men of old handed down the system in this way, only it is not recorded in 
literary works. 

From this statement one might infer that Chu Tsai-Yu had recovered the secret of 
equal temperament from the remotest antiquity, but in fact he does not say so.c His 
elation was due to the fact that as a conscientious antiquarian he had discovered in this 
living tradition a moral justification for defying the cycle of fifths which had been 

I Note this very C(lnscious repudiation of the numerological games and number-mysticism which 
had become 10 hallowed in China by centuries of transmission from the classics. Cf. pp. I Hff. above, 
and oor comments in Vol. 2, pp. 287ff. Though 50 far from Europe, Chu Tui-Yll was ' a  man of the 
Renaiuanee', contrasting as much with Chhen Thoan (d. Vol. 2, pp . .... 1I ff.) or Shao Yong (pp . .. SSff.) 
at a Joseph Glanville with an Agrippa of Nettesheim. 

b Lii. firihh flri,. Shuo, ch. I , p. sa, tr. auct. 
C He WaJ C8NOful to give his innovations an appearanee of rclpeetability (Lii H#ith Hli,. Shut), 

ch. 2, pp. ?aff.) by taking as his unit of measurement an inch of fictitioo. antiquity which he de$Cribed 
a. the H,la inch, the inch of the most ancient Chinese dynasty. or coune, no .ehol..- of hi. time would 
have been misled by this. What he says about the handing down of oral tradition among anisanl i. 
interesting (cf. Sect. 29 below in C(lnneetion with shipbuilding). 
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hallowed by two thousand years of history. Possibly the answer to his mathematical 
problem also occurred to him at the same instant, but this, which is for us the most 
interesting part of the story, he dismisses in a few words:R 

I have founded a new system. I establish onc foot as the number from which the others are 
to be extracted, and using (square and cube root) proportions I extract them. Altogether onc 
has to find the exact figures for the pitch-pipes in twelve operations.b 

Applying this new principle he gives tables showing the lengths of the standard pitch
pipes and also of half-length and double-length pipes, giving in all a compass of three 
octaves. The principle which he had discovered was that to divide the octave into 
twelve equal semitones, the length of the fundamental string (or pipe if one ignores 
end�effect), and thereafter each successive length obtained, must be divided by the 
1 2th root of 2. This is a very different matter from merely dividing the string into 
twelve equal parts, i.e. the whole string, 1 1{12, 1O{12, 9/12, etc., for these proportions 
produce a very unequal temperament. If all intervals are to be equal, the ratio for 
each semitone must be altered by an equal amount. The ratio of the octave is I :  2. 
This can be expressed in the form I :  212(12, since two to the power of twelve twelfths 
is two. To alter the ratio of each semi tone by an equal amount, it was merely neces
sary to express each proportion thereafter as I :  zlllu, I :  zIO/12, I :2'(12, etc., and to 
know the exact length of each string, it was simply a matter of dividing the I ft. 
Huang-chung string by 12.J2, which is the same as 21/12, and then dividing the length 
of each successive string so obtained by 12.J2. Thus a perfectly tempered scale was 
achieved. 

This is the simplest method of calculating the lengths of the strings, and may have 
been the one used by Chu Tsai�Yii in the first place. Sung algebraists such as Chu 
Shih�Chieh r ( +  13th century) could certainly handle roots of high powers, but their 
books had at that time disappeared, and it is doubtful whether Chu Tsai� Yii could 
have been acquainted with their methods.e The method he shows in his published 
calculations achieves the same results by the use only of square and cube roots. 
Briefly it was as follows. Of the thirteen strings the lengths of which required calcula
tion, two were already known, no. I being I ft., and no. 13 half a foot. He then found 
the square root of the product of these two lengths, which gave him the length of the 
middle string no. 7. The square root of the products of nos. I and 7 and nos. 13 and 7 
then gave him the lengths of the two strings intermediate between these three, namely 
nos. 4- and 10 respectively. The lengths so far discovered may be expressed thus: 
1 * * 4 * * 7 · · IO * * !3· 

In order to find the lengths of the remaining strings (nos. II and 12 may be taken 
as examples), he evidently had it clearly in his mind that the length of no. 10 was 

• I.ii flsiif.h Hsirr Shuo, ch. I ,  p. sb, If. auci. 
b Chhurmg Ii hsin fa. Chih i chhih wti shih i mi Ii chhu chih. Farr shih-trh pieri fa chhiu lil lil ,hen shu.' 
c Cf. Vol. 3, pp. u6ff. above. 

' $: tlt ft  
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I ft. X Z3112 ; of no. I I ,  t ft. X Z211i; and of no. lZ, I ft. X ZI/12 ; and that as 21/12 is the 
cube root of Z3/12, to find the length of string no. I Z  he had merely to find the cube root 
of no. 10, and multiply one foot by it. Similarly I ft. multiplied by the square rool of 
the length of no. 10 gave the length of no. I I ,  and like results may be got for the other 
unknown lengths by a similar process. 

This rather complicated procedure was perhaps used as a check on the simpler 
method first mentioned, namely dividing the fundamental string by l2.jz, which is 
1'°5946, and repeating the process for each string or pipe as described above. The 
figure 1 '°5946 was of course obtained by Chu Tsai-YG for the note immediately below 
his standard Huang-chung length. Double-length Huang-chung being 2 ft., the 
lZth note above it, Ying-chung, was ['05946 ft. long. Chu says quite explicitly a that 
each string in turn must be 'divided by the figure for double-length Ying-chung . . .  
which is a way of getting the pitches in their serial order'.b 

This statement leaves no doubt that Chu Tsai-YG invented the formula for equal 
temperament just as it was known in Europe at a later date. It is particularly important 
to note how little had to be memorised by any traveller in touch with Chinese ideas 
for him to be able to transmit the idea to the mathematicians and musicians of Europe. 
Such a traveller would only have to say: ' I  understand that the Chinese temper their 
viols with great accuracy. They simply divide the length of their first string by 12,Jl 
to get the length of the string for the second note, and then do the same again forthe 
third note, and so on, till they reach the 13th which is a perfect octave.' Not a book 
but a sentence only was required for the diffusion of this great idea. 

Although this temperament was worked out for strings Chu Tsai-YG also applied 
it to pipes.c The pipes were the same lengths as the strings and if left uncorrected the 
equalncss of their temperament would have been distorted by end-effect, but Chu 
Tsai-Yii compensated for this by also tempering their diameters, dividing each 
successive diametcr by the 24th root of 2. Considering how little he can have known 
of the physics of end-effect his success is quite remarkable, remaining distortions 
being imperceptible to the human ear. 

(iv) Equal temperament in East and West 

Chu Tsai-YG's formulation of equal temperament may justly be regarded as the 
crowning achievement of China's two millennia of acoustic experiment and research. 
One great question yet remains. Was it discovered independently or could it have been 
transmitted from China to Europe at the end of the + 16th ccntury? Certainly a time 
was coming when Europe could profit from such an invention, and there were many 
mathematicians in Europe capable of calculating just as Chu Tsai-Yii had done. 
Pacioli ( +  1494), for example, and Cattani ( +  1546), were able to handle roots of 

• Lil HliUh HI;" Shuo, ch. I, pp. IQ",fJ. cr. Robinson (I), p. 156. 
b Chi�h i Ying-eh,mg pri Ihu . . . tvn fa eMu chi" chi II ehhi tahu Iii. �h.' 
c: Tlbl" and iIIunrations showing lengths and internal and external diameters of his pitch-pipes Ire 

given in the same book, pp. ISbff. Ui Lii. Ching I, ch. 8, pp. 4bff., 6aff.; Lii. Shu, ch. I ,  pp. 31ff. 
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high powers.- Nevertheless, it would be a remarkable coincidence if the same solution 
was found independently at opposite ends of the earth within a few years. And it is 
striking that so little can be ascertained about its European origin when everything 
is known about its invention in China. 

The opening pages of the Lii. Hsueh Hsin Shuo contain the date + IS84.b There is 
no doubt that by this time Chinese books were beginning to make their way into 
Europe in some quantity. From Paolo Giovio's reference in his Historia Sui Temporis 
( +  1550) to the gift of a Chinese book by the King of Portugal to the Pope, down to 
Amiot's detailed Mhnoirt on Chinese music ( +  J776), there were innumerable 
literary contacts of Europe with China. But it is worth noting that both the friars 
and the Jesuit missionaries were almost invariably interested in Chinese music; not 
only because they lived in a musically educated age, but because one of the problems 
of their work was either how to adapt European music for the use of Chinese congrega
tions, or how to teach European music to Christians brought up in a different musical 
tradition. In + 1294, when John of Monte Corvino was singing masses in Cambaluc,c 
European music was not so different from East Asian music that it could not be 
appreciated there. But during the following centuries it underwent so marked and 
rapid a development on the road to harmony that by the time Amiot, some five 
hundred years later, came to play contemporary European music to gentlemen of the 
Chhing court, they found it so meaningless that they were scarcely affected by it. 

Gaspar da Cruz in + 1556 stood mid:way between these two points, and was able to 
give an accurate description of the sort of music he heard.d Twenty years later ( + 1 575) 
the Austin friars Martin de Rada (Herrada) and Jeronimo Marin, who spent three 
months in China (Fukien), brought away many books some of which they afterwards 
caused to be translated in the Philippines. These included some ' Of musicke and 
songs, and who were the inventors thereof'.e But already ten years before ( +  1565) 

• Cf. D. E. Smith (I), vol. 1, pp. 47df., and above, Vol. 3, p. 11.8. 
b This, the 12th year of the Wan-Li feign-period, was the very year which saw the first establishment 

of Mltteo Ricci at Chao-chhing. 
C Cf. Vol. I ,  pp. 169, 130. d Cf. p. 117 above. On him see Boxer (I), pp. lviiiff. 
C See Gonulu de Mendoza (I), Puke Ir., pp. 103 ff., 134, 140 and 150; Doxer (I), pp. lxxxivff., 143 ff. 
As we have not mentioned this remarkably well·attested transmission elsewhere, the following other 

topics may also be noted: 
'Of the mathematicall sciences, and of arithmeticke, and rules how to usc the ume. 
'Of the nomber, and moovings of the Heavens ; of thc planets and stars, and of their operations and 

particular influence, . 
'Of the properties of stones and mettals, and of things natural that have vertue of themselvts . . . .  
'for the making of ships of all sorts, and the order of navigation, with the altitudes of every port, and 

the qualitie of every one in particular. 
'Of architccture and all manner of buildings, with the bredth and length that eve ric edifice ought to 

have for hi. proportion . 
• Manie herbals, or bookcs of hcrbcs, for phisitions, shewing how they should be applied to heale 

infirmities.' 
Boxer adds several interesting spcculations about the fate of the books collected by Mart!n de Rada; 

lome of them may tlill exist in European libraries. There are, for example, about half a do:ten Chinese 
workt in early + 16th-century editions in the Library of the Escorial. Apprised of their existence by 
Profes.sor Donald Lach, Dr Lu Gwei-Djen and I had the pleasure of examining them in September 
1960· Since thIS house is Augustinian it seems quite likely that some of these books were brought 
back by de Rida-but today nothing of scientific imerest remains except a Imall medical treatise and a 
calendar, and no book on music or acoustics. 
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the Jesuits had opened their house in Macao for training missionarics,a teaching them 
to read Chin·'!sc books, and from this college there soon came a flow of letters informing 
the Western world of the nature of Chinese civilisation. In + r 582 the great Matteo 
Ricci (Li Ma-Tou ') began his Chinese studies in Macao,b and the Franciscan friars 
Jer6nimo de Burgos and Martin Ignacio de Loyola landed at Canton.c Ignacio was 
one of the informants of Juan Gonzales de Mendoza whose bookd was first published 
in Spanish in + 1585. In + 1588 Cavendish returned to Engi< .. ld from his first 
voyage round the world. As was customary in those days he had his private musicians 
on board, and it is interesting to note that when the ' Great St Anna' was captured, 
one of the prisoners was a certain Nicholas Roderigo ' a  Portugall, who hath not oncly 
beene in Canton and other parts of China, but also in the islands of Iapon . .  .'.e The 
following year the Jesuit Edouart de Sande (Meng San-Tel), writing of his travels in 
China, described how the officials discovered in his possession several books in the 
Chinese language, 'de quoy ils monstrcrcnt estre bien aises'J The last two decades 
of the century were the golden age of Macao when relations with the Chinese were 
becoming stabilised, and interchange of ideas relatively easy. For a period beginning 
in + 1580 the Viceroy of Kuangtung opened bi-annual 'fairs' at Canton which lasted 
for several weeks, during which there was an opportunity for the interchange of 
Chinese and Western goods as well as ideas.g In + 1595 Ricci was in Nanking dis
cussing amongst other things mathematics with Chinese scholars, and in + 1601 he 
succeeded in making his home in Peking. From that time forward knowledge of 
Chinese civilisation spread in Europe with great rapidity. 

Thus by the beginning of the 17th century Europeans were interested in Chinese 
music, and had some access to Chinese books. It cannot be proved that a copy of Chu 
Tsai-Vii's Lii Hsiieh llsin Shuo or of his Lii Shu made its way to Europe and was there 
acted upon, but it is reasonable to say that there was ample opportunity between 
+ 1585 and + 1635 for this to happen. The matter is worth pressing a little further. 
Between + 1597 and the year of his death in + 1610 Matteo Ricci became increasingly 
conscious of the part which his mission could play in the rectifying of the Chinese 
calendar. He would naturally have studied Chinese books on the subject, as did his 
successor in the task, Sabbathin de Ursis (Hsiung San-Pal).h Among these would have 
been Chu Tsai-YU's Sheng Shou Wall Niell Li, which even Wieger could do no less 
than describe as ' a  complete treatise on the calculation of time with a perpetual 
calendar, a masterpiece which . . .  magisterially sums up all the previous works on the 

I Pfister (I), pp. 5, 10. b Pfister (I), p. 1J. e See Boxer (I), p. Ixxxix; and in full detail Peniot (45). 
d Hiuorja de la.J COlas mal '!Ofabl�s, Ritol � Costumbrts del Gra" R�y'!o d� la Chi"a . . . . 
e Hakluyt, Voyag�J, vol. J, p. 817. 
r Leiter rrom Father Edouart de Sande in Macao, 28 September 1 s89, to R.P. General (of the Soo;:i"ty 

of Jesus), in Sommajr� d�1 Lettret du Japan et de la Chin� d� l'a'! MDLXXX/X et MDXC, p. 1lI7. 
cr. Pfister (I), p. 44. 

I cr. A. Kammerer (I). 
1\ On the work or de Ursis see e.g. Bernard.Maitre (I), p. 76; Pfiller (I), p. 104. The early Jesuits 

mUll certainly have known of Chu Tsai-YU's wriliniS. 

' .� " .  
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subject'.' Now pitch-pipe lore is so intermingled with calendrical science in Chu 
Tsai-Yu's writings, and the two were in fact so closely connected in Chinese thinking, 
that it would hardly have been possible to study the calendrical ideas without becoming 
acquainted with the pitch-pipe theories. Europeans as intelligent as Ricci and de 
Ursis discussing books with educated Chinese at the close of the + 16th century could 
scarcely have avoided hearing of Chu's books so recendy published. 

An independent invention of equal temperament in Europe must therefore raise 
grave doubt. This doubt is increased when one finds that some sixteen years before 
Mersenne, the great Flemish mathematician and engineer Simon Stevin ( + 1548 to 
+ 16zo)b left figures for the calculation of the scale in equal temperament among his 
unpublished papers.c Many of Stevin's papers had been circulated among his friends 
and were never returned. His son Hendrik gathered as many as possible intending 
to publish them, but only two volumes left the press,d The vital paper on equal 
temperament was not rescued from oblivion till it was found and published by Bierens 
de Haan (I) in 1884,e From this it can be seen that Stevin calculated 12  equal degrees 
within the octave represented by the figures I and i,  The method is interesting, for 
just as Chu Tsai-Yti first computed the length of his middle string Jui-pin, which 
was the square root of the product of the two octave lengths, i,e, 2../2 x I or 2../1 x i, so 
Stevin took 2.j! as the ratio of the middle note of his octave, and expressed the other 
ratios in comparable fashion as follows: 

J("lI 
J(6)! 
,,(,)I 
,1(3)1 
.J(l2hl� 

" ,II 
J("hh 
,l(3)! 
,1(,)1 
J(6)/; 
.J(I2)'i'"oJ..,·. 

I 
Perhaps the most striking fact about all this is that if Stevin discovered these 

formulae uninfluenced by Chinese work on the subject, it was the second remarkable 
invention of his which had previously appeared in China, the first being his celebrated 

• (3), p. 249· Chu Tsai·Yu presented his calendar to the throne in + '595, the year of Ricci's first 
journey to Nanking. In doing so Chu drew attention to the deficiencies or the current calendar (see 
Jih Cln'h Lu, ch. 30, p. ,a;  cf. l!.1ing Shih, ch. 3', p. 33 a), envisaging doubtless, however, a refonn along 
the traditional and characteristic Chinese lines, not a wholesale adoption of Greek conceptions such 
as the Jesuitt were beginning to urge. But there is no doubt that the prospect of their aid Will one of 
the facton whieh facilitated the journey of Ricci and his companions through Nanking to Peking in 
1598 (I« d'Elia (:l), vol. :l, p. 8 ;  Trigault (Gallagher tr.), p. :l97) . b Cf. Vol. 3, p. 89, and in detail Sarton (:l); Dijksterhuis (I), 

e Fokker (I), p. 18; Dijksterhuis (I), pp. :l76ff. 
d Sinon (:l), p. :l43. C See esp. pp. 54ft'. 
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sailing carriage.- Although it could be a coincidence that he happened to design a 
machine, the idea of which is known (for example, from Ortelius' + 158+ map of 
China) to have reached Europe from there, without ever having heard about it, yet 
as Duyvendak has said, this is generally not the way in which things happen. But it 
would be a still more remarkable coincidence if, after a large crowd of distinguished 
people had witnessed the trials of his ' sailing chariot' on the sands at Scheveningen 
(c. + 1600), and had discussed this and other Chinese inventions, Stevin were then 
able to invent the formula for the equal·tempered scale a few years latcrb without being 
influenced at least through hearsay by the work of his distinguished contemporary in 
that distant land which had so roused the interest of Europeans that Mendoza's 
History . . .  of China had run into eleven editions in six languages in as many years. 

It is a strange irony that though Chu Tsai-Vii's work was held in high esteem, his 
theory was put into practice but little in his own country; while Stevin's theory seems 
from Mersenne's account to have been widely adopted and utilised in Europe.c In 
any case it is fair to say that the European and modern music of the last three centuries 
may well have been powerfully influenced by a masterpiece of Chinese mathematics, 
though proof of transmission be not yet available. The name of the inventor is of less 
importance than the fact of the invention, and Chu Tsai-Yii himself would certainly 
have been the first to give another investigator his due, and the last to quarrel over 
claims of precedence. To China must certainly be accorded the honour of first 
mathematically formulating equal temperament. A less obvious but more precious 
gift may lie concealed in the example of this retiring scholar who declined the princely 
rank to which he was heir in order that he might carry on his researches, believing 
that for him who understands the meaning of the Rites and Music all things are 
possible. Such was the faith which animated Chinese students of sound for more 
than two millennia . 

• This ide1l, and the probable Chinese sources of it, will be fully discussed in Sect. 2.7e �low. Mean
while, see Duyvendak (14). 

b If his calculation of equal temperament may be placed in the some period as his HypomnertUlla 
malhtmQhca, iI would be dstable betw«n sbout + I60S and + 1608. 

e It is true that at first his words were held in luch slight regard that, to quote his $On Hendrik, 
• the emdite persons to whom the manuscripts had �en entrusted detached several portions and left 
the rest scattered pell-mell in total confusion '. 
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<i) MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY 

(I) INTRODUCTION 

With this part of the Section we reach the discussion of what was the greatest Chinese 
contribution to physics. Unfortunately, no subject treated in this book has aroused more 
controversy or given rise to a more voluminous literature.' That the attractive power 
of the lodestone was known, both in China and the West, from an early time, about 
the middle of the - 1st millennium, there is no dispute. Differences of opinion have 
centred round the discovery of the directive property, both of the lodestone itself, and 
of pieces of iron magnetised by contact with it. Knowledge of this appears rather 
suddenly in Europe at the very end of the + 12th century, and the search for immediate 
antecedents in Arabic and Indian spheres has still not proved successful. 

That the Chinese were the first to understand and utilise the directive property of 
the lodestone has traditionally been admitted, but strangely enough for entirely wrong 
reasons. From the Han onwards, Chinese texts, which we shall later examine, speak 
of the 'south·pointing carriage' (ting nan chili I or chih nan chMZ), the art of making 
which was continually being lost and revived. From the time of the Jesuit missionaries 
onwards, it was assumed that these were references to some form of magnetic com· 
pass,b but it may now be considered solidly established that the south·pointing 
carriage had nothing whatever to do with magnetic directivity. It was in fact essentially 
a self·regulating device, involving a system of gear.wheels such that a pointer would 
maintain an originally fixed direction by continually compensating for any excursions 
of the vehicle away from that direction. It therefore falls under the head of engineering, 
and it is in that context that we shall deal with it (Sect. 27e below). Much of the dis· 
satisfaction of modern historians of science with what have sometimes been called 
'the Chinese claims' has arisen from an inability to recognise the legendary c.)m· 
ponent in the early Chinese references to the south.pointing carriage. Contributors 
to the subject otherwise deserving much creditO:: have been completely at sea in 
approaching the Chinese literature owing to their lack of sinological competence, and 
the history of magnetism has therefore fallen into great confusion. There has also been 
the usual tendency to presuppose that nothing of real importance could have started 
outside Europe ; thus in 1847 Whewell d opened his discussion by saying, patronijingiy, 
• Passing over certain legends of the Chinese, as at any rate not bearing upon the 

• So muo::h of this is unsound that I shall make no attempt to give a o::omplete bibliography here ; 
reo::ourse may be had to Mitchell (I, a) by anyone interested in probing il. A review of the European 
opinions during the 18th and 19th o::enturies was given by SchU(:k (I), vol. 2, thirty years ago. His Iwok, 
however, is ... ther rare ; the only copy we o::ould find iii in the Hamburg Stutsbibliothek. 

b It is probable that the .:on fusion starlo::d muo::h earlier than the Jesuits. J>erhaps Chin Li_Hsiang,' 
in his hillorio::al work Thung Chi .. n Chhien Pi .. n,· about + u7S, was the first to make il. LiVing under 
the Mongols in the north. he was not perhaps oonversant with what had beo::n done undo::r the southern 
Sung. Heno::e Chhen Yin' in TCK/If, o::h. ', 911, b, followed by de GUlgnes (,) in + 178". 

" Such .. v. Lippmann (a) and Crio::hlon Milo::heU (I, a). 
d (I), vol. 3. p. 50. So alS(l Gerland (a). 
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progress of European science . . .  ' ;  though neither he nor anyone else succeeded in 
finding any precursors of European knowledge of the lodestone's directivity before the 
turning-point of + 1 190.-

The story of the magnetic compass in China b has recently been revolutionised by 
the contributions of Wang Chen-To (2, 4, S),e who has been able to explain a funda
mental text in the Lun Hing ( +  1St century) and to reveal a probable connection 
between the magnetic compass and the diviner's board of the Han peoplc.d In what 
follows we shall seek to show (a) that the first text clearly describing the magnetic 
needle compass is undeniably of about + 1080, i.e. a century earlier than the first 
European mention of this instrument, (b) that the declination (i.e. the failure of the 
magnetic needle to point to the astronomical north), as well as the directivity, is there 
mentioned, (c) that the declination was discovered in China some time between the 
+7th and the + loth centuries, (d) that the use of the needle. which alone permitted 
the construction of an accurate pointer-reading instrument, was the limiting factor for 
this discovery and belongs to the beginning of this period; and (e) that the original 
Chinese compass was probably a kind of spoon carefully carved from lodestone and 
revolving on the smooth surface of a diviner's board. Lastly, we shall suggest that it 
has a detectable connection not only with divination practices but with games such 
as chess. This original form was certainly known and used in the + 1St century, and 
may go back, as a secret of court magicians, to the - 2nd. The failure to elucidate 
this before has been partly due to the fact that scholars were searching for traces of the 
south-pointing vehicle when they ought to have been looking for the 'south-con
trolling spoon' (.wI nan shao t). 

The case of the earliest use of the magnetic compass in navigation is somewhat 
similar. It seems certain that by + I 190 it was in use in the Mediterranean, but its 
use is also spoken of in a Chinese text just under a century previously. A mistranslation 
of this text by earlier sinologists led to the persistent statement that it was then 
found only on foreign (Arab) ships trading to Canton, but this idea, as we shall see, 

has no basis. Something will later be said as to possible means of transmission; 
William Gilbert himself" thought that Marco Polo or a man of his time brought 

• The tide ha ... ing now turned, it is p(¢Sible for Mahdihassan (10) to seck 10 derive not only the 
Anobic word for magnet, but also the Creek word itself, from Chinese sources. But as his argument 
depends upon a Chinese tenn for the magnet which the Chinue themsel ... es never used, and which 
indeed was in ... ented ad hoc, it is singularly uncon ... incing. 

b There most commonly called chih "all chen,' the south-pointing needle. 
e Well summarised by Hsian!!: Ta (lI) and Li Shu_HuD (I). We ha ... e not been able to se" the papers 

by Chang Thai-Yen (I) and Chin Ching-Chen (l). The account by Chheng Su-Lo (I) is ",liable though 
... ery brief. Wu Nan_Hsiln·s book (I) has a good deal on magnetism, but it is not as original and valuable 
n his discussions of acoustics and optics. The only up-to-date accounts which ha ... e appeared in Western 
language. are those of Li Shu-HuD (a, 3). The English ... ersion is preferable to the French becallse 
slightly amplified and provided with the Chinese chaTactcrs. but the references in both are somewhat 
imperfect, and both appeared long altt< the present Sttlion was written. Cr. l'\eedham (39). 

d He has also succeeded in finding a number of imporL"nt texts which take the knowledge of the 
developed magnetic compass in China back to the middle of the + loth ccnlUry, and has placed us in 
his debt by many other disco ... eries of the greatest .... lue. 

e Followed by Mark Ridley and Gcorge Hakcwill. 

10 £j 
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it,a but this would have been a century too late. ' If the Chinese,'  wrote Gibbon, 
'with the knowledge of the compass, had possessed the genius of the Creeks and 
Phoenicians, they might have spread their discoveries over the southern hemisphere.'b 
In fact, that is exactly what they did.c 

(2) MAGNETIC ATTRACTION 

Let us first indicate briefly what was known in European antiquityd of the attractive 
power of the magnet.t' By the beginning of the Middle Ages it had been established 
that (a) the lodestone attracts pieces of iron, (b) it does so across a distance, (e) the 
attractcd iron adheres to the magnct, (d) the magnet induces a power of attraction in 
the attracted iron, which (�) it retains for some time. It had also been observed that 
(f) the magnetic influence would act through substances other than iron, and that 
(g) some magnets would repel some pieces of iron as well as attract them. The earliest 
observations on the magnet are supposed to have been made by Thales ( - 6th century), 
who explained them animisticaHy, but this has come down to us only through a quota
tion in Aristotle ( - 4th).! In the - 5th century Empedoc1es8' and Diogenes of 
Apolloniah also mentioned the magnet; but here again we have to rely on traditions 
relayed by Alexander of Aphrodisias, who lived at the beginning of the + 3rd century.1 
However, there is not much reason for doubting that these men, and Democritus 
their contemporary,J did indeed know of and discuss the magnet; the atomists seem 
to have been particularly interested in it. At any rate, all the fundamental properties 
mentioned above are described by Lucretius in the - 1st century,k while the earlier 
philosophers state no more than (a) and (b) above. In illustration of the power of 
transmission, he describes a chain of rings suspended in contact. His theory of 
attraction was that what we should call a vacuum was established between the magnet 
and the iron. 

I ' Scicntia Nauticae pyxidulae traducta videtur in haliam, per Paulum Venetum, Qui circa annum 
MCCLX. apud Chinas ancm pyxidi, didicil; nolim lamen Mclphitanos tanto honore privaTi. quod ab 
iis in mari mediterranto. primum vulgariler fabricata fuerit' (De lJ,1agneu, I, ', p . .. ). He is alluding 
in Ihe second half of Ihe sentence to Ihe elaim of Flavio Gioja of Amain; sec on, pp. 249, �89. 

b D«line and Fall, vol. 7, p. 95. He goes on to add: ' I am not qualified to examine, and I am not 
dispos�'(\ to belie"e, their distant voyages to the Persian Gulf, or the Cape of Good Hope . . . .  ' 

c Cf. Duyvendak (8) on the Chinese discovery of Africa. Gibbon was writing a linle rhetorically, since 
moll of the southern hemisphere is water. The Chme,e pushed at least as far as 10· lat. S., which 
left only Australasia and South Africa. On Australia sec Sect. Zge below. Cf. also Vol. 3, p. 274. 

<I A nOle here on the books most helpful in this study. Fakonct (I) and T. H. Martin (I) assembled 
all the referen«s to magnetism in ancient writers, and sketches of Ihe growth of knowledge aboUI such 
phenomena have been given by Kramer (I); Mitchell (4); and �Ioppe (z). Particularly useful is the 
book of Oaujat (I) on Ihe history of theories of magnetism and electricity. I have not been able to see 
Ihe paper of Kuwakt (I). Humanists will like the mtroduction of Biner (I). 

C Hevlcw of ancient European names for the magnet in Martin (I). ch. I. 

f Freeman. p. 49; Aristotle. De Amma, 405a t9. 
� Freeman. p. 190. 
h Freeman, p. l84; Martin (I), p. 53. 
i I cannot avoid remarking again that sinologists seem to be much more sceptical aoout traditions 

handed down after such long intervals than arc h,stonans of ancient occidental thought. 
J Freeman, p. 30<). 
k 1ft R�,. Nat., VI, 998-1088. 
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As in Europe, the magnet went by many names in China.a Its most usual one was 
tzhu shih, I the ' loving stone' (cf. aimant), generally combined in tzllU.�.b In spite of 
the usual austere philological viewpoint, one can hardly believe that in this case the 
phonetic was not chosen with semantic significance in mind. For example, another 
derivative, 'zllll,' means copulation or breeding, and those who first observed magnetic 
attraction in China must have thought of it, like Thales, in animistic terms. Hriian 
shih,4 the 'mysterious stone', later signified non-magnetic iron ore, but one cannot 
help thinl-.ing that originally it was a name for the lodcstone.c The attractive property 
is explicit in terms such as IIsie" thieh shills and IIsi thieh sllih ; 6 while niell shih 7 meant 
the stone which picks up pieces of iron as if with pincers. Most of these names (and 
there were others) go back to the Chin or at least the Thang. 

The Chinese literature, between the -3rd and the + 6th century, is as full of 
references to the attractive power of the magnet as the European.d There is nothing 
as far back as Thales, and the only one which might be contemporary with Aristotle 
is the statement in Kuti Ku Tzu, if it is genuinely Chou, which is perhaps unlikely. 
However, that in the Lii Shih Chlllln CMi" would be of the late -3ed century, about 
the same time as Archimcdes.e Shortly before Lucretius was writing, the Huai Nan 
Tzu speaks as follows : f 

If you think that because the lodestone can attract iron you can also make it attract pieces 
of pottery, you will find yourself mistaken. Things cannot be judged merely in terms of 
weight, (they have special and peculiar properties). Fire is obtained from the sun by the 
burning-mirror, the lodestone attracts iron, crabs spoil lacquer,fl" the mallow (khuei8)h turns 
its face to the sun. Such effects are very hard to understand . 

• Cf. Klaproth (1), p. 35. 
b In later timel thil word eame to be used for porcelain, but Wang Chen-To(z) Ihowl that thiswu 

never the case before the SCing. 
e Indeed Su Sung in the + 11th century says just this (Pin Tshao Thu. Ching, cit. in Thu. Ching 

Yell I Pin TJhao, eh. 4, p. 2a), following She" /1.'''''11 Pi" nhao Chillg. 
d For example; in Chhin or before; Kuti Ku Tzu, ch. l, p. I � a ;  Lii Shih Chilim Chhiu, eh. 4S 

(vol. I, p. 88); Ku(1" Tzu, ch. 77, p. lb. In Han : Iluai Nan 1'::.u, eh. 4, p. sb; eh. 6, p. 40; ch. 16, 
p. s a ;  Shih Chi, eh. �8, p. nb; eMun Chhiu Fan Lu, ch. 65. p. 40; J/uai Nan Wa" Pi Shu (TPYL, 
eh. 736); Chhlen Ha" Shu (I Wen Chih). ch. 30, p. S l a ;  LUll flifl/:. eh. 47 (twice). cr. Shm Nung 
Pin Tshao Ch'ng, quoted in J/sw Po if.'u Chih. eh. I), p. s a ;  cr. l\lori ed. ch. �, p. 57. In San Kuo: 
Win Chi Chiao Ch,h' of Tshao Tzu_Chien.'o In Chm: Kao Yu', commentary on the Lii Shih Chh,m 
Chlriu, ad Itx. Kuo Pho's note Tzhu Shih nan" (CSJlK, Chin Icx:t. ch. 1<101., p. 911) and his commentary 
on the Shan flai Chi"g. eh. 3, p. 6a. which mentions locatiolls of lodcslOne. Puo f'lm Tzu (Nt; Phim), 
ch. '5, p. 511 and clse"here (d. Wang Chen-To (l). p. 151);  IV" Shll, .:it. in Sm. K"o Chih. ch. 37. 
p. l a ;  Na .. Cho" f lVu Chih (in TPYL,eh.988). In Liu Sung: L,j Klmg Phari Chih L",," by Lei Hsiao," 
P. 4l. In Liang and Northern \Vei : Shui Ching Chll, eh. 19, p. s a ;  and Thao Hung_Ching's 1vli .. g 1 
P;�h Lu, in prK\f, ch. 10, p. 4a. 

e It saY': • I::hu shih chao Ihith, huo yi" chih yeh', '. the lodestone calls the iron to i�scl{. or attracts it. 
The word yin, however, is ambiguous and may be significant of lomething more; lee on, p. 256. The 
Chin eommell�alOr, Kao Yu, adds tha� mineral is the mother of iron, and the attraction is like that of 
mother and sOn. 

r Ch. 6, p. 4a, tr. auct. e cr. below, Sects. 33 and 40. 
h General term for rnalvaeeous planl! (Btl, 368). 
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Elsewhere the writer also says a that 'the lodestone flies upwards' (tzhu shih shang lei I), 
meaning that a small piece of magnetite could be attracted by iron held above it. The 
Greeks, on the other hand, thought that only the iron could move to the lodestone, 
and not vice versa.b In a third place, Liu An and his colleagues say:c 

Some effects are morc pronounced at short range and others at long range. Rice grows in 
water but not in running water. The purple fungus grows on mountains but not in stony 
valleys. The lodestone can attract iron but has no effect on copper.d Such is the motion 
(of the Tao). 

The LlIn lUng ( + 83) mentions the lodestone twice in ch. 47, and both passages link 
it with amber.e First: 

Amber picks up mustard-seeds and the lodestone attracts needlcs.f This is because of their 
genuineness, for such a power cannot be conferred on other things ; other things may resemble 
them but they will have no power of attraction. Why? Because when the nature of the chhi is 
different, things cannot mutually influence one another.1I 

Secondly : 

Amber picks up mustard-seeds. (Of course) the lodestone, the 'image-hooking stone ' h  
(kou hsiang ehih shih') is not amber, but it can also attract small things. Clay dragons (used 
in magic rain-making) are not genuine (dragons) either, yet they (have their effect because 
they) belong to the same category (of sympathetically attracting things).; 

Then in the San Kuo period, Yii Fan,J later a Taoist official and I Ching expert, said 
that he had heard that amber will not attract ' rotten' mustard, nor the lodestone 
' crooked' needles) 

The significance of Wang Chhung's remarks about mutual inAuence and sympa
thetic attraction in relation to the general Chinese concepts of' resonance ' and action 
at a distance will not be overlooked.k Thus it is interesting to find that about + 300, 
Kuo Pho, in his note mentioned opposite, used the words 

The lodestone attracts (lit. breathes in, hs;.) iron, and amber collects mustard-seeds. The 
chhi (of these things) has an invisible penetratingness, rapidly effecting a mysterious contact, 
according to the mutual responses of (natural) things (ehhi yu eMiClt thung, shu i ming hui, 
wu chih hsiang kan$). This really goes beyond any conceptions that we can form.! 

I Ch. 4. p. Sb (Erkes (I). p. 59). 
b Martin (I), p. 27. 
c Ch. 16. p. sa, Ir. autt . 
d So abo Tshao T2u-Chien says that it has no effect on gold. 
e The discussions include some remarks of Huan Than (d. +15) on the aubject (ef. CSHK, Hou 

Han sect .• eh. IS, p. 3b). 
f This word is worth noting; ef. p. 178 below. II Tr. auet. adjuv. Forke (4). p. 3So. 

tl. This is a very peculiar expression. I believe it may refer to the magnetised chess-men of Luan 1'1, 
which we shall discuss below, p. 316. I Tr. luel. adjuv. Forke (4), p. 352. 

J Sa .. Kuo Chih, eh. 57, p. I a, quoting IV .. Shl<. This was not very inspired, but again what is worth 
noticing is that needles are spoken of. Yil Fan was a schoolboy of twelve at the time. 

k cr. Vol. 2, indellO entries ; also Ho & Needham (a). I Tr. autt. adjuv. Klaproth (I), p. I'l�. 

' \t ll J: 1R " lJ *" Z l1  
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The words hsiang kan are reminiscent of discussions on resonance in acoustics, a and 
reactivity in chemistry.b 

In the Liang, Thao Hung-Ching said that the best lodestone came from the south, 
and that it would support a string of three or four needles hanging end to cod.C 
Elsewhere he is quoted as saying that the highest quality, such as was annually offered 
to the court, could suspend a chain of more than tcn needles and hold one or two 
catties (chin I) of iron knives, which might turn upon onc another but could not fall 
down.d One would hardly expect to find the beginnings of quantitative measurement 
of magnetic force in pre-Renaissance times anywhere, yet China in the + 5th century 
provides such an example, if what is reported of Lei Kung � really goes back to Lei 
Hsiao) of the Liu Sung himself.e In medieval times the therapeutic properties of 
non-magnetic iron ore were considered to be different from those of magnetite,and it was 
desired to distinguish the latter from Il$uan chullg shih4 and chung ma shilts which 
looked like it but had no magnetic properties and were sometimes rather toxic. Lei 
Kung said:r  

If  you want to make a test take one catty of the stone and see whether using all four sides 
it can attract an equal weight of pieces of iron-if so this is the best, and may be called 
yen nien sha6.g The sort which (in the same conditions) on all four faces attracts eight ounces 
is called IuU tshai shih7• h Again, that which will only attract about four or five ounces is termed 
(ordinary) lodestone (tzhu shihS). 

And presumably stones of less power graded into the category of non-magnetic ore. 
This mode of estimation. involving as it did the use of the balance, cannot be later 
than the Sung period ( + 12th century), texts of which often quote it, and may well 
be as early as the Liu Sung, more than five hundred years before. 

In connection with this we may take note of the interesting circumstance that the 
first statement of the inverse square law of magnetic force was made by J. A. Dalla
bella in Lisbon in 1797, using an exceptionally large lodestone presented to the King 
of Portugal over a hundred years earlier by the Emperor of China.' 

Another parallel between the ancient West and China was the growth of numerous 

• Pp. 1 )0, 161, 184. 186 above. b Se<:tion 33 below. 
" Ar. cited in the +7th-century Thang Ifsin HJiu Pi .. TsJwo, ch. 4, p. Qb, and in Th" Ching Yen I 

Pin Tshao, ch. 4, p. lb. 
d Ching Ln Pin Tsho.o. + Il49 ed .• ch. 4 (p. II I .l); + 1468 "d. ch. 4. p. l5 b. Su Sung used the same 

worda, ch. 4 (p. I n.I),  ch. 4, p. ::'7h respectively. 
e Fl. +450 to +470. 
f Ln Kung Phao Chih Yao Hsing Fu Chi�h, eh. 5 (p. 100), abo quoted in Ching Ln Pin Tshao, 

+ 1::'49 ed. ch. 4 (p. I I I .::.);  +14S8 ed. ch. 4. pp. l6aff. ; PTKM, eh. 10, p. 40 . 
• At first light this only means 'prolongation-of-life powder'. But there were at least two famous 

Han technicians with the name Yen Nien in the - lit century, 10 possibly the term derived from one or 
other of them. Cf. Se<:t. ::.8f below. 

h Textull variants read both wei" and mo I. instead of uhai. We Clnnot say which is right, and forbear 
from interpreting. 

I For this reference my thanks are due to Mr E. S. Shire of King's College. 
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legends about the lodestone. These took various forms, e.g. that there were certain 
islands which ships could not pass if they were constructed with iron nails, or gates 
which men could not go through if they were armed with iron weapons; alternatively 
it was thought that somewhere or other statues of iron floated in mid-air, suspended 
by magnetic attraction.· In the +2nd century Ptolemy wrote of these magnetic 
islands,b which (interestingly enough) he placed between Ceylon and Malaya, and we 
find exactly the same story in the Nan Clwll I Wu Chihc two centuries later. After
wards it was often repeated.d But probably the idea had its own forms of purely 
Chinese origin,e for the early descriptions of the glories of Chhang-an (Sian) say that 
the A Fang Kung,' one of the palaces of Chhin Shih Huang Ti, had whole gates made 
of lodestone in order to arrest those who tried to cnter with concealed weapons.r The 
use of such a device in the defence of a pass is referred to in the biographyg of a Chin 
officer, Ma Lung.1 The general notion of such gates seems to be connected with 
wider mythological ideas about ordeals and the escape from the mundane world.1I. 
Similar stories of magnetic mountains, islands and suspended images I occur in 
Arabic texts.J 

It was natural that the lodestone should find application both in alchemy and 
medicine. Sung medical booksk frequently speak of the opening of blocked passages 

• T. H. Martin (,), p. 3'1; Daujat (I), p. 36. 
b Geogr. vn, 3, 30. Also Palladius ( +  365 to +'430), De Brachmanibus, in Pseudo-Callisthenes, III, 7 ;  

ef. CoMes (I), pp. xxvii, 99ft 
e By Wan Chen. The passage it cited in TPYL, ch. 988, p. 3a, and many other places, e.g. Pin TSMO 

Thu. Ching, in Thu Ching Ytn I Pin TsMo,ch. 4, p. la. 
d As in Ihe flai Too I Chih Chai Liieh1 (Drid Selection of Lost ReC(lrd$ of the Isles of the Sea) by 

Wang Ta-Haj,- in + 179' ; the passage has been translated in Anon. (31), p. ,..... 
� We are not convinced, however. by the argument of Hennig (3, 6, 7) who thought that the legend 

could only have originated in a land (i.e. China) where some form of the magnetic compass was known. 
l! seems more likely that early European knowledge of Indian boats built with stitching or wooden pegs 
(cf. Sect. a9 below) may have had something to do with the maUer. cr. Peschel (I), vol. I ,  p. 44. 

t San Fi4 Chill. Shih' (Stories of the Three Districts in the Capilal), and San Fu. HIU1� Thu.(lllusuated 
Description etc.), ch. 4- (Kung) ; the lalter Chin, and the former at any ..ate pre-Thang. Funher in 
Shu, Ching ChI', ch. 19, p. 5 a, and in the Thang geog..aphical encyclopaedia of + 806, Yuan-Ho Chun 
Hlien Thr. Chill. 

I Chill Shrl, ch. 57, p. 3a. h Cf. Coomaraswamy (I). 
I The suspension of metal objects in the air, and even the melting of them in that condition by high

frequency curn:nta, have become practical possibilities in modern limes, and even find induluial 
applications (see Anon. la). 

J Cf. Ferrand (I). Some even locale the magnetic mountain. or islands in China; (or instance, the 
'Ajd'ib ai-Hind (Book of the Marvels of India), written by the sea-captain Buzurj ibn ShahriyAr al
R�mhurmuzl in +953 (cf. Mieli (1), p. " 7). The passage occurs on p. 9Z of the translation of van der 
Lith & Devic (I), and was noticed by Wiedemann (18). lluzurj wu particularly interested in magnets, 
it seems. He met a man (p. ,69) from China who told him that in that part of Ihe world there were 
lodestones for lead, copper and gold, as well as iron, and that they exerted their influence just as 
dr�tively across the wall of a pottery vessel. It is tlrange that time', mutations hive brought UI to the 
knowledge of non-ferrous magnets such as the "Ieusler alloys, now rather more Ihan fifty yran old, 
which contain mixtures of copper, manganese and aluminium. 

k E.g. the Jih Hua Chu Chia P�n Tshao ( + 970) by Ta Ming; the Sheng Hui }lsuan Fang' (+ 104-6) 
by Ho H�i-Ying;' the Jm Cha; Chih Chih FallK (Lun)O (+ u64-) by Yang Shih-Ying'· and the Chi Sing 
Fang " (+ 1267) by Yen Yung-Ho." Cf. SMllg Chi Tsung Lu., ch. 181, p. 4-a . 
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or the extraction of foreign bodies such as needles or arrow fragments by the use of 
lodestones-which suggests at any rate that even if the processes were more imaginative 
than successful. it was clearly realised that magnetic attraction acted through inter
vening substances other than iron.' It may be noted that magnets were much used in 
European medicine of the + 17th and + 18th centuries. though the background of this 
was distinctly mystical ib the medieval Chinese physicians here were simply trying to 
make use of the lodestone's attractive power for iron. Needless to say, it also played 
a part in the stock-in-trade of magicians and conjurers of all periods5 The Wu Tsa 
Tru I (Five Assorted Offerings) by Hsieh Tsai-HangZ ( +  1573 to + 1619). describesd 
an itinerant drug-seller who went about with a statue of the Goddess of Mercy, the 
hands of which were magnets; drugs mixed with iron powder adhered to them while 
others did not. 

On the whole it may be said that between ancient and medieval knowlcdge of at
traction in Europe and China there was nothing to choose. One finds less theory about 
it in China, perhaps because action at a distance was more congruent with the general 
Chinese world-view than with the Greek. Not having any theories as to the ' natural' 
motion of bodies seeking their ' natural ' places, the Chinese were not bothered by 
the kind of reconciliation for which Peripatetics had to seek. As Daujat (I) has shown, 
there was great difficulty in fitting magnetic attraction into the Aristotelian distinction 
between ' natural' and 'violent' motions, so much so that Aristotle said as little about 
the magnet as possible, and Alexander of Aphrodisias in the + 3rd century could solve 
the matter only by perpetuating a form of animistic theory. 

A particularly Chinese conception was due to the heresiarch Hermogenes, known 
because of Tertul!:a 1'S writings against him.e He believed that God had not created 
the world from nothing, but had organised all matter by acting upon it like a magnet. 
If this patterning principle had been immanent rather than transcendent there would 
have been no difference between it and the Tao. 

The nearest approach to a discovery of magnetic polarity in Europe was the observa
tion that in some cases a lodestone would repel iron. This was known to Pliny, to 
Marcellus (early + 5th century) and to Joannes Philoponus (early +6th)/ whom we 
have already encountered as the first proponent of the impetus theory in dynamics. 
But it was not carefully observed, and none of these writers realised that their effects 
were due to the approaching of two like poles. A proper understanding had to await 

• Among the more practical procedures were those whieh sought to recover needles or other small 
iron objects miSlakenly swallowed by children. A piece of lodestone the tile of a date kernel was wrapped 
in meat and collected the iron as it passed through the digestive tract. Or a piece of similar sileo 
threaded on • string, would ease the object out of the throat. Besides the .uthoritie. just given, there 
was the Chhieh Chung Fangl ol Chhien Wei_Yen' (the statesman, G37:l, d. +10:l9). All au quoted in 
CLPT, + u-+9 cd., eh . ..  (p. 1 1 1 .2); + 1468 cd. eh. 4, p. :l6Q; P'TKM, ch. 10, p. 6b. 

b "'''''oouon (I), vol. I, p. 199; Beckm.nn (I), vol. I,  p . .. 3 . 
.. Martin (I), p. So. 
d Ch. 6 . 
• C(,"I�Q Hennogenem, ch. 54; Daujat (I). p. 36; Martin (I), p. 64. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 293. 
f Daujat (.), pp. n, 46; Martin (I). p. 39. 
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the coming of the magnetic compass to Europe latc in the + 12th century. Similar 
observations may have been made in China. The curious story of the magnetised 
chess-men (see on, p. 3 1 5 )  has come down to us in several versions. The Huai Nan 
Wan Pi Shu, in Thai-Phing Yii Lan, eh. 988, uses the word chil, I to push away; and as 
preserved in Ssuma ChCn'sl Thang commentary on the Shih Chi, has the word ti,l to 
repel. The description in the text itself, both in Sltih Chi and Chltien Han Shu, says 
hsiang chllu chi,. i.c. the pieces ' mutually hit' each other. The word used in most 
texts for attraction is yi"S.' \Ve have therefore a hint that in China also repulsion was 
observed. 

(3) ELECTROSTATIC PUENOl\IENA 
Just as ancient and medieval Chinese knowledge about the lodestone paralleled that 
of the West, so also the fact that certain substances such as amber will, when rubbed, 
acquire an electric charge and attract small objects such as dried plant fragments or 
pieces of paper was known in both regions.b It is again Thales who is credited with 
the first of such observations, but this depends on a tradition transmitted by Diogenes 
Laertius as late as the + 3rd century.e It is certain that the electrum of Homer was 
an alloy of gold and silvcr, but after the time of Herodotus ( - 5th century) the word 
generally refers to yellow amber, and our ' electricity' derives from it. Plato, in the 
Timaeus, is the first to speak of the attractive power of amber in a text still extant, but 
of all the many authors who also do this, only Plutarch and Pliny mention that it must 
be rubbed beforehand. 

Greek amber was probably of Baltic origin, but most Chinese amber came from 
deposits of burmite in Upper Burma.d The Han histories saye that it was brought 
from Chi-Pin (Gandhara)and Ai-Lao(the Shan region of north Burma), not mentioning 
Persia or sources further west. Wang Chhung, the contemporary of Plutarch and Pliny, 
is one of the first to mention it,! and thc term he used, tun mOil,/> is likely to have been 
formed as a loan-word from some Shan or Thai language. Such is also supposed to 

• But see below, p. 257. 
b Martin (I), pp. 95, 139, gives a history of the ,tatements of Greek and Roman writers on amber and 

its el«'tro&t.uie properties . 
c I, 24. 
d See Laufer ('i). who took due account of older work such as that of Jacob ; and also Laufer (I), 

p. 521. Small amounts of European amber no doubt travcllcd castwards from t,me to time ovcr the 
Old Silk Road, lind in late timc. Formosa was an entrcpQt fOf Dutch tl1lde to China in the Baltic produet. 
Cf. Baker (I). Durmite has slighfly different physico-chemical properties from succinite, thc common 
amber, but is equally the fOl.il gum of conifcrs. !\Ialaya al50 contributed. 

e Chhitm Han Shu. ch. ')6A, p. I I  a ;  Hou Han Shu, ch. 1 IS.  p. ISh. Cf. Parker (2, 3). 
r Lun lling, eh. 47. A reference purporting to be from the Shm Nu.rg Pin 1iha() Ching, which may be 

of the Former Han, is preserved in fhi< Po IV" Chih, ch. <), p. sa, but the gcnuineness of this is 
doubtful for reasons given immediately below. The Shan flai Ching, eh. I, mentions amber under the 
name of yi< ph�i,' but the passage would be hard to date. Cf. Chang Hung-Chao (I), p. 62, on this and 
other words which seem to have meant amber in this tcxt and in I-Cuo Pho's comnlentary on it. 
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be the ongln of the more usual term hu pho '-the derivation from hu phO,l the 
f concreted soul of the tiger' being fanciful and late. About + 500, Thao Hung-Ching, 
in his commentary on the Ming I Pieh Lu, wrote that amber was fir-tree resin which 
had been buried for a thousand years, and in which entrapped insects might often 
be seen,a adding that there was a method of imitating it by heating hen's eggs with 
dark fish roe.b He goes on to say;C 

But only that kind which, when rubbed with the palm of the hand, and thus made warm, 
attracts mustard-seeds (ckieh J), is genuine. Nowadays amber comes from foreign countries, 
and is produced in those places where thefu-ling. grows ;d on the other hand everyone knows 
that amber may occur in any place, whether the fu-ling is there or not. 

The electrostatic test for genuine amber is still u�cd.e Wang Chhung and Vii Fan, 
who had mentioned the phenomenon, had not stated that the amber had to be rubbed. 
,In Europe, Alexander of Aphrodisias emphasised that while the lodestone would 
attract only iron, amber would attract any small or light bodies" So also Li Shih
Chen, much later, said that straw fragments or any small bits of vegetable material 
would do;g indeed, the word chie/i l had always had this wider meaning. After the 
I-Ian, practically all the pharmacopoeias mention amber and its properties.h But there 
was no real advance, any more than in Europe, until the study of electricity really 
began as a characteristically post-Renaissance science in the 18th century.' 

• Cf. Kirchller (I). b No doubt a yellowish_brown translucellt resinous rna$S could be produced in this way. Late 
encyclopaedias, such as KCCY, ch. 33, p. l2.b, quotillg Poi Sinh lIui Pim,$ a collcction of excerpts 
assembled by Wang Chhi� about + 1590, attribute the technique to the SIr�" Nu.'W Pi" Tshao Ching. 
But none of the modem reconstructions of Ihis anciellt work have an entry for amber at all. Accordillg 
to Li Shih-Chell (PTKM, ch. 37, pp. 9b) the iHi"g I PM, Lu is the first to mClltion it, and on the 
counterfeiting method there is Ilothing earlier than the words of Thao HUllg_Ching himself. 

C PTKM, ch. 37, p. 100, tr. Laufer (17). 
d This is the fungus PachY"'Q cocos, parasitic on the roots of pille-trees; d. p. 31 above. Under

atanding of the true nature of amber, and at the same time a belief in it1 association with plants parasitic 
Oil pille-trees, was quite general in medieval Chin(l; cr. the poem of Wei Ying-Wu' (G 2299) mentioned 
in Hui_Hung's' (Sung) Ling Char' YeJr Hua' (Night Talks in a Cool Library), ch. 4, p. 4b. Cf. Milla
kata (2.). 

e Sec Farrington (I). f Daujat (,), p. 2.3. 
Ir PTKM, eh. 37, p lob. 
h Reference has already been made above (p. 74) 10 sparks of Matie electricity. Crackling sounds 

were also reported as coming from amber in various Han and later passages; ef. Chang Hung-Chao (1), 
p. 62.. 

I The introduction of electrical knowledge into modem China and Japan would make an interesting 
"ory but it has not. so far as we know, been writtcll. Some of the pioneer works of the 18th century, 
1uch as Hashimoto Donni's Er�kiuru. Yokuu/$u, based mainly upon Dutch sources, have recently beell 
reprinted in historical collections. 
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(4) MAC�ETIC DIRECTIVITY AND POLARITY 

In entering upon this subject it may be well to pause for a moment to consider the 
incalculable importance of the discovery of the magnetic compass, as the first and 
oldest representative of all those dials and pointer readings which play so great a 
part in modern scientific observation. The sundial was of course far older, but there 
it was only a shadow which moved, and not a part of the instrument itself. The wind
vane was also older (cf. what has been said in the meteorological Section, Vol. 3.  
pp. 477ff. above). but there the possibility of precise readings on a circular graduated 
scale was absent in all ancient forms. In the armillary sphere, the sighting-tube or 
alidadc was moved to a position which was then read off on the graduated circles, but 
here the movement was made by hand, and the instrument was not self-registering. 
As we shall see, the limiting factor for making accurate readings was the introduction 
of the use of a needle as against the lodestone itself, and this implied another discovery 
of fundamental importance for science, namely that of an induction process. No 
apology is needed, therefore, for an attempt as thorough as possible to ascertain what 
was the oldest form of compass developed by the Chinese, and when its successive 
developments were introduced. That so fundamental an instrument did in fact spread 
so slowly is not difficult to understand once we realise that its original discovery took 
place in connection with the divination processes of imperial magicians; and that 
since it developed in an agrarian-terrestrial rather than in a primarily maritime 
civilisation, its use was for centuries limited to a specifically Chinese pseudo-science, 
namely Taoist geomancy, the minutiae of which were carried to a high level of refine
ment. The adoption of the compass by Chinese sailors was probably long retarded by 
the fact that all through the Middle Ages river and canal traffic predominated over 
ocean voyages. a 

Since the geomantic art necessarily enters this Section as a kind of intercurrent 
refrainb it may also be well to remind ourselves of what was said on the subject in the 
Section on the pseudo-sciences.c The term geomancy has other meanings in other 
civilisations, but for the Chinese it meant ' the art of adapting the residences of the 
living and the tombs of the dead so as to cooperate and harmonise with the local 
currents of the cosmic breath'.u Known as the science of 'winds and waters' (fing 
slmi'), it did not mean merely the winds of everyday life, but rather the cMi� or 
pneuma of the earth circulating through the veins and vessels of the earthly macrocosm . 
The waters too were not only the visible streams and rivers but also those passing to 
and fro out of sight, removing impurities, depositing minerals,e and like the chili 
affecting for go()d or evil the houses and families of the living, as also the descendants 
of those who lay in the tombs. The history of the magnetic compass is only under-

• For II. brier account of the history of Chinese long-distance navigation, see Vol. I ,  p. 179. and further 
in Sect. 29 below. 

b Pl'. 2�O(f .• 293ft, 307ff. 
<I The words are those of Chalky (7). 

c Sect. 1411 (6), in Vol. 2, pp. 359ff. 
c cr. es]><:eially Vol. ], pp. 637, 650. 
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standable in the context of this system of ideas, for this was the matrix in which it 
was generated. 

Of all the forms of divination, geomancy was perhaps that which became most 
deeply rooted in Chinese culture throughout the traditional period. It led to a minute 
appreciation of the topographical features of any locality, the forms of the hills and 
the directions and windings of the streams, the presence of woods and flooded rice
fields, the building of pagodas on conspicuous eminences and the contours of city 
walls. A wealth of technical terms, as yet very imperfectly understood,a was applied 
to the configurations of terrain, connecting tOJ:cther in many varying ways the Yang 
and Yin, the dragon and tiger, the earth, planets and stars. The protection of a site 
from harmful influences was always a malter of great importance, and the achievement 
of a balance of Yang and Yin forces, high cliffs and rocky masses setting off thickets of 
bamboos, rounded hills and placid lakes. A whole book could be written on Chinese 
landscape paintings in relation to FlIg-slmi principles. Purely superstitious though 10 
many t;espects they sometimes became, the system of ideas as a whole undoubtedly 
contributed to the exceptional beauty of positioning of farmhouses, manors, villages 
and cities throughout the realm of Chinese culture. Anyone who has visited the tomb
temples of the Ming emperors in their group of exquisite valleys north of Peking will 
know something of what the geomaneers, at their best, could do.b 

Thus the background history of geomaney is of some importance for that of the 
magnetic compass itself. There can be little doubt but that it was something which 
developed during the Warring States period at the time of the schools of philosophical 
magic when Tsou Yen was flourishing. The Kllall '/'ZII book, perhaps the product of 
the Chi-I-Isia Academy in the late -4th century, speaks of water as the blood and 
breath of the earlh, ' flowing and communicating within its body as if in sinews and 
veins'.c An early reference of importance is the remark of Meng Thien,! the builder 
of the Chhin Great Wall, just before his death in - 210 : ' I  could not make the Great 
Wall without cutting through the veins of the earth.'d The Shih Chi ( - 90) also 
mentionse a class of diviners called khall )'ii chia � (diviners by the canopy of Heaven 
and the chariot of Earth). Then in the Ilan the system was well under constructIOn, 
as we know from the diatribes of Wang Chhung against itf towards the end of the 
+ 1st century. Its consolidation took place in the San Kuo period.1I: We shall see 

• And indccd in d�ngt:r of totJI oblivion, sinct: the tradition is now dying so fast in contemporary 
China. 

b The series of tumuli and temples was begun in + 1409 for the Y ung-Lo emperor who moved up 
from Nanking. They stand on the southern-facing slnpes and bluffs of a Ixautiful ranij:c of 1'11\\s, ovCr_ 
looking the streams which flow southwards to the ncighbourhOQd of the capital. r\ d�m built in 1958 
is converting tht: main vaney into a lake in which they will be mirrored. Two geurmmcers ha'·e tradi
tionally the credit of Ihe siting, "'ang Hsien 1 from Shantung, and Liao Chhiung-Ching' from Chiangsi. 
Cf. Grantham (I). 

e Ch. )9. p. 1 Q. The whole chapler has been gi'·cn in translation in Vol. 2, pp. 42 ff. 
d Shih Chi, eh. 88, p. Sb. Cf. Bodde (IS), pp. 61, 64, 65. 
• Ch. 137, p. 7b. 
r Cf. Forke (.,). vol. t. p. 5)1. a� also Vol. 2, P. )77 abovc. 

� Scc the brief survey of the literature in Vol. 2, p. )60 above, and further. pp. 268ft'., 302 ft'. below. 
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Fig. 311. The gtomantic background to magnetical sc;ence : a selected topographic disposition of the 
early + '3th century. The caption says: • Map of the Ground, and Family Temple donated by Imperial 
Rescript to Tsou Ying-Lung, Optimus Graduate in the Palace Examinations.' In a region of hills three 
,Irtams join together at a point left of centre to fonn II. small river which floW$ away at the Jeft honom 
comer. The temple, hacked by two small lakes, faces the upper part of Ihc plan, with a view of the 
auspicious point (marked by a pavilion) at the tip of the hilly ridge sepanlling the two upper valle��. 
each of which contains numerous rice-fields. A similar auspicious situation WI.! shown and described in 
Fil;. 45 (Vol. l). Two bridges and a galeway in Ihe hills arc .150 marked. From Ti Li Cho Y.:; Fu. 
ch. 3. p. 13b. The rclation of this kind of drawing to phy.i"graphic map .m��ing (d. Vol. 3. p. s.6) is 
evident. Although the caplion ascribes him to tho: 'Ibang, TIOY YinIC·l.ung g.med his high honours in 
the Sung, between + 1195 and + '200. 
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before long how well this sequence of events fits in with what can be found out about 
the development of the successive forms of the magnetic compass. 

The rise of the compass seems to have led to the division of the geomancers from 
the Thang onwards into two schools. The 'gentlemen of Ganchow' (Kan-choa 
hsien-reng) stemmed from Chiangsi, following Yang Yiin-Sungt of that province�' 
they held mainly to the older principles, reasoning in their way on the shapes of 
mountains and the courses of rivers, mueh no doubt as their Han predecessors had 
done. The men of Fukien on the other hand, following Wang Chi 2 of that maritime 
region,b regarded the compass as all-important for determining the indications of the 
topography, but besides this they made more use of the kua of the Book of Changes, 
and the astrological element was more prominent in their ideas. Yang Yiin-Sung's 
chief work, the Han Lung Ching) (Manual of the Moving Dragon) certainly contains 
some astrology, but nothing about the use of the compass. Wang Chi's books appear 
to be all lost. 

The marks of this division are still evident in the Ming and ehhing literature,c 
If we take up a book such as the Ti Li Cho Yii Fu4 (Precious Tools of Gi.'omancy),d 
written by Hsii Chih-Mos about + 1570 and re-issued by Chang Chiu-II> and others 
in + 1716, we see that it follows the Chiangsi school, saying much of mountains and 
watercourses (cf. Fig. 32I) and relatively little of the compass.e The same is true of the 
Yin Yang Erll Cllai Chhiian Shu 7 (Complete Treatise on Siting in relation to the Two 
Geodie Currents), due to Yao Chan-ChhiB and dated + J744. Here the emphasis on 
pure topography includes an interesting variety of contour mapping (cf. Fig. 322) in 
a style which goes back to Thang delineations of the five sacred mountains. f But 
again there is little on the magnetic compass and orientation by its bearings.g By 
contrast the Ti Li Wu Chiieho (Five Transmitted Teachings in Geomancy), written 
by Chao Chiu-Fi:ng 10 in + 1786, is full of details about the use of the compass in 
selecting the most auspicious sites for tombs and buildings. Chao probably derived, 
then, from the F ukien school. 

The surviving literature on geomaney and the compass is quite large, but not as 
large as we would like it to be in view of the great gaps and obscurities which we shall 

• Fl. +874 to +888, according to the usual view. Bul some, luch u hi, editor of 189l, Li W�n_ 
Thien, place him in the Later Thllng dynasty, c. +9l3 to +936. 

b Probably born c. +990, as we seek to show on p. 30S below. 
C Further on this late geomantic literature see p. 300 below. 
d The expression Ti Li, more commonly used of geography. is also characteristic of books on 

geomancy. Dr Ho Kuang-Chung at the Univenity of Malaya, Singapore, has madc a collection of 
flng-�hui books with this type of title, and promises to provide a bibliography of them if requested. 
The largest pubillihed catalogue of geomantlc books is that of Chhien \V�n-llsyan (1);  cr. Wang Chen. 
To (S), pp. I loff. 

e This does not mean that Hay Chih.Mo neglec::ted the compass in other writings, on the contrary, 
his Lo Ching Ting Min Chen II Ind his 1.0 Ching Chien I Till' Chith " were entirely devoted to it. But 
the two method, were kept somewhat separate. r See Vol. 3, p. 546. 

II On the possibility that compass bearings were used for geographical map·making in the time of 
Shen Kua (late + lIth century), cr. Vol. 3, p. 576. 
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Fig. In. The gcornantic background to magnetical science: the balance of favourable and unfavourable 
influences in a hilly region. The caption says : 'How the Mrsterious Geodic Influences are distributed 
according 10 the COnlours.' Again several srnalJ streams combine to flow out through the gap on the 
left. The inscriptions within the diagram mark the prescnce and effectiveness of various kinds of (hhi 
classified according to the ilua of the ' Ching (d. Vol. a, pp. 304ff.). The basin in the upper half of the 
chart .seems thus to enjoy I favourable balance. The cartographica! convention may be compared with 
that in Vol. 3. Fig. :124. From Yin Yang Erh CJwi Chhiian Shu, eh. I, p. l:1.b. 
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still be facing at the end of this Section. It is to be feared that some of the most 
interesting facts about the development of one of the most important of all scientific 
instruments have perished for ever. While there may be a great deal of doubt about 
the traditional burning of the books attributed to the first emperor Chhin Shih 
Huang Ti,a the bonfires inspired by the Jesuits in the early + 17th century can enjoy 
no such benefit.b Li Ying-Shih,l whose conversion occurred in + 1602, was a dis
tinguished scholar particularly skilled in geomancy. In Matteo Ricci's words:c 

He had a rather good library and it took him three full days to purge it of books on subjects 
prohibited by our (churchly) laws, hooks which were very Ilumerous, especially on divinatory 
arts, and the most part in manuscript, collected with the: greatest assiduity and expense. So 
at this timt::, all of these, amounting to three trunks full, were committed to the flames, either 
in his own courtyards or publicly outside our own house . . . . 

Again, Chhij Thai-Su/ who was finally converted three years later, had originally 
made friends with Ricci under the mistaken idea that he would be able to help him 
in his alchemical studies.d When the break came: 

He sent to our house to be burned certain plates very beautifully carved which they use for 
printing books, together with three or four porters' loads of books of the doctrines of the 
schools, part printed and part manuscript awaiting printing, all of great value.c 

How tragic it was, and how paradoxical in view of the exceptionally learned nature of 
the Jesuit mission, that one of the most shameful of European aberrations, the ideal 
of 'holy ignorance', should thus have closed, perhaps for ever, some of the doors of 
knowledge on the origins of one of the greatest of all Chinese contributions to science.f 

Perhaps the most remarkable work which has ever been devoted to the magnetic 
compass by a Western scholar was the erudite letter addressed to Alexander von 
Humboldt by J. Klaproth in 1834; many of his conclusions still stand today.i But like 
all other nineteenth-century discussions, it was vitiated by the failure (mentioned 
already, p. 229) to distinguish between the 'south-pointing carriage' and the magnetic 
compass proper. H. A. Gilesh was probably the first to make a radical distinction 

• ce, Vol. I .  p. 10J. b Yet they seem 81ill to ha,'e the approbation of Cronin (I). p. 20). 
e From d'Elia (2), vol. 2, p. 262. Cf. Trigault (Gallagher Ir.). p. 434. 
d See d'Elia (2), '·01. I, p. 297. 
e From d·Eli. (2), vol. 2, p. H2. Cf. Trigault (GaU�gher Ir.), p. 468. 
r It will not do to say thai the Jesuiu were combating superstition in the capacity of ralionalists. 

They did not disbelieve in Ihe gcomantic art, they considered it diabolical. Sixty years later the Royal 
Society was slill taking such things seriously. hUI did not propose to destroy the written word, however 
untrustworlhy scientifically. 

/I Von Humboldt drew attention to them in many publicalions, e.R. ( I ), vol. I .  p. 187, (l), p. xxxvii. 
(3), vol. 3, p. 36. Following in the steps of Lcibniz (d. Vol. 2, p. 497), von Humboldt was the first who 
lucceeded in setting in motion a systematic world magnetic survey 'fronl China to l'eru'. The story 
has been laid by Kellner (I). 

h (5), vol. I, pp. 101, 219. 21-4, 
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between them, and to demonstrate that the former was a purely mechanical device;a 

this has been followed up by Hashimoto (3, I), Moule (7) and other workers. But 
understanding of the matter has still not penetrated to historians of science, and the 
reviews of Mitchell (1 , 2), which are the authority behind such widely trusted works 
as those of Chapman & Bartels (I) or Stoner,b have not only perpetuated the confusion 
but allowed it to prejudice the unbiased consideration of texts which undoubtedly do 
refer to the magnetic compass proper. c Others, such as Hoppe (I), grant the Chinese 
the compass in the + 1st century, but for the wrong reasons, since at the time he wrote 
the new archaeological discoveries of Wang Chen-To (2) had not been made. 

(i) Appearance of the magnetic compass in Europe and Islam 

The first thing to do is to notc the cxact dates at which knowledge of the magnetic 
compass first appears among the Europeans and Arabs. These dates were not clearly 
known to Samuel Purchas, whose remarks in the Piigrimes,d however, are worth 
quoting: 

The Vertue of the Loadstone, to be the Lead-Stone and Way-directing Mercuric thorow 
the World; Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastlls, Dioscorides, Galen, Lucretius, Plinie his Solinus • 
and Plolomee, Scholers of the highest Formes in Natures Schoole, knew not, though the 
Magncticall attraction of Iron be mentioned in their Workes. 

This invention some ascribe to Salomon ; which I would beleeve, if he had written of 
Stones, as he did of Plants; or if the Tyrians, whieh were almost the engrossers of Navigation 
in that Age, and were the Sea-men which Salomon used in his Ophyrian Discoveries . . .  had 
left any Tradition or Monument thereof to Posteritie; which could no more have been lost 
than Sayling itself; which the Greeks, Carthaginians, and other Nations. successively derived 
from them. Others therefore looke further unto the East, whence the Light of the Sunne, 
and Arts, have seemed first to arise to our World; and will have Marco Polo the Venetian 
above three hundred yeeres since to have brought it out of Mangi (which wee now call 
China) into Italy. True it is, that the most magnified Arts have there first been· borne, 
Printing, Cunnes, and perhaps this also of the Com passe, which the Portugais at their first 
entry of the Indian Seas found amongst the Mores, together with Cards and Quadrants to 
observe both the I-leavens and Earth.c 

Modern historians, however, have been able to draw the dividing line with much 
greater precision.' Their results may be summarised by saying that among the 

I It is true that Chalmers (2) had preceded him, some fifteen years earlier, but Chalmcn' views were 
bued not so much on an open-minded study of texts as on a conviction that the Chinese could nevu 
have had the intelligence to discover the directive properties of magnelt. 

b Or the historical accounts of Hitchins & jI,'iay (t) and May (�). 
e Even Sarton (vol. t, p. 764; vol. 2, pp. 24, 509,629; vol. 3, p. 714)did nOt speak e\earlyon this point, 

though giving to Shen Kua thc cr..dit he deserves (see on, p. 249). In view of what We shall see, Sarton's 
statements that the Chinese did nOI apply the compass 10 any rational purpose, and that the fint 
use in navigation wu by foreign sailors, rest on mistakes and eannut be retained. 

d PI. I, 13k. Ii. ch. t (i), p. 2. 
e In fact, there is no mention of the compass in J\"iarC() Polo. 
f Poggendorff(I); Libri-Carrucci (I); Libes (I);  von Lippmann (<I) ; Mitchell (I); Hennig (5); Schlick 

(2, 3, S, 6, etc.). Schilck (I), vol. 2, gives a long and elaborate aC(:Qunt of the earliest European mentiona 
of the compass. 
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Europeans the directive property of the lodestone was unknown to Adclard o f  Bath a 

in + 1 1 17. or any previous lapidary such as Marbodus. but is mentioned by Alexander 
Neckamb in + I l')O-and then by many others. such as Guyot de Provins c in + 1205 
and Jacques de Vitryd in + 1218.e After that comes the important treatise on the 
magnet by Petrus Peregrinus (Peter the Wayfarer, or Pierre de Maricourt)! in + 1269;  

one o f  the finest contributions to physics o f  the whole medieval period.g 
What Neckam said was this:h 

The sailors, moreover, as they sail over the sea, when in cloudy weather they can no longer 
profit by the light of the sun, or when the world is wrapped up in the darkness of the shades 
of night, and they are ignorant to what point of the compass their ship's course is directed, 
they touch the magnet with a needle. This then whirls round in a circle until, when its motion 
ceases, its point looks direct to the north.l 

And Guyot de Provins. in his satire, La Bible:J 

De nostre pere l'apostoilck 
Vousissc qu'il scmblast l'estoile 
Qui ne se meut; mout bien la voient, 
Li marinier qui se navoient. 
Par cele estoile vont et viennent 
Et lor sens et lor voie tienent; 
fls l'appellent la Tresmontaignel 
Celie est atachie et certaine; 
Toutes les autres se removent, 
Et lor leus eschangent et rnuevent 
Mais cele estoile ne se meut. 

Un art font qui mentir ne peut, 
Par la vertu de la magnette. 
Une pierre laide et brunette 
OU Ii fers volontiers se joint 
Ainsi regardent Ie droict point ; 
Puis, qu'une aiguilc I'ait touchie 
Et en un festu l'ont fichie 
En reaue la mettent sans plus 
Et Ie festus la tient desus. 

• Sanon (I), vol. 2, p. 16,. b Sarton (I), vol. 2, p. 385; M.y (5). 
� Sanon (I), vol. 2, p. 589. One of the first to draw attention to Guyot was the great nallal archaco_ 

10gilt Jai (I), vol. t,  p. 205. He hlll iometimel been identified with Hugues de Berey (cf. May, 3); the 
idea that he was .  Provcn�al seema to have been due to 8 mistake of lion Humboldt'. (SchUck (I), vol. �, 
p. �7). But he had been to the Holy Land and to Byzantium. 

d HulorUu HierOfolimitanoe, ch. 89; Klaproth (I), p. 14; Sarton (I), vol. 2, p. 671. 
• Another early reference i. in a lapidary written by a French Jew, Berakya hR-Naqda .... c. + 1195 

(Sarton (I), vol. 2, p. 349). According to SchUck (I), vol. 2, p. 30, there is evidence for the use of the 
compass in mining near Massa in North Italy shonly after + 1 zoo. 

f Sarton (I), vol. 2, p. 1030. 
• His contribution is excellently explained by O.ujal (I), pp. 79ft". The older authority on him was 

Bertelli(J), summarised in English by Hazard. Cf. Winter (4); Chapman & Harradon (I); Thompson (4). 
h De Notum Rerum, Ii, xcviii; ed. Viright, p. 183. 
J Tr. Bromehe.d (-4). J Cf. KlaprOlh (I). p. 41; Michel (6). 

k The Pope. 1 The pole.ltar. 
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Puis se tourne l a  pointe loute 
Contre I'estoile, 5i sans doutc 
Que jil. por ricn ne fausscra 
Et mariniers nul datcra. 
Quant 1a mers est obscure et brune, 
Qu'on ne voit estoile ne iunc, 
Dam font it I'aiguile alumer; 
Puis, n'ont-il garde d'esgarer. 
Contre I'estoile va 1a pointe, 
Por ce, sonl Ii marinier coiote 
De la droite voie lenir, 
C'est un ars qui ne peut fallir. 
MOUI est I'estoile belt ct clerc; 
Tel devroit estre nastre pere,a 

It is not necessary to quote later texts, which will be found in the literature cited.b 
The earliest Arabic references to the magnetic compass :lrc all somewhat later than 

the European ones.c In the Jiimi' al-f:likQyiil, a collection of anecdotes compiled in 
Persian about + 1232, by Mui:lammad al_'Awfi,d there is mention of sailors finding 
their way by means of a fish-shaped piece of iron rubbed with a magnet. Then, in the 
Kanz al-Tljiir, a lapidary written by Bailak al-Qabajaqie in + 1282, the writer describes 
the use of a floating compass-needle witnessed by himself in + 1242/ and adds that 
the captains who sail the Indian seas employ a floating fish-shaped iron leaf. There is 
no mention of the compass by astronomers such as Ibn Vunus (c. + 1007) nor by 
+ loth-<:entury geographers such as al-Mas'udi. Even in later Arabic literature 
references to it are not numerous; thus the lapidary of al-Tifashi ( +  1242) docs not 
speak of it, nor the encyclopaedia of al-Qazwini (c. + 1250). No Indian reference 
of any importance has been discovered.g 

Appropriately enough, Ibn I:Jazm discoursed on magnetism in his treatise on love, 
the Tauq al-lfamiima, and it has been thought that one of the poems which it contains 

• Perhaps a brief modernisation is neeenary. 'Our apostolic father ought to be like the Pole-Star, 
",hich never moves, and CRn well be s>:en by every navigating mariner. By this they go and come, and 
hold their right course; it is ealled the "tramontana" and i, fixed while ,u the othen. move. Moreover, 
there is an art which the lailors have, which cannot deceive. They take In ugly brown stone, the 
magnet, to which iron willingly :!I.ttachel ;I$elf, and touching , needle with it, they fix the ne«lle in a 
llraw, and flmH it on the surface of warer, whereupon it turns infallibly to the Pole_star. It makes no 
mistake about Ihis and no mariner doubts il. And when Ihe sea i$ all dark, and no ,lars nor moon can 
be seen, they light a lamp wilh which to ,ee Ihe needle, and Ihus they go not astray from Iheir course. 
This art IS unfailing, bright and clear is the Star; so also ought our Father to be.' 

b One of the earliest picture, of a nilor using the compass is claimed for Ihe Liv�" du Ilf"r1Jl!illu 
of + I )8S (figured by Feldhaus (2), p. 288). But it is more probably an astrolabe (cf. Sect. 'l.9/). 

C Cf. the review of Vemet (I). 
d Mieli (t), pp. 159, 263. A translation of the passage is given in Balmer (I), p. 54. 
e Mieli (1), p. 159. 
f Sarton (1), vol. 2, p. 6)0. 

II Sardar K. M. Panikkar tells me, however, of mention of the compass in Tamil nautical books 
attributed to the +41h century. This should be Ihoroughly investigated. According to Mukerji (I ), 
p. 48, an old name for the eomposs in Indio WO$ the ml'lcd,a_ya"tra (fish machine), Ihe magnet being 
in the shape of a fish and floating on oil. This is evidenlly akin to both Chinese and early European 
techniques, but no dating can be given to it. 
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may refer to the polarity of the magnet.- This would be important, if true, since 
Abu Mu}:iammad 'Ali ibn l:Iazm al-Andalusi lived from +994 to + 1064. The second 
chapter of his ' Book of the Ring of the Dove' has the following verse:b 

My eyes find nowhere else to look but at you, 
Like what happens with the lodestone (and the pieces of iron), 
Changing direction to right and left, in accordance with where you are, 
Or like as in grammar adjectives and nouns must accord. 

At first sight this might be interpreted as meaning that the girl was polar and her lover 
the lodestone always turning to her, but it is far more likely that in the writer's thought 
the girl was the lodestone, the attractor, and that his eyes were like pieces of iron 
drawn towards it wherever it moved. Thus it is most probable that Ibn l:Iazm knew 
of attraction but not of polarity. 

There have, of course, been claims for earlier European references, but all have 
been discredited (Mitchell, 1). One of them, however, is worth looking at, namely a 
manuscriptC of the Cosmography (so-called) of Asaph ha-Yehudi,d described and 
figured by Winter (1). If the statement about the compass was really in the original, 
it would be of the +9th century, but the MS. is in a + 14th-century hand, and the 
passage is undoubtedly a later interpolation. 

And thus at all times days and nights pass in order just as the heavens go round unceasingly 
from east to west under the two signs which are one in the south and the other in the north. 
And these never move from their places as the others do. And so sailors navigate to the signs 
of the stars which are there, which they call pole-stars (lromunlanmn), and the people in 
Europe and those parts navigate by the sign of the south. I can show that this is true. Take 
a diamond stone (lodestone) ; you will find that it has two aspects, of which one lies towards 
one pole and the other IOwards the other; by either of them the needle can be bound, and will 
point to that pole towards which the lodestone's aspect pointed. Sailors might have been 
deceived by this if they had not taken due care. And that these two stars do not move happens 
because the other stars which are nearer to the equator revolve in various circles, some shorter, 
some longer. 

Assuming that this passage dates from just after + 1300, it still has considerable 
interest since it suggests that some needles pointed to the south while olhers pointed 
to the north.e This is exactly what Shen Kua had said in the + 1 nh century, as we 
shall shortly sec. The expression ' locum tramontane septcntrionalis ', often found, 
shows that although the word 'ultramontane' had originally been used to designate 
the north pole, it could mean the south pole also. Haskins has drawn attention to the 

• For this reference I am indebted to Professor Juan Vernet of Barcelona. 
\) Cf. Arberry (ll, p. 33. A quite different discussion of the attractive power of the lodestone occurs 

in the same book, p. 26. It  was this to ""hich Wicdemann (17) drew attention. 
C Paris, Bib. Nat. 6556; tr. auct. I am indebted to Professor Christopher Brooke for checking this 

translation. 
CI Sinon (I), "01. I ,  p. 614. 
e A closely similar pauage is found in the works of Urunetto Latini, I celebrated Florentine gram

marian, wriuen about + 1�60 (text in Klaproth (Ij, p. 45). 

.... 
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words of Michael Scott, in his Liber Particulari! ( +  1227 to + 1 236), where he says 
that there are two kinds of lodestones, one of which points north and the other south.
This is exactly in the Chinese tradition. Sarton, moreover, tells USb that in most of the 
Arabic accounts, the south-pointing property of the lodestone or needle is regarded as 
more important than a north-pointing property; which again is suspicious of a 
Chinese origin. And, as is well known, the Persian and Turkish names for the compass 
mean 'south-pointer'.c Finally, it has been demonstrated in detail by Taylor (6) that 
compasses made for astronomers rather than navigators pointed south, not north, 
even as late as + 1670. 

Perhaps a word should be said about certain other relevant views. Winter (2, 3) 
and others have attempted to show that the Norsemen or Vikings had the magnetic 
compass at an earlier date than + 1 190, but this has been invalidated as the argument 
rested on interpolated texts.d Still, there is the evidence of the interpolator that they 
had it as early as + 1225. Another story widespread in the literature is that the 
compass was invented by Flavia Gioja of Amalfi about + 1300, but this also has no 
basis, except that he or some other Italian may well have been responsible for the 
amalgamation of the wind-rose, or some improvement of it, with the magnet to form 
the compass-card.': There have also been suggestions that medieval European churches 
were oriented by means of the compass, but this is a highly controversial subject, and 
the fact is as yet far from being established.! 

(ii) DeT.:elopmellt of the magnetic compass in China 

What, then, happened in China? We propose now to takc the basic text of Shen Kua, 
in the Ming Chili Pi Than, written about + 1088, i.e. a century before the earliest 
European mention of the magnetic compass, as our fixed point, and to work back from 
that, considering all earlier references to the directivity of iron magnets, as well as 
other Sung text�. This important passageg runs as follows: 

Magicians rub the point of a needle with the lodestone; then it is able to point to the south . 
But it always inclines slightly to the ..:ast, and does not point directly at the south (jail (Mallg 

• ' Item est lapis qui lua virtute trahit ferrum ad se ut calamita et ostendit locum tramontane 
leptentrionali.. Et est aliu, lapi, generi, calamite qui depdlit ferrum a Ie et demon$lrat partem tra· 
montane austri.' l'laskins (I). p. 29-4. b (I), vol. 2, p. 630. 

C Klaproth (I) pointed out other suspicious facts. Both Albertus Magnus and Vincent of Beluvais, 
in desnibing the compass. used the 'Arabic' words apllTon and zoh,on for north and south. Jacquel de 
Vitry said the lodestone came from India. d Sec Solver (I); von Lippmann (z) and Marcus (1,4). 

t Sarto" (I), voL 3, p. 71S .  The subject was elChaustivC\y discussed by Schlick (.), vol. 2, pp. loff. 
and Breusing (.). Yet in spite of crucial Chinese evidence which has b«n available in Europe for more 
than a century. many writCIll, e.g. Motzo (I) and Taylor (9), have continued to favour the Am.lfilan' as 
the first discoverers of magnetic directivilY. 

f The most recent -,udy, that of Cave (I), who measured 6-42 churches. yielded a Gaussian distribu
tioll curve with two peaks. one due east and another a few degrees north of it. This was thought to be 
probably due to orienting to sunrise at particular times of the year (other Ihan the equinolCes) when the 
foundations were fi�t marked out in each case. Compass declination was hardly possible since the range 
of the distribution was so wide. See, however. the different problem of Chinese city plans. p. 3 1  a below. 

$ The first sentence of it was given by Klaproth ( ' ,  p. 68) in 1834. aftd the whole by Biot (14) ten 
years later. On Shen Kua himself see Vol. I ,  pp. 13Sff. and many references in Vol. 3 .  Biographical 
infonnation will be found in Holtman (I). 
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wei' phien tung, pu chhiian nan yeh I).a (It may be made to) float on the surface of water, but 
it is then rather unsteady. It may be balanced on the finger.nail, or on the rim of a cup, whare 
it can be made to turn more easily, but these supports being hard and smooth, it is liable to 
fall off. It is best to suspend it by a single cocoon fibre of new silk attached to the centre of 
the needle by a piece of wax the size of a mustard·sced-then, hanging in a windless place, 
it will always point to the south. 

Among such needles there are some which, after being rubbed, point to the north. r have 
needles of both kinds by me. The south· pointing property of the lodestone is like the habit 
of cypress·trees of always pointing to the west. No one can explain the principles of these 
things.b 

Moreover, the same book contains another, less well known, passage: 

When the point of a needle is rubbed with the lodestone, then the sharp end always points 
south, but some needles point to the north. I suppose that the natures of the stones are not 
all alike. Just so, at the summer solstice the deer shed their horns, and at the winter solstice 
the elks do so. Since the south and the north are two opposites, thcre must be a fundamental 
difference between them. This has not yet been investigated deeply enough5 

Here, then, we have not only the undeniably earliest dear description of the 

magnetic needle compass in any language, but also a ciear statement of the magnetic 
deciination. Some Western historians of science have been willing to recognise this, 

for example Cajori (5), although it greatly antedates the traditional time of the 
discovery of deciination, by Columbus in + 1492.d The two kinds of needles men· 
tioned by Shen Kua may of course have been magnetised at different poles of the 
lodestone, but there may also have been another origin for this traditional idea (see on, 
p. z(7). The analogy with cypress·trees can only have rested on local observations of 

curvature due to prevailing winds. e 

Wang Chen-To (4) has pointed out that some of Shen Kua's experimental condi
tions indicate a considerable amount of careful investigation. The use of a single 
thread only for the suspension would avoid twisting effects. That the thread should be 
of silk meant that it would be a continuous fibre, unlike a thread of hempen yarn 
(cotton was almost certainly not known in China in his time), in which shorter fibres 
would be spun together under tension. That the silk thread should be new would 
imply an evenly distributed elasticity . 

• 1 shall never forget the excitement whieh I experienced when I first read these words. If 'lny one 
text stimulated the writing of this book more than any oth ... r, this was it. 

b eh. "-4, palll. 1 8 ,  Ir. auel. adjuv. Klaproth (I); Biot ('of); Wylie (II); Hirth (3). Cf. Hu Tao· 
Ching (1), vol. ::I, pp. 768ff. 

" Appended chaptcrs, eh. 3, para. 19. tr. auct. 
d Not so Mitchell (lI), however, who urges that the tendency of the needle 10 point to the east of 

Kluth. described by Shen Kua, was merely 'an accidental result due to imperfect support or suspension'. 
The spirit in which lome European. approach Chinese texts i. exquisitely shown by hi, eomm"nt on 
th" whole Shen Kua passagc:-'There i, no immediately apparent ground on which Ihis can be dis. 
credited' (Mitchell, I). 

e The directivity of the cypress must hllve been widely believed at the time since it is mentioned 
in other books, e.g. the Phi Ya' (A Heap of Elegances) by Lu Tien,' written just ten years after Ihe 
Mlng Chhi Pi 1"han. 
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Sheo Kua's description of the compass, and of the needle's declination, was written 

just over a hundred years earlier than the first occidental mention. It will be convenient 
to divide the other noteworthy Chinese texts into several groups. First we must 

consider all texts down to the end of the Sung which describe or hint at the use of 
iron magnets, whether in needle shape or not. It will be found that this subject cannot 
be separated from the persistent use of the lodestone itself in various developed forms. 
Pushing back the analysis, we shall come, secondly, to the earliest techniques which 
made use of the directive properties of pieces of magnetite. In a third group of texts, 
we shall be concerned with the first date at which the use of the compass in navigation 
by Chinese sailors is mentioned. In yet a fourth group, we must study those which 
bear upon the problem of the discovery of the declination. 

Before proceeding upon our backward course, however, there is one statement of 
much interest to detain us, though written a little later than the remarks of Shen Kua. 
It comes from one of the Pen Tshao compendia-still many decades before the first 
European mention. 

(iii) Sung compasses, wet and dry 

In the Pen Tshao Yen I '  (The Meaning of the Pharmacopoeia Elucidated), a work 
which dates from + I 1 16, Khou Tsung-Shih 1 says:a 

Lodestone (tzhu shihl) is somewhat purplish in colour,b and its surface is rather rough. 
It 'inhales' needles or (small pieces of) iron, which may adhere to one another in serial 
attachment-hence it is commonly called 'the stone which attracts (or compels) iron (hsieh 
thieh shih .).' Hsiian shih 5 is another kind of lodestone dark or black in colour, but smoother; 
its medical use is more or less the same though with slight differences, so one must know that 
there are two kinds (and how to distinguish them). When one rubs a pointed (iron) needle 
(upon the lodestone) (proper), it acquires the property of pointing to the south, yet it inclines 
always towards the east (jan chhang phien tung6), and does not point due south. The (best) 
way is to attach a single fibre of new silk (fresh from the cocoon) to the middle of the needle 
with a very tiny quantity of wax (lit. a piece half the size of a mustard-seed). When this is 
hung up in a windless place it always points to the south. Again, if one pierces a small piece 
of wick (pith or rush)c transversely with this needle, and floats it on water, it will also point 
to the south, but will always incline (to the east) towards the compass-point Ping1 (i.e. 
S. IS° E.). This is because Ping belongs to the principle of Fire, and the points Kengl and 
Hsin9 (in the west), which belong to Metal (the needle being or metal), are controlled by it.d 
Thus its (declination) is quite in accord with the mutual influences of things (wu Ii hsiang 
han 10) • 

• Ch. 5. p. 5", tf. auct. ; adjuv. Klaproth (I), p. 68. 
b U Shu-HuB (:z) is right in fe.ding Ii" instead of mao" here, with the Tao Tlang edition of the tCIt. 

But the mistake began at lent in the + 15th century and not with Li Shih-Chen, as may be seen from 
the + 1468 edition of the CMng Lri Pill Tsnao. 

C Rush wick! were common in Chin., especially JrmCU$ ef/lw4 (R696), the tl"8 hs; .. tshao." 
d According to the principle of Mutual Conquest in five-dement theory (ct. Vol. 2, p. 257) Fire 

dominated Metal, since met.1 could be melted by fire. Khou Tsung_Shih's thousht was that while a 
metal needle .hould naturally point to the west, the preponderant influence of Fire, usociated with the 
south, drew it off to that direetion. 

' * .o;. 1fi a  
6 t.\. � \Q *  
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At first sight this passage· seems to be but a repetition of what Shen Kua had said 
thirty years earlier, but two things were added. Khou Tsung-Shih gives what was 
long supposed to be the earliest known description of the water compass,!> so charac
teristic of all the oldest (but later) European accounts. Secondly, he not only gives 
a quite precise measure of the declination, but adds an attempted explanation for it.c 

Actually, Khou Tsung-Shih was far from being the first to describe the water, or 
floating, compass. Until Wang Chen-To (4) noted it, everyone had overlooked a 
passage in the great compendium of military technology. the Wu Ching Trung Yao,1 
edited by Tseng Kung-LiangZ and finished in + l04+ Here the writer says:d 

When troops encountered gloomy weather or dark nights, and thc directions of space could 
not be distinguished, they let an old horse go on before to lead them, or else they made use 
of the south-pointing carriage, or the south-pointing fish (chih nan yii l) to identify the direc
tions. Now the carriage method has not been handed down, but in the fish method a thin 
leaf of iron is cut into the shape of a fish two inches long and half an inch broad, having a 
pointed head and tail. This is then healed in a charcoal fire, and when it has become thoroughly 
red-hot, it is taken out by the head with iron tongs and placed so that its tail points due north 
(lit. in the Tzu. direction). In this position it is quenched (chan shus) with water in a basin, so 
that its tail is submerged for several tenths of an inch. It is then kept in a tightly dosed box 
(i mi chhi shou chih6).t: To use it, a small bowl filled with water is set up in a windless place, 
and the fish is laid as flat as possible upon the water-surface so that it floats, whcreupon its 
head will point south (lit. in the Wu7 direction.). 

This statement is full of interest. The fish-shaped iron leaf must have been slightly 
concave so that it would swim like a boat (see Fig. 323 showing Wang's reconstruction). 
Though Wang Chen-To supposed that the writcr's failure to mention rubbing the 
iron on a lodestone was due to the desire to keep a military secret, such a suggestion 
is unnecessary. When a piece of iron is allowed to cool rapidly through the Curie point 
(600--700°) while oriented in the earth's magnetic field, the metal (especially if steel) 
will be magnetised. It seems extrcmely probable that this phenomenon, now called 
thermo-remanence. was known to these Sung tcchnicians ; and though the magnetisa
tion might be weak. it had the great advantage that it could be induced in the absence 
of a lodeston.e. r 

I Repeated almost verbally about + 1<180 by Chh�ng Chhi" in his San Liu IlJUan Tsa Chih" (Three 
Willows Miscellany), who adds that such compas�s were widely used by geomancers. b As de Saussure (35), p. 39, rightly pointed out. 

e This further disproves the belief of Mitchell that the declination wos not understO<Xl to be a 
conslant and distinct phenomenon. \Vhether Shen and Khou really thought Ihal ;t was not seen when 
the needle was suspended, instead of being supported or floated, a$ would follow from an absolulely 
lileral interpretation of their texts. is not certain. and seems to me doubtful. 

Ii IVeTY/CC, eh. IS, p. tsb;  If. aucl. e This direction might mean that Ihe magnetised ' fishes' should be kept in a small box with a lode
stone floor; such, at any rate, wu a method which has continued in use until Ihe pruent time. It is 
kno,,":n as' nourishing Ihe needle' (yang thtn !a '0), and \Vang Chen-To himself saw it in use in Anhui 
provmce. 

r Thermo-remanence was of course known 10 William Gilbert, who illustrated the forging of a Slcel 
rod in thc direction of thc earth's field (cf. Andrade, z). 
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Fig. 323. Early forms of magnetic compass: the fl1»ting fish-shaped iron leaf dClCribed in the W .. Chi", 
Trung Yao (Chhien Chi). ch. 15. p. ISb (+ 1044). After Wang Chen-To (4). 

That heating destroys magnetisation must have been long known in China; it is 
mentioned in the Wu Tsa Tsu of + 1600.- W. A. Harland (I) described a Cantonese 
formula of 1816 for making needles for magnetisation,b which consisted in heating 
them to the highest degree of a charcoal fire for seven days and nights together with 

• Klaproth (I). p. 97. And in the Waka» Sanzai Z,u passagc quoted below. p. 275-
b It was taken from the Th,,'W Thien Hsiao' (Book of Ceneral Information) compiled by \Vang 

Hsiang-Thang.· The content of this dates from the last yurs of the 18th century, but it was often 
reprinted (18.6, .837, .856). 
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vermilion, orpimcnt, iron filings, cock's blood,· etc. Heating alone would have done 
just as well for destroying spontaneous small magnetic fields and so improving later 
overall magnctisation. Perhaps the method was part of a steel-making process,b and 
as no lodestone is mentioned it may well be that the old discovery of cooling in the 
earth's magnetic field was still being used. Charnock,e the historian of naval archi
tecture, repeated in 1800 rumours that the Chinese were ' not tormented by the 
variation of the needle', and that ' their needles do not receive their virtue from the 
loadstone', but by heating according to the formula just mentioned. Some thought 
that the former property was the result of the lalter treatment, but Charnock justly 
agreed with Darrow (see p. 290 below) that it was due more likely to the excellent 
method of suspension. 

A word must be said on the date of the passage about the hollow fish. Though the 
preface of the Wu Ching Trung Yao is dated + 1040, and the imperial preface + 1044, 
it seems very likely that the description of the ftoating·compass cannot be later than 
+ 1027. For it was in that year that Yen Su,! as we shall see,d succeeded in constructing 
a south-pointing carriage, and since our writer cannot have been unacquainted with 
technological developments in the government workshops, he would hardly have 
said that the method of the south· pointing carriage had not been handed down. He 
may, of course, have been copying from some source earlier than + 1027, but in any 
case the existence of the fioating·compass seems clearly established for the first decades 
of the + 11th century, and in all probability would go back to the later part of the 
+ loth.e The fish form is particularly to be noticed in connection with what we shall 
shortly see regarding the first beginnings of the compass as a spoon. That the floating 
fish.shaped iron leaf spread outside China as a technique we know from the descrip
tion of Mul.lammad al-'Awfi just two hundred years later.' 

Tseng Kung-Liang appears once again in history in connection with a fish, in this 
case a symbolic onc. The SUllg Shih saysg that in + 1072 hc set up a bronze fish 
talisman over onc of the gates of the capital.h Perhaps this was using the south
pointing fish as a m:lgic design or ornament to indicate that the gate was directed truly 
to the south . 

• This speaks for the anliquity of the proeess, since the ingredient was so prominent in the Hu.ai Nan 
Wan Pi Shu (d. p. :178). 

b See Seet. 30d, and Needham (p). 
c (, ), vol. 3, p. 399. 
d In the Sl-<:uon on mechanical engineering, Sect. 37t below. 
e This is the date of the importan! figure of Wang Chi' (p. 30S) I.nd the editors of the Thai-Phing 

Yii La .. encyclopaedia, to whom we must thonly pay attention (p. 374 below). They aU�1I the use of the 
needle itself just at this time. 

r AI_'Awfl gave a first-hand eye-witness account of a captain wilh whom he sailed taking a hollow 
piece of iron �haped like I. floating fish, and laying it on water in a basin. It pointed in the Qiblah 
direction (south). The cl.ptain explained that when rubbed with the lodestone the iron naturallr had 
this property (sce W,cd<:mann, 8). Cf. above, p. 347 for the similar men!ion of 8ailak ( +  '343). 

Ir Ch. 15, p. 7b. 
h Ching chheng mill thung yiifu.l 
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It seems certain, however, that while these things were gOing on, the use of 
magnetite itself persisted in other forms of compass. These are described a in the 
Shih Lin Kuang Chi I encyclopaedia (Guide through the Forest of Affairs), written 
by Chhen Yuan-Ching.z This book cannot be exactly dated ; though first printed only 
in + 1325, it was compiled at some time between + 1100 and + 1250, probably after 
the move of the capital to the south in + 1135. In his section on the magical arts of 
the Taoist immortals (slum hsien huan shu J), he wrotc:b 

They (the magicians) cut a piece of wood into the shape of a fish, as big as one's thumb, 
and make a hole in its belly, into which they neady fit a piece of lodestone, filling up the 
cavity with wax. Into this wax a needle bent like a hook is fixed. Then when the fish is put in 
the water it win of its nature point to the south, and if it is moved with the finger it will return 
again to its original position. 

Fig. 324 shows Wang Chen-To's reconstruction of this little objcct.c The text goes on 
to say: 

They also cut a piece of wood into the shape of a turtle, and arrange it in the same way as 
before, only that the needle is fixed at the tail end. A bamboo pin about as thick as the end of 
a chopstick is set up on a small board, and sustains the turtle by the concave under-surface 
of its body, where there is a small hole. Then when the turtle is rotated, it win always point 
to the north, which must be due to the needle at the tail. 

This is of great interest, because it indicates that the dry suspension from below was 
known during the Sung period. The reconstruction is seen in Fig. 325. We shall later 
find (pp. 29Off. below) that the floating compass remained more popular among the 
Chinese during the following centuries, however, and that its supersession by the dry 
suspension was connected with European maritime influence. But nevertheless the 
first dry suspension was Chinese. In both the types just described, we should note 
again the significance of fish and turtle shapes in relation to the spoon shape. What is 
particularly interesting is the association of a needle with the lodestone, not as a 
' detached' pointer, but for making more precise, as it were, the orientation of the 
lodestone-carrying object. 

I A� Wang Chen-To (4) has pointed out. 
b Ch. 10, Ir. aUCI. Only in Ihe + t 325 edition, not in Ihose of + 1)40 and + 1478. 
C Somelhing very similar was described by al_ZarkhOrl al-Mi$fl in a MS. dating from + 1 399 

.ummori�cd by Wiedemann (8). It was a 'fish' of wood carrying II magneti8ed rod or necdle of iron, 
and so floatin�. If any Muslim objected to images of animals, Ihe lacquered wood was painted with the 
form of a rniQ,6b (prayer ap�e). Here again we see the spread of • precisely identifiable Chinese 
technique. Experimental verification of it was carried out successfully by SchUck, Ritter & Vollmer 
(in Schuck (1), vol. 2. p. 54). Schuck found some of the proxedure. of Petnu Peregrinus more difficult 
to repeat. Another laIC Arabic work which needs further investigation is the Ru61aftjf Ma'ri/aft Bait 
al-Ib,aft (Treatise on the Knowledge of the House of the Needle) by Abo Zaid 'Abd al·Ral;mllln a1-
Tiljnrl (d. + 1590). A MS. is in the John Rylands Library at Manchcster. 
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Fij'. 3"4· E.rly (onns of magnetic compass: the Roating wooden fish eontaining lodestone and needle 
de.eribed in the Shih Lin Kunng Chi. ch. 10 (c. + 1150). After W.ng Chen-To 14). The lodestone and 
the projecting needle pointer are fixed in place by WIX. 

(iv) References in the Thong and earlier 

Of reliably Thang references to the magnetic needle we know none, but there are 
many in texts which were afterwards ascribed to the Thang,' for instance, the CMing 
Nang Ao Chih I (Mysterious Principles of the Blue Bag, i.e. the Universe) by the 
famous geomancer Yang Yun-Sung.2 It is much to be wished that some scholars would 
thoroughly examine the early geomantic texts so that literary evidence could be com
pared with internal evidence of a scientific nature, and approximate datings established. 

Another research which should be undertaken is the systematic examination of 
Sung and Thang encyclopaedias and dictionaries for references to the lodestone and 
the magnetic needle. Klaproth stated long agob that a reference to the magnet was to 
be found in the Shuo Win, the great dictionary completed in + 121  by Hsu Shen. 
The words he found were Shih ming kho i yin chen l (The name of a stone which will 
'yin' the needle). Many have subsequently pointed out quite correctly that this phrase 
does not occur in the original Shuo Win, as reconstituted by later scholars. De :::;aus-

• And may really be of chat date. b (I). p. 66 . 

' . . ..  :i 
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sure, however, attributed a much significance to the fact that it does occur in the early 
Sung edirio princeps edited by Hsu Chhuan! in + 986, from which it was copied by 
most later dictionaries; he laid weight on this because he accepted the translation which 
Klaproth gave for yin, i.c. 'the stone which will give directivity to the needle', This 
raises the question of the senses which the word yin can bear. As we saw above,b it was 

Fig. 315. Early forms of magnetic compass: the dry.pivoted wooden turtle conttining lodutone and 
needle described in the Shih Lin Kuang Chi, ch. 10 (co + 1 150). Afler \Vang Chen.To (4). Above Idt, 
seen from above ; below left, from the side; above right, median saginal section; below right, CfOSS-
5ectioll. The lodeuone and the projecting needle pointer arc again fir.ed in place by wax, and the object 
is free to rotate upon a sharpened bamboo pin. 

perhaps the commonest expression used in ancient texts (such as the Lu Shih Chhun 
Chhiu, the Huaj NaT: Tzu, the Lun Heng, and Tshao Tzu-Chien's note,e all of which 
have it) for what have generally been regarded as statements of attractive power only. 
fiut the word is a little ambiguous. 1 ts original meah;ng was to pull or draw a bow, 
hence to pull up a fish or to attract, or to light a fire. But it also came to mean to lead, 
conduct, introduce or present, to derive, to propagate. to induce or to extend. even to 
prolong. There seems therefore no reason why it might not have meant, at some 
periods, the extension of directivity to the magnetised needle, as well as the attraction 

• (Js), p. 23· 
, It n 

b P. 237. e P.232 . 
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of the needle to the lodestone. One way of elucidating the matter further would be to 
draw up a statistical table of all those texts which speak of iron, as against those which 
say specifically needle. This we shall present below. Of course, there is also the 
possibility that some Sung or Thang dictionaries may be morc explicit, and so justify 
morc fully a Thang date. 

It has often been pointed out that if the magnetic compass had been used for 
navigation in or before the Thang, there should have been some mention of it in the 
numerous accounts of the pilgrimages of Buddhist monks to India.· No such mention 
has yet been found.b At that time the compass may well have been purely geomantic 
and not nautical. However, it must be observed that in this literature there are 
references to the 28 hsiu (lunar mansions) as azimuth points-thus I·Ching, leaving 
Canton in + 671, sailed in the direction of the luiu l' and Chen Z (d. Table 24 above),c 
These arc still placed on Chinese compasses (Fig. 326 below) and would indicate the 
region from S. IS° E. to S. 45° E. The implication is that the 'wind·rose' of the sea· 
captains of Thang times followed closely the cosmological principles embodied in that 
ancestor of the magnetic compass, the shih or diviner's board. Indeed this is so old 
that in all probability the mariners of the Han had also been acquainted with it. 

In this connection it is also to be noted that no mention of the mariner's compass 
has so far been found in the accounts of China during the Thang dynasty written by 
Arab travellers. Such negative evidence can carry but limited weight, for in all ages 
Chinese ships carried Taoist priests, and the use of the floating needle may well have 
been regarded as a numinous secret which would not readily be revealed to foreign 
merchants. It is interesting to remember that this negative evidence played a part in 
the Jesuit controversies of the 17th and 18th centuries.d One of their opponents, 
Eusebius Renaudot. published in + 171B a translation of the voyages of Sulaiman 
al-Tajir (in China around +BSI)e and Ibn Wahb al·na�ri (in China around + 870),t 
as completed in the Silsilat al·TawiiTlkh of Abii Zaid al·1:Iasan al-Sirting (+920); 
with the object of minimising as much as possible the philosophical and technical 
achievements of the Chinese. Naturally he laid much weight on the absence of 
mention of the magnetic compass in these writings.h Yet Gaubil, whose opinion 

• Cf. Vol. I ,  pp. 207ff. 
b Cf. p. 28, below. The alarming narrative of the voyage of Fa_Hsien about + �1� from India to China 

has often been quoted in this connec::tion; cr. Hirth & Rockhill (I). p. "-7; Schuck (I). vol. "-, p. 9 ;  Li Shu
Hua (�), p. '9'. But it is the considered opinion of ,ome experts in navigation and nautical technology 
(such as Cdr. D. W. Waters at the Intemational Congress of the Discoveries at Lisbon in 1960) that the 
voyages of the Chinese 10 the Persian Gulf in the +8th cent\lry (cf. Vol. I, p. 179) could not have been 
accomplished without the aid of IIoOme form of magnetic compaS$. 

c Chavannes (4), p. 117; de Saussurc (3S), p. 36. The curious process whereby an essentially equatonal 
cycle, that or the luiu. was first immobilised thereon, and then transferred en blO(; to the hori::wn to 
form an immobile azimuth cycle, will be explained shortly (p. 265). 

d. Cr. Pinot (I), pp. 109, .60, 7.29, 237. 
e Cf. Hitti (I), pp. 3�3, 383; Mieli (I). pp. '3, 79, 8,. Latest translation: Sauvaget (2). t Cf. Mieli (,), p. 30a. 
I cr. al-Jalil (I), p. 138; Midi (I), p. liS. 
t> Note the section ' £elail"CilsemenU .ur les Sciences del Chinois', p. 3�0. 
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should never be despised, stated a in one of his last writingsb that he believed the 
compass had taken its definitive form about the time of the Emperor Hsien Tsung, 
c. + Boo. Those who read this Section to the end may feel that he was not far off the 
truth. 

The next three passages have not previously been noticed in the study of this subject. c 

It may be remembered that in the Section on mathematics we had occasion to say 
something of the Shu Shu Chi I (Memoir on some Traditions of Mathematical Art), 
a book attributed (not without justification) to HsG Yo (fl. + 11)0) but also suspected 
of having been in fact written by its own commentator, the Northern Chou mathe
matician, Chen Luan (fl. + 570). Here we need adopt no decision as to whether the 
work is genuinely of the Later Han or not, for any mention or hint of the magnetic 
compass would be quite remarkable enough (on conventional views) for the mid 
+6th century. In a passage quoted already in another connection,d we have some
thing which at first sight seems relevant; it runs :e 

Those who do not recognise the 'three', yet boastfully claim to know the ' ten' (i.e. 
ignorant mathematicians), are like the River People who lost the direction of their return 
destination, and blamed it on the unskilful hand of the direction-finder (yu Chhuan-Jen Ihih 
mi eMi ehih kuei, 1/41.' hfn ssu-Iang ehih shou shuang I). 

An unwary interpretation might take the ' river people' as sailors, and the direction
finder as the compass, but Chen Luan's commentary explains that the remark refers 
to a legendary story about Huang Ti going into the mountains with people from a land 
of rivers,! who blamed the figure on the south-pointing carriage when they lost their 
way, and were then taught the use of the gnomon by Jung Chheng.1 We agree, 
therefore, with Wang Chen-To (5), that this passage does not concern the magnetic 
compass. 

Nevertheless, the book of Hsii Yo proves to contain something vdluable for our 
quest. In an adjacent passage, the text says:i 

In the Eight Kua method of calculation, a needle points at the eight directions. When 
a position is lacking, it points at Heaven. (Pa Kua wan, chen tzhu palong; we': ehhiieh tsung 
Th':en.3) 

• (I I), p. 179. 
b In another place he wrote (2), p. 9 5 :  'Je viens de trouver dana un Livre fait sur la fin des Han 

I'usage de la Doussole marqut distinctement pour conn�itre Ie Nord cl Ie Sud. On y parle expressement 
de l'aigui!1e aimantte.' And in a footnote he added, 'Dans ce meme Livre on parle d'un Indice au
devant des Chariots pour marquer Ie nombre des LyJ qu'on avait fait en chemin'. As Li Shu-Hua (z) 
remarlu!, this book has never been identified, but we feel lure that it must have been the Ku Chin Chu, 
which does in fact speak of the south-pointing carriage (see Sect. I7ll, of the hodomeler (see also 
Sect. I7e), and of the 'mysterious needle" (see p. Z73). Gaubil might easily have daled this a couple of 
centuries too early. 

C Except by Wang Chen-To, whose later work became known to us only after the writing of this 
Seetion. 

d Vol. 3, p. 600. e P. 3b, tr. Duct. r S2e<;huan, perhaps. 
I' P. 70, If. auct. Still valuable even if, as some believe, no earlier than the + 10lh century. 
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Then comes Chen Luan's commentary: 

In this kind of computing, the digits arc indicated by the pointing of the sharp end of a 
needle (yung i chenjeng so chih i ting suan wei shu I). The first digit occupies the Li� position, 
i.e. pointing full south; �cond, or two, is at Khun,J south-west; the third, or three, is at 
Tu;,· full west. Then come four at Chhiens in the north-west, five at Khan 6 full north, six 

at Kln7 in the north-cast, seven at Chen8 in the cast, and eight at Sun9 in the south-cast. 
Thus there is no place for the ninth digit, and so it is called ' perpendicular', (as if) the needle 
were pointing at Heaven. 

This technique, which would seem to have been some simple sort of abacus-like 
device,a arising out of the old diviner's board, is elsewhere attributed to, or associated 
with, the name of Chao Ta,loa famous diviner of the San Kuo period.b But the remark
able thing is that a needle is said to be used as pointer, and the series starts from full 
south. It seems hard to believe that all this can have had no connection with the 

magnetic compass, and it must be at least of + 570 if not earlier . 
• Chen Luan explain. (p. lob) that a digit to be multiplied i. indicated by the point of the newlt:, 

while a digit to be divided is indicated by the needle's tail, hence the expression thou chhi-W 'lUI' chhu." 
The ract that the two end. of the needle were clearly different in shape may have ,peeial significance, 
u we sh'lI shortly see. On the kua positions, see p. ot96 below. 

b Chao Ta flourished between +:I:lS and +:145, gaining fame not only as the adviser and minister 
of the first Wu emperor, Sun Chhtian. U but even more as a mathematician and diviner. His as.soc::iation 
with a dial-and-pointer system maku him especially relevant in the history of the compaSi needle, 
and rurther research on him would be very useful. His biography (San Kuo Chih, ch. 63, pp . •  aff.) tells 
us that when young he mastered the ' nine palaces' (chiu kung ") metl)od of computation (possibly 
permutations and combinations, d. Vol. 3, pp. 139, 54ot). His reputation II a diviner WII extraordin.ry
he numbered loeull s ...... rms, shot at men in ambush, and using chopsticks as counting-rods reckoned 
.fter a very poor entertainment that there was plenty more wine and venison in the house. Later he 
taught part of hi. knowledge to the Confucian scholprs Khan Ts�" and Yin Li,'J both high officials. 
Another man of the same kind, Kungsun Thcng,'� studied under him for a long time, hoping th.t he 
would reveal .11 his secrets, but failing in this, offered ..... ine ceremonially and begged to be taught them 
IS his intellectual heir. Chao Ta said : 'l\1y family has been ambitious to teach kings and emperors, 
but none of us has ever risen above the rank of Astronomer-Royal, so now we have no wish to hand 
down our arts . . . .  Some are very delicate and precise, such as the method of multiplying at the head 
and dividing .t the tail.' This may well have been a reference to some early form of abacus (d. Vol. 3, 
P. 75). 'Father and son', said Chao T., 'rarely apoke, but it was handed down in the family.' Finally, 
after . linle more wine, he said that he had a secret book entitled SuShu," as thick as a man's fist, 
which he would give to Kungsun Theng. This would explain everything. Dut he added that he was out 
of practice in these matters, and needed time to remind himself of them. However, when Kungsun 
Thlng returned, the book proved to be lost, and though Chao Ta thought his aon-in-Iaw might have 
taken it, it never came to light. Here we see strongly at work the inhibitory factor of family property 
in ancient Chinese mathematics and science. Chen Luan himself in the +6th century did not believe 
the general view that the dill and needle-pointer method stlrted with Chao Ta (Shu Shu Chi I, p. loa). 
'Someone asked him, saying, "Formerly there was Chao Ta or \Vu, who had a method of computing 
by tank.s (ll",,·.). Was not this (dial_and_pointer) method aomething to do with hi, multiplying at the 
head and dividing at the tail?" Chao Ta replied "That is thelradition, but it h .. no substance. It is 
like the musician Khuei having but one foot, or MrTing digging a well and finding a man at the bottom 
of it . . . .  '" And he went on to apply the famous phrase to thedisl_and_pointer method, leaving us in 
the dark as to what Chao Ta had meant by it. One cannot help believing that more light on this whole 
lubjeet would be of great value for the euly history of dial_and_pointer readings. 

I JIl - tt ll l1l  -Ill' n �  Ji- 1>t e  ' III ' .. 51: ' It  
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A passage which cannot be found in the present text of the Tshan Thung Chhi of 
W�i Po-Yang, the earliest of the alchemical books (c. + 145), is preserved as if it were 
due to Wei himself in the Pile': Wen Yun Fu encyclopaedia.-

Bright like the candle glowing in the depths of the darkness; like the needle shining in the 
midst of the bewildering sea (tlhan jan jo hun eMu chill chu; chao jan jo mi hat' chi" chen '). 

But this has been identified b as coming from a commentary of the late + 13th century, 
quoting Yii Yen,: who applied these words to the book itself. 

Lastly, we may note a strange passage, typical of Ko Hung, in the Pao Phu Tzu, 
t:. + 300 :c 

Those who are prejudiced by affections do not bear criticism. These who are envious of 
the beauty of others-their needle is not bright and straight. Mugwort (i.e. ordinary) people 
are bewildered (by these affections) and have no 'south-pointer ' to bring them back. 

Here it is difficult to believe that the writer did not have some kind of magnetic 
compass in mind.d We arc not bound, of course, to believe that this was in the original 
text, but if an interpolation, it is not likely to bl;! later than Chen Luan. 

(v) The Han diviners and the lodestone spoon 

We come now, pushing back a few centuries further, to the Lun Hing of Wang Chhung 
( + 83), and to the passage which Wang Chen-To (2) has SO interpreted as to throw 
a flood of light on the origin of the compass.e It runs as fo11ows:f 

As for the chhu.yil (the 'indicator-plant')i it is probable that there was never any such 
thing, and that it is just a fable. Or even if there was such a herb, it was probably only a fable 
that it had the faculty of pointing (at people). Or even if it could pOint, it was probably the 
nature of that herb to move when it felt the presence of men. Ancient people, being rather 
simple-minded, probably thought that it was pointing when they really only saw it moving. 
And so they imagined that it pointed to deceitful persons. 

• Ch. 2.7, under 'needlc' (p. 1403 .2.);  tr. auet. 
b Wang Chen.To (4). 
C Wai Phittl. eh. 2S, p. 2b, tr. auct. 
d Vve ,hall shortly review a number of other texts whicn speak of a '.outh-poinler' without the 

word needle in the contcxt. 
• Thc fint luggestion of luch an interp�lalion is due perhapi to Cnang Yin-Lin (z) in 1928. 
t Ch. 52 (eh. 17, p. 4a), tr. auct. 
I Tn" wu an old legend to the effect that in the palace oounyard. or Ihe Chou emperors there was 

• rlant wnich pointcd accusingly 2.t potential lraitors, cr. the 1'i Wallg Shih Chi' (Stories of Ihe Ancient 
Monaten.) by Huangfu Mi ( + 3rd century). II attracted tne attention of the cady Portuguese; lee 
ue Mcndoza (Parke Ir.), p. 70. De Laoou�rie (5), with much eccentric learning, sought an origin for it 
in nabyloni_ (' the calendar plant'). Cf. Sect. 27j, and Needham, Wang & Price (I), p. 10). 

' 1I k':\ � iJ � Z lJJ ftlt k':\ .m i! iff z lit  
• . � 1\1: ae.  
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But when the south-controlling spoon is thrown upon the ground, it comes to rest pointing 
at the south. (8su nan chih shao, thou chill yU ti, cMi ti chill nan 1).-

So also certain maggots which arise from fish and meat, placed on the ground, move 
northward. This is the nature of these maggots. [f indeed the 'indicator-plant' moved or 
pointed, that also was its nature given to it by Heaven.b 

Here Wang Chhung is contrasting a fabled phenomenon in which he did not believe, 
with actual phenomena which he had seen with his own eyes. The passage was garbled 
in some later editionsc so that ssu-nan was replaced by ssu-ma/ and there was no 
explanation of what 'the Marshal's spoon' could mean. Ssu-nan may be translated 
here by 'south-pointing' instead of 'south-controlling', and shao may be taken to 
mean specifically the handle of the spoon. The essence of Wang Chen-To's proposal 
may be summarised by saying that the phrase thou chih yii ti should be interpreted as 
'made to revolve upon the ground-plate of the diviner's board ',d the spoon itself being 
nothing else than lodestone worked into that shape by the jade-cutters, in conscious 
�mitation of the form of the Great Bear (Pei Tou J or Northern Dipper). As for the 
description of the maggots, it may be regarded as the earliest mention of a tropism; 
what Wang Chhung had seen was probably some insect larvae of a species with strongly 
phototropic tendency. 

What, then, was the diviner's board (shih 4 or shihS)? It was composed of two boards 
or plates, the lower one being square (to symbolise the earth, hence called the ti phan6); 
and the upper one being round (to symbolise heaven, hence called the thim phan1). 
The latter revolved on a central pivot and had engraved upon it the 24 compass-points, 
composed, just as in the later traditional compass (see on p. 297), of the denary and 
duodenary cyclical characters, wu8 and chi' (which symbolised the earth) being 
repeated in order to make up the full number. It always bore, engraved at the centre, 
a representation of the Great Bear. The ' ground-plate' was marked all about its edge 
with the names of the 28 hsiu (equatorial divisions or constellations ; d. Vol. 3, p. 231 
above), and the 24 directions were repeated along its inner gradations. Moreover, it 
carried the eight chief kuaro (trigrams; d. Vol. 2, p. 313  above) arranged according 
to the Hou Thien I I  system so that Chhien Il occupied the north-west and Khun IJ the 
south-east. This is the same arrangement which we met with a moment ago in the 

I 'Thi.a inlupretlltion of the .econd ti i. W.ng Chen-To' •. A more obvious rendering would be ';ts 
handle (lit. root) point. to the lJOulh'. If, howeller, this ti i. regardcd as equillilent to ti" or cllill" 
then one might say 'it i. knocked or tapped until it points to the sooth '. As the grammar seems to 
require . noun, the formcr of these potlibililies may t e .he belt. Moreoller, quotations of thc punge 
in encyclop.edias .re li.ble to replace ti by pi",," l.mequivoeally 'handle', II e.g. TPYL, ch. 76:11, 
p . •  /). in the + lOth century. 

b Forke (4), vol. a, p. 3ao, tunslated the euentia! words correctly, but passed them oller in complete 
silence. He soggested that the ' indic.tor-pl.nt' was some Icnlili"e I�cies such II Mimo.o pudica. 

C Aa in TPYL, ch. 76 •. 
d This does no lIiolence to the text, I. may be prolled by ancient dictionaries. 1'hou c.n be equillalent 

to tlli," to mOlle gently. 
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26. PHYSICS  

. , '  -----------------------
Fig. 3::t6. The diviner'. board (shih) of the Han period : diagrammatic reconstruction by Wang Chen. 
To (:I). The apparatus was a double-decked cosmical diagram having a square earth-plate surmounted 
by I rotatable discoidal hca\'cn-platc (see cross·section below the plan). Both plates were muked with 
cyc:lical and astronomical signs (compass.points, hsiu, etc.) as well as /lua, and certain technical terms 
used only in divination. The round heaven-plate carried centrally. representation of the Great Bear. 
The apparatus was of bronze or painted wood. North is at the top. Cf. Fig. 1�3 in Vol. 3.  

curious computing-machine of the Shu Shu Chi I, but differs (rom that found on all 
later geomantic compasses, where Chhien is the south and Khml the north. We will 
defer consideration of this difference until the description of the later standard com· 
pass (p. 296 below). Fig. 326 shows a reconstruction of what the shih looked like 
from above, and in elevation. 

There is no dispute about the construction of the shih. Fragments of actual 
examples have been found in Han tombs,· notably the tomb of Wang Hsu I at Lo· 
lang! in Korea, excavated by Harada & Tazawa (l),b and in another Korean Han 

• It should be noted that Wang Chen.To's theory of the lodestonc spoon still lacks the crucial 
confirmation which would be afforded by the di,covery of an actual example from a Han tomb. 

to 1'1. cxii. 

, '1UI1 



26. P H YS I C S  

tomb,' that of the 'Painted Basket' (Koizumi & Hamada, I ) .  These were flat pieces 
of wood, cut to the right shape and lacquered. One of the 'heaven·plates'b is illu· 
strated here (Figs. 327, 328). Since several objects in Wang Hsu's tomb were dated, 
and the latest date was + 69, the burial can certainly not have been earlier than that, 
and probably took place about that time. It is of much interest that this was just 
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Fig. 3:17. Drawing of. fragment of. hea,·en-pl.u· to show the characters 
identifiable (Wang Chen·To, z). 

contemporary with \Vang Chhung's description of the use of the lodestone spoon on 
the shih. The other, ' Painted Basket' (tshai hsia '), tomb was rather earlier, containing 
objects dated + 4 and + 8 ;  moreover, the style of their inscriptions pointed to the 
time of Wang Mang. Among them were spoons (though none of lodestone) the shape 
of which permitted easy rotation when balanced on their bowls.c 

Not all the 'ground-plates' were made of wood, however; some bronze pieces of 
this kind may have been confounded with mirrors,d A ehhing archaeologist, Liu 

• Kore. at that time was partly a provinee of the Han empire. Further on the archaeology of Ih� 
1..o-lang region see Sekino, Yat$ui u al. (/). 

b It was figured also by Rufus (01) shortly .fter its di$covery, and is leen in Koizumi & Hamada's 
pI. eVil (c{, their p. 23). Curiously, the drawing of the Great Bear is inverted, as if a mirror image, or 
n if Ken from ' outside the world'. Our attention wu drawn 10 thi. by Dr Crone of the Netherlands 
Geographical Society. It would be interesting to know whether the inversion WIS a general praclice 
among the Han makers of fhih, and if so, why they .dopted it. 

e These were taken IS models by Wang Chen-To in his reconstruction of the lodestone spoon. 
d Cr. Handa & Tanwa (I), fig. 017. 
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Hsin-Yuan,1 described such a bronze 'ground-plate', calling it a ' Four-Direction 
Mirror' (ssu men Jang ching l); it was certainly a Han piece.· The most complete 
example extant is of bronze, dating from the Sui period or somewhat earlier; it has 
now been described by Yen Tun-Chieh (15). Something is known of the wood from 
which the shih were usually made in later times. The Thang Lju Tienl (Institutions 
of the Thang Dynasty)b from between + 713 and + 755 states that the round ' heaven
plate' was made of maple wood, and the square 'ground-plate' of selected jujube 
wood.c It may be significant that a particularly hard wood was chosen for the lower 
board, for that would be the surface on which the spoon would have to rotate if, as 
Wang Chen-To suggests, the upper board was removed and the spoon substituted 
for it. 

There is a close correspondence between the markings on the shih and the cosmo
logical theories in the Huai Nan Tzu book ( - 120). The division of the hsiu into nine 
spaces (chiu yeh 4), and the use of the denary and duodenary series of characters as 
compass-points, follow closely its expositions.d Moreover, an important section of that 
book is devoted to a survey of the characteristics and qualities of the seasons of the 
year as indicated by the tail of the Great Dear.e This is based on the annual displace
ment of the tail which, observed at a given hour of the night, shifts round a complete 
circuit in the circumpolar region,! pointing successively to different equatorial posi
tions. By what de Saussure (I6a) called a 'physico-astronomical association of ideas'. 
the four sidereal palaces (separated by hour-circles) into which the hsiu segments were 
divided by sevens (cf. Vol. 3, p. 240 above), and each of which was connected with a 
season, were transferred to the horizon; so that the Great Bear's tail was considered to 
make the round of the azimuthal compass-points. In the passage under discussion,e 
the tail is said to indicate successively these 24 points.g Since the hsiu, or equatorial 
constellations, were also brought down and immobilised round the horizon, they also 
participated in these recurring attentions, though in fact in the apparently circling 
heavens, the tail invariably points to the second hsiu Khangs.h It will also be 
remembered (Vol. 3, p. 250 above) that ch. 5 of the Huai Nan Tzu book is entirely 
devoted to the annual peregrination of a star, y-Bootis (Chao yao,� the 'Twinkling 

• Chhi Ku Shih Chi Chin Win Shu ' (Bron�e Inscriptions from the Chhi.Ku Studio). 
I;t Ch. 14, p. 7.7b. 
� The ume statement is found in the earlier Kuang Ya dictionary. The jujube wood il from Zi:zyphUJ 

jujuba or vulgaris (R7.97., 293: Bu, 484; III, 275). 
d Ch. 3, pp. 7.b, 3a, 4b. Much elaboration of these parallels in Wang Chen·To (a). e eh. 3, pp. lob-lIb. t Owing to the proximity of the Great near to the northern hori:ron, the azimuthl 'pointed to' at 

monthly intervals do not proceed by equal differences, but Liu An and his friends did not worry about 
this inequality, and assumed a unifonn rate (Chatley, 1). 

I Actually only the 17. duoden.ry characters are mentioned by name. 
h This Chinese system is to be sharply distinguished from the azimuth start of the Artbs. aa de 

S.ussure (3S), pp. soff., well explains. The Arabs chose .t .... to repre$ent the comp.sl-point. according 
to the pmitions of their rising and setting as seen from . position approximately on the terrestrial 
equator (perh.pI .bout 10· lat. N.), i.e. according to their NPD'a. See further Sect. 7.9 below. 

• I!Y 1"1 11 art J 1If j', II-
, tf M 1ii: ti ft 3t i!  
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indicator'), which may be considered as a prolongation of the tail of the Great Bear, 
round the azimuthal points.- In sum, therefore, the tail of the Great Bear may be 
unhesitatingly denominated the most ancient of all pointcr.readings, and in its 
transference to the ' heaven-plate' of the diviner's board, we are witnessing the first 
step on the road to all dials and self-registering meters. 

5 
. !"I!' _ iii 

Fig. 3l9. Diagram (plan and elevation) of th .. earth-plate and the lodestone spoon, showing how the 
shape of the latter permits rotation upon its bowl in rcponse to magnetic torque (Wang Chen-To, zJ. 

The fascinating problem of exactly why and how this transference took place, and 
what it was that suggested the replacement of the 'hcaven�plate ' by an actual model 
of the Great Bear itself, would'cntail too long a digression at this stage and must be 
deferred until a later point (p. 315 below). On scveral grounds, Wang Chcn-To (2) 
rejected the possibility that the spoon was made of magnctised iron, and resolved to 
f'.xplore the properties of a spoon carved from natural magnetite (lodcstone). The only 
useful approach could be experimental, for in no other way would it be possible to 
predict whether a spoon of this shape would cxert sufficient magnetic torque to 
overcome the friction between its bowl and the underlying smooth surface. One of 
the models whieh Wang constructed is shown in Figs. 329 and 330. He first made 

• Cf. de Sau$$ure (II), and Vol. J, pp. �s I fr. above. 
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Fig. JJO. \rod�l lodeston� spoon (sh(/o) and hronze �arlh·plat� of lh� Jhih rL..:onllrucl�d by Wang 
Ch�n·To (t). Th� earlj�1I fonn of the magneTic COmP3U, if The true interpretaTion of Wang Chhung's 
word$ of + 83 ($�e text, p. 252). :\"orth IS to the left. 



PLATE CXV 

Fig. JJI. Han stone relief dated ... I 14 ("an der Heydt Collection, Rietberg :,\iuscum, 
Zurich), a demonstration of art magic, sleiij"ht.craft and gramaryt'. Jugglers and acrobats 
Ire performing (on Ihe significance of thil d. Vol. I, p. 197), and music is bein" played 
(s«ond row from the baHom, left to right; smlll pipe, large pipe, Jhing, and pan.pipes). 
The figurn belting upon Ihe large drum in the centre may be mechanical jacks, for 
Ihe�' closely resemble those which are sun in representations of Han hodometer 
carriages (sec Sect. 27t below), and the whole structure. with its acrobats, rna)' \\"�11 be some kind of 
roundabout or carrousel automatically turning. The seated figures in the top row constitute perhaps the 
imperial �udicnce. And slia another wonder is presented to them at the e;o;treme right top corner, where 
we see a lar�e ladle of the same shape as the lodestone 'poo". resting on the surface of a smaa square 
table (see inset drawi"g), and being allenti\"el)' observed by a kneeling figure. It i5 possible that we ha"" 
here, only I few decades after the words of Wanl!" Chhung, a depiction of tht earliest form of the magncllc 
compass. 

• 
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a spoon from tungsten steel a and after magnetising i t  as strongly as possible, tested 
it on a 'ground-plate' made of highly polished bronze. It proved to be essentially 
south-pointing, with minor variations due to friction which the highest polishing 
could not overcome. Wood, even the hardest, lacquered or not, failed to provide a 
surface sufficiently smooth. He then proceeded to make further tests with lodestone 
from Tzhu Shan,! a source of iron ore and lodestone which was almost certainly 
available to the Han people, and obtained equally conclusive results.b 

It might seem at first sight that for the success of the most ancient experiments 
there would have been one important condition, namely, that the natural magnetite 
block should be cut from its vein in accordance with the earth's magnetic field, i.e. in 
an approximately north-south direction. Had this not been done, one might think, 
the handles of the spoons might have pointed in any direction, not north or south. 
But in fact once a bar-shaped piece has been cut out from the rock, the free poles at 
the ends will cause the magnetic polarity to lie along the main axis of the bar. Such 
a polarity too would be intensified by thermo-remanence if the bar were heated and 
cooled, as in alchemical processes to which it may well have been subjected by the 
Han magicians. But since there was no way of testing the polarity beforehand the 
two ends of the bars may often have been confused, in which case some spoons would 
in fact have pointed to the north with their handles, while other specimens pointed 
south. This might conceivably account for Shen Kua's statement that there were two 
kinds of needles, some of which pointed north and others south. He may have been 
using two techniques which magnetised them differently, but on the other hand he 
may have been relaying an ancient tradition going back to the days of spoons, in which 
two kinds had been known. 

It would seem almost impossible that any representation of the use of the lodestone 
spoon should have survived, but in this connection one Han relief is at least worth 
reproducing. Ladles in bowls arc not at all uncommon, but in most cases they seem 
to be really ladles for serving soup or wine, as in four Han carvings figured by Rudolph 
& Wen.c Only their curved handles are visible over the edge of the bowls. But in 
a flat relief on a stone slab in the van der i Ieydt Collection,d dated + I 14, one sees 
(Fig. 331), in the extreme right-hand top corner, a personage apparently consulting 
what seems to be a large spoon of exactly the shape in question, not hidden by a bowl 

• 15-20% Woo O,-contcnt of magnetite would be some 30%. 
b In contrast to certain failures to repeat the experirnents of Pierre de Marieaurt on floating lodestones 

(Michel, 6). It would be interesting to repeat Wang Chen.To's elOperiments in Europe, but I myself. 
in the sumrntr of 1952, witnessed personallr the perfonnance of one of the lodestone spoons in the 
presence of Dr Wang and his assistant 1\'lr Lu Shao_Shen in Peking. Although hi. best piece was not 
a,'ailable, the spoon in question duly came to reS! time after time pointing south if it was made to rotate 
with a mild rocking motion. High polish of the bronze base and (as much as pO$$ible) of the magnetite 
itself, is essential. 

c No. 57. twO winged deities playing the /iu-po game (in the Suchuan Provincial Museum). Noa. 77, 
78. 79. a banquet with dancers and jugglers (in a private collection at Chhengtu). 

d Now in the Rietberg Museum at Zurich. 

' @ IU 
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but resting almost fully in sight on the flat surface of a small square table.- The rest 
of the relief, moreover, depicts, not a banquet, but some kind of ritual or entertain
ment accompanied by music and involving what may well be mechanical toys. Thus 
the drum in the centre, with the jacks hitting it, is just like the drum of the hodometer 
carriage (see Sect. 27t below), and the shaft rising above it carries what might 
reasonably be interpreted as a roundabout or carrousel, the figures on which would 
be mechanically operated,b It looks like a field-day of the emperor An Ti's magicians 
and conjurers. 

(vi) Litn-atuTt on the diviner's board 

We may now return to the consideration of further literary evidence. Two groups of 
references are to be considered, first those which speak of the shih (diviner's board) 
itself, and se<:ondly those which speak of a s$U-nan (south-pointer or south-controller). 

As to the first, there is no controversy. The diviner's board was well known at all 
times from the Han onwards. Exactly how it was used has long been forgotten, and 
all that we can be sure of was that the 'heaven-plate' was turned on its axis in imita
tion of the imaginary passage of the Great Bear's tail around the horizon according 
to the seasons. One of the earliest mentions must be Tao Ti Ching, ch. 225 The 
reference to the shih in the Chou Li has already been studiedd in connection with the 
technical term /ii I (standard pitch-pipes, also laws or regulations) ; here it may suffice 
to repeat that it depicts the diviner's board in the charge of one of the highest officers 
of state, who had to consult it for prognostication in time of war. The reference in the 
Chhien Han Shu concerning Wang Mang requires more detailed consideration, and 
will be postponed for a few pages, Ssuma Chhien says:e 

Nowadays the diviners have a model of heaven and earth representing the four seasons 
and following benevolence and justice r Un! j:); in this way they group the bamboo stalks and 
decide upon what kua are involved. They tum the shih to adjust the kua to the right place 
(hriian shih ching chhi l).i And then they are able to predict benefit or misfortune, success or 
failure, in human affairs . 

• We .re indebted to Dr A. Bulling for ailing our .ttention to this interesting pie« and providing 
• photograph of it. A closely similar represent.tion is found on one of the relid. in the Nan-yang Han 
Hua_Htiang Hui_Tfhun collection (p. 66b), figuud by Rudolph (J). 

b Cf. Seet. 7h .bove, including Fig. 3J, in Vol. I ,  pp. 197ff., where emphasis was placed on the 
hitherto unucognised importance of 'jugglen and acrobltl' in the history of technology. C Cf. VoL a, p. 46 above. 

d Biot (l), vol. ::t, p. 108; lee Sect. 18 on Laws of Nature, Vol. a, p. 55a . 
• Shih Chi. tho 1:17, p. "a; If . • utt. 
t I IUSp«t Ihat these $ub$tantivea refer to Qualities of the natural phenomena of the heavens; cr. 

Vol. ::t, p. 43, in tonnection ",ith the difficulty of In"enting non-ethic.l technieal terms for the properties 
of minerals; Ind .bo,·e, pp. ISff., in conn�tion wilh conceplions of 'justice' in Nlture, with regard to 
natural l.w. 

I Thl, il ' strange word, for chhi means .lao '('hess piecu', though here, according to the Thang 
eommentator, it means the lower part of the board, the 'ground.plate'. See below, for the connection 
between the compus and che ... 
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This belongs to about - 90. One can begin to see how natural it  was that since the 
Great Bear revolved in the sky, the upper plate of the diviner's board should turn 
on the lower, and hence that the model Bear, or spoon, should also turn on it. Other 
mentions occur in the Kuang Ya (enlargement of the Erh Ya dictionary) which is 
perhaps +4th century (early Northern Wei); in the Shih ShuQ Hsin YU (late + 5th or 
early + 6th)· where the shih is associated with the Later Han scholar Ma Jung; I in the 
Yen Sltih Chia Hsiin (about + 59o)b whose author said that he had used it himself; 
and twice in the Sung Shu (written mid +6th)<: where we find a certain Yen ChingJ 
famous for using it.d Thang encyclopaedias record at least three forms of it. Also the 
bibliographies are interesting. That in the Chhien Han Shu e records two books on 
the use of the shih, one being entitled Hsienmen Shih Fal (The Shaman Method of 
Using the Diviner's Board-or perhaps Hsienmen Kao's Method).! In about + 1 150 
the bibliographer of the Thung Chih Liieh is ablc to record g no less than 22 books on 
the shih, including about half-a-dozen Shih Ching,4 attributed to various ancient men 
such as Wu Tzu-Hsi..i s and Fan Li.6 Naturally enough, there was some connection 
with alchemy. In the Pei Meng So Yen, written about + 930, we readh of an alchemist 
called Tsung Hsiao-Tzu,' who was expert with the diviner's board, which he used to 
foretell the success of his chemical operations while in exile in Szechuan about + 880. 

It is a pity that no detailed study of the shih has been attempted.! Scholars are still 
affected by the contempt with which modern scientists sometimes reject even historical 
investigation into the pit of the pseudo-sciences whence they themselves were digged. J 

(vii) References to the 'routh-pointer' 

Of the texts which speak of the ssu-nan (south-pointer or south-controller), what might 
be the oldest is the reference in the Kuei Ku Tzu book. This says:k 

When the people of Cheng . go out to collect jade, they carry a south-pointer with them 
so as not to lose their way. The assessment of abilities and probabilities is the south-pointer 
for human affairs. 

Many editions of this book have slipped in the word chhi9 (carriage) after sm-non, 
but Wang Chen-To regards this as a typical case where scribes or editors, unskilled 
in geomancy, had heard only of the carriage, and thought that every reference to 
south-pointing must refer to that. This did not always happen, however, for the 

• Ch. I B, p. 9b. b Ch. 19, p. Sb. 
c Ch. 97, pp. Sb, l ll .:l. <l Ch. 57, p. 23b. 
• Ch. 30, p. 4sb. f Cf. Vol. 2, p. 133 abo ... e. 
r Ch. 44, pp. 3Ibfl'. h Ch. I I ,  p. 511. I Yen Tun-Chich (J4) hal, however, given an account of the liu-jm method of di ... ination (d. Vol. 1I, 

p. 363), which was associated with the .hih. 
J At to this, the excellent note which Neug�bau�r (4) entitled 'Th� Study of Wretch�d SubjcclI' 

il well worth reading. Compar� 'The Vindicatior, of Rubbish' by Pagel (5). Echoes of the shih in oth�r 
pans of th� world would be of interest. cr. Thorndike (I), vol. 1I, pp. 116ff. on the PrenQuicon Socroris 
Basilei (perhaps + I zth ceutury). 

k Ch. '0, p. 190, Ir. auct. adju .... Forke (13), p. 490. 
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original form of the text is  sometimes preserved, as in Shen Yo's Sung Shu.a That the 
writer of the Kue£ Ku Tzu cannot have had a carriage in mind is shown by the use of 
the word ·carry'. There is, of course, little probability that this passage really goes 
back to the early -4th century, when Wang Hsi.i 1 is supposed to have lived;b it is 
almost certainly Han, but that does not lessen its value for thc present argument. 

More authentically pre-Han must be the remark in Han Fri Tzu, which runs as 
followa:c 

Subjects encroach upon the ruler and infringe his prerogatives like creeping dunes and 
piled-up slopes. This makes the prince to forget his position and to confuse west and east 
until he really does not know where he stands. So the ancient kings set up a south-pointer, 
in order to distinguish between the directions of dawn and sunset. 

Now distinguishing between these directions was what the gnomon, the sun-shadow 
and the pole-star are supposed to do in the Chou Li (cf. Vol. 3. p. 231 above), so that 
if astronomical methods had been in Han Fei's mind, these would surely have been 
mentioned rather than a special 'south-pointer'. As Wang Chen-To has pointed out, 
it is in fact rather remarkable that the south-pointer never occurs among the lists of 
official astronomical instruments. It seems likely that this was because it took its 
origin among a group of technicians quite different from the astrologers, namely the 
geomancers. In any case, these words of Han Fei, part of a rather reliable text, carry 
the reference to the sm-nan farthest back, into the time of the rise of Chhin just before 
the Han.d 

Another instance of what was probably an insertion of the word 'carriage' by 
editors occurs in the Ch£h Lin Hs£n Shuz (New Book of Miscellaneous Records) 
written about + 325 by Yii Hsil the astronomer.e After retailing the legend about the 
first construction of some kind of south-pointer by Fcng Hou· at the behest of Huang 
Ti to enable the army to find its way through the mists (a legend which later became 
firmly connected with the carriage) Yii Hsi goes on to say that he did this ' modelling 
it on the Great Bear' Ua tOll chiS).! The passage must therefore originally have been 
a reference to the shih, and the word chhe was inserted afterwards. 

Another indication that the south-pointer was an actual object occurs in the bio
graphy of Jen Fang6 in the Nan Shih,i where someone laments that there is now no 

• Ch. 18. p. 4b. 
b A view gaining support recently is that the Kue; KIt T%u book was written by Su Chhin 1 and other 

members of the School of Politicians (sec V(ll. 2, p. 206). Wang Hail', historicity is rather uncertain. 
" Ch. 6, p. d, tf. auct. adjuv. LillO (I), p. 44. Han Fei died in -l33. 
d Hirth (J) was the first Western sirwlogilt wh(l found these two passages, and de Saussure (]J) 

recognised their interest, though not kn(lwing the essential Lun Hing passage. 
e Cf. Vol. 3, p. 247. 
r YHSF, eh. 68, p. 40b. Cf. an ode by the Thang ach(llar Chang Yen-Chen,' wh(l says that the 

IS",-nan on earth is what the Great Bear is in the heavens (TSCC, Khao Iwng hen, ch. 175 in phi 794, 
p. 39b; also given in YCLH, ch. J87, p. 9b). The context shows rather clearly thst the inslrument and 
not the carriage wu what Chang had in mind. 

r eh. 59, p. 8b. The reference will be of about + 500. 
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sage to whom the ssu-nan can be entrusted. There are a great number of metaphorical 
references to the south-pointer'-we may instance only the following: 

HAN +to'] Chang Heng'sr ode, Tung Ching Fu :1  'You have been my south-
pointer.' -

SAN Kuo + 205 Letter from Sung Chung-Tzu l to Wang Shang,. preserved in San 
Kuo Chjh :b 'You, Sir, ought to take him (Hsu Ching�) as your south-pointer.' 

SAN Kuo c. +260 Tso SSU'S6 ode, Wu Tu Fu :1  'The kobold Yti(-Erh)8. � rides in the 
van (of the emperor's hunting train) to lead the way, and the south-pointer gives 
orientation as to the four quarters. The caru (from the palace) rumble forward and 
the soldiers in armour march on with study tramp.'d 

CHIN t. + 300 Pao Phu Tzu (Wai Phien), eh. '2.5, p. '2.b:  'Mugwort (i.e. ordinary) 
people are confused and have no south-pointer to bring them back.' 

LlANG +6th Win Hsin Tiao LuncQ (On the Dragon Carving of the Literary 
Mind)," by Liu Hsieh :'0 'Let these principles be your south-pointer.' 

THANG t. +630 Pien Ching Lun" (Discourse on Proper Distinctions), by the monk 
Fa-Lin:11 'Take Buddhist classics as your south-pointer.' 

The implication of all this is that during these centuries (between early Han and 
late Thang) the 'south-pointer' was an actual thing, a compass-like instrument, 
known of as a famous device even by those who had not seen or used one, and indeed 
widely adopted as a literary metaphor. Since texts of this type never mention the 
carriage, they must refer to something else. If this was not the lodestone spoon on 
the ground-plate of the shih, what else could it have been? And if the beginning of it 
was not in the time of Wang Chhung and Chang Heng. may it not perhaps go back 
beyond Luan Ta to the great school of Tsou Yen? 

(viii) The ' ladle of majesty' 

One of the most striking historical events connected with the shih was the latter end 
of Wang Mang, first and only emperor of the I-Isin dynas.ty. between the Former and 
the Later Han.r Part of the account of the final capture of his palace in + 23 by the 
Han people, in the course of which he was killed, runs thus; g 

The conflagration then reached the Chheng-Ming (Hall) in the lateral courts, where the 
Princess of the Yellow Imperial House (his daughter) dwelt. (Wang) Mang fled from there to 

• Wbz Hsjjan, ch. 3, p. :ub;  tr. von Zach (6), vol. I ,  p. 37. 
b Ch. 38 (Shu Shu, ch. 8), p. "b. 
" A mountain gnome in Kuan Tzu, who leads men to water and ore. 
d Win Hsiian, th. 5, p. 1 1  a, CSHK (Chin lect.), th. 74, p. 8b; quoted in YCLfl, th. 387, p. 9b; 

tr. von Zath (6), vol. I, p. 65· 
e The oldest work in Chinese literature on literary criticism; see Chhen Shih-Hsilng (I). The 

passage occurs in ch. 2.7. t Cf. Vol. I, pp. 109 above. 
11" Chhinl Han Shu, eh. 99C, p. 31b, tr. autt. 
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the Hsiian Room, hut the flames from the Front Hall immediately followed him. The palace 
maids and women wailed, saying 'What ought we to do?'. Meanwhile, (Wang) Mang, 
dressed all in deep purple a and wearing a silk belt with the imperial seals attached to it, 
held in his hand the spoon-headed dagger of the Emperor Shun. An astrological official 
placed a diviner's board (shih 1) in front of him, adjusting it to correspond with the day and 
hour (j ih shih chia moul). And (the emperor) turned his seat, following the handle of the 
ladle, and so sat (hsiiQn hri sui lou ping trh Isol). Then he said, 'Hea\'en has given the (imperial) 
virtue to me; how can the Han armies take it away?'  

In this impressive scene, the chief question for us is  what exactly Wang Mang was 
following as he turned his seat to face the magically right direction. Wiegerb and 
Dubse take tou to mean the Great Bear itself, and suppose therefore that the doomed 
emperor's movement was continuous,d but it seems surely more probable that his 
essential aim was to face truly to the south, the fundamental cosmo-centric ritual 
position of all Chinese rulers from earliest times. We are not even told that the Great 
lBear was visible; if it had been, he would not have needed the shih. The preferable 
suggestion is that the ladle or dipper in question was not the constellation but either 
its image engraved on the shih's ' heaven-plate' or indeed its lodestone model, the 

handle of which indicated to him the true direction in which he must face to remind 
the universe of his imperial virtue, and so to defeat the Han rebels. 

The great importance of objects shaped like spoons and ladlcs in Wang Mang's 
time is indicated also by another passage relating how he organised the making of a 
' Ladle of Majesty'. It is not clear whether there was only onc of thesc, or five, one 
for each of the five elements. The event occurred in + 17.e 

(In the fourth year of the Thien-Hng reign-ptriod) in the 8th month (Wang) Mang went 
in person to the place for the suburban sacrifice south of the capital to suptrintend the 
casting and making of the Ladle of Majesty (Wei Tou.). It was prepared from minerals of 
five colours and rrom copper. It was in shape like the Northern Dipper (Great Bear), and 
measured two feet five inches in length. (Wang) Mang intended (to use it) to conquer all rebel 
foreea by means of conjurations and incantations. After the Ladle of Majesty was finished, 
he ordered the Directors of Mandates (from the Five Elements) to carry it solemnly on their 
shoulders whenever he went out, in front of him, and when he entered the palace, they waited 
upon him at his sides. On the day that the L2dle of Majesty was cast, the weather was 
exceedingly cold, so that some officials and horset from the government offices were frozen 
to death (while in attendance). 

a Thi, colour wu appropriale to the North Polar ",gion, s)'TYlbolically imperial (d. Vol. 3, p. �59). b TH, pp. 6]4, 635. 
C Penonal communication. cr. Dub. (2), vol. 3, p. 463, published later. 
d There is every rellOn to bdieve Ihlt Ihe emperor', .euonal progress through Ihe cycle of throne

room. in the Ming Thing (Cosmic Temple) followed a succession bued upon Ihe movemeni of Ihe 
Great Bear (d. Soothill (5), p. 93), but that was I slow process. Here we are dealing with the evenl, 
of one Igonising night. 

e ChhiD/, HaIl Shl!, eh. <)9c, p. 2b, If. auel. cr. Stange (I); Dub. (2), vol. 3, p. 312. 
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There can be no doubt that this magico-ritual object was a model representation of 
the Great Bear, and it has therefore much relevance to the lodestone spoon. Later 
commentators were somewhat perplexed as to the materials from which it was made 
(Ycn Shih-Ku, for example, suggested brass), but the most probable suggestion, in 
the light of archaeological evidence already given (p. I I I  above), is that it was of 
bronze encrusted with glass,a The name appears again in one of the Han apocryphal 
treatises, the Li Wei Tau Wei II (System of the Majesty of the Ladle), which is full 
of astrological material,b Some of Wang 1\1aog'5 ritual ladles were recovered about 
+430 near Nanking,C and one at least still existed in the Sung, for the Yeh Kho 
Tshung Shu of + 1210 saysd that the premier Han YiP had in his house a bronze 
ritual thung toul of Wang Mang's time, 1 ft. 3 in. long according to Sung scales, and 
inscribed with a date corresponding to + 19. Wang Mou adds that though also called 
tou.,4 it was shaped like a spoon. Our conclusion therefore is that the ' Ladle of 
Majesty' was a ritual model of the Great Bear just as the 'south·pointer' was a 
practical lodestone model. e 

(ix) From the spoon to the needle 

Those who are acquainted with the literature on the mariner's compass in Europe are 
well aware of the fact that one of its earliest names was 'calamita'.r While some have 
suggested that this was derived from the Greek word for reed (kalamos, l(aAa�S"), and 
referred to the small piece of reed by which the needle was assisted to float, the more 
generally accepted view has been that the word meant a small frog or tadpole. It is 
thus used, for example, by Pliny.g Those who can also read Chinese are therefore liable 
to receive a considerable shock when they find, in the Ku Chin Chu, a +4th·century 
dictionary by Tshui Pao, the following remarks:h 

Hna·ma tzu,S the tadpole, is also called 'the mysterious needle' (miion chen'), or the 
'mysterious fish' (hsiion yiP), and another name for it is the ' spoon·shapcd beastie' (kho tau '). 
Its shape is round and it has a long tail . When it divests itself of its tail, its limbs grow out . 

• Various lists of constituents of' five coloured minerals' ocx:ur in Han and Chin alchemiCIII workt. 
e.g. Tshatl Th.mg Chhi. ch. u. (Wu & Davis (I). ch. 29); Pao Phu Tzu. ch. 4. pp. 326, 33a; ch. 17, 
p. 120; and the lodestone occurs in three of these. Out glass is much more probable in this case. That 
would not pre(:ludc the addition of some magnetite to the melt by thc artificcrs. 

II Ku Wei Shu. ch. 19. p. 10. 
e Nan Shih, ch. 33, PI" 240 fT. 
d Ch. 13. p. 8a. Repeated in other Sung sources. c I am much indebted to Professor H. H. Dubs for di$cus.ions on this subject, and ff:gret that our 

intcrpH:tation$ of the above passages could not be brought to coincide. Hc belicves that the Wei Tou 
wcre measures of volume, but magic and metrology do not contort well together. r Klaproth (I). PI" 15 fr.; de Sau55ure <J5). p. 43, ete. In modem Italian. the word i. used for 
a horseshoe magnet. 

• Hut. Nat. XXII. 42:. No doubt the extension of meaning ocClllTCd because amphibia live often 
among reed$. 

" Ch. s. tr. auct. 
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The genuineness of the text of the Ku Chin Chu (Commentary on Things Old and 
New) has of course been contested. but a convincing defence of it was made by 
Hashimoto (I). In any case, for the present argument there is no need to insist that 
these strange words are of the +4th century, for we find an almost identical passage, 
with-all the essential words, in the Chung Hua Ku Chin Chu I (Commentary on Things 
Old and New in China). which was written by Ma Kao1 between +923 and +936. 
On the conventional view, this is quite bad enough. We see no other way of explaining 
them than to suppose that at some time between the +4th and the + 10th century 
the south-pointing lodestone spoon was superseded by the south-pointing iron 'fish'. 
'tadpole' ,  or needle which had been magnetised by being rubbed on the spoon (or 
on some other piece of magnetite), or by sudden cooling in the earth's field, and that 
by a natural association of ideas, the needle came to be called a 'frog' or 'tadpole ', 
while the tadpole itself acquired the popular name of' mysterious needle '. That the very 
character for 'tadpole ' contains the spoon-ladle radical (tOll l) as its phonetic is a 
point not to be missed. Tadpoles and Chinese spoons are strikingly similar in shape ; 
but the association of tadpoles with needles becomes much more understandable when 
one has reason to think that iron needles derived from lodestone spoons. 

Finally, we know (p. 257 above) that between + 1040 and + 1 1 60, i.e. long before the 
first European references, the Chinese were using (a) floating wooden fish-shaped 
objects containing lodestone , (b) floating fish-shaped iron or steel magnets, and 
(c) pivoted wooden turtle-shaped objects containing lodestone. 

Closer approximation to the date of origin of one of the Chinese methods of 
mounting a magnetic needle may be obtained by a critical study of textual variants. 
The Han Wei Tshung-Shu edition of the Ku Chin Chua writes yuan chen4 in the 
tadpole passage, but that hsiian chen S (' mysterious needle ')b is correct is shown by 
reference to the Pei-Chhiian Thu-Shu-Kuan Tshung-Shu edition.e This is repeated by 
the Chung Hua Ku Chin Chu (both Pat' Chhuan Hsiieh Raid and Han Wei Tshung-Shue 
editions). But when one looks at the citation of the passage in the Thai-Phing Yu Lan 
encyclopaediar one is astonished to find that the editors wrote hsuan chen6_ 
• suspended needle '. Thus whether the change was made because the older term was 
not understood, or simply by an act of inadvertence, it betrays to us the fact that in 
+ 983, a full century before the book of Shen Kua (d. p. 249 above), the system which 
he described of hanging the needle (presumably on a thread of silk) was known and used. 
The term employed (hsiian6) is the same as that in the language of Shen Kua himself.g 

• Ch. 5, p. 9a. b It will be remembered that the term hsium Jhih,' 'mytteriou. stone', has already been discussed 
in connection with the names for magnetite. Another common meaning of hsiMJ. .. is, of course, 'dark', but 
there the lodestone and the tadpole agreed also. 

c Ch. 5, p. 6a. d Ch. 3, p. lob. e Ch. J, p. 7a. 
t Ch. 949, p. 4a. The 1818 edition of Juan Yuan and Pao Chhung.Chho!ng, based on a Sung edition . 

• Furthcr confusion took place in the Ming, when both MS. copies and printed editions wrote 
Milan koul (' suspended hook '), doubtless because magnetic needles were no longer hung (Peking 
Nat. Library Microfilm Collection, nos. 270, 1490). 
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Certain other facts may here be relevant. First, the Shu Shu Chi 1, the mathe
matical book already referred to (p. 259) dating from the + 2nd to the + 6th century, 
and in which references important for the history of the compass are found, has a 
near-by passage referring to a method of computing by the use of the character [jao 
(liao chilt man I). This is like a tadpole in shape. Secondly, in the Thang ( + 766 to 
+779) Wei Cha02 wrote an essay on scoops made from gourds and calabashes 
(phiaoJ), in which he said that if one spins such a spoon-shaped object round like a 
toy, it reminds one of the ' south-pointer'.a The lodestone spoon was evidently still 
known or remembered at that date. Then, in connection with the passage to Europe, 
we should not forget the earliest Arab references (al-'Awfi and Bailak al-Qabajaqi) 
both of which describe the floating magnet as a 'fish'. Finally, the tradition persisted 
as late as the early 18th-century TVakan Sanza; Zue,. where one may read:b 

The chhi and influence of the lodestone is truly as if it were living. It has a head and a tail. 
Its head points towards the north and its tail towards the south. The force of the head is 
superior to that of the tail. If it is broken into pieces, all of them also have heads and tails. 
If it is fed with small pieces of iron it gets 'fat', if starved it gets 'thin'. If it is heated 
in the fire, it 'dies' and can no longer point to the south. It is also afraid of tobacco. The 
artisans who make magnetic needles rub their front ends on the head of the lodestone and 
their tips on the tail, then the front end indicates the north and the tip indicates the south. 
If one brings such a needle near a lodestone it will turn right round, the front end according 
with the head and the tip according with the taiL It is in this way that one can recognise 
the hcads and tails of lodestones, which again is a wonderful thing. 

Here we see the application of the ancient head-and*tail ideas originating from the 
lodestone spoons to the newer knowledge of magnctic polarity. 

The term hsiian chen, whether in the form of ' suspcnded needle' or ' mysterious 
needle', deserves further pursuit, more indeed than we have been able to give to it. 
For example, in an alchemical work of the Sung, the Thai Chi Chen-Jen Tsa Tan Yao 
Fang S (Tractate of the Supreme-Pole Adept on Miscellaneous Elixir Recipes), which 
has illustrations of chemical apparatus,c we are told of a 'suspended needle aludel ' 
(hman chen kuei6) used, no doubt, for digestions, sublimations or even reactions under 
pressure. It is one of a numhcr of curiously named closed vessels. Although this 
tractate is not dated, its title, deriving as it must from the famous philosophical dia
gram of the Nco-Confucians,d would place it most probably about the middle of the 
+ l I th ccntury, i.e. just at the time we would expect from all other evidcnce of the 
study of the magnetised ncedle. On the other hand, it might easily be a century 
earlier, since the Thai Chi doctrines are quite credibly thought to have come down 

a TSCC, Khaa kuwg tim, ch. 198, in pin 796, p. zso. 
b Ch. 61, pp. 1,)0, zoa, tT. aUCI. adjuv. de Mtly (I), p. 108, whose translalion, however, is wrong 

in several places. This encyclopaedia was compiled by Teruhima RyOan in + 171:1 laking the San Tshai 
Thu Hili of + 1609 :1$ a basis. \Ve have left uncorrected the inversion in the penultimate s�ntenee. C Sec Vol. s. pI. 2. and meanwhile Ho & Needham (3). d Cf. Vol. 2, p. ,.61. 
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Table 50. References to 'iron' and "leedle' in Chillese texts 011 magnetism a 

Dynasty 

IJAN or before 

SAN KUO 
CHIN 

LIU SUNG 
LIANG and NjWEI 

TIIANG 

WU TAI 

SUNG 

YUAN 
MING 

IRON 
Lii Shih Chhun Chhiu 
Hua; Nan Tzu 
Shih Chi 
Chhien Han Shu (1 win chill) 
Chhun CMiu Fan Lu 
/Juai Nan Wan Pi Shu 
Chhun CMiu Wti Kllao 1 Yu'·c 

Win Chi Chiao Chih 

Kao Yu's commentary on 
Lii Shill Chhml CMiu 

Nan Chou J Wu Chill 
Kuo Pho's Tzhu Shih Tsan 
Kuo Pho's commentary on 

the Shan Hai Ching 

Lei Kung Phao Chih Lun 

Shui Ching Chu 

Pin Trhao Shih 1 
Hua Shue 
Kuan Yin Tzu 1/ 

Sung commentaries on the 
Tshan Thung Chili by 
Chhen Hsien-Wei and 
others 

:O:F.EDLI! 
Kuei Ku Tzu 
Lun lUng 
Yen Thieh Lunb 

Pao Phu Tzu 
Wu Sllu (in San Kuo Chih) 

Thao Hung-Ching's Ming I 
Pith Lu 

Hsill Hs;u Pen Tsllaod 
(Thang Pin Tshaof) 

/-Isiiull Chieh Lu h 
Kuan shih Ti Li Chih Meng 

Shu Pin Tshao 
Chiu Thien Hsiian Nii Chhing 

Nang Hai Chio Ching 
TVamyo RUljushD! (Japanese 

dictionary) i (+934) 

Pin Tshao Thu Ching; 
Pin Tshao Yen I 
Sung commentaries on the 

Tshan Thung Chili 
Meng Chili Pi Than 
Jill Hua Pin Tshao 
Shih Lin Kuallg ChiJ 
Piling-Chou KIlO Thall4 
Chu Fan Chill 
lJruan-Ho FEng Shih Kao-Li 

Tim Ching 
CMu I Slmo Truan 
Ming Liang Lu 
Mo Chuang Man Lu I.k 
Ko Wu Tshu Titan 6.1 
Wu Lei Hsiang Kan Chih7.m 
Hsii Po Wu Ch ih n 

Lu Shih 
Lung lIu Huan Tan Chiieh' 

Chen-La Fing Thu Chi 

Shih Wu Kan Chu9 
Ko Chih Trllao, efC. 

a 
b 

• 
• 
d 
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to Chou Tun-! from Chhen Thuan (d. +989), if not from the late Thang.a This 
again takes us back to the + loth century, the Wu Tai period, on other evidence 
(pp. 259, 274, 305) a focal one for the development of this subject. Why the alude1 
got this name we cannot say, but since in later ages the vertical stroke in writing a 
character acquired the fancy name of 'suspended needle', this plumb-line association 
may have existed already in the Sung or before, and could have been chosen here 
because the apparatus was intended to stand perfectly upright in the fumace.b 

The better one gets to know the medieval alchemical literature the more valuable 
are the hints which it is found to contain. A book of much earlier origin than the 
anonymous tractate just mentioned is the Thai Chhing Shih Pi Chi I (The Records in 
the Rock Chamber; a Thai-Chhing Scripture), revised and enlarged by Chhu Tse 
hsien-seng1 c. + 500, but based upon a text deriving from the alchemist Su Yuan-

• cr. Vol. 2, p. 467. 
b One should not of course el(c1ude the possibility that the name might have eome from substances 

subliming in needle_shaped crystals such as some of the salts of silver and lead. Even 10, I punning 
reference need not be absent. 

Notes 10 Table 50 . 
• Most of the detailed references to the earlier books in the Table will be found on p. :13:1. 
b On the authority of PWYF. ch. 27 (p. 140:1.3). e In WISP, eh. 55, p. 6:1b. 
II eh. 4, p. 9b. This book was of course not known to Li Shih·Chen, who limply quoted it as the 

Tllat!& Pin Tlhao from previous pharmacopoeias. 
e P. 13a. A translation of the passage has already been given in Vol. 2, p. 4-47. 
r In Tllu Ching Ytn I Pin Tlhao, eh. 4. p. s a ;  PTKM, eh. 10, p. 7a. 
I IVIII Shih Chen Ching, eh. 2, p. 19b. A translation of the passa� has already been given in Vol. :1, 

p. 54· In thia cue neither iron nor needle is mentioned, simply attractive power as such. 
h TT921, alao in Yiin Chi Chhi Chhien, ch. 64. p. 6b. The passage occun again in the Yen Min Kung 

.\1iao Chith Lun (The Venerable Yen Men's Explanations of the Mysteries), T1' 937, another alchemical 
work the text of which is substantially identical with that of the H,UaI'l Chieh Lu, and therefore certainly 
81.0 Thang (p. :1b). These boolu will be discussed more fully in Vol. s. pt. 2 ;  here we wish to el(pru� 
our indebtedness to Dr Ho Ping_YU for his collaboration in matters conceming alchemical literature. 

1 Ch. 2. 
I In 1'hu Ching Ytn I Pin Tlhao. ch. 4. p. sa. 
k eh. T, p. 14a. Written by Chang Pang-Chi about + 1 131.  
1 P. 28. Written by Su Tung-Pho about + ,080. 

m P. I. \Vritten by Su Tung_Pho late in the + 1 1 th century. The phenomenon of mBgnetic force is 
reierrcd to in the opening words of this tractate 'On the Mutual Influences of Things according to 
their Categories', indicating clearly the ' field' conception of natural philosophy .0 classical in Chinese 
thought (d. Vol. :1, p. 293). See further Ho & Needh2m (2). 

n Ch. 9, p. s a ;  this is the quotation which purports to be from the Han Shen Nung Pin Tshao Ching. 
But lIS the best reconstructed versions of this book have no mention of magnetic 3ttraetion in the entry 
for lodestone, it is hellef to place this text in the Sung, for the Hsii. Po Wu Chill was compiled in the 
+ t 2th century. 

' ff. * ,* �  • •  s !l i'f: lI: ll  
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Ming 1 who lived in the last decades of the + 3rd century. Here we find a long list of 
alchemical synonyms, a and among them the following statement:b 

The 'imperial mush' (ti liu chiang2) and the 'needle-attraction on a fixed platform' (ting 
thai yin chen l) are both (cover-names for) magnetite (t:rhu shih 4). 
No doubt the first of these referred to a suspension of powdered magnetic iron are in 
water. But it is the second which interests us here. For if the thought concerned only 
the attraction of the lodestone for iron filings or needles. there would be no mention 
of any arena for these activities-the very idea of a 'fixed platform'  suggests that the 
writer had in mind a diviner's board or some other oriented dial-plate upon which a 
directive property was manifested.c We need not insist that he was Su Yuan-Ming, 
for Chhu Tse was a contemporary of Thao Hung-Ching and there is much other 
evidence which points to the lifetime of that great naturalist as a crucial period in the 
development of the compass-needle from the lodestone spoon. 

In order to ascertain more closely the time of introduction of the needle. which 
alone made possible precise determinations of azimuth directions by magnetic means, 
let us assemble as many texts as we can find in which there is mention of the lode
stone, and separate them into two groups, according to whether the words ' iron' 
(thieh5) or 'needle ' (chen6) are used. The earliest would be expected to refer to small 
bits of iron in general, while later ones would specify that needles were attracted or 
oriented. Table 50 shows that this expectation is fulfilled. 

Broadly speaking. then, references to iron are more numerous in the earlier periods, 
while after the Liang the lodestone is almost universally said to attract (or orient) 
needles rather than simply iron. This result is presented, of course, with all reserve, 
since copyists' confusions between iron and needle would be quite easy. Such mistakes 
indeed probably explain the occurrence of the word needle in the Kuei Ku Tzu text, 
and in the Lun JUng. If this be admitted, then the evidence suggests the first use of 
magnetised needJes about the +4th century, i.e. in the time of Ko Hung or a little 
later. It will naturally be realised that this was the limiting factor for the discovery of 
the declination, which could not be revealed by the lodestone spoon with its blunt end 
and clumsy frictional drag. It will also be seen that an approximate +4th-century 
date agrees with the bulk of the evidence so far assembled, including the reference in 
the works of Thao Hung-Ching. 

What first suggested the flotation of the needle on water is indeed an interesting 
question. It seems that there was an ancient method of divination which consisted 
in watching the shadow of a floating needle on the bottom of a bowl of water. This has 
actually been seen still in use among girls and young women of South China at certain 
seasonal festivals by modern obscrvers.d We have good reason to place the technique 

• The whole book is remukable for the lucidity and frankness of itl ch�ical and pharmaceutiCAl 
descriptions. Written in a style designedly clear rather than obscure, it deserves study and trandation. 

b eh. 2, p. 10(1. The passage was brought to light by Dr Ho Ping-Yil. 
e This could easily h.ve been a saucer of wlter, but whatever it was the points of the oompU.1 would 

have had to be marked on it. 
d Notably Przyluski (J). And at Peking by Bodde (12). p. 59. where it is called 'losing the needle· (till chen'). 
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26. PHYSICS 279 
at least as early as the Han because there is a reference to it in the Huai Nan Wan Pi 
Shu, a which recommends that to make a needle float it should be greased, as with 
sweat or the natural oil of the hair. This accompanies an entry about the lodestone.b 

(5) THE USE OF THE COMPASS IN NAVIGATION 

Here it will be best to proceed as we did with the magnetic compass as such, and allow 
the story to develop around a central text. It so happens that this text is approxi
mately contemporary with the words of Shen Kua in the Ming Chhi Pi Than (above, 
p. 250). The Phing-Clwu Kho Than ' (Phingchow Table-Talk) was written between 
+ 1 1 1 1  and + 1 117, but referred to events concerning that and other ports from 
+ 1086 onwards; its author was Chu Yii.l He knew what he was talking about, for 
his father, Chu FU,l had been a high official of the Port of Canton from + 1094 and 
Governor from + 1099 to + 1 102. The essential passage runs as follows:e 

According to the government regulations (chia /ing.) concerning sea-going ships (hai poJ). 
the larger ()fles can carry several hundred men, and the smaller ones may have more than 
a hundred men on board. One of the most important merchants is chosen to be Leader 
(Kang Shou6), another is Deputy Leader (Fu Kang Shou7) and a third is Business Manager 
(Tsa $hih I). The Superintendent of Merchant Shipping (Shih Po Ssu 0) gives them an officially 
scaled red certificate (chu chilO) permitting them to use the light bamboo for punishing their 
company when necessary. Should anyone die at sea, his property becomes forfeit to the 
government . . . .  The ship's pilots are acquainted with the configuration of the coasts (Ii Ii II); 
at night they steer by the stars. and in the day-time by the sun. In dark weather they look 
at the south-pointing needle (chih nan CMn n). They also use a line a hundred feet long with 
a hook at the end, which they let down to take samples of mud from the sea-bottom; by its 
(appearance and) smell they can determine their whereabouts. 

Here then is a very detailed statement of the use of the mariner's compass just about 
a century before its first mention in Europe.d In connection with this there has been 
a persistent theory that the account refers to foreign (Arab) ships trading to Canton, 
and that it was therefore Arabs who first saw the possibilities of the Chinese geo
mantic compass. This is quite erroneous; it originated because of a mistranslation by 

• Cit. in TPYL, ch. 736, p. 8b, and the modern reconstructions of the text. There is a parallel 
passage in Fang I_Chih's ll Wu Li Hsiao Shih'� ( + 1664), ch. Il, p. l i b, given without indication of 
origin, though the Wall Pi Shu is quoted by name elsewhere in the same chapter (cr. Wang Chen_To (4), 
p. 195). On the history and bibliography of the Huai Nan Wan Pi Shu, which we so often have occasion 
to quote, see Kaltenmark (a), pp. 3 1  fr. A late Ailibie example of floating-needle divination will lx: found 
in Wiedemann (8). 

• 

b See below, p. 316. 
C Ch. a, p. aa, tr. auct. adjuv. Hirth & Rockhill; Kuwabara (I). 
d This text has been known to Europeans for more than a century. Yet an eminent IJCholar such as 

Forbe. can .till write (1950) that 'it has been established that the compu. is a Weltem invention', 
(2), pp. 101, loS, 132. 
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Hirth (3) and Hirth & Rockhill,- who thought that cilia-ling was the name of some 
foreign people, the ' Kling' ,b not realising that it was a technical term for ' government 
regulations', We came to this conclusion independently, unaware of the fact ,that 
Kuwabara had pointed out the mistake morc than twenty years ago, and since then 
others too have recognised it,C so perhaps we may dare to hope that the story will now 
be abandoned. In any case, one has only to read the whole passage to see that it would 
not fit, for foreign merchants would not have required an authorisation from the 
local Chinese authorities giving them disciplinary powers over their seamen, nor 
would the property of a foreign merchant dying at sea have been forfeit to the Crown. 
Any assertion that the Chinese were not voyaging far afield at that time collapses when 
adjacent passages are read, in which it is said that repairs wcre often carried out at 
places in Sumatra. 

Before the first European mention ( + 1 190) there are two further Chinese texts. 
After thc fall of Khaifcng, the capital of Northern Sung, in + 1 126, and the move to 
Hangchow, Mcng Yuan· Lao I wrote the Tung Ching Meng Hua LuZ (Dreams of the 
Glories of the Eastern Capital), in which he notes, rcgarding navigation: 

During dark or rainy days, and when the nights are overclouded, sailors rely on the compass 
(chen phanJ). The Mate (Huo Chhang4) is in charge of this.d 

It is interesting that the title of the ship's officer who looked after the compass 
remained unchanged down to the 18th century. Meng Yuan· Lao's rcference would 
refer to some time around + I 110. Thirteen years later a diplomatic mission set out 
for Korea,and the account of it by Hsli ChingS we have already had occasion to mention 
morc than once (VoL 3, pp. 492, 5 1 1  above). His words on the compass arc valuable 
because he states specifically that it was a floated needle. What he says is as follows:e 

During the night it is often not possible to stop (because of wind or current drift), SO 
the pilot has to steer by the stars and the Great Ilear. If the night is overcast then he uses 
the south-pointing floating neeJle (,hih nan lou ,"tn6) to detennine south and north. 
When night came on we lit signal-fires (to transmit compass-readings?), and all the eight 
ships of rmr convoy responded. 

These words, to which Edkins (13) first drew attention, demonstrate once again that 
it was Chinese ships, and not those of other peoples, which carried the mariner's 
compass during the century before the first occidental knowledge of it . 

• P. 30. 
b This is a real name; in modem timel it referred to Tamils in Singapore, and derives from the 

Kalingll or Telugu coast of the Day of Bengal (Yule & Durnell). 
c Duyvcndak (8); Wang Chcn-To (4); Li Shu·Hua (,t, 3). It is regrettable that Reischaucr (3)' 

p. ,t74, continues to give countenance to this mistake. 
(I Tr. auct. On thc :\late Ice p. ,t9,t below. 
e Hlibm-Ho Fing Shih Kao-Li Thu Chilli:, ch. 34. p. 96, loa; tr. auct. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  
Pausing at this point to look backwards, we see first that no references to the 

compass of magnetised iron (as distinct from the lodestone compass) of the same 
degree of clarity as those of Tseng Kung-Liang, Shen Kua and Chu Yii have so far 
come to light before the beginning of the + 11th century. There are, however, earlier 
hints in abundance. Taken together, they build up a picture of its development 
indistinct but unmistakable. First there is the most ancient mention of the floating 
needle in the Huai Nail Wan pj Shll. Then there are the obscure descriptions of a 
compass-like needle method of computing in the + 2nd- or + 6th-century Shu Shu 
Chi I. Ko Hung, in his +4th-century Pao Phu Tzu, makes a strange juxtaposition 
of the needle and the 'south-pointer', normally to be taken in his time as the lode
stone spoon on the ground-plate of the shih. Kext we have the frog-tadpole-gourd
needle nomenclature complex covering the + 4th to the + loth century and paralleling 
that of the occidental calamila, though so much earlier in China. Comparative study 
of the terms employed in descriptions of magnetic attraction has given us a strong 
indication that magnetised needles were coming in from the +4th to the + 6th 
centuries. Presently we shall have to consider a number of books which though very 
hard to date seem to come from the late + 9th and the + loth century; these not only 
speak of needles but give values for the declination. So also does Wang Chi,l who 
must have been born not later than + 990.a Thus the picture unfolds. 

On the other hand, so far as sailors were concerned, there is the negative evidence. 
A mention of steering by the stars occurs in Hua; Nan Tzu ( - 2nd century),b and in 
the account of the travels of Fa-Hsien (early + 5th). None of the Buddhist pilgrim 
voyages, as we have seen, show anything else, and in + 838 a rather circumstantial 
relation of the navigational difficulties of the Japanese monk Ennin,1 in sailing from 
his country to Korea and China, indicates that if the compass was at that time applied 
to maritime use, it must have been the possession of very few pilots.c 

It seems probable therefore that a rather long delay occurred between the first 
use of the magnetised needle in geomancy and its adoption by sailors for navigation. 
If our conclusion is pbusiblc that the transference of polarity from lodestone to needle 
was first made use of about the + 5th century, it may well be that it was not applied 
to navigation before the + loth. The most probable period would be between +850 
and + 1050. l\Iaking a guess in the light of all the evidence one might say that the 
magnetised needle was probably used for geomancy on an increasingly widespread 
scale during the Sui, Thang and Wu 1\li periods, not finding application at sea until 
the beginning of the Sung. The subject calls urgently for further research, and it is 
possible that valuable references hitherto unknown will be discovered in Chinese 
literature. 

• On aU this. sec pp. JOZ fr. below. The title of one of these bQQks includes the significant words 
Hoi Chio Ching! (Sca A!1gle i\lanual). 

b Ch. I I ,  p. 4b. Many .imil�r sta(em�nu could casily be found. 
e Ennin's book is �ntitled Nitt(} Grilli' J,mrei Gyoki' (Diary of Travels to China in scafch of the 

(Buddhist) Law and for studying Good Customs). Tr. and annot. Reischauer (z, 3) . 
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In this connection an interesting point arises concerning the two schools of goo
mancy.· As we ha'·e no!ed already, there were two schools of this pseudo-science from 
the Thang onwards, that of Chiangsi and that of Fukien.b The former, centred on 
Ganchow, was founded by a Thang Geomancer-Royal, Yang Yun-Sung ' (fl. + 874 to 
+ 888), and his chief disciple, Tseng Wen-Chhuan.2 This school emphasised the shape 
of mountains and the directions of water-courses, concentrating on physiography. 
The Fukien school. on the other hand, associated with Chu Hsi, derived (rom Wang 
Chil and his pupil Yeh Shu-Liang,4 and laid much more emphasis on kua, compass
points and constellations, making particular use of the magnetic compass.e This is no 
coincidence, for the province of Fukien, forming as it does an amphitheatre of 
mountains facing the sea, has been for many centuries a nursery of Chinese sailors. 
In our own time the great majority of naval officers have been Fuldenese. That the 
Fukien school of geomancy should have emphasised just those things which were most 
important for navigation would therefore be expected. I would suggest that any 
research on the earliest application of the magnetic compass to navigation would do 
well to concentrate its attention on this province, and especially on the Thang and 
early Sung periods. 

Before coming to a few interesting records of the Chinese usc of the compass after 
+ 1200, a point of substance raised by de Saussure (35), himself a practical sailor, 
should not be forgotten. He pointed out that the use of the compass in navigation 
depended to some extent upon metallurgical procedures for the production of steel. 
Soft iron does not retain its magnetism long, or show it strongly;d for extended 
voyages magnetised needles of good steel would h:Jxe been desirable. De Saussure 
considered e that the Chinese narratives of deep-water sailing which we have from 
the + 13th century, such as the embassy to Cambodia,! would not have been possible 
without steel needles. �ow the history of steel itself is complicated enough, and the 
first use of it for needles stiH more obscure. Though known in Greek and Roman 
times, the two most important ancient sources of it were Asia Minor (the old Hittite 
centre) and Hyderabad in India, whence came thl! wootz steel worked up by the Arab 
smiths in Damascus. On this al-Kindi wrote in the -i- 9th century. In a metallurgical 
Scction later on, ' .... e shall bring forward eyidence to show that it was being exported 
from India to China at least as early as the + 5th century. There we shall also show 
that good stcel was manufactured in China by remarkably modern methods at least 
from that time onwards also.g Fig. 332 shows a scene of wire·drawing and needle-

• Cf. \'01. 2, pp. 359ff., and p .  242 ahon. b Cf. de Groot (2), '·01. 3, p. 1007. 
C For example, Chao Fang,' a Yuan expert on gcomaney, deleribes how the campau-using adepts 

radiated from Fukien (TSCC, I shu h·e", ct:.. 680, i ul". p. 9b). 
d SehUck ,1; Vollmer (in Schlick (I), vol. 2, p. 53) carried out experimenu with iron n«dles ofvariou$ 

kinds made by hand as they would ha'·e heen in the + 12th century. An interesting paper on the early 
history of pennanent magnels has been written by Andr:lde (2). 

e (35), p. H. Cf. )'1lChcl (6). 
t The descent of the Indo-Chinese coasts to )'Ialay. �quire. two great shOrt-cutl, crossing the 

openings of the Gulf of 1 ongking and Ihe Guif of Siam. cr. p. 258 above. 
I In the meantime Seedham (3', 3.1:) may be consulted. 
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Fig. 33:Z. Steel for magnetised needles: a 5(:ene of wire-drawmg �nd needle-making 
from the Thien Kung Khai Wu (+ 1637). 
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making from the Thieu Kung Khai Wu a of + 1637. It  may well be, therefore, that 
good steel needles were anilable to the Chinese several centuries before Europe had 
them-but the investigation of this would be a research in itselLb Failing them, lode
stones had to be carried on board every ship for remagnetisation, as Dromehead (5) 
has described, quoting from a book on navigation of + 1597. Thus for 600 years the 
lodestone was an economic mineral. 

Kow for the later Chinese descriptions. 1\'1ost famous is the Clm Fan Chih (Record 
of Foreign Peoples) written by Chao Ju-Kua in + 1225. In this work he says :e 

To the cast (of Hainan Isbnd) arc the 'Thousand-Li Sand-Banks' and the 'Myriad-Li 
Rocks', and (beyond them) is the boundless ocean, where the sea and sky blend their coioul1l, 
and the passing ships sail only by means of the south-pointing needle. This has to be watched 
closely by day and night, for life or death depend on the slightest fraction of error. 
Though the nationality of these ships is not mentioned, the ,,,,hole context, which 
deals with Hainan, concerns an island which had been a Chinese province since the 
Han, and mentions junks coming from Chhuanchow and other Chinese ports. Half 
a century later a similar account is found in the J\teng Liang LU,d Wu Tzu-Mu's 
description of I langchow. 

As soon as the (merchant-ships) enter the gates of the ocean, there is the \'ast expanse of 
Ihe sea without a shorc, strong and very dangerous, the abode of mysterious dragons and 
man'ellous serpents. At times of storm and darkness they travel trusting to the compass 
alone, and the pilot steering dares no! make the smallest error since the lives of all in the ship 
depend upon him. I ha\'e often talked with great merchants who have told me all this in 
detail. . . .  The water of the ocean is shallow near isbnds and reefs; if a reef is struck the 
ship is sure to be lost. It depends entirely on the compass, and if there is a small error you 
will be buried in the belly of a shark. 

And he goes on to speak of other sailors' signs, the nature of the water, weather
forecasting, and so on, in terms remarkably like those used in books four or five 
centuries later. 

Then comes, in Yuan times, the account of the embassy to Cambodia by Chou 
Ta-Kuan (the Chell-L(I Fellg TIm Chi ,), which has been translated by Pelliot and 
others. By this time ( + 1296) not merely mentions of the compass, but actual compass
bearings, ha\'e got into the literature, as the following shows:e 

Embarking at \\"cnehow (in Chekiang) and bearing S.S.W. (hsillg tillg wei chen'), one 
passes the ports of the coastal prefectures of Fukien and Kuangtung, as also those of the 

• Ch. 10, pp . .. b, 7b. Hangchow about + 1�50 had a Street of the Iron-Wire Drawers. b For example, we have nOl"d a dISCUSSIon of sted needles in Thao Ku's + loth-cenlury Chhi11g 
I Lu, ch. 2, p. 23 b. '�eamSlreSS<!S or medical men will tell you the merits and disadvantages of different 
kinds of needles in just 11$ much deta,l as Confucian scholars talking .bout brush pens . . . .' The ones 
which were most praised were ,hos�' made of yellow Sled and capped wiil'! gold head. «(hi" Ihrw. huang 
hang hsiaQ philr'). c eh. 2, p. [6a; tr. Hirth & Rockhill (I), p. 176. 

d Ch. 12, p. [s aiT., tr. J\[oule (S). p. 366, ([5), p. 32. 
c Ch. I, p. l a ;  tr. Pcllio! (9, 33), eng. aue!. �ole ,hat this was contempor,lry with YiJ Yen's remark 

about the Tshmr 11u"'g Chili (p. 261 above). Cluser im'cstigation of sources such as Liu Chi's' Yu Li Tzu' 
(r. + 1360) might be useful here. 
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(four) overseas prefectures (of Hainan), then crossing the sea of the Seven Isles (Taya 
Islands) 3Lld the Sea of Annam, onc arrives at Champa (somewhere ncar Qui-nhon). Thence 
with a good wind one can arrive in 1 5  days at Chen-phu (somewhere near Cape 51 James), 
which is the frontier of Cambodia. Thence bt-aring S. 52io W. (hring khun shm chen ') one 
crO$�S the Khun-Lun Sea (north of Pulo Condor Island) and enters the river mouths. 

Still more is this the case for the numerous accounts of the voyages in the time of 
Cheng 1-10 (1400 to 1431) .• There are such details, for example, in Huang Sheng
Tseng's Hs;- Yang Chhao Kung Tinl Lu: ( + J 520), already mentioned.b Liu Ming
Shu (2) and Wang Chen-To (5) have brought to light certain specialist books, which 
did not get into the official bibliographies, but must be of the + 14th century, such as 
the Hai Tao Ching J (Manual of Sailing Directions), the Hai Tao Chen Ching � (Sea
ways Compass Manual), the Hallg Hai Chell Ching ! (Sailors' Compass Manual),c 
and the Yuan Hai Yjin CIzilz 6 (Yuan Dynasty Sea Traffic Record).d At the beginning of 
the Ming there must have been quite an abundant literature of sailing directions 

recording compass-bearings. Huang Sheng-Tseng named as one of his sources a 

Chen Wei Pien 7 (Collection of Needle Positions), which may or may not have been 
a specific printed book.e If it was, it must have been a ' routier' or ' rutter' like the 
Yileh Yang Chell Lu ChiS (Record of Courscs Set by the I\ccdle in the Cantonese 
Seas), which is known to have still existed in the 18th century.! At an earlier pointg 

a few words have already been said about the way in which the compass was used by 
the pilots of Cheng Ho's time. Some idea of their skill may be gained by the fact that 
in circumnavigating Malaya they laid their course through the present Singapore 
Main Strait, which was not discovered (or at least not used) by the Portuguese till 
+ 1615 when they had been in those waters for over a century.h 

Oxford possesses a manuscript of remarkable value in this connection,1 the ShUll 
Fillg Hsiang Sung'l (Fair Winds for Escort), which Duy"cndak (I) recognised as 

stemming from about + 1430, when the great series of expeditions led by Cheng Ho 
was ending. It contains a mass of general nautical information (tides, winds, stars, 
compass-points, etc.) and on the compass runs as fo11ows : j 

In olden times, the worthies of antiquity traversed the sea-routes, and everywhere they 
dept:nded upon the twenty-four positions of the ' earth dial' (ti 10 chillg 10), k modifying their 

• Cf. Vol. I, pp. '43ff. abo"e ; \'01. 3, pp. SS"ff. Sec also Vol. 4, pt. 3 .  b Vol. 3, p .  5S8. 
" There are a dozen Cllt" Ching in the bibliogmphies, but all concern acupuncture. 
<I By \Vei Su" of the Yuan or early l\ling. Cf. Hu Ching's" edilion of Ta l'lIall Hai Ylln Chi . 
• Rockhill (I), p. 77, thought not, but Pelliol (za), p. 345. (2b). p. 308. (33). p. 80, alway, believed 

thai evidence of a specific book with this title would some day come to light. 
( PeIliot (2.b). I Vol. 3. p. 560. h Sce l\'Iills (I) ;  Du)'\'cndak (I). 
; Laud Orient. MSS. no. '4S. Tmnslalion from it is rather difficult .ince it seems to have been 

..... ritlcn by some not vcry literale person, and the meaning is not alway, clear. Brief description in 
Hsiang Ta & Hughes (I), who Ihink that the !'-15. itsdf may not be older than the second half of the 
+ 16th century. 

j P. 4a, IT. auc!. adjuv. Mills (5). k The compass. 
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practice according to the condItions. \Vhether going or returning, it is necessary to record 
the time and day, whether early or late, in passing islands and mountains; and to observe 
the wind, whether it be east, west, south or north. Now the wind veers a point or half a 
point j now the tide flo""5 slowly or rapidly ; it may be favourable or contrary-you will know 
If you use log and soundings. You must study the colour of the water, whether deep or shallow, 
and the appearance of the mountains, whether far or near, but the force of the water rising 
and falling must always be carefully obscr;cd. You must be frugal of sleep. If you make an 
error of a tiny fraction, you mny lose a thousand Ii, and then it will be too late for regret. 

If the wind riscs from east, west, south or north, there may be a change of a whole compass
point. Those ,\ho observe this must immediately take the proper steps. If it is a question of 
raising a sail, this must be set in accordance with the compass bearing, changing according 
to necessity, sometimes more, sometimes less, and then when the wind becomes favourable, 

you work back to the original course. 
As for difficulties of direction, there are passages which you can look for, and men whom 

you can ask. Mountains and islands are not always recognisable, and when you are far from 
land, when the ocean waters blend with the sky, Ihen you must base your proper course 
upon the method of Chou Kung. The compass needle and the books of sailing directions win 
then be the guide. Even if you meet with high winds and wa\'cs, and come near to reefs 
and shoals, they can aU be :l\'oided by making good use of the compass and the sailing 
directions. 

A point of some interest is that the MS. contains a liturgical form for lise in the ship's 
chapel or before its shrine at the beginning of a voyage, in which the mariner's 
compass is prominent. A litany incorporates as saints and sages the names of a number 
of Taoist geomancers, both legendary and real,· thus giving further proof, if indeed 

it were necessary, that the mariner's compass derived from the geomantic compass. 
Actual examples of Chinese maritime compasses arc not very rare. Probably the 

oldest type includes those which are like flat bronze plates not more than 6 in. in 
diameter, having a bowl-shaped depression at the centre for the water on which the 

needle is floated (Fig. 333). Two of these are illustrated by "'ang Chen-To.b A par
ticularly elaborate one may be seen in the Palace I\Iuseum at Peking, dating from the 

late Yuan or early Ming period; it is marked not only with the 24 compass-points and 
the eight kua, but also with a concentric circle giving the five elements, three occupying 

each segment.c i\Iuch more massively constructed, but probably much later, is the 
wooden floating-compass bowld shown in Figs. 334 and 335. In this specimen the 
regular twelve cyclical characters (see below, p. 29i) are used, each main division of 
300 being divided into two parts by the word chung,1 and each of these 150 intervals 

• P. sh. These include Chhing \Vu Tzu (the Blue Raven :\1aster), • Han geomantic expen, as abo 
Pai Ho Tzu (the White Crane Master) : then Yang Chlu-Phin' (perhap., another name for Yang Yiin
Sung) : W .. ngnu Chhiaol a character from the -6th century appropriated br the Taoists: Li Shun
F!ng the +7th-century mathematician and astronomer: and Chhen Timan, + loth-century Taoist. 

to (j), pI. vii. 
C Noted during my vi�it in the �ummer of 1958. 
<1 From the collection of l\Ir Amland A. Midi:, on loan to the Old Ashmolean l\1uleum at Oxford. 

Grateful thanks are due to the klndne •• of :\Ir :'Irick and Dr C. H. Jouen for penni"ion to study and 
figure this bowl. 
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PLATE cxn 

Fig. 333. i\'1:1riner's floating_compass of bronze, :'>Iing period, diam. 
c. 3� in. (from Wang Chen-To, 5) South is at 'half-past ten o'clock ', 
and a fiducial line on the bottom of the water·compartment seems to 
make allowance for a declination slighlly west of nonh. The 24 
comp"n'points in the OUltr band, the 8 hua in tho: innH. 
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fig, 3H, :\rariner', flo"ting,compan of p�lntcd wood, :\lin!( p�rivd (perh"p� Japunese), diam. 
(, 6 f in, (COIICC"lion nf :\Ir ,J" .-\. :\Iid �nd Old Ashmolean :\Iuseum, (hford). South IS al 'one o'cloc:k'. 
There are only 12 eompass_poim$, but e"eh 30 di\ISloll SU iormed is dl\lrlcd into 1\\0 parts by the 
mark dumg, and <'3C"h of these �g�in bis.-cted by the m,irks J/"",:: and hs; .. denolln!!, the ' little intcn'als' 
(hsiaQ(},i,,,), The finest di\'isions, m�rkcd 11Q, Iek and )"11, ri�ht, arc Ihus of 3 � . The red and hlad l"QloUI"$ 
..,f the gndu�!ion marking. can be .. aSlI� dUiungul$hed in the photolj:raph. 
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N 
Fig. 335, Diagrams 10 elucidate the mariner's compan of painted wood. Above, left, the dimensions 
of a perspeelive cross-stction ; right, the abbre"iation of the character chitn u$ed by the instrument
maker in all but tWO places ; below, the graduations ; 10 the right the lubber's point, 110, 'seat', carved 
in the side of the bowl underneath the north point. 

bisected again by lines at 7�.c' marked 'upper' and 'lower, little intervals' (shang, hs':a, 
luiao chien t) respectively, The finest divisions, marked tso (left) and yu (right), are 
thus of 3tO, On the side of the bowl, underneath the north point, is carved the 
character Iso,! indicating somc kind of lubber's point.a The circumstances shortly to 
be described would indicate a date in the first half of the + 1 6th century, especially as 
the writing of the graduation inscriptions has a Japanese flavour. Here we may recall 
the bronze planispheric bowl with its two depressions for dry-mounted needles 

• This was a mark on the compass indicating the ship's axis which came into usc in the \Ve" in the 
early part of the + 16th century, when right sailing increased, and the how of the ship could often not 
be seen by the helmsman. Cf. \\'ateu (7) and the discunion immediately below on the compass-card. 
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already described and illustrated.- This was probably of the + 17th century. Mariner's 
compasses of the late Ming and ehhing periods with dry-mounted needics (Fig. 337) 
are always much simpler than those used by the gcomancers, rarely containing more 
than one ring of direction-points.b 

1t would be needless to follow further developments of a purely nautical character. 
It may suffice to say that illustrations of Chinese ship compasses may be found in 
many ehhing books, such as the Liu-Chhiu Kuo Chill Liieh I (Account of the Liu
Chhiu Islands) by Chou Huang2 (Fig. 336), together with his admirable pictures of 
ships (cf. Sect. 29 below). Hsiung Ming-Yiil too gave an account of the compass in 
his Ko Gllilt Tshao� (Scientific Sketches) of + 1620 (cf. Hummel, 6). 

I "" §f1. � -L ¥ 

� * «  'Jr;;'* �* �m� ('I 

CD 
1lli\ � Ii?JI 

-!E i:fI.. 4' - '4'> � i3t .:r ji> 
'* �\; -1- 1:  1i. , 

Fig. 336. lJIutlr:ltions of mariner'. dry_pivoted compasse. from the Li"_ChJ.i,, Kuo Chih Liith (Thu 
hui lect., p. 35a). + 1757. On the left. the simplest fonn wilh eight directions ; on the right the nonnal 
fonn with l4 compau_points. South i. It the lOp in both. 

(i) The marinO" s compars and the compass-card 

A few words remain to be said about the suspension of the Chinese mariner's compass, 
and the compass-card. If a magnet-needle is suspended, by whatever means, within 
a circular box carrying upon its rim the compass-points, the helmsman who wishes to 
direct his ship in a given direction has to keep the bow and stern in line with an invisible 
axis across the face of the compass. As time went on it was found convenient to affix 
to the pivoted magnet itself a light card whereon was painted the 'wind-rose' with 
its compass-points. The whole was then enclosed in a circular box which carried 
nothing but a fiducial line in the ship's longitudinal axis. The helmsman was thus 

• Vol. 3, p. l79 and Fig. 108. 
b And often only the most important II ratht'r than the 24. cr. Hommel (I), p. 336, fig. 507, and 

many illustration. of example$ collected by Wallg Chen-To (I), whose study of the subject is the most 
elabonne yet made. 
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Fig. 337. i\briner't dry-pivoted compass, early Chhing period, diam. t. 3 1  in. (i\lu�eum of the History 
of Sdenct, Flo�nce). South is at the bottom. The 24 COmpa$$_point� in the outer band, the four 
cardinal direction� in the inner. 
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Fig. 338. Geomamic compass wilh d�)'-pi\'oted needle; markings in rl'd Rnd gold on black lacquer. 
South i$ at' se\'en o'clock '. The S hl/(1 arc in the Ii"t circula� band from the centre, and the 24 compass
points in the fourth. The outermOSt circle contains the lunu mansions (h&irl) with their I'quRtoria! 
extensions in degrees (d. \'01. 3, pp. 233 If.). The remaining circles are aU of di,·inatory character (see 
the description of Fig. 3';'0). Bought by the author in Shanghai, 19+6. Diam. 71 in. 
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enabled to attend only to the compass itself, and to keep on course with much greater 
accuracy.· This was the im'ention which has been connected with the name of Flavio 
Gioja, and though the personage may be unhistorical, there is little doubt that the 
improvement originated somewhere in south Italy, probably at Amalfi, shortly after 
+ 1300 (Sylvanus Thompson, J). De Saussure (35) was quite right in suspecting that 
the Chinese did not have the compass-card until it was introduced to their waters 
by Europeans in the + 16th century, for Wang Chen-To (5) has now been able to 
find texts which show this. In his Chhing Wu Hsii Yen I (Introduction to the Blue 
Raven Canon), Li Vii-Hengl wrote, about + 1 570: 

The needle floating on water and giving the north and south directions, is ordinarily 
called the Wet Compass (shui 10 chingl). In the Chia-Chhing reign-period (+  '522 to + 1566) 
there were attacks of Japanese pirates (on the coast), so from that time onwards Japanese 
methods began to be used. Thus the needle was placed in the compass box, and a paper was 
stuck on to it carrying all the directions, so that no matter what direction is taken the Tzu \Vu 
signs are always situated at the north and south. This is called the Dry Compass (han /0 
ching,,).b 

So also in another book, Thlli Phing Wu Yiis (Talks on Awaking at Sea), the same 
author says:c 

Recently the people of Chiangsu, Chekiang, Fukien and Kuangtung bave all suffered from 
the attacks of Japanese pirates. Japanese ships always use at the stern the dry-pivoted compass 
to fix their course ; and our people, having captured this, imitated it so that the method 
became common in Chiangsu. The needle is prepared by the use of the lodestone or heating,d 
but after a time its property weakens e and then it is no longer serviceable. It is Dot so precise 
as the water compass.! 

Other books of the late Ming speak of the phan sui chen 6 which is obviously the 
compass-card. Then Wang Ta-Hai, writing about + 1790 in his Haj Too I Chih Chai 
Liieh (Brief Selection of Lost Records of the Isles of the Sea),' said: 

The Dutch ships did not use the (simple) needle in their compasses, but a shuttle-shaped 
plate of iron sharpened at both ends and wide in the middle ; at the centre there was a small 

I Du Halde ("01. :.;c, pp. :.;c80ff.) related the observations of lome Jesuits who travelled from Siam to 
China in a Chinese ship in 168,. They noted Ihat the compass_box was marked with 2", points and that 
a ,ilk thread was stretched across as a fiducial linc from north to south. In sailing, either the desired 
rhumb was placed parallel to the ship's axis and the ncedlc kept under the string, or the string was 
placed parallel, and the needle allowed 10 point to a rhumb the opposite of Ihal desired, e.g. N.E. 
instead of N. \V. \Ve have just seen an example of Ihi. latter practice in the form of a lubber's poinl on 
II late Japanese fioaling'CQmpass. 

b Tr. auet. C Ch. 7, tr. auCI. 
d Perhaps another indication thai the use of thHmo-remanence 1'.'11$ $li11 currenl. e Presumably because good sleel was not used. 
i The diuatisfaction here expressed may ha,·c �en due to the poorness of Ihe suspension, a difficulty 

which had not arisen in the flotalion melhod. It is surprising thai il never occurred to the Chinne. 
10 far as we know, to use the ' Cardan' suspension, or gimbals, for the IUpport of the compass, since, 
.. will be shown below (Sect. "l7d), Ihis de"ice is far older in China than in Europe. 

, Alre.dy mentioned above, p. "l35. Here ch. S, If. auct. adjuv. Anon. (37). 

, #. 11 11  • !;\ II I>  
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cavity ((001) having a pointed pin underneath to support it. It turned like an umbrella. and 
on the surface (of the card) there were Dutch characters written for sixteen directions, 
E., \V., S., N.;  S.E., N.E., S.W., N.W.; S.S.E., E.5.E., N.N.E., E.N.E., W.S.W., E.S.W., 
N.N.W. and \V.N.W. This formed a complete round. When Chinese sailors wanted to set 
a course, they turned the characters of the compass to accommodate it to the direction of the 
vessel ('north' being always in line with the bows) ; but Westem mariners navigatin&" towards 
any quarter turned the vessel so that it pointed in a direction shown on the compass(-card). 
The principle is one and the same, only the instruments were of different construction. 
From all this and other evidence it seems 
fairly certain that the general use of the 
dry-pivoted compass and the compass
card was transmitted by European, 
probably Dutch or Portuguese, ships to 
Japan in the latter part of the + 16th 
century, after which it was gradually 
adopted by the Chinese.-

When Barrow visited China in Wang 
Ta-Hai's time ( +  1797) he was impressed 
by the way in which Chinese compass
needles were pi\·oted.b He found them 
extremely thin, no longer thall an inch, 
and mounted in a very sensitive way. 
The needle's centre was attached to a 
small inverted conical copper bowl which 
rested on a fine steel pivot, both well 
polished.e The bowl being much larger 

d 

Fig. 339. Sketches to illustrate Ihe Chinese 
m�!hod of suspending compau-ne�dles t"wards 
the end of the + ISlh century (after V{ang Ch�ll
To . .,:). a, flat needl�; t, Sh3rply-paillled steel 
pi-vI; J. innmcJ conical copper bowl; z. glass 
CO"er; h, copper ring; i. ivory pille. 

than the pivot, the needle tended to retain its position no matter how the compass 
was moved (Fig. 339). Moreover, the fact that the centre of gra\,ity was well below 
the point of suspension meant that it was quitt sufficient to overcome the dip or 
inclination of the needle downwards.d Europeans had avoided this by counter
balancing the opposite end of the needle, but this was not Hry satisfactory because 
of the variation of dip in different parts of the world. 

To recapitulate, therefore, it is clear that the first dry�pi\'oted compass, namely that 
described in the Sung Shih Lin Kuang Chi (p. 255 above), was Chinese. Presumably it 
travelled to Europe together with the floating4ncedle or water-compass during the 

• \'{ang Chen� To (.5) inslances, among other examplcs of adoption from \'-cstern ships at this lime. 
the sand-filled hour-glass. See, for inn_nee, the L iu-Chhiu KlJ.o Ch,l, Luth ( +  1731), Thu hut sect. 
p. 3fb. \\'e shall come back to this �ubject in the discussion of mechanical clockwork, Sect. 2.7i belm' , 
and in Sect. &9. He also note. the fact Iha, the small portabic lundiab combined wilh compasses. 
which were introduced and made by the Jesuits, all had dry pivots (cf. Vol. 3, pp. 310R'., 31z above). 

b Staunton (a), vol. I, pp. 4iI, +4t ; Klaproth (I), p. 97. 
C After this time, Ihe pivot suspcnsion became univel"$al an all geomantic compasses, as in my o"n 

example (Fig. 338). 
(! On this, see below, p. )14. 
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26. PHYSICS 
+ 12th century, hut while in the 'Vest the latter was soon superseded by the former, 
in China the Roating type continued as the most pre .... alent, both for geomancy and 
for navigation, until the middle of the + 16th century .• The Italian compass-card 
then spread ovcr East Asia as an accompaniment of the revived dry pivot. Specimens 
of nautical and other water-compasses have (as we have seen) been found and studied 
by Wang Chen-To (5). see Fig. 333. They often comprise 3 small separate ' teapot 'b 
which held the water to be poured into the central space5- Ships carried lodestones 
(or remagnetisationd (yang chen 1), and sometimes special kinds of water were pre
scribed, as in the Shun Feng H_�iang Sung.e There were superstitions about the exact 
manner in which the needle floated, and ceremoni::l libations to be used at the time 
of preparing the compass.! 

Most landsmen would be inclined to put down the persistence of the floating
compass in Chinese ships to the celebrated conservatism of that people, But with the 
usual irony of history modern navigation came back to well-damped floating magnets 
in the end." Though the light-card Thomson (Kelvin) compass was adopted in the 
British Navy in 1889, it lasted only until 1906, when it was replaced by various forms 
of liquid compass. This was more than a century after the first experiments in which a 
refuge had been sought in liquid-filled globes from the unendurable oscillation and 
vibration of dry-pivoted magnets. 

We may take our leave of the practical sailors by quoting the ninth chapter of the 
Tung Hsi Yang Kllao (Studies on the Oceans East and West) by Chang Hsieh ( + I618).h 

When (the ship) goes out through the entrance to the sea, the spray from the breaking 
waves flies up to J:ea\'en; the white horses seem to leap up to the Milky Way itself-no longer 
can one follow the banks of the coast, no longer can one recognise \'iltagcs and count distances 
stage by stage. The captain and the experienced sailors (,Mang nim san /ao2)1 ply the oars 
and raise the sails, then cut through the flood of waves relying only on the south-pointing 
needle to lead and direct them. Sometimes they use only one (compass-bearing), sometimes 

• So Friar :'olart!n de Rada $aW it, about .,.. 1575, ' a  VHy lensitiv,", little tongue of steel' floating 
'In a lottie Ullcn fuU of 5ca-water' (d. BOlCH (I), p. =95). h late lIS + 1643 Georges Fournier could 
wrile (p. sa6, and 1M>? cd. p. 400) : 'Les oous80les de Ia Chine, dor\! ila usent cncore de prisent dans 
leurs lonco�, l'lC font qu'un mMiocre vaisseau plein d'eau, sur laquelle il� font Holter on petit trianglc 
de fIl de rer touch� d'aymant, SOUlenu d'un peu de li��, et il en Ir�s-croyable que I'usage en est fort 
�nciell chez eux.' It is interesting to know that the Roaling-needle compass had al this time by no meal'l! 
disappeared from Europe. In + 1661 j. B. Riccioli wrote (p. 473): 'E5to in i\'bri Balthico et Oceano 
Gcrmal'lico muhorum Versorium nempe triangulum ex filo fcrreo ope Irium frustulorum suberis 
innatet aquae vasculo inc\usac, censcaturquc; hic usus apud ilIol val(1e antiquus.' 

h Chm hu,l cancd fancifully by the sailors ''''an sl",j shen chiln' (\Yat"r·Ch9Ilge Splfit) or huan shu, 
Ihung I,mgl (Water_Change S"n·ing-Boy). 

� Chi" chlU!g,. also called (hail,' the cup. Shui Chan Shen Ch�' was its tutelury deity, to whom the ��,lon prayed. 
<l Li Yil-Hi!ng in the Tlmi Phblg Wu Yii. Cc. Bromehead (s) for occidental practice. 
e 1'. 7a. t P. 60. 
I: The story is briefly told by 1'la�' (2). Ii Ch. 9, p. 1 a, tr. auct. adju". 1'lil1s (4). 1 This term goel back 10 the Thang ( +  8th century) as the celebflued poet, Tu Fu, used il (eC. Nan 

Hca Shih Hila, p. 18b). 
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the needle must point t o  the space between two-they rely on the guidance which it provides, 
and the ship forges ahead . . . .  Again, they sink a line to take soundings, calculating the depth 
of water at such and such a place in so many fathoms . .  , . The superintendent of the compass 
needle is the mate, the 'fire-commander' (Huo Chhang 1);a though the waves may be 
boisterous and the way long, all obey the mo\'ement of the (south-)pointer. 

A certain air about this, reminiscent of the Greek Anthology,b makes one feel again 
that the Chinese have too often been underestimated as a maritime people. 

Our next topic must be the Chinese discovery of magnetic declination, which will 
involve an explanation of the fully developed geomantic compass. Before passing to 
this, however, there is one curious point which must be taken up. 

(ii) Tht directiou-finder on the imperial lake 

In what has gone before it has been said repeatedly that the south-pointing carriage 
and the magnetic compass have nothing whatever in common. While this is in general 
true, there are two places where the subjects touch: one concerns the existence of a 
• south-pointing boat', and the other the existence of a south-pointing carriage which 
was clearly stated to have nO mechanism inside it, but to be directed by a concealed 
man. 

Taking the former first, the story of a south-pointing boat appears, mentioned in 
an offhand way, in the important account of the history of the south-pointing carriage 
in the Sung Shu.c 'Under the Chin dynasty'.d it says, 'there was also a south
pointing ship. 'e The Yuan Chien Lei Han encyclopaedia addsr from another 
source g that it used to sail about on the Ling Chih Chhih! lake in the palace gardens. h 

Of course this may have been simply a popular legend based on that of the south· 
pointing carriage. But if the story had some real basis then one might be inclined 
to see in i.t a very early application of the magnetic compass. For such rough 
experiments by palace magicians on the smooth waters of a lake, even the lodestone 
spoon would have done, and it is curious that the date corresponds rather well with 
that which we have been led to suggest for the first beginnings of the floating magnet
ised needle. An alternative would be that the boat was a paddle-boat, and that some· 
one attempted to apply to its two wheels the same kind of device as had already been 
applied to the carriage.! Probably no one will ever find out. 

I This at fil"$t .ight strange title seems to have arilen from the fact that in the + 12th century fire was 
allowed only on the leading ship of a eonvoy (the 'kitchen_ship'), and thi, also carried the chief pilots 
and navigators (see ehhing Hill TI(.I Ch,. Pu Chhueh; p. sa, etc.). 

b Compare for in.tance IX, 546. e Ch, 18, p. 5b, Cf. Sect. 7.7e below. 
d + 265 to + -420. e Giles (5), \"01. I, p. 111.. 
t Ch. 386, p. Ja. 
I The Chin Kung Ko Chi- (Record of the Palaces of the Chin). 
h As Edkins (11.) noted. Hirth (3, 8) also, but he was too confused betv.·een the carriage and the 

compass to see the real significance of it. 
I It will later be shown (Sec!. z7i) that the use of paddle_wheel. on boats gon back a long wa}' in 

Chinese technological history. 
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The other statement occurs in the biography of TSll Chhung·Chih, the eminent 
+ 5th-century mathematician and engineer.a 

When Wu of the Sung subdued Kuan-chung, he obtained the south-pointing carriage of 
Yao Hsing,' but it had only the shell, and no machinery inside. Whenever it moved, a man 
was stationed inside to turn h.b 

If this is to be taken as something more than a mere deception. it must imply that the 
man inside turned the ,'isible pointer to correspond with the south according to some 
information which he had with him, and this could only have been a form of the 
compass. Here again, if the carriage was used only on ceremonial occasions under 
conditions where it moved on a good Rat surface, a lodestone spoon on a shih could 
perhaps have been used, yet the date would allow of a floating ' fish' or even a needle 
being available. 

(6) MAGNETIC DECLINATION 
In the quotations already given from Shen Kua and Khou Tsung-Shih, we noticed 
that not only the directivity of the magnetic needle was spoken of, but also its declina
tion, i.e. the fact that it did not point directly north and south. There are many other 
passages in Chinese literature which refer to this property, and which, moreover, 
antedate the time at which even directivity itself was first known to the occident. 
In order to appreciate this, we must start by examining the Chinese geomantic 
compass in its fully developed form, for medieval knowledge of the declination is in 
fact embedded in the traditional layout of this instrument. 

(i) Descriptiml of the geomantic compass 

When one first contemplates a Chinese compass in its most elaborate form (Figs. 340 
and 341), one is be\vildered by its compiexity,c:' and many Chinese scholars as well 
as most Western sinologists have been only too willing to dismiss it as a monument 
of superstitious web-spinning. Geomancy, said de Groot, 'fully shows the dense 
cloud of ignorance which hovers over the Chinese people; it exhibits in all its naked
ness the low condition of their native culture, illustrating the fact that natural philo
sophy in that part of the globe is a huge mountain of learning without a single trace 
of true knowledge in it'.d We have already seen enough to appreciate the frank 

• Nc'" Chhi Slm, ch. 52, p. zob; Nail Shih, ch. 7Z. p. l i b ;  Ir. Moule (7)· 
b Yao Hsing was emperor of the Later Chhin dynasty, r. +39+ onwards, d. +416. His south

pointing carriage had betn made by Linghu Sheng; d. Sect. l7t below. 
C Certainly ICholars in 17th_century Europe must have been quite baffled. Just .. Robert Boyle , 

Robert Hooke and Samuel Pepl's puzzled o\'Cr Chinese calendars (d. Vol. 3, p. 391), so at Oxford 
John Selden posscued II 'Pixis Sortilega Sinensium', a Chinese geomantic compaSl, dating from about 
+ 1600. Selden (d. + 16H) was a ilwyer, historian, antiquary, orientalist, and one of the encouragers 

of Thomas Hrde. Hi. 'Pixi, ' i, now in Ihe Old Ashmolean :'.Iuseum; what he made of it we shall 
never know. 

oS h), vol. 3, p. 9)8 . 

• ,ttl! 
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Legends to Fig •. 340 and 3,,1 

Tram/ation of inraiption paimed b) th, "Ill/'" 011 the back of t"e CIIl'ntse /leoman/ie compass ptnenud b:v 
Airs John Couch Adams. in Ihe Whippf, MUilUm of ,'', Hi$lO,y of Scit'nu. Camb,idgt'. :\lade under the 
lupervialon of \\iang Yang-Chh; (courU'5Y na'lle, Yuan_Shan) of the YlIn_l Studio at Ha;yang ne;;r 
H,;n-.n (in Kuangtung province), [Not dated, but of the Chhing. prob.bly I.te + 18th «nrur)'.1 

1St circle , 
:znd circle 3 

Jrd circle 4 

4th circle 5 

sth circle 6 

6th circle 7 

7th circle 8 

8th circle 9 

9th cirde '0 

loth circle " 

II th circle " 

nth circle '3 

IIl[NTIFIeATION TABLE. PIIOM \\'ITllt!l1 OUTWAIIDS 
1be Hea"en Pool (a name derived from the medie"al floating_compass. and from the 
ancif'nt dl,-iners board). with the South-Pomtlng Needle. 

The Eight Kua (Trlgraml of the I Chi�, the 'Book of Changes') arranged in the 
Nnen Th,tn (Prior to He"'en) order [cr. Vol. 2, p. J131. 

Th .. Twelve TerreSlrial Chih (cyclical charncten) [d. \'01. I ,  p. 79; \'01. J, pp. 396. 
398). 

Nine StaTS (i.e. fllte-catcgoriu. in l.4 di"isions) concerned with the Orientation of 
Dwellings. 

(24) Constellations controlling succe" in Civil-Service Careers (including the 
imperial examinatioru). 

Earth Pbte (i.f'. graduations comrolling the Inner Hegion of the Compass Disc; with 
20 cyclical chll�acteTS and 4 kUl/ as the standard Azimuthal Direction Signs) arran�d 
in the Ching Chen (lit. ' Correct Needle') positions (i.e. according to the astronomical 
north-south), with pure Yin and pure Yang (inf1.uence� shown, by means of red and 
black colour. This �rrangen1ent is anodaud wilh the nllme of Chhiu Yen_Han, 
+ 8th century). 

The (24) Chich Chhi (fortnightly di";sioM) of the Four Seasons (the tropic year) 
fcf. Vol. 3, p . .joOS]. 

Terrestrial Record (or Cycle) of the Mountain-renetrating Tiger (60 combinations 
of the cyclical characters, i.e. the n ehih and the 10 kan, in 7:: divisions--concerned 
with underground watercourses, vein., and foundations) [d. Vol. 3. pp. 396, 397]. 

The Kine Halls of the TUII ChID (method of divination ; 72 di,-isions containing the 
numbers from I to 9. which also appuf in the nine cells (Kine Halls) of the Lo Shu 
magic square (d. Vol. 3, p. 57J. Tweh'c dh'isions are left empty as III the previous 
row. This mf'thod was popular in the + sth and -I- 6th centuries). 

The Fin Chin of the Inn(r Part of the Compass (>48 combinations of the cyclical 
characters, distributed among the Five Elements in 120 di"isions) Icf. Vol. 2. 
pp. �43ff.]. 

Orderly Arrangrnu :nt, equ311v dividing the Dngon (Inf1.uence ; 60 combinations of 
the cyclical chanctrrs in 60 di,·i�ions). 

The F"'e Elements (in 60 divisions) for the N,i l'in (me:l1od of di"ination ; this dates 
from the - 1St Century). 

!\lan Plate (i.f'. graduations controlling the !\Iiddle Region of the Compass Disc; 
with 20 cyelic:rl characters and 4 kua as the st3ndard A7.imuthal Direction Signs, 
as in row no. 6) arr�nged in the Chung Chen (lit . •  Middle Netdle ') positions (i.e. all 
pomts shifted 7,° \\'. of N. RS introduced in tht' + 12th ccntury. traditionally by) 
L�i Kung (Lai \V�n-Ch(in) (to take account of the westv.srd cl"dimnion obser.-('d 
at that time). 

tJth circle 14 Mt Tshai', Earth-Penetrating Dragon (mcthod; �ttributed to Tshai Shen_Y l •. 
+ loth century ; 60 combinations of the cydic�1 characters). 

14th circle I S  l'hr('es and Sevens riding the ('hili (60 divisions containing 2� azimuthal compass_ 
points corresponding with Those in row no. 6 :  and 36 d;"isions cOlllaining odc.! 
numbers). 

13th circle 16 The New Degree. adopted by the Present (i.e. thc Chhing) Dynasty (360 diviSIons, 
the numbering starting afrt'sh lit the beginning of each d;"ision of thc following row. 
no. 17. The di"ision of Ihc circle into 360" was a Jesuit innovation, the Chinese 
ha.-ing fonnerly divided it into 3651'. At tht' same time the old Chinese di"jsion of 
the degree (w) into lOO minutes Uln). and th� minute into 100 �econds ("Iiao). was 
tf'plgced, unfortunately, by the usual \Veltern sn:lgesimal system [ef. \'01. 3, p. 37 .. )). 

16th circle 17 The (twenty--eight) Lunar ;\hnslons (H$lu ; constellations dividing the Equator) with 
the number of dt'grees of f'quatorial exten.ion occupied by each. (:'\.B. These t"o 
rows 0.., placed With the !\1.ddlf' Region of the Compass Disc because it agrees with 
the westward declination still obSf'H'ed III China in the + 18th century, but as modern 
introductions they are separated from it by a double Illle.) 

(ronlinu�d on p. :.19.5) 
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PLATE CXX 

Fig. HO. Th� Chin�se geomantic compass in full dT","" an example presented by the late :-'Irs John 
Couch Adams '" the Cambridge .l,stronoml<:al Ob$('IYa!OI)', :md !lOW in the Whipple i\iuscum. 
South at the bottom. The $t�nd:lrJ z+ (on'pass_points appear in the fifth circle from the cenlre. 
They then appear again in Ill(" 12th l'Irclc sl�gA'ercd 7J6 W. of X., nod in the lith circle slasgen�d 
71° E. of �.; these, it is believed, nIl" the pcrmnncnt traces of western and eastern declination! observed 
at different limes during the :\Iiddle Ascs and Ialer (SCI" text). This specimen bears upOn ilS under
surface an c)(planatOT}' table which is translated lind clucid:ned on pp. 29+-5. Dinm. 1 2,6 in . 



PLATE exxi 

Fig. 34!. t..:ndeT.surf�ce of the John Couch Adams compass with its inscription and 
e"planatory t:>bl(', tr3nsl.ltcd on pp. 294 and 295. 
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absurdity of this kind of judgment, and we shall now see that although geomaney 
itself was of course always a pseudo·scicnce, it was, nevertheless, the true mother of 
our knowledge of terrestrial magnetism, just as astrology was of astronomy and 
a\ehemy of chemistry. 

The compass (/0 elling, 1, 2  or 10 plzanl or chen phan4)1 of the gcomancers' art (feng 
shui,5 khan yu6) is composed of some 18-24 concentric circles (tshing7) surrounding 
the small balanced needle at the centre.b Let us look first at the first and fifth circles 
starting from the centre (Fig. 340). They are composed of the eight kua (trigrams), 
depicted in the first, and (four of them) written in the fifth. With the aid of Table 13 
(Vol. 2, p. 313)  it will immediately be seen that there is  a discrepancy between them, 
for in the kua as depicted Chhien (the first of the klla, signifying bright male creativity) 
occupies the south, while Khun (the second, signifying dark female receptivity) 
occupies the north ; whereas in the kua as written Chhien is in the north·west and 
Khun in the south-west . 

• \Vang Chen_To (j), p. 106, lists lome 23 variant names. Chao Fang' of the Yuan was one of the 
earliest gcomancers to use the aftem'ards widespread tenn 10 ching. 

" The� is a good deal of loeal \"Ilriation in the design of these compasses; from Anhui examplu with 
33 and 40 concentric circles are known (Wang Chen·To (5), p. 121) . 

, Jl I,  
' 111 

, JI ll , ., m 
• •  ·tt • It " 

Lea:ends to Firs. 340 and 341 (co/lti,wedj 

17th circle IS Heaven Plate (i.e. graduations controlling the Outer Region of the Compan Disc; 
with 20 cyclical characters and 4 kIm as the Itandard Azimuthal Direction Signs, as 
in rOWI no. 6 and 13) arranged in the Ffng Chen (lit . •  Seam Needle ') positions 
(Le. all points shifted 7tO E. of N., as introduced in the +9th century, traditionally 
by) Yang Kung (Yang Yun_Sung) (to take account of the eastward declination 
obseo'ed at that time). 

18th circle 19 The FI,. Yth (l � positions, i.c. the astrological controls of the different province., the 
namH of which are given ; a system popular in the + 7th century [cf. Vol. 3. p. s.ul; 
and the (12) T:zhu positions (i.e. the 12 Jupiter'ltalions, their astronomical, not 
astrological, names being used for the yean ; they were also employed for the months 
of a single year and the double.hours of a single day [d. Vol. 3, p. 4031. Thil circle 

19th circle '" 

20th circle " 

21St circle " 

:nnd circle 'J 

23rd circle " 

24th cirde '5 

is further evidence for a Thang date for this part of the compau). 
The FI,. Chi" of the Outer Part of the Compass (identical with row no. 10, but shifted 

eUI\<'ard •. Another double line follows). 
Celestial Record (or Cycle) of thc Fully Coiled Dragon (60 combinations of the cyclical 
characters in 60 unequal divisions; corresponds to row no. S-.;:oncerned with hill 
ridges). 

The Five Elements (distributed among 61 unequal divisions) corresponding to the 
(Equltorial Extension) Degrees of the Constellation. of the Celestial Sphere. 

(Equatorial E)(tensions of the fIsiu, the Lunar Mansions, in) Degrees (Chinese), as 
determined in the Khai·Hsi reign·period (+ 1206). 

Fortun"e and Unfortunate Position, for the Siling of Tombs (indicated by red and 
black Iymbol, ; corresponding with row no. 4). 

(Equatorial Extension. of the) twenty·eight Hsiu, the Lunar Mansions, in (Chinese) 
Degree. for Divination (for divination �cause the 3651° system was that used in 
medieval times when the divination rules were fixed). 

For further explanations see pp. 297, 299. 305. 307, and 312. 
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This difference need not detain u s  long since it docs not affect the knowledge of 
declination or any other matter of scientific importance, yet it is interesting archaeo
logically, because the north-west and south-west positions were those on the ancestor 
of the compass, the shih.R As is well known, there were in Han times two alternative 

azimuthal arrangements of the eight trigrams. Both of these are in the I Ching, and 

w. Khan 

N. 
Khlln 

K!n Chen 

Sun Tui 
Chhien 

S. 

The 'Fu-Hsi' system 

Li E. 
Chhitll 

w. Tui 
Khull 

N. 
Khan 

Li 
S. 

Ken 
Chen E. 

Sun 

The 'Wen Wang' system 

it is extremely difficult to be precise as to their antiquity ; presumably thcy are 
somewhat pre-Han.b The allegedly more ancient system, named after the legendary 
sage Fu-Hsi,1 with Chhien in the south, was the so·callcd Hsien Thien ! (, prior to 
Heaven ') system, and corresponded with the Ho Thul diagram (cf. Vol. 3. pp. 56ff.}.c 
The allegedly later system, named after the Chou High King Wen Wang,. with 
Chhien in the north-west, was the so·called HOll Thien! (' posterior to Heaven ') 
system, anrl corresponded with the Lo Shu6 magic square (cf. Vol. 3, pp. 56ff.).d 
Since, how�ver, the shih followed the latter system, it was probably really the earlier 
of the two. The difference was only in symbolism.e This impression as to date is 
strengthened by a conversation which has come down to us recorded in the San KUQ 
Chih.t Kuan L07 ( + 209 to +256) was a famous geomancer; we shall shortly meet 
with him again. 

Kuan La, talking to his friend Liu Fen,8 said: ' 1  really do not understand why our ancient 
sages placed ClrJrien at the north·west and Khun at the south·west. After all, Chhien and 
Khun are the symbols of Heaven and Earth, the supreme things. The former represents 
kingship and paternity, and covers all the myriad things in the world, just as the latter bears 
and carries them. How could these two be reduced to the position of the other six kua? . .  
How could they occupy side positions I 

• And on the computing device of the Shu Shu Chi I (cr. p. �60 ahove) which evidently derived from 
the shih. 

b It is thought, however, that the Shuo KUD, in which they occur, is not earlier than the Han diviners 
Chiao Kan' and Ching Fang 10 (-1St century). Moreover, the diagrams derived from it and the altribu. 
tions to Fu·Hli and Wln \Vang probably date only from Shao Yung " (+11 Ih century) or ChhenThuan" 
(+ loth). Cf. Vol. a, p. HI. e R. Wilhelm (�), vol. I, p. 200; Baynes If. vol. I, p. �8S; / Ching, Shuo Kua. ch. �, §3. 

4 R. Wilhelm (a), vol. I, p .  aoa; Baynes tr. vol. I ,  p .  a88; / Ching, Shuo Kua, ch. a, §s. On bolh 
these cf. Granet (5), p. 186 . 

• The Fu·Hsi Iystem allocated the hua cosmically; the \Vln \Vang system did $0 according to the 
march of the leasons of the year, starting at the south and going round clockwise. t Wei Shu, ch. 29, p. 23D, b, commentary. Tr. auC!. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  297 
The interest of this lies in the fact that in the + 3rd century, just abollt the time when 
the lodestone spoon was giving place to the needle, it was felt that the old shih arrange
ment was unsatisfactory, and that a change should be made. Hu Wei, in the + 18th 
century, considering this passage,a believed that the change could be traced back to 
Wei Po-Yang the alchemist, in the Later Han. In any case, the compass in its final 
form, though adopting the Fu-Hsi Hsien Thien system for its depicted kua, retained 
the Wen Wang or Hou Thien system embedded in its round of azimuthal written 
compass-points,b 

These points, 24 in number, are seen in the fifth circle (Fig. 340). The accompanying 
table(p. 298) shows that they divide the circle into segments of 15° each. The whole duo
denary cycle of chilt !  characters is represented, but the denary cycle of kanZ characters 
has dropped out two, i.e. precisely those which were represented twice over on the 
Jhih (Fig. 326 above); wul and chi,4 symbolising Earth. This omissionc left four 
places, which were filled by the four most important klla, Chhil'1l, Khml, Sun and 
Kell, as shown in Table 5 1  and in Fig. 3-+0. The remaining four of the eight trigrams 
do not appear on the round of written azimuth points. 

Compasses used by navigators reduced all this to its simplest form, using only the 
z4 points, or even reducing them to 1 2  or 8. Since in China the geomantic compass 
long preceded the navigational one, and since the azimuthal role of the abstract denary 
and duodenary cyclical characters was so old there, the 'wind-rose' of Chinese 
mariners probably developed in rather a different way from that of the West. In 
Greece the points of solstitial sunrise and sunset on the horizon seem to have gene
rated by the - 4th century northern and southern • companion' directions neigh
bouring due east and west by about 27"'. The addition of similar companions by 
analogy to north and south gave the classical twelvefold system of points which were 
associated with a series of standard winds.d On the other hand the ancient Mediter
ranean pilots also used a round of eight points and winds obtained simply by halving 
the four basic quadrants.e So obvious a plan certainly developed (as far as this) in 
China too, but the former one was rather foreign in spirit, for Chinese starcraft, 
giving from the beginning a great deal of attention to the equator and the circumpolar 
stars, paid relatively little to ecliptic risings and settings.! Yet in practice it approxi
mated more closely to the deeply sexagesimal Chinese system than the rounds of 

• I Thu ,\ting Pirn, ch. 8, p. loa. Cf. Tshan Thung eMi, ch. I ,  p. III'. b Thus we sec at thc outset its sync�etistic character, still more evident in what follows. 
C The process is dearly do:scribed in Yang Ylln-Sung's Chlring Nang AQ Chih ' (MySle�iQus Principles 

of the Blue Bag, i.e. the Universe), cf. TSCC, IshII tien, ch. 66S, !!IIi khaQ IS,  p. 611'. Shiba (I) suggested 
very plausibly that the omission was essentially practical, $ince U'lol and chi would .0 readily be confused 
with lull snd nu. If we knew the date at which the change took plAce, we might fix better the time when 
the lIilors took over from the geomancen. Blit Ihe fact emphasised by Wada (I), p. 152, namely that 
u..'U and chi 8ymbolised the element Eanh, may also have had iu importance, for Earth was associated 
",ith the Centre, and its symbols were accordingly hardly suitable for periphenll azimuth points. 

d Thia i. s"ociated with the name of the - 3rd-untury Egyptian admiral, Timo.thenes of Rhodes, 
and his book of aailing directions for the :'vlediterranean. cr. Vol. 3, p. S31. 

e Taylor (8), pp. 6ff., !4ff., 53fL f cr. Vol. J, pp. 119ff. But also p. 306. 

, :t  " f  
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16 and 32 points used later on in Europe, possibly deriving from Etruscan augury 
but certainly obtained by simple duplation from the fundamental four. 

Beyond this point most exponents of the Chinese compass have not proceeded. 

Table 5 1 .  A:;imuth compass.points 

Modern compass-points Chinese names a 

" 
° N. Tzu 

'5 N. IS° E. Kuti 
:U'S N.N.E. Tzu-Chhou 
3° N. 30° E. Chhou 
45 N.E. KEN 
60 N. 60" E. Yin 
67"5 E.N.E. Yin-Mao 
75 N. 75° E. Cilia 
9° E. M,o 

'°5 5. 75" E. I 
112'5 E.S.E. Mao-Chhen 
"0 S. 60" E. Chhen 
'35 5.E. SUN 
'50 S. 30" E. S,u 
157'5 S.S.E. Ssu-Wu 
,65 S. 15° E. I Ping 
,80 S. \Yu 

195 S. IS"W. Ting 
202'5 5.S.IV. Wu-Wei 
2<0 5. 30" W. Wei 
" 5 S.W. KHUN 
'4° S. 60° W. Shen 
247'5 \V.S.W. Shen·Yu 
255 S. 75° W. King 
'70 W. Yu 

,85 N. 75° W. llsi" 
292'5 'Y.N.W. Yu-Hsti 
300 t\. 60° W. Hsu 
315 !\.W. CHHI!:;>; 
330 N. 30" W. Hai 
337'5 N.N.\V. Hai-Tzu 
345 N. ISo \Y. Jm 

Kua ne shown in capitals ; denary characters in italict; duodenary in roman. The Chinne 
characters for all these will be found in Vol. I, p. 79, Vol. 2, p.  3[3, and Vol. 3, p. 396, as 
well as in Figs. 338 and 340 . 

• The double terms shown in the third column, first given by Klaproth ([), p. [02, may be found 
in geoguphical works, but the navigators hardly used them. For 5.S.\\'. their instruction was 'nil 
between Ting and Wei', not 'towards Wu-Wei '. • 

• 
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(ii) The three circles of Master Chhiu, Masur }'ang and Master La; 

If now the fifth circle is compared with the twelfth and the seventeenth, it will at 
once be seen that the two outcr ones, while repeating the 24 points, are (as we shall 
say) 'staggered'. Thus the south point is moved 7tO eastwards in the twelfth circle, 
and j!O westwards in the seventeenth. This was noticed by Klaproth (I), Eitel (2), 
de Groot (2) and others, who also gave the obvious significance of all the subsidiary 
circles (cf. pp. 294ft.), but they could not explain it, nor did Wylie (I I) in his important 
paper to which we shall shortly refer. It was Edkins (12) alone whose understanding 
of geomantic literature enabled him to give the right explanation in 1877. but his 
paper has remained little known.- It may be summarised by saying that the two main 
subsidiary circles were introduced in the Thang and Sung respectively to allow for the 
declinations of the magnetic needle which were then observed, and that the geomantic 
compass thus still contains these old observations in fossil form. 

According to tradition, the compass· points were stabilised in their present system 
at least by the time of Chhiu Yen-Han,1 a famous geomancer whose approximate 
f10ruit was + 713 to + 741 ; hence a contemporary of I-Hsing.b The technical term for 
these points, assimilated to the astronomical north-south line, was Cheng Chen! 
(lit. ' correct needle'). Rather over a century later, about + 880, another great geo· 
mancer, Yang Yiin·Sung,l in order to take account of an eastern declination which 
was then observed, introduced a second, staggered, circle of points, i.e. those 7tO west· 
wards of the former. These were (and are) technically known as Hng Chen 4 (lit. 
'seam needle').c But by the + 12th century the declination had moved over to the 
westwards, so a third geomancer, Lai Wen·Chtin,J introduced a third, staggered 
circle, to allow for this. each point being 7tO eastwards of the astronomical north· 
south Jine.d There can be no doubt that both these added circles were attempts to make 
an average correction for the declination. Lai's new circle was termed Chung Chen6 
(lit. ' central needle')i we think because it was inserted on the compass between the 
two original circles (d. Fig. 340). 

For the assistance of the reader in what follows it may be worth while to tabulate 
these correlations (p. 300). It is difficult to validate this presentation from Ming writers, 
because the idea of gradual change of declination with time became consciously held 
only in the Chhing. One of them, however, Wu Thien·Hung,' is worth listening to . 

• Though attention WII ineffectually drawn to it by SchUck (-1-). 
b Chhiu Y�n-Han's molt famous book was the Thien Chi SrI Shu' (which one would bC>t�mpted to 

Imnslat� ' Pure Book of Cflenial JI,·leehanics', if this were not to invite misunderstanding). H� also wrotf 
a Nt, Chuan Th" n HUtlOfi Ao Chi Cht>! Shih Shu� (Alias_Tortoise Geomancy). 

c His Chhing Nang Ao Chill (TSCC, 1 shu tien, ch. 66s, hu; IIhao ISff.) mentions th� 24 direetions 
('moumains ') but not. s.o far as we can sec, the F�ng Chen. On Yang YOn_Sung d. pp. 24', 282 abo,·e. 

d His ben-known book i. thf 1Jhui Kwm Phitn'� (On Official Promotion), i.f. how to if I il by 
geomancy. 

• 11ft J fI � '* 
· � fI � .&. . ti . "IIt . 
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In his Lo Ching Chili Nall Pho fT'1I Chil (A South-Pointer to Disperse the Fog about 
the Geomantic Compass), probably of the + 16th century, he wrote: 

Master Chhiu got (his knowledge from) Thai I Lao Jeo: (:he Old i\ran of the Great Unity), 
and (established) the Cheng Chen, (but) there is also a 'Hea\'en-measurement'  (thitll chill 
and an 'Earth-record' (Ii clti4). The Fen Chin divisions afC arranged in three (concentric 
circles), so that although for the eanh one follows the Cheng Chen (system), as everyone 
knows ; in the north (Tzu) (the needle) (once) declined to the �.E . •  lind in the south (Wu) it 
declined to the S.\r. Therefore :-'Iaster Yang added the Feng Chen (system). But in the 
'Hea\'cn-measurement', the needle in the nonh (Tzu) dedincd to the :S-.\V., and in the 
south (Wu) it declined to the S.E. Therefore ;'\laster Lai added the Chung Chen {system).a 

Chhiu Yen-Han 

Yang Ytin-Sung 

Lai Wen-Chtin 

Century 

+8th 

+91h 
+ I::th 

Cheng Chen :iE astronomical north-south 

Feng Chell til ii" east of �., west of S. 

Chung Chen tp 7!-� \\"est of :\I., east of S. 

This is about as clear as could be expected, and the general course of events is con
firmed by other Ming writers on geom:mcy, notably Wu ,,"ang-Kang� in his 1.0 Ching 
Chieh6 (Analysis of the Magnetic Compass), and K:m Shih-Wang' in his Lo CMIIg Pi 
Chlliaos (Confidential Intelligence about the Magnetic Compass).b 

That the magnetic declination varied in different places was an idea fully accepted 
in the astronomical chapters of the Ming Shih. But it is not clearly stated there that it 
changed with time. Fan I_Pin,9 howc\·er, who wrote his Lo Chi,tg Ching 1 Chie/t'o 
(Analysis of the Essential Features of the ::\Iagnetic Compass) some time between 
+ 1736 and + 1795, stated clearly that there had been changes in the declination. 
He wrote: 

Moreover, many people reason that as the needle belongs to (the element) :i\letal, :\letal 
is afraid of Fire which corresponds to the south,C and this would be why the metal deviates 
towards its 'mother-position' more than 3°. It is also said that in accordance with the kUG 

• Tr. lIuct. 
b The Ming and ehning literature on gcomancy is, howe�·cr, extremely confuM-d, and seemingly 

becamt more lind more to a5 time went 011. Quite different statements are to be found in Liu Kung_ 
Chung's" Khan Yii Phi ,11i,. Chh,.QlI Chen " (A Brushing Away of !\listakcl and Establishment of Right 
Thcory in Geomancy).and in Hu Shcn-An'. I, Lo Chillg Chith Tillg a(Definitll'eAnalysis of the il.lagnetic 
Compast)-both of the + 18th century. Llu thrmgln that the F�ng Chen was established according to 
the astronomical meridian by the gnomon shadow (nith )";"8 II). Fan I-Pin' affirmed, on the contrary, 
that the Ch�ng Chen wu the astronomical norlh�south. but doubted the tradition of the introduction 
of thc F�ng Chen and Chung Chen by )"ana: and Lai respectively. Details of this literature may be 
found in \Vang Chen-To (4 • .'I). But he hUn.clf seems to think that there w IS  .orne difference between 
the gnomon-shadow meridian and the pole-liar meridian, and that Feng Chen and Chung Chen cor· 
responded to these tWQ--an idea which we find incomprehensible. He dOCI, howe,·cr, agree that one 
of the eXIra circles was lidded to take account of an observed declination. 

C Fire taku precedence of Metal in the Mutual Conquesl Order, cf. Vol. l, p. l57. 
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of Fu-Hsi, the influences of which are constantly in motion, the ' Yang head' inclines to the 
left, and the 'Yin head ' to the right. Others again say that (in) the south there is an ascending 
(infl.uence) following the Yang and pulling to the left, while (in) the north there is a falling 
(influence) following the Yin and pulling to the right. Yet others, that (in) the Hsicn Thien 
('prior to Heaven I system) the kua Tui (serenity) and Metal arc in Ssu; I therefore the needle 
inclines to the left. Then there is the notion that since Fire contains Earth,a the true south 
point (Wu) of hea\'cn is in the west, and therefore the needle head had to incline to the west, 
to follow its 'mother-positioo', 

There are many theories of this sort and all are vain. The important thing to know is that 
nowadays the direction of the needle, between Hsu and 'Vei, shows in fact what the true 
north-south was in the days of Thang YU (the legendary emperor). So also the position of 
the sun was in Chou times in 20 of (the hsiu) �u, but between Yuan and Ming it fell to 30 in 
Chi.b Ordinary people do not realise that c\'en Heayen has its (slow) motions and changes. 
They insist that the Wei direction is something fixed and unaltcrable.c 

Presumably Fan I·Pin is here saying that the change in declination of the magnetic 
needle is a natural phenomenon of saccular change, analogous to the precessional 
movement of the celestial pole. He may of course have thought that the magnetic 
meridian alone remained constant while the celestial coordinates changed in a kind of 

trepidation. 

(iii) Early obser'l:atiOlls of declination 

Let us now see how a group of texts on the declination fits in with these traditionally 
accepted facts. The earliest of them afe unfortunatdy difficult to date. First. there is 

the obsen'ation attributed to the Buddhist astronomer, I·Hsing, which would have 
been made at some time not far from +720, This was reported by \Vylie ( l l ) d  as 

follows: 

On comparing the needle WIth the north pole, he found that the former pointed between 
the constellations Hsil and Wei. The pole was just in 60 of Hail, from which the needle 
declined to the right (cast) 2" 95'· 

This does not quite sound like a contemporary :lccount," and in any case Wylie 
omitted to give any reference'! The text has been diligently sought for by sinologists 
ever since Wylie first gave it (1859). but so far without success, Hashimoto (I) 

• Fire takes procedence of Earth in the :llutual Production Order, d. Vol. 2,  p .  257. 
b On the recognition of equinoctial preceuion cf. Vol. ). pp. 247, 251. C Tr. auc!. 
<l Hepr. Wylie (5). Sci. srct., p. 156. 
� Though Wylie placed all of i! in quotation-marks. 
f An I-Hril/JI Ti Li Ching ' (I-Hsing's Geomantic l\'lanUBI) is twice mentioned in the Sung biblio

graph)· (Sultg Shih. eh. 206, pp. 20b, 2)a: d. TSCC, I.hll ticII. eh. 680, /S(J 114, p. 2a), but it might be 
hard to find the text of it. Apparently he also completed another work on the ume subject, for the 
Sung bibliography alia lists a Li ShulI-Fing I-Hs!lIg Chhan_Slnj, Ttang La Pi Mi Chingl (Confide,ntial 
Manual on the Principles of Tomb Siting, by Li Shun-nng and the Zen Muter I-Hsing:), eh. 206. 
p. 2)b. Though Li died \'wo years before I_Hsing was born, the latter was in many ways his disciple 
and $ueeellor. for instane,", Li's value for the obliquity of the ecliptic Wat accepted III nandan:!. by 
I-Hsing in hil meridian arc computations (Beer er af. I) . 

' J!  • - fi � iJ. j.t  
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indicated passages in the astronomical chapters of the Thang Shu which he thought 
might have misled Wylie, and similar suggestions have recently been put forward by 
Wang Chen-To,a but they arc not very convincing. The astronomical chapters do 
indeed sayb that the pole has a different position with relation to the hsill I fsli and Wei 
from that which it had anciently, because they afC talking about proper motion ;c but 
there is no mention of needles, nor any declination of 20 95', One can only await the 
results of further enquiry, but it is at least interesting that two other texts, which are 
certainly old. though difficult to date, also speak of an eastern declination, thus sup
porting Wylie's interpretation of his I-Hsing refercnce.d 

The first passage is preserved in encyclopaedias from the Kuan shih Ti Li Chih 
Ming I (Master Kuan's Geomantic Instructor). The book is attributed to Kuan Lo 
of the +3rd century, but this cannot be credited, and the work is more likely (from 
internal evidence) to be of the latc Thang time.e In it we find the following;f 

The lodestone follows a maternal principle. The needle is struck out from the Iron 
(originally a stonc)1C and the nature of mother and son is that each inRuences the other, and 
they communicate together. The nature of the needle is to return to its original completeness. 
As its body is very light and straight, it must indicate straight lines. It responds to the chili 
by orientation (chao l), being central to the earth and deviating in various directions. (To the 
south) it point� to the Hsiian-Yuan J constellation, hence to the hsiu Hsing,4 (and therefore to) 
the hs;u Hsii J (in the nonh), along the axis Ting-Kuei.1i The yearly differences (Sll; chha7) 
follow the ecliptic, and all such phenomena can be undcrstood.h 

• (4), p. ::z06. lie (ernarks how difficuh it i$ for \Vestem scholau not to fall into error when studying 
Chine .... history Ind history of science, but \\'ylie was a "ery accomplished "inologist, and I fear that 
the puzzle remains. 

b Chiu TJumg Sh .. , ch, 35, p. -\b; fbi'l Tll<mg Shl<, eh. 31,  pp. Jb, -Ia. 
c Cf. Vol. 3, pp. ::Z70tf. 
d The interpretatIon itself WlIs indC'<,d queStionC'd by dC' Saussure <3s), pp. z6ff. who maintained that 

I-Hsing's words imply a western declination, but we han' bc>en forced with reluctance 10 reject his 
argumC'nta, for reasons which will bC' evident if careful thought is givcn to them. Hi$ view that the 
declination was �", the figure abo"e being the biograph�r's mistake, is howe"er plausible. 

e A KuUlr. shih Chih Jllng is in the extension of the SUflg Shih bibliography (Pu. p. lla), but it is 
hard to be sure whelher lost books with titiC's such as this wC're not rathcr concerned \\ ith the philOlopher 
Kuan Tzu,' and therefore dealt with politics and economics rather than "ith geom�ncy. Such was 
certainly the K .. an shih Chih Liieh9 mentioned in thC' Hsin Thang Shu bibliography (eh. 59, p. Bb), 
by Tu Yu ;'. it is therC' da51�d with Fa Chia writings. As thC' Kl'an shih Ti Li Chih .\ling seem. not to 
mention Fhlg Chen, it dat .... pruumably from before Ylng YUn-Sung's timC', but mUlt be lattt than the 
time when the compass-point. �ssumed thC'ir uaditional positions. It il intereSling that the Sui Shu 
bibliography (ch. 3-\, p. 25a) attributes to Kuan Lo a Shih-er!, Lillg eh",. Pu Chiu8" (1\lan\1al of Dh·ina
tion by thC' Twelve Magic Cheumen), d. below, p. J t 6. Of course Kuan Lo himsC'lf knew the attractive 
power of the lodestone (d. PhC'i Sung-Chih's" commenta!,)' on thC' Sa" KilO ehu, (II'ti Shu), ch.29, 
p. :14/1)· 

f TSCC, 1 shu Ii .. ", ch, 655, hui khno 5, p. 18b; u. aUCI. 
i Here the theory of the transformation of orcs and metals in the eRrth will be remember�d; cf. 

Vol. 3, pp. 637ff. 
h \'{hat thC' writer is $ugge"ing in the last sentence is that the declination is a phenomC'non like IhC' 

extra quaner day in the sidereal year" 
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This is a perfectly definite statement that the declination was some ISo E. For the 
date of the passage the middle of the + 9th century would be a good guess. 

Secondly. a passage in the eMu Thien Hsiian Nii Chhing Nang Hai Chio Chillg 
discusses Cheng Chen and Hng Chen, implying thereby an eastern declination. If it 
was really Yang Yiin-Sung who introduced the first of the subsidiary staggered circles 
(Hng Chen). then the passage would be of about + 900.-

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to date some of these obscure books which are 
quoted or reproduced in the geom::mtic sections of encyclopaedias. This would require 
a special investigation not so far attempted. The Chiu Thien Hsiian Nii Chhing Nang 
Hai Cllio Ching I has a title which almost defies translation, but one might say: 'The 
Kine-Heaven Mysterious-Girlb Blue_Bagc Sea Angle ManuaL' Note the reference 
to the sea. It must be at least Sung, because it had a preface by Chang Shih-Yuan! 
of that period.d A diagram from it entitled ' The Directions and eMi of the Floating 
Xeedle'e is preserved in the TIm Shu Chi Cltheng encyclopaedia (see Fig. 342). 
Beside it, we read: r 

In the daytime Hsuan No determined the directions by the rising and setting of the sun.1! 
In the night she determined the directions by the divisions of the hsiu.h It was Chhih-"ul 

(the ancient rebel)l who invented the 'soulh-pointer') Laler on, the details of the compau
bearings were fixed, using the ' ten celestial stems ' (thien kan4) for the directions (fong so!), 
and the ' tweh'e horary characters' (Ii chih�) for the chhi of the directions (fang chhi7).k 

• The attribulion of Ihis book 10 Kuo Pho of the Chin, claimed in Ihe r-,·1ing preface by Wu Yuan
Chio,' i. of course nOI acceptable, though il may well be thaI some parIS are quite old. The Sung Shih 
bibliography (ch. 206, p. 2Jh) gives the aulhor of the Hoi Chio Ching as Chhih Sung T.:u,' the 'Red 
Pine MUler'. Thi, is • hoary pseudonym: Ihe Yiin Chi Chhi Chhim (ch. 108, p. 1 0). for example, 
places the bearer of it in legendary anl;quily. But it was also the Taoisl name of Huang Chhu-Phing, '0 
allotted by Wieger (), 6) to the Chin, and by mOSI standard biographical dictionaries 10 Ihe Later Han. 
Under his altemali,",� name of Thai Hili Chen Jen" he appears 10 be responsible for four book, in Ihe 
1"00 Tumg (TTI08, 610, 901 and 1)51), one of which has to do with alchemy. He may be worth watching 
in connection with the origin of Ihe compau. On the other hand the Shorln Thurlg Chih" and other 
sources say thaI Chhiu Yen-Han (fl. + 71J) received the Hm Chio Chi'i6 from a myslerious immortal, 
which may mean that he wrote iI, or a first version of it (TSCC, I Jhu litn, ch. 679, lieh chrlO", p. So). 
The puuge we quote would Ihen have been a later addition. Of course Yang Yi.in-Sung may have 
written it himself. Another ponibility is Liu Chhien" who, according to Ihe Chian,gsi Thun,g Chih," 
ch. lo6, p. 280, "role a Nallg Chin,g. His grandfather, Liu Chiang_Tung," had been a pupil of Yang 
)'Un-Sung. 

b One wonders whal relilion this feminine Characler could have had wilh her namesake whom "e 
hl"e mCI in anolher conneclion (d. Vol. 2, p. I H  above). Her 'biography' is in l'iin Chi Chili Chhinr, 
ch. "4, pp. Ishfl'. C A favourite Taoist term for the universe (d. pp . ':156, ':191, 299 above, and Vol. 2, p. )60). 

" We have nOI been able to find Oul much aboul this scholar, but he was probably II Chiangsi 
gcomancer. 

" Thc faC! Ihal it was I Aoating needle pleads 10 some extent for an early date of the text. 
t [ ,hll tit", eh. 651, hui IIIrao I ,  p. 160.; Ir. IUCI. 
I Cf. p. ':191 abo"e on the origins of Ihe Greek wind-rose. 
h Equatorial constellation., it will be remembered, lransferred 10 the horizon 3$ alirnulhal beltings. 
I cr. Vol. ':1, p. 1 1 5  above. 
I The reference is 10 Ihe legends about the soulh-pointing carriage (d. Sect. 2it below). 
k Cf. Ihe description just given of the compan-poinlS and Iheir origins. 
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Afterwards a copper plate was made with exactly l4 azimuth points (chosen from) the denary 
cyclical series (which had been associated with the) 'heaven-plate' (thien phanl) (of the Han 
diviner's board, shih:), and the duodenary cyclical series (which had been associated with the) 
'earth-plate' (ti phonl) (of the Han diviner's board, shih 1). The former are called Ii Mong 
no shui;t and the latter ko lung shou sha.s Nowadays geomancers use the Cheng Chen� 
(astronomical north and south points) and the 'heaven-plate' denary azimuth points to 'find 
out where the dragon is' (ko lung!); and they use the Feng Chen? (magnetic north and south 
points) to perform other divinations (Ii thonS). Naturally the round (plate) follows (i.e. 
symbolises) heaven, and the square (plate) follows earth.-

Fig. 34Z. 'The DirecliolU and Chhi of Ihe Floaling Needle', a diagram from Ihe Chiu Thitn Hnia" Nil 
Chhittg Nattg Hai Chio Ching (probably early + loth century), pre.erved in the Thu Shu Chi Chhbrg 
encyclopaedia. Soulh i. al the lOp. The u primary compus-points lire in the second ring from the 
centre. the lZ .econdary ones in the firu; both are combined in the fourth. But bf:tween the .econd and 
the fourth there is _ rina in which the point. are shifted 7.° E. of N.; this is the Fblg Chen lralem based 
upon an eallem declination of the needle. Here we see by itself the fint of the accretions 10 the geo
mantic compasl which were introduced 10 allow for observed declinations. 

Though at first sight it may seem surprising that so elaborate a description of the 
geomantic compass could be of the Sung period, there is nothing in it which fails to 
fit with the general pattern of development which we arc gradually uncovering. It is 
probable that the fixation of the azimuth compass-points from a selection of denary 
and duodenary characters, and from the kua, took place at least as early as the Han. 
But here in this passage we meet for the first time with one of the technical terms for 
declination directions. Similar statements are encountered in other geomantic books 
which seem to be of Sung date, such as the Shen Pao Ching9 (Spiritual Precious Canon) b 
of Hsieh Ho-Chhing.1o 

• Note that nothing i, said about the Chung Chen. 
b TSCC. I shu h·tn. ch. 667, hili Ichao 17, p. 10.:1, b. If it is significant that Hlieh il quoted fint among 

thue geomantie ..... riters. he may have flourilhed earlier than ,Vang Chi (lee opposite). in which eate hi. 
references to the needle, dating from the + loth century, would be the earliest we have. He was D 
contemporary of the geomaneer Liu Yuan.T.�," ..... ho might be a help in dating both of them. 
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One argument which strengthens the relatively early datings of all these references 
to the magnetic needle is the occurrence of the term ' suspended needle' in the ' tad
pole passage' of the Ku Chin Chu, as quoted in the Thai-Piling YU Lan encyclopaedia 
of +983 (cr. p. 274 above). 

What is probably the earliest datable reference to magnetic declination occurs as 
early as the first certain reference to a floating magnet. Wang Chi' (Chao-ehhing:,l), 
the founder of the Fukien school of geomancers, left a poem on the magnet needle 
(Chen Fa Shih�) some lines of which are preserved in encyclopaedias. The relevant 
verse runs:a 

Between (the hsiu) HsUs and Wei6 points dearly the needle's path (,11m /u7)b 
(But) to the south there is (the hsiu) ChangS, which 'rides upon aU three' (shang san chMngQ); 
(The kua) Khan'o and Li'l stand due north and south, though people cannot recognise (their 

subtleties), 
And if there is the slightest mistake there will be no correct predictions. 

Since it can be establishedc that Wang Chi's flOri/it was in the neighbourhood of 
+ 1030 to + 1050, these lines are in fact the oldest distinct statement of the us� of the 
needle which we possess. It will be remembered that Tseng Kung-Liang's instrument 
( +  1027 or before) was a floating 'fish'. The direction referred to in the first line is 
clearly the astronomical north-south (Cheng Chen), but it can be seen by looking at 
a geomantic compass (e.g. 24th circle, Fig. 340) that the southern luiu Chang is so 
broad that it can include all the three 'souths', i.e. those for the two declinations, 
formerly eastern and now western (Hng Chen and Chung Chen) as well as Cheng 

• TSCC, / Ihu lien. ch. 6)5, hui khao 5, p. 18b; tr. auct. 
to Note that this WIIS the tenn later used for nautiCliI compass-benings. 
e Wang Chi', work" H,in Ching" and lVin Ta YU Lu,Il were published after hi. death by hi. pupil 

Yeh Shu-Liang." and a poslface 10 them waswrinen by Fan Shun-Jen" (G 53-4-) whose dale1, + 1026 10 
+1101, arc known (Su'W Shih, ch. )1'hP. 29b). Aocordingto the ehhu-chou Fu Chih ,6 (quoted in TSCC, 
/ Ihu litn, ch. 679, lith chuan, p. lob), Wang Chi predicted geomanlieally the luccesl of the unborn sons 
of three Fukienele families who consulted him. Since the dates of their cneers a� known, the date of 
Wang Chi can be approximately fixed. The three men were Kuan Shih-len"� (+ 10+1- to + 110<}; see 
SU'W Shih, eh. 20, p. 90; ch. 35', p. 20b), Ho Chih-Chung II ( +  1042 to + 1 1 1 6 ;  .ee SU"l Shih, ch. 35 I ,  
pp. lob, I I  a), and Chang Shang-Ying" ( +  1042 to+ 1111 ; .ee Sung Shih, ch. 3 5 1 ,  p .  6a). \Vang Chi's 
grandfather,\Vang Chhu_No,1O was an astronomer and mathematician who had been involved in a 
famous controversy about calendrical matters with \Vang Pho" in the Later Chou dynasty (Sung Shih, 
ch. 111 fr., ch. 46" p. la, b). The grandfather must, therefore, have flourished between +950 and +970. 
Wang Chhu-No's son,Wang Hsi_Yuan,·· died in +1018 at the age of 58 (Sung Shih, ch. 461, p. 4a). 
From all these facu, the year +9<;0 would be probable for the birth of \-Vang <":hi. Wang Chen_To 
(4, p. 1 16;  S, p. 210, etc.) does not seem to have realised that \Yang Chi and \Vang Chao_Chhing were 
one and the same person. Elsewhere (S, p. 121) he has an argument that the Chen Fa Shih cannot be 
earlier than the last decade of the + 12th centllry, but we have no! been cO",'inced by it. Since Wang 
Chi was little known outside geomanlic circles, it seems very unlikely that anyone writing about + 1200 
would have attributed a poem to him. He was not one of the three who left their mark on tht geomantic 
compass, nor even onc of their famous pupils. The two fomt. of the character in \Yang Chao-Chhing'. 
name are due to the tabu system ; it was necessary to a"oid certain characters at certain times for CJ.lft 
reasons (cf. Li Yeh and Li Chih, in Sect. 19 above). 
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Chen.a This must surely be the explanation of the expression 'it rides upon all three'.b 
The reference to the kua Khan and Li would simply be that they repreSent north and 
south only in a general way, and that there was some tendency in nature for the 
magnetic axis to diverge slightly from the astronomical meridian; this was the subtlety 
which ordinary people could not understand . 
. After + 1050 all the descriptions agree that the declination was to the we:st. We afe 

familiar with the statement of Shen Kua (p. 249 above) that in + 1086 the needle 
pointed slightly east of south; and with the observation of Khou Tsung-Shih (p. 251 
above) in + 1 1 15 that it pointed to the sign Ping (165°). The next record is one which 
Hashimoto discovered-an entry in the Titling Hua Ll,1 (Mutual Discussions), 
written by Tseng San-I1 in the neighbourhood of + I x8<).c 

The North-South Needle. 
h for the use of the 'Eanh-Disc' (ti IOl)d (the compass), there is the Cheng Chen (astro

nomical north-south) Tzu-Wu system, but there is also a system which uses a Hng Chen 
(seam needle)e axis between the true north-south and the Ping-Jen axis. 

Since heaven and earth are correctly placed (on the astronomical north-south meridian) 
one ought to use the Tzu-Wu line, but since there is what is now called the 'sloping-off of 
the land south of the river', it is difficult to use the Tzu-Wu, Cheng Chen, system; and the 
Ping-Jen axis checks up better. 

Anciently, men measured the sun-shadow at Loyang, considering that place to be the 
centre of the earth. But others later thought that Yang-ehheng, a hsien away from the capital 
(was more central).! As the ground 'sloped away' somewhat, the measurements (at Loyang) 
could therefore hardly be used. So the principle of the difference is quite understandable.g 

The declination was thus something less than ISO W., but the interest of the passage 
lies in its search for a theory to account for the declination. As we saw, Khou Tsung
Shih had appealed to five-element theory, to the mutual relations of Fire and Metal. 
Here is a more sophisticated idea, namely that there must be some central place or 
meridian on the earth's surface where the declination would be found to be zero.h 
This can only be called an inspired guess, for in fact there is a line of null declination, 
which moves slowly across the earth's surface . 

• Hau and Wei only include two each. 
b Of course the middle (Chung Chen) ci�cle was not (according to tradition) incorporated in the 

geomantic compass until the century after \Vang Chi. In those days it would be natural to tread warily 
in such a matter. 

e Embodied in Shuo Fu, ch. 13 (though not in all edition.). Tr. auet. 
d Lo really means a conch or lerew-like Ihape, here spiral, loosely applied 10 the concentric rings of 

the compass·plate. 
e Note that Ts�ng San.I refers to the new axis by the old name of Feng Chen, which afterwards 

meant only the Ting-Kuei line of eastern declination. Evidently in his time the technical tenn Chung 
Chen for the western declination had not come into general use. 

f Cf. above, concerning the giant gnomon at Yang-chheng, Vol. 3,  pp. 296ff.; and above, pp. 46 fT. 
r This was the passage which Hashimoto (I) did not dare to translate himself, and which Mitchell (2) 

considered .0 obscure as to be meaningless. 
" Cr. the + 16th-century Europun doctrine of the 'true meridian ' (Taylor (8), pp. 173, 183, 186). 
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26. P H Y S I C S 

Tseng San-l was thus theorising about the declination before Europeans knew 
even of the polarity. A little later there is quite a long argument about it, involving the 

introduction of a new element, namely the second subsidiary staggered circle, the series 
of Chung Chen points, traditionally due to Lai Wen-Chun about + I IS0. If we dip 
into the first chapter of the Chhii I 811110 TruQlI1 (Discussions on the Dispersal of 
Doubts), written by Chhu Hua-Kul (Chhu Yung) about + 1230, we find the 

following ;-

On Choosing Needles.b 
[Nowadays the geomancers make use of both the Chung Chen and the Ch�ng Chen.]" 
The theories ofthe Yin-Yang school are \'ery prevalent, and it is not easy to discuss lightly 

their value and truth. They should be tested by facts and rationally analysed. 
The first thing in geomancy is to distinguish the 'twenty-four mountains 'd (the 24 compass

points), and to know the Ch€ng (the astronomical north-south meridian line). Then there 
are the 120 Fen Chin) divisions.e If we use the Ping-\Vu, or Chung Chen, system, there will 
be a difference of 21 of these divisions, to the south-west. If we use the Tzu-Wu, or Cheng 
Chen, system, there will be a difference of 21 of these divisions, to the south-east, (Where 
Ihere is so much difference in systems of needle positions, predictions of) fortune and mis
fortune should be \'ery dearly distinguishable. 

When my father was selecting lucky ground, the geomancers differed among themselves. 
One thought the Ping-Wu direction, in accordance with the Chung Chen system, was Ihe 
right one to take, but the other preferred the Tzu-Wu (meridian) line, according to the 
Cheng Chen system. Doth insisted on the correctness of their knowledge, handed down by 
their respective teachers. As there are now no sages left in the world. no one could tell us 
which was the right choice to make. Actually, there are good reasons for both views. 

Those who believe in the Ping-Wu direction, or Chung Chen system, say that the ancient 
Hu Shou4 books explain it quite clearly-'The direction from Tzu (N.) to Ping (5. ISO E.) is 
south-east, and therefore indicates the Yang , the direction from \\'u (5.) to Jen (N. ISO W.) 
is north-west, and therefore indicates the Yin. The 1eo-Tzu-Ping-Wu area is the centre of 
heaven and earth.' And they argue that although the n�dle points to the south, its original 
nature inclines to the north (so that it tends to veer back there).! This theory has some 
foundation . 

(Those who take this vicw) also say that the twelve cyclical characters (chih�) have the 
Tzu-Wu axis as their correct centre, and that the 64kua are arranged among the 24 compass
points. But Ping is side by side with Wu, and shares its position (on the Cheng Chen circle). 
The point between them is at the centre of the round of 12 chih, Le. at Wu (on the Chung 
Chen circle). This idea is also reasonable. 

• Ch. I, p. 2b, Ir. auCI. This passage has not previously �en noticed. The \"ersion in the Pai Hai 
collection is abbreviated and unintelligible; Ihat in the Pai Chhuan Hsueh Hai teems to be complete, 
and hIlS here �en used. 

b I.e. Iystems of magnet-needle bearings for divination. e Thi. lentence is prefixed, in small characters, to the Pai Hai version only. 
e! Cf. Yang Yun_Sung'l Erh-shih-JSu Shan Hsiang Chueh6 (Oral Instruction on the 2. Mountain 

Directionl), ill TSCC, I ,hu lien, ch. 654, hui khao ., p. lob. 
e These are the circles 9 and 19 in Fig. 340. They consist of combinations of the cyclical lignl, dis

tributed among the five elements. 
f The idea at the back of this i$ probabl)' mineralogical, connected with Ihe transformation of orcs 

and metal. in the eanh, see p. JOZ above. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

But those who choose the Tzu-Wu line and Cheng Chen system say that Fu-Hsi deter
mined the eight directions by means of the 8 kua; Li and Khan fixing the true north and 
south. Ping and Ting Rank Li (in the south) ;  Jen and Kuei Rank Khan (in the north). Thus 
the eight directions are divided into 24 positions; the south getting Ping, Wu and Ting; 
the north getting Jen, Tzu and Kuei. The Tzu-Wu (meridian) axis is indeed central. This 
argument also is reasonable and cannot possibly be neglected. 

They go on to argue that the position of the sun at the Ping (double-) hour- is at Ping, 
and at noon (the Wu (double-) hour) it is at Wu. What is now called the Ping (double-) hour 
was formerly t ..... o fixed positions ahead. 

Thus I made a record of these arguments for the benefit of those who like to busy them
selves with such matters. Those who use the Chung Chen system often had successful results; 
this is because the divination method was based exactly on the original positions. 

To this may be added the fact that when in + 1280 Chheng Chhi quoted the words 
of the ?en Tshao Yen I about the magnet in his San Liu Hsiian Tsa Chih,b he added 
only a remark about the 'Tzu-Wu Ping-Jen chih Ii' [-the principles of the Cheng 
Chen and Chung Chen systems-showing that the latter was well known in his time 
also.c He said that they were used by the geomancers (Yin-Yang chia1). 

The main point of this is that in the time of Chhu Yung and Chheng Chhi, the 
declination was 150 W. or less; the fact that they talk about a Ping-Wu position 
suggests that it was about half that. Chhu's theory is retrograde compared with that 
of Tseng San-I, falling back as it does upon the kua, and offering obscure symbolic 
explanations. \Ve are, however, introduced to a current of geomantic literature not 
previously met with, namely the ' Fox-Head Books' (Hu Shou).d 

All this was still two centuries before the declination was first observed in Europe. 
In special studies, Winter (4, 5) concluded that it was quite unknown to Pierre de 
Maricourt and his contemporaries ( +  1270). On the other hand, Mitchell (2), after 
careful examination of the tradition e that Columbus discovered it on his voyage of 
+ 1492, decided that this must also be rejected.f He and Chapman agree, however, 
with Hellmann and Wolkenhaucr, that from a date not later than + 1450 German 
makers of portable sundials which embodied compasses by which to set the noon line 
were including a special mark on the dials to which the needle should point, thus 
showing empirical knowledge of the declination. This is found also on Nuremberg 

- Ordinarily Ihere is no luch Ihinlla. Ihe Ping double.hour, for Ihe houn were de.ignaled by rhih 
and nOI by kan, .0 we are nOI sure of the meaning of Ihi. argument. See Needham, \Vang & Price (I), 
pp. 199ff. 

b Referred 10 above, p. :15:1. e \Vang Chen-To (4), p. 194. 
d CMng Slu·H.iao (d. + IJJ2) "Y1. in his So_Nan Win Chi, p. [6a, Ihat only one Hu Shoo Ching' 

Slill existed in hi. lime, and he thought it was by Kuo Pho of the Chin. \Vhelher it has any conneClion 
wilh Hrj Tzu' books. two of which are menlioned In Ihe Thang bibliography, or with Ihe Hu Kong TzuS 
hookl, one of which occurs in the Sui and three in the Sung bibliographies, we have nOI been able 10 
find out. BUI Ihe fact th,t Ihe Hu ShOll tradilion leems 10 h"'e been connected wilh Ihe westem 
declination would suggest that in fact il was not older than the beginning of the + 1 [Ih cenlury. It i. 
much 10 be wished Ihal lome scholar would make a serious attempt to bring order and light 11'110 Ihe 
maze of geomantic literature. 

C Bertelli (:I). f Taylor (8), p. 172, concun. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

maps just before + 1500. Lange puts forward an argument in favour of Geoffrey 
Chaucer ( +  1380), but the more likely date is the early + 15th century. 

Chinese books of about + 1580, such as Hsii Chih-Mo's' Lo Ching Chien 1 Thu 
Chieh : (Illustrated Easy Explanation of the :\Iagnetic Compass), offer other theories, 
suggesting, for example, that there is declination because the pole-star is not quite 
polar. Fang I-Chih in his JIIu Li Hsiao Shih ( +  166..j.) mentioned a that in Europe 
(Ta-Chhin) at th:![ time the declination was eastern, which was quite correct 
(Edkins, 12). He wondered whether this might be due to the intervening massif of the 
Himalayas (Khun-Lun mountains). 

It may be convenient to summarise the information contained in this Section in the 
(orm of a table (Table 52). The general upshot is that the first knowledge of declina
tion in China dates back to the + 9th century at least. Eastern before the Sung, it left 
its traces in the traditional form of the geomantic compass as the outer subsidiary 
staggered circle, the Fcng Chen; then during the Sung about + 1000 it became western, 
and gave rise to the inner staggered circle, the Chung Chen. De Saussureb was quite 
right in his statement that the Chinese knew the magnetic declination long before 
Europeans knew the polarity itself.c And once again de Groot was hopelessly at sea 
when he wrote 'there is not the slightest indication that the Chinese possess any 
knowledge of the declination of the compass, or that they are able to make a distinction 
between the magnetic north and the exact north'. d 

It is good to know that we now have before us the possibility of verification of the 
old Chinese figures and traditions. At an earlier stage, in connection with the Wu Ching 
Trung Yao quotation, mention was made of the phenomenon of thermo-remanence. 
A bar of iron or steel allowed to cool slowly from the Curie point (c. 700°) in the earth's 
magnetic field acquires the properties of a magnet without any contact with a lode
stone. But this is also true, at a much more feeble level of intensity, of most sedi
mentary rocks, lava flows and natural clays, which contain small amounts of iron 
oxides.e Measurements with delicate methods now actively proceeding,r therefore, 
will be able to give detailed information not only about the properties of the earth's 
magnetic field at the time when the rocks and clays were being formed and deposited, 
but also as it manifested itself at the time of baking of tiles, bricks, kiln walls and 
pottery. These developments are thus of great interest to archaeologists as well as to 
geologists, for if once a systematised body of knowledge could be built up of the earth's 

• Ch. 8, p. ,8b. b (35), p. 31.  
c !l.litchell (�) says that according to Lecomte ( +  ,699), the Chinese knew nothing of declination, 

but on checking his text (Eng, cd, p. ZZ9) I find ,hat hts words can be interpretcd to mCAn thaI Ihey 
did know it when Lecomte explained sufficiently clearly what he was referring to. In any case, e"en if 
Lecomte was as unfortunate as de Groot, it means vcry little in the light of the other cvidcnce of this 
Section, 

d (a), vol. 3. p. 97-10. I would repeat that the ' anthropological' method of de Groot would be exactly 
paralleled by the cffort$ of a Chinese scholar to find out what Englishmen knew of nuclear physics by 
interrogating iishwj,'cs and traditional morris dancers. 

c cr. the introductory article by RUIICQm (I). 
l Scc Cook &: Bclsh1! (I); Aitken (I). 
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C. +710 
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(c. +730 

Mid+9lhl 
(c. + 880 

c. +900 

c. + 1030 
c. + 1086 
+ 1 1 1 5  
(c.+ 1150 
(. + 11741  
(+ t l90 
c. + 1130 

t. + 1180 

Table 52. Details on Chinese compass observations including magnetic declination, mainly before + 1500 

Author 

I-Haing 

Name of book 
Probable place 
of observation 

Unknown (Wylie, u) I Chhang-an (Sian) 
This reference is very doubtful, see p. 301. 

Lat. N. Long. E. 0 '  Q '  

34 ,6 ,08 57 

Chhiu Yen-Han. The 14 azimuth points stabilised. Cheng Chen) 

Details 

Between Hsi.i and Wei 
'to the right' 

Dedination • 

J-4 E. 

Unknown I Kuan shih Ti Li Chih MhIg I Probably Sian I H 1 6  108 57 I Ting-Kuei axis I c. 1 5  E. 
Yang Yiin-Sung adds new divisions each one 71" to the left of Chhiu's, for eastern declination, and speaks of Feng Chen in his 

Unknown 
Chhing Nang Aa Chih) 

Chiu Thien HSlUln Nil Probably Sian H 16 108 57 
Chhing Na"IJ HaiChiaChing 

Speaks of nng Chen c. 7. E. 

Wang Chi I In comm. on Kluln Shih . Probably Khaifcng 34 51 1 1 4  38 1 I Slightly W. 
Shen Kua Ming Chili Pi TJuln Khaif�ng 34 51 1 1 4  38 'Slightly Eo' (of south) 5-10 W. 
Khou Tsung-Shih Pm TSMO Yell I Khaifcng 34 Sl 1 1 4  38 To Ping c. IS W. 
Lai Wen-Chiln adds new divisions each one 71° to tl.e right of Chhiu's, for western declination, and introduces the tenn Chung Chen) 
Tscng San-I I Thung Hua Lu I Hangchow I 30 17 IlO 10 I near Ping-Jen axis 1 S�IO W. 
first knowledge of magnetic polarity in Europe) 
Chhu Hua-Ku I Chhu I ShU(} Tsual1 

Chh�ng Chhi I San Liu HSIUll1 Tsa Chih 

Probably Hangchow 30 

Probably Hangchow 30 

" "0 .0 

" "0 '0 

Ping-Wu direction and 
Chung Chen 

Tzu-Wu and Ping-Jen 
altes 

7. W. 

7. W. 

(c. + 1450
' 

first knowledge of magnetic declination in Europe) 
c. + 1580 Hsil Chih-Mo 1-0 Ching Chieh Probably Peking 39 " ,,6 " c. 71 w. 
c. +1615 J. A. Schall and Hsii (Wylie, I I )  Peking 39 " , ,6 " 51--71 W. 

Kuang-Chhi 
c. + 1680 Mei Wen-Ting Khuei Jih Chi YIlO· Nanking 3' , , ,' " 3 W. 

Suchow 3' '3 "0 'S 21 W. 
+ 1690 de fontaney (Wylie, I I )  Canton '3 , " , ,6 21 W. 
+ 1708 R�gis & Jartoux (Gaubil (I), p. l09)b Shanhaikuan ,0 , "9 37 , W. 

Chiayilkuan 39 49 9' 3' 3 W. 
+ 1817 Wylie ( I I )  Canton '3 , ' " , 6  null 
+ 1819 Wylie (II)C Peking 39 " , , 6  " 2 t0 4i W  

a This reference is given by Wylie (I I )  from a tractate which he did not quote in Chinese characters, giving only the title in his peculiar romanisation 
system. We conjecture it to be KhueiJih Chi Yao.' He says it  was a 'small work on the sundial '. Unfortunately, it is nOl lisled in the Wu-AII Li Suan 
Shu Mu' where, however, we find an Jih Kuei1 Pei Khal) (p. 19a), a Khuei Jih CMi' (p. 301l). and a Khuei Jih Chhiell Shu!)' (p. 30b). Perhaps Wylie 
was quoting one of these from memory. \Ve have not been able to gain any further light from Li Nien's detailed biographical bibliography of Mei W�n_ 
Ting, (21), vol. 3, pp. 544ff., and must leave the malter to be cleared up by others to whom the works of the great Chinese seventeenth-century mathe
matician and astronomer are more accessible. 

b It is nOI ,!!enerally known that the Khang.Hsi emperor himself wrote on the declination of the compass. This wa, in hi� KMnfIt-Hti Chi Hsia Ko Wu 
Pim' (Scientific Observations made in Leisure Hours), finished about + 1710, and abstracted in French by Cibol (7) in + 1779. The emperor said that 
the declination at Pekin,!! had been .l� W. in + 1681. and had fallen to l�· W. at the time when he wrote ; in some provinces an eastern dcdination was still observable_ Further observations. also in the neiJ.:hbourhood of Pekin�, YHyinJ.: up to 4fo W., werc reporled by Amiot (5.8) in + '783 and + '784_ 

C On thc ,,,,'cular varoM,on Ul ChUla in suhSC<l""nt times See de M01drey & Lu (I ). 
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t. + 10)0 
c. + 1086 
+ I I  IS 
(e .+ 1 15° 
C. +1I74 1 
( + 1 1')0 

Wang Chi I In
-��;;';;� �n 

Y
Kuan Shih . .  '- 1 Probably Khaifcng 34 52 1 14  )8 1 I :'''II''''Y . . .  

Shen Kua Ming Chhi Pi Than Khaiftng 34 52 114 )8 'Slightly Eo' (of south) 5-10 W. 
Khou Tsung-Shih Pin 1iMO Yt'n I Khaif�ng 34 S2 1 14  38 To Ping e. IS W. 
Lai W4!n-Chiln adds new division. each one 71° to tI,e right of Chhiu's, for western declination, and introduces the term Chung Chen) 
Tseng San-I I Thung HIIll Lil I Hangchow I 30 17 120 '0 I ncar Ping-Jen axis 1 5-10 W. 
first knowledge of magnetic polarity in Europe) 

t. + u30 

c. + u80 

{c. + 1450 
c. +1580 
t. + 1625 

c. + 1680 

+ .... 
+ 1708 

+ 1817 
+18z9 

Chhu Hua-Ku \ Chhu. I Shuo 1'man 

ChMng Chhi I San Liu HriWrf Tsa Chih 

first knowledge of magnetic declination in Europe) 
Hsil Chih-Mo fA Ching Chieh 
J. A. Schall and Hsil (Wylie, iI) 

KUling-Chhi 
Mei W�n-Ting Khuri Jih Chi Yao· 

de Fontaney (Wylie, II) 
Rigls & Jartoux (Gaubil (I), p. 201» b 

Wylie (II) 
Wylie (II)' 

Probably Hangchow ,. 

Probably Hangchow 3' 

Probably Peking 39 
Pekinll 39 

Nanking 3' 
Suchow 3' 
Canton '3 
Shanhaikuan ,. 
ChiayUkuan 3' 
Canton '3 
Peking 39 

'7 ." 

'7 ." 

" ,,' 
" ,,' 

, , , '  
'3 ". 

, " . 
, ", 

" " 
, " . 

" , , '  

.. 

.. 

" 
" 

" 
'5 
. , 
J7 
3' 
., 
" 

Ping-Wu direction and 
Chung Chen 

T2u-Wu and Ping-Jen 
axu 

71 w. 

71 W. 

e.71 W. 
sl--7i W. 

3 W. 
2t W. 
21 W . 
, W. 
3 W. 
null 
Z t04�W. 

• Thi. reference is given by Wylie (I I) from a tractate which he did not quote in Chinese characters, giving only the title in his peculiar romanisation 
system. We conjecture it to be Khuri Jm Chi Yao.' He saYI it Wa! a 'SMail work on the sundial '. Unfortunately, it ;s nOI listed in the Wu_An Li SlUln 
Shu Mu' where, however, we find an Jih Kut>', Pt>' Klrao (p. z9a), a KhueiJih Chhi4 (p. 300), and a Khut'i Jih Chhit'n Shuo' (p. Job). Perhaps Wylie 
was quoting onc of these from memory. We have not been able to gain any further light from Li Nien's detailed biogrophieal bibliography of Mei Wln
Ting, (u), vol. 3, pp. 544ff., and must leave the matter to be cleared up by other, to whom tne works of the great Chinese seventcenth-century mathe
matician and astronomer are more accessible. 

b It is not p:eneral!y known that the Khang.H,i empemr himself wrote on the declination of the compass. This wa, in hi� Kharlft-Hsi Chi filia Ko lVu 
Pit'n. (!icientific Observations made in Leisure Hours), finished about + 1710, and abstracted in French by Cibot (7) in + 1779· The emperor said that 
the declination at Pekinp: had been .�o W. in + ,68" and had fallen to atO W. at the time when he wrote ; in some provinces sn eastern declination was 
still observable. Further observations, also in the neiKhbourhood of I'ekinll, v�ryinll up to 4tO W., w .. te reported by Amiol (5,8) U1 + 178J �nd + 1784. 

e On thc saccular vanatlon in Chona in subsequent times see de Moidrey & Lu (I). 
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26. P H Y S I C S  3 1 1  

field properties (declination, dip, etc.) at different places throughout historical time, 
a method of great value for dating any objects showing thermo�remanence would 
become available. Evidently it will also in time be possible to trace the saecular 
variation of declination in China, and thus to test the general picture sketched in this 
Section. 

The variation which we have deduced in China may be compared with the results 
of a series of direct observations made in London from about + 1580 onwards.- The 
declination passed from east to west about + 1660 and reached its western maximum 
in 1820, just as we have been led to assume that a passage from east to west occurred 
in China about + 1000. Of the two extrapolations on the left of Fig. 343 the upper one 
derives from observations by Cook & Belshe of + I5th�century kiln and hearth wall 
thermo�remanence in England, and is thus more suitable than the lower one which 
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Fig. 343. Plot of the saecular variation of magnetic declination at London from the 
beainning of the + 16th century onwards. 

is based on observations made at Rome from + 1540 onwards.b Here we are plotting 
the declination against time, but it may be more useful to plot declination against dip, 
as in the famous diagram of L. A. Bauer, which for the period and region concerned 
gives almost a complete circle. 

Data for the fired structures of the Romano-British period so far available suffer 
equally from scatter of readings and vagueness of dating,C so that it is not yet possible 
to plot them on a graph similar to that in Fig. 343. However, in the relation of declina-

• See, e.g. Chapman &: Bartels (I), vol. I, p. 130. b Kiln walla of the + 12th century in England Ha\'e value. of 6- and ,0 E., as if the declination was 
then moving towards its euterly maximum. Thellier (I, a) and Thellier &: Thellier have done much to 
establish similar thenno-remanent records for France and North Africa. cr. Aitken (2). 

� Berween the + lit and +.th centuries the declination varies from 13- W. to i- E. 
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tioo to dip a clear trend was perceptible, the latter being greater the morc western 
the declination. Another study, having regard only to the inclination, has been made on 
Chinese Yiieh ware, the pieces of which may be assumed to have been baked in an 
upright position, and the results compared with the thermo-remanence figures of 
kilns and lavas in Japan,· A dating of + JOSO± 120 resulted-quite consistent with the 
stylistic estimates. Similarly, high-fired stoneware from Shao-hsing, attributed to the 
- 2nd and - 3rd centuries, could be confirmed as to period by this method. But the 
whole approach is as yet in its infancy, and great developments may be expected of it. 

In the course of time the saccular variation of magnetic declination at particular 
points on the earth's surface will receive explanation in terms of general geophysical 
theory. Ever since the first recognition of the magnetic pole by Mercator in + I546,b 
knowledge of these changes has been steadily accumulatingC and towards the end of 
the last century was summarised in the classical charts of van Bemmelen. 'Ve now 
realise that they depend upon the existence of centres of magnetic perturbation which 
slowly travel back and forth across the surface of the earth. But the full meaning of 
these remains to be discovered. 

It now only remains to clear up the explanation of Fig. 340 by cxplaining the nature 
of some of the remaining circles on the geomantic compass which have not so far been 
mentioned. The outermost circle (no. 24)d always shows the cquatorial /lSiu divisions 
(cf. Vol. 3. pp. Z33ff.); inside it the number of (Chinese) degrees of each hsiu are 
given (no. Z2).e and geomantic denotations as to the favourable or unfavourable nature 
of some of these degrees (no. 23). The 6th circle gives the 24 fortnightly periods 
(cf. Vol. 3,  p. 405 above), and the 4th gives 24 constellation and star name!>. Analysis 
of the rest would take us too far from the scientific significance of the instrum�nt.t 

(iv) Traces in urban orientations 

One last word may be devoted to the question of the orientation of city-walls and the 
like, always a subject fuB of uncertainty.g Gaubil (II)  drew attention in + 1763 to the 
fact that the walls of Peking, built about + 1410, were Z!o out of the meridian to 
the west. In recent years, Mr Drian Harland, when working in Shantanl city, Kansu, 
one of the towns on the Old Silk Road, about 1945, noticed that the street-plan seemed 
to show two different alignments. His plan, part of which is reproduced here (Fig. 344), 
demonstrates clearly the persistence of two old city alignments differing by about 
1 10, one due north-south and one east.h It seems quite possible that such differences 

• Aitken (I); Watanabe (:, I ,  �). b Cf. the translation of his lettcr by Harradon (l). 
e Cf. the eramiations of + 16th-century discussions by Chapman & Harndon (:), and the lummary 

in Taylor (8), pp. 17:1f., 18, If. Th" fiue clear ucognition of the saeeular variation was due 10 Henry 
Gellibrand in + 1635. In the wintrr of + 1699 Edmund Halley made a classic voyage to study thc 
declination, and drew up a world reap on r..lcrcator', projection markcd with isogonic lines. 

d Hrre also the 16th. e Here also the 15th, in modern drgree,. 
( See the caption to Figs. 340 and 341. 

I Cf. p. l49 above. 
h Thi. would suggeu that in thc Thang, or at some time before thc Sung. the stuet grid was oriented 

to the needle', eallem magnetic dcdinatiun. 
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PLATE CXXII 

Fill. 34-1. I'llln of the southem part of Ihe city nf Shantan, Kansu, made h�· 1\1. Brian JI�rbnd about 
19-15. Within Ihe wall$ there are traces of two different alillnments, one due nonh �nd south, the other 
following 0 line about 110 E. of N. Such differences, which are also to be found in the plans of other 
Chinese eilies, IIlll)' originale from thc dil·crgcnt ad,·;et' of goomaneers after the d;$Co'·cry of magnetic 
declination. 
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are the remains o f  medieval discussions between partisans of Cheng Chen, Feng Chen 
and Chung Chen. 

Extensive material is available in old Chinese city· plans for a special study of this 
subject. The southern part of the city of �anking has a true north-south axis, but the 
walls, which most of the streets follow, are inclined t3° E.a In Chhengtu, Szechuan, 
6e street grid also follows the walls, which have an inclination as much as 25° E., but 
the central palace is oriented to the meridian.b On the other hand at Khaifeng, though 
the walls are inclined 1 1,° E., the street grid follows the Sung palace which is orient�d 
due north and south;!: in this case, therefore, one could deduce that the interior of the 
city must have been rebuilt in Sung times. Again, the Chin Tartar capital at Huining 
has, as one would expect, a westwards inclination of stO.d At Chhang·an (Sian), the 
Thang capital, the main north-south street is some 2° E. in relation to the walls, and 
other streets a little more.e Such eastward orientations conform with what has been 
said above about the eastward declination of the needle in Thang times. 

At first sight it would appear to be a reductio ad absurdum of such suggestions when 
we find from Shih Chang·Ju (2) that the tombs at Anyang, dating from about - 1300, 
are all oriented from 5° to 12° E. of our present true north. But for such very ancient 
sites precessional change becomes a factor. And indeed a glance at Fig. 94 in Vol. 3 
will show that this difference is not far from what we should expect if the Shang people 
had taken care to site their tombs in accordance with the astronomical north of their 
time. 

(7) MAGNETIC VARIATION AND INCLINATION 

In spite of the ancient legends about the attraction of ships with iron nails to certain 
islands which contained masses of lodestone, the discovery of real local variations was 
not a pre.Renaissance one in Europe.' To William Barlowe ( +  1597) is owing the 
realisation that ships' magnets were disturbed by iron in the vessel itself.i Chinese 
sailors, however, seem to have been acquainted with local variation from the + 15th 

century onwards. Fei Hsin remarked, in his Hsing Chha ShJng Lan of + 1436 
(cf. Vol. 3, p. 5S8 above) :h 

There is a seamen's saying 'To the north we are afraid of the Seven Islands; to the south 
we rear the Khun-Lun (Pulo Condor Island) '. At these places the needle may err (chen mil), 
and if that happens, or the steering is inaccurate, both men and ships will be lost. 

Then, in the (Thai·Wafl) TatHhui Thing Chihz (Local History and Topography of 
Tan·shui, Formosa), a work of late Chhing date (c. 1871), we hear of the fan ching 
shih,J the rocks which bewilder the compass . 

• Herrmann (I), p. 57. b Gutkind (I), fig. 4z. • Herrmann (I), p . .s. 
d Hemnann (I). p. 47. e Herrmann (I). p. %1. 
f Famous C1ISes now known are Skye in the Hebrides and Kursk in the Soviet Union. 
IJ Cf. May (I). h Quoted in Tung Hsi Yang Khao, eh. 9, p. 4b, If. au!:t. 

, tt it J Ii. it :0 
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The Fan-Ching-Shih are near Hsi-Yun Yen (West Cloud Cliff) on Kuan-Yin mountain. 
There are two large stones, one of them saddle-shaped. If a compass is placed on them, its 
needle. instead of pointing north and south, turns and points east and west. Hence the name 
of the rocks. Another rock is near the ::\fushroom-Orchid Yillage (Chih-lan Pao) on Shih-Ko 
mountain, but here the needle turns to point west and east.-

How far back this observation went we cannot ascertain, but it was closely similar to 
the classical experiments of the Portuguese commander }oao de Castro on the island 
of Chaul off the west coast of India in + 1539.b 

So far as it has been possible to ascertain, the vertical component of the earth's 
magnetic field (magnetic dip or inclination) was never discovered in China. 
According to i\.'IitcheH (3) the first observation of it was due to Hartmann in + 1544,c 

and the first correct estimate of it to Robert Norman in + 1581. We have just seen 
something of the help which it may give in archaeological dating. 

(8) THE MAGNET, D IVINATION, AND CHESS 

The whole story of magnetism in China so far has been extraordinary enough, but 
there is still a little more to be said. As an addendum to it we propose to explore some 
dark by-paths in the fields of divination-technique from which games such as chess 
derive, for there are indications that they alone contain the clue to the first use of a 
material earthly ' south-pointer'. We must keep such an exploration as brief as possible, 
avoiding the temptation to stray far afield into the realms of anthropology and 
archaeology. 

The essence of the problem is-how did the shao get on the shih? Why should 
anyone have thought of making a model of the Great Bear at all, and of placing it on 
a board? That it should be made of lodestone, shaped from a bar of magnetite into the 
fonn of a dipper, is a thing less difficult to understand. But if it can be shown that 
there were many ancient systems of divination which involved the use of 'pieces' 
similar to chess-men or other game component units, and that these 'men' often 
represented the celestial bodies, then the whole process of thought begins to reveal 
itself. 

Many remarkable scholars have devoted years of work to the history of chess (such 
as van der Linde and H, J. R. Murray). The generally accepted view resulting from 
their studies is that chess, the war-game as we know it today, developed first in 
+ 7th-century India, whence it radiated to Persia, to the Muslim world, and ulti
mately Europe,d But its antecedents have so far been very mysterious. Strictly 

I Tr. auct. 
b The description, of th�se are in his own route books (I, 2, 3), translated by Harradon & F�rraz (a) 

and summarised by Taylor (S), pp. IS3ff. From + 1538 onwards d� Castro studied systematically the 
variationa in d�c1ination between Portugal and India, using th� 'shadow instrument' of Nunes (cf. 
Harradon & FetflU, I), and these ar� the old�u systematic obf�rvationl now extant. The boulders of 
Chaul, which turned his needle right round by 18oQ, wtre probably of baaaltk lava like the Deccan 
trap_rocks. De Caltro satisfied himself that the rock was not lodeltone, but th� effect was almost 
c�rtlinly du� to the Ih�rmo-r�man�nce w� have already discussed, with a fi�ld too weak to anract iron 
filings. In connection with th� Formosa description it i, interelling that in 1879 Knipping described 
a clear Cl$e of magnetic deviation (local variation) at the lummit of the Futaruan mountaina in Japan. e See the translation of his lener by Harradon (I). " As also to China and Japan. 
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26. P H Y S I C S  

speaking, ' chess-men' should be  defined as the sets of pieces of the two, three, or four 
contending sides in the war-game; but for the present purpose we shall find it con
venient to define them (for lack of any better term), as any collection, set, side or 
team, of small symbolic models, which may represent anything, not only component 
parts of an army, but animals, or (significantly) celestial bodies such as the sun and 
moon, planets, stars and zodiacal houses. Though China is the only civilisation where 
a close connection between the magnet and ' chess 'a can be shown to exist, the con
nection between chess and astronomical-astrological symbolism is widespread in all 
civilisations. 

In  following the argument to be presented in the next few pages, it will be best to 
have before us a summary of it at the outset. What I propose is along these lines. 
(r) The diviner's board (shih!) was either used with, or related to, a technique which 
consisted in throwing a set of ' chess' ·men on to a board and noting where they came to 
rest, these pieces being identified with various celestial bodies. The adjustment of the 
heaven.plate on the ground·plate would be made first. (2) The stages in the discovery 
of the lodestone's directive power would have involved (a) the throwing of the pieces, 
(b) the decision to make some of them of lodestone because of its obviously magic 
attractive power, (e) the decision to model the Great Bear in magnetite in the shape 
of a spoon, (d) the observation that it took up an oriented direction. Putting the 
matter in its shortest way, the lodestone spoon was a ' chess'·man of one of the 
divinatory forms of proto-chess. The Chinese language makes no distinction between 
these forms and the war-game of chess itself, both being expressed by the character 
cMi.ld The game or divination-procedure is also called mi .... 

(i) The fighting chess-men of Luan Ta 

The first steps in the process of discovery were being taken in the -2nd century . 
The text which originally attracted my attention as of great interest, and which led to 
the present train of thought, has come down to us in five versions, and is associated 
with the name of Luan Ta,5 one of the magicians of the Han emperor Wu Ti. There 
is a good deal of information about him in the Shih Chi:b 

That spring ( - J 13) (Ting 16), the marquis of Lo-Chheng, presented a memorial recom
mending Luan Ta to the emperor. Luan Ta had been one of the eunuchs of the Prince of 
Chiao-Tung, and had had the same teachers as the Perfected�Learning General (Shao Dng, C 
another imperial magician). It was this fact which had made him Magician and Pharmacist
Royal to the Prince of Chiao-Tung . . . .  

• Although the word ' chess' is not properly applicable to anything except the Ipecific war.game, 
whether the piecct have a cosmological or purdy military .ignifieance, inyerted commal will uluilly be 
dropped from the word henceforward, and the reader i • •  ,ked to bear in mind the wider .ense il'! which 
it i. being Uled, i.e. the many fonnl of divination involving the throwing or moving of symbolic piece •. 
We may lometimes Ip .... k of' proto-chen'. 

b Ch. 28, p. 27b, tr. auct. adjuv. Chnannes (I), vol. 3, p. 479. Identical with ch. 11, p. 9b, where 
the Thang commentator Chang Shou-Chieh maku Kao Yu quote the Huai Nfl1l Wall Pi Shu. 

c Cf. Vol. I, p. 108 above. 

' "  ' jJ  ' ill . ., ' T fi 
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The emperor was now regretting that he had put to death the Perfected-Learning General, 
and that the fullness of his arts had not been experienced, so he welcomed Luan Ta warmly. 
Luan Ta was tall and a brilliant talker, fertile in techniques, and daring in promises, never 
hesitating. He said to the emperor 'Your subject has often been overseas and seen An Chhi, 
Hsierunen (Kao) and other great magicians, but as I was an ordinary commoner they 
despised me and did not take me into their confidence . . . .  My master maintained that yellow 
gold can be produced (artificially), that the breach in the Yellow River can be closed, that the 
herb of immortality can be found, and that the hritn can be made to appear. But all your 
subjects arc afraid that they will meet with the same fate as the Perfected-Learning General, 
so none of them dare to open their mouths. How then should I dare to speak to you of my 
arts?'·. _ . At the end of the interview, the emperor asked Luan Ta to demonstrate one of his 
lesser arts by making chess-men (ehhil) fight automatically, and indeed they did mutually 
hit against each other (hsiang eMu chi2). 

The Chhien Han Shu's versionb of this feat is identically worded. So far the lodestone 
has not been mentioned, but it prominently appears in the other three versions, all 
from the Hua; Nan Wan Pi Shu,c which, if genuinely connected with Liu An, would 
be contemporary (c. - 120). The excerpt preserved in Thai-Piling Yii Lan, ch. 736 
is almost identical with that which the Thang commentator Ssuma Chenl added to 
the Shih Chi text. It runs:d 

The lodestone lifu (animates) (thii) chess-men. 
The blood of a cock is rubbed up with needle-iron (filings) and pounded to mix. (Then 

when) lodestone chess-men are set up on the board, they will move of themselves and bump 
against each other (hsiang thou,).e 

The excerpt preserved in Thai-Phing Y" Lan, ch. 988 is a little differentf 

Take the blood of a cock and mix it with iron (filings) from the grinding of needles, 
pounding it ,I"ith lodestone powder. In the day-time, put the pasteon to the headsof chess-men 
(,hhj�) and let it dry in the sun. Then put them on the board and they will constantly bounce 
against and repel (Ch"7) one another. 

Several things are noteworthy in the above. Exactly how it was that the magnetised 
chess-men were ' animated' is no� clear; they may have been lodestone balls with iron 
underneath the board, or somc of them may havc been lodestone while others were iron. 
Powdered magnetite would have little attractive power. The connection with needles is 
interesting, and suggests that the demonstration of polarity using needles may really 
have been older than we thought (p. 278 above).g But in any case the important thing is 

• Note the emphasis on alchemical arts, cf. pp. 26<), 277 above. The emperor alleged th.t Shao 
Ong had died accidentally by eating horse liver, and raised Luan Ta to high nonours, but he in his 
turn was executed in - lIZ. 

to Ch. 2SA, p. 7.4a. C Already mentioned, p. 7.32 above. 
d P. 8a, tr. auct. 
c Note that the word used here is the same as that which \Vang Chhung uses for ' rotating' the 

lodestone spoon. Ssuma Chen has ,i chi,' ' repel and hit '. r P. 3b, tr. auct. 
II In the passage from tne Shih Chi above, we followed Chavanncs in translating hsiao fangO as 'lesser 

arts', but it is possible that it might refer to the square gfound-plate of the diviner'. board. 
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the association of the magnet with the men or pieces used in divinatory proto·chess. This 
is what gives significance to the several mentions of chess in connection with magnet • 
ism which we have noticed above (pp. 233, 268 and 302), as well as those yet to be 
mentioned. 

Luan Ta's magnetised chess· men were not forgotten, as the following examples 
show, Ko Hung referred to thema as an example of a technique proved to be effective, 
and elsewhereb speaks of 

playing with the three (sets of) chess-men, in order to foretell the success or failure of 
military enterprises.c 

It will be remembered that Ko Hung spent the latter part of his life in alchemical 
pursuits in the Lo-fou Shan mountains north of Canton; we are not, therefore, 
surprised to read in the Lo-Fou Shan Chill! :d 

Under the Shih-Lou Feng peak there is a stone as smooth as a mirror, and on it there used 
to be 18 chess-men, some black, some white. They moved to and fro and pushed each other 
about, yet if you tried to pick them up you could not do so. This was caUed 'spirit chess' 
(hsien j2).e 
Again, Jen Kuangl gives a term for chess-men in + I 126, pai yao hsiian shih,· the 
' white-jade magnetite objects ' (cf, p. 232 above, and Table 53).! And there are !:lter 
references to wooden horses and paper men being made to dance by the use of magnets.1I 

Some food for thought is provided by occidental legends which parallel this 
material. In the Far West, St Augustine (+ 354 to +430), a long time after Luan Ta, 
was much struck by seeing pieces of iron move about on a silver plate under the 
influence of a lodestone manipulated below.h An episcopal colleague, Severus, saw 
this done at the house of Bathanarius (,some·time a Count of Affrica') and later 
demonstrated it to Augustine. I But a flotation method also enters in, for when about 
+ 325 Julius Valerius made that Latin translation of Pseudo-CallisthenesJ which (as 
the Res Gestae Alexandri Macedonis) became one of the great sources of the medieval 

• POQ Phu Tzu (.I·hi Phien). ch. J. p. s b  (Feifel (I). p. 201). b PaQ Phu Tzu (Nei Phirn), eh. 3, p. 200 (Feifel (I), p, 195), 
C The meaning of this will be under,Uood later; see p. J21. 
d By Thao Ching-II (+ 1716) but baaed on the early hiltory of the region by Kuo Chih-Mei' (before 

+ IOS3)· 
e Ch. I, p. �7b, Ir. auct. I myself have often seen stone chest-boards in grottoes of Taoiu lemples, 

such as the beautiful San Chhing Ko, near Kunming. Cf. Vol. 2, Fig. 40. 
t Shu H,ii Chih Nan' (Literary South.Pointer), eh. 9, p. 13<2. 

Il" E.g. in the Sung, the encyclopaedia Shih Lin Kllcmg Chi (Guide through the Forelt of Affairs), 
o;:h, 10; in the Chhing. the filII Li H,ioa Shih (Small Encyclopaedia of the Principles of Thing.), entry 
under lodestone, ch. 12, pp. 2off . 

., De Ch'irate Dei, XX!, 4; cr. Jenkins (I). 
I Nothing ever leems to die in these affain. At Chriltm" !959 I was delighted at being asked to 

participate in a game of magnetised footballers, the figure. being moved from beneath the board in the 
age_old way. 

J This core of the Alexander Romance WlS, it is thought, composed at Alexandria in thc - �nd 
century, but the later embroidering. and accretions were voluminous. 

" fill"¢: ' iI, .  
' 8= n JD i:l 
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'Alexander Romance',a he incorporated a very relevant passage. According to this 
corpus of legend Alexander's father was the last of the Egyptian kings, Nectanebus 
the magician. It was his custom to make divination about the outcome of naval battles 
by floating model ships of wax with model crews in a basin of water. They began to 
move, says the text, seeming to be alive, but if the omens were good they would sink 
when he passed his ebony wand around the basin, uttering invocations to the gods of 
the upper and lower regions.b Though the legend does not mention the presence of 
lodestone and iron, it surely must have been invented, as Taylor says,c by someone 
who had seen or practised such 'magic'. The story is particularly interesting because 
it forms a ' pre-historic' background for the development of the floating magnetic 
needle of which our first description is Chinese of the early + 11th century. Evidence 
already presented (p. 277) indicates that this could have originated in China at any 
time after the +4th. One might almost venture to predict that somewhere in the vast 
mass of Chinese legendary material there will be found some parallel account of 
Luan Ta's chess-men turned marines and gone to sea. Nothing suggests that. the 
European stories were not quite independent. But there is equally nothing to indicate 
that the knowledge behind them led to the invention of the floating-compass. 

(ii) Chess and astronomical symbolism 

Let us now approach the matter from another angle. A great wealth of information 
exists about chess in medieval Europed and it is likely, on philological grounds, that 
the earliest knowledge of it by Europeans was early in the + loth century. But there 
is no specific mention of it before the + 1 1  th; the first date having now been pushed 
back from the famous letter of Peter Damiani (+ 1061) to certain wills and bequests on 
the Pyrenean frontier about + IOIO.e The entry of the game to Europe was thus almost 
certainly through Spain from the Muslim world, where it had long been well-known.f 
In the + loth century Firdausi in Persia had played it,s and al-Mas'udi had written, 
or attempted to write, its history.h It seems quite certain that the Arabs obtained it 
from rndia, where the earliest references to it (as chaturanga) occur early in the 
+ 7th century. There it had developed from an earlier game which had also used a 
checker-board (ashtiipada) and which had probably been a race-game in which dice 
were used.1 Most of the authorities have considered that Chinese chess (using the 
word in its most precise sense) was derived from India, but their grounds for this are 
very weak; its ' Indian ancestry', said Murray,J rests upon 'the identity of certain 

• For Ihe general background of Ihis see Cary (I). 
b In medieval pictures illuurating Ihe Alexander Romance NeClanebu. is generally reprt:senled wilh 

his wand and buin as well IS a sighting·tube for observing Ihe nail! (cf. Vol. 3, p. 333). 
c (8), pp. 93ff. 
d \'. d. Linde (I, a);  v. d. Lasa (I); H. J. R. Muray (I). 
& MUITllY (I), p. 4°2; V. d. Linde (a), p. 54; Garner (I). 
r The Latin name scacus, or ludus scalorum, i. a direcl derivative of Persian shah, king; and matt 

come. from Penian ",dl. 
I Murray (I), p. ISS. h MUlTay (I), p. 209. 
I MUITlIY (I), pp. 33. 4<1:; v. d. Linde (I), p. 34. 
J (I), p. 119. 
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essential features of the two games, and partly upon what is known of the indebtedness 
of China to India in religion, culture, and above all, in games '. Board.games as such 
are of course found everywhere, going back to at least the - 11th century in Egypt, 
and there has been much speculation as to how some of them were played in Greek and 
Roman times,a 

The oldest Chinese name for a chess·like game played on a board is i,1 to which 
there are two references in Mencius ( - 4th century),b but there is no sure information 
as to what it was, or how played,C In the + 1st century, Pan Ku saidd that this game 
was what people in the south call chhi,l so it is quite probable that it was similar to, 
if not identical with, the game known as toei chhi 1 from the San Kuo period onwards. 
This is also a war·game, but played with some 150 pieces a side, moving along the 
lines of a rectangular grid of 19 units, thus giving 361 places in all.e Its object is, 
not to capture the opposing pieces, but to surround them and occupy as many as 
possible of the available cross·points. This was not the only kind of ehhil other than 
chess proper, as we shall see. 

Chess proper, i.e. the game with the sets of pieces differing among themselves in 
value and move, was known in China as hsiang chhi, � and became common during the 
Thang period.r The name has usually been interpreted as meaning ' clephant·chess', 
and there were indeed generally four elephants among the pieces,1 corresponding 
broadly to the bishops,h but it can equally well be taken as meaning ' image' (hsiangs), 
'model' or 'figure' chess, so· called in order to distinguish it from other earlier games 
in which all the pieces were identical. Among the numerous Sung mentions of true 
chess, that in Ouyang Hsiu's6 Kuei Thien Lu7 (On Returning Home), of + 1067, may 
be adduced. But the earliest description of the game recognisably identical with chess 
proper occurs in the Yu Kuai Lu8 written by Niu Seng·Ju9 at the end of the + 8th 
century-he has a story I of a man who dreamed that he was present at a ceremonial 

• Cf. RidgeWay (I); Austin (I); H. J. R. Muruy (l). 
b MirIg T;ru, IV (l), xxx, l (Legge (3), p. lI3); "I (I), lx, 3 (Legge (3), p. l86). C Another ancient reference is in the ,HI/. Thim Tzu Chl/.a .. , ch. S (tr. Chlng Tl·Khun (l), p. 137), 

but it. words are not very explicit. 
d In hi, esuy on chess, TPYL, ch. 753, p. Sa;  TSCC, I Jhu titn, ch. 799, i fl:l .. , p. lb. 
e Descriptions by H. A. Giles (6) ; Volpicelli (I); Cheshire (I). There are many quotalionl .bout it in 

TPYL, ch. 753. 
f Many h.ve given descriptions of true CheSI, as it i, now played in China, e.g. Holtz (I); Holling

wonh (I); Schlegel ( .. ) ;  Himly (7) ; v. Mollendorlf (I) ; Holt (I); VolpiceHi (l); Wilkinson (I); Gruber (I); 
Slobodchikov (I); and Tu Chung-Ming (I). All the papers arc of the last century except the three 185t_ 
named. The account of Irwin in + 1793 is interesting because he actually played it with his friend 
'Tinqua' (Phan Chen-Kuan'O) in China. Phan wrote for him a memorandum in which the invention 
of the game was attributed to Han Hsin (the - 2nd·century general), but though this wu said to be in 
a quotation from 'Chine.e annals', it has never been pOllible to identify it (Murr.y (I), p. tal), 

II" Not .Iw.ys,howe�·cr, fOf some sets of pieces h.ve another character, h,wng," meaning diviner, 
instead of elephant. Thi, i. often regarded as a mistake, but in fact it may have been the earlier {onn, and 
the change to 'elephant' may have been made under later Indian influence. On military diviners see 
Sect •. 18 and lO. The word luwng" may allo be interpreted as counsellor. 

I> Thus the medieval tenn for chen bishop was 'Allil'. The elephant as castle in Indian che» sets 
is a modem development. 

j Tranllation given in Murray (I), p. ta3. 
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battle, the moves being those of chess, and who afterwards found a chess set in an 
old tomb on the other side of the wall. This event is referred to + 762. But it has a 
background which, though known at second or third hand to historians of chess, has 
hardly yet been appreciated at its full value. 

The Tan Chhien TIung Lu (Red Lead Record), compiled by Yang Shen shortly 

before + 1542, summarises this as follows:l 

Tradition handed down says that image-chess (nsiong eMil) was invented by the Emperor 
WUZ of the (Northern) Chou dynasty ( +  561 to + 578).b According to the Hou Chou Shu, 
it was in the 4th year of the Thien-Ho reign-�riod ( +  561}) that the emperor finished writing 
his Hs£ang Ching) (Image-Chess Manual). He assembled all his officials in a palace hall and 
gave lectures to them about it.C 

The bibliography of the Sui Shu records this Hswng Ching in one chapter, as written by 
Chou Wu Ti, with commentaries by Wang Pao,4 Wang Yu,s and Ho Tho.' 

There was also a Hsiang Ching Fa Thi 17 (The Substance and Main Idea of the Image
Chess Manual) (written by someone else). 

Then the story-tellers say that in the Hsiang Ching (it was stated that) images of the sun, 
moon, stars, and constellations were used. From this it is to be supposed that the playing
board had (divinatory technical termssuch as) ping-chi,- ku-hsii, Q and chhung-pho 10 marked on 
it. It Wa! not the same as OUf modern chess (hsiong hsill), where chariots, horses, etc. arc 
in play. Had it been like OUf modem chess, even ordinary people or children could have 
understood it without much difficulty. Yet it Wa! necessary to have scholarly commentaries 
on it, and lectures to the hundred officials. 

Confirmatory evidence of these traditions comes from another Ming scholar, Wang 
Shih-Chen 11 in his Yen-Chou Ssu Pu 13 (Talks at Yenchow on the Four Branches of 
Literature)d and indeed they are often referred to. Already in the Sung, Kao Chheng 
had said :e 

Image-chess (hsiong hsjll) was invented by Chou WU Ti. It had as chess-men ({hhz'14) 
the sun, moon, stars and constellations, and was quite different from modern hsiong {hhi. 
Probably it was the modern chess which was referred to by Niu Seng-Ju of the Thang in 
his Yu Kuai Lu. 

Now although the emperor's manual has disappeared, we are fortunate to have the 
preface! which Wang Pao I wrote for it.1 This runs: 

The first (great significance) of image-chess (hsiang hsill) is astrological, for (among the 
pieces are represented) heaven, the sun, the moon and the stars. The second concerns the 

• Ch. 8. p. I�b. tr. auct. adju\", Himl)' (7.Q). The passage is also to be found in TSCC, I shu li�", ch. 
801, Isa lu, p. 4Q. 

b This was Yllw!n Yung," a rather luee�l!ful rul�r, but opposed to Buddhism, and (more eurioully) 
to Taoism. C (Hou) Chou Shu, ch. 5, p. I s a ;  Pn' Shih, ch. 10, p. 7a. 

<1 Quoted TSCC, I ,hu tierr, ch. Sol, j thhi pu, ua lu, p. lb. e Shih Wu Chi Yuan, ch. ,.8, p. ,oa: cit. TSCC, I .1w l ierr, ch. 801, lIa lu, p. ,.h; n. auet. 
f Preserved in TPYL, ch. 7H, p. 70: If. auct. 

If Hi. biography i. in CHou) CIwu Shu, th. � I ;  Pn Shih, ch. 8). 
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earth, for (among the pieces are represented) earth, water, fire, wood and metal. The third 
concerns the Yin and the Yang; if we start from an even number it signifies Yang and Heaven i 
if we start from an odd one it signifies Yin and Earth. The fourth concerns the seasons; the 
colour of the east is green,a and the other three directions have each their proper colour. The 
fifth concerns the following of permutations and combinations, according to the changes of 
position of the heavenly bodies and the five elements. The sixth concerns the musical tones, 
following the dispersion of the cMi. The Tzu position (among the compass-points) takes 
the cyclical sign wn, the Wu position takes chhou, and so on. The seventh concerns the 8 
hila, fixing their position; Chen takes Tui, Li takes Khan, and so on.b The eighth 
concerns loyalty and filial piety . . . .  The ninth concerns fuler and minister . . . .  The tenth con
cerns peace and war . . . .  The eleventh concerns rites and ceremonies . . . .  The twelfth concerns 
the recognition of "irtue and the punishment of vice (i.e. promotions and demotions, 
etc.) . . . . 

Here again is a definite statement that not only the heavenly bodies, but also the five 
elements were represented among the set of pieces. It also looks as if the position of 
the pieces at the outset differed according to the position of the celestial bodies and 
the situation of the cyclical characters at the time when play was begun. The latter 
part of the preface seems to refer to the kind of question which this complicated divina
tion technique was required to answer. A parallel source is the essay on Hsiang Hsi I 

(the Image-Chess Game) by Yii Hsin,� a + 6th-century cavalry general.c Using obscure 
hidden language, he speaks of a board (chu 3) made round (yuan�) according to Chhiell 5 
(the main Yangkua; Heaven), and another made square (fang6) according to Khl/1I7 (the 
main Yin klla; Earth). This is valuable information because it links up the emperor's 
inventions with the ancient diviner's board (shih'). He then speaks of the model 
pieces carrying ivory tablets (chin hu9) like officials, and placed about according to 
sidereal reference-points. The hoards had diagrams on them (wen chih hI/a 10). It will 
bc agreed that Himly (2, 3, 4) had abundant justification for his remark that the more 
one investigates the origins of chess in Asia, the more intimate its connections with 
astrology and astronomy appear to he. 

Before alluding to a few outstanding items in the mass of other evidence which 
associates chess with astrology and cosmic speculation, let us pause for a moment to 
try and reconstruct what the emperor Wu had in mind. The ultimate object of this 
account. be it remembered, is to explain how a lodestone model of the Northern 
Dipper found itself on the diviner's board. But that was in the + 1st century; in the 
+ 6th the diviners were much more sophisticated. Our immediate object must be to 
explain how a cosmic-astrological technique used for divination could have turned 
into a war-game used for recreation. The answer is not far to seek; the image-ch.ess 
of the emperor Wu was nothing but a mimicry of the eternal contest between the two 
great forces in the universe, Yang and Yin. It was desired to determine the general 
balance between Yin and Yang in the existing cosmic situation, and if the model 

• cr. Vol. �, pp. �38, �6�, 26J. b Cf. p. 296 above. 
( Prescrnd in TSCC, I shu lien, en. 799. j fJ.:ln I ,  p. 6a. 
, U . 
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pieces were well chosen, their moves properly adjusted, and the board oriented and 
arranged according to the concrete circumstances, the players, being themselves part 
of that situation,- could not fail to proceed to a valid and informative decision. The 
idea of the stars fighting against one another was quite old in Chinese astrology. One 
bas only to open the first of the astronomical chapters in the Hou Han Shu to find it 
said that in the time of Wang Mang 'large stars and small stars were struggling against 
one another in the palaces of the heavens. 'b The word tool (combat) occurs frequently 
in this sense. 

What chariots, what horses, against us shall bide 
While the stars in their courses do fight on our side?c 

Superstition of course the image-chess was, yet it must have seemed at the time a 
brilliant device, evoking respect somewhat analogous to that accorded to the elaborate 
computing-machines of today. 

After all, though essentially the good, for the Chinese mind, was the perfect balance 
between Yin and Yang, it had always been realised, for example in medical circles 
discussing the aetiology of disease, that Yin and Yang did not always balance. Image
chess was a way of detecting the extent of the unbalance at the time in question. As 
for the disposition of the sides, the details will presumably never be known, but it is 
easy to picture that the 2.8 hsiu (equatorial constellations) were the pawns,d while the 
two kings would be sun and moon, ana the eight planets (including counter-Jupiter, 
Rahu and Ketu) would be divided between the sides.e Cannon and chariots (our 
knights and rooks) may well have been comets. And the remaining places may have 
been taken up by the five elements (perhaps represented on both sides), with sundry 
bright stars such as Canopus or Algol. The 'river' dividing the Chinese chess-board 
across the middle still retains its original name of the Milky Way (thien hOl). 

That this interpretation is on the right track is confirmed by no less an authority 
than Pan Ku the historian (+ 1st century), who understood the astrological significance, 
not of hsiang chhiJ (image-chess) which had not been invented in his time, but of a 
game or technique which was probably Wet' chili .• In his essay on 'chess' he says:!  

Northerners call chhi by the name of i.5 It has a deep significance. The board (chU6) has 
to be square, for it signifies the earth, and its right angles signify uprightness. The pieces (of 
the two sides) are yellow and black ; this difference signifies the Yin and the Yang-scattered 
in groups all over the board, they represent the heavenly bodies. 

• No doubt there was some accompaniment of abstinence Rnd 1iturg�·. b Hau Han Shu, ch. zo, p .  zb; fa hsing yii hsiaa hsing tau }'ll kung {hung.' 
C From Rudyard Kipling's 'Astrologer'. Song' in Reu:ards and Fairies. Cf. Judges v., 20. 
d There had been, as early i.$ the Han, Illl astrological ' game' in which the names of.1\ the hsiu had 

been written on sets of bllll1boo slip,. Some of these have .untived (Schindler (4), p. 222). 
e Since each of the pJlUlets and pseudo-plancts was auociated with one or other of the five elements, 

the .ide. were no doubt set up in accordance with the po.ilion of the elemcnu in the Yin-Yang field 
(cf. Vol. 2, p. 461). Yin Illld Yllllg themselves were .ufficiently represented by the moon Illld thc sun. 

t TPYL, th. 7n. p. s a ;  TSCC, I sh .. tim, ch. 799. i rL'/n "  p. t h ;  tf. aUCI. 
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26. PHYSICS 323 
These significances being manifest it is up to the players to make the moves, and this is 

connected with kingship. Following what the rules permit, both opponents are subject to 
them-this is the Tigour of the Tao. 

He could hardly be more explicit.-
Moreover, one can quote the converse. For the Chin Shu says:b 

The heavens are round in shape like an open umbrella, while the earth is square like a 
chess-board (chhi-chu '). 

To such an extent was the analogy fixed in the Chinese mind. 
It would be tempting to pursue this further, but I will only add that evidence 

supporting the division of the Itsiu into two teams of fourteen each according to Yin 
and Yang may be found in Sung Taoist books such as the Wu Chen Pbien Chih Chih 
Hsiang Shuo San Chheng Pi Yao 1 (Precise Explanation of the Difficult Essentials of the 
• Poetical Essay on the Understanding of the Truth', according to the Three Scriptures), C 

FIg. HS. Bronze chen·men (British :\Iuseum. af,er :\lurray. ,). On Ihe right a manderin or officill. 
centre a pa" n: on th" left a cannon (rquj"all'nt 10 the kntllht). 

attributed to Ong Pao-Kuang,J where tables are given separating all kinds of natural 
objects into Yin and Yang things, and the hsiu appear in them. A very large number 
of astrological 'pieces', some of which look like coins or medallions but also resemble 
the discoidal true chess-men figured by Murray (Fig. 34S).d were illustrated by Li 
Tso-Hsien,4 in his classical study of Chinese coinage (Ku Chhuan HuiS) (cf. Figs. 
346-8).e There are numerous tokens representing the Great Bear (significant because 
of the round heaven-plate of the shih),! some of which have references to the spirits 
of its seven stars (five men and two women);& other pieces show what may be other 
constellations.h Larger discs have radiating arrangements reminiscent of the geo
mantic compass,l and of the non-Chinese 'star-chess' which will shortly be referred 

• There may hive been astrological signific.nce in the l61 placel of the v,.ej chhi boud if they repre-
.�nted the days in the rear (Culin (I), p. 870). b Ch. I I ,  p. 2a. c TT140. 

d (I ). p. 126. C Pt. IV (Ch.!n). 
r Ch. 2, p. ub; ch. 4, pp. la, lb, ... b, l2a, Ilb;  ch. 5, pp. la, zb, lb. 

• Ch. 5, p. 13a; ch. 6, p. loa. h Ch. 7, p. 13a. 
I Ch. 7, p. l l a, hi ch. 8, p. 7a. 
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Fig. 348 

Fig. 346 Fig. 347 

Fig. 346. t;okens resembling the pieces probably used in + 6th_century ' alar-chess'. This one depicts 
Ihe Great Bear. Above, an inscription recalli the fivc male and two female spirits of its slars ; the latter 
are represented to left and right, the fonner IIrc on the rev"rse. Below there is I sword, and then the 
lorloise and $erpent, symbolic of Ihe northern palace of the heavens (d. Vol. ), p. l4l). From K" 
Chhuan fIui (Ch�n sect.), eh. 6, p. loa, b. 

Fig. 347. 'Star-chess' token representing the planet i\lercul')' (Chhen hsing, cr. Vol. 3. p. 398). The 
imbricated lozenge'S on each side are of uncertain meaning, but the constellation with its attendant 
spirits on the reverse is probably the four_,tar Chih fa, which, like the planet itself, governs judges, 
punishmentl and executions (Hting Ching, p. Ja;  Chi" Shu, ch. II,  p. 9a, eh. u, p. la, b). From 
Ku Chhua". Hui (Ch�n sect.), ch. 8, p. "a. 

Fig. 3,,8 . •  Star_chen' token representing the chili cycliell c.haracter \\'u, lign of the south among the 
compass·points and of the noon double-hour of the day. It i. accompanied by its l�'mbolie animal the 
horse. From Ku Chhlla" Hui (CMn sect.), ch. 8, p. sa. 

to. Some of these give the azimuth compass-points.- Others show pictures of star
spirits,b or give the 8 kua.f! It seems extremely likely that though these may have 
been used in some dynasties as distributed temple tokens, they may also have been 
connected with the pieces used in the emperor's image-chess.d In any case, the 
important thing to notice is that in China, and in China alone, on account of the 
dominance of the Yin-Yang theory of the macrocosm, could a divination technique or 
'pre-game' have been devised which was both astrological and yet had a sufficient 
combat element to enable it to be vulgarised into a purely military symbolism. 

There is no need to commit ourselves to any definite conclusion as to when and 
where the 'militarisation ' of astrological image-chess took place; it may well have 

• Ch. 7, numerous namples. b Ch. 8, p. sa. 
c C:l. 9, pp. la, Ib, lafT. 
d Another connection lies in the fact that down 10 modern times the mo\'u and pieces in hswng ,hhi 

were employed in the procedures of glyphomantie soothllyeJll (.ee Sect. Ifa). Before 1928 there u$ed 
to be many of them outside the Fu Tzu Miao at Nanking and our collaborator Dr Lu Gwei-Djen often 
watched them at work, 
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been in India in the following century. The appearance of elephants may indeed have 
been a misunderstanding, since hsia1/g can mean both ' image' (of a celestial body) and 
' elephant' .  It may even have been a substituted homophone for another word meaning 
' diviner'. But if our general conclusions so far about the origin of true chess are right, 
we might expect to find widespread traces of astronomical symbolism clinging to it 
throughout later centuries. All historians of chess have agreed that this was in fact the 
case, though none of them has explained why. We must give a few examples. 

In his Muruj al-Dhahah, al-i\Jas'udi, writing about +950, attributed the invention 
of chess to an Indian king, Balhit, saying:a 

He also made of this game a kind of allegory of the celestial bodies, such as the seven 
planets and the twelve zodiacal signs, and allotted each piece to a star. The chess-board 
became a school of government and defence ; it was consultedb in time of war, when it was 
necessary to have recourse to stratagems, and study the more or less rapid movement of 
troops. The Indians give a mysterious meaning to the houses (mansions, squares)e of the 
chess-board, and establish a relation between the First Cause which soars above the spheres, 
and on which everything depends, and the sum of the squares of the houses . . . . 

Here one can see the old Asian ideas subject to modification on coming within the 
sphere of Aristotelian learning. Al.l\Ias'Gdi is talking about something that must have 
been very like true chess played on a square board, the lineal descendant (I would 
suggest) of the square ground-plate of the shih. But what is extremely interesting is 
that there were se"eral forms of chess played on discoidal boards with radial divisions, 
as if the round heaven-plate of the shih also tenaciously lived on. Al-:\Ias'udi and 
al-Amuli described a form of this in which the board was called al-jalaki),a (the 
celestial). It seems to have been particularly popular in the Eastern Roman Empire, 
and is often known as Byzantine star-chess.e In due course this found its way to 
Spain, where it was known as • Los Escaques ' and is described in the MS. Libro del 
Acedrex of Alfonso X of Castile,f-' los Escaques que se juega por astronomia'.g The 
board consisted of seven concentric rings, divided radially into twelve parts.h Some 
wind of this got through to later western Europe, where, for example, a + I3th
century Latin poem gives the astrological symbolism of each chess-piece.! And as 
late as the + 16th century the old tree was still budding, for Fulke in + 1571 produced 
a new Uranomachia, seu Astrologorum Ludus) 

• Tr. de Meynard & de Courteille; v. d. Linde (I); eng. Murray (I), p. ltO. 
b Italics mine. � Cf. the hsiu n pawns. 
d. Murray (I), p. 343. ThCl"e wer-e seven pieces of different coioufl to represent Ihe five planets and 

the two luminaries. e See v. d. Linde (l), p. 25' ; \Veil (1). The Arabs knew it u al_RDm!)'a (Bynntine) and a[."",ddau.'aTa 
(circular). Murray (I), p. 342. describes it from surviving 1\1SS. \'Ieil and Lemoine show the connection 
between this dis.ooidal chess· board and the zti"iTjal al-'d[a", or circular table of the unh-erse (d. ma'.'¢a[a), 
each .ector of which carried letters corresponding to Itars and numbers ; there WIS abo a table of fates, 
and the connection between the two was made by the finger-game, in divination. 

t The monarch whom we have so often met in Vol. 3 (Seet. 20), and whom we shall meet again 
below (Seet. 27j) in connection with the history of meehanical clocks. 

I Murray (I), p. H9; v. d. Linde (2), p. 2H. 
1\ The Alfonsine MS. also describes a four-handed chess of the four seuonl, which seems an extremely 

Chinese idea (Audux th 101 qUa/TO tit'mpo,). 
I \'. d. Linde (2). p. 68. J \". d. Linde (t), "01. l, p. 3H; Murray (I), p. 351. 
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Related to these disc-like chess-boards were the astrological dicing boards of which 
the most famous example is perhaps the Bianchini Table, discovered on the Aventine 
in + 17°5.& It is supposed to date from the + 2nd century. In a series of concentric 
circles it shows, from the centre outwards, the twelve zodiacal animals, the twelve 
signs twice over (according to the fixed and moving ecliptics), the thirty-six decan
gods, and lastly thirty-six faces of the seven planet-gods repeated in septizonium order. 

(iii) Dif;£natiQ11 by throwing 

This provides the transition to an operation of the diviners not yet discussed, 
namely the throwing of objects on to a board, or the tossing of them on it or off it. 
In astronomical image-chess or in true chess, as in other board-games, there are moves 
made by the pieces of two or more sides paralleling tactics and strategy. But in forms 
perhaps more primitive, the pieces were actually thrown on to the board, conclusions 
being drawn from where they came to rest. The pieces thus approximated to dice, 
and the procedure had no intrinsic combat element. Hence the interest of the fact 
that Chinese literature contains a number of references to 'spirit-chess'. In the Tao 
Tsang there are two books with the title Ling Chhi Ching I (Spirit-Chess Manual), oneb 
attributed to Tungfang Shu02 and possibly of Later Han or San Kuo date; the othere 
a development of it and bearing the name of Yen Yu-Mingl of the Sung. Significantly, 
the tenn for the board used in these works is the shih.4 Their prefaces are biblio
graphical and the bulk of the text consists of interpretations of combinations (e.g. 
'one upper, four middle, three lower'), for there were four pieces marked shang,S four 
marked chung6 and four hsia.' The board, of jujube wood, was round, like the heaven
plate. More information comes from the Sung encyclopaedist, Kao Chheng;d 

The I Yuan (Garden of Strange Things)e says: 'Divination using the twelve chess-men 
(cJJri pUI) started with Chang Liang9 (d. - 187), who got it from Huang Shih Kung 10 (the 
Old Gentleman of the Yellow Stone-the Sage of Miao-tai-tzu in Shensi).' 

Qur present-day (Sung) method is to divide the twelve 'chess' or divination pieces into 
three classes, upper, middle, and lower; these are then thrown (on to the board) and by the 
result obtained the decision is given as to good or evil fortune. 

The introduction of Thang Shih-Yuan II to the Chhi Ching 11 says 'We do not know when 
ling ehhil was invented-some say it was by Tungfang ShuoJ in Han Wu Ti's time, who 
used it for divination and always proved right; others say that Chang Liang9 1earned it from 
Huang Shih Kung; 10 others again refer it to the Prince of Huai-Nan who was taught it by 
• guest but kept it secret afterwards.' 

In other words the method was so old that no one knew whence it originated . 

• Described by Boll, Bezold & Gundel (I b), p. 60, pI. XVIII; Gundel (2), pI. 16; Boll (I), p. )03; 
and Ei.ler (1), pp. 82, 112, 267, pI. VJb. 

b TT28S. .. TT1029. 
d Shih W", Chi Yuan, ch. 39, p. 396; tr. auet . 
• By Liu Ching.Shu, probably of the + 5th century. 

' . . .  - . 11 M  J ll tlJ lIIJ - ;t  
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Another game or divination-technique which seems to have been given oft' by the 
shih [ was 'crossbow-bullet chess' (tan chhil).a This also had its Tan Chhj Chingl or 
manual. Whatever it was, it seems to have originated in the Han, for essays on it still 
survive by Later Han and San Kuo people, such as Tshai Yung,4 Tshao Phei s 
(Emperor Wen of (San Kuo) Wei), Ting 1,6 and Hsiahou Tun,' a general, who said 
that the stone pieces grouped themselves in various ways like the stars in heaven. In 
the +3rd century, Hantan Chhun,' in his book (1 Ching9) on arts,b gave a short 
description of tan ehhi, and from this as well as from other later descriptions one 
gets the impression that the procedure involved both throwing the pieces on to the 
board, and combat moves following this chance placing. The twelve pieces, red and 
black, seem to have symbolised the twelve animals of the ' zodiacal' animal-cycle, c and 
each player started with six. Significantly, Wang Pao 10 of Northern Chou, the expert 
on image-chess, wrote an essay on this form also. By the Thang the number of 
pieces had increased to twenty-four (according to the Yu-Yang Tsa Tsu), and from an 
essay of Lu Yii [ I  we find that 'the shape of the board is square below like the earth and 
round above like the heavens'.d The pieces ' fly up when the board is quickly knocked, 
and scatter to different positions '. Sometimes the two sides represented two orders of 
society, commoners and officials (chien 12 and kueiU), or prognosticated about this or 
that alternative social fate, as in the Thang essays of Liu Tsung-Yuan 14 and Wei 
Ying-Wu.H Several sources associate the game with the Taoists, and some repeat 
a story that it was invented by Tungfang Shuo to induce Han Wu Ti to stop playing 
the active ball-games of which he was fond. 

Yet another game or divination-procedure not to be forgotten which has a close 
connection with astronomy was that of liu-po 16 (' the Six Learned Scholars ') which, as 
we saw above,e was played with twelve chhil1 pieces on a board almost identical with the 
plate of the Han sundials. Fig. 349 shows a group of tomb-figures engaged in it. As 
Yang Lien-Sheng (I, 2) has shown, this can be traced back without difficulty to the 
- 3rd century} The moves of the pieces were determined by the throwing of six sticks 
(ehu " ), and they were divided into two ' sides', each piece being marked with one of 
the four animals symbolising the four directions of space.1I There seems to have been 
a central belt of water, like the Milky Way in later systems, and when a piece arrived 
there it was promoted to be a ' leading piece' with greater powers. The relation of all 
these systems to one another remains obscure, however. 

• There i5 a good deal about it in TSCC, J shu rim, eh. 801 (Ian ehh; pu), hui /chao 1, j v:ln I ,  pp. I aft". 
b Preserved in YHSF, ch. 78, p. 69a. c Cf. Vol. 3, p. 405. 
d The remark of the ancient cosmologist that the heavens were ' as round as a crossbow bullet' 

(d. Vol. 3, p. 117 above) may be wonh rememberinll in this connection. 
e Cf. Vol. 3. p. 305. 
r Particularly interesting are certain stories (Shih Chi, ch. 3, p. 9b; Han Fci Tzu, ch. I I ,  p 6b) that 

earthly kings played liu.po against deities and lometimn won. 
I Cf. Vol. 3, p. :lI4a. 

' . "  '" 1 . " t;. 1t 
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(iv) Comparative physiology of games 

It would be impossible here to embark on a history of all the games and divination
techniques on which the Chinese encyclopaedias have such a mass of information. It 
is obvious that the throwing of things lent itself to divination as well as to games from 
the earliest periods. One of the oldest of such procedures was the ' pitch-pot' game, 
the throwing of arrows into a pot (thou-hu I) ; a game the history of which has been 
analysed by Montell (I) and by Rudolph (3).a The locus classicus for this is a long 
passage in the Li Chi, where indeed a whole chapter is devoted to it.b This is evidence 
for early Han and possibly late Chou times. Better evidence for Chou is the mention 
in the Tso Chuan,c under date - 529, where the game was recreational. The Shih Chi 
has itd in connection with ShullYu Khun,1 the - 4th-century philosopher,e and the 
HOIl Han Shut in connection with a + 1st-century general, Tshai 'l'sun.J In the Chin 
dynasty there was a special work on it, the Thou HII Pie1l4 (Changes and Chances of 

rhe Pitchpot)g by YU Than,S and later many, such as the Thou l1u Hsill K06 of Ssuma 
Kuang7 of the + J Ith century. That it was used for divination appears from numerous 
quotations in the Thu Shll Chi ChMng encyclopaedia.h Rudolph (3) illustrates 
several pictures of the game from Han tomb carvings (Fig. 350). 

Some social anthropologist will produce some day a fully integrated and connected 
evolutionary story, quite biological in character, showing how all these games and 
divination-techniques were genetically connected. It would only need markings or 
numbers on the arrows to have an object which by compression would become a 
cubical dice, and this again by extension or unfolding would give rise to dominoes on 
the one hand and playing-cards on the other. Cubical dice (ellhu-pllll or yii-phuS) are 
ancient, examples having been found in Egypt and India, and from Gracco-Roman 
times; it is generally supposed that they reached China from India, and this we may 
provisionally accept.1 But it is also now rather well established that dominoes and 
playing-cards were originally Chinese developments from dice.l There are indications, 
says Carter, that the transition from dice to cards (leaf-dice, sheet-dice ; yeh t-::U,9 

• Be it remembered that the very name of this game includes the same character. Iho", which appears 
in the locw classiclJ.s in the Lu" Hill[{ for the 'throwing' ofthe lodestone spoon on the Jlli/,', ground.plate 
(above, p, 26:). 

b Ch. 40 (u. Legge (7), "01. 2, pp. 397ff.). 
o Duke Chao, 12th year (Couneur (I), "01. 3, p. 195). 
d Ch. u6, p. 311. " Vol. 2. pp. 23-+1f. 
f Ch. So, p. lob. II Presen'ed in l'HSF, ch. 78, pp. 72aff. 
h I $hrl tien, ch. 747. 
I The transmission must have occurred quite early. \Valey (8), p. 1.1-0. has suggested that the pro_ 

minence of the number six in the Book of Chall[{cs was derived from the six sides of a cubical dice. 
There are Chinese mentions in +406 (Goodrich (I), p. 92) and + 501 (Carter (I). 1St cd. p. 139. 'lnd ed. 
p. 183). But Dubs (2), vol. I ,  p. 292, refers dice to the Enly Han time (-2nd century). 

J Hummel (15); Wilkinson (2); Carter (I), 1St ed. p. 140, 2nd ed. p. 184. Culin h) has describe;d 
modem Chinese games with dice and dominoes. Other inlfuence. in the development not of course 
to be excluded are Ihose of the drawing of lOIS by long and short stick. (ef. Vol. 2, pp. 305. 347), and 
of paper money. 
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PLATE CXX I I I  

Fill. He). A group of Han tomb-filluru engaged in the lI"me of lill'po (from Ynllg L;�n. 
Sh�nll", :.). British ;\iuseum. cr. Vol. J. p. J03 and Fill· '30. 

Fig. J50. Han seholaN. pl"yin� at thQII-II" (from r�\ldolrh. J). ,\ Later H�," .. ·Iid of the ... 2nd n'ntur� 
reco\'cred from a tomb near Nanyang in Hon�n pro"inee. In this we see a�mn � �m"lI l;1dlc !'On,ething 
like Ih .. lodestone spoon, stllnding free upon a srn�l1 labl ... �rhar. upon Ihe earlh.plate of a ./"It. The 
relation hel\\"«,n di"inhtinn, IInnle� or <'h�nee, ''''u Ih" nri.ein of Ihe """"",,,;,; .,Oll'r'''�S i� d"'·I1��.·d ," tI,.. 
t,·XI. 
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phail)a took place at about the same time as the transition from manuscript rolls to 
paged books. These cards, at their first appearance towards the close of the Thang, 
must have been among the earliest examples of block printing (cf. Sect. 32 below). 
After the beginning of the Sung, their evolution forked into two directions, one 
leading to playing-cards as we know them, the other to dominoes (ya phajl or ku pltaiJ), 
from which again in its turn the famous game of ma chhjao 4 (' Mah J ongg ') derived. b 

But while the story of playing-cards in China includes firm dates as early as + 9&), 
when onc of the Liao emperors had card games at couet,C the earliest reference in 
Europe is + 1377 in Germany.d It is strange that there arc no references to them in 
Arabic literature, for the most obvious route of transmission would have been through 
the Islamic wodd, and many early European sources say that they came ' from the 
Saracens '. Still, the dates would readily permit a direct transmission through merchant 
contacts of the Mongol period more or less contemporary with Marco Polo. The whole 
question is important with regard to the origins of block printing, for the Chinese 
cards had long been printed when Europeans came first in contact with them, and it 
seems that from + '400 some of the European cards wcre also printed. The earliest 
European dated religious prints, the Virgin and Child of + 1418 and the St Christopher 
of + 1423, coincide closely with St Bernardino's famous sermon against card-playing. 
Carter concludes that playing-cards have a very important place in the transmission of 
the art of printing to Europe.e 

The case of dominoes is quite similar. Western encyclopaedists say that this game 
was not known in Europe till the + 18th century, and that it was invented in Italy. 
But all Chinese manuals on dominoes, of which there are many, point back to the 
year + 1 120, just before the move of the Sung capital to Hangchow, when a set of 
thirty-two pieces, totalling 227 pips, was presented to the emperor. The Sltuo Fu 
collection contains several books on dominoes, one with a preface dated + 1368. The 
chief work on them is the Phai Thung Fu Yii5 of + 1639, described by Hummel (15). 

There remains one important piece of evidence to fit in to the picture. Culin (I) 
has given us a remarkable monograph on chess and playing-cards and their related 
games and divination·techniques in all civilisations. IVluch of this work is concerned 
with the divination-techniques and gambling games widespread among the North 
American Indian tribes, where the pieces are tossed on to, or in, certain special 
baskets.! When I first read this, my attention was caught by the striking fact thai in 
many cases the pieces used were not simple, like draughts-men, or counters, nor 
numbered, like dice, but complex, like chess-men. The Chippewa Indians, for example, 

• Carter (I), 1St ed. p. 243. 
b See Culin (3). 
� L iao Shih, ch. 7, p. sa; TSCC, I shu ti�n, ch. 807, p. 8a. Schlegel (4), p. 20, malntlined that the 

first of an card-games was fully developed in Ihe course of the + 9th century. 
d Full details in Carter (I), 1St ed. p. 141, 2nd ed. p. 185. 
C How characteristic it wa, of a scholarly ci,·iIlsllion thlt both metal money and bone or i,'ory dice 

should all in the end tum into paper. 
r Analogoul to the shih. cr. Weldish (I). 
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had a set consisting of two human figures (rulers), two amphibious monsters, one or 1:\\'0 
war.c1ubs, ooe or two fish, four plain counters ('pawns'), and three ducks.- The 
Central Eskimo have a set of various kinds of animais,b and that of the Assiniboin 
of the Upper Missouri includes large and small crows' claws, and various fruit
stones,C Pieces themselves might be marked with the four cosmic directions.d This 
throws a good deal of light on the Chinese situation, encouraging the view we have 
already formed that sets of pieces existed symbolising the celestial bodies, and that 
divination took place by noting their fall on a prepared board. In this way the model 
Northern Dipper placed on the shih becomes quite comprehensible, and finds an 
appropriate context in divination�techniques in other parts of the world. 

In order to summarise some of the points which have been made about the genetic 
origin of games and divination.techniques, a provisional chart is offered (Table 53). 
Pending the appearance of a comprehensive work on the subject, the details are put 
forward with all reserve, but the chart may well raise other useful suggestions for the 
early history of science. 

(9) GENERAL SUl\IMARY 

Looking back over the course of our argument, we see in broad survey a long and slow 
developmental period in China, followed by sudden appearance and later more rapid 
advance in the West. Some transmission from east to west our careful chronological 
titration compels us to recognise. But since the crucial couple of centuries before 
Alexander Neckam have so far afforded no trace or clue from intermediary regions 
such as the Arabic, Persian or Indian culture-areas, the possibility arises that this 
Chinese transmission occurred not in the maritime context at all, but by some over
land route through the hands of astronomers and surveyors who were primarily 
interested in establishing the meridian of their pla·ce.e Certainly Petrus Peregrinus 
de .... otes loving description to two azimuth dial instruments with alidades and inserted 
compasses (floating in one, dry-suspended on a pivoted spindle in the other). The 
determination of the meridian on land was of course important not only for carto
graphy but also for such operations as the proper adjustmentof sundials, and Europeans 
at this time still had no horologes more accurate than these. It is certainly a striking 
fact that as latc as the + 17th century the needles used in the compasses of surveyors 
and astronomers were all made so as to indicate the south (in contradistinction to the 
north-pointing sailor's needles), exactly as all the Chinese needles had done for perhaps 
as much as a millennium previously.f If this conception found favour we might have 
to envisage an overland westward transmission of the 'astronomer's compass', 
followed by a western application of it by mariners independently paralleling the 
earlier application by the sea-captains of China. What we know of the level of culture 
of the Russians and their Central Asian or Siberian neighbours during the two or 
three centuries preceding the Mongol invasions, however, might at first sight hardly 

• Culin (I), p. 69-+. d Culin (I), p. 701. 
• So Lynn While (5), p. 5Z4. 

b Culin (I). p. 717 • e Cul;n (I), p. 750. 

f Thi. was .hown by Taylor (6). 
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encourage us to believe in such a route for a scientific discovery. It  is true, of course, 
that the feats of the needle and the stone may well have been thought of in a magical
technological rather than a scientific way by those who would have carried them across 
the length of the heartland. Evidently there is room for much further study of the 
possibilities of transmission from China to Europe through the Steppe peoples and 
the Russians, avoiding the Islamic, Byzantine and Indian culture.areas;a in the 
meantime many may well prefer to believe that in fact the mariner's compass was 
what was handed on, and that texts as yet unknown in Arabic or more easterly sources 
will yet inform us about how the sailors of the Indian Ocean did it. 

The subsection just preceding may have seemed somewhat anomalous in a Section 
devoted to the history of physics in China. The modern physicist who may have read 
it will have found himself straying in fields which at first sight could have no con
ceivable connection with that science as it is today. Yet the problem was a fundamental 
one, namely to elucidate the first origins of the ancestor of all dial- and pointer
readings, the magnetic compass. Let us sum up the results in the following provisional 
way. 

(1) The game of chess (as we know it) has been associated throughout its develop
ment with astronomical symbolism, and this was even more overt in related games now 
long obsolete. 

(2) The battle element of chess seems to have developed from a technique of 
divination in which it was desired to ascertain the balance of ever-contending Yin 
and Yang forces in the universe ( + 6th-century China, whence it passed to + 7th
century India, generating there the recreational game). 

(3) This ' image-chess' derived in its turn from a number of divination-techniques 
which involved the throwing of small models, symbolic of the celestial bodies, on to 
prepared boards. Therewere intermediate forms between pure throwing and placement 
followed by combat moves. All these go back to Han or pre-Han China (-3rd century). 
Similar techniques have persisted in other cultures. 

(4) Numbered dice, anciently widespread, were on a related line of development 
which gave rise to dominoes and playing-cards ( + 9th-century China) . 

• Here the Qati-Khitmi or \VesUrn Liao kingdom presents interesting possibilities. It will be 
remcmbe�d (d. Vol. 3, pp. 118, 457) that persistent tradition in China has ascribed to Ihi$ country the 
transmillion of lCientific and technical knowledge to the \Vest. The ' Black Chhi_tan' was a successioll
Itate of the Liao dynasty establishcd in + I U4- by exiles who followcd Yehlii Ta-Shih as Gurkhan to 
Western Sinkiang after the liquidation of that empire by the Jurchen (Chin) Tartars. It luted under 
s succession of rulcrs until the gathering might of the Mongols swept it sway in + 1211. Ccntred on 
Kuhgtr, it included Samtrqand in the welt and Turfan in th� easl ; Chincsc was its official language, 
and Chinese literature had prestige value II the ' Latin' of the East in its culture. In religious matters 
the Qat'l·Khitili were "ery tolerant, and Christianity flourished aide by side with Shamanism, Buddhism 
and Ishun (cf. Wittfogel, nng Chia-Shena- tt ai. (I) pp. 670ff.) ; indccd we have already noted (Vol. I ,  
p. 133) that the Western legend of PreSler John originated precisely from the existence of this Stalc. 
Assuredly it had mercantile and cultural contacts with the Russian princedoms of .Nov go rod, Vladimir 
and Kiev. In f.ct, its d.tes, spanning u they do the + uth century, are exactly right for the spread of 
knowledge of thc magnetic comp"l to the Wcst. Yet we sh.ll find, disturbingly, in Scct. 29, that another 
maritime invention, that of the Item-post rudder, also reached EUl'Qpe from China tOWtr05 the clou of 
the + lath eentury-1lnd the transmission of lomething like this by a non-maritime route would be still 
narder to believe. 
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(5) The most significant of the ancient boards was the shih (used from the late 
Warring States period onwards), a double-decked cosmical diagram having a square 
earth-plate surmounted by a rotatable discoidal heaven-plate, both being marked with 
cyclical and astronomical signs (compass-points, hsiu, etc.) as well as kua and technical 
terms used only in divination. 'Pieces' or symbolic models were employed with this 
in a variety of different ways. In the round heaven-plate of the shih we may recognise 
the lineal ancestor of all compass-dials. 

(6) Among the symbolic models used was one representing the Great Bear (the 
Northern Dipper)-so important in Chinese polar-equatorial astronomy-carved into 
the shape of a spoon. This replaced the picture of the Great Bear carved on the heaven
plate of the diviner's board. 

(i) The model spoon was probably first of wood, stone or pottery, but in the 
+ 1st century (and possibly already in the - 2nd century), the unique properties of 
magnetite suggested in China the use of this substance. Since polarity would establish 
itself along the main axis of a bar of the mineral, whether or not it was removed from 
the rock in a north-south direction (I.e. in the earth's magnetic field), the 'south
pointing spoon' was discovered. Some examples, of course, must have pointed north, 
as indeed the texts indicate. 

(8) During later centuries the frictional drag of the lodestone spoon on its base
plate was avoided by inserting the piece of lodestone in a piece of wood with pointed 
ends, which could be floated, or balanced upon an upward-projecting pin. Such 
methods were used as late as the + 13th century. 

(9) Some time between the + 1st and the + 6th century it was found in China that 
the directive property of the lodestone could be transferred to (induced in) the small 
pieces of iron which the lodestone attracted. These also could be made to float upon 
water by suitable devices. The earliest description still extant of such water-compasses, 
from which all subsequent forms must derive, is of the early + 11th century . 

(10) Some time before the + l lth century it was discovered in China that magnet
isation could be carried out not only by rubbing the pieces of iron on the lodestone, 
but by cooling them (quenching) from red heat, through the Curie point, while held 
in a north-south direction (the earth's magnetic field). 

(I  I )  Probably by the + 7th or + 8th century the needle was replacing the lodestone, 
and pieces of iron of other shapes, on account of the much greater precision with which 
its readings could be taken. 

(12) Although the first clear and accurately datable descriptions of the magnetic 
compass, with needle, antedate European knowledge of it only by one or two centuries 
(Shen Kua, Wang Chi, Hsieh Ho-Chhing), it is probable that the Chinese use of the 
compass-needle is some three or four centuries older . 

(13) By the late Thang period (+ 8th or + 9th century) the declination, as well as the 
polarity, of the magnet, had been discovered, antedating European knowledge of the 
declination by some six centuries. The Chinese were theorising about the declination 
before Europe knew even of the polarity (end of the + 12th century). 

(14) The successive declinations, first eastern and then western, were embodied in 
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the design o f  the Chinese geomantic compass as concentric circles which have persisted 
until our own time. 

(15) The compass was undoubtedly employed in China for geomancy a long time 
before it was used to assist navigation. 

(16) The first clear and accl,Irately datable description of the use of the compass for 
navigation on Chinese ships antedates the first knowledge of this technique in Europe 
by just under a century, but there arc indications that it was used {or this purpose in 
China somewhat earlier. 

(17) Chinese sailors remained faithful to the floating-compass for many centuries. 
Although the dry pivoted compass had been described early in the + 12th century, 
it did not become common on Chinese vessels until it was reintroduced from the West 
in the + 16th century by the Dutch and Portuguese by way of Japan. Associated then 
with it was the oompass�card (the wind-rose attached to the magnet) which had 
probably been an Italian invention at the beginning of the + 14th century. 

(18) The ancestor of all dial� and pointer-readings, the greatest single factor in the 
v9yages of discovery, and the oldest instrument of magnetic-electrical science, may 
thus perhaps be said to have begun as a proto�'chess'-man used in a divination� 
technique. 

(19) Magnetical science, unlike Euclidean geometry and Ptolemaic planetary 
astronomy, was an essential component of nascent modern science the antecedents of 
which were not primarily Greek (cf. pp. 60, 236 above). All the preparation for 
Pierre de Maricourt, and hence for the ideas of Gilbert and Kepler on the cosmic role 
of magnetism, had been Chinese ; and they in their turn, with their belief that gravity 
must be something like magnetic influence, were an important part of the preparation 
for Newton. The field physics of still later times, firmly established in Clerk Maxwell's 
classical equations and more congruent with organic thought than Greek atomic 
materialism, can again be traced back to the same root. Much is owing to the faithful 
and magnificent experimenters of medieval China. 
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TSFFA 

TSGT 
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Sprrulul1l 
Society for the Promotion of 

Chrillian Knowledge 
Sil�ungrbu. d. ph)'siJc .• mtd. Soc. 

E�langt"/I 
Scitnce Pro,�eJl 
Scimce alld Socut), (i"ew York) 
Scripta Saita, Bullttin biblio-

g,aphique (Centre franco· 
chinoi. d'�tudts sinologiquu, 
Peking) 

Hua·Hli Ta·Hrileh WEn Shih 
Chi·Khan (Studia Seri(o; West 
China Union Unit'urity Litn
a,y and Historical Journal) 

Shanghai Stience lnstitutt hbli. 
catiom (Physics Series) 

SvemJc. TidsJc •. for MusiJcforsk· 
IIing 

SitZII1Igsbtr, d. (oslerreieh ischtn) 
Akad. lI'iu. ff1im (Vienna) 
(Phil.·hist. I{lllSse) 

Transactions of the American 
PhilolOphical Soci,ty 

Tra/liactions 0/ the Asiatic Sociny 
of Japan 

Tung Fang Tsa Chih (EaJtern 
.It,1isullallY) 

Tollo GakuM, Kyoto (K)·oto 
Jou.�nal of Oriental Studits) 

Toho Gakrtha, Toky(J (Tokyo 
Jou�"al '" Qritlttal Studies) 

Transa(/iOtIl of the Glasgo" .. 
Archaefllo,ical Sociely 

Thi", Usia Monthly (Shanghai) 
To Kung Pao (IV"" Shih Chou 

Khan) (Lil. Suppltmmt) 
Teru$(ria/ Magneti"" and At· 

l1losp},nic Elutritity (con. 
tinued IS Journal of Geo
physical Restarch) 

T,al/ractions c,f the j\'fT4"Comeu 
Sociely 

1"ransactiom of tht On·ental Cera· 
mic SociUy 

1·,onfOCliollJ of t"t Optical 
Society 

rormg Pao (rl.rrlu"t·u conumont 
l'flistoirt, Its La/lgues, la Geo
graphie, l'l:.·tllllographie et l�s 
Ar/& d, I'Asie O,ienlale, Lei
den) 

Trllluacriour '" tht Royal l,ish 
AcadtlllY 

Tramtlctions of Ihe Royal Sociely 
of l:.'diub"rglr 

To/ro SlrliRYO (Journal of East 
Asian Re/igiom) 

Tulrnicol Studies in the Field of 
the Eo'ine Arts 

Transactions of the Societ)' of 
Glass Technology 
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TSSC 

TTCY 
TYG 

UMN 

VA 
VAG 

VBGE 

VDPG 

VS 

WWTK 

A B B R E V I A T I O N S  

T,Q1IIru:tilms of the Sdmu Society 
oj Chi_ 

Tao TsQ'Yf Chi Yao 
T(JyfJ GaltuhfJ (Report. oj the 

Orimtal Soml), qf Tokyo) 

UntvrichtsbltiUtr f. Math. .... 
Noluruisl. 

Villas in AUTtmom), 
Vierltljah'$1chrijt d. mtronomj. 

"hm Gestllscha/t 
V"�ndlungm d. Bnlina Gesell. 

,draft f. EtJa,,�ie 
Vtrhandlungm d. deutsch. Phyn_ 

kat. GtstUsduift 
Van/til Sin% giquII Strie. 

Win Wu Tshan Khao T%u Liao 
(Rtf"mu Alalmats ft»' 
Hislory and A�chQ,oloIY) 

YAHS 

yecc 
YCHP 

ZAC 
ZDMG 

ZGEB 

ZHWK 

ZMNWU 

ZP 

Ymching Shih-Hslleh /I.'im Pat) 
( Ymdling A" .. ual 0/ Histornal 
Studiu) or Yuu:hing Historical 
Annllal 

YiJn Chi ehhi eMit .. 
Ytnching Hsii.�h P(lO ( Ymching 

Uni!.'",iry Journal 0/ Chinese 
Stud�s) 

Zn/unrijt f. angro;andle elicit/it 
Zeitsch'l!t d. dell/un. mOJ'gm

landischtn Cesll/schall 
Zn/ullri!, d. Gtstffschaft f. E,d. 

kundt (Berlin) 
Ztdtschrijt f. historiune Wappm_ 

kunde (conlin. as Zriuchrijt f. 
hillo,;"II, Wappm_ lind KOI
tumklutd�) 

Z�itschrift f. 111alh. u. Natunejsr. 
Unt""·cht 

Z,itschrijl/. Physik 
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A. CHINESE B O O K S  BEFORE + 1 800 

Each �ntry a,veI particull" i n  the following order: 

(0) tille, alph.betically arranged, with chUlcterl; 
(6) .hun.tive litle, if Iny; 
(e) Innlluion of title: 
(d) cro .. _rducn .. e 10 do.ely N'lale<\ book, if any; 
(�) dynu,y; 
U) date •• accunlc I, !,ouible; 
<I) nlme of •• ubo< Or editor. with ch ... elcn; 
(/0) title of o.hu book, if the teXl of .he work now 

U;ot. only ;n�..,rpo".cd cheTtin; or, in opeci.l u."" , 
referen" ... l0 .inolo,; .. 11 nud.n of i1; 

(i) reference. 10 Ulloal.,iona. if Iny, given by the 
nlme of 1h .. 1rln,l,tor ;n Biblio,nphy C; 

(j) notiu of Iny index or concordance to the book if 
ouch . work Uilll ; 

(iI) rtfuenee to Ih. number of the book in the Tao TId"" catalogue of Wiei" (6), if IPl'liublc : 
(I) reference 10 the number of the book in the Sa .. 

Ts';'n, (Tripi!akl) cual"Nuuof Nanjio(,) and Tahku". &: Wac.nab�, if .ppl;c.bl�. 
'Vardl which .... il! in Ihe Ir . .... l.!;on of 'illea an: added 
in round braekcts. 
Ah�rnuive 'i!ln Or uplanuory addi,ion. to the titln .n: luded in Iquare br.ckell. 

Alchak KtubOm I!: i!J IJI. R . 
Standard Pattern, in MuaicoloiY 

(encyclopaedia). 
Korea (ChosOn), + 1493; later edition. 

+ 1610 and + 1655. 
Song Hyon tl 01. III lit based on the work 

of Pak Yon tl al. -.I' iX · 

Chan Kuo 1'fhl IR IiA iR'. 
Records of thc Warring Statn. 
Chhin. 
\\'riter unknown. 

Chang Tau Chhililn Shu H T � • . 
Complete Workl of Muter Chang (Tlli) 

(d. + 1077) with commentary by Chu 
HI;. 

Sung (cd. Chhing), editio princeps + 1719. 
Chang Tni. 
Ed. Chu Shih * I( & TUBn Chih-H.i 

� � ft!. ·  
Chang Yen Kung Chi K It � • .  

Collected Writing. of Chang yueh. 
Thang, c. + 7)0. 
Chang Yileh fI lit· 

Chm-LA Flng Thu Chi iIt .  JL ± fa. 
Description of Cambodia. 
Yuan, + 1197. 
Chou Ta-Kuan p;J it •. 

Ching Lt:i Pin Tshoo II 0: *" •. 
[ChhuIIg Hliu Ching-Ho Cln"ng Shih Chlllg 

Lei Pti Yung Pin Tshoo.] 

It will be ",membered (p. 315 above) tblt in Chinese 
induel words be�inning Chh_ arc .n 1i00ed tOllether 
.fter Ch-, Ind fI,. Iflc' H., but chat thi. applies to 
ini!i.1 words of titles only. 

Whue there arc .ny differencu betwun the ent.i" in 
thue bibliographic • •  nd thOle in vol. I ,  .he informa
tion here gIven i • •  0 be lahn II mOre correCI. 

Ref"",nc" 10 Ihe cdi.ion$ uled in !he p�unt work, .nd 
10 the "11""1 •• 11,, colleclionl in which bookl are lvail. 
able, WII! be giv�n in I lalu volume. 

e/Han 
E/Wei 
H/H,n 
HI$hu 
HITh.nll 
JjChin 
LISung 
NIChou 
NIChhi 
NISunll 

N/Wd 
SfChhi 
S/Sung 

W/We; 

ABaRBvlATION, 
Formu Han. 
Easte", \\·ei. 
Later Hln . 
Lllcr Shu (Wu Tli). 
Later Thonl; (Wu Til). 
Jurchen Chin. 
Liu Sung. 
Northern Chou. 
Northern Chhi. 
r-;orthcrn Sung (before !h. �moY.1 of Ihe 

capilal to Hangchow). 
NOtlhe", Wei. 
Southern Chhi. 
Soulhern Sunil (.f.c. the removal of the 

capi,,1 to Hangchow). 
Weslern Wei. 

Reorganised Pharmacopoeia. 
NfSung, + 1108, enlarged + 1 1 16 :  reo 

edited in Jlehin, + 1l0-4-, and definiti"ely 
�·published in Yuan, + 1249; re·printed 
many times aftcrv.·ards, e.g. in Ming, 
+ 1468. 

Original compiler: Thanll" Shen·Wei 
" 1& Je;. 

Cf. Hummel (13), Lung Po·Chien (1). 
Chlnt Mlng iE •. 

Righi Tuching for Youth (or, Inldleclual 
Di�ipline for Beginners]. 

Sung, c. + 1060. 
Chang Tili lie It .  

Chi Chiu Phit" (or Challg) • tt ft (.). 
Dictionary for Urgent Use. 
C/Han, -4810 -32. 
Shih Yu !l!. I�. With + 13th-century 

commentary by Wang Yinll"·LIIl 3:: ,., G. 
Chi KuLu ;ttl 1i l$: .  

Collection of Ancient lntcriptionl. 
Sung, c. + 1050. 
Ou�ng Hsiu r.\ ",  a ·  

Chi Ku u. Po Wei . 11 "  b ,It .  
Postscript to the CollectlO" of A"cil"t 

J,,,c"ptionr. 
Sung, c. + 1060. 
Ouyang Hsiu rot; liD e ,  

Chi Lu Hui Pitn *i!. a iC .. .  
Clauificd Records of a Decennium. 
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Chi Lw Hili Pitrl (conI.) 
Ming, c. + I SlO. 
Shen Chieh-Fu it iii 1ft . 

Chi Sir.g Fang � � 11 .  
Life_SavinI! Prescriptions, 
Sung, + u67. 
Yen Yung.Ho It m ;f:Il .  

Chia·S�n Tm Chi " 1lJ "  IE!.. 
Miscellany of the Chia-Shen Year. 
Sung, + I 104. pro + 1163. (Deals with 

e'-cnts from + loa3 to + I 104.) 
The second of the three para of the Chhi'W 

Hsii T,a Chll, q.v. 
Wang Kung :£. SI: . 

Chia-Yu Tlo Chih 1I iIG ,. '$ .  
Miscdlaneou. Records of the Chi.·Yu 

Reign-period. 
Sung, + J06a. 
Ctliang Lin-Chi II ¥ :$I. 

ChiangJ; Tllu"" Chih t.I. !!I  W. ar.. 
Provincial Hiuorical Geography of 

Chiangsi. 
ehhing, + 173l. 
Ed. Hsieh Min It aI. Of :1:. 

Chilh Ku Lu. ,. n 1& .  
On the Hi,tory and UK oi Drums. 
'Thani. + 848. 
Nan eho itt ... 

Chill Lin Hs;" Shu lIt .Mo;  fIf • .  
New Book of Miscellaneous Records. 
Chin, +41h century. 
YU H.i IA .-

Chi" H()U Lii�h Chi .. II q. fB. 
Brief Record8 let down afler the (Wettem) 

Chin (dynasty). 
Chin, after + 317. 
Hsiln Cho 11' ". 

Chin Lou. T�u. • •  7- .  
Book of the Golden Hall Master. 
Liang, c. + 550. 
Hsiao I • • .  

(Liang Yuan Ti 1& ji; ft.) 
Chin Shih Tzu ChllP'6 .. t4i .:r _. 

EsSlY on the Golden Lion. 
Thang, + 704. 
Fa. Tung il iii . 
TW/1880. 

Chin Shu. W • •  
History of the Chin Dynasty [ +  :165 to 

+·1019]· 
Thang, + 6)5. 
Fang HsOan-Ling 11I :!i;  •• 
A few eh • .  tr. Pfizmaier (54-57); the utro. 

nomieal eh,. tr. Ho Ping.Yii (I). For 
transillioni of pauages sec the index of 
Frankel (I). 

Ching Ching Ling CMih 
See CMng Fu_Kuang (I). 

Chill. Chang Suall Shu :It • •  ffi .  
Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art. 

HfHan, + 1St century (containini much 
material from C/Han and perhaps Chhin). 

Writer unknown. 
Chill. Ku. Khao :It. .ti " .  

A Study of the Nine (Cerul) Grain •. 
Cnhing, c. + 1790. 
Chlleng Yao·Thien fi f,t fII . 
(In HCCC, eh. 551.) 

Chiu. Thallg Shu Ii II _ . 
Old History of the Thang Dynltty [+618 

to +906). 
Wu Tai, +945. 
Liu Hsli II � . 
For translations of pltugca ICe the index of 

Frankel (I). 
See des Rotoun (2). p. 6 . .  

Chi" Thi�II Hnian N;; Chhing Nang Hai Chio 
Chillg It � :!4 "Ie .. .  it " if .  

The Nine_Heaven MYllerioul Girl Blue_ 
Bas Sea Angle Manual [geomanticj. 

Thang. 
\Vriter unknown. 

Chiu. Wu To. Shih II ji {t i!.. 
Old History of the Five Dynutiu (+ 907 to 

+959]· 
Sung, +974. 
HaUch Chii.Ch�g '" Jli iE .  
For translations of pauagn tee the indu: of 

Frankel (I). 
CIro King Lu U. � 11 .  

[sometimes Nail Tlhu.n Cho King Lu.] 
Talk, (at South Village) while the Plough i, 

Resting. 
Yuan, + 1366. 
Thao Tsuns-I UJ � II .  

Chou. Li m 4 .  
Record of the Institutions (lit. Ritn) of 

(the) Chou (Dynssty) [description. of all 
government official poIts and their duties]. 

C/Han, pernaps containin; ..orne materisl 
from late Chou. 

Compilers unknown. 
Tr. E. Biot (I). 

Chou. Li Citing I m It jE • •  
Amended Text of the Record of t� Imtitu. 

tioll1 (lit. Ritts) of (tht) Chou (Dyrtmty) 
with Discussions (includin; the H/Han 
commentary of Chtng H,Uan 1m ::'til. 

C/Han, perhaps containing some material 
from late Chou. 

Compilers unknown. 
Ed. Sun Hang (1899) lifi Itt II .  

Chou. Li I I Ch;; Yao Ill " lrl fi .. . .  
Di&(:u"ion of the l\loat Importsnt Doubtful 

Matters in the Record of the l",titulUnu 
(IiI. Rius) of (Iht) Chou (DynOJ/y). 

Chhing. + 1791. 
Chiang Yung. tt ';:' .  

Chou Pn' SlUln Ching 113 " .  *' . 
The Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon 

and the Circular Path, (oC Heaven). 
Chou, Chhin and Han. Text stabilised 

about the - 1St century, but including 

Ch, 

Cho 

c'"' 

c ... 

co.. 

C'-

, 
C .... 

I 
( 

1 
""'" 

1 
, 
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ChiN Pe; S!4<ln Ching (ront.) 

panl which must be of the late \\'arring 
StJlea period (c. -4th century) and some 
even pre-Confucian ( - 6th century). 

\Vriten unknown. 
Chou Shu /!l • .  

Hillory of the (Nonhem) Chou Dynasty 
[ +557 to +581]. 

Thang, + 625. 
Linghu Ti-Fo!n � !!II. It !i .  
For tran,llllion, of passage. see the mdex of 

Frankel (I). 
ehu Fan Clllh � Ii ;if; .  

Records of Foreign Peoples. 
Sung. c. + IZZS. (This is PeUiot'. dating ; 

Hirth &; Rockhill favoured bet\'o'een 
+ 12�2 and + 1258.) 

Chao Ju-Kua m jj; ;;S: .  
Tr. HlTIh &; Rockhill (I). 

Chu T�u Chhuan Shu * ::r  � • .  
Collected Works of Master Chu (Hsi). 
Sung (ed. Ming), editio princep, + 1713. 
Chu H,i * Jl .  
Ed. Li Kuang-Ti '" it id! (Chhing). 
Partial trs. Bruce (I); Ie Gall (I). 

Chuang Tzu iii: T . 
[_ Na" Hua Chen Ching.] 
The Book of Muter Chuang. 
Chou, (. - z90. 
Chuang Chou itt: m. 
Tr. Legge (5); Hng Yu-Lan (5); Lin Yti

Thang (I). 
Yin-To! Index no. (suppl.) 20. 

ChIlD", Tzu Pu Ching 
The Text of Chuang Tzu, Annotated and 

Corre<:ted. 
See Liu WI!n_Tien (1). 

ChUI1l HIID Ku Chin Chu q. .  1; .tt- it .  
Commentary on Things Old and New in 

China. 
Wu Tai (H/Thang), +923 to +936. 
Ma Kao J!j 1& .  
See de, Rotours (I), p. xcix. 

Chung Lil Wei it 1J � . 
Apocryphal Treatise on Bells and Pipes. 
Liang. c. + 540. 
Hsiao Yen .. 1fT .  

(Liang Wu Ti m It 't'it.) (YHSF, ch. 31.) 
Chung YU"K I� 1# . 

Doctrine ot the Mean. 
Chou (enlarged in Chhin and Han), -�th 

eentury, WIth additions of -3rd. 
TN-d. amib. Khung Chi fl. 111 (Khung 

Tzu-Slu Jt. ::r  ,\\',). 
Tr. Legge (a); Lyall &; Ching Chien_Chlin 

(I); Hughe. (z). 
ChhmW-CMun Chen Jen Hsi Yu Chi A lft' iK A 

I'! ;a Ie. 
The WeStern Journey of the Taoist (Chhiu) 

Chhang-Chhun. 
Yuan, + 11128. 

Li Chih_Chhang i!f-�;;r. 'R; .  
Chhi Ching .i if . 

Chen �hnual. 
Sung. 
Chang I JI !lI .  

Chhi Clung ,i d ,  
Chell Manual. 
Sung. 
Yen Thien_Chang . 3<: " . 

Chhi Hsiu Lei Kao -t" at 9. t.$ • 
Seven Compilation. of Classified 

Manuscripts. 
Ming, c. + 153Q. 
Lang YmS uB IA .  

CMi Min Yoo Shu "' .fl'.:  � Itt . 
Important Arts fQr the People's \Velfau 

{lit. Equality]. 
N/Wei (and E/Wei or W/Wei), between 

+ 533 and + H�· 
Chia Stu-Hsieh .K ,\!,t b\:. 
See del Rotoun (I), p. c; Shih SMng-Han (T). 

Chhi Tu"i Yeh Ya :Iff Jf( .If !!!- . 
Rustic Talks in Eastern Chhi. 
Sung, c. + 1290. 
Chou Mi )/:1 I!: . 

Chhien Han Shu R� tJ'i. • •  
History of the Fonner Han Dynasty 

[ - z06 to +a-l-]. 
H/Han (begun about +65), t. + 100. 
Pan Ku J.f1 1M , and (after hi. death in+92) 

hi, .ister Pan Chao J1l 16  . 
Partial ttl. Dubs (z), Pfitmaier (la-H, 

37-51), Wylie (a, l. 10), Swann (t). 
Yin-To! Index, no. 36. 

Chhin-Ting lisil Win H,itn Thung Khao i': A:: 
lI � IU!. � . 

Imperially Commiuioned Continuation of 
the Comprehtnsivt Study oj (tht HIJtory 
oj) Civi['Jalion (cr. !l'in H,ien Thung 
KJrao and Hlil Win Hlien Thung Khao). 

Chhing, ordered + 17�7, pro + l7ia 
( +  178�). 

Ed. Chhi Shao-Nan '" -g !{1 ,  Hsi Huang 
� I� tl al. 

Thi, parallels. but don not replace, \Vang 
Chhi', fIsu Wb, Hsien 1"hul'8 Khaa. 

Chhin_Ting KII Chin Thu Shu Chi Chlling � A:: 
'" l' III .. '" "'. 

See 11m Shu Chi CI,lIing. 
Chhing Hsa 1JO Chu fM � q tf .  

The ' Pure Emptiness' Mi.cellaneous 
Record. [Comprising Win Chitn Chin 
Lu, Chia·Shen Tso Chi, and Sui Shou Tso 
Lu, q.v.} 

Sung, collected posthumously + 1 163. 
Wang Kung 1 • .  

ChhingHsu Tro ChllPuChhflth ft JI. ft if' Nfi /1113 . 
Additions to the ' Purt Emptinel1' Il1iscel_ 

lantOUI Rl!cord. 
Sung, c. + 1 16). 
Wans T.huns-Chin 1 it II· 
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ehhing I Lu ff . 1& .  
Records of the Unworldly and the Strange. 
Wu Tal, c. + 950. 
Thao Ku IW � .  

Chhjng Nang Ao Chill 'It • ., 5' . 
Mysterious Principles of the Blue Bag (i.e. 

the Univene) [geomanticj. 
Thang, e, +880. 
Amib. Yang Yun.Sung tl 1&i � . 

Chmng lVu H,a Yni .,.. � tl ".  
Introduction to the Bl� Ravm ;\fanual 

!�omancy and the use of the mariner's 
compass]. 

Ming. " + 1570. 
Li Yii·mng � It �. 

ChMu Jm Chuan .. A ($:. 
Biographin of Mathematician. and 

MI,onomen. 
Chtling, + 1799. 
Juan Yuan !K; ji;. 
With CQnlinultionl by Lo Shih-Lin a ± * ,  Chu Kho-Pao 'itt iiJ � and 

Huang Chung-ChUn lt ll  U. 
(In HCCC, ch,. 159 if.) 

eMu HsiUh Chi IIJ .. Ie. 
Entry into Learning [encydopaedia]. 
Thang, + 700. 
Hau Chicn ft '!: . 

eMil J Shill) T'llan J1 11  It: • .  
Discussions on the Dispersal of Doubt •. 
Sung, c. + [230. 
Chhu Yung n �. 

Chlru Tzhu * " .  
Elegi<':. of Chhu (Stale) (or, Sons- of the 

South]. 
Chou, c. - 300 (with Han addition.). 
Chhll Yuan .Ii � (& Chia I J{ Ill, Yen 

Chi .D .I\ ,  Sung Yii stc 3i .  Huainan 
Hsiao-:::ihan ftl �j ,)> III tt al.). 

Partial tr. Waley (23); tr. Hawkea (I). 
Ghhu Tzhu Pu Ghu ... M lit It . 

Supplementary Annotation, to Ihe Eltgiu of 
Chhu. 

Sung, c. + 1 140. 
Ed. Hung H.ing-T.u � 91! It .  

Chhu W� Chiu W.!" !III fl( B !WI. 
Talks about Bygone Things belide the 

Winding Wei (River in Honan). 
Sung, c. + 1130. 
Chu Pien *' 'h .  

Chlrun Chhiu Fan Lu .. l* � 3: .  
String of Pearl. on the Spring (md Autumn 

Annau. 
C/Han, c. -13S. 
Tung Chung-Shu If 1'1' If. 
Sec Wu Khang (I). 
Partial trs. Wieger (2), Hughel (I), 

d'Honnon (ed.). 
Chung-Fa Index, no. 4. 

CMun CMiu Wn Khao l Yu l(f> * tl � • • .  
Apocryphal Truti.e on the Spring and 

Autumn Annall ; In\·estigation of the 

Strange and Extreme Penetration (of the 
Mutual Influences of Things). 

C/Han, -1St century. 
\Vriter unknown. 
Comm. Sung Chiin *' :tts. 

CMun Ghu Chi W.!n !lfo m Ii!. 11ft .  
Record of Things Hurd It Spring bland. 
Sung, c. + 1095. 
Ho Wei {iiJ ii.. 

CMulI/j Hsiu Ch.!ng-Ho Ching Shih Ching c..n 
Pti Yung Nn Tshao 11 .. J;t W U $!. I!  
*J( (4/I J1J * IS. . 

The Official Pl1Ictical Reclanified Phanna
copocia of the Ch�ni·Ho reign-period 
( +  1 1 16), �.ediled. 

See Ching L� Pin Tlhao. 

Ertltitcrv. Yaltuutsu ,., ... ... .,. It- "  tit .  
A Translated Discoune on Electricity. 
Japan, late + 18th century. 
Hashimoto Don5ai It *' G\ .. .  
In NKKZ, vol. 6 ,  d. 

Hashimoto Donsai (1). 
Erh"hih-llu Shan Hsiang Chiith = -t e.g LIl rDl 

"'. 
Oral Inuruetions on the 24 Mountain 

Direction. (Campau-Points) (geomantic). 
Thang, c. +880. 
Yang YOn·Sung ., � � .  

Erh Ya M ill . 
Literary Expositor [dictionaryJ. 
Chou material, stabilised in Chhin or 

C/Han. 
Compiler unknown. 
Enlarged and commented on t. + 300 by 

Kuo Pho fII C .  
Yin-To! Index no. (supp1.) 18. 

Fang-Chr!U TJa Yin tJ if!l fI « . 
Reminiscences of (Chang) Fang·Chou. 
Ming. c. + '452. 
Chang Ning G * . 

Fbtg Su Thung I .. Ii 1I ft· 
The Meaning of Popular Tradition. and 

CUllom •. 
HfHan, +175. 
Ying 5hao !!!. {!IJ. 
Chung-Fa Index, no. 3. 

Hai Chio Ching 
See Chiu Thin. H$iian Nii Chhing Nang Hai 

Chio Ching. 
Hai Nri Shih Chuu. Chi iff � -t iItI tr.. 

Record of the Ten Sea hland. for, of Ihe 
Ten Continents in the Wodd Ocean]. 

Aser. Han, prob. +4th or + sth century. 
Attrib. Tungfang Shuo « 11  WI .  

Hai Tao Chtn Ching #I iJ lt IJ . .  
SeawaYI Compass Manual. 
Yuan or Ming, + l-4-th century. 
\Vriler unknown. 
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Hoi Tao Ching it i)t t, . 
Manual of Sa. ling Direction •. 
Yuan, + I�{h century. 
Compilers unknown. 

Hai Tao I Chih Clla' Lilth if II a sc .. iii . 
Brief Selection of Lost Records of the Islee 

of the Sea [or, a Desultory Ac<;;ounl of the 
Malayan Archipelago]. 

Chhing, between + 178) and + 1790. 
preface + 1791. 

Wang T,·H'L :f *- ftf .  
Tr. Anon. (37). 

110i Yen Hsien TIIu Ching iff 1(1 U til t, . 
Illustrated HIstorical Geography of �ta

S.lt City. 
Ming, c. + ISlS. 
Phing Tsung-M,;ng V l;: iI! .  

Hal1 Fd T*u .. ;I� T . 
The Book of Master Han Fei. 
Chou, early - 3Td century. 
Han Fei .. � .  
Partial Ir. L,la \Vcn-Kuei {I}. 

Htm Lung ,Ching ¥ ft. ... , . 
Manual of the i\loving Dragon [geomantic]. 
Thang, c. +880. 
Yang YUn-Sung tr; J!j �� . 

Han Shih lVoi Chuan .. n jf. IS .  
Moral Discourses illustrating the Han Text 

of the Book oj Odtl. 
C/H.n, c. - 1 35 . 
Han Ying Q: � .  

Han Wei Tshung_Shu il lt  d ... 
ColleClion of Books of Ihe Han and Wei 

Dynasties [firsl only 38, later increased 
10 96]. 

Ming, + I S9z. 
Ed. Thu Lunll' Tl II _  

Han Ya TIIung III ¥ a. 
General Survey of Ih� Universe [incl. Ko 

Chih Tshao on astronomy Dnd cosmo· 
logy, and Ti Wei on geography, q.v.]. 

Chhing, + 16,,8. 
Hsiung Ming-Yii "� M .ia  & Hsiung len

Lin ft; A 'it .  
Ha", Hoi Chrn Ching tt ill n if . 

Sailou' Compass Manual. 
Yuan or Ming, + I,ph cenlury. 
\Vriler unknown. 

HrJU Ch014 Shu 1* III ._ 
See Chou Shu. 

H()1,I Han Shu II Ui • .  
Hislory of the Laler Han Dynasly [+�5 10 

+:120]. 
LISung, + "50. 
Fan Yeh M .. .  
The monograph chaplers by Ssuma Piao 

aJ • J!. .  
A few ehs. Ir. Cha"anncs (6, 16), Pfizmaier 

(5:, 5) · 
Yin-TI! Index, no. ",. 

HIlU Shan Than Tshung tl JlJ � JIll • 
Collected Discussion. al Hou-Shan. 

Sung, + 11th century. 
Chhen Shih-Tao .. � ill . 

Hua Man Chi Sl IJ ,. . 
Painted Walls. 
Sung, t. + I t IO. 
Chang Shun_Min 3A � 11': .  

Hua Shu 11:. • •  
Book of the Transformations (in Nature). 
HIThang, c. +940. 
Attrib. Than Chhiao • II!'I . 
TT{loJ1 .. 

Hua Yang KIlO Chih " Ill iii iIr. 
R�ord of Ihe Country ::;oulh of l\lount 

HUI (historical geography of Szechuan 
down to + 1)8]. 

Chin, +347. 
Chhang Chhii ,* !II . 

Huai Nan Hung Lieh Chich m ta iii l!1 Ill. 
See Huai Nan 1zu. 

Huai Nan Tzu f!l l:i T .  
[- Huni Nan Hung Lieh Chich.] 
The Book of (the Ptince 00 Hual-Nan 

[compendium of natural philosophy). 
C/Han, t. - 1 �o. 

Writun by the group of scholars gathered by 
Lui An (prince of Huai_Nan) 11'Ii. 

Partial trs. Morgan (I): Erkn (I), 
Hughes (I); Chatley (I), Wieger (2). 

Chung-Fa Indell:, no. 5 .  
TT/1I70. 

Huai Nail (Wang) Wan Pi Shu itt r:J (:£) !A 
.. iii -

[Prob. = Chen_Chung Hung-PaQ 
Y'4(ln.Pi Shu and variants.] 

The Ten Thousand Infallible Ana of (the 
PriTlce 00 Huai-Nan [Taoist alchemical 
and technical recipes]. 

C/Han, -2nd century. 
No longer a separate book but fragments 

contained in TP YL, ch. 736 and else_ 
where. 

Reconstituled texts by Yeh Tl-Hui in 
Ku(m Ku Thang So Chu Shu, and Sun 
Hng-I in Win Ching Thong Tshwrg-Shu. 

Anrib. Liu An fl � .  
Sce Kaltenmark (2), p. 32. 
It is probable that the terms Chen-Chullg 

it � Confidential Pillow-Book ; Hung. 
Pao ilA ft' Infinite Treasure; Wart-Pi 
iii .. Ten Thousand Infallible ; and 
Y'IQII-P, .JIi i0 Garden of Secrets; were 
orillinally mles of pans of a Huai-.Van 
Wa", Shu til n :E • (Writ;Tlg, of the 
Prince of Huai-Nan) formiTlg the Chung 
Phien 'P • (and perhaps also the Wai 
Shu M- .) of which the pruent Huai 
Nan Tzu book (q.v.) was the Nei Shu 
1'1 . -

Huang Chhing Ching Chieh !J. ff i' �;, 
Collection of (more lhan 180) Monogillph. 

on Classical Subjects written during the 
Chhing Dynasty. 
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HU(J"g Chhi", Ching Chith (conI.) 
See Yen Chieh (J) (ed.). 

HU(J", Ti Nti Ching, Ling Shu f'i *" Pi b . •  
... 

The Yellow Emperor's Manual of Internal 
Medicine; The Spiritual Pivot (or Gate, 
or Driving'lhlft, or Motive Power) 
[medical phyliology and anatomy]. 

Probably CjHan, c. - lSI century. 
\Vriters unknown. 
Edited +76a by Wang Ping x t*. 
Analysis by Huang Wtn (I). 
Te. Chamfraull & Ung Kang·Sam (I). 

Hua", Ti N,i Chi"" Su WI" Jti ""'"  � J.l lilt 
01 ·  

The Yellow Emperor's Manual of Internal 
Medicine; The Plain Questionl (and 
Answen) [clinical medicine). (Cf. Pu 
Chu Huo", Ti Nei Chi",. Su IV/".) 

Chou, remodelled in Chhin and Han, c. 

-and century, 
Writers unknown. 
Partial trs. HUbotter (I), chs. 4, S, 10, II,  

21 ; Veith (I); complele. Chamfraull & 
Ung Kang·Sam (I). 

See Wang & Wu (I), pp. 28 fr.; HUln; 
Wbi (I). 

Hual1g Ti Nti Ghi"ll Su Win Chi Ghu Jt 1ft- PI 
lU\ r:o jUt .  

The Ytllow Em�ror'l .ManU(J1 of Internal 
Medicine; Th, Plain Quts/ionI (and 
AnJu·"s) : with Commentaries. 

Chhing, + 1679. 
Chang Chih· T,hung Y: 1.' . • .  
(The /I.·ling commentary of M a  Shih • Ii 

il given in TSCC, I shu tim, chi. 11-

66.) 
HU(J1Ig Ti Su Win Li1lg Shu Ching j/( it � f.l1 

. .. ... 
See Huang Ti Nei Ching, Ling Shu. 

Huang Tj Su Win Nei Ching j� fi" liN: I'oIl f'i iI ·  
See HUWW Ti Nei Chitlg. Su Win. 

HUilng. Yu Hlin Yo Thu Chi .a. f(j iii II 111 lB. 
New Illustrated Record of Musical 

Matten of the Huang.yu reign.period. 
Sung, c. + 1050. 
Juan I fi i:!.  

Htul Thien Hsiang Shuo (or Chu) i'I 7i: a lit (t!:). 
Discourse on Urlnographic Modela. 
San Kuo, c. + 260. 
Wang Fan x if · 
(CSHK (San Kuo lect.), ch. 72, pp. 1 a If.) 

H.i CMi T.hung Hua III rA Z H 
(SKCS hil Yu) (1l1). 

Western Pool Conected Remark •. 
Sung, c. + 11 .. 0 
Yao Khuan t1£ :Jt .  

H.i Ching T.a Chi a: hl: H Ie. 
Miscellaneous Records of the Western 

Capital. 
Liang or Chhen, mid +6th century. 

Attrib. 10 Liu Hsin 1'1 B (CJHan) and to 
Ko Hung � � (Chin), but probably Wu 
(hUn � � .  

H.i-Yang Chhoo Kung Tien L" lY 1JI "fJI 1t  §II. 
Ii ·  

Record of Ihe Tribulary Countriel of the 
Western Ckeans [rebti"e to the voyages 
of Ch!ng Hol· 

Ming, + 'S20. 
Huang Sh!ng-Ts!ng 'Ii .fl  tt ·  
Ed. by Sun Yi.in·Chia U 1t � 

& Chao Khai-Mei m tm � .  
Tr. Mayers (3)· 

Hn·Yong Chi £!I � lB. 
See Sa".Pao Thai·Chien Htia lIsi· Yang Chi 

Th"ng Su Yen I. 

Hsi Yu Chi. 
See Ghoong·Chhun C/um Jen Hf; Yu Chi. 

H.UJ Jih Chi C f1 tl!.· 
Records of Leisure Houn. 
Sung, c. + 1100. 
Liu Chhi lilt. 

HSUJng Shan Ytlt Lu /III III If ll ·  
Rl1stic Notes from Hsiang·,han. 
Sung, c. + lo6o. 
Wfn.Jung 3t f: .  

Hsiang Yen Lu itl JI! a ·  
The Smoke of Hunan Hearlhs [Hunanese 

matters). 
Ming. 
Min Yuan·Ching III j(; �.  

HJUJo Chin, $. i'.! . 
Filial Piety Classic. 
Chhin Ind CJHan. 
Attrib. Tlfng Shen (pupil of Confuciul) 

It � .  
Tr. de Rosny (2); Lep;ge (l). 

H.iaQ Wei Yuan Shen Chh' � It ti .. � . 
Apocryphal Tfcalise on Ihe Filial Piety 

C/illsic; Cantraps for Salvalion by the 
Spiritl. 

C/Han, - lit century. 
Writer unknown. 

Hn·" Chi"ll .(,0 H.· 
Canon o f  Ihe Core (of the Earth) 

(aeomanlic]. 
Sung. c. + 1060. 
Wang Chi x 0: .  

Hs;n H.iu Pin 1Jhao iii At *" .. .  
Newly Reorganised Pharmacopoeia. 
Than;, +659. 
Su Ching (ed.) Ii it and a commi55ion of 

al collaborators under the direction first 
of Chhangsun Wu·Chi A B\. .. .tr, then 
of Li Chi * ltJ· 

This pharmacopoeia was sometimes after_ 
ward, commonly but inaccuralely known 
as Ihe Tha", Pin Tshao. It was lost in 
China but five ehaple" hive been pre· 
lerved as Ihey were copied by a Japanue 
monk in +731 and survived in Jlpan. 
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Hn'n ThDng Shu t1i 1! • .  

New Hislory of Ihe Thana Dynasty [+618 
to +906]. 

Sung, +1061. 
Ouy.ng Hsiu If.\;. 'ioi .. & Sung Chhi 5R 16 • 
Cf. de. ROIOUTI (1), p. 56. 
Partial trs. des Rotours (I, ::); Pfizmaier 

(66-'74). For tranllations of pas$ll.gn lee 
the inde,,; of Fnanke1 (I). 

Yin_ Te Ind�x, no. 16. 
fln'lIi Chha Shine Lan &. tl. II W: .  

Triumphant Vitionl of Ihe Slarry Raft 
[accounts of the voyages of Ch�ng Ho, 
whose ship, as carrying an ambassador, i, 
thus styl�dl. 

Ming, + 1436. 
Fei Hsin .Ill m . 

firing Li Ttl Chhoon (Shu) 11 JJ. :* � (.) .  
Collected Works of ( I  20) Philosopher. of 

the Hsing_Li (Nco-Confucian) School 
(Hsing = human nature; Li = the 
principle of organisation in all Natur�]. 

Ming, +1415-
Ed. Hu Kuang et at. tII « .  

Hsu Hall Shl< ... ill • •  
Add�nda to lhe Han Hiltory. 
San Kuo, +3rd century. 
Hsieh. ChMng gf * .  

fllu Po Wu Chih 1t IS 4iI ;t; . 
Supplement to the Record of tht 1lIlluliza

tio'l of Things (cf. Pa Wu Chih). 
Sung, mid + 12th. century. 
Li Sh.ih � ::6 .  

fila Shih Shih tI 1I'  M; .  
Supplement to the BtgillnilliS of All Ai/ain 

(d. Shih Shih). 
H/Sh.u, c. +960. 
Ma Chien .. IE .  

fi,a Win flsitrt Thung Khao 1t ::t "  � � . 
Continuation of the Comprthe'lsivt Study 0/ 

(the Histo,y of) Civiliration (d. Win 
Hsien Thu'li KhM and Chhin-Ting Hlu 
Win Hsi", Thllng Khao). 

Ming, finished + 1586, pro + 1603. 
Ed. Wang Chhi .:E * .  
This COHrs the Liao,JIChin, Yuan and i\hng 

dynastiC'S, addinll some new material for the 
end of SISung from + 12Z4 onwards. 

flluan Chich Lu � II; ''' . 
See Hsw(lrt Chieh Lu te �; ll. 

HsiJan Chieh Lu � '" al. 
A Record of Explanations [alchemical]. 
Thang, anonymous preface of +855. 
Writer unknown. 
TT!9z t, YCCC, ch. 64. 

HlUan_Ho Fbtg Shih Kao-Li Thu Chi'li ':tI ,JU * 
fil:" ill II II t'i'l . 

Illusuated Record of an Embassy to Kore. 
in the Hsilan-Ho reign-period. 

Sung, + 1 1 24 (+ 1 1 67). 
Hsll Ching � • .  

Ilsaan Kuai LII t;; it " . 
See Yu Kllai Lu. 

Hsiieh Ku Phicn � 1> • .  
On our Knowledge of Ancient Object. [seal 

inscription.]. 
Yuan, + 1307. 
Wuchhiu Yen W j\) fi .  

Hsun Tzu lj =J- .  
The Book of Master Hsiln. 
Chou, e. -z�o. 
Hsiin ehhing :i5 Jil. 
Tr. Dubs (7). 

J ChM Lino Tsa Chi f,5 if 9. H. Ie. 
Miscellaneous Record$ from the I-Chao 

Cottage. 
Sung, c. + 1 ZOO. 
Chu I * � . 

I Chhieh Ching Yin I - -tn 11 ... . . 
Dictionary of Sounds and Meanings of 

\\'ord. in the Vinaya [part of the 
Buddhist Tripilak.]. 

Thang, c. + 649, enlarged c. + 730. 
Hsuan_Ying SA /!! . 
Enlarged by Hui_Lin II � .  
N/1605 ; TW/2178. 

I Ching £ 11 . 
The Classic of Changes [or, Book ofChJnges]. 
Chou with CIHan additions. 
Compilers unknown. 
See Li Ching-Chhih (1, �); Wu Shih-Chhans 

(I). 
Tr. R. Wilhelm (z); Legge (9); de Harlez 

(I). 
Yin_T� Index, no. (suppl.) 10. 

I Li 'it 
The Penonal Conduct Ritual [one of the 

'Three Ritualt', with. the Li Chi and the 
Chau Li). 

Chhin and Han, based on Chou material, 
some of which may be II old u 
Confucius. 

Edited in C/Han by Kaothans S�ng 
� st B;. .  

Tr. Steele (.). 
l Lin :« t*: .  

Forest of Ideu [ph.ilosophical encyclopaedia]. 
Thang. 
Ma Tlung • it .  
TTlnH· 

I Thu Ming Pitn JJ, !II M m. 
Clarification of the Diagrams in the (Baak 

0/) Cha"gts [historical analysis]. 
Chhing, + 1706. 
Hu Wei "$11 m .  

1 Yuan . � .  
Carden of Stnn"e Things. 
L/Sung, c. + 460. 
Liu Ching-Shu 11 it � .  

Jtll-Chai Chih Chih Fang (LUll) t: 5If tI 41 11 
(I�). 

(Yang) Jen-Cha;', Buic Principles of 
(Paediatric) Prescribing. 
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Jtrl-Chai Chih Chih Parlg (Llln) (cont.) 
Sung, + 1:164. 
Yang Shih-YinII' . ± m. 

Jih Chih Lu 11 � t): .  
Daily Additions to Knowledge. 
Chhing, + 167). 
Ku Yen-Wu III. � it .  

Jih HUll (Chu Chia) PIn Tshoo B "  (1ft iiiO 
,. .. .  

Master jih-Hua's Phannacopoeia (of All the 
School.). 

Sung, ,. +970. 
Ta MinII' (jih_Hua Tl'u) ,*- !jJj  ( B  * ;-). 

Jih Ku:ei Pri Khao 11 "  (I � . 
A Study on the Construction of Sundials. 
Chhmg, ,. + 169<>. 
Mei Wln-Ting .. '!iC 1&. 

Ju Thong CMiu Fa Hsiin Li Hsing Chi. 
See Niu" GuM JIlf1,ri GyMli. 

Kan ChMan Fu it *' 1it .  
Rhapsodic Ode on the Sweetwater Spring •. 
C/Han, ,. - 10. 
Yang Haiung � ill . 

Kaf1 Ying Chi.., � !f.  iI 
On Stimulus and Response (the Resonance 

of Phenomena in Nature). 
Thang, ,. + 640. 
Li Shun-Flng Of 1$ ... 
See Ho & Needham (2). 

Karl Ying Lei Tshuf1, Chih � '" ij{ tt if . .  
Record of the Mutual Resonances of Things 

according to their Categoriet. 
Chin, ,. + 295. 
Chang Hua JI • .  
See Ho & Needham (2). 

Kao-Li Thu Ching. 
See Hsuan-Ho Flf1g Shih Kao_Li Th" Ching. 

KlMi- Yuaf1 Chan Ching 1SI'l )ti  n it , 
The Khai_Yuan reign-period Treati.e on 

Astrology (and Astronomy). 
Thang, + 7:19. 
(Some parts, .uch u the Chiu ChiJr. 

(Navogr4ha) calendar, had been written 
u early as +718.) 

ChhUlhan H.i-Ta • 91: � it . 
Khan Yii Phi Miu Chhuaf1 Chtn 1& ,.  III 11 II 

lit ·  
A Brushing Away of Mistakes and 

Establishment of Right Theory in 
Geomancy. 

Chhing, end + 18th century. 
Liu Kung-Chung II 1: .p . 

KJw.ng_HJi Chi Hsia Ko lVu Pitn .. � • C 
. .. .. .  

Observation. in the Natural Science., made 
in Our Leisure Hours, by the Khang-Hsi 
Emperor [geology, mineralogy, zoology, 
botany and agriculture]. 

Chhing, t. + 17 1 1 .  
Aihsin-chUehlo H,Uan-Yeh (emperor of the 

Chhing) Jt M 1f:  .. ?4 • .  

cr. BEFEO, 1903, 3, 747· 
Khof1g-Hri T2u Tim !Ji. 'M * A ·  

Imperial Dictionary of the Khang-Hsi 
reign.period. 

Chhing, + 1716. 
Ed. Chang Yii·Shu � 3L • .  

Khoo Kung Chi :!;. I fB. 
The Artificers' Record (a section of the 

Chou Li, q ..... ]. 
Chou and Han, perhaps originally an 

official document of Chhi StDte, incor
pouted c. - 140. 

Compiler unknown. 
Tr. E. Diot (I). 
Cf. Kuo Mo.Jo (I); Yang Lien_Sh�g (7). 

Khao Kung Chi Thu � I 1e • .  
lllustrations for the Am/lttTs' Ruord (of 

the Chou L,l (with a critical archaeo
logical analysis). 

Chhing, + 1746. 
Ta' Chen • It . 
(In HCCC, chs. 563, 564; reprinted 

Shanghai, 1955.) 
See KondO (1). 

Kho TJO Chui Y" '$ ttl 1t ill . 
l\'ly Boring Discourses to my Guests 

[memorabilia of Nanking). 
MinII', c. + 16l8. 
Ku Chhi_Yuan D it j(; .  

Khuei Jih Chili m u a .  
Apparatus for Determining the Sun's 

Position. 
Chhing, + 1675. 
Mei Wln-Ting m � l1h- . 

Khu�' Jih Chhitn Shuo tJt B if: I1t . 
Elementtr)' Account of the Sun'l Motion. 
Chhing, t. + 1695. 
Mei \V1!n-Ting t§ � J!Ij . 

Khue; Jill Chi }'oo m B il! � .  
Essentials of the Sundial [includes data on 

magnetic declination]. 
Chhing, t. + 1680. 
l\'lei Wln-Ting tV � Ill . 

Khurrg Tzu Chia Yii fL T ;« III . 
Table Talk of Confuciu •. 
H/Han or more probably San Kuo, early 

+ ltd century (but compiled from earlier 
,ourcn). 

Ed. Wang Su :E " .  
Partial tl'S. Kromers (J)� A. B. Hutchinson 

(I);  de Harlez (a). 
Ko Chih Tshao ti jj: 1;1 • 

Scientific Sketches [astronomy and cos· 
mology; part of Han Yii Thung, q ..... ] . 

Ming, + 16ao, pro + 1648. 
Hliung Ming-Yu ft� IIJI �· 

KoKu Yao Lun tt 11 � IA· 
Handbook of Archaeology. 
MinII', + 1387, enlarged and reiSlued +1459· 
Tshao Chao .. ag . 

Ko W u Tlhw Than • 4)J a til· 
f 
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Ko Wu Tlhu Than (cont.) 

Simple DilCOUfiet on the Invutiglltion of 
Thingl. 

Sung, c. + 980. 
Attrib. Su Tuni-Pho Ii .. * .  
Actual "riler (Lu) Tu.n_Ning (if) • * 

Ku Chhiian Hui. 
See Li Tlo-Haien (I). 

Ku Chin ChI' 1; 1'  n ·  
Commentary on Things Old and New. 
Chin, c. + JOO. 
Tshui Pao . �) .  
See des Rotoun (I), p. xcviii. 

Ku Chin Lil Li Khao 1; l' l' 1If � . 
lnveltigati .. m of the (Chineu) Calendan, 

New and Old. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Haing Yun-Lu I!I\ .  n . 

KIl Chin Yo Lu -o .tt- Il a .  
Records of Acouuic and Musical Mstten, 

Old snd New. 
Chhen, t. + S80. 
Chih-Chian� W iii: . 

Ku Wei Shit -0 e • . 
Old Mysterious Hooks ra collection of the 

apocryphsl Chhsn-Wei treatises). 
Dlte uncertain, in pin CIHan. 
Ed. Sun Chio V. �'l (Ming). 

KWI1I ,hih Ti Li Chih Mlng tt .lt;  id! J1I. Hi 11 .  
Master KUlln'. Geomantic Instructor. 
Alcr. San' Kuo, +3rd century; prob. 

Thang, + 8th century. 
Attrib. Kuan Lo 'It n. 

Kuan T�u ".t � . 
The Book of Master Kuan. 
Chou and C/Han. Perhaps mainly com_ 

piled in the Chi_Hlis Academy (late 
-4th century) in pstt from older 
materials. 

Attrih. KUlln Chung t' foI' .  
Pani.l tn. Haloun (01, 5); 'Than Po-Fu eI aI. 

(I). 
Kuan Yin T%u III ,. 7' . 

[� Win Shih Chen Chi",.] 
The Book of Muter Kuan Yin. 
Thang, + '41 (mlY be later Thang or Wu 

Tai). A work with Ihis title e:.;isted in 
the Han, but the text is lost. 

Prob. Thien Thung-Hsiu [fl rnJ " .  
Kuang_Chhltan Shit Po .liS III • It . 

The Kuang-Chhuan Bibliographic11 Note •. 
Sung, c. + I us. 

TungYu i'tt � .  
Kua"l Chill lIt :ir  . .  

Extensh'e Record. of Remstkable Thin". 
Chin, +4th. 
Kuo I-Kung 'II ft tl .  
(YHSF, th. '4.) 

KllQng Lun. 
See Chan!! Fu-Hsi (I). 

Kuang Ya « fl .  
Enlargement of the Erh Ya ; Lit"ary 

Expositor [dictionary]. 

Sin Kuo (Wei), + OIJO. 
Chang I � Ul . 

Kuei-Hs;n Tsa Chill � * .. :I .  
Mi.celiineous Informstlon from Ku�i_ 

Hsin Street (in Hangchow). 
Sung, late + IJth «ntury, perh'pi not 

finished before + IJ08. 
Chou Mi m \t .  
See des Rotours (I), p. exii; H .  Franke 

(14). 
Kun Ku T�u 9i, -ti- 7- .  

Book of the De ... il Vslley Muter. 
Chou, - 4th century (perh.pl p.rtly Han 

or later). 
Writer unknown; possibly Su Chhin a _  

or some other member of the School of 
Politicians (Tlung-Hlng Chil). 

Ku,; Thien Lu !I ro 1\: . 
On Returning Home. 
Sunil, + 106,. 
Ouyang Hsiu ftli 'itI:I .,. .  

Ku"lrun Lung Tzu � � ft � .  
The Book of MUlet Kung.un Lung (el. 

Shou Pai Lun). 
Chou, -41h century. 
Kungsun Lung � � n ,  
Tr. Ku Pao-Ku (I); Perlebcrll (I); Mei Yi_ 

Pao (J). 
KWlJ Ya Ml lIi. 

Discoufll" on the {andent (eudll) States. 
Lite Chou, Chhin Ind C/Han, containing 

early materill from Indent written 
t�cords. 

Writers unknown. 

Lao Hsiieh An Pi Chi � .  If • te;. 
Notes from the Hall of Learned Old Age. 
Sung, c. + 1 190. 
Lu Yu MI l., .  

Lei Kung Phao Chih 'Sf � � .N . 
(Handbook bued on the) Ve"uab/� J.1ast" 

U's (Tuatise on) the Preparation (oj 
Dl'UJls). 

LISung, c. + • .,0. 
�i Hliao -:t 'fl .  
Ed. Chang Kuang-Tou � 1t 4- (Chhing, 

18,1). 
Lei Kung Phao Chih Lun 11 1: !<t! � tI.I . 

The V�nerable Mister Lei', Treatise on 
the Decoction and Preparation (of DruIlS). 

L/Sung, c. +4'0. 
Lei Hsiao 'M !JIJ: . 
(Preserved only in quotation. in Ching Lti 

PIIt T,hao and elsewhere, Ind reconltituted 
by Chang Chi (19JOI); sec: Luna Po
Chien (I), p. 1 16.) 

Lti Ku.., Phao Chih Yao Hsj'V{ (Fu) Chith 
• � ttl II IS tt (It;) IIIl .  

(EulYs and) Studies on the Vent'rab/e 
Masttr Lets (Trtotise on) the Nalu.1I oj 
Drugs and thtir Prtporalion. 

Fint four chlpters lIChin, c. + laar>. 
Li Kao � "" . 
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lAi Kung Phao Chih Yao HJing (Fu) Chith (cont.) 
Last six chapters ehhing. c. + 1650' 

Li Chung_Tzu .., q> "' . 
(Contains many quotations from '""'flier L�i 

Kung book., + sth century onwards.) 
Ling Chai Yt'h Hun � .. -ii H .  

Night Tplk, in a Cool Library. 
Sung, c. + 1110. 
Hui-Hung * i,!!, .  

Li Chi ;'11: II!.. 
[ _  Hfjao Tai Li Chi.] 
Record of Rites [compiled by Tai the 

Younger}. 
(Cf. To Ttli Lj Chi.) 

• .o\scr. e,Han. c. -70 to -S0, but really 
HIHan, between +80 and + IDS. though 
the nrliut pieces included may date 
from the time of the Analecls (c, -465 
to -450). 

Attrib. ed. Tai SMng � Jf. .  
Actual ed. Tahaa rao Y! l$: .  
Tn. Legge (7): Coul'reur (3): R. Wilhelm 

(6), 
Yin.Tl indt'X, no. 27. 

Li Chi CIi" S" MI: !e it iI! .  
Record of RiteS, wilh assembled 

Commentariu. 
Text efHan, commentaries of all period,. 
Ed. JUln Yuan (1816) ti ]G .  

Li Fa Hs;" Shu Xl +t tfi t!f .  
New Treatise on Calendar Science. 
l\iing, c. + IS9O. 
Yuan Huang Jt 'j/( . 

Li Sao AIl 'J .  
Elegy on Encountering Sorrow [ode). 
Chou (Chhu), c. -295. 
Chhli Yuan kit w.. 
Tr. Hawkes (I). 

Li Sao Tshao Mu Su Itt II :Q: *' ijt .  
On the Trees and Plants mentioned in the 

Efrgy on EIICOltntering Sorrot.o. 
Sung, + 1 197. 
Wu Jen_Chieh !k t: at ·  

Li Shu .If.'1f. 
Calendrical Opus. 
l\ling, e. + 1601. 
Chu Taai-Yii (prince of the Ming) 

* lIt ll'f . 
Li SIIOI1 Shll JIlII. 

See lVu-Al1 Li Swm Slru J\lll. 
Li Wei Tou Wei I � � :4- It 1& .  

Apocryphal Treatise on the Record 0/ Rius; 
System of Ihe :\Iajesty of the Ladle [the 
Great Bear1. 

C/Han, - Ilt cenlUl)' or laIn. 
\Vriler unknown. 

Liang CMi Man Chili i:I � lI: ;ir • .  
Bridge Pool Essays, 
Sung, + 1192. 
Fei Kun 1i ;K .  

L iang Sim tI .. .  

HiSiory of Ihe Liang D)"JIl$ty [ +  S02 to 
+ 556]. 

Thang, +629. 
Y.o Chha Q n and hi, Ion Vao Sill

Lien t,t J!J !fl. 
For nanslatiOM of pUSBges see the index of 

Frankel (I). 
Liallg SSII KUlig Chi "at I!!I � Ie. 

Tales of the Four Lord. of Liang. 
Thang, c. +695. 
Chang YUeh U\, I!t .  

Liao Shih is! Jl!. .  
History of the LilO (Chhi_tan) Dynl$ty 

[+916 10 + 1 1 251 . 
Yuan, c. + 1350. 
Tho-Tho (Toktaga) ,m N &; Ouyang 

Hsuan " � :!4  . 
Partial tr. Wiufogel, Hng Chia_Shfng tl 01. 
Yin-Tl Index, no. 35. 

Lkh T:rn �IJ T . 
[_ Chhllllg Hsil Chet1 Chillg.1 
The Uook of 1\-lasl.::r Lieh. 
Chou and C/Han - sth to - lSI centuries. 

Ancient fragmenu of miacellaneous origin 
finally cemenled together with much new 
material about + 380. 

Anrib. Lieh YO-Khou J:l HI ill · 
Tr. R. Wilhelm (4); L. Giles (4); Wieger 

(7). 
TT/663· 

Ling Chhi Chitlg • if. 11· 
Spirit-Chess i\lanual. 
Peob. Chin. 
Anrib. Tungfang Shuo .. .." M.  
TT/285· 

Lillg Chhi Chillg m: * it . 
Spirit-Chesa Manual. 
Sung. 
Yen Yu-i\ling tl{ iIJ 'IYJ .  
TT/lo29· 

Ling Hs;en 11 5: .  
The Spirilual Constitution (or Mysterious 

Organisation) of the Universe [cosmo
logical and astronomical]. 

H/Han, + Il8. 
Chang Heng M Ii. 
<In l'HSF, ch. 76.) 

Ling Shu Ching. 
See HUDtlg Ti Nti Chitlg, Lillg Shu. 

Liu Chhitlg Jih Clio � ... B .L· 
Diory on Bamboo Tablets. 
Ming, + 1579. 
Thien I_Heng III t! Ii ·  

Liu_Clihiu Kuo CIi,.Ii Lii�1I {t t� i!I ";i!; .. .  
Accounl of the Liu-Chhiu hlands. 
Chhing, + liSi. 
Chou Huang ru � .  

Ljll Tzu 1'1 T . 
The Book of Master Liu. 
N/Chhi, c. + 550. 
Prob. Liu Chou 1'1 • .  
TT/lOI8. 
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1.0 Chirtg Chieh II it fi. 
Analysis o f  the Magnetic CompaSti. 
Ming. 
Wu Wang-Kang � '$I t!S .  

1.0 Ching Chieh Ting Ji if �; � . 
Ddinitive Analysis of the Magnetic 

Compas •. 
Chhing, between + 1660 and + t7'2.O. 
Hu Shen-An ill 1:X It . 

1.0 Ching Chim I Thu Chith ii. ill !Ill g, • �;. 
111u.trat"d E .. y Explanation of the l\lagnetic 

Compass. 
fo.-ling, c. + tS80. 
H.u Chih-i\'lo f$< Z '.I . 

Lo Ching Chill Nail Pho lVu Chi JIl ill ffi ifj i\I Ill #! . 
A South-Point"r to Disperse the Fog about 

the Geomant;c Compass. 
Ming. 
Wu Thien-Hung !k � i:!';. 

1.0 Ching Chinll I Chieh JI 1-.' tit - U .  
Analy.is of the Essentilll Feature. of the 

Magnetic Compass. 
Chhing, between + 1136 and + 179S. 
Fan I-Pin M 1! it .  

Lo Ching Pi Chhioo Si it til f.l . 
Confidential Intelligence about the 

r.-1agnetic Compasl. 
Ming. 
Kan Shih-Wang 1t III' liZ. 

]A) Ching Ting Min Chen JI lt JJl 1"l  N;. 
Portal of HigheSI Knowledge on Ihe 

Magnetic Compass. 
Ming, ,. + 1580. 
HsU Chih-l\lo til Z ill. 

1.o_Fou Shall Chih at 11 III � .  
History and Topography of the Lo-Fou 

Mounta;ns (north of Canton). 
ehhing, + 1716 (but b .. ed on older 

histories). 
Thao Chins-I JlI iI: il .  

Lii. HlUeh HI;II SI/Uo w: � iii llt .  
A New Account of the Science of the 

Pitch-Pipes. 
Ming, + I S84. 
Chu Tsai_YU (prince of the ;\ling) 

* U l(f .  
Lii. Li Chih W: ",  $ .  

:r-.lemoir on Ihc Calendar. 
H/Han, + 178. 
Liu Hung 1'1 � & Tshai )"ung 1� 1l:I.. 
(in lIou l1an Shu, ch. 13.) 

Lii. Li Yuan YUOlr :j.J: lit it if: . 
Ocean of Calendrical and Acoustic 

Calculations (compiled by imperial 
Order) [includes Li Hlia"t KilO() Chldlll{, 
Shu Li Chilli{ Ya .. , La Lii. Chblg I, q.v.], 

Chhing, + 1'�3; printing probably not 
finished before + '730, 

Ed. Mei Ku-Chhcng ru � ra & Ho 
Kuo-Tsuni VI wa � .  

Cf. Hummel (:), p. a8s; Wylie (I), 
pp. 96 ti. 

Lu Li YUlIg Thung ill IV M :iii . 
'The Pitch-Pipet and th"ir Calendrical 

Concordances [one of the books embodied 
in the Calendrical Opus, Li Shu, q.v.]. 

Ming, + 1 581, 
Chu Tu;-Yu (prince of the Ming) * .  

1)\' .  
Lii. Lii. Chlllg I 1"\1. g 11:. ft . 

Colle.::ted Basic Principlu of "-Iusic (com
pil<:d by Imperial Order) [part of Lii. Li 
Yuan Yuatl, q.v.), 

Chhing, + 1713 ( + 1723). 
Ed. Mei Ku-Chhmg ti i9: r&: & Ho Kuo

Tsung fiiJ \lIJ � . 
Cf. Hummel (2), p. 28s. 

LaLii. ChinS I flI: S tR fi ,  
The Enential l\'leaning of the Standard 

Pitch, Pipes [Ihe first part of the Pitch_ 
Pipe Opus, LiJ Shu, q,v.]. 

Ming, + ,  596. 
Chu Tni-YU (prince of the fo.ling) 

* "' 1;1 .  
Lii. Lii. lbi .. Liln 111 .3 jfr J,Q-. 

New Discourse on Acoullics and :r-.lulic. 
Chhing, c. + 1740. 
Chiang Yung iI ;Ik . 

Lii. Lii. H,il! Shu :jlI: S iii ., .  
New Treatise on AcoustiCl and l\lusic. 
Sung, t. + 1180. 
Tshai Yuan-Ting � ji; .II: . 

til Lii. Lun 1\1: g UI . 
A Discourse on the Pitch.Pipes. 
i\ling, c. + '520. 
Wang Thing.Hsiang .:E E .t-11 . 

Lu Shih ill- hI!.. 
The Pcripatetie History [a collection of 

fabulous and legendary material pUt 
togelher in the Ilyle of the drnastic 
histories, but containing much curious 
infom\3tion on technique.]. 

Sung. 
Lo Pi ii, Ie. . 

Ui Shih Chhul! Chhirl :!, .o:; "" 1ft. 
l\laster LU's Spring and Aurumn A.nnals 

[compendium of nil ural philosophy]. 
Chou (Chhin), -239. 
Written by the group of scholars g�thcred 

by Lu Pu-Wci ,'?, -1" • .  
Tr. R. Wilhelm () . 
Chung-Fa index, no. 2. 

Lii. Shu ill •. 
The Pitch-Pipe Opus [in IWO paris, of 

which the first i, the LiJ Lil Ching I, q.v.], 
i\ling, + 1596. 
Chu Tui_Vii (prince of the i\iing) 

::t� � l� .  
Lun He"g U. Ii .  

Oiscoursu Weighed ill the Balance. 
H/Han, +82 or +83, 
Wang Chhung .:E 1t .  
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L .. n Hing «(0111.) 
Tr. Forke (4); cf. Lc!lie (3)· 
Chung.F. Index, no. I. 

Lun Thien Il Ji:: . 
D1ICOunc on the Heavens. 
S.n Kuo or Chin, c. +%74· 
Liu Chih rl W ·  
(In CSHK (Chm sect.). ch. 39, pp. S O  fr.) 

Lun Yii iIlI la.· 
Con\'ersations and Discourses (of Confucius) 

[perhaps Discuued Sayings, Nonnative 
Saying., or Selected !:iayings]; AnaIK!'. 

Chou (Lu), c. -465 to -450. 
Compiled by disciples of Confucius (ch,. 

16, 17, 18 and ::l.o are later interpolations). 
Tr. Legge (:); Lyall (a); Waley (5); Ku 

Hung·Ming (I). 
Yin-T� Index no. (supp1.) 16. 

Lung Hu Huon Tan Chiieh n IR: � :I'T a· 
Explanation of the Dngon-and. TIger 

Cyclically Transformed Elixir. 
Prob. Sung. 
Chin Lin!! Tzu {It [t T . 
TT/9O::I.. 

Mei Tz .. H$in Lun ttJ T jIf I�. 
New Di,course of MaSler Mel. 
Chin. 
Mei .hih 8J .ll;. . 

Mlng CMi Pi Than l' iI • �.  
Dream Pool Esuys. 
Sung, + 1086; last supplement dated 

+ 1091. 
Shen Kua it t8 .  
Ed. Hu Tao·Ching (I); cr. Hohman (I). 

MI", LiotW Lu .. tt "'. 
The Past seeflU a Dream (description of the 

capital, Hangchowl. 
Sung, + 1275. 
Wu Tzu-Mu � f.I tt ·  

Mblg T.... it. T • 
The Book of Master i\Hng (Mencius). 
Chou. t. - 290. 
Meng Kho if. f.if . 
Tr. Legge (3); Lyall (I). 
Yin-Te Index, no. (suppl.) 17. 

Miao Chith Lu � I); n ·  
See Ytn ./\IUn Kung Mif/o Chith Lu. 

Ming I Pith Lu :t D IlIJ a· 
Informal RKords of ramous Physicians. 
Lian!!, c. +510. 
Thao Hung-Ching � S5:! ll: .  
(Lost as a sepante work but constantly 

quoted in the phannactutical compendia. 
Reconlti;ution by Huang Yu, in Chlun 
Hsi .. - Yuan hsien-rlrlg I Shu.) 

Ming Shih !jIj .2. . 
History of the Ming O)"T\uty [+ 1368 to 

+ 1 643}· 
Chhing. begun + 1646, compleled + 1736, 

fi"t pro + 1739. 
Chan!! Thing-Yu g, i!: 3i it 01. 

}.fa Ching • t,1 . 
See ll10 T .. u. 

Mo Chuang Man Lu f! lit � lR .  
RecollKtLon. from the LIterary Cottage. 
Sung, e. + 1 131.  
Chang Pang·Chi Ui 1B � .  

Mo Tn. (mcl. Alo Ching) !l T '  
The Book of Master Mo. 
Chou, -4th century. 
Mo Ti (and di.ciples) • a. 
Tr. Mei Yi.Pao (I); forke (3)· 
Yin. T� Indcx, no. (suppL) :u. 
TT/ I 16:. 

Mu Thien T.:u Ch .. an �a Ji:: T 1$ .  
Account of the Travels of the Emperor Mu. 
Chou, before -:45. (Found in the tomb of 

An Li Wang. a prince of the Wei State, 
r. -:76 to -:45; in +281.) 

\Vriter unknown. 
Tr. Eitel (I); CMng T�.Khun (l). 

Nan Chili Shu r.l 'Jlf if . 
History of the Southern Chhi Dynasty 

[+479 to + SOIJ. 
Liang, + 520. 
Hliao Tzu-Hsien II T ilt ·  
For translationl of panages ICC the index of 

Frankel (I). 
Nan Chou I IV .. Chih r.l fl1 '" � Z • .  

Strange Things o f  the SO\lIh. 
Chin, + 3rd or +4th century. 
W.n Chen ,. a .  

Nan Hao Shih Hua l:i If Sf U ·  
Essay. of the Retired Scholar dwelling by 

the Southern Moat {lite .. .,.' criticism]. 
Ming. + '513. 
Tu Mu !I �a. 

,\'/In Hua Chen C/un,. see Chllan, Ta-.. . 
Nan Shih n it. .  

History of Ihe Southern Dynasties [Nan Pei 
Chhao period. +420 to +5891. 

Thang, e. +670. 
Li Yen·Shou '" ti ff .  
For translations of puuges Ice the index of 

Frankel (I). 
Nan Trh"n Cho Kin, L.. r.i t-t C M "l ·  

See Cho King L ... 
Nti Ching. 

See Huang Ti Nti Ching, S .. Win. 
Nti Chuan Thitn HlIang Ao Chi Chen Shih Shu 

'" II " g, fil ii  IUt .. .  
Atlas.Tortoise Ceomantic Treatise. 
Thang, t. + 730. 
Chhiu Yen_Han '� li u. .  

NI", Kai Chili J'Han Lu ft t'i: .. i-I it ·  
Miscellaneous Records of the N!ng-Kai 

Studio. 
Sung, mid + 12th century. 
Wu Tshblg � 1t .  

Nift/J G .. h/J Junui GyMi A J:I * it � r.I U ... 
Record o f  a Pilgrimage t o  China in search 

of the (Buddhist) Law. 
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Nif/3 G"M J"rlrei G)'''M (rOrll.) 

Thang, +8)8 to +8,.7. 
Ennin lIB e ·  

Poi CM"arl Hsilth Hoi 1f '1\ !I HI .  
Tht Hundred River. Su of Learning [a 

collection of separate book.; the first 
IJh"..,-,h,,1. 

Sung. late + 12th or early + I)th century. 
Compiled and edited by Tlo Kuei tr. � .  

Poi Hoi "' #I .  
The Sea of Wild Weeds [a /,h"..,_.h" 

collection of 7,. books]. 
1\lin8· 
Compiled and edited by Shang Chiin 

ill! iI .  
Poi H" Thurrg TI Lu.. a 1.l i& • Ui .  

Comprehensive Discunions at the White 
Tiger Lodge. 

HIHan, c. +80. 
Pan Ku i! 00 .  
Tr. Tseng Chu-Sen (I). 

Poi Shih H"i Pitn " j!,  i .II . 
Informa! Hillary (a coUection of classified 

quotations]. 
Ming, r. + 1590. 
Wang Chhi 3: '1i .  

Poi Shih Tao-Jm Shih Chi Ko Chhr1 a :6  ill 
A J.I " IIU!i .  

Collected Poem. and Songs of the White
Stone Taoist. 

Sung, c. + IZIO. 
Chiang Khuei • 11: .  

Paa Phu Tzu Hl fa (*1-) T .  
Book of the Pre�er\'ation-of·Solidarity 

Master. 
Chin, urly +,.th century. 
Ko Hung :& i1< .  
Panial tn. Feifel (I, z); Wu & Davis (1); 

etc. 
TTh 171-1113· 

Pe; Chhi Shu ::1:. "  • .  
History of the Northern Chhi Dynasty 

[+s.;o to +5771. 
Thang. + 6,.0. 
Li Te-Lin if "  -M; , and hi, son Li Pai

Yao * 1i !ll . 
A few chi. tr. Pfitmaier (60). 
For tran.lation. of pauages see the index of 

Franke! (I). 
Pri Chou Sh" ::I:. 00 • •  

See Chou Shu. 
Pti Ming So Ym ::1:. 11 $: '1' .  

Dreaml of the North and TriHing Talk. 
\\'u Tai, c. + 9)0. 
Sun Kuang_H.ien If, ;It  • .  

Pri Shih :I:. I!. .  
History of the Northern Dynasties (!'\an Pel 

Chhao period, +386 to + 581]. 
Thang, c. + 670. 
Li Yen-Shou if 8 • .  

For tranllation. of palnge. see the index of 
Frankel (t). 

Pin T,hao Kong Mil * .  II 11 . 
The Grell Pharmacopoeia. 
Ming. + 1596. 
Li Shih.Chen *' q; * .  
Paraphrased and abridg�d tr. Reid & 

collaborators (1-7) and Read & Pak (I) 
with ind�lIel. 

Pin Tshao Shih I *' 4t � !,I .  
Omi.,ions from Previous Pharmacopoeias. 
TJuong, t. +7t5. 
Chhen T.hang-Chhi ,. il II . 

Pin TI/r(Ja Thu Ching * .. .  it .  
The Illustrated Pharmacopoeia. 
Sun&:, e. + 1070 (presented + 106<1). 
Su Sunil fi � .  
Now contained onl)' as quotation. in the 

Thu Ching Ytn I Pin Tlhao (TT/76J) 
and later pharmacopoeias. 

Pin Tshao Ym I *, " fi ft ·  
The Meaning of the Pharmacopoeia 

Elucidated. 
Sung. + 1 1 16. 
Khou T$ung-Shih iii � 'R. 
Partly contained .l$(! in the Thu Chi. Yen 

I Pin TSMO (TT/761) and as quotatiOn! 
in l.ter pharmacopoeias. 

Phti Win Yiin Fu {I; � tl lff . 
Encyclopaedia of Ph .... es and Allulion. 

alTllnged according 10 Rhyme. 
Chhing, +1711. 
Ed. Chang Yu-Shu "' ;£ .  tt 01. 

Phi-Pha Fu m f! lit .  
Rhapsodic Ode on the Phi-Pha Lutt. 
San Kuo or Chin, t. +�6S. 
Fu HIUan it �. 

Phi Ya 1'$ 8 .  
A Heap of Elegance$. 
Sung, + 1096. 
Lu Tien H M .  

Phing-dwu Kho Tlmn " ftl  Ii)' 0: .  
Phingchow Table_Talk. 
Sung, + 1 1 1 9  (referring to + 1086 onward,). 
ChuYU :f.: li. 

Pim Ching Lun .. if 1& .  
Discourse on Proper Di$linClions. 
Thang, c. +630. 
F,-Lin * • .  

Pa WII Chi 1'�tB. 
Note. on the Investigation of Thing •. 
HIHan, c. + 190. 
Thang M&lg (b) .. . . 

Po Wu Chih It 4tt :if, . 
Record of (he Invelligation of Thinga (cf. 

H,u Po Wu Chih). 
Chin, c. + <190 (begun about + 270). 
ChAng Hua J! • .  

p.. Chll Huang Ti Nti Ching SII Win tit it � 
.. '" 11/ ,Ul . 
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Pu Ch� Hutlrrg Ti Nti ChiJ1g Su Win «(Ollt.) 
The Yellow Emperor', /lfanual of /nttnlal 

1\ledicint; TM Plain QutstiolU (and 
A"'Wf'rr); with Commentaries. 

Thang, + 762. 
Wang Ping 3:. ,*. 
Re-edited in Sung. c. + 10SO. 
Lin I • fl e/ aI. 

Pu·Li Klu> Than !t Jl ;g, �. 
Discussions with Gl,Icsts a t  Pu.li. 
Suni. c. + 1 1 10. 
Chhcn Chhang-Fang t:t A 11 .  

San Chhi" Chi :::. . If. .  
Record of the Three Princedoms of Chhin 

(into which that State was divided after 
the ehhin and �fore the Han]. 

Chin. 
Writer unknown. 

San ehu H,i" Hua III rn j/i Ii .  
Conversations on Recent Events in the 

Mountain Retreat. 
Yuan, + 1360. 
Yang Yi! t6 J/JIj, 
Tr. H. Franke (2). 

San Fu Chill Shih Z M II lIS . 
Stories of the ThrN Citiu of the 

:\letropolitan Area (ehhang_an, Feng-; and 
Fu.j';ng). 

Between Chin and Thang. 
Writer unknown. 

S41I Fu. HUD", Thu S "  A • .  
Illustrated D"$Cripl;on of thl' Thrl'l' Ciue, of 

the ;\Ietropo]itan .·\.Tea (Chhang_an. Feng-i 
and Fu_jeng). 

Chin, late +3rd century, or perhap, H/Han. 
Attrib. Miao Chhang-Yen ii :1 11. 

San Kuo Chih ;:. NI z. . 
History of the Three Kingdoms [+��o to 

+�801· 
Chin, c. + :Z90. 
Chhen Shou IIt: .. .  
Yin.To! Index, no. 33. 
For translations of passages ,ee the index or 

Frankel (I). 
San Liu H,uan T,a Chih 3 � ff :S:  II .  

Three Willows Miscellany. 
Sung, c. + n80. 
Chho!ng Chh; '.'A 1M .  

San-Pao Thai-Chien Hna Hsi- Yang Chi Thu1lg 
Su Yen I S ll  *= It T l!I � IE!. a m
ilt ft . 

Popular Instructive Story of the Voyagea 
and Traffics of the Three-Jewel Eunuch 
(Admiral, Cho!ng Ho), in the Weatem 
Ocean, [noveIJ. 

Ming, + 10597. 
Lo Mou_ To!ng JI !f;':  R . 

Sa" T,lIai Thu Hu; 3o ;t  . ... 
Univenal Encyclopaedia. 
Ming, + 1609. 
Wang Chhi :E tfi, 

Shan Hai Chi"ll I1J itJ t.1 .  
Clallic o f  the Mountains and Rivers. 
Chou and ClHan. 
\Vrlters unknown. 
Panial tr. de Rosny (I). 
Chuns-Fa Index, no. 9. 

Shan Tha"ll S,u Khao ill � 0: .. . 
Books ,een in the Mountain Hill Library. 
Ming, + lo59S. 
Pho!ng Ta-! Jb:}';: JI,. 

SluJ1l8 Lin Fu . t.  -M; It .  
Rh.p.odic Ode on the Imperial Hunting 

Park. 
C/Han, c. - 1)0. 
S,uma Hliang-Ju fI1 "  to In .  

Sha1lg Shu lVei Khao Li." Yao fit .  u: :1J 
. 11  . 

Apocryphal Treatise on the Shang Shu Section 
of the Hi,torical Classic; Investigation of 
the MYllerioul Brightnesses. 

C/Han, -1St century. 
\Vriter unknown. 
(Now contained in Ku Wti Shu, chs. 1 and 

,.) 
Shant. Thrmg Chih Ui l!I i1JI. It . 

Provincial Hittorical Geography of Shansi. 
Chhing, + 1733. 
Ed. Lo Shih-Lin a :n ..,  et al. 

Shm H,im Chllan .. fliJ (I .  
Live, of the Divine Halen. (Cr. Ueh H,u.. 

ChuaJ'l and Hlu Shen Hsien ChIUlJ'l.) 
Chin, early + .. th century. 
Attrib. Ko Hung I,; � .  

Shm /lfu", Pin T,hao Chi"ll .. ft. *' ... iI.  
Pharmacopoeia o f  the Heavenly Husband-

man. 
H/Han, c. +2nd century. 
\Vriten unknown. 
(Lott II a separate work but formed the 

blli, of all subsequent pharmaceutical 
compendia, in which it is constantly 
quoted. Reconstituted and annotated by 
many Icholars; see Lung Po-Chien (I), 
pp. 2 11., t z 11. Bett reconstruction by 
Mori Tateyuki, 18"05.) 

Sherr T::u II * .  
The Book of Mastet Shen. 
Date unknown, probably between +�nd 

and +8th centuriet. 
Attrib. Shen Tao (Chou philosopher) � I�. 

Shlng Hui fl$u(lJ'I Fang 51 ;« ;11 11. 
Selecled Imperial Solicitude Prescriptions. 
Sung, + 1046. 
Ho Hlj-Ying fiJ 'M- l& . 
(Now lOll but the COnlcnts was a selection 

from Thai-Phing SM." Hui Fang, q.v.) 
Shl,., Shou Wan Nien Li . .. � .. -e. 

The Imperial Longevity Permanent 
Calendar. 

(One of the books in the Calendrical Opus, 
Li Shu, q.v.) 

Mini, + 1595. 
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Shl"g Sheu Wan ,vi", Li (co,,/.) 
Chu Tsai-Yu (prince of the Ming) * .  ti"f . 

Shih Chi 12. Ii!.. 
Historical Records [or perhaps better: 

Memoirs of the Hilloriographer (_Royal) ; 
down to -99]· 

C/Han, c. -90 [first pro C. + 1000]. 
Ssuma Chhien m ""  1lI , and his father 

Stuma Than i'JI "  �. 
Partial Irs. Chavannes (I); Pfizmaicr (t 3-

36); Hinh (l); Wu Khang (I); Swann (I), 
etc. 

Yin_TO! Index, no. �o. 
Shih Ching 1i it ·  

Book of OdCl [ancient folksongs]. 
Chou, -9th to -5th centuries. 
\Vritcrs and compilers unknown. 
Tr. Legge (S); Waley (I); Karlgren (t�). 

Shih I Chi "Je- 1I  tB. 
Memoirs on Neglected Matters. 
Chin, c. + 370. 
Wang Chia .:£ n . 
cr. Eichhom (5)· 

Shih Lin Kuang Chi 1]1 � • m .  
Guide through the Forest of Affairs 

[encyclopaedia]. 
Sung, between + 1100 and + !lSO; first pro 

+ 13Z5· 
Chhen Yuan-Ching \Ill jC. U ·  
(A Ming edition of + 1�7S is in the Cam

bridge University Library.) 
Shih Ming � � . 

Explanation of Names [dictionary]. 
H/Han, c. + 100. 
Liu Hli I'I!�. 

Shih Shuo HJin Yii "lit Ilt $1i lll-. 
New Discounes on the Talk of the Times 

[notes of minor incidents from Han to 
Chin]. Cf. Hw. Shih Shuo. 

LISung, + 5th century. 
Liu I_Chhing I'l ll .ll . 
Commentary by Liu HsUn II � (Liang). 

Shih Tzu r T .  
The Book of Master Shih. 
Ascr. Chou, -�th century; probably +3rd 

or +4th cenrury. 
Attrib. Shih Chiao r rt. 

Shih W<!i Fan Li Shu n U iB � Ill . 
Apocryphal Treatise on the [Book of] OdtJ; 

the Pivot of the Infinite Calendar. 
C/Han or H/Han. 
\Vriter unknown. 

Shih Wu Chi Yuan • *' e JJ.. 
Records of the Origins o f  Affairs and 

Things. 
Sung, C. + lOSS. 
Kao Chheng it "* ,  

Shih Wu Karl Chu "'" � lit t3l .  
Valuable Observations on Political Affairs, 

etc. 

Ming. 
Huang I-Ch@ng 'It - :iF. .  

Shih Yu Than Chi t� 11:. � Ie .  
Records of Discussion. with my Teachert 

and Friends. 
Sung, end + I IIh century. 
Li Chih .'\>' • •  

Shou Pal Lun <:f a tol. 
A Treatise in Defence of (the Doctrine 00 

Whittnns (and Hardnell). 
Alternative title for Kung,un Lung Tlfu 

(q.v.). 
Shu Ching ff tl . 

Hi.loric:al Classic [or, Book of Document.]. 
The 29 'Chin W!n' chapten mainly Chou 

(a few pieces possibly Sh.ng); the 21 'Ku 
Wo!n' chapters a 'forgery' by Mei Td 
� ,. , c. + 320, using fragments of 
genuine antiquity. Of the former, 1 3  are 
considered to go back to the - loth 
century, 1 0 10 the -8th, and 6 not befo� 
the - sth. Some leholan accept only 16 
or 17 III pre-Confucian. 

\\'riters unknov;n. 
See Wu Shih-Chhang (I); Creel (4). 
Tr. Medhurst (I); Legge (I, 10); Karlaren 

(a). 
Shu Chw Tzu n 1{ T .  

Book of the Hemp-.eed M .. ur. 
Ming, +Tsth or + 16th century. 
Chuang Yuan-Chhcn iii: ji: Gi. · 

Shu HJW Chih Nan • tt: ffi f(1 .  
The Literary South-Pointer [guide to style 

in letter.writing, and to technical terms]. 
Sung, + 1126. 
len Kuang if: 11( .  

Shu Pin nhao Ji) * � .  
Szechuan Pharmacopoeia. 
Wu Tai (Shu), +925 to +950. 
Ed. Han Pao-SMng '* (¥: It- .  

Shu Shu Chi I • * tt iJt . 
Memoir on $()rtle Tradition. of l\hthe

matical Art. 
HIHan, + 190 U). 
HaU Yo � !i .  

Shui Ching * i' . 
The Waterv,ays Classic [geographical 

account of rivers and canal.). 
Ascr. C/Han, prob. San Kuo. 
Attrib. Sang Chhin � �. 

Shui Ching Chu *- i'f tI: . 
Commentary on the lVat<!m'aYI Classic 

[geographical account greatly extended]. 
N/Wei, late + 5th or early +61h century. 
Li Tlo_Yuan III iI jC. .  

Shun Fing Hnang Sung .. ..  tn i! .  
F.ir Wind. for Escorl (pilot'. handbook]. 
Ming, c. + 1430. 
Author unknown. 
(MS., Bodleian Library, Laud Or. no. 145.) 

Shuo Fu Ilt 1R . 
Florilegium of (Unofficial) Literature. 
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Shllo FII (lOll/.) 
Yuan, c. + 1)68. 
Thao Tsung-l '" * it .  
See Ching Phei·Yuan (I). 

Shllo Win. 
See Shuo Will Chi�h Tzu. 

Shuo Win Chich T:m lIt !t  U * .  
Analytical Dictionary of Characters. 
H/Han, + U I .  
Hsll Shcn ff tI. . 

Shuo Yua" 1It :f!i .  
Garden of Discourses. 
Han, c. -ao. 
Liu H,iang m (pJ . 

So·NolI Win Chi I!i ill � II! . 
Colleetcd Writings of (Cheng) 5o.;-';an 

(eMng S.u-Hsiao). 
Yuan, c. + 1 340. 
Ch�ng S.u_Hsiao as ,�, 1'r . 

Su Shu .. . .  
Book of Pure Counsels. 
Aser. Chhin or C/Han. 
Atlrib. Huang Shih Kung jI( :n  � 

(for Ku Chieh·Kang's opinion on ill 
authenticity see the fa-hsmg edition, 
Chungking, 1945). 

SUOII HI�h fllill Shuo :If ,lJl!  fIi lit .  
A New Accounl of the Science of Calcula· 

lion (in Acouu,es and 1\lu$lc). 
Ming, + 160). 
Chu Tsai. Yil (pnnce of the Ming) *= lt � ·  

Sui Shou Tsa LII r! � $I " .  
Random Reminiscences. 
Sung, c. + 106" pro + 1163. (Deals with 

Wu Tai and Sung memorabilia down to 
+ 106,.) [The third of the three pans of 
the Chhing filii Tla Chu, Q.y.] 

Wang Kung :E It . 
Sui Shu fit • .  

History of the Sui Dynasty [+ 581 to 
+617]· 

Thang. +6)6 (annals and biogrnphies) ; 
+656 (monographs and bibliography). 

Wei Ch�ng M. Ql: et al. 
Partial tn. Pfizmaier (61-65); Balazs (7, 8); 

Ware (I). 
For translations of passagcs see the indu of 

Frankel (I). 
SUI/ T:::u Pillg Ftl w. :r  � it .  

Master Sun'. Art of \Var. 
Chou (Chhi), t. - 345. 
Attrib. Sun Wu if. it, more probably b)' 

Sun Pin U IJ .  

Sung Kao Sing Chutlll SIC: ;i';  11 tI ·  
Sung Compilation of Biographies of 

Eminent (Buddhist) Monb. (Cr. KtlQ 
Sing Chutlll and fls;; Ktlo Sing Chllan.) 

Sung, +988. 
Tsan-Ning 'It If! · 
TW/a06J. 

Sung Shih SIC: J! .  
History of the Sung Dynut)' [ +  960 to 

+ n7Q]· 
Yuan, c. + 1345. 
Tho-Tho (Tokfaga) No !il: & Ouyang 

Hsiian J,t: � � .  
Yin-TI! Index, no. 34. 

Sung Shu * .. .  
History of (he (Liu) Sung Dynasty [ + 420 

to +478J. 
S/Chhi, + 500. 
Shen Yo it v.s .  
A few chs. tr. Pfi2maier (58). 
For translations of passages �e the index of 

Frankel (I). 
Sling SSII Tzu ChJuro Shih *' � T � " .  

Seleetions from the Writings of the Four 
Sung (Nco_Confucian) Philosophers 
[excl. Chu HsiJ. 

Sung (cd. Ming, + 1336). 
Ed. Lu Jan 8 .111-. 

T,,·Kuall Ching Shih Chit'll Lti Pin T$h"o 
* . !? 1i!. m. = =* :ct .  

Ta.Kuan reign-period Reorganised 
Phannacopoeu.. 

See Ching Lti Pin Tlhao. 
Ta Tlurl1g Hli YU Chi *- /If f!( '" tB. 

Record of (a Pilgrimage 10) the Western 
Countries in Ihc time of the Thang. 

Thang, + 646. 
Hsi.ian·Chuang 3-: � .  
Text by Pien·Chi 1ft II: . 
Tr. Julien (I); Beal (2). 

Ta }'uall Hai Yfill Chi *- ji; ill iI. tB. 
Records of Maritime TllIn$portation of the 

Yuan Dynasty (orginally part of the YIll'" 
Ching Shih Ta TinT). 

Yuan, before + 1)31. 
Compilt'r unknown. 
Ed. Hu Ching (Chhing) 'till tl: crtl)· 

Tai TSlli PMclI « M  "' .  
On Substitutes for geuing Drunk. 
MIng. 
Chang Ting-Ssu Jl llr� Al' . .  

Tall Chhi Ching Q1 .»i .,� . 
Manual of Crossbow-BullC't ehC'ss. 
Chin, c. +400. 
Hsi.i Kuang � 1« . 

Ta" ChhiC'n TIling Lu :PI' tit ... 1.) .  
Red Lead Record. 
Ming, + '542. 
Yang Shen -tilt ta .  

Tao 1'1 Chi.., 'Jl _ it .  
Canon of Ihe Tao and its Virtue. 
Chou, before - 300. 
Attrib. Li Erh (Lao TllU) � If. (� .:f). 
Tr. Waley (4); Chhu 'l'a-Kao (a); Lin Yii· 

Thang (I); \Vieger (7); Du),vendak (18); 
and very mony others. 
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Taa TJa� if iI .  

The Taoist Patrology {containing 1464 
Tao;" worklJ. 

All periods, but fint collected in the Thang 
about + 7)0, then again about + 870 and 
definitively In + 1019. First printed in the 
Sung (+ 1 1 1 1  to + 1 1 17). AI$(l printed in 
JIChln (+ 1186 to + 1 191), Yuan 
( +  Ill",), and Ming (+ 1445, + 1598 and 
+ 1607). 

\Vnten numerous. 
Indue. by \Viegu (6), on wh,ch see 

Pdhot'l review ; and OngTu-Chien (Yin
T� Index, no. lS). 

Thoi-CMing Shih Pi Chi *" fit E M Ie. 
The Records in the Rock Chamber; a Thai

Chhing Scripture. 
Liang, early +6th, but includes earlier work 

as old 81 the late + 3rd century, attributed 
to Su Yuan_1\'iing. 

Edited by Chhu Tst hlien-seng t! iifl :It. SO .  
Original writer, Su Vuan-Ming Ii jiJ M . 
TT1874· 

Thai Chi Chen-Jen na Tan Yao Fang * Q � 
,1. 01 " . ;/1 ·  

Tractate of the Supreme_Pole Adepl on 
Milcellaneous Elixir Recipes (with 
illustrations of a!chemical apparatus). 

Date unknown, but perhaps Sung on 
account of the philosophical significance 
of the pseudonym. 

\Vriter unknown. 
TT1939. 

Thai-Phi,., KilO,., Chi *" :If' ''  lB. 
Miscellaneous Records colleCled in the 

Thai_Phing reign-period. 
Sung, +98\. 
Ed. Li Fang + ..., .  

Thai_Phin, She,., Hili Fang * :If'  I! .. 11 .  
Prescriptions Collected by Imperial 

Solicitude in the Thai-Phing reign
period. 

Sung, +99�. 
Ed. Wang Huai-Yin z 1l 1I: .  

Thai-Phi,., Yii Lan *- :or 4'I'  • .  
Thai-Phing rdgn-period Imperial 

Encyclopaedia (lit. the Emperor's Dail,. 
ReadingsJ. 

Sung, +983. 
Ed. Li Fang '* 1Ijj . 
Some chi. tr. Pfilmaier (84-106). 
Yin_Tt Index, no. l3. 

(Thai-Wan) Tan-Jhui Thing Chih ( • •  ) � 7lt 
. ... . 

See Chhen Phei-Kuei (l). 
Tha,., Chhikh Shih .. III J!. .  

Foraouen Storie. of the Thang Dynasty. 
Wu Tli, + loth century. 
K.o Ven-Hliu it 'It: t4t .  

Tlta� Hili YIlO « (t' • .  
History of the Administntive Statutes of 

the Thing Dynuty. 
Sung, +961. 

W.ng Phu z I'S .  
St-e d"., ROIoun (ll. p. Ql. 

Tlmng Liu T,m II ft, .. . 
In�t;tutel of the Thang Dynasty {hI. 

Adnllllistnui"e Regulations of Ihe Silt 
;\linisu;es of the Thang). 

Thing, +738 or +739. 
Ed. Li Lin_Fu " '"  1ft • 
St-e dl"� Rotours (l). p. 99. 

Tha", Pin TJhlJO !If * .. . 
Phlnnacopoeia of the Thang Dynasty. 
[ .. H.in H,iu Pin TJhao, q.v.) 

Tha", Yin Pi Shih :1: "  It • .  
PlTalid C'IU trom under the Pear-Tree 

[comparable legal cue. lolved by eminent 
judgCl]. 

Sung, + I l I J ,  pro +IlH, + 1 lJ4. 
Kuci Wln-Jung tI! "  � .  
Tr. von Gulik (6). 

Thang Y/i Lin • 11\ ... . 
Miscellanea of the Thing Dynasty. 
Sung, collectcd c. + 1 107. 
Wang Tang z •. 
Set des Rotours (2). p. 10Q. 

Thith Wti Shall Tlhung Thlln II I11 IlJ � M. 
Collected Conversation, a t  Iron.Fence 

Mountain. 
SUnll, C. + 1 1 15. 
T.h.i Thlo :ft , • • 

Thitn Chi Su Shu ;iii; II: *: • .  
Pure Book of Celestial Mechanics 

[geomancy]. 
Thang, c. +730. 
Chhiu Yen-Han i6 .ii ta .  

Thirn Hlio,., Low au TI ;iii; tt= .. " fJ.. 
Ottasional D'�"eriu at Ihe Hea"cnly 

FragnlOCC Pavilion. 
Chhing, before + 1740. 
Yii Chao-Lung a If, ;pi .  

Thitn Kung Kho; WIl :;I;. I II 4i . 
The Exploitation of tht \\'orks of Kature. 
Ming, + 1637. 
Sung Ying-H.ing )i.: II . .t .  

ThOll Hu H.in Ka tt :.l  Mi *' .  
New Eumination of the Pitchpot Game. 
Sung, + I Ith century. 
Ssuma Kuang AJ .. :*: . 

ThOll lIu Pi", .fi it \t .  
Changes and Chances o f  the Pitchpot 

Game. 
Chin, +4th century. 
Yu Than yt Ill . 

Thll Ching Pin T$hao • 1., * .. .  
Sec Pin T,hao Thu Ching . 
The name belonged originaJ1y to I work 

prepared in the Thang (c. +658) which 
by the II th century had become lost. 
Su Sung'. Pin TJhao Thll Chi,., was 
prepared .. a .epl.cem .... t. The nlme 
Thu Ching Pin Tlhao has often been 
Ipplied to Su Sung', work, but wrongly. 

Thu Ching Yl"n / Phi T'hao • A! ti .. *' lJ .  
The lIIullrated and Elucidated Phanna

copotia. 
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Tim Ching Yrn I Ph Tlhao (COllt.) 
Lar�ly a conflation of the Phi TlMO y"", I 

and the Pin Tlhao Thu Ch'1Ig but with 
many additional quollitioni. 

Sun" c. + 1120. 

KhOl.l Tlun,.Shih n ;:.<  JI(. 
TT/76i. 

Thu Shu Cm Chhbtg • •  II lit. 
Imperial Enc:ydopaeda. 
Chhing, + 1726. 
Ed. Chhen Mmg·Lei " 'P .  eI aI. 
Index by L. Giles (2). 

Thui Phi.., Wu Yil tI. ,, "  lll-. 
Talk. on Awaking at Sea. 
Ming, t. +1570. 
Li Yil·H.!ng '" fI =9= .  

Thung Chirll Chhi�1I Pirn i!l . fJ 11 .  
Hiltory of Ancient China (down to the 

point It which the Comprthrnsive Minor 
0/ History begins). 

]fChin, c. + 1275. 
Chin U.Haiang * a j;. 

ThulII Chih i& �. 
Hiltorical Colle(:tion •. 
Sung. c. + 1 1 50. 
Ching Chhiao • til. 
See du ROlours (2). p. 85. 

Thwrw Chih LUth a J'i!. If . 
Compendium of Information [part of 

Thu", Chih, q.v.]. 
Thu'W Hut) Lu � H a .  

Mutual Discussions. 
Sung, c. + 1189. 
Tt.!ni Sin· I 1t =- ... 

Thu", Th itn Hsiao a 3'i: I!a. 
Book of Genel'll Informalion [induding 

techniques, elc.]. 
Chhing, end + 181h century, pro 1816, 18)7, 

1856 at CAnton. 
Wan, Hsang-TIumg 3': :1 :1: .  

Ti Li Cho Yii Fu _ lJ. Ii 3i � .  
Precious Tools of Geomancy. 
Ming, C. + 1570. 
HaU Chih.Mo � Z ft. 
Tnnsmitted and re·edited + t716 by 

Chang Chiu.I JI :It.  ft d af. 
Ti Li Wu ChiUh ill! lJ. li. a .  

Five Transmitted Teachings i n  Geomancy. 
Chhini. + 1786. 
Chao Chiu·F.!ng tII :It. .. .  

Ti Wang Shih Chi ..,. 3:: 'lIt U�. 
Storie. of the Ancienl Monarch •. 
San Kuo or Chin, C. +270. 
Huangfu Mi !It. 1ft II. 

Ti Wti _ '-. 
Outline. of Geography [p.rt of HQn Yil 

Thung, q.v.]. 
Ming, + 162+, pro + 16)8 and + 16+8. 
H.i�mg len·Lin II� A \'t .  

TI/um Thu"8 CMi a JlIJ � . 
The Kin.hip of the Three; or, The 

Accordance (Qf the Book of Chang's) with 

the Phenomena of Composite Things 
[a\chemy]. 

H/Han. + 14a. 

Wei Po-V'ni " fa lit .  
Comm. by Yin Chhani·Smi F. A !1:.. 
Tr. Wu & Davi. (I). 
TTI990· 

T'Mn Thlllll CMi Fa Hili • !ill !I if • .  
Elucidations of the Kimhip of 1M Th,u 

(alchemy]. 
Yuan, + u8+_ 
YU Yen • • .  
TT/996· 

Tlhan Thu"l Chhi Fin Chang Chu Chith • Ill! 
� * . tt �; ·  

The Kinship 0/ Ih, Thrtt divided inlo 
Chaple", with Corrunentary and Analysis. 

Yuan, c. + I)JO. 
Chhen Chih·HIU '* Ii: III (Slung Yang 

Tzu) J:. rli oJ- .  
TTC Y,pb' 9J· 

TshQII Thung Chhi Khoo I � fill � � 1ft. 
A Study of the Kinship 0/ tht Th" ,. 
Sung, + 1 197. 
Chu Hsi f;: 8i (oriiinally using pseudonym 

T.ou Hlin e fJf). 
TT/992. 

Tlhao Mon Ku Yo Phu tt .tt 1; • t.f .  
Me10diea for Harmonious Ancient Music. 
Ming, + 1606. 
Chu T"i.YIi *' at JJII' . 

Tlhl FII Yuan Kun .. Iff jC II. . 
Colieclion of Material on the Li�'el of 

Empe.o •• and \lini$lt •• [Iii_ (Lessons 00 
th, Archi,·e •. the (True) Scapulimancy]. 

Sung. + 101). 
Ed. Wl.ng Chhin·Jo 3': ik 'ff & Yang I 

" (I. 
See del Rotourt (l), p .  9 ' .  

Tlhui KUQ" Phitn 11 1'  •. 
On Offid.1 Promotion ri.e. on how to get it 

by geomancy]. 
Sung, C. + I I  SO. 
Ll.i W.!n·ChUn m ;t  (t .  

Tlo ChuQl' R (I .  
Mauer T.ochhiu'. Enlargement of the 

Chhun Chhiu (Spring Qlld Autunm AnIlQfJ) 
[dealini with the period -722 to -45)]. 

Late Chou, compiled between -430 and 
-2S0, bUI with addition. and changn by 
Confucian .choia.s of the Chhin and 
Han, espe(:i.lly Liu H.in. Gualest of the 
three commentariel on the Chhun CMiu, 
the other. being the Ktmg)'Qng Chut)n 
and the Ku/iQng Chuon. but unlike them, 
probably origil'lllly iuelf I.n independent 
book of history. 

Attrib. Tlochhiu Ming 1X J6 \If . 
See K.rlgren (8); Maspero (I); Chhi S.u· 

Ho (I); Wu Kh.ng (I); WU Shih
Chlung (I); Eberh.rd, MUlier & 
Henseling. 
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Tlo Chua" «(O"t.) 
Tr. Couvr�ur (I); Legg� (II); Pfu:mai�r 

(I-Il). 
Ind�x by Fruer &: Lockhart (I). 

Th HI;"g Tsa Chih 1iI U ... z. .  
Misullaneou$ Re1:ords of th� Lon� \Vltch�r. 
Sung. + I 176. 
Ts�ng Min-Hsing "t" tt  17, 

Tung Ching Fu t( Ill: It ·  
Od� on the East�m Capital (Loyang). 
H/Han, + 107. 
Chani H!ng JI W .  

TWIg Chi"il ME", HIUJ Lu « lit  _ • a ·  
Dr�ams of th� Glories of th� Eastern 

Capital (Khaif!;,g). 
S/Sung, + 1148 (r�f�rring to th� two d�cades 

which �nded with th� fall of the capital 
of N/Sung in + I I  z6 and th� compl�tion 
of th� move to Hangchow in + 1 135), 
first pro + 1187. 

M�ng Yuan-Lao � ji: � .  
TUIlg HI; Yallg Khao « n  111 • •  

Studies on th� Ocean. East and \Vest. 
Ming, + 1618. 
Chang Hsieh Y � .  

TUflg Thi� ehhing LII (Chi) M :;J<;  f� t.l [.1· 
Clarifications of Strange Things [fzoiu]. 
Sung, c. + U40. 
Chao Hsi-Ku :II '" to ·  

Wamy� Rllijulh/J iJ1l £ u: *- t� .  
G�neral Encyclopaedic Dictionary. 
Japan. +934· 
M'n.mo'o no 50'''''" '" I<J( .  

Wa" Pi Shu � • • •  
S�� Huai Nan Wan Pi Shu. 

Wang Chung WI" Kuns Chi X ,0:. :;: tk II . 
Collect�d Writings of Wing J. 
Ming, (. + I J75· 
Wang I :£ .n .  

Wn' Luth It .. · 
Memorable Things of the Wei Kingdom 

(San Kuo). 
San Kuo (Wei) or Chin, c. +Z64· 
Yil Huan � a ·  

Wn Shu tit ., .  
History of the (Northern) Wei Dynasty 

[+J86 to + Sso, including the Eastern 
Wei successor State]. 

N/Chhi, + SH, revi.ed + S7l. 
Wei Shou l\ 111· 
See Ware (J). 
One ch. tr. Ware (t, 4)· 
For tranll.tion. of pasllges, .ee the index of 

Frankel (I). 

Win Chi� Chi" LII l1li "  li ll· 
New Records of Thinis Heard Ind Seen. 
Sung, wr. + 108S to + 1 104, pro + 1 16J. 

(Deals with evenu from +954 .. to + 108S.) 

[First of the three part. of the ChJlins Hlil 
TJa Chu, <t.v.] 

Wang Kung :£ ., .  
WI" Hsim Thuns Klwa � 1\ a � .  

Comprehensive Study of (the Hiltory of) 
Civilisation. 

Sung. begun c. + 1�S4, finilhed (. + 1280, but 
not published until + IJI9. 

Ma Tuan_Lin • t! 1lI; .  
See des ROloun (2), p. 87· 
A few chs. tr. Julien (�); St DenYI (I). 

WI1I Hsi" Tiaa LIl"g :;: .Ct .  ft .  
On the Carving of the Dragon of Litera_ 

ture; or, The Anatomy of the Lllerary 
Mind [the earliest book on lilerary 
criticism]. 

Liang, +6th century. 
Liu Hsieh 1'1 &:. .  

WI" Hlli.an � i! . 
General Anthology of Prole and Vene. 
Liang, + 530. 
Ed. Hsiao Thung (prince of the Liang) • M: .  
Tr. von Zach (6). 

WI1I Shih Chtn Ching :;: til ik *' . 
True Classic of the Original Word (of Lao 

Chun, third person of the Tloilt Trinity) 
(_ Kuan Yi" Tzu, <t.v.). 

WIl-An Li Sllan Shu Mil " -4  Ji • ., \::J . 
Biblioaraphy of Mei Wln-Tmg·. (Wu·An'.) 

Mathematical and A.tronomlcal Wmings. 
Chhing, + 1702. 
Mel W�n_Ting tft � ... 

WIl Chtn Phitn tN ift II . 
Poetical Essay on the Understandin!! of the 

Truth [alchemy, both spiritual and 
practical]. 

Sunil, + 1075· 
Chang Po-Tuan hi fa .,. 
Tr. Davis & Chao Yiln-Tthung (7). 
TTIIJ8. 

WIl Che" Phi� Chill Chill H,uJtIi Shuo Sa" 
Chhlns Pi Yaa tN il • il ltr  n tit : 
. iB � ·  

Precise Explanation of the Difficult 
Essentials of the Pot(i(ai Elray on tht 
Understanding of lht Trulh accordiDg to 
the Three Scriptures. 

Sung. 
Attrib. Ong Pao-Kuang It II ;t:. .  
TT/14°' 

W" Chi"ll Tlung Yao it l.I tt JJ .  
Collection of the most important Military 

Te1:hniques (compiled by Imp�rial 
Order). 

Sung. + 1040 (+ 1044). 
Ed. TKng Kung_Liang • � � .  

WIl ui H,'a", Ka" Chih Iti u: m � r. .  
On the Mutual Responlt. of Thmgl 

according to their Categories. 
Sung, c. + 980. 
Attrib. Su Tung-Pho ft .. .iJt .  
A,tual writer (Lu) T$an_:\"ing (It:) • •  
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WI/. Li HMo Shih 4i If. 1]-.-
Small Encyclopaedia of the Principlu of 

Things. 
Chhing. + 1664. 
Fang I-Chih 1Hl • .  
cr. Hou Wai-Lu (3. 4). 

Wu Lin Chill Shih j(;; ... . .. 
InttitutioM and CUlloms of the Old Capital 

(Hangchow). 
Sung, c. + 1270 (but referring to events 

from about + 1165 onward$). 
Chou Mi /.II 1r .  

Wu Lu 9t:. .. . 
RCC(lrd of the Kingdom of Wu. 
San Kuo, +3rd century. 
Chang ?ho y t1J .  

W" LII. Ti Li Chin 9t:. a Jt JJ. lit .  
(_ WII Lu, q.v.] 

WI/. r,D r,ll. li. q Iti . 
Five Auorted Offering_Tray. [miscellaneous 

memorabilia in five Icctions]. 
Ming, c. + 1600. 
Hsieh Tsal-Hang Itt :e tlt. 

WI' Tu Fu '" iii lit. 
Rhapsodic Ode o n  the Capitll o f  Wu 

(Kingdom). 
San Kuo, t. + l60. 
Tao Sau :& 1\ .  

Yang-chh/nt Ku Chhoo. 
See Chhou Chhih·Shih (I), 

Yell Chung Chi • � lB. 
Record of Affairs at the Capital of the 

Later Chao Dynuty. 
Chin. 
Lu Hui � Ifl .  

Yell Kilo T,hung Shu 1f !B  II • • 
Collected Noul of the Rustic Guut. 
Sung, + nol. 
WangMou � .. .  

YnHhi,., Sui Shih Chi. 
S« Tun Li-Chhen (J). 

Ytn-CJwu Ssu Pu . 111 l!9 8. 
Talk. at Yenchow on the Four Branche. of 

Literature. 
Ming. 
Wang Shih-Chtn � ill' A . 

Ytn Fan LII at I:' It ' 
E.xten.ion of the Slrirtg of Pearls on the 

Spri,., and Autllmn Annals [on the mean
ing of many Thang and Sung expressions). 

Sung, + IlSo. 
Chhtng Ta-Chhang f) '* a . 
See du Rotoun (I), p. ci;/;. 

Ytn MInKu,., Miao Chieh Lu II '"  &: � • a. 
The VeneT1lble Ycn Men'. Explanations of 

the Myueries [.lchemy .nd elil<ir 
poisoning]. 

Thmg, prob.bly in the neighbourhood of 
+855 since the text i. substantially 

identical with the Hsiian Chieh Lu (q.\'.) of 
this date. 

Yen l\Un II � .  
TTf937· 

Yen shih Chia Hsu" II � I[ &11 . 
Mr Yen', Advice 10 hi. Family. 
SuI; c. + 5QO. 
Yen Chih-Thui ,. Z til .  

Yen 1'hith Lun II i!  'III . 
Discourses on Salt and Iron [rccord of the 

debate of - 81 on Slitt control of 
comme«:e and industry]. 

C/Han, c. -So. 
Hum Khuan .. . . 
Pa"ial tr. Gale (I); Gale, Boodberg & Lin. 

}'i" Ya", Erh Cha; Chhiian Shu '* � ;:: � � 
- . 

Complete Treatise on Siting in relation 10 
the Two Geodic Currents (geomancr). 

Chhing, + 174-4. 
Yao Shan-Chhi M; II »t .  

Yo ehi liI ee.  
Record of Ritual Music and Dance. 
Late Chou. 
Writer unknown. 
(Incorporated into Li Chi, chs. 18 and 19: 

and into Shih Chi, ch. a4. AllO in 
YHSF, ch. 30.) 

}'o Chi • £ .  
Music Record. 
Han, - 1St century. 
Liu Hsiang Ie I6J • 
( YHSF. ch. 30.) 

Yo Ching .. iI .  
Music Classic. 
Chou. 
Writer unknown. 
(Only a fragment left in YHSF, ch, 30.) 

Yo Fu Tso Lu . /If  M il .  
Miscellaneous Notes on the Bureau of 

Music. 
Thang or Wu Tai, + loth «ntury. 
Tum An-Chich Ii 5ct= II .  

Yo LU Chhiian Shu .. tf: � • .  
Collected Works on Music and the Pitch_ 

Pipes. [Conrams Li Shu, Lii Hnl'tll Hsin 
ShllO, Lii U Yung TIlling, Lii Lii Ching I, Lii 
SI"" Shfng SllOu IVan f','itn Li, S,mn Hsiieh 
Hsin Sh"o, and Tslrao ,lIo" Ku Yo Phu q.\'.) 

Ming, c. + 16ao. 
Chu Tni-Yu (prince of the Min!!') 

* It ", .  
Yo Lil 1 • tf: • .  

The Buic Idea of the Acoustic Pipes. 
NIChou, t. + 570. 
Shen Chung 1* • .  
(In YHSF, th. 31.) 

Yo Shu • • .  
Book of Acousti� and Music. 
N{Wei, c. + 515 or EfWei, c. + 5010, 
Hsintu Fang 1t 811 ,!, .  
(In YHSF, ch. 31, pp, 190 if,) 
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YoShu . If .  
T",atile on Acoustics and !\lulie. 
Sung, +1101 .  
Chhen Yang 1I'f. .... 

Yo Shu Chu Thu Fa !:t .  tt • tl . 
Commentary and 111uurations for the Book 

of AcoUltic. and .HUlic. 
N/Wei, c. + 525 or E/Wei, c. + 540. 
Hsinlu Fang iii 1m 3f .  
(Partj�lly preserved in }'o Shu l' ao Lu, eh. 6, 

pp. 18a fr.) 
Yo Shu Yao Lu • •  !:j: I,l .  

Record of the Essential. in the Books on 
i'olu$ie (and Aeoulllc.). 

Thang. c. +670. 
Wu Huang Hou it � ,a (the Empress 

\Vu, later kno"'n as \Vu T,l Thien), 
probably written while emperor Kao 
Tlung was It ill reignmg. 

Incomplete. and only preserved because 
copied by Kibi no Makibi 'ti {I a II 
between +716 and +735. 

Yii-Chih Ui Li< Chblg I � J:t �f: 8 iE Ii .  
See Lli Ui Cheng r. 

Yu Huon Chi Win i¥/. � w. 1I!I .  
Things Seen and Heard on my Official 

Travels. 
Sung, c. + 1230. 
Chang Shih-�an h\ tl' flii . 

l'u Kuai Lu • 11 J;.t ,  
Record of Thmgs Dark and Strange [or, 

Mysteries and j\·lon8Iersj. 
Thang, end +8th eentury, 
!,\iu Seng-Ju l' lit II or Wang YUn :f.. � .  

l'u Li Tzu 1i� " q.. 
The Book of l\\aster Yu Li. 
Yuan, c. + 1360. 
LiuChi il � .  

Yu Lith Fu :n !J. II: . 
The ImpuLal Hunt {ode]. 
HjHan, + 124. 
Chang Hlng h\ Ii _  

l'U Turr.g Hsu Lu it � * n: .  
Late Winttr Talks, 
Ming. 
Ho l\ti!ng-Chhun {iii iC. .. .  

Yu- l'onK Tsa nu !I liA "  tJl .  
Miscellany of the Yu-yang :\lountain (C.\·c) 

[in S.E. Szechuanj. 
Thang, +863. 
Tuan ChMng-Shih � lit It: . 
See des Rotours (I). p. eill. 

Yuan Chicn Lti lion lU E o. \ti .  
The Dccp I\ILrror of ClaULfied Knowledge 

(lilerary enqclopaedia; a conflalion of 
Th'LIlg enq·clopaedial). 

Chhing, + 1710. 
Ed. Chang Ying JI .*:  tt 01. 

Yuall ChitIK Shuo ;X ll llt .  
The Far-Seeing Opliek Glas� {aecount of 

the tclucopej. 
i'oling, + 1616. 
Thang Jo-Wang (J. A. Schill von Bell) 

iA '" 1I .  
Yuan Hai Yiln Chih ji; ifl iI  ;..r, . 

A Sketch of Maritime Transport�tion durin!! 
the Yuan Period. 

Yuan or i\ling, late + J.�th centUf)·. 
Wei Bu !rJ. � .  

Yuoll-Ho Chun Hsien 71/U Clnh ji; ;J\l  IS Ii 
III :!\ . 

Yuan-Ho rdgn-period General Geography. 
Thang, +814. 
Li Chl-Fu * a IR .  
See des Rotou" (2). p. 102. 

Yuan Shih ji; � .  
Hillory of the Yuan (i'olongol) Dynasty 

[ +  1206 to + 1367}. 
:\Iing. c. + 1370. 
Sung Lien * it: 1"'/ 01. 
Yin-T� Index. no. 35. 

Ylith Ling JJ .t;t.  
�lonthly Ordinances (of the Chou 

D�'nasty). 
Chou. between � 7th and - 3rd centuries. 
Writers unknown. 
Incorporated in thc H,ioo Tal Li Chi and 

the Lu Shih Chhun Chhi,., q.\'. 
Tr. Legge (7); R. \Vilhelm (3). 

l'uth Ling Chang Chu ,Ii � • m . 
Commentary on the .Holl/My Ord,nanUJ. 
H/Han, c. +175. 
Tlhai Yung � !! .  

l'u" Chi li � . 
Rhyme Dictionary. 
Chin, +4th centuf)·. 
Lli Ching 2. " . 

l'lin Chi CMi Chhitll :M 2[ 1:;  £i .  
The Sellen Bamboo Tablets of the Cloudy 

Satchel {an important eollectlon of Taoist 
material made by the editor of the first 
definitive form of the Tao rwng 
( +  1019), and including much material 
which is not in the Patrology as we no'" 
ha\'c il). 

Sung, c. + 1025. 
Chang Chiln-Fang � :8 !JJ . 
TT/1020. 

'FilII Lin Shih Phu tIl ", :G !If .  
Cloud Forest Lapidary. 
Sung. + 1133. 
Tu Wan jl: til .  

}'ung Chhlng Shih Hua m l;1l U H .  
Plan lain Cily (Fuchow) Ena}'J (literary 

criticism). 
Chhing, + 1731. 
Hang Shih-ChUn tit tit It . 



D. CHINESE AND JAPANESE BOOKS AND 
JOURNAL ARTICLES S I N C E  + 1800 

Anon. (7). 
ShDntung /.na .. Han Hua Hsiang Shih !l1o 

UJ . Dr ii1 � m: {l ;p & ·  
On the [recently excavated] Han Tomb with 

Sculplurcd Relier, at J-nan in Shantung. 
WIVTK, 195+. no. 8 (no. 48), 35. 

Anon. (10). 
Tunhunng Pi Hua Chi 1.1 � i! II 1i .  
Album of Coloured Reproductions of the 

fresco-paintings at the Tunhuang cave
temple •. 

Peking. 1957. 
Anon. (II). 

ChhmrgJha Fa Chileh P{lo·Kao A iii It t!I 
" \t .  

RePQrt on the Excavations (of Tombs of 
the Chhu Slale, of the Warring Slate! 
period , and of the Han Dynasties) at 
ehhangsha. 

Acad. Siniea Archaeol. h,st., Kho-H,ueh, 
Peking, 1957. 

Anon. (17). 
Shi!u.·hsin, Tlhai Him Mil. en},u Tim I 11' .. 

II! .. l.H� .. iii ± ill .. .  
Objects Excavated from Ihe Tomb of the 

Duke of Tshai al Shou-hsien. 
AClid. Sinic. Archaeol. Insl" p.,king, 1956. 

Aoji RinSO ( . )  ,.,. Jtl! � ¥: . 
Kikai Kallrafl it i. II � . 
A Survey of the Ocean of Pneuma 

[anronumy and meteorological phrsics). 
japan, 18tS; enlarged in 1851. 
In NKKZ, vol. 6. 

Chan Chien.Hng (1) ,. til � .  lot() Chia Ii Hsing·Shih L()·Chi !I * a� lib 
lt a  ... 

The Formal Logic of the Mohists. 
Hupei jen·Min, Wuhan, 1956, 1957. 

Chang Chhi.Ytin (I) (ed.) II X &-'1 . 
Hsil l-l$ia·Kh() hsiell·slng Shih Shih Sail Pti 

Chou Nit!n Chi Nitn Khafl � 3: ;g. � 
� i! tit :.  a � ¥  2 :t:  11J . 

E15arl in Commemoration of the looth 
Anniverury of the Death of Hsu Hsia· 
Kho ( +  1586 to + 1641) [II contributou). 

Chekiang Univ. Res. Inst. Hill. and 
Geogr. Publications, no. 4 :  Tsunyi, 194t. 

Chang Fu·Hsi (I) JI Q fl .  
Kuang Lun :1t ra ·  
Di.coune on Optics. 
e. 18,,0. 

Ch.ng Hung.Ch.o (/) • i1I l1I .  
Shih Ya ::n II . 
L.pidarium �Lnicum ; . Study of the Rocks, 

Fossil. and Minerals as known in Chinese 
Literature. 

Chinese Ceo!. Survey, Peiping: lit ed. 
1921, 2nded. 1927. 

MGSC(ser. D), no. 2. (With Engl. lummary.) 
Crit. P. Demi�vi!!e, BEFEO, '914, 24, 176. 

Chang Li·Chhien (I) 11 ft T .  
• Tung fIsi Yang Khao' chullg chih Chen Lu 

lit n � � flI Z I� il-. 
The Compul·Bearings in Studies ()n the 

OuanJ, East and IVtst. 
TFTC, 1945, 4' (no. 1), 49· 

Chang Thai.Yen (1) II ;6;:  � .  
Chih Nan Chen Khao til m � :Ii . 
A Siudy of Ihe Soulh.Poinllng Needle. 
HKM, J (no. 5). 

Chang Yin·Lin (1) JI � G .  
Chu"8·Ku() Li-Shih shang chih 'Chhi CMi' 

chi chhi Tso·chl <f1 � I!i! i!. J:. Z. r" It J 
& ;x.. ff;: .... , 

Sdenlifie Invention. and Inventors in 
Chinese History. 

YCHP, 1925. I (no. 3). 359. 
Cheng Fu·Kuang (I) • tl :It .  

Chi", Ching Li"6 Chhih II. it It Q .  
Treatise on Optics by an Unlaltnted 

Scholar. 
Contain. as appendix Huo Lun Chlzuan Thu 

Shuo 1'< � .(} GII Ilt On Sleam Paddle. 
boat Machinery, with Illustrations. 

c. 18 .. 6. 
Pref. 1846, pro IS .. 7. 

Chin Ching-Chen (1) � J" • .  
Chung.Kuo TzilU Chell Shih Luth JfI !iII . jt £ 'i .  
Materials on the Hillory of Ihe Lodestone 

and r-,·Jagnet_Needle in China. 
SSIP/P, 1942, 12, 147. 

[Chhang Shu·Hung] (1) (ed.) '11'; " 1t\. 
TUllhuang Mo·kao·khu It t.l )\ ;t'i 11 ·  
(The Clve_ Temples II) Mo-kao·khu 

[Chhien.fo-tung] near Tunhuang. 
Ksnsu jen·min, Lanchow, 1957. 

Chhen Phei.Kuei (I) '"' J& tI! el al. 
(Thailcan) Tan-Ihui Thing Chih (II !It) l:A >1<11 >1< .  
Loc.l Gazetteer of Tan·shui Thing in 

Fonnon. 
1871. 
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CnhenWei-Chhi II\1II .. Q:, with Yeh ¥ao-¥uan 
.. 11)1;. Sun Pin-I � a _ et al. (I). 

Ch'''VI-fisi SUQ7l-HIUeh Ta Chile"g '*' I!!f 
. "' ''' ,.. 

Compendium o f  Chinese and ,Vestem 
Mathematics [and Physics]. 

1889· 
Chhen Wln-Thao (l) . ;C ia .  

lbiclI eMi" T�w-jan Hsue}, KCli Ltln � iii 
(-I ;'HtHIlUa. 

History of Science in China during the Chou 
and Chhin periods. 

Com. Press, Shanghai, 1934. 
ChMng Su-Lo (I) fi i"1 m .  

Chung-K.w Ku-Ta; Chi}, Nan Chen Ii Fa. 
Ilfing chi ehhi yii Hang Hai Ii Kuan-Hli 
41 ld1  i!i 1t t5" m 't· �� it 1jJj .&  Jt � �  
ilf a�l � f,\', . 

The Discovery of the Magnetic Compass in 
Ancient Chino and its Relation to 
Navigation. 

Essay in Li KUBng-Pi & Chhicn Chi.in_Hua 
(q.v.), p. 2 t .  

Peking, 1935. 
Chheng Yao_Thien (2) U. f,li [lJ .  

KlIQO Klmg C/zhuang IV ... Hsiao Chi :# J: 
e� 4i' fl- 'le.. 

Brief Notes on the Specifications (for the 
Manufacture of Objects) in the Artifju,,' 
Record (of the Chou Li). 

Peking, c. ISOS. 
In HCCC, chi. 536-SJ9. 

Chhblg Yao_Thien (J) , .. f..t JIJ .  
Chiu Ku Khao :Jt. :u  �. 
A Study of the Nine Grains (monograph on 

the hinor)' of cereal agrieulture). 
Peking, c. ,80S. 
In HCCC, ch. S.S. 

Chhi Ssu-Ho (I) � .\t'. � -
Huang Ti chih Chih Chhi Ku Shih M '*' ;t 'lJ U � *. 
Stories of the In'-entions of Huang Ti [and 

his i\linisters]_ 
YAHS, 1934, 2 (no. I), al .  

Chhien ChUn-ThMo (I) lJ: :4-t h -
Chlmg-Kuo Yin_ Yo Shih Tshml-Khao Thu 

Phitn ll! � tt m J.l! � � !ril Jt .  
Album of Photographs to illustrate the 

History of Chinese Music and i\'iusical 
Instruments. 

Ed. Central School of Music Research 
Institutc, New :\1u$ic Pub. Co. Shanghai, 
1954· 

Chhien Lin·Chao (s) U � p.!t-
Shih 'Mo Ching' ,hung Kuang-ruiith Li.ruiith 

,hu Thiao " 'I  it Il! *- * 7J :9� 1ft U ·  
Expositions o f  the Optics and Mechanics in 

the �'lohiu Canons. 
In $lIIdiu prtunted /0 /'11. Li Shih-Tsblg on 

his 60/h Birthday * :p  1t � !l.:. �, T a 
10 :t: IA '" II! . 

Nat. Peiping Academy, Kunming, '940. 

Chhien Lin·Chao (1) II c: I!lt .  
Yang Sui ftl li! _  
On Burning-.\Ilfrors (description of three 

Sung 'peeimen.). 
IVWTK, 1935 (no. 7), 28. 

Chhien W!n.HsUan (I) II � iI .  
Chhien shih so TJha'l1 Khan_ Yii Shu Th; Yao 

'l a m  " 1I " . tl 'lU- . 
Descripli"e Catalogue of the Geomantic 

Book. collected by Mr Chhien. 
Peking. 
Cit. Wang Chen-To (5), p. tal. 

Hng YUn.Phtng 11 m  ra & Flng YUn-Yuan 
" .  " . 

Chit, Shih $0 g, 11 � . 
Collection of Carvings, Reliefs and 

Inscription •. 
(This was the first modem publication of the 

Han tomb_shrine reliefs.) 
1821. 

Harada Yoshito JM [II Tti A &Tazawa Kingo 
III ii$ -it -7J (1). 

RakUf(J GokMI-tn 0 Ku no Fumbo � jl 1i 
'ff � 'E If " Ijt &. 

La·lang; a Report on the Excavation of 
Wang HsU', Tomb in Lo-lang 
Province (an ancient Chinese Colony in 
Korta). 

Tokyo Uni"., Tokyo, 1930. 
Hashimoto Don.ai (l) .fA *' � . _  

Ereki/tru Kyll.igen ,.. ... ... .,. ".. � JJ. JJ}. .  
A Study of the Buic Pnnciples o f  Electricity. 
Cf. Ereki/tru Yaku$ltJu_ 
Japan, 181t. 
In NKKZ, vol. 6. 

Hashimoto Masukiehi (3) ta "" !it W . 
Shinan Sha K(J Hi' li'i .. � _  
An Inveuigation of the South-Poinling 

Carriage. 
TYG, 1915, 8, 1-+9, J13; 1924, 14, 411; 

1925, IS, 119· 
Hayashi Kenzo (I) ,", 11 :' . 

Sui Thallg Yen Yo TMo Yen-Chiu ril IX � 
IUHI "' .  

Researches on the Music of the Sui and 
Thang Periods [and the Foreign Influences 
thereon]. 

Tr. Kuo Mo-Jo til i* .t';' .  
Com. Preu Shanghai, 1936: 2nd ed. 1955. 

Hiraok, Teikichi (1) >t1. � jA'S . 
Ki no Shi,� Seiri/lu /Illite ni r.J 10 ,\!l. ;1lt $;. 

ll. I<. ":) �, -C _ 
On the Development of the Concept of chhi 

(pneuma). 
SGK, 1955, 13. 34· 

Hou Wai-Lu (J) ill M- . _  
Fo.rw /·Chih-Chung-Kuo Ii Pai Kho 

CMu,," Shu Phai To. Chi·HJueh Chia 
:11 " Ii - ... ., OJ n .f.! � Ii "' ;/<  
U '"  lit. 
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Hou Wai·Lu «(0111.) 
Fang I-Chih-China's Great F:ncydopacdist 

Philosopher. 
LSYC, 1957 (no. 6), l ;  1957 (no. 7), I .  

Hou Wai_Lu (4) M '" • .  
Shih-liu Shih-CI,i Chung-K .. o Ii Chill-Pu Ii 

Chl-Hsilth Sw-Chhao Kai_Shu + fr. ilt 
III .. "" '" jf; il' 'H I '" £' if! III " . 

Progrellive Phil030phical Thinking in 
+ 16th-century China. 

LSYC, 1959 (no. 10), 39. 
Hou Wai_Lu fit M-., Chao Chi-Pin . M! ftj,  

Tu Kuo-Hsiang tUII-* & Chhiu Han_ 
Sfng 16 iJi � (1). 

Chung-Kuo Stu-Hsiang Thung Shih It> III 
1\\ :!!I a I!. . 

Genenl Hiuory of Chinese Thought. 
5 vols. 
jen-min, Peking, 1957. 

Hu Tao-Ching (I) 'M it f1I. 
' Mlng Chhi Pi Than' Chiao Ching '" II 

II! Ili li< II . 
Complete Annotated and CoUated Edition 

of the Dream Pool Essays (of Shen Kua, 
+ 1086). 

1 \'ols. 
Shanghai Pub. Co., Shanghai, 1956. 
erit. rev. Nguyen Tran·Huan, RHS, 19Si, 

10, 181. 
Hsiang Ta (1) !il it . 

Shuo Shih Ilt .it .  
On the Diviner'. Board (ancestor of the 

magnetic compus). 
TKPIWS, 1947, no. 30. 

Hsll Chia-Chen (I) tit lift * .  
Fing Cheng 11&100 Chi /I. .  ," te. 
A Note on Aeolian Whistles (attached to 

kites). 
WWTK, 1959 (no. 1), 17· 

Hsii Chung·Shu (6) fa at> If .  
Ching· Thien Chih Tu Than Yuan ;It- fII III 

II! RI ;0: .  
A Study of the Origin of the 'Well-Field' 

(Land) System. 
BCS, 1944, 4 (no. I), IZI. 
Tr. Sun Zen E.Tu & de Francis (I), p. 3. 

jung K�ng (1) 'IJ. ,* .  
Han Wu Liang Tzhu Hua Hsiang Khao Shih 

ill it '"UHf: til • " . 
Investigation. on the Carved Reliefs of the 

Wu Liang Tomb·shrines of the [Liter] 
Han oyn .. ty. 

:I \"Ois. 
Yenching Univ. Archaeol. Soc. 

Peking, 1936. 

Kamata Ryllko (1) .. fit fill !5L .  
Rigaku HiJutlU iI1 "  ttl R ·  
Elements (lit. Mysteries) of Physic.s. 
Japan, 1815· 
In NKKZ, vol. 6. 

Koi:.:umi Akio (1) "" � It � . 
Ralturll Sailtyll::u/ra Ie l'Il 'U II � . 
The Tomb of the Painted Buket, [and t .... o 

other tombs] of Lo·lang. 
Koseki Chosa HOkoku (Archaeol. Res. Rep.) 

no. I. 
Soc. Stud. Korean Antiq., Seoul, 1934. 
(With EngL summary.) 

Kondo l\-litsuo (I) .iii q 1t M .  
Tai Shin no Kll.llkizu ni rsuiu � S: C) � 

I te lll K- -::> �� "c .  
On Tai Chen and hi, Kllao KUlig Chi TIm. 
TGIT, 1955, 11,  I ;  abstr. RBS, 1955, I ,  

no. 4p. 
Kuroda Genji (1) l!\ ill '" :;:: . 

Ki • .  
On ehh; (pneuma) [psychological and mediL'O

biological conception.]. 
TS, 1953 (no. 4-5), ' ;  1955 (no. 7), 16. 

Kuwaki Ayao (I) $. * !Ji,  iI· 
Jishaku o)'obi Kohaku m' Kansuru T6y6 

Kagalm Zauhi \t ;p .&  d: 'JQ I(. II.!! -r 
� :': l'¥' M -9!: ," *- · 

Magn�1 and Amber in Oriental Science. 
SS, 1935, 169. 

LiHui{l) * It .  
ThaiU'an chi TUIIg- Yo Ko Ti-Thu Ghu .Hin

Tsu-li Khou-Chhin duh Pi-Chiao }'en
Chiu .. .  & *- n. :§- � ± :f  K- . ttl  
IJ .  Z .It u: WI' 'J\: .  

A Comparative Study of the ' jew's Harp ' 
among the Aborigines of Formosa and 
East Asia. 

ASIBIE 1956, I ,  83. 
Li Nien (2I) Cf fA .  

ChunK Suan SJu'h L'III Tshung (second series) 
.. • JUll lI'l .  

Col!ected Essays on the History of Chinese 
Mathematics-vol. I, 19504; vol. l, 193 .. ; 
vol. 3, 1955; "01. ",, 1955; vol. 5, 1955· 

Kho·hsiieh, Peking. 
Li Shu_Hua (1) !f. . " . 

Chih Nan Chm Ii CMi. Yuan � j{o.j Jt 1¥1 g it: .  
The Origins of (he l\Iagnetic Compass. 
Ta-Lu Tsa Chih Pub. Office, Thaipei, 

Thaiwan, 1954. 
Li Shun.I (1) .,. M - .  

Chung-Kuo Ku-Tai Yin-Yo Sln'h Kao <l> 
III (; ft 11- � B!. t& . 

Sketch of a History of Ancient Chinese 
Music. 

Yin-yo, Peking, 1958. 
Li Shun-I (z) ?f. M. -. 

Kawn.yij Yin Chung Ii Ytn·Chiu .. � t1 
• ttl WI' lA! .  

A Study of Shang_Yin Bell •. 
ASICJA, 1957 (no. 3), -p.  

Li Tso-Hsien (1) * It X .  
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Li Tso-Hsien (COllI.) 
Treatise on (Chinese) �umi5malics. 
1859. 

Liu Fu ( .. ) 11 fl .  
n/",'W 11' .. Yi" l.ill [.,' Sinw tao San-pai· 

liu-shih Lii � Ji tt /, � I!t f� =. 'j!j 1, T ;1<. 
The Development of the Chinese Musical 

Scale from the 5 Sounds and the 6 Tones 
to J6¢ Tones. 

FJHC, 1930, 2, 1. 
Liu Fu (j) 11 &. 

Shih-vh Tint Lii Ii Fa • .lling_chl, ehu Tsai
Yi, T ::' � 1. 1I� V � ;f;· * r< l" .  

Ch", Tsai_Yo, Inv�ntor of the Chromatic 
Scale of Equal Temperament. 

In Studies p,est'nlfd 10 .\1. nhai Ywun.Pher.' 
• m his 6jlh Birthday .: ill. 'f;!f :1i: tI 9c It. 
� + ]i a ta '1: . ·  

z vols. 
.. \cad. Sin., Peiping, 1933, 19.15. p. 2.79. 
Abstr. CIS, 190+0, 4, 78. 

Liu Hsien_Chou (/) 11 1111 iM · 
Chung-Kilo Chi_ffJich Kung-eMlllg Shih. 

Liao lJI il III M. I It If. fl . 
.\lateria!. for the History of Engineering in 

China. 
CHES]. 1935.3. and .. (no. 2), 27_ 

Reprinted Chhinghul Univ. Prns. P�iping, 
19J5. With supplement. 

CHER, 1948, 3, 1 35. 
Liu i\Iing-Shu (:) 1'1 " � . .  

CMng Ho flmlN Hai Shih Chi chill Tsai 
Than If� � .tr; ifl lI'  II ;t. llJ. li ·  

Further Invutlgation, on the Sea Voyagu 
of Cheng Ho. 

BCS. 194J. J, IJI. 
Crit. ref. by A. Rygalov. HH, 19"9, �, 

.. 25· 
Liu Wbl_Tien (I) 1'1 ';:  A .  

Chuar'g T�u Pw CMng � T ill iF: .  
Emended Tut or Chuang T:u. 
Com. Press, Shanghai, 1947. 

Lo Chen-Yii (.I) . 1I :Ii .  
Ku Ching TIIu Lu 1.--"'" 1$ . 
i!luslrnted DlSeussion of Aneient Mirrors. 
1916. 

Lu Hsun (I) . .e. re 
Thong Sung Ciman Chhi Chi. I§ *" " is!- • 
A Collection of Curios. 
Tales from the Thang and Sung Dynast;n. 
\\'en-hsiieh ku-chl. Chan-hsing she Peking. 

(1956) 1958. 
I.uan Tiao·Fu (I) 1I :II 1ft" .  

Jlo T:u Y�n_Chiu Lun Win Chi !l ::r  liJI � � �  . .  
CollC(;led Essa)". on Mohin Researchn. 
Jer, -min, Peking, 1957. 

Lung Po_Chien (1) n 18 'M: .  
Hnm Tshun Pen 1'th(JO Shu Lu J;I!. 1)': * 

9' . '\ .  
Bibliographical Study of Extant Pharma

copoeias (from all periods). 
Jen-min Wei-16ng, Peking, 1957. 

).b Heng (I) & • .  
• Sui Shu (Lu Li Chi")' Shih-1m TbJg Chili" 

Flf *' 1' PIf }.\.� + li :J R . 
The Fifteen different ClassCi of Mellure. a. 

given in the i\lemoir on AcouUI� and 
Calendar (by Li Shun-Hng) in the 
History of the Sui Dynasty. 

Pro pro Peiping, '9P, with translation by 
J. C. Ferguson (see l\1a Heng, I). 

Ma Kuo-Han (I) (cd.) ,, !ill til .  
Yii Hall Shan Fang Chi I Sh" ;i II!I Ul liJ  

M fK . · 
The Jade-Box Mountain Studio Collection 

of (Reconstituted) Lost Books. 
18SJ· 

Ohashi TOlsuan (1) :k ",  VI " .  
Heltija Sh�en fQ JI� +- � . 
F.lle Science Exposed (iii. Insignificant 

Words Exposing Error). 
C. 18s� . 
In IHtJj"i Bunke ZmS/'ii, vol. IS. 
Tokyo, 1929. 

Phan Chieh-T2u (I) � II: a .  
1'tmh",;mg IYlc-koo-Ithu I-Shu Ii � � iti 

lI! iii \OJ.  
The Art of the Ca,·e.Temples at Mo-kao

khu [Chhien-fo-tung] mar Tunhuang. 
Jen-min, Shanghai, 1957. 

Sekinn Tadnhi N If J1I. , Yal$ui Sai-icni 
.I6-;II=- l!t - , Kuriyama Shun-Iehi m Lll it - , Dha Tsunekichi ,), ., ts: 'i!f , 
Ogawa Keikichi I), 'II it: 11 &: Nomori 
Takcshi !H 'a" iii (1). 

Raku'''-gU"I Jidai"lo Juki • ill til B.. ft 
° il fl ·  

Archaeological Researches on Ihe Ancient 
Lo-Iang District (Korea) ; I �·o\. te:ol"l, 
1 vol. plates. 

Sp. Rep. Servo _.l.ntiq. Govt. Gen., Cholen. 
19:1.5. no. 4. and 1927. no. 8. 

Shan ehhing-Lin (l) .- .  11: .  
ThunglhlXa Hrin·ChJr.,,· Tllu Fo· Ting-nun 

Shing Tho-La_,Vi Chhulmg (hih Ym-Clliu 
iM. � _ tl1 ± IlUJUJ JUt .II Ii:. .. z 
Ill " . 

A Study of a Slone Stele (of Ihe + I l 1h 
century) depicting the Victorious 
DhlraQl-Buddha recently recovered al 
Thungchow. 

ASICJA, 1957 (no. �), 107. 
Shan Shih-Yuan (I) .. ± .fu .  

Kung Ting 'k � .  
On Ornamental Lanterns . 

. IYIYTK, 1959 (no. 2), 22. 
Shiba KentlTO (I) =- tI *- I�. 

Ja/w.a no lehi 'Ii Ifuiu Gojin na KellJcai • 
;11 • 0 -M: II: It. It ,,� -c if A 0 .t. •. 

Our View about the Location of Chuna
chia-Io (in the East Indies) [contains 1110 
discussion of the medieval Chine,e 
compaSi-points]. 

TYG, 1914, 4, 99. 
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Shih Chang-1u (z) li I� tlJ .  
H(man A"yang Hou-Kang ti Yill lifo i&J m 

� � li. � !I� lU .& .  
Burials of the Yin (�hang) Dynasty at Hoy. 

kang, Anyang. 
ASIBIHP, 19 .. 8, '3, :U. 

Than Chieh-Fu (I) II:{ � !It . 
Mo Chil1g I Chith !J1! t:z GJ �;. 
Anal�'Sil of the !'.Iohiu Canon. 
Com. Puss (for Wuhan University), 

Shanghai, 1935. 
Thang Uin (1) (ed.) j)f III . 

IT'u ShenK Chlm 1'h.u Chhu/1!f-Vao JIlin_Wu 
Chan-Lan Tim Lu Ji 15' ili ± 11: � 3C 
.. IIl IUIllI . 

Album of the Exhibition of Important 
Archaeological Objects cXC3'-ated in Five 
Province. (:5hensi, Chiangsu, Jehol, 
Anhui and bhansi), 

,Ven-wu, Peking, 1958. 
Thallg Po-l-Iu:mll (1) I� '3/. jt'{ • 

, Yang-Sui Chili, liuo yii F(mg-Chu ,hllii 
SImi' fli/.l til l[.( 'k � /1 it'f If{ 1l'tJ. 

On the Statement that 'The Burning 
Mirror attracls Fire and the Dew :\Iirror 
atlraCIi \Vater'. 

AS/BIHP, '935, S (no. 2), 271. 
Tomioka Kenz" (1) il i.l� flf �. 

Kokyd 110 K�nkyQ 1; R I"> Sf �.  
Resurchcs On Ancient Mirron;. 
Tokyo, 1918. 

T.lng Chao-Yii tt III �", Chiang Pao_Keng 
� W � & Li,Chung_I (1) "R :,t, fi .  

I-llan K ... Hila Hsiang Shih .\10 Fa-Chiah 
Pao-Kao iii" ii1 1;  lIr � :P .& ff til til 
"' . 

Report on the Exca"ation of an Ancient 
[Han} Tomb with Sculptured Reliefs at 
I-nan [in Shantung] (c. + 193). 

Nanking !\iuseum, Shantung Provincial 
DepT. of Antiquities, and l\!inistry of 
Culture, Shanghai, 1956. 

Tun Li-Chhen (I) 5:1 �:t gi . .  
Yenching Sui Shih Chi � "M  fi: llf 1e .  
Annual Customs .and Festivals of Peking. 
Peking, 1900. 
Tr. Boddc (12). 

Wang Chen_To (�) :E m n:. 
S,,,-Nan Chih.Nan Chell yii Lo·Clling Phan 

(Sha"g) IT! Il"i tlJ in et � 11 t" .2J. Ul. 
Discovery and Application of Magnetic 

Phenomena in China, I (The Lodestone 
Spoon of the Han). 

ASIC]A, 19-1S, 3, 1/9. 
Wang Chen·To (4) :E l§l: R .  

Stu_Nan Chilr-Nan Chen yii lA-Ching Phan 
(Chung) III f!1 t:r ii"j it � ill U 8 (q.). 

Discovery and Application of Magnetic 
Phenomena in China, I I  (The ' Fish' 

Compa .. , the Needle Compass, and Early 
Work on Declination). 

ASICJA, 1950, 4, ISS. 
Wang Chen_To (s) ;£ M n: .  

Stu-Nan Chih_Nan Chen yii lA_Ching PlUln 
(Hsia) SJ il'i -11' i(i It N a u: U ("f). 

Discovery and Application of l\lagnetic 
Phenomena in China, I I I (Origin and 
Development of the Chinese Compass 
Dial). 

ASICJA, 1951, 5 (n.l. 1), 101. 
Wang Chin.Kuang (1) ;£ " !It . 

Tlu Kuo Ku·Tai tsai Kuang_Hsiieh shang ti 
Chhi'W.ChirJ au. iii -l; f� :re 11:. :!! ...t IY-J 
141.' .  

Ancient Chinese Achievements in Physical 
Optic •. 

KHHP, 1955 (no. 5), 17S. 
Wanll Hsien-Chhien (1) (ed.) ;£ :%  dE .  

Hu(mg Chhing CMlIg Chith Hsii Pitll � fit 
t.� �H t . ·  

Continuation of Ihe Co[{ution of ,I1,10nographs 
011 Classical Subjeeil icrilim during Iht 
Chlri'lK Dynasty. 

ISSS. 
See Yen Chieh (1). 

Wans: Hsien-Chhien (1) :E � tI. 
Chuang T� ... Chi Chi�h it ::f . �; .  
Collected Commenlaries on the ChwJng Tzu 

book. 
'909· 

Wang Kuang-Hsi (I) :£ :1t  * .  
ChungJcw Yin_ Yo Shih q. iii:! tt !!I AI! .  
History of Chinese i\iusic. 
2 vols. 
Chung_hua, Shanghai, 1934. 
Repr. Yin_yo, Peking. 1957. 

Watanabe Naot.une (1) �t it ill: n: .  
Chijiki Nendai G.ku ill! t!l ;il if!. ft; c1J .  
Geomagneto.chronology; Dating by the 

Direction of i\hr.gnetism of Haked Eanh. 
(Thenno-remanent Magnetism in 
Japanese Pottery, Kiln \Vall. and Lava 
Flows). 

K, 19S5, 28 (no. 1), 24. 
Wei ChU-Hlien (1) Iti R It .  

Chung_Kuo Kltao-Ku-Hsiith Shih r.f' � ::IJ "Ii '" Jt. 
History of Archaeology in China. 
Com. Press, Shanghai, 1937. 

Wu Chhlng-Lo (1) !4 if<. i"� . 
ChulIg-Kw Tu Liang HI"g Shih r.f' Ie II 

It 1Ii Jt.  
History of Chinese Metrology [weights and 

measures]. 
Com. Prell, Shanghai, 1937> 2nd ed. 

Shanghai, 1957. 
Wu Jen-Ching !'R e it & Hsin An·Chhao 

* �  if!" (I). 
Chu"g·KuoThao TzhuShih q. 1II ,;1i1 !it  AI!. 
History of Chinese Pottery and Porcelain. 
Com. Press, Shanghai, 1936. 
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Wu :\lmg-Sh"nJj: & Tai 'la-Tung (I) � && 't .. � st!: 
'Chhangsha Chhu-Ihu-I; San 1'$0 Ta H5;"!! 

:\\u Kuo :>'!ou.':r:l: & til ± 6'1 :;::: !5! * 1j!. 
" 1!0l1 

E�ca\"a{ion of "i'hru [Chhu] Tombs 
�ont3inin!( Large \\"ovd�n Sarcophalli �t 
Chhan85ha [dating from the Warring Stale. 
Period. and �1t1dmg th" o!dest known 
Chinese eumplr of the equal.armed 
balance]. 

AS/CIA. [957. 15.9).  
abur. RBS. 1961. 3. no. 442. 

Wu Nan-HsUn (/) � itl l\ .  
Chung-Kuo lVu-Li-Hsii�h Shih iii IiJ,l 4:; 

JJ. � If. .  
A History of Physics in China (preliminary 

draft, based on courses of lectures). 
Pro pro Dept. of Ph�'sic" \Vuhan Univ., 

Wuhan, 1954. 
Wu Yu-Chiang (/) (ed.) fj� II! tt .  

Mo Tzu Chiao Chu !! =r- ts! it . 
The Collected Commentaries on the ,\10 

Tzu book (including the l\:lohist Canon). 
Tu-!i, Chungking, 1944. 

Yabuuehi Kiyoshi (18) li J'.:J i*. 
JOni R ikkan ni /Suiu -r ;:' 1. 'iZ It. -:;> V

"C .  
On the Tweh'e Standard Pitch-Pipes. 
TGIK. 1939. 10. 280. 

Yang Khuan (J) � :It . 
Chan KUQ Shih � � R.. 
History of the Warring States Period. 
Jen-min, Shanghai, 1935. 1956. 

Yang Khuan (4) u. .. .  
Chung.K .. o Li· Tai CMih Tu Khao q.. \ill 

If! It .R rr " . 
A Study of the Chinese Foot_:'Ileasure 

through the Ages. 
Com. Pren, Shanghai. 1938; re,';sed and 

amplified ed. 1955. 
Yang Tsung-Jung (I) t:J, ;;'< !» .  

Chan KUQ Hui Hua Tzu-Liao U: !iSl  It • 
if .. .  

Malena!! for the Study of the Graphic Art 
of the Warring States Period. 

Ku.tien I-shu. Pekinll. 1957. 
Yang Yin-Liu (I) • !Ii 114 .  

PIn""11 Chan til Suan Chieh Mil Lu 'f" � 
U: ll il; U U . 

The History of the Search for Equal 
Temperament (in Chinese Acoustics and 
Music). 

YCHP, 1937. 21, t .  

Yang Yin.Liu tt !li 114 & Yin Fa-Lu 
". � ft (I) .  

Sung Chiang Poi-Shih Chhllang-T$O Ko
Chhil Yen-CMu ::+: :t:  a 11 .� (to :il: \til 
.. .. .  

Studiu on the Songs and Tunu of Chiang 
Knuei of the Sung Period. 

Peking, 1937. 
Yeh Yao_Yuan (I) m tl. � .  

Chung Hraeh • * .  
l\lechanic! and Dynamic$. 
Chapters in C/Ulng_Hsi Suan-Hslith To 

Chhing II' M • -!!: ;k Ill. . 
Complete Textbook of Chinese and WUlem 

I\latnematiCi (and Physics). 
Thung-w<!'n, Shanghai, 1889. 

Yen Chieh (I) (ed.) .b � .  
Huang Chhi"g Ching Chieh fA f' U: U· 
Collection of (more than 180] r-.lonographs 

on Classical Subjects written during the 
ehhing Dynasty. 

1829; �nd ed. K.!;ng Shen Pu Khan, 1860. 
Cf. Wang Hsien-Chien (I). 

Yen Kho-Chun (I ) (ed.) .Il "ii! t!J ,  
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G E N E RA L  I N D E X 
by MURIEL MOYLE 

NOTES 
(I) Articles (such as 'the', 'al.', e!c.) occurring 81 the beginning of an entry, and 

prefixes (auch as • de' • •  van'. etc.) arc ignored in the alphabelical sequenee. Saints 
appen among all letters of Ihe alphabet according 10 their proper namu. Styles 
such as Mr, Dr, if occurring in book tide'S or phrases, arc ignored; if with proper 
names, printed following them. 

(2) The various parIS of hyphenated words are treated as leparate words in the 
alphahetical sequence. It should be remembered Ihal, in accordance with the 
conventions adopted, some Chinese proper names are written as separate 
syllablcs while olhen; are written as one word. 

(3) In the arrangement of Chinese words, ehh- and lis- follow normal alpha_ 
betical scqueno;:e, and u is treated as equivalent 10 u. 

(,.) References to footnotes are not given except for certain special subjects with 
which the text does not deal. They are indicated by brackets containing the 
lupe�ript letter of the footnote. 

(5) Explanatory words in brackets indicating fields of work are added for Chinese 
scientific and technological persons (and occasionally for some of other cuilures), 
but not for political or military figures (except kings and princes). 

Air pressure, J7 
Air turbine, 11) 
Airscrew, III; 

399 

A Fang Kung (palace), 135 
Abacus, 16 (d), 160 
Abruives, 38 (g) 
Abo'I-Wafl, 93 (c) 
Acceleration, 58 

'Ajd' ib oi-Hind (Book of the Mar/els of India), 
135 (j) 

Account of the Liu-Chhiu Islands. See Liu-
eMiu Kuo Chih Liith 

Audrtx (star-chess), 315 
Acoustic resonance. Su Resonance 
Acoustics, lOtiii, 11, 29-30, 32, 38, 43, 126 fr. 

Chinese and Greek approach contrasted, 
118-31 

technical terms, lII03 
Action at a distance, 8, U, 32-3, 60, 135. 233, 236 
Action by impact, 33 
Addenda to the Han History. See Hsii Han 

Sh. 
Adelard of Bath (fl. + 1 1 16 to + 1 1 41), 146 
• Advisory' inclining venels, 34-5 
Aerodynamics, xxxi, 10. 125 
Aetius (doxognopher, +ut or +:md century), 

12 (b) 
Africs, 317 

and China, 231 (e) 
African music, 114 
• Aggry' beads. Su Beads 
Agriculture and music, 19, 156 
Ahmes (ancient Egyptian priest), 178-9 
Ai-Lao barbarians, 100 (f) 
Ai-tai (spectacles), 119, ilia 
Ai Ti (Han emperor, r. - 6  to - I), 185 
A'ln-i Akbarl (Institutes of the Emperor Akbar), 

39 (e), 115 (I) 

Ajfvika philosophy, 13 
.-'JkJrak Ku�b6111 (Standard Patterns in Musico-

logy), 117, 129, '47, ISO, 151, 166 
Albertu. Magnus (,. + 1100 to + 1280), 149 (c) 
Alchemical synonyms, 177 
Alchemy, 17, 38. 68, 77, 111  (a), 135, 267, 269, 

275, 277, 316 
Alcohol 15 a preservative, 76 (a) 
Alexander of ."r.phrodisill!l (exegete, ft. + 193 to 

+&17), 23', :;1;36, 238 
Alexander the Great, 176-8 
Alexander Romance, 3,8 
Alexandria, 70, '01 , 111  
Alfil (chess bishop), 319 (h) 
Alfonso X (King of Cll!Itile and Le6n, r. + 1252 

to + 1284), 315 
Alhazcn. Su Ibn al*Haitham 
Alloys, 89, ISo 
Alphabet and Itomism. Su Atomiun 
Aludel. S�e ' Suspended needle aludel ' 
Amalfi, :;1;49, 189 
Amber, 133, 137-8 
Amiot, Jean Joseph-Marie (Jesuit missionary, 

+ 1718 to + 1793), 126, 176 if., 115, 310 
Amplifiers of sound, 201, :;I;oS, 110 
al-Amull, 315 
An Ti (Han cmperor, r. + 10'] to + 115), 168 
An To. Su Thomas, Antoine 



INDEX 

Analy$is of the Essential Features of the Magnetic 
Compass. See 1.0 Ching Chi"i 1 Chim 

Analysis of the Magnetic CompaSi. See La Ching 
Chith 

Anaxagoras (6. -500),92 (e) 
Anaximenel (t. -545), 75 (a) 
Animal cycle, 326-7 
'Animal radar', 86 
Animism, 231-a, 236 
Annam, <49, toS 
Annual Customs and Futivals of Peking. See 

y",,·ching Sui Shih Chi 
Anlhemiu. of Tralle. (Byzantine archite<:t, 

d. + 53<4), S9 (d) 
• Anthropological method', 309 (d) 
Antip<!ristasis, 57 
d'Anville, J. 8. B. (French geographer), 49 
Anyang tombs, t56 (a), 162, 313 
Ao yu (Buddhist liturgical drum), '49 (e) 
Apocryphal boob. Su Chhan-Wei books 
Apollonia, liege of, 210 
Apparatus for Determining the Sun's Position. 

See Khun' Jm Ghhi 
Aquinas, 5t Thomas, 60 
Arab merchants, . 1 9  
Anbia, 110 
Arabic alomism, 13 
Arabic optiQl. See OptiQl 
Arabic scientific thought, Indian influence on, 13 
Arabi, 35, 50, 80, 98, liS, 2 1 1-la, 229, 235, 245, 

a47 fl, a58, 265 (h), 275, 279, 28a, 31S, 
3a9-30, ))2 

Arago, D. F. (French aslronomer), 96 
Arccsilaus of Cyrene, a4 
Archaeological dating, )01)-11, ) '" 
Archaeological Institute of Academia 5in;ca, 

80 
Archimedes (c. -225), 22-3, 39-40, S5, S9, 2)2 
Archytas of Tarentum (fl. -370), 13a 
Aristophanes, 100, liS 
Aristotle, 19, 29, )2, 57, 59, 60, 6), 75 (a), 85 (b), 

98, 1)3, 231-2, 2)6, )25 
Ari.toxenus of Tarentum, 172 
degli Annati, Salvino (d. c. + 1317), 120 
Annillary spheres and Quadrants, 5 1 ,  a39 
Army and humming·tubell, '3S 
Arsenal fires, 66-8 
Aryabhata (Indian mathematician, b. +476), 4S 
al-Ash'arl, 13 
AfhJdpada (board·game), 3'S 
Asia Minor, aS2 
Alsam, a6 
Aasiniboin (Amerindian tribe), 330 
Astrology, a42, 272, 320 fr. 
Astronomers' compass. Su Magnetic compau 
Astronomical observationl, 45 fr., 54 
Astronomy, II,  18, 97, 18), 318 fr. 

Babylonian, 178, 180 
Chinese, 43fr., 297 
Hellenistie, 5) 
Indian, So, 53 

AIlllol1to FlIgUl11, 167 (a) 
Atomic ins tints of time, )-4, 28 

Atomism, I fr., 2S, 32, 5Q-60, 2)1 
and the alphlbet, 1)-14 
Indian, I) 

Atonalism, 2t4 
Atwood', machine, 19 
Aubrey, John, xxxi 
5t Augusline (+ 354 to + 4)0), 317 
AuloJ (flute), 128 (g), 18a 
Aurora boccali" 7a 
Automata, )0 (a) 
Avempace. Su Ibn Bljjah 
1I1·'AwO, Mu\:'lammad, 247, 254, 275 
Ayrton & Perry (I), 96 
Azimuthllcompln·points, 265-6, 27S, 2Q6fl'., 299, 

)Q.4, )24 
Arabic constellations ai, 265 (Il) 
hsiu as, ;c65 

Babylonia (and Babylonian influences on Chinl), 
100,101, 1)5, 160, '7), t77 fr., t81, 191 

Bach, John 5ebulian, 215-16 
nacon, Francis, 60 
Bacon, Roger (+1214 to +la92), liS, 120 
Bactnll, ,08 (g), 17S (i) 
the Ballnee, '5, 17,22  fr., a34 

oldest Chinese e}:ample, 26 
Balhit (Indian king), )a5 
BalliJlics, 5S 
B"lloons, hot-air, 1Z4 (c) 
Bamboo drinking·tubes, 37 
Blmboo flutes, 153, '56 
Bamboo plant, 14a 
Bano MUs!, 35 
Barbaro, Daniele (+ 156S), la) (b) 
Barcl, siege of, 210 
Barium in Chinese g lass, 101-) 
Barium sulphite, 76 
Barlowe, William (+ 1597), )13 
Blrrow, Sir John ( +  1764 to +IS4S), 254, 290 
Blrth"lomaeus Anglicus (fl. + 1220 to + 1250), 4 
II·Ba$tl, Ibn Wahb (t. +S70), 258 
Bat 'nodar', 86 
Bate, John (+ (634), 115 (c) 
Blthanarius, )17 
Bathrik (Nesloriln Patrian:h) of Antioch, 106 
Bauer, L. A., 3 . 1  
Bead. 

aggry, 104 (I) 
'eye'·, loa 
of allzed flience, 101 (d) 
oplque glau, 101 

Beast dances, 149, 159 
Beating reed, a I I 
Beck & Seligman (I), 101 fr. 
Begram, bowl from, 101 
von Bell. Su SchaU von Bell 
Bell-founding, S7, 194""9 
Bell sounds, 197-8, 207 
Bellows, 2 1 1  

double-acting pislon-, JOIiy, 70 (I), all 
Belb, 12S, 145, IS), 156, 159, 169-71, ISa 

Asian origin of, 195 (a) 
English, 195 
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Bells (com.) 
European, 194. 195 (a) 
frequency Ie$U, 162.1 
names of, ,,0-1 
standard, 179 
technical lenns, 194-8 
tuning of, 18s. 194-9 
Yang and Yin, 201-
See also Chung, Ling, To. 

Belus (r;\'cr), 101 
van Bemmelen, W., )12. 
Benton, W. A., 26 
Berakya ha-Naqdan Uewish mincr1Ilogist, 

c. + 1 195). 2.46 (e) 
de Bercy, Hugues, 2.46 (e) 
Berg, Alban, 17' (0 
de Bergerac, Cyrano, 18 (d) 
51 Bernardino, )19 
the Bernoullis, )3 
Benin & Duboscq (I), 97 
Bhutan, 26 
Bianchini Table, )16 
Bibliography of Me; W!n-Ting's Mathematical 

and Astronomieal Writings. See W",-A .. Li 
Suan Shu Mu 

Bioluminescence, ,:lff., 7S 
Bioluminescent insee". Stt Insects 
Bio[, E. (I), '40 
Bismar, 25 
Blasius of Panna (d. + l,p6), 58 
Blind musicians, Ill,  ISS 
Block printing, )19 
Blood, circulation of, xxvii, I I  

as source of luminescence, 72-5. ,8 
• Blowing of the nhes. ' See ehhui hui 
Board-games, 3'9 
Bodde, D., 114, ,SS, '90 
Boethius, Anicius (c. + 4S0 to + 524), ISO 
Boiling, successive phll$e$ of, 6S--9 
Bolor (glass), 106 
Bombs, 38 (f) 
'Bononian stone', 76 
Book of Changes. 5« I Ching 
Book of the DevilValley Master. 5« Ku�i Ku. T::;u. 
Book of the Indication and the Elevation. See 

Ki/ilb ol-Tonbfh 11Xl'I-Ish,df 
Book of Ingenious Contrivances. Sec Kitiib ft' 

l-f/iyal 
Book of the Marvels of India. See 'Ajii'ib al-Hind 
Book of Master Chuang. See Chuang Tzu 
Book of Master Han Fei. See Han Fei Tzu. 
Book of Master I·!sun. See /fIUn Tzu 
Book of Master Kuan. See Kuan Tzu 
Book of Ma"u Kuan Yin. See Kuan Yin T:.:u 
Book of Master Lieh. Sec Lieh Tzu. 
Book of Master Liu. See I�jll TZII 
Book of Muter Mfng. See Ming TZII 
Book of Master Mo. See Mo TZII 
Book of Mll!Iter Shen. See Shm Tzu 
Book of Master Shih. See Shih T::;u 
Book of Odes. See Shih Ching 
Book of the Preservation-of_Solidarity Master. 

See PaD Phil Tzu 
Book of (the Prince of) Huai Nan. See HUili Nan 

T •• 

Book of the Tnnsfonnations (in Nature). See 
HUD Shu 

Book of War. 5« Pmg Shu 
Boob, burning of, 2+4 

transmiuion of, by Austin frian, aa5 
Books seen in the Mountain Hall Library. See 

Shrm ThaHg SIU Khao 
Borax, in glass, 110 
BoreholC$, 66 
Bo,mans, H., 54 
Bottrigari, Ercole ( + ' 53 1  to + 16ta), :u5 
Bowls, 35 fr. 

experiments with, 38 
spoutin�, )6 
use in tuning, 192-4 

• Mr Box-on-his-Back.· Su Fu ChU hsien-s!ng 
Boyle, Robert, I), 72 (b), 76 (a) 
Bnu:lwardine, Thomas ( +  1290 to + 1349), 1, 57 
Bragg, Sir William (I), 97 
Brazil, ISa 
Brew$ler, David, 8), 95-6 
'Bridge-b...lance', a3 
Bridge Pool Essays. See Liang Chili Man Chih 
Bridgu 

beam, a8 (b) 
floating, 40-1 

Brief Records sct down after the [Western] Chin 
[dynasty]. See Chin Hou Lihh Chi 

Brief Selection of Lost Records of the IsIC$ of the 
Sea. See lJai Till) I Chih Chai l..iieh 

Brine_fields, 66 
Brine_testing methods, 4'-2 
Brinkley, P., 69 
British Navy, compasses used in, a9t 
Bromchead, C. E. N. (5), a84 
Bronze, alloy proportions, 41 (e), ISO 
Bronze-founding, " 3, ISO, 199 
Bronze vases. Su amplifiers 
Bron2e water-spouting bowls, 35-7 
Bruno, Giordano ( +  1548 to + 1600), 55 
Buckley Bowl, 104 
Buddhism, 3, 5, " , 90, 92, 1'4 
Buddhist monks, 25S, 2S1 
Buddhist scholars, '05 
de Buffon, G. L. Leclerc ( + 1707 to + 178S), S9(C) 
nuoYllllcy, 39-42 
Bureau of Astronomy, SO, 5', S4 
nu�a", of music, IZ!l 
de Burgos, Jer6nimo (Franciscan friar, + 1582), 

.. , 
Buridan, John (d. + (358), I, 57 
Ilurma, a37 
llurmlte, 237 
Burnet, J. (.), 178 
Burning-lenses, 100, 107, I I I  fr. 
Burning_mIrrors, 70 (f), 87 ff., I f2 ff., 196, 2)2 
!Ju2urj ibn Shllhriylr al-Rlmhurmuzl (Persian 

scl-caplain, +953), a3S U) 
Byzantine culture, 325 

CajoTi, F., 250 
Colamita (mariner's compass), a73, 281 
Calcium oxide. See Quicklime 
Calcium sulphide, 77 
Calcutta, 9S 
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'Calendar·plant', a61 (g) 
Calendrical science, I I ,  SO, 156, 188 

and mueic, 181, n6-7 
Calipers. Set Sliding calipen 
Cambaluc (Peking), aas 
Cambered wing, uxi 
Cambodia, 1 14, 116, 28a, ::1;8 .. 
Camera obacun, 81, 97-9. 1 17. liS 

fint UK of lens with, 123 (b) 
Campania, 24 
Campanology. See Bell. 
Candle.flY, 7. 
Candles, 79-80 
Candlesticlu, 80 
Cannon, in chess, )23 
Canon of the Core of the Earth. See 11.;" Ching 
Canon of the Virtue of the Tao. Sec Tao TI Ching 
Canton, 21'. 226, 230, as8, 219 
Canton, John (+ 1768), 77 
'Cap dance'. '49 
CaraJuJ Sa1flhitt!l, IJS 
Cardan suspension, xxvii, 41 (a), uS (a), :z89 (0 
Cannel, Mount, 101 
Carpenter, W, 8., I:lS 

Carpenter', square, 15-" 
Carrying-pole, :z I, 24 (h) 
Carter, T. F., 328-9 
Cartographic survey of China (+ 1717), 54 
Canognphy. Set! Map. and map-making 
Cascario]o. Vincenao (c. + 160) , ,6 
de c.,tro, Jolo {Portuguese scientist and com-

mander, +1500 10 + 1$48), 314 
Catherine II (emprell of Russia), 67 
Catoptri�. Su Mirrors 
Cattani of Siena (mathematician, ft. + 1546), 

.. , 
Cauterintion, 115, 118  
Cavendish, Thomas (c. + 1555 to + 1592), 226 
Central Eskimo (people), JJo 
Central forees, theory of, 33 
Centre of gravity, 34-5, 145 (b) 
Centrifugal cosmogony. Stt Cosmogony 
'�tI' system of ,calc definition, 216 
Ceylon, 110, 235 
A Chain of Histories. See Silsilal af_TawIMJch 
Chafintu (Javanese wind-instrument), 139 (d) 
Chan Ho (legendary fisherman), 29 
Clum KIU> TUie (Records of the Warring States), 

79 
Chancel (inventor, 1805), 71 
ChQ1lJ�DJr.4"ta, 90 (a), 115  (I) 
Chang (sound pattern), 134 (c) 
Chang Chan (+ 4th-eentury commen,ator), 29 
Chang Chhien ( - 2nd-century traveller and 

tJl:plorer), 77 
Chang Chiu.1 (Chhing gcomanCCf, + '716), 242 
Chang £ (court official, + 1530), 190 
Chang Fu_Hsi ( +  I9th--century physicist), 117 
Chang H�ng (d. + 139, astronomer and mathe-

matician), xxx, 27, 86, 27' 
Chang Hsieh (writer on na"igation, + ,6,8), 0191 
Chang Hua (+ 232 to + 300), 66-7, " 4  
Chang Hung-Chao (I), 116 (d) 

Chang Liang (statesman, d. - 187), 326 
Chang Ning (ft. + 1440 to + 14']0), 1 19 
Chang Shih (Nco-Confucian philosopher, + 1133 

to + 1 180), 7J 
Chang Shih-Nan (Sung official), 63 
Chang Shih-Yuan (Sung scholar), 303 
Chang Shou-Chieh (Thang commentator), 138 
Chang Tui (Nco-Confucian philosopher, + loao 

10 + 10']6), 33, 205-'1 
Chang Tit (Sung governor of Chhing--chhih), 73 
Chang Yen_Chen (Thong Icholar), .70 (f) 
Chang Yerl Kung Chi (Collected Writings of 

Chang Yileh), 41 
Chang YUeh (imperial librarian, +667 to +730), 

.' 
Changes and Chances of the Pitchpol Game. See 

ThQu Hu Pien 
Chao Chiu-Hng (Chhing geomancer, + 1786), 

'" 
Chao Fang (Yuan geomancer), 282 (c), a95 (a) 
Chao Hsi-Ku (c. + la40), 119 
Chao Ju-Kua (Sung gcosrapher, c. + laaS), 1 10, 

" , 
Chao Ta (+ 3rd-eentury mathematician and 

diviner), a60 
Chao W�n (legendary lutanist), .60 (d) 
Chao yao (Twinklin" indicator, star), a6S-6 
Chao Yuan-Jen (2), 126 
Chapman, S., 308 
Chapman, S. 05: Bartels, 1- (,), a45 
Chariot-yoke, 20 
Charleton, Walter ( +  ,6'9 to + '70']), 60 
Charnock, J. (,800), 25'4 
Chatley, H., II 
ChDlu�ailgD (chess), 318  
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 309 
Chaul (island), 314 
Chavannes, E., 126, 140, 176-7 
Chemiluminescence, 72, 
Cheri-La Frog Thu Chi (Description of Cam_ 

bodia), 284 
Chen Luan (mathemadcian, ft. + 570), a59 If. 
Chen T�-Hsiu (SunS philc.sophrr), 73 
Chen T,ung (Sung emperor, r. +998 to + 1022), 

6, 
Cheri Wn Pien (Colle.:tion of Needle Positions), 

'" 
Ch�ng (in.tfument with I) s(rings), 129. 1)0 (a), 

� q  (b) 
Cheng (State), 164 
Cheng Chen (' correct needle '), 299-300, 303 ff., 

J'J 
CMng Chung (commentator, d. + 1 '4), t 36-7, 

174, 196 
Cheng Fu-Kuang ( +  19th-century phY5icist), I t7 
Ch�ng Ho (+ 15th-century admiral), 1'9, 285 
Cheng Hsiu (+ 13th-century musician and official), 

'" 
ChenS HsUan (commentator, + 127 to +200), 

'49, IS3, '57, .6), '70, 19a, 197, 203, 212 
Ching Lei Pin. TshaD (Reorganised Pharmaco

poeia), 115 
Clamg Ming (Right TCliching for Youth), 33, 205 
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Cneas, �Jo, JI4 ff., JJ� 

'Crossbow_Bullet'_, Jl7 
'Elephant'-, 319 
' Image'_, J19ff. 
militariution of, Jl4-5, JJ� 
'Spirit'_, J17, J16 
'Star'-, J13-4, 315 

Chess-boards, J19, pl 
discoidal, 315 
Itone, J 17 (e) 

Chess Manual. See CMi Ching 
Chess-men, 31'j-Zo, ]1], 319 

magnetised, 133 (h), �J7, 315  fr. 
Chhan-Wei books (apocryphal treatises of the 

Han period), 9, lOS 
Chhang_an (Sian), 13S, JI3 
Chhang Chiln (envoy, +607), 115  
Chhang Lu Tzu, s 
Chhangsha, eJ:ca"ationl It, 80 
CMI ,.i. Stt Chariot_yoke 
Chh! Yin (-,udent, d. c. + 397), 76 (b) 
Chhen Chhang-Fang (Sung writer, c. + 1140), 7 
Chhen Chuni'-Ju (acoustica expert, ft. + S 16), l t9 
Chhen Hsien_Wei (+ I)th-century commentator), 

J7 
Chhen Hsiu-Fu (+ loth.century hermit), 122 
Chhen Shih· Tao (+ I Ith-<:entury writer), 94 
Chhen Thuan (Taoist, d. +989), l77 
Chhen Tun (+ 4th-century commentator), 187 
Chhen Tshang-Chhi (phannaceutical naturalist, 

+715), 106 (f), 116 
Chhen Tlun (+4th-century military arehitect), 

><'. 
Chhen Wln-Thao (I), ao 
Chhen Yang (+ 1 1th-century musical encyclo

paedist), 127, 1<)0 
Chhen Yuan-Ching ( +  Ilth-century encyclo

paedist), ass 
ChM,.g (cosmological principle of dynamic 

fittingness), 61 
Chht;ng Chhi (+ 13th-century writer), 252 (a), 

JoS 
Chh!ng Ti (Han emperor, r. -]2 to -7), t30, 185 
Chhtng Yao-Thien (Chhing archaeologist and 

mathematician), 34 
Chh"ngtu (Szechuan), 31) 
CMi (fortnightly periods), 189, Jill 
Chhi (p..tuma, subtle matter, matter-energy, or 

energy present in organised fonn), xxiv, 8, 
)1-), 64 (c), '31 fr., 133, 156, 184, l I T ,  233, 
'139, l43 

and acoultia, I)) fr., 171, 187 fr., 10) fr. 
Chhi chhi. Stt ' Advi�ry' inclining vessels 
Chhi ChinK (Chess Manual), 326 
Chhi Hsiu Lft Kao (Se,-en Compilations of 

Clusified Manuscripts), 119 
Chltia"g (musical percussion inurument), 145, 

" . 
Chhiang Chih (Sung official), 67 
Chh ien Han Sh" (History of the Fonner Han 

Dynasty), 105, 109, 1 16, 1l2, 187, 201 , 111, 
1)7, 268 fr., )16 

Chhien Lin-Chao (1, 1), 78, 81 

Chhien Lo-Chih (Astronomer-Roysl of the (Liti) 
Sung,ft· +'P5 to +455), 219 

Chhien T!·Ming. Stt Amiot, Jean JOleph-Marie 
Chhih (flute), '45 ff. 
Chhilt i, 37 
Chhih-Thu kinedom. Su Siam 
Chhih-Yu (legendary rebel), 303 
CMi" (the classical Chinese 'lute', more correctly 

.. half-tube 2ither with 7 strings), 139, 1)0 fr., 
1)2, 15:&, '56, 217 (b), 221 

Chhin (dynasty), 25, )0, 66, 7S, 79, 90, 10�, 170 
tombs, 101 

ehhin Ku-Li ( -4th-century Mohist), 109 
Chhin Shih Huang Ti (fint emperor, r. -221 to 

- 210), 'n. 91, Il), 135 
tomb of, 78, 144 

Chhin State, 19) 
Chhing (chime-stones), )4, 145, 148, t53, 154, 

156 (a), 159, 170, 179, 182, 197 
(N;quency testa, 162 ff. 
tuning of, 199, :U5 

Chhi"lJ ('dear', i.e. high, notes), 157, 20)-4 
Chhil1K I L" (Records of the Un ..... orldly and the 

Strange), 70, 124, a8 .. (b) 
Chhi"g Nang AD ChilI (Mysterious Principles of 

the Blue Bag), 256, 197 (c), 299 (c) 
Clthing W" lI,iJ Yen (Introduction to the Blue 

Raven Canon), 289 
Chhiu Chhang_Chhun (Taoist adept, + 1 148 to 

+ 1 227),51 
Chhiu Khai-Ming (2), 118, 11<) 
Chhi,,-li,., 106 (a) 
Chhiu Yen-Han (Thang geomancer,jl. +713 to 

+741), 299-300 
Chhiung-Iai Hsien, 79 
Chhiwu Huai-W�n (militarymelallurgist,ft. + 530 

to + 560), xxxi 
eM" HJwh Chi (Entry inlo Learning), 117 
Chhu Hua-Ku (writer, c. + 12)0), 307-8 
eMu I ShuQ n"Cl/! (Discuuions on the Dispersal 

of Doubts), 307 
Chhil Thai-Su (+ 1605), 20B 
Chhu lombs, 16, 80 
Chhu TSI! hsien-seng (alchemist, c. + 500), 278 
Chhu Yung. See Chhu Hua_Ku 
ChhUllnchow, 28 .. 
CM"j h,,' ('the blowing of the ashes'), 187 
Chh,," (bronze bell and tuning instrument), 192-) 
Chhll" Chhiu Fan L" (String of Pearls on the 

Spring and Aut"mn A,mals), 6, 88, 101 
eMun CII" Chi Win (Record of Thinp heard at 

Spring Island), 73 
Ch"""g-'" (bf.mboo dappen for accenting 

rhythm), 151 
ChhUthan Chuan (Indian astronomer, +8th 

century), 53 
Chhilthan H,;_ Ta (lni::lian astronomer, ft. + 718), 

50, 51-3 
Chi (' genns '), 4-5 
Chi Cit" Phien dictionary, 79 
Chi-Hsia Academy, 240 
Chi Hsien Yusn (College of AU Sigel), 54 (b) 
Chi_Pin. Sef Gandhlira 
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Chia I (Han poet, e. - 170), 59, 137 
Chia·ling (government regulations), "'79-80 
Chia-Y .. 1'10 Chill (Mi.ccllaneous Records of the 

Chia_Yu Reign-period), 4'" 
Chialing R. gorge, JS 
Chiang Khuei (Sung seholar and music:ian), 124, 

'" 
Chiang Lin-Chi (+ I I th-century offic:ial and 

writer), 4'" 
Chiang Shao-Yuan (I), 81 
Chiang Yung ( +  18lh-century scholar), 40, u8, 

,,.-, 
Chiangling, "'09 
Chiangsi school of geomancy, 242, 282 
Chiao Kan (Han diviner), 2<)6 (b) 
Chiaoc:how, 45-6, 49, So 
Chiayeh Hsiao-Wei (Indian astronomer and 

mathematician, + 7th century), So 
Chieh (musical instrument), 145, 149 
Chieh K .. L .. (On the History and Vse of Drums), 

"7 
Chien-Chhu reign-period, 45 
Chien_Hsing reign-period, 45 
Chien 1m (stand-drum). See Ku 
Chien-Wu reign_period, 45 
Chill (note), Iii fr. 
Chill Lin H:tin Shu (New Book of Miscellaneous 

Records), 270 
Chih-Phing reign_period, 40 
Chime-idiophones, 142 

See also Chhing 
Chime-stones. See Chhj"g 
Chin (dynany), 104, "'J2, 271, 29"', 328 
Chi" Hou U�h Chi (Brief Records set down after 

the [Western] Chin (dynasty]), 185 
Chin Li-Hsiang (historian, c. + 1275), 229 (b) 
Chi" Shill-Tzu Cha"g (Essay on the Golden Lion), 

9' 
Chi" Shu (Hillary of the Chin Dynasty), 62, 

76 (b), 80, 108, 323 
Chin Wu Ti. S,e Wu Ti (Chin emperor) 
Chi1UJ Iflwtrata, 107 
Chinese-European intellectual conlllct, n, 225-6 
Chinese: language, 206 
ChineK lute (K .. chhi")' See Chllin 
Chinese scholars, of literary interests and averse 

to technology, ni,. fr. 
Chinesc violin. See Hu chllin 
Ching, Duke of Chhi (r. - 546 to -489), 160 
Chi"g ('essence ', radiant energy, or free un-

organised flowin" energy), JO, 32 
Ching (High King of Chou, r. - 543 to -519), 

170 (f), .104, 219 
Ching Chi"K LinK Chh ih (Treatise on Optics by 

an Untalented Scholar), 117 
Ching Fang (Han divmer, J. -37), 189, 213, 

218-19, .1<)6 (b) 
Ching Thung (Univerul Penneation of Essenen) 

Chapter of the Lil Shih Chhu" Chiliu, q.v. 
Chinghiz Khan, 52 
Chia (note), 141 fr. 
Chippewa (Amerindian tribe), 329-30 
Chiu Chih calendar (NavagTaha), So, S3 

Chiu Thong Shu (Old Hiltory of the Thang 
Dynasty), 45, 53 

Chiu Thien Hriian Nil Chhin, Nang Hai Chio 
Ching (The Nine-Heaven Mysterious Girl 
Blue-Baa Sea Anale Manual), 10� 

ChIlI �'th (:-<ine Spac<:s), l6S 
Chlorophane, 76 
Cho ('muddy', i.e. low, notea), 157, 203-4 
Cho KI"K Lu (Talks (at South Village) while the 

Plough is Resting), 71 
Chou (dynasty), 27, 35, 43, 101, 10J, 12.6---7, 133, 

141, 160, 163-4, 170-1, 185, 199, 2 1 1  ff., 
:132, 328 

Chou, Duke of, 163 
Chou Hsin (last Shang king), 140-1, 16J 
Chou Huang ( +  18th-century envoy and writer), 

,88 
Chou I (statesman, d. + 322), 80 
Chou Li (Record of the Rites of Chou), 34, 39, 56, 

59, 79, 87, 89, 136, 137, 142., 15 1, IS8, '70, 
171, '74, 180, 192, 195 ff., 200, 217, 268, 270 

Chou Mi (+ 13th-century scholar), 62, 72, 95 
Chou Shu (History of the (Northern) Chou 

Dynasty), 320 
Chou Ta-Kuan (traveller and writer), 284 
Chou Tun-! (+ Ilth-century philosopher), 277 
Chou Wu Ti. S�e Wu Ti (Northern Chou 

emperor) 
Chri$lianity, 332 (a) 
Chu ('opposing force', Mohist technical lenn), 

56, 58 
Ch .. (percussion tub), 146, 149 
Chu (torch or candle), 79 
Chu Fan Chih (Records of Foreign Peoples), 110, 

,8, 
Chu f'u (+ I lIh-century governor ofCanlon), .179 
Chu Hou_Huan, :zao 
Chu Hsi (Neo-Confuci�n philosopher), 5, 88, 

190, 199 (a), 221, 282 
ehu Shih-Chieh (Sung algebraist), 22) 
Chu Tu;· Yii (prince of the Ming: + 16th-century 

acoustia expert), 128, 131,  139, 148, '52, 
,89, 2'3, 219 fr. 

Chu tn< (pipetce), 38 
Chu Tau Chhiian. Shu (Collected Works of Chu 

Hsi), 4 
Chu Yil (+ 'lth-century writer), 279, 28, 
Chilan (Chou musician,ft. - 500), 161 
Chuang Chou( - 4th-c<:nturyphilosopher, Chuang 

Tzu), 5, '0, 61, 81, 90, loa, '93 
Chua", Tzu (The Book of Master Chuang), 3, 

32, 55, 72, 79, 8', 92, 160 (d) 
Chun (weighing in water), 40 
Chu" (tuning instrument). S" Tuning instru_ 

ments 
CII;;"-tllU, 30 
Chung (hanging dapperlesl hell), 145 fr., 162, 

l<)8 ff. 
ChunK (standard measure of volume), 199 
Chung Chen ('central needle '), 299-300, 305, 

3'3 
Chung Ilua Ku. Chi" Chu (Commentary on Things 

Old and New in China), 274 

Chung 
Chungl 

broru 
Church 
Cibol, l 

3" 
Cinema 
Cinema 
Cir<:ula.. 
Circulat 
Cithara 
City_pIa 
Clapper 
ClarifiCi 

C� 
Classic 

H. 
Cleidel1' 
Cleome. 
Clepsyd 
Climalit 
Clockw( 
CIOISOm 
Cloud F 
Coal, lo 
Cobalt, 
Codi" " 
Coffin j( 
CoheslOl 
Collecteo 

Sh4 
Collecle. 

Kh, 
Colleccteo 

CM 
Collectet 

5« 
Collecle< 

\'� 
Collecnc 

s� 
Colleeno 

T� 
Col1ectic 

p,� 
, Collecctl 
A Collee 
College { 
Colling... 
Colours , 
Columbl 
CombUSI 

sponta 
Comel la 
Comma I 
Commen 

Ch. 
Co�ro 

s.. 
Co�m 

Chi,. 
Compass 
Compan· 
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Chung Tzu-Chhi, 30, 3:1 
Chungking Museum, 79 

brom:e water-spouting bowl in, 3S-6 
Churches, orientation of, 149 
Cibot, P. M. liesui! scientist, + 17"'7 to + 1780), 

, .. 
Cinematics, I, 5S 
Cinematography, 11S (e) 
Circular motion. Sft MOlion 
Circulation, ideas of, I I  
Cithara {lyre .... ith hollow arms}, 17:1, ,81 
City-pians, 312-13 
Clappers, 151. 194-5 
Clarification. of Strange Things. � Tung Thim 

Chhing Lu 
Classic of the Mountains and Rivers. See Shan 

Hoi Chittg 
Cleidemus (-5th-century philo$Opher), 7S (al 
Cleomcdu (astronomer). lZ, 1 1 8  
Clepsydra, 37, 40, <W 
Climatic cycle, 133. 148 
Clockwork, XX" 
CloilOnn� tecil.nique, .03 
Cloud Forest Lapidary. See Yun L i" Shih Phu 
Coal, .06 
Cobalt, I I I  (a) 
ClXf,'u Atlantic>), 99 
Coffin joints, lacquering of, 38 
Cohesion, 3, 38 
Collected Discussions at Hall Shan. See Hou 

Shan Than Trhung 
Collected Note1 of lhe Rustic Guest. See Yth 

Kho Tshung Shu 
Collected Works of Chu Hsi. See Chu Tzu 

ChhiUJ" Shu 
Collected Worb on Music and the Pitch-pipes. 

See Yo La Chhiian Shu 
Col\e<;ted Writings of Chang YUeh. See Chang 

Ym Ku.", Chi 
Collection of BooQ of the Han and Wei Dynasties. 

See Han Wft' TJhung-Shu 
Collection of the Most Important Military 

Techniques. See Wu Ching Tnmg Yao 
Collection of Needle Positions. See Ghm Wft' 

fun 
'Collective chhi ', 1)8 
A Colle<.:tor of Tales. See j6mi' al-Hfh4y6! 
College of All Sages, 54 (b) 
Collingwood, William, 57 
Coloul'$ and music, 164 <e) 
Colwnbus, Christopher, aso, )08 
Combustion, 65 ff. 

spontaneous, 66-8 
Comet tail iaw, xxvii 
Comma maxima. See Pythagorean comma 
Commentary on Things Old and New. See Ku. 

Chin Chu 
Commentary on Things Old and New in China. 

See Chung Huo. Ku. Chin Chu. 
Commentary on the Walnwayr Classic. See Shu.; 

Ching Chu 
Compass (magnetic). Stt Magnetic compass 
Compan-earO, a.t9, a88 If., 334 

Compass-points. Sit Azimuthal compasa-poinu 
ComplSSel (geometrical), '5-17 
Compendiumoflnformation. See ThungChihUhh 
Complete Treatise on Siting in relation to the 

Two Geodic Currenl$. See Yin Yalfg Erh 
Chai Chhiian Shu. 

Comprehensive discussions at the White T�r 
Lodge. See Pai Hu. Thrmg 1'1 Lu.n 

Computing-machines, a59ff., a6), )aa 
Condensation vacuum, 70 
Confidential intelligence about the Magnetic 

Compus. See 1.0 Ching Pi Chhiao 
Confucianism, IS, 53 
Confucius, )4, 6., 88, 164 
Conjurors, II), a36, 26S 
Co:lIact and coincidence, a-3 
Continuity, a7 ff., 60, I)S 

and discontinuity, 3, 14 
Contour mapping, a4a 
Com'ersations and Discourses (of Confuciu.). 

See L,m Yii 
Cook, R. M. & Bebh4!, J. C., 3 1 .  
Coordiflstes, invefltion of, sS 
Cosmogony. centrifugal, S, 56 
CosmolokY, xxxii, 5a-], 3a, (d) 

and the diviner', board, a65 
COUlHer trip-scales, a7 (b) 
Counting·rods, '04 (a) 
Courant, M. (2), la6, 127, 2'9 
Coxe.er, Longuet-Higgins & Millet, 93 
Cranes (birds), t49 
Crash-cymbals. See Po 
'Crossbow-Bullet Chess.' Sit Chess 
Cruses, 7S-<} 
da Cruz, Gll5par (Porruguese Dominican I!. + 15.0 

to + '570, in China in + 1556), a17, a2S 
'Crystal' vessels, 108 
Culin, 5., 3a9, 3J I 
Cupping, 38 
CUJCu.ta JinmnJ (parasitic plant), 31 (b) 
Cycle or .piral of fifths, 172 If., 176 ff., .84 (b), 

212 ff., a14-15, alS ff. 
Cyclic recurrence, 9-11, J a� (f) 
Cyclic-J characters, a86, a97, 304 
Cyclic-I world-c-tsstrophel, I I 
Cypress, a50 

Dallabella, J. A. (Porruguese physiciu, + '797), 
'3' 

Damascus, aSa 
Damiani, Peter (+ tOOl), 31S 
Dances, '4a, '48 (f., '59, 186, aos 
Dark glasses. S.:.: Spectacles 
Dark_room practice, .89 (s) 
Dating, magnetometric, 309-11, 314 
Dau,iat, J. (.), a36 
Dawnas, M. (historian or &(:ience), xxvi , 396 
Dawson, H. C. (writer on religion and progress), 

=" 
Dsysk longhouse gong_ensembles, xxxiii, 'fa 
lli A�ipondl!rantjbrlJ, aa 
Dt Spuu/i" 86 
lH Sympathia ", A"tipathia Rn-u."" 60 



INDEX 

De Vtntis, IJS 
Decimal ay.tem. 42-J. 173. <1101 (b) 
Declination. Ste Magnetic declination 
Demibille. P. (I). 90 (<II). '<>4. 116 
Democritus. 13. 60. 83, <1108, <113 1  
Density of liquid., 41-2 
Daagulien, J. T. (French physicist, + 1683 to 

+ 1744), <117 (b) 
Descanes, Ren�, 13, 58 
Description of Cambodia. See Chm-La Fbig 

Thu Chi 
DtKlller, <116 
Deus Otiosl.L'l, 61 
Dew, cult of, 119-90 
Diagram of the Supreme Pole (Thai Chi Thu), a75 
Diagrams of the Inclining Vessels of the Lu 

Officiants. See Lu Shih Chhi Chu Thu 
Dial-and-pointer aYSlem of calculation, 260 
Dial. and self-ugistering meters, 266 
Dialonic scale. Su Scales 
Dice, 3a8, 3J2 
Dicing boards. J26 
DinoAagdhlles, 7S 
Diocles (- 2nd-cenlury mathematician and phy.i-

cill). 86 (a), 89 (d) 
Dioienea of Apollonia ( - 5th century), <1)1 
Diogenes LaertiU$ ( +  3rd century), 237 
Diopter, 12<11 (c) 
DioptriQ,85 
Dipper. Su Guat Beat 
Diteccions and Chhi of the Floating Needle 

(diagram), 303-4 
• Directors of Fire Ceremonies ', 87 
• Directors of Sun Fiu', 87 
Discoune on the Heavens. See Lun Thin! 
Discourse on OptiQ. See KlUJng Lun 
Discourse on Proper Distinctions. See Pim 

Chblg Lun 
Discourses on Salt and Iron. See Ym Thith 

L •• 
Discourses on the (ancient feudal) States. See 

Kuo y" 
Discourses Weighed in the nalance. See lAm 

lUng 
Discussions on the Dispenal of Doubts. See 

Chhu I Shuo nUQn 
Distillation, :nix, 79 
'Ditties of no tone', 160 (d) 
Divination, 90, IJ6 fl., <IIJO, :t39 fl., 268, Z78, 

3'4 ff. 
and acoustic phenomena, 130, 136 fl. 

Diviner'l board, z30, zS8, :t6o, z6:t fl., 272, :t78, 
a81, <119J, z96-7. 304, J'S, 32'. J2J, 325, 
m 

DObereiner, J. W. (,8Z9), ,oJ 
Dodder (parasitic plant), J I  
Dodecaphonic mUlic, '7' (f), 214 
Dominoes, 3z8-9, 33<11 
Dongt6n culture, 19<11 (f) 
Double-acting piston bellows, 70 (I) 
Double_pace, 52 (a) 
Drachmann, A. G. (historian of technology), xxx 
'Drt.gon' -fiu, 65 ff. 

Dragon •• 74, 2J], 284 
Dream Pool Essays. See Mmg Chhi Pi Tha .. 
Duams of the Gloriu of the Eastern Capital. See 

Tu", Ch;.,g Mbig HIUJ Lu 
Dreams of the North and Trifling Talk. See 

Pa Mmg So Yen 
Drehbel, Cornelius (+ 16Jo), 12J 
Drews, R. A., 69 
Drums (musical inltl'uments). n7. '5], 156, 

158-9, 161, 209 
pots used as, 19J 
See also Ao yii., HIking, Ku (Chit1l '\'u), Ku tang. 

Mu )Iii, 17Iao, Ya, y" paNg 
Dry suspensions. Stt Magnetic compass needle 
Ducro5, H., 24 
Dugas, R., 22, 57 
Duhamel, J. P. F. (French chemist), 67 
Duhem (,), 60 
'Dumb bells', 218 
Duration, 2, J, 55, 56 
the Dutch. 289 290, 3J4 
Duyvcndlk,1- ]. L., 119, 228, 285 
DynamiC!, ', 55 fl. 

poverty of Chinese discussiolll on, xxiii, 59-60 

the Earlh 
circumference of, 52-3 
magnetic field properties of, J09-11 
shape of, 52-3, 54 (c) 

Eastern Roman Empire. J25 
Echinoderms, JI 
Echo-lIOunding, in the detection of shoals of fish, 

'" 
Echoes, experimentJ with. Z09 
Eclipses, 7-8 

IIOlar. 98 
Ecliptic, obliquity of, 47 (a) 
'Economic lamps ', 79 
Edkins, J., 280, 299, 309 
'Effluvia', doctrines of, 60 
Eggs, usc in brine_tt$ting, 42 
Egypt, 21, 24, J7, 89. 90 (a), 101, 177-8, J'9, 

3" 
Eight Kua method of calculation, 259--t>o 
Eitel, E. 1·, <1199 
Electric allraction, 33 
Electricity, ., 64 (g), 74, 238 
Electroluminescence, 71--:t, 74 
Electrostatic phenomena, 2J7-8 
Electrum, 237 
Elephant, weighing of Ihe, 39 
'Elephanl-chess.' Su Chess 
Ellis, A. J. (I), 215-17 
Embassies 

from China: to Cambodia in + 1 :t96, Z84; 10 
Korea in + 1 122, 280; to Liu-Chhiu in 
+ 1756, 288; to Siam (Chhih-Thu) in + 607, 
. .  , 

from Chola king KuIOlla�g. I to China in 
+ 1077, tlO 

from Kashmir to China in + 641, 115 
from Lin-l to China in + 6Jo, 115 
from Maglldha to China in +641, 115 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
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Empedocles of Akngu (- sth century), 37 (0, 
8S (b), 231 

'End-effect', ,86 (d). 21), :tl3-4 
Enginuring, 1, 1I0 
England. )11  
'tniame le.rique', 27 (b) 
Ennin (Japanese scholar-monk, +793 to +864. 

travelled in China, +839). 115. a81 
Entry into Learning (encyclopaedia). See ehltu 

H$iUh Chi 
Enun (Japanese monk and cosmologist), 34 (b) 
Epicureans, '3. 33 

theory of vision, 8). 8s. 86 
Equal temp<:r&ment, xxiii, xxvii, :lin fr. 

Chu T.ai-Yil's discovery of the mathematical 
formula of, 210 fr. 

possible transmis.sion from China to Europe, 
:ZZ4-8 

Equilibria, theory of, 2) 
Equinoctial precession, 301 (b), )1) 
EratOSlhcnes (-:1.76 to - 1 96), 44-5 
E�h Ya encydopaedia, 75, 160, 269 
u,J E,caqu�s, )15 
Et(;()rial library, :US (e) 
Eskimo. Set Central Eskimo 
Essay on the Golden Lion. See Chin Shih· Tzu 

Chong 
Esstntial Meaning of the Standard Pitch-pipe$. 

See Lu Lu Chi,., I 
Euentials of the Sundial. See KhuriJih Chi YtlO 
Eaterer, M., 20 
Etruscan augury, 298 
Etrusan cinerary casket, 21 
Euclid, 85, 89 (d), 172 
Eudoxus of Cnidus (e. -�09 to -356), 182 (e) 
Europe, I ,  12, 20, 25, 33, �2, 50fr., 64, 70-1, 99, 

102, 118 ff., 190, 225-6, 229 fr., 236, 245 ff., 
275, 279-80, 289 fr., 298, j07 ff., 313, 318, 329 

European music. SUi Music 
Evolution, 5 
Expedition,. SUi Voyages and expeditions 
Explanation of Sounds and Technical Terms in 

the Vinaya. 5« I Chhitlh Ching Yin I 
Exploitation of the \Vorks of Nature. See Thim 

Kung Khoi Wu 
Exuviae, animal, 73-4 
'Eye-beads ', 102 
Eye diseases, 1 (c) 
Eye-glanes. Silil Spectacles 
Eye-screens, 121 (c) 

Fa-Hsien (+ sth-century monk and travener), 
258 (b), 281 

Fa-Lin (monk, c. +630), 271 
Fa-Tsang (monk, +704), 92 
Fair Winds for Escort. See Shun Fing Hriang 

SunK 
Falling bodies, J3, 58 
'False jade', IO<}-""IO 
F.lse Science Exposed. 5« Hekijtl ShfJgtltl 
F.n Chh!ng_ T. (Sung scholar), 124 
Fan chinK .hiII, 313-14 
Fan I-Pin (Chhing gcomancer, c. + 1736), 300-1 
Fan Li (merchant .nd statesman), 26<) 

Fang-Chou na YtItI (Reminiscen� of (Ch.ng) 
Fang_Chou), It9 

Fa..,_hno.n,g (st.nd of metal plates), 165 (e), 166 
Fang I-Chih (scientific encyclopaedist, + 1664), 

3<>9 
Far-See'ing Optiek Glass. See Yuan Ching Shuo 
Farad.y, Michael, 125 
Feather dances, 149, 205 
Fei Hsin (officer of CMng Ho, + 1436), 313 
Fe. Wei (legendary archer), 29 (b) 
Fin (accelerated motion), 19 
Ft!ng Chen ('scam needle'), 299-300, 303 fr., 313 
F!ng Hou (legendary engineer), 270 
Fbtg Su 111"'11 / (Meanings of Popular Traditions 

and CU51oms), la7 
Field physics, I. la, 37, 60, 229 fr. 
Fighting chess-men. Su Chess_men 
Filliozat, J. (I), 135 
Firdausl of TCls (+ loth_century Persian poet), 

3" 
Fire, 64 fT. 
Fire-drill, 70, 87 
Fire_making, 62, 70, 87 
' Fire-pearls', 113, I t4-15 
Fire_piston, 70 
Fire-scr�ns, I IS 
' Fire-times ', I 12 (a) 
Firefl,es, 75-6 
Filh-shaped compass. Stt Magnetic compass 
Fi�h-5hapcd w<Iouden drum, 1�9 (e) 
Fish talisman, 254 
Fish, te<:hnique for detection of, a 10 
Fishes, means of orientation of, 86 

' FIsh" ,,·e$ and morns dancers', 309 (d) 
Five Assorted Offering_Trays. See WI< Tso. Tn! 
the Five Coloun, 164 (e) 
the Five Elements, 9, 74, 156, 272, 306, 321-2 
Five Transmiued Teachings in Geomanc)'. 5« 

Ti Li IV .. Chwh 
Flamethrowen, 68 
Flash-pomt, 66 
Flint and &leel, 70 
Float valve, 37 (f) 
Floating bridges. Su Bridges 
Floating-compass. See Magnetic compass, 

floating_ ; omi Magnetic compass needle, 
floating 

Florence, t20 
Flotation, 39ff. 
Fluorescence, 71 
Flutes (musical inuruments), 1$3, 21S 

See abo Chhih, Htiilln, Tung 
Focal point, 82, 84, 91, 94, 97""9 

relation with pinhole, 82, 98 
Folk-lore, 30, 31 
de Fontaney, Jean (Jesuit utronomer and 

physicist, + 1643 to + 1710), 310 
Foot-rulcs, 43 
Forbes, R. J. (historian of technology), I.I% 
Force, 19-20 

and motion, 56 
Forke, A. (J), 83, 201); (4), 78; (u), 116; (17) 201) 
Fortification technology, 209 
Fortnighlly periods. 5« Chhi 
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FoUl' phatel of natural cycles, II  
Fournier, Georges ( +  16'43), 291 (I) 
Fowling arrows, 29 (c) 
Fox-Head Book,. See Hu Shoo 
Fraeastorius, Hieronymus ( +  1484 to + 1553), 60 
'Frameless lamps', 103 (h) 
France, 71 
Free flU of bodies. Su Faning bodies 
Free reed, 21 1-12 
French Academy of Sciences, 54 (b), 55 
Frescoes. Set Tunhuang cave-Icmples 
Fre�, of musical instrumcnts, 215, 2:U 
Friction, 56 

production of hcat by, 62, 66 
as caU$C of sound, 206 

Frit gla.u, 101 (C), 104, 107 
Fu Chhien (+ 2nd-ccntury commentator), 137 
Fu ChU h8icn·.eng (' Mr Dox-.on-his-Back', patron 

saint of mirror·polishcrs), 91 
Fu-H,i (mythical ruler), 296-7. 301, 308 
Fu-lil18 (parasitic fungus), 31, 238 
Fu-Nan. Su Cambodia 
Fu-Sang, 114 
Fukien, 210 
Fukien school of geomancy, <142, 282, 305 
Fu/g(ll'a ttmdelaria. See Candle-fly 
Fulke, W. (+ 1571), 325 

Galen, 12, 42 
Galilee, Dtvii, IS, 28, 57 ff. 
Ie Gan, 5., 4 
Galpin, F. W., 194 
Gambling games, 329 
Gam-don (IWinese), 142 
Gamut of twelve notes, 169 ff. 
'Ganchow hsien·sblg', 242, 282 
GandhIra, lOS, loS (g), 10<), 237 

sculptures of, 26 
Gandt, 5., 4 
Guden of Discourses. See ShlUJ Yuan 
Garden of Strange Things. See I Yutm 
Gas. Su Natural gu 
Gassendi, PietTc, 13 
Gales made of lodestone, 235 
Glubil, Antoine Uesuit scientist and historian of 

science, + ,689 to + 1759), 46, 49, 126, 258, 
'" 

Glutama Siddhllrtha. Su ChhUthan Hsi-Ta 
Geiringer, K., 195 
Gellibrand, Hcnry (+ 1635), 312 (c) 
'Generation, superior and inferior' (the system 

by which the notes of the Chinese gamut werc 
obtained), 173 

• Gentlemen of Ganchow', 242 
'Genuine' and 'imitation' things, 1 1 2�13 
Geodic currents, 241 
Geomancy, 239ff., 270, 28r, 286, 291, 307, 311 ,  

m 
divi.ion into two schools, 242, 282 
Ming and Chhilli: literature on, 300 (b) 

Geomantic compass. Su Magnetic compass 
�metrical point, 3, 28 
Geometry, 3ff., I I, 15, 78, 118 

Geophones, 20<) ff. 
Germany, 26, 71, 308, 329 
'Germ,.' See Chi 
Gibbon, Edward, 231 
Gilbert, Willi.m, 230, 152 (f) 
Giles, H. A., 244 
Gimbals, 78, 289 (f) 
Gioja, Havio, of Amalli, 231 (.), 249, 289 
Giordano of Pisa (friar, + 1306), 120 
Giovio, raolo (histori.n, + 1550), 225 
Glanville, S. R. K., 24 
Glass, 99 fT. 

composition, 100--3 
earliest Chinese, 101, 103 
oldest piece of, 101 
pyrex type of, 110 
technical lerms, 104--6, 110 
technology, 101 If. 
transparency, 103-4 

Glass-blowing, 103 (h), 149 (e) 
'Glass-mak�r's salts', 107 (g) 
Glass rods, 104 
Glass scrcens, 109 
Glass vessels, 108 
Glow-worms, 75 
Glyphomantic soothsayers, 314 (d) 
Gnomon, 15 (d), 43 ff., 51, 259, 270 

at Yang-chheng, 46, So 
Gnomon .hadow template, 43 
Gobi deserl, 109 
Gode, P. K., 110 
Gold, 39, 108 
Gonga, 145 (g), 207 

Sec also 1..0, TUn IlIU 
Govi, M., 96 
Grain-packing metrology, 20t fl. 
Grain-scoops, 200 
Grat:itas J«1Indum filum, 58 
Gravity, 33, 57, 58, 60 

centre of, 34-5 
specific, 39""42 

The Great Appendix (of the J Chi..g). See Ta 
Chuan 

Great Bear, 262, 264 (b), 265 ff., 272-3, 280, 
314-15, 323-4, 330, 333 

The Great Pharmacopoeia. See Pin TJhao Kong 
M. 

Great wan, So, 240 
Greece, 17, 178 
Greek acoustics, 128 
Greek Anthology, 292 
Greek Fire, 67-8 
Greek mechanics, 57 
Greek medicine, 135 
Greck music. See Music 
Greek optics. See Optics 
Greeks, 12-14, 24, 61,  130, 156, 183, 233, 236, 

282, 297 
Gregory, J. C., 13 
de Groot, J. J. M., 293, 29<), 30<) 
Grosscteste, Robert ( +  1175 to + 1253), 118 
Guide through the Forest of Main. See Shih 

Lin Kll(Jng Chi 
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van Gulik, R. H., 131 
Gunpowder, 110 (e) 

used in bombs, 38 (f) 
Guyot de Proms ( +  1205), 246 
Gyrostatic wheel, 125 

de Haan, Bierens, 217 
H;1ba, Aloys (6. 1893), 219 (b) 
Hai Nri Shih Chou Chi (R«ord of the Ten Sea 

Islands), 75 
Hai Tao Chm Ching (Seaways Compass Manual), 

'" 
Hoi Tao Ching (Manual of Sailing Directions), 

'" 
Hai Taa I Chih Cluli LUth (Brief Selection of Lost 

Records of the Isles of the Sea), 235, 289 
Hoi Woi I Chi (Record of Strange Things Beyond 

the Seas), 77 
Hoi Ym llsien Thu Ching (Illustrated Historical 

Geography of Sea-Salt City), 75 
l'lainan, 284 
Hall, A. R., 90 
Halley, Edmund (+ 1699), 312 (e) 
Haloun, Gustav, 30-1 
Han (dynasty), 5, 7, II,  23, 25 fr., 30, 35. 43, 66, 6<), 

75-6, 79, 89 fr., 104, 133, 140, 151,  IS2, ISS, 
192, 200, 213, 240, 271, 278, 2\)6, 304, 327 

Han An 'ri. Su An Ti (Han emperor) 
Han Chhfng Ti. Su Chhtng Ti (Han emperor) 
Han-ehia, 79 
Han £ (legendary singer), 30 
Han Fri Tzu (Book of Master Han Fei), '36, 

'7" 
Han Hsin (- 2nd-century general), 3 '9 (f) 
Han Lung Ching (Manual of the Moving Dragon), 

'" 
Han relief po$sibly showing lodestone spoon, 

267-8 
Han Slrih tvai Chuml (Moral Discourses iUu

stratins the Han Text of the Book of Odu), 
59. 

Han tomba, 102, 103, 1 10, 263, 32S 
Han tv"" TJhung_Shu (Collection of Dooks of the 

Han and Wei Dynasties), 274 
I-Ian Wu 1'i. Su Wu Ti (Han emperor) 
Han Yil (Sung prime minister, + 1210), 273 
Hong Hai Chen Ching (Sailors' Compass Manual), 

'" 
Hangehow, 71, 124, 280, 284, 329 
Hantan Chhun (+ 3rd-eentury writer), 327 
Harada & Tuawa, 263 
'Hard wind', 207 (a) 
Harland, B., 312 
Harland, W. A., 253 
Harmonic progreuion, 17S-80 
Harmonica, 211  
Harmonium, 2'2 
Harmony of the spheres, IS2 
Harness, equine, xxxi 
Harps (musical instruments), .65, (e) 182 

See also Khung_hou 
Harpsichord,217 
Hartmann, Georg (+ 154·d, 3'4 

Hartner, W., xxvi, 169 
Harvey, E. Newton, 77 
Harvev, \Villiam, xxxi, 73 
HlIshi.:ooto, M., 245, %74, 301. 306 
Haskins, C. H., 2,,8 
Hauser (I), 3S 
Hearing, 207-9 
Heal, I ,  12, 62 If. 
fItkl}a Sh"gm (False Science Exposed), 33 
Helicopter top, xxvii, 125, .89 (g) 
Hellenistic 8$lronomy, 53 
Heller (I), 63 
Hellmann, G., 308 
von Helmholtt, H. L. F., 213, 2'5 
van Helmont, F. M., 60 
van Helmont, J. n., 60 
Heptatonic seale. Set Seales (musical) 
Heracleitus of Ephesus (e. -500), 61 
Heraclius (+ loth-century monk), 101 (h) 
Hermogencs, 236 
Herodotus (-5th century), %'0, 237 
Heron of Alexandria (fl. + 62), XXX, 34, 86 
Herrada. Set de Rada, MartIn 
Heusler alloys, 235 U) 
He)'tcsbury, William (fl. + I3JO to + 1 371), 57 
!-lieron's crown, 39 
Himala)'as. Su Khun-Lun mountains 
Himly, K., 321 
Hipparehus (c. - '40), 48, 57 
Uippasus, t32 
Hippocratic corpus, 27, 38 (h), 135 
Hirth, F., xxix, 106. 280 
Hilt(}ria Sui Tnnporif, 2a5 
Historical Clas.sic. See Shu. Ching 
Historieal Records. See Shih Chi 
History of the Chin Dynasty. Ste Chin Shu 
l'listor)' of the Former Han Dynasty. See Chhien 

Han Shu 
History of the Later Han Dynasty. See Hou /Ian 

Sh" 
History of the (Liu) Sung Dynasty. See Sung Shu 
History of Ihe Ming Dynasty. See /Ifin, Shih 
History of the (Northern) Chou Dynasty. See 

Chou Shu 
History of the Northern Dynasties. See Pt; Shih 
History of the Southern Dynasties. See Nan Shih 
History of the Sui Dynasty. See Sui Shu 
History of the Sung Dynasty. See Sung Shih 
History of the Three Kingdoms. See Son Kuo 

Chih 
History and Topography orthe Lo-fou Mount�ins. 

See lA-Fau. Shan ChilI 
History of the Yuan Dynasty. See Yuan Shih 
1-10 Chh�ng-Thien (astronomcr, +370 to +447), 

219-20 
Ho Chhou (Sui technologist), 109 
Ho Tho (divination-eheu expert), 320 
Ho Thu diagram, 2')6 
Ho Tzu-Chhi ( +  16th century), 119 
Ho Wei (naturalist and alchcmist,ft. c. + 1095), 73 
Hodometer, 259 (b), 268 
Hollow vessels, as resonators, 209 
'Holy ignorance', 244 
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Homer, 237 
Hommel, R. P., 80, 122 
'HomoeomereilY', 92 (e) 
Honan, 46, So 
Honey, W. B., 104 
Honoriu, of Aulun (+ 1 1th cenlury), 4 
Hooke, Roben, 12, 28, 114 
Hoppe, E. (I), 245 
von HornOOSlel, E. M., 182 
Horwitz, H. 1'., 38, 8S 
Hot .... ir balloons, ll4 (e) 
Hou chJ.i ('obaerving the chJ.i '), 137, IS6 ff., 189 
Ho .. Cho .. Shu.. See Chou. Shu. 
H� Ha" Sh .. (History of the Later Han Dynasty), 

ISS, 321, 328 
Hou Khuei (le�ndary musician). S« Khuei 
Hou Sha" Tho" T.hu."g (Collected Discussionl at 

Hou Shan), 94 
Hou Thien 'yslem, 262, 296-7 
Hour.glas., 290 (a) 
Hri (game of chess, or divinalion by chess), 315 
Hli Chi"g Tla Chi (Miscellaneous Record. of the 

WeSlem Capital), 91, ll3 
Hli Khang (poet and Taoist, +223 to +262), 132 
H#. Yang CMtJo Klmg Tim L .. (Record of the 

Tributary Countries of the Westem Oce.ns), 
,8, 

H#· Yang Chi. Sec San Pao Thai·Chin! Hsia 
H#· Yang Chi Thu..., Su. Y", / 

fbi. inch, 221 (c) 
Hria Jill Chi (Records of Leisure Houn), III 
Hsi.hou Tun (�neral), 327 
Hriong (cheu term), 3'9 ff., 315 
Hlio"g (drum), ISO, ISS 
H#ang (,facing'), 157 
Hria"g chhi. Stt Chess and Image.chess 
Hsiang Chi"g (Image·ches3 Manual), 3z0 
//rwng Chi"g Fa Thi I (The Substance and Main 

Idea of the Image·chess Manual), 310 
H.w,", Sho" Yeh Lu (Rustic Notes from Hliang_ 

Ihan), 7fi 
Hsiang Yen Lu.{The Smoke or Hunln Hunlu), 101) 
Hlilmg Yi" Shih Yo Phu, 1)1,  15a 
Hriao (pan-pipes), 14!i ff., 153 (c), 181 ff. 
Hliao Yen. See Wu Ti (Liang emperor) 
lUieh Ho-Chhing (Sung geomantic writer), J04. 

m 
Hsieh Tsai-Hang (writer, + 1573 to + 1619), 136 
H#en chih (local topographies), 54 (c) 
Hsien Thien system, 296-7, 301 
H,ien Tlung (Thang emperor, f. +80s to +S20), 

'59 
H#enmm Shih Fa (The Shaman Method of U.ing 

the Diviner's Board), 1169 
115in_an (ceillre for c<>mpass-makcf,), 1194 
H#n Ch ing (Canon of the Core or Ihe Earth, 

geomanl;c book), 346 
H#n Chi,., (pop .... lar name for the Proj"d-p6,o

mitd Satra). 1:11 
Hrin Thong Shu (New History of the Thang 

Dynasty), IIS-16 
Hling Chilo Shbig Lan (Triwnphant Vi.ions of the 

818rry Raft), 313 
Hsing Lung Sh!ng (reed organ), :111 

H,ing YUn-Lu (calendar eJ:pert, + 157) 10 
+ 1610), 190 

Haintu Fang ( +  6tn-century mathematician and 
surveyor), 3S, 189 

H#u (equatorial lunar mansions), :ISS, 16:1, :l6S. 
31:1, 32:1 ff. 

transference to uimulh, 26s 
Hsiung Ming-YO (astronomer and geographer, 

fl- + 1601 to + 164S), 288 
Hsiung San-Pa. S" de Unis, Sabbath;n 
H,il Chhuan (+986), 1157 
Hsil Chien (Thang eneyclopaedist, c. +700), 1:17 
Hail Chih-Mo (Ming geomancer, c. + 1570), 24:1, 

3<>9 
Hail Chih-O (Sunitoiih official), 76 
Hsu Cning (ft- + 1124). 280 
Htu H"" Shu (Addenda 10 the Han HisIOry), 1 1 6  
Hsu Shen (Han lexicographer, + IZI), 2S6 
Hsu Yo (Later Han mathematician), 4, 1159 
Hliitiln (globular flute), 145 ff. 
Hliitiln chn. (' myueriOUI '  or 'suspended ' needle), 

aS9 (b), 173, 114, 275 
Hsiian NU, 303 
Hriia" Ihih (' mytterious stone '), zs I 
Hailan-Ying (Thani Buddhist monk and scholar), 

lOS, 106 
Hsileh Chhfng (mechanician, + S)8), 3S 
Hsun Chho (historian, fl. + 3 1:1), ISS 
H.siin HsU (acoustics expen, d. + 289), 185 
HI"" Tzu (Book of MaSler HsUn), )4, S9 
Hu ,Min (violin), 117 (b) 
111,1. Kanll Tzu. 308 (d) 
Hu Lung (army commander, + 15th cemury), 119 
H .. Sho .. (Fox-Head nooh), )07-8 
Hu Wei (Chhing schollr and geographer), 297 
HUll Shu (Book of the Transformations (in 

Nature)), 9:1, 116, :106 
Huai No" Tzu (The Book of (the Prince of) 

Huai-Nan), IS, 2), 61, 73, 79, 8S, 90, 106, 
I I I ,  159, 161, 169. lSI, 218, 1131, 257. 165. 2S1 

Hwzi Nan IVan Pi Shu (The Ttn Thousand 
Infallible Ans of the Prince of Huai-Nan), 
6<}, 91, 9), :1):1, :1)7, zS4 (a), n9, 2SI, 316 

HU21·Ping (monk and engineer, c. + 1064), 40-1 
Huai River, 161 
Huan Wen ( + 347 10 +373), :Zog 
Huang (reed, of musicil instrument), 11 1 1  
Huang-chung (pipc, bell, or notc), 45, 171,  173. 

17S. '7S-9, IS7-S, 200-' 
dimensions. 21:1-'4 

Huang Kan (Sung philosopher), 73 
Huang Sheng_Tsfng (+ 1510), 285 
Huang Shih Kung (Ihe Old Gentleman of the 

Yellow Slone), 326 
. 

Huang Ti (legendary Yellow Emperor), 6 .. , 
17S�, lSI, 259, 370 

HIMttg Ti Nti Ching. Su Win (The Yellow 
EmperM'. Manual of internal Medicine; the 
Plain Questions), 5--\0 

Huang- Yu H,i" Yo Th .. Chi (New illUSlrated 
Record of Musical Mailers of Ihe Huang-Yu 
reign-period), 2S 

Hui Shih (logician), 911 
Hui-Yuan (Thing monk), 40 
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Huihsien bronze bow!, 1,,2 (g) 
Hui,.,ing, ) 1  J 
Hum-note, of bells, 195 
von Humboldt, Alexander (1834), 244 
Hummel, A. W. (6), 288; (IS). 329 
• Humming-tubes', IJS If., ISO, 184. 19' 
Hundred Hi-"tlS !ka of Learning. See Pai ChhllDII 

Hsiith Hai 
Hila chhi. Stt Mica 
HUG-chll. Su ' Fire-pearls' 
Huttonian geology, xxvii 
Huygenl, ChrlSlian (physicist), [2, 58 
Hyalol, .18 
Hydcrabad. 282 
Hydrodynamics, 33 
Hydrostatic 'trick' vessels. Su ' Advisory' in_ 

clining vessels 
Hydrostatic "<encls, use in tuning, '92-4-
HydrOStatics, I, 1 5  
Hygroscopion, 42 

I (chcss-like game), )19, 322 
/ Clroo Li(lQ Tsa Chi (Miscdlanoous Hecords from 

the I-Chao Cottage), 37 
J ,hhi. Su ' Advisory' inclining vessels 
I Chllith Ching Yin I (Explanation of Sounds and 

Technical Terms in the Vinaya), 105 
I-Ching (monk and traveller, +7th century), 258 
I Ching (Book of Changes), 5, 10, 14, 6 1 ,  242, 243, 

" ,  
I-Hsing (+8th-century Buddhist monk, mathe_ 

matician and astronomer), 4Sff., 50ff., 299. 
301-2 

I-nan tomb reliefs. 142 (go) 
I Yuan (Garden of Strangt: Things), 326 
lamblichus (ft. + )00), 178, ,So 
Ibn BAliah (If. + 1 1 1 8 10 + I 1)8), 57 
Ibn al·Haitham (Alhazen, phrsicist, +965 to 

+ 10)9), 58, 78, 86, 98-<,1, 1 1 8  
Ibn l:lazm al-Andalusl, Abil Mubammad 'Ali 

( + 994 to + 1064), 247-8 
Ibn al-NafTs (+ 1210 to + 1288), "",'ii 
Ibn ShAkir, MOsll (+ 803 to +873), 35 
Ibn Vilnu! (astronomer, c. + 1007), z47 
Ice, origin of rock-crystal from, 106, 1 1 0  (g), 1 '1 

use of, as burning_lens, 113-14 
Ignis fatuus. See l\"iaf$h-lights 
Ignis lambens, 74 
Ignition, by burning mirrors, 87 ff. 

by spOntaneous combustion, 66-8 
Illustrated Easy Expbnation of Ihe Magnetic 

Compas�. See Lo Ching Chien I Thll Chith 
Illuslrated Historical Geography of Sea·Salt City. 

See filii Ytn Htitn Th ... Ching 
Image.Chen. Stt Chess 
Image-Chen Manual. See Hsiang Ching 
' Image-hooking stone', 2J3 
Images 

infinite regreu of, 92 
invenion of, 82, 84, 97-9 

Imperial Longevity Permanent Calendar. See 
ShEng ShOll Wan Nien Li 

Impetus, 51-8, 6, (a) 

Incandescence, 7' 
Inclined planes, 56, s8, 59 
India, 90 (a), 108 (g), 114, 1 1 5 , 229, 258, 282, )14, 

318, 325, )28, 330, 332 
Indian astronomy, So, 5J 

restricted influence on Chinese, 5 1  
Indian atomism, I J  
Indian boa�, 2]5 (e) 
'Indian bread' (parasitic plant), 31 
Indian mathematics, 48, So 
Indian music, 16S 
'IndicaTor-plant', 261-2 
Indo-China, «, 45, So 
Indonesia, 142 

glass beads found in, 102 (e) 
Induction. See Magnetic inductIon 
Incrtia, 57, 60 
Infinite regress of images. Su Images 
Informal History. See Pai Shih llili Pien 
Infonnal Records of Famous Physicians. See 

Ming 1 Pieh LII 
Inscriptions 

on art objecl$, UI 
on bron�e mirron, 1 '3 
\Vu Liang 1'�hu tomb-shrines, lOS 

Insects, bioluminescent, 74-6 
Institutes of the Emperor Akbar. See If'ln_j Akbarl 
Institutions and Custonu of the Old Capital. See 

Wu Lin Chiu Shih 
Institutions of The Thang Dynasty. See Than.g 

Liu T�n 
Interconversion of mailer and energy, 135 
InTercu[tu",[ contacts, XlIvi fr., 2SS tc), J)2 
Internal combustion engine, 79 
Intrinsic rhYThm, 8-9 
Inlroduetion to the mue Ra"en Canon. See 

ehhing WI< llsii Yen 
Invcf$ion of the Great Bear on ,hih heaven-plates, 

264 (b) 
'n\'el'$ion of the image. See Images 
In\'esti�tion of the Calendars, New and Old. 

See KI< Chin Lii Li Khao 
fron (Ihi,"), attraction to lodestone, references to 

in Chinese texts on magnetism, 276, 278 
Iron bowls, ground smooth at edges, 38 
Iron-casting, 41 
Iron ore, non-magnetic. See Non-magnctic iron 

"" 
Iron oxen, 40-1 
' Irrational' numbers, 14 
lrrij:!ation works, ,6 (b) 
Irwin, E. ( + 1793), 3 1 9 (f) 
Italy, 120, J29, JJ4 

Jade, 1 I2-IJ 
Jade discs (cosmological symbols). See Pi 

emblems 
Jains, 13 
Jlmi' al-l:Iik�yilt (A Collector of Tales), 247 
Japan, 38, 68-9, 76, 96, 142, 287 ff., JI2, JJ4 
Japanese music, 165 
Japanese pirates, 28<) 
Japanese scholars, J3 
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Jartoux, Pierre Oesuit mathematician and carto_ 
grapher, + 1668 to + 1720), 54 (e), 310 

Jen Fang (c. + 500), 270 
Jen Kuang ( +  1 126), )17 
Jen Shih-ChUn (c. +780), 38 
Jen Tsung (Sung emperor, + 1023 to + 106) , 67 
jm-tzu days, 1 1 3  
Jesuits,54,64, 1 17, 128,225-6,229,2#,258, 289{a) 

lind rationalism, :1# 
'Jew's harp ', 211 (e) 
jih Kun Pn }{hao (A Study on the Construction 

of Sundials), 3'0 
John of Monte Corvino ( +  1294), uS 
jOUTM1 of Ihe Asiatic Socitty, 95 
Juan I (c. + '050), 25 
Judges, 121 
Jugglers and acrobats, 268 (b) 
lui-pin, note, 171, 175 
Julien, Stanislu, 96 
lung Chh!ng, 181, 159 
Just intonation, 167-8, 214 fr., 210 

Ka; tchange of position), 81 (al 
Kakki (vital foree), 33 
Kaleidoscope, 83, 93 
Kalpa (Indian time_period), I I  
Kammeu:r, A., ?r 
Kan Pao (fl. +310), 191 
Kiln Shih-Wang (Ming geomantic writer), )00 
Kan Ying (legendary archer), 19 (b) 
Kan Ying Lei Tthung Chih (Record of the Mutual 

Resonances of Things), 91 (b) 
Kansu, 119, taO 
Kanz al-Tijifr, :l4? 

See KiliJb Kanz a1-TijiIr 
Kao Chhblg (Sung encyclopaediat), 310, 316 
Kao Yen.Hsiu, 121 
Kao Yu ( +  )rd-century commentator), 88, 112  (a), 

232 (e) 
Kaothang Lung ( +  3rd-century mathematician), 

88,98 
Karlgren, R, 1)3, I H  
Kashmir, • 1 5  
K�ng Haiin (Sui engineer and instrument-m1ker, 

fl· +605), )5 
KenzO, Haynhi (I), 165 
Kepler, 188 
Kedl, Johann Caspar {+ 1627 to + 1693), 2.6 
Kerulen River, 51 
Keys (music'll), 167 fr. 
Kh'li_l-bi u:ign_period, 295 
Khai- Yuan Chan Ching (Treatise of the Kh'li

Yuan reign-period on Aslronomy and 
Astrology), 50 

Khai_Yuan u:ign-period. 45 fr., '94 (b) 
Khaif�ng, 180, 31) 
Khong-Hsi Chi [hia Ko lVu Pier> (Scientific 

Observations made in Our Leisure Hours, 
by the Khang-lisi emperor), 310 

the Khang_Hsi emperor (Chhing, + 17th century), 
54-5, 310 

Khao Kung Chi (Artificers' Record), a HClion of 
the Chou Li, q.v. 

Khotan, '0<} 

Khou Tsung-Shih (+ I:uh-cenlury pharma_ 
ceutical naturalist), :l51-a, a9), )06 

Khuai (small lumps), 4-5 
Khuang (Chou musician). Su Shih Khuang 
Khuei (legendary musician), 147, 159 
Khun Jih Ghhi (Apparalus for Oelennining the 

Sun', Posilion), 310 
KhunJih Chhicn Shuo (Elementary Account of the 

Sun'. Motion), ) 1 0  
KhunJih Ch; Yao (Esscnlial. of the Sundial), 3 1 0  
Khun-Lun mountains, )0<} 
Kh.lng_ho .. (harp), 165 (e) 
Khung Ying-T'I (commentator, + 574 10 +648), 

" 3 
Kiln walls, thermo_�manent magnetism in, 3 1 1  
aJ-Kindl ( +  9th century), 181 
Kinetic theory, 6) 
Kinetics, 5S 
Kingfisher, 149 
The Kinship of the Three. See T�han Thung 

Chhi 
Kircher, Athanasius (Jesuit scientisl, + .601 to 

+ 1680), 98, 107, 113 
Kit4b jI'I_Yiyol (Book of Ingenious Contri· 

vances),35 
Kitdb KanlJ aI-Tijiir If Ma'rI/a! a!_al;.jiZr (The 

Merchant's Treasury of the Knowledge of 
Slones), 247 

Kitdb al· Tanbrh wa'l-lshr{J! (Book of the indica_ 
tion and Ihe Elevation), 4� (c) 

Kite, xxvii, 20 
Klaproth, J. (Gennan orientalist), 14<1, 256-7, 

'99 
Klemm, F. (historian and florilegist of techno-

logy), xxv 
Kling (Tamils, from Kalinga), 180 
'Kn'lek' -expertise, 19 (b) 
Ko Chil, Tfhao (Scientific Sketc.hes), 288 
Ko Hung (Pao Phu Tzu, Chin alchemist), 53, 

63 (g), 85, 88, 108, 261, 278, 28', 3'7 
Ko IVu Tsllu Thon, 276, 277 
Koizumi & Hamada, 264 
Kou:a, '01, '17, 141, 281 

diplomatic mission 10, 180 
Korean tombs, 'OJ (h), 163-4 
Koyrl!, A. () , 60 
Ku (sland-drum), 145 fr. 
Ku Chhi-Yuan ( +  '7th-century writer), 99 
Ku chM ... See Chhin 
Ku Chllllan f/"i (Treatise on Numismatics), 323-4 
Ku chi, 37 
Ku Cltin ClIu (Commentary on Things Old and 

New), 259 (b), 273-4, )05 
Ku Chin L" Li Khao (In\"Clligation of the 

Calendars, New and Old), .1)0 
Ku tang (glass drum), '49 (e) 
Kuo (Irigrams and hexagrams), 14, 242-), 262, 

:195 fr., 304, 308 
KIlon (pipe), '35 fr., '39, '52, '53, ,81, 191 
Kuan Lo (geomancer, + 10<) 10 + 256), :196, )02 
Kuan shih Ti Li Ch ih Ming (Master Kuan's 

Geom'lntic Instructor), 176, 302, )10 
Kuan T�u (The Book of Master Kuan), 30-1, )4, 

'40 
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Kwon Yin T.m (The Book of Master K..,an Yin). 

xxv II. 37. 'l09 
Kuanll LUT! (Disco..,�e on Optics), 1 1 7  
Kuanfl Ya dictionary, 100, a69 
Kuangtung. 108 

Viceroy of, a'l6 
Kuri Hsin Tsa Chih (Miscellaneous Information 

from Kuei-Hsin Street). 77. 
Kun Hsin TID Ch ih Hsu Chi, 95 
Kuti Ku Tzu (Book of the Devil Valley /I.·laster), 

6, a3a, a69 fr., a78 
Kuri Thitn LII (On Returning Home), )19 
Kuei Wan-Jung (+ 13th-century jurist), 66, 68 
Kulouanga I (Chola king. + 1077), 110  
Kung (note), J7.9, 140, 157 fT. 
Kungsun Th<!ng (diviner), a60 (b) 
Kuo Mo-Jo, 165 
Kuo Pho ( +  4th-century alchemist and com

mentator). 75, 7.33 
Kuo Shou-Ching ( + ,  Jth-eentury astronomtr, 

mathematician and engineer), SI (c), 1 17 
Kuo Tao-Yuan (official, musician and acoustics 

ell])ert, +847), 193 
Kuo Tshai-Chen (Thang Taoi,,), 81 (b) 
Kilo Yii (Discourses on the (ancient feudal) 

Slates), '40, l S I ,  163, 160ff., 18s, 109-200, 
7.04 ff., al9 

KushAn empire, lOS (g) 
Kuwahara, J., a80 

de Lacouperie, '1'., 106 
Lacquer 

moulding technique, 10) (h) 
ttsting of, 63 

' Ladle of majesty" a77.-) 
Lai Wen-Chiin (Sunggeomaneer, + 17.thcentury), 

7.99-300, 307 
Laloy (I), 13a 
Lamps, 7S-<), '03 (h), la4-5 
Lang Ying (Ming writer, + 1487 to + '566), 1 19 
Lange, H . •  309 
Lantern_slides, 12) (b) 
lAo Hsiith An Pi C},i (Notes from Ihe Hall of 

l..euned Old Age), 79, So 
Lapis lazuli, '04, ,06 (a) 
Lapis solaris. S� ' Bononian Slone' 
Laplace, S I  (c) 
Lasswit:.:, K. (t), 13 
Lasus (-sth century), 13a, ,8a (c) 
Later Han (dynasty), 87, 107, 297 
Latitude, 44 
Laufer, II. (Ia), 76; (14). 78, 99-100, 107, ' I I  if., 

(16), 1.8  
Lavoisier, 7.7 
Law of conservation of energy, 8 (e) 
Law of equality of the angle of incidence with the 

anllie of reflection, 83, 86 
Laws of Nature, xIvi, '5 (e), '7 
Layard, A. H. (I), 100 
Lead. in Chinese glass, 102-3, 109-10 
Lebanon, 101 
Lecomte, Louis (Jesuit trallelier and writer, 

+ t6SS to + '77.8), 309 (cl 

Legalists, 23 (b) 
Legends, a9, 3 1  

Arab, 92 (a) 
about the lodestone, 235 

Legge, J., 160 
Lei Hsiao (Liu Sung pharmaceutical and medica! 

writer), a34 
Lei Kung, 7.34 
Leibniz, 9a (e), 132 (cl 
Length measurement, 18, 43 fr. 
Lenses, xxiv, 78, 93, 99, 10.;, 1 1 1-18 

technical lenns, IIS-17 
of the eye, 99 

Leonardo da Vinci, xxvii, 7.8, 57, 59, 63, 94 (c), 99 
Leucippus, 13 
Le\"Cts, '5,7.7. fr. 
Lellis, J. H. (I), la6, 165 
Li (pattern, principle of organisation), 28, )0, 33 
Li Chi (Record of Rites), 23. 88, 1)9-<40, 156, 328 
Li Chih (+ I I  th-century writer), 27 
Li Ching (Thang general), 88 
Li/degree relation, S I fT. 
Li Fu Jen (coneuhine of the Han emperor \Vu), 

'" 
Li Hou Chu. Su Li Yi.i 
Li Kao (Thang prince), 35, 38, 62 
Li Kuei-Nien (fhang musician), 194 (b) 
Li MII-Tou. Su Ricci, M211eo 
Li Nien, 310 
Li Shih-Chen (pharmaceutical naturalist, + Is,8 

to + IS93), 64 fT., 7a. 75, 100, 1 14 fr., 190, 
'3' 

Li Shun-nng (Thang mathematician lind com_ 
mentalor), 47 (a), 50 

Li Shun-I (I), 127, 167. 
Li S5U (Chhin minister, -3Td cenwry), 193 
Li Tso-Hsien (Chhing numismatist), )2J 
Li Wri Toll. Wri J (Sytlem of the Majesty of the 

Ladle), 273 
Li Ying_Shih ( +  (602). 244 
Li Yii (Southern Thang emperor, r. +961 10 

+ 975, d. + 978), 76-7 
Li Yu-Heng (Ming geamantic writer, c. + IS70), 

'" 
Li Yuan (Thang palace official), 38 
Liang (dynasty), aH. 271 
J,im.g Chhi Man Chi}, (Bridge Pool Essays), 40 
Ua..g Sm Kung Chi (Tales of the Four Lords of 

Liang), " 4  
Liang Wu Ti. See Wu Ti (Liang emperor) 
Liang Yuan Ti. Su Yuan Ti (Liang emperor) 
Liao Chhiung-Ching (Min" geomancer), 240 (b) 
Libt7 Charasltmil, 25 (a) 
U/H,r Particuloril, 249 
Libra dtl Attdrt;>:, )25 
Lit" T2u (Book of Masler Lieh), 5, a8 fr., 106, 7.00 
Lieh Yii-Khou (Master Lieh), 33 
Lim (interconnectedness), 28, 3 1  
Light. Set Optics 
' Light-penetration mirrors ', xxix, 94-7 

douhle, 96 (b) 
Light-sources, 78 fr. 
Lightning, 66, 7S (a), 7.08 
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Lilly, William (astrologer, + 1602 to + 1681), 
1:Z:Z (i) 

Lin Hsiao-Kung {astronomer and mathematician, 
fl· + 581 to +604), 35 

Lin-i (capital of the Lin_I State), 45, 49 
Lin_I, king of, 115 
van der Linde, A., )14 
Ling (bell wilh clapper), 162, '94 
Ling. Duke of Wei (r. -533 10 -492). ,6, 
Ling eMi Ching (Spirit-ChCM Manual). )26 
Ling Chih Chhih (lake), 292 
Ling Lun (legendary minister of l'luang Til, 

178-<), 18., .86 
Lingchou Chiu (-6th-century official and 

acouSliC3 c:<pert), 219 
Linghu Sh�ng (cngin�r), 293 (b) 
' Lingual gesture ', lOS (b) 
Lisbon, 234 
Litany for use in ship's chapel, 286 
Liu An (Prince of Huai_Nan), 6, '7, 69, 91, 1[4, 

233. J[6, 326 
Lit.. Chhao period, 77 
!..ill Chhi (Sung official and wriler, d. + 1 1 17), 

'" 
LiII_Clrltiu Kuo Chi" Uieh (Account of the Liu-

Chhiu Islands), 288 
I�il,.l Chhuo (c:tlcndar expert and mathematician, 

+604}, 44-5 
Lil,.l Chih (astronomer, Co +274), 7-8, 20) 
I�il,.l Chou ( + 6th-century naturalist), 7 
Liu Chung-Thu, 77-8 
Liu Hsiao-Piao, S9 
Liu Hsieh ( +  6th-century writer), 27' 
Llu '-Isin (Han astronomer, calendar eXfW'rt and 

bibliographer, c. - So to +2)}, 45 
Liu Hsin-Yl,.lan (Chhing archacologist), 264-5 
Liu I-lui ( +  3rd-century mathcmatician), )5 
Liu-jen (dillination method), 269 (i) 
Liu Ming-Shu (1), 285 
Liu-po ('thc Six Learned Scholars ' game), 

26, (e), )a7 
Liu Sung (dynastr), 234 
Liu "fsung-Yuan (Thang poct), 327 
Lin Til" (Book of Mastcr Liu), 7 
Lives of the Dh'ine Hsicn. Sec Slu" lIsitll Cilium 
Lo (gong), '4S (!I:) 
Lo-Chha, kingdom of, l I S  
Lo Chi"ll Chith ( .. \nalrsis of the Magnetic 

Compass), 300 
l.AJ Chi"IJ Chim I Tim Chie!' (Illustrated Easy 

Explanation of the Magnetic Co'"pass), 309 
lA Citing Chih Nail Plto lVu Chi (South_Pointer 

to Disperse the Fo,l( about the Geomanlic 
Compau), 300 

1-0 Chillg Chi"K I Chuh (Analysis of the Essential 
Features of the M:l!{lletic Compass), 300 

Lo Citing Pi Chhwo (Confidential Intelligcnce 
about Ihe Magnctic Compas�), 300 

lA-FOIl Slim; Chih (Ili�tory and Topography of 
the Lo-fou Mountains), )17 

l..a-Iang (Han Korean prollince), 26) 
1.0 Mou-Tlng (+ t6th-century nO"elist), 1 19 
L.o Shu magic square, 296 

Local History and Topography of Tan-shui, For
mosa. See (1'hoi-W,,") TOll-Shui Thing CJ.ih 

Lodestone, t, 31, 60, 229 fT., 245 fT. 
Chinese names for, 232 
legend,, 2)5 
north- or south-pointing, �9 
use for remagneti.ation, 2S,., lt91 

Lodestone ,poon, 2)0, 25"-5, 26, fT., 27t fT., 281, 
lt9lt-), 297, )15, ))) 

Han relief of, lt67-8 
IAgicians, School of, 78 

paradoxes, 8, 
London, 12 

declination observations in, )1 I 
Lotus leeds; use in brine-testing, ,.2 
Loyang, )06 

museum at, So 
de Loyola, MartIn Ignacio (Franciscan friar, 

+ 'SS2), 226 
Lt. (regulated dance steps, pitch-measure or 

humming·tubes), I)S-6, 150, IS4, 191-lt, 199 
moral significance of, 200 

Lii Ching (+ 4th-century lexicographer), 116 
Lii Ihuth I·lti", Sh"o (New Accoum of the Science 

of the Pilch-pipes), 128, 220, 22S-6 
Lii Li YUill Th"lII (The Pitch-pipes and their 

Calendrical Concordances), 128 
!.i; Lii Clti"g I (Enenlial Meaning of Ihe Standard 

Pitch-pipes), 128 
Lil U' Hri" LII" (New Discourse on Acoustics and 

Music), 128 
Lil Lii H,i" Shu (New Treatise on Acoustics and 

Music), 187 
Lii Ph" (Report on Ihe (Cosmic Tide in) Buried 

Tubes), 1<)0 
Lil l'u_Wei (M:uter l.i.i, Chhin merchant and 

naturalist), )2-3 
Lu Shih Chhi Chii Thll (Diagrams oflhe Inclining 

Vessels of the Lu Officiants), 35 
U' Shih CM,," Chhi" (Master !.(j's Spring and 

Autumn Annals), 27, 3', ) .. , 137, t71, '73, 

'78-9, 21 .. , 2)2, 2S7 
Ui SIJII (The Pitch-pipe Opu'), zz6 
Lu T�-Mtng (commentator, fl· + 5S3), 92-3 
Lu Tsan-Ning (Sung monk and naturalist), 77 
Lu Yu (Sung writer, c. + I I)S), 73, 79, So, 98-<) 
Lu Yii, 327 
Luan 1'a (H�n magician. - 2nd century), 233 (h), 

271, 3 ' S  fl 
Luan Tiao-Fu (1), 22, 81 (I), 8), 8s 
L.ubber's point, 287 
Lucretius (- al cel1lurr), I), 86, 2)1-2 
I.umincsccm·c, 71 fT. 
Luminiferous aether. 33 
Luminous insects. S�t Insects 
Lun IU"g (Discourses Weighed in the Balance), 

88, 106, '07, I I I ,  'IS, 2)0, 2)), 257, 261, 278 
LII" 1'hit." (Discoursc on the Hea\'cns), 8 
LUll Yii (Conllersations and Discourses (of Con_ 

fucius» , ,6,. 
Lunar mansions. gee Hsill 
LUles (musical instruments). Ste Ching, Chhi" 

(K" Chhi,,), SI, Phi_plIO 

Lydia, 
Lyre, I 
M(J c.hIt 
Ma Chi 
�Ia Chi 
M a J WI  
M a  Kac 
Ma LU-i 
�Iacao. 
McGo ... 
�Iagadt 
Maplh: 

'0 
MaiSOt 
Magic 

and I> 
Set ", 

Magic L 
' MagiC 
MaGiCi", 
Magnet, 

and ( 
Magnet. 

utror 
clln.l, 
in Eu 
fish-sl 

'03 
floatir 

ljS 
�eoml 

J3l 
lodest 

,,6 
lodcsl> 

255· 
lodes" 

J3l 
man .... 

297, 
Pers,� 

;\laJ.;ncl" 
2i6, 

tarhcs 
t�rhes 
floalln 

.l.H' 
\I tlh I( 
nOmt� 
north-

330 
!">'''lle< 
sleel fc 
sllsp<n 

i\13s;:nctK 
'91 

t'arlll:tl 
f,l"raJua 
tcchnic 
thconc 

'la�'Ileuc 
;\iall""C1ic 
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I N D E X  4'5 
Lydia, 178 
Lyre, 157, 17<1, 18<1 

Ma chhiao. Su Mlih Jongg 
Mil Chih-Chi (poet), 95 
Ma Chiln ( +  3rd-Century engineer), xxvii 
Ma Jung (Later Hlin scholar), <169 
Ma Kao (encyclopaedist, c. +'";130), <174 
Ma Lung (Chin gener�l), 235 
Macao, 226 
McGowan, D. J. (5), 76 
Magadha (modem Patna), 1 1 5  
Magalhaens, Gabriel (Jesuit technologisl, + 1609 

to + 1677), 124 
Maggots, 262 
Magic 

and science, I 90-1 
Sa auo Sympathetic mllgic 

Magic lantern, 123 
'Magic mirrors', 37, 94-7, 1 1 7  
Magici:lns, <136, 239 IT., 255, 268 
Magnetic attraction, 23J ff., 248, 281 

and Greek philosophy, 236 
Magnetic compass, 229-31, 237, 239ff., 330ff. 

astronomer's, 249, 330 
card, 249, 288ff., 334 
in Europe and Islam, 245ff. 
fish-shaped iron leaf as, 247, 2521T., 254, 274, 

293, 305 
floating-, 247, 250-1, 252 1T., 267 (b), 274-5, 

278, 280, 291-2, <193, 305, 318, 333-4 
geomantic, 242, 282, 293ff., 2991T., 323, 

333-4 
lodestone contained in A ...... led wooden fish, 255, 

256, 274 
lodestone contained in pi-'oted wooden turtle, 

2SS, 257, 274 
lodestone spoon, 230, 262 ff., 2j I ,  2iS, 281 ,  315, 

m 
mariner's, 258, 273, 279fT., 28.;ff., 288ff., 291, 

297, 330, 332, 334 
Persian and Turkish names for, 249 

Magnetic compass net:dle, 230, 239. 255, 2ilff., 
276, 278ff., 28z-4, 3J3 

earliest descriptions of, 250-1 ,  305, 333 
earliest use of, '178, 333 
floating, 1.1-7, 150 J, 278, 180, 189, z91-2, 305, 

333-4 
with lodestone in wooden fish or turtle, 25Sff. 
nomenclature, 273ff. 
north_ nr south_poimin>:, 2.;8-50, 267, 274ff., 

330 
pillOled, 287ff., 289ff. 
steel for, :z8:::C-4 
suspend�>d, 250-1, 274-5, 305 

Magnetic declination, xxi.·, xxvii, :::CSo-l, :::C78, 28" 
293 fT., 333 

earliest datable reference to, 305 
gradual change of, 299-301 
technical tenns, 304 
theories to account for, 306, 309 

Magnetic dip. Su Magnetic inclination 
Magnetic directivity. St� Magnetic polarity 

Magnetic force 
inverse .quare law of, a34 
quantitat;'·c measurement of, 234 

Magnetic inclination, 3" -12, 314 
Magnetic induction, 239, 333 
Magnetic ishmds and mountains, 235, 313 
Magnetic polarity and directivity, 236, 239 If., 

a46, 2.j.8, �S7-8, 267, �7S, 278, 293, 316, 333 
Magnetic pole, 3 ' 2  
Magnetic variation, 299 If. 

explanation of, 312 
local, 313-14 

Magnetisation, :::C52-oj., 281 
Magnetised chcss-men. Sn Chess-men 
Magnetism, I, 33, 60, 229 fr. 

and modem science, 60, 2)6, 331-
Magnetite, 2)4, 251, 255, 277, 333 

Magnets, non-ferrous, 235 (j) 
Magnifying t'treet of a long light path, 97 
M�.o(T\ifyjng glasses, 117, 118, 121 
Mah jongj!:, 329 
'Mahomet's CQffin '. :"17, 235 
Maier, Michael (+ 15b8 to + 16:::C2), 167 (a) 
Maillard, r-."i. (I), 96 
Maim:, 100 
Malacca, 1 1 9  
Malaya, 235, a8s 
al_Ma'mlln (Caliph, r. +813 10 +834), 44 
MO{lr/o/a, 325 (e) 
!\h.nual of CrO$.!lbow-Bullet Chess. See T(ln 

Chhi ChiNg 
Manual of the Moving Onlgon. See Hon Lung 

Ching 
M�nual of Sailing Directions. St'e /llli T(lo Ching 
Many-limbed gods and goddesses, 123 (d) 
M�o Shuang (+ 589), 190 
!\Iaps and map-making, 5�, 228, :::C41-3, 308-9, 

3 ' a  (e), 330 
Mltr Samuel (Hebrew polymath, + 165 to +257),4 
!\Iarbodu� (t. + 1070), 1 1 0  (g), 246 
i\larcellus ( +  51h century), 236 
de I\laricourl, Pierre (c. + 1270), 1�6, 255 (c), 

:::c67 (b), 308, 330 
:\Iadn, Jeronimo (Austin friar, + 1575), 225 
Mariner's compass. Sa Magnetic compass 
i\lariOlle, 28 , 
'Ihe :\1arquis of Sui', 1 12 (a) 
!l.larsh_lights, 72 ff., 78 
i\iartin, W. A. P. (6), 33 
Martini, Martin (Jesuit, + 161410 + 1661), 123 (b) 
;"laspero, H. (17), 90 
i\laster Kuan's Geomantic Instructor. See Kuan 

Shih Ti 1-i Chih Ming 
!l.la�t .. r IAi', Spring and Autumn Annals. See 

Lj; Shih ('hhun Chhiu 
1\laster Sun's Art of War. See SUI! Tllu Ping F(l 
j\lastcr Tsochhiu's Enlargement of the ChJ,un 

ChMu. See Tso Chuon 
al-!l.las'Odl (geographer, c. +950), 44 (e), 2n, 

318, 325 
Matches. Sa �ulphur matches 
Mate, of ship, in charge of fin: and compass, 280, 

'9' 
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Materialism 
atomic, 304-
mechanical, 304-

Mathematical physics, 33 
Mathematicians, 97-8 
Mathematics, 104-

and music, 17a, aal, u3 ff. 
Indian, 48, so 

Maurya coins, 26 
Meado,"'s or Gold and Mines or Gerna. See 

.'I1u.o.] Q,l-Dhabab . . .  
Mean_tone tempenoment, 2.6 
Meaning of the Pharmacopoeia Elucidated. S� 

Pin TJhQ,(> Ytn I 
Meanings of Popular Traditions and Clilltoms. 

See Fing Su Thung I 
Measurement, IS ff., 43 ff. 
Measuring instt\lments, 43 
Mechanical materialism. Su Materialism 
Mechanical toys, 168 
Mechanics, xxiii, 1 

Greek, 57 
Medical diagnosis, 91-2 
Medicine, S-(), 11 , 38, 1 15, 322 

Creek, 135 
pneumatic, 135 
use of magnets in, 235-6 

'Meditation' _fire, 6S-6 
Meditation techniques, 91 
Mediterranean, 1)0 
Mn Tzu Usin LUll (New Discourse of Master 

Meil, I89 
Me; \Ven-Ting (astronomer, calendar expert and 

mathema!ician, + 163) to + 1721), )10 
Melodic fund, of Chinese music, 127, 167 (a) 
Memoir on some Traditions of Mathematical Art. 

See Shu Shu Chi I 
Memoirs on Neglected Mattel"$. See Shih I Chi 
Memorable Things of the Wei Kingdom. See 

Wn Lii�h 
Mencius (-4th century). Su Meng Kho 
de Mendoza, Juan Gonzales, I'll, 116, 128 
Menelaus of Alexandria (t. + 100), 48 
Mbtg Chhi Pi Than (Dream Pool Essay.), 97, 127, 

249, 179 
M�ng Khang (commentator, �. + 180 to + 160), 

10<), 112 
M�ng Kho (r.,·leng Tzu, Confucian philosopher), 

13, )9, I'll, 18)-4, )19 
!l1b1g Liang Lu (The Past seems a Dream), 124, 

,8, 
Meng San-Te. S" de Sande, &louart 
Meng Thien (Chhin general and military archi-

tect, d. -210), 240 
Ming Tzu (Book of Masler Meng), 160, 18) 
Meng Yuan-lAo (+ I2th-century writer), 280 
Mercator, Gerhard (cartographer and geophysi_ 

cist, + ,s.a to + 1594), )'1 
Mercator, Nicolas (mathematician, c. + .610 to 

+ .687), ;t19 
Mucator's projection, 311 (c) 
The Merchant's Treasury of the Knowledge of 

Stones. See KiMb Kan:: l'I-Tijdr . . .  

Mercury amalgam, 91, 95 (d) 
Meridian, euablishment of, 330 
Meridian arc survey observations, in + 8th 

century, «ff., 48 ff. 
Meridian degree, length of, 54 (b) 
Meridian line, «-5, 49, S4 
Mersenne, Marin ( +  '588 to + 1648), 2.6-'7, 228 
Mesopotamia, 89, 101, 1'1 , 1)5 
Metabolic heat, 6S 
Metal plate.(mutical instrument). SeeFl'ng-hn".ng 
Metal-workers, 198 
Metallurgy, 17, 89, 180, 211  
111tltOl'oiogica, 75 <a) 
Meteorology, I I  
Meteors, .1 S 
Metric system, xxiv, 1$, 4;t ff. 
Metrology, 42 ff., 199 ff. 

Slandardis.alion, 18 ff. 
Mica, 1 '4-.6, 1 1 9  
Michaelia (18)0), 75 
Microtones, .65 
Microtonic experiments, 11l:!-'9 
Middle Ages, 22, 57, 61, 63 
Mikami (13), 10 
Military technology, aa 
Milky Way, J22, 317 
Millet-grain. and metrology, l00-2 
Mimes. Set Ritual mimes 
Min Yuan·Ching (Ming writer), ;to<} 
Ming (dynasty), 100, 104, 117, 119, 190, 185, 

188 if., 199 
imperial tombs of, 140 

Ming I fuh Lu (Informal Re<:ords of Famous 
Ph)'1:icians), a38 

ll,1ing Shih (History of the Ming Dynasty), )00 
Ming Thang (Cosmic Temple), 17, l7a (d) 
Ming Ti (Liu Sung emperor, r. +46S to + 472), 74 
Mining (military), 10<) 
Mirrors, 78, IIJ,  116, 196, 164-5 

bronze, 87, 1 1 1 , 113  
concave, 84, 87 ff. 
convex, 8s 
demonifuge funelion of, 91 
'magic', 37, 94 ff. 
mica, liS  
moon-, 89-90, II] 
multiple, 92 
plane, 8), 9'-1 
polishing of, 91 
social uses of, 90 
tinning of, 91 
of unequal curvature (' light-�nelration '), xxi>;, 

9<-7 
Miscellanea of the Thang Dynlllty. See Thong 

Yil Li,. 
Misc�l1aneous Information from Kud-Hsin 

Street. See Kun-HJi .. TIl' Chih 
Miscellaneous Notes on the Bureau of Music. 

See Yo Fu Tm Lu 
Miscellaneous Records collected in the Thai_ 

Phingreign-period. See Thai_Phi"g KuangChi 
Miscellaneous Records from the I-Chao Cottage. 

See I Chao Lilro TIl' Chi 
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MilCellanwus Records of the Chia-Yu Reign

period. See Chia_ y" Tra Chill 
Miscellanwus Records of the Ncng Kai Studio. 

See Ning Kai Chai Man L" 
MiilCClIanwus Records of the Western Capital. 

Sec HI; Ching Tsa Chi 
Miscellany of the Yu-Yang Mountain (Cave). 

See YIl_ Yang Tsa TIll 
al-Mi,rl, al-Zarkho.rl, 155 (c) 
Mitchell, A. Crichton, 145, 24S, 308, 314 
Mo Chia. Su Mohisls 
,1fo Ching (Mohist Canon), 1-3, IS,  19, lS, 35, 58, 

91, 98 
Mo-Ming paradoxes. S�� Paradoxes 
Mo T�!j (Book of Masl�r Mo), 79, 109 
MObius, 93 
Modes and mode-keys, 161,  169, ZIS 
Modulntion (musical), 114 if. 
Mohist Canon. Sec Mo Ching 
Mohist physics, fnilure to develop, 59 (a) 
Mohists (Mo Chia), I if., 18 if., 55 fT., 60, 78, 

So if., 90, 93 
de Moidr�y, J. & Lu, F., 310 
Molluscs, lamellibranchiate, 3 1 ,  90 
Monadology, 91 (e) 
Mongol period, 319 
Mongolia, 51 
Monochord, 181, 184 
Monomo!�cular films. Su Surface films 
Montell, G., 318 
Monthly Ordinances of th� Chou Dynasty. See 

Yuth Ling 
the Moon 

action on certain marin� animals, 31-1, 90 
action on the tides, 30, 3:.1 
eclipses of, 8 
reflection of the sun's light by, 7 

Moon.mirrOR. Su Mirron 
Moral Discoursa illustrating the Han Text of 

the Book of Odes. See Han Shih IVai 
Chuan 

MOlChus, 13 (g) 
Motion, 1 , 55 if. 

circular, 56 
and duration, 56 
non-linear or deflected, 58 
and sound, 18:.1 
in 'pace, 5S-6 

Moule, A. C. (7), :.145 
Moule, A. C. & Galpin, F. W. (1), :.1 1 1  
' Mouth.organ.' See SMing (reed mouth-organ) 
Mu Yeh (baltle), 140 
Mil yu (Buddhist liturgical drum), 149 (e) 
Multiple-beam intcrferometry, 97 
l\'1urnoka, II., 97 
Muml,', II. J. R., 314, 31S, 323 
Mllrfljal.Dhababwa.,\1a'4dinal.]awiihir(Mcadows 

of Gold and Mines of Gems), 325 
Music, xxiii, :.19, 3:.1, 126 ff. 

African, 214 
and agriculture, 1$6 
and the calendar, 18" :.126-, 
and colours, 164 (e) 

" 

dodecaphonic, 171 (f) 
European, 118, 132, 161, 2 1 1 ,  214 ff., 225 
Greek, 150, 157, ,67, 172 ff. 
'a hidden exercise in mathematics', fla (c) 
Indian, 165 
Japanese, 165 
and mathematics, 171, 221, 223 ff. 
nature of, 205 
technical terms, 136, 139 
and warfare, 137 (d) 
without sound, 160 (d) 

Musical consonances, 178, lS" 183, 191 
Musical instruments, 127 ff., '42 ff., 159-60 

correlalion with the $Casons and points of the 
compass, I SS-6 

manufaclU� or, 214 
'\iutual Conquest principle (in Five.Element 

thcory), "'51 (d), 300 (c), 306 
Mutual Di,cusstons. See Thllng Hua /.11 
Mutual inAuence, :.133 
Mutual Production principle (in Five_Element 

theory), 301 (a) 
Myopia, no, 122 
' Mysterious needle', "'59 (b), 273 ff. 
Mysterious Principles of the Blue Bag. Sec 

Chhing Nang Ao Chih 
Nan Cho (writer on music, +S4S), 11.7 
Nun Choll I !VII Chih (Strange Things of the 

Soulh), 107, 235 
Nan Shih (History of the Southern Dynasties), 

" .  
Nanking, 226, 273, 3 1 3  
Nanking wl!n-miao (Confucian temple), '42 
Nankung Ylleh (+ 8th-century Astronomer-

Royal), 45 ff., So ff. 
Naphtha, 67 
Natron, 110 
Natural gas, 66 
Natumlists, School or, 29, 78, 135 
Nautieal technology. Su Technology 
Nll\.lllgrahu (Nine Upholders) ealendar, 50 
Navigation, 130, 239, 147-8, 251, 258, 279 ff., 

:.197, 334 
NecklUll, Alexander ( +  1 190), 246, no 
Nectanebus the magician, 318 
Needham, John Turberville (+ 18th-century 

prieSl and biologist), 89 (c) 
Needle (chl!n), allraction to lodestone, references 

10, in Chinese texIS on magnctism, 276, 
" , 

Needle, used as pointer, "'59-60 
See a/so Magnetic compass ne�dle 

Needle·making, 28:.1-4 
Nemorarius, Jordanu$ (+ 13th century), 59 
Nlng Ka; Choi /\tan Lu (Miscel1anwus Records of 

the Neng Kai Studio), 4'" 
Nro-Confucianism, S, ! I, 33, 1"'4 (f), 275 
�e�torian Patriarch of Antioch. Su Bathrik 
Neumagen, Gallo-I�oman carving from, 14 
New Account of the Science of Calculation (in 

,\coustics and �Iusic). See Suan HriWt Hsin 
Shuo 

IfCIVI 
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New Aocount of the Science of the Pitch-pipes. 
See Lu H,iiPI Hnn Shuo 

New Book of Miscellaneous Records. See Chill 
Lill Hn'n Shu 

New Discoune of Master Mei. See Mei TilU 
Hnn Lun 

New Discoune on Acoustics and Music. See 
Lu Lil Hnn IJun 

New Discourses on the Talk of the Times. See 
Shih Shuo Il,in Yii 

New Examination of Ihe Pitchpot Game. See 
Thou Hu Hnn Ko 

'Newfire', 87, l l s (l) 
New Guinea, glass beads found in, 102 (e) 
New History of the Thang Dynasty. See 11nn 

Thang Shu 
New Illustrated Record of Musical Matters of the 

Huang-Yu reign-period. See H'<at/6-Yu 
Hfin Yo Thu Chi 

'New Music', 164, 183 
New Testament, 4 
New Treatise on Acoustics and Music. See 

Lil Lil Hn'n Shu 
Newcomen, Thomas (+ ,698), 70 (a) 
Newton, Isaac, 33, 60, 164 (e) 
Newton', First Law of Motion, .s8 
Newton's Third Law, S9 
Nicholas of CUSS, 5S 

Nicomachus of Gerasa (ft. + 100), 180 
'Night_shining jewel', 76 
Nine-Heaven Mysteriou. Girl B1ue-UBg Sel 

Angle Manual. See Chiu Thien Hsilan Nil 
Chh ing Naill: f1t:1i Chio Ching 

Nine Songs for Yileh. See YiU'h Chiu Ko 
Nine Upholders. See Nt:lvt:lg�aht:l 
Ning I·bicn Wang (prince of the Ming, minera-

logist, alchemist, and musician, + 142S),' 67(a) 
Niu Hung Uurist, + 589), 20Z (b) 
Niu Sblg-Ju ( +  8th-century writer), 319-20 
• Noctiluca', Aerial and Icy, 72 (b) 
'Nodes of lndn.'s Net', 9Z 
Nola, 100 
Non-magnetic iron ore, 234 
Norman, Robert ( + 1 581), 314 
Norsemen, Z49 
North American Indian tribes, 329 
Northern Chhi (dynasty), 71 
Northem Dipper. Set Great Uear 
Notalion (musical), 161, 165, 169 
Notes (musical), 136-, 

names of, 157-8, 160, 171-2 
and number, 181-3 
position in scale, 159 
and ritual colours, 164 (e) 

Notes from the Hall of Learned Old Age. See 
Lao Hfii�h All Pi Chi 

Notes on the Investigation of Things. See Po 
lVu Chill 

'Nourishing the needle', z5l (e) 
du Nouy, 63 
Nti-Kua (female semi-creator, consort or sistcr of 

Fu-Hsi), 106.., 
Numa Pompilius, 88 

Number and music, 181-3 
Numerology and number-mysticism, UI (a) 
Nuremberg 

mnps, 308-9 
reed organ, 21l 

Nyliya philosophy, 13 
Nydyt:l SUITa, 86 (b) 

Oar in motion (analogy), 97-8 
Obliquity of the ecliptic. S" Ecliptic 
'Observing the eh/ri.' See 110u eMi 
Olnidian, 106, 109 
Gearina. See HfUt:l1l 
Octaves, 213-14, 219-20 
Office of the Grand Re\"fllled Music, 18S 
Ohashi Totsuan (lateTokugawaphilosopher), 33-4 
Oiled cloths, spontaneous ignition of, 67-8 
Oils 

in lamps, 78-<;1 
phenomena when heated, 68 
spontaneous combustion of, 66-8 

Old History of the Thang Dynasty. See Chiu 
Thong Shu 

Old Silk Road, 10Z, 10<), 31Z 
Omissions from Previous Pharmacopoeias. See 

PbI Tshao Shih I 
On the Dragon Carving of the Literary Mind. 

See IVIn Hsill Tit:lo Lung 
On the History and Use of Drunu. See Chid! 

Ku Lu 
On the Mutual Responses of Things according to 

their Categories. See IVu Ui //limrg Kan Chih 
On Official Promotion. See Tshui Kut:lll Phicl 
On Returning Home. See Kllti Thitll Lu 
On Substitutes for Getting Drunk. See 'ft:li Tlui 

Phi", 
Ong Pao-Kuang (Sung Taoist), 3Z3 
Optical instruments, 1 16  
Optics, xxiii, I ,  IZ, 78 !I. 

Arabic, I (c), 83 
Gn:ek, 78, 8z, 85-6, 118 
Mohist, 81-S 
technical terms, 82 

OpticJ of Euclid, 8S 
Optics of Ptolemy, 86 
Oral tradition, 130,221 (c) 
Orchestras, 142 (g), 145, 165, 169. 200, 2 1 1  

Confucian temple, 142 
Order of Nature, 61 
d'Oresme, Nicolas (d. + 1382.), xxvii, 1, 58 
Organic world-view, 7, I I-IZ, 14, 130, 133 
Organs (musical), 2 1 1  
OrienlDtion of buildings, 249, 31Z-13 
'Orphic' legends, 29 
Orrery clockwork, 34 (b) 
Orteliua' map of China, zzS 
Orvieto, 21 
Osann (1823), 77 
Ouyang Hsiu (Confucian scholar, + 1007 to 

+ .072), 319 
Over-blowing, 182. 
Overtones, 195 
Oyster shells, 77 
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Pa-shih, 54 
Pa };11 (the eight sources of sound), '42 
Pace. lu Double_Pace 
Pachyma cocos (parasitic fungus), 3 1  (c), 238 (d) 
Pacing-hone lamps, 124-5 
Pacioli, Luca (mathematician, + 1494), 224 
Packing problems, 20' (e) 
Paddle-boot, 292 

steam_, 1I8 (a) 
Pai Chhuall l1$iUh Hai (Hundred Rivers Sea of 

Learning), a74 
Pai Hai (Sea of Wild Weeds), 307 (a) 
Pai Hu Thung Tl Lu .. (Comprehensh'e Discus-

sions at the \Vhite Tiger Lod�), 10-11 
Pai-ma hsien, 49 
Pai Shih Hui Pin! (Informal History), 25 
'Painted Basket' tomb, 264 
Pak VOn (Korean musieian,ft. + 1419 to + '450), 

'" 
Paklong (alloy), xxxi 
Pan Ku (historilltl, +32 to +92), 105, 319, 322 
Pan-pipes. See Hsiao 
Parica Sjddluintikli, 48-50 
Pao Phu Tzu (Book of the Preservation-of-

Solidarity Master), 108, 261, 271, 281 
Pappus (+ Jtd and +4th centuries), 58 
Parabolic traje<:tory, 57 
Parachute, xxvii 
Paradoxes 

Hui-Shih'I, 92-3 
Logicians', 81 
Mo-Ming, 55 (cl, 59 

Parallel Cases solved by Eminent Judges. See 
Thang Yin Pi Shih 

Plrallelogram of forces, 20 
de PUeja, &rtolom� Ramos, 215 
Paris and Cruickshank (1827), 125 (c) 
Partington, J. R, IJ, 68 (b) 
The Past seem. a Dream. See ]lUng Liang Lu 
51 Patrick's Clog, 194 
Pau/jia Siddhdnta, .. 8 
Pearls, 1 I2-IJ 
Peckham, John (d. (292), II8 
Pei-Chhiian Thu-Shu-KIUl1I TJhu"iI-Shu (Col

lection of Book. edited in the Northern 
(Hot) Springs Library (near Chungking)), 
'74 

Pd. Mlng Sa Y<!n (Dreams of the North and 
Trifling Talk), 122, 269 

Pei Shih (History of the Northern Dynasties), 
,,8-. 

Pei Tou. Su Great Bear 
Pei_wln_chhOan (Northern Hot Springs), puk 

of, 3S 
Peking, '24, 226, 286, 3'0, 3 1 2  
Peniot, P .  (2J), I I J ;  (43), 106 
PbI nhao Kang Mu (The Creat Phannaeapoeia), 

64, 1 1 4  
PbI Tshao Sh ih I (Omissions from Previous 

Pharmacopoeias), 100, 106 (f) 
Pin Tsh,,!} Y.m 1 (The Meaning of the Pharma

copoeia Elucidated), 251, 308 
Pentatonic scale. St. Scales (musical) 
Penumbra, 51, 81 

Pcrcussion instrumentl, 14aff. 
Percussion tub. See Chu 
Perfume-burners, 78 
Peripatetics, '3, 2J6 
Persia, :.137, 314, J18, JJo 
Persians, 80, 1 19, 210, 2JS (j) 
PCl'$On, M., 96 
Perspective, 85 
Peru, 182 
Pestle-and-mortar, 149, 200 
Peter of Maricourt. Su de Marieaurt, Pierre 
Peter the Wayfarer. Su de MariC(lurt, Pierre 
Petroleum, 67-8, 80 
Petrus Peregrinus. Su de Maricourl, Pierre 
Pha; Th.mg Fu YU (Reliable Guide to the Game 

of Dominoes), 329 
Phan Chen-Kuan (Cantonese merchant), 319 (b) 
Phao Pa (legendary lutanisl), 29 
Pharmacy, 27 
the Pharos at Alexandria, 92 (a) 
Phases, of natural cycles, 10 ff. 
Phti WbI Yiin Fu encyclopaedia, 261 
Phbl shui Ihu", phirr. Stt Bronze water-spouting 

bowls 
Ph�ng Ta-l (Ming writer, + 1 595), 72 
Ph�ng Tsung-Meng (Ming writer, c, + Isa8). 

7S 
Phenomenalism, 17 (e), 20J (a) 
Phi_phil (lute), 130 (a) 

luning of, 217 (b) 
Phi.m-Ihi (pipette), J8 
Philippines, 225 
Philo Judaeus, 12 
Philolaus (- 5th century), 172-J 
Philoponus, Joannes (Byzantine ph)'sicist, 

d. c. +560), I ,  57, 2J6 
'PhilosophiCliI bottles', 7' 
Phing-Chou Kho Than (Phingehow Table-Talk), 

'79 
Phoenicia, 101 
Phoenician merchants, 101 
Phoeni.J<, 149, 179 
Phosphides, 72 (h) 
Phosphorescence, 7t 
Phosphors, 71 (g), 76-7 
Phosphorus, 72 

lighting devices, 7' 
Phu-chin (near Phuchow), 41 
Phu_chin Chhiao Tla", chapter of Chang Yom 

Kung Chi, q.v. 
Phu Chu Tzu (legendary archer), a9 
Physiology, I I  
Pi emblerru, 102, 105, 145 (b) 
Pi Yuan (Chhing scholar), 8a 
Piano-tuners, 184 (h) 
Pianoforte, 214, 216 
Picnd (+ ,(70), 54 (b). 54 (e) 
Picken, L. E. R. (I, 2), 126 . (4), 165 . (5), 165 
Pi.m (Iemitone), 163 
Pin< ChEng LIm (Discourse on Proper Distinc-

lions), 271 
Pien Chhio (late Chou physician), 29 
Pien Ho, 1 1  a (_) 
Pi<!n Ian. Set Carrying-pole 
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Piezolumin�nce, 72, ,6 
Pilgrimages. See Voyages and expeditions 
Pilots 

Chinese, 28S 
Mediterranean, 297 

Pinet, S. (I), I )  
Ping-jen uis, )06, )08, ) 1 0  
Pi1lg Shu (Book of War), 1)8, 140, IS<r60 
Pi"II-wu da�. I I I  if. 
Pinll'-WU direction, l07. )10 
Pinhole, 51 (e), 82, 94. 97-9. 118, 12) 
Pipes (musical instrumental. See Aulos, fisiao, 

Kua ... Ui, Ti, Yo, Ya 
Pipe lies, 37-8 
Pisa, 110 
PiSlon, 70 (a) 
Pi�lon-bellows. 21 I 
• Piston-oil', 61 
Pitch (musical), 157 fr., ,80 

fixed or absolute, 165. 201--2 
and length of strings, 177. 181, 191 

Pitch-measunl, See Lii 
The Pitch-pipe Opus. See Lii Shu 
Pitch.pipes . ... ). 126, 1)5 if., '42, '51, 1,8-<}, IS"� 

191--2, 11)8, 201, 227 
diamelcr$ of, zU, 214 
lengths of, '73-5, 178, 188, 218, 221, 22) 
Yang and Yin, 174-6 

The Pitch_pipes and their Calendrical Con-
cordances. See Lil Li Y",ng Thung 

'Pitch·pot' game, 328 
Pitch.range, a04 
PixU So�til�a Si .. msium, 293 (c) 
Planispheric bowl, 287-8 
Platinum wire, effect when heated in water, 69 
Plato, 23, 172, 184, 200, 204, 237 
Playing--cards, 328---0}, 332 
Pliny, 100, 101, 118, 236, 237, 273 
Plumb.line, 15, 17 
Plutarch, 88, 128, 181, 237 
Pnwma, 12, 134 
'Pneumatic' thwries, 135 
Po (crash·cymbals), 145 (8) 
Po 1..0 (legendary ho� fancier), 32 
Po Wu Chill (Notes on the In\'cstigation of 

Thin�), 66, 68, 74, "3, 1 1 5  
P o  Y a  (legendary musician), 30 
Peckels ('891), 62 
Polar altitudes, 5 1  
Pole·star, 246-8, 270 
Politicians, School of, 270 (b) 
Polo, Marco, 71, "9, 2]0, 24S, 329 
Polyhedrlll solids, 93 
Polyporul t/)(;Ol. See Pachyma '0£0$ 
Pompeii, 100 
Pontoons, 40 
della Pona, G, B. ( +  1535 to + 1615). 98, 123 (b) 
Portuguese, 285, 2<)0, 334 
Poltery, • • •  (a) 

Han period, 103 
Pottery vessels 

use for acoustic purposes, 210 
use as musical instruments, 192-4 

Prajiid·p4�amit4 Satra, 12' (f) 
harJa, xlI;iv 
Precession of the equinoxes. Su Equinoctial 

precession 
Precious Tools of Gwmancy, See Ti Li Cho 

Yii Fu 
Presbyopia, 120, 122 
Pressure of air. See Air pressure 
Prester John, 33a (a) 
Priestley, Joseph, 107 
Pri'lCipia, 33 
Prinsep (183a), 95 
Printing, 329 
Prisms, 107, 164 (e) 
Prognostication. Su Divination 
Projectile, path of t, 57 fr. 
'Proper motion' of stars, 30a 
Proto-chcss, 315 fr. 
Prolo'science, 188 
de Provin!, Guyot, 246 
Pseudo·Callisthenes, 317 
Pseudo·sciencea, 188, 239, 269, 282, ;t9S 
Ptolemy (astronomer, fl. +127 to + 1 5 1), 48, 86, 

t t8, 2.6, 235 
Pulleys, 19, 21-a 
Pulmonary circulation, xxvii (a) 
Purcluu h is Pilgrimu, 245 
Pyrex type of glass, t 1 0  
Pythagoras, 17z, 176 fr. 
Pythagorean comma, 175, 21J, 215 (a), 219-1;0 
Pythagorean scale. Su Scales (muaical) 
Pythagorean temperament, 216 
Pythagorean! 

theory of .ound, 132, 207 
theory of vision, 82, 8s 

al.Qabajaql, Bailak ( +  U82), 147. 275 
QarA·Khil�i (Westem Liaa kingdom), 331 (a) 
a!·QalwTnl, Abo Ya!)yl (c. + 1250), 147 
Quicklime, 67-8 

de Rada, MartIn (Austin friar, + 1575), 'US, 191 fa) 
Radiant energy, 64 (c), 135 
Rain-making dance! and songs, 149, 156, 233 
Rainbow, '07, 13J, .6" (e) 
Ramelli, AlCOStino (engineer, + I s88), 22 
Rasmussen, O. D. (.), 122 
Rayleigh, 62 
al·RlI.zl, Ibn Zakarlyi, IJ 
Reactivity, 234 
Rebeck, z17 
Record of Courses Set by the Nudle in the 

Cantonese Seas. See YiUh Yang Chm Lu Chi 
Record of the Mutual Reson2nces of Things. 

See Ka .. Yi", Ui Tmu'lg Chih 
Record of (a Pilgrimage to) the Western Countries 

in the Time oflhe Thang. See Ta Tha .. g Hsi 
Yii Chi 

Record of Rites, See Li Chi 
Record of the Rites of Chou. See Chou. Li 
Record of Ritual Music and Dance. See Yo Chi 
Record of the Ten !ka lalands. See llai Nn Shih 

Chou Chi 
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Recore 
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Record 
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Record 

SA 
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Record 
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Rcccds. I 
Reflectf 
Reflect .. 
Refract. 
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Reliable 
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Remln'. 
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Reorgan 
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Record o f  Things Dark a n d  Slnnie. See Yll KilO. 
L, 

Reco�d of Thing5 heard at Spring I sland. See 
eM,,,, Cit" Chi Win 

Record of the Tributary Countries of the \Vestern 
Oceans. See Hsi. Yang CMoQ KUliK Tim Lu 

Recor d s  of Discussions with m y  Teachers and 
Frien d •. See Shih Yu Than Chi 

Recorda of Foreign Peoples. See Ch" Fa" Chih 
Record s  of Leisure Houn. See Hsia Jilt Chi 
Recor d s  of r.,'laritime Transportation of the Yuan 

Dynasty. See To Yuan Ha; Yii" Chi 
Record s  of the Origins of Affairs and Things. 

Sec Shih IV .. Chi Yuan 
Records in the Rock Chamber. See Thai Chili", 

Shih Pi Chi 
Record s  of the Unwor l d l y  and the Strange. See 

Chlti", I Lil 
Recorda of the Warring Siaies. See Chon Kuo 

Tshl 
Re d Lead Record .  See Tan Chltim r."ng Lu 
Reed (in musical ins!Tuments). See Huang 
Ree d organ, :11 1-1:1. 
Ret: ds, ashe. of, , 8 8, ,89 
ReR«ted light, 82 If. 
Reflections of mirrors on screens, 97 
Refraction, 23 (il, 83-4, 86, ' 1 8  
R�gis, Jean-Baptiste Ucsuit cartographer, + 1663 

10 +17)8), H (C), 3'0 
Relativity theory, 33 
Reliable Guide to the Game of Dominoes, See 

Pha; Thung Fu Yii 
Reminiscences of (Chang) Fang-Chou. S« 

Fang-Chou Tia Yn! 
Renaissance, I ,  28 ,  H, 6., 190, 21Z 
Renaudot, Eusebiu$ (+ .,.8), 258 
Reorganise d Pharmacopoeia. See Chbog La Pin 

Tshao 
R�rd>fic, 1 8., 200 
Repulsion (physics), 2)6.., 
Rtf Gestae Alua"dri Maadonis, ) 17 
Resonance 

acoustic, 60, 130, 159 (c), 16., 1 8  .. If., 1 8" 202, 
209-10, 2[3, 234 

philosophical concept of, [38--9, 1!l6, 233 
tubes, '92 (f) 

Resonance periods (calendrical), 9 (b) 
ReM>nator�, 209 
Respirator y exercises, 90 
Rest  and motion, 60-1 
Retina, 94 (c) 
Rey, Jean, 21 
Rhyme Dictionary. Sce Yii .. Chi 
Ricci, Matteo, xxxii, 142, 226-7, 24 .. 
Riccioli, J. B. (+ 166,), a91 (a) 
'it Rides upon all  three'. 305 If . 
Right Teaching for Youth. See Citing Ming 
Ring-teu, for lacquer, 63 
Ringing-stones. See Chhi"g 
Ril4lah II !>fa'nlah Wa4' Bait al-Ib�ah 'a/4'/

Jih"t ol-Arba' (Treatise on the Knowledge 
of the Construction of the House of the 
N«dle accor ding to the Four Cardinal 
Points), ;155 (cl 

Ritchie, p, D, (I), loa 
Ritual mimes, ,.8 If., 159 
Rituals, 79, 170, 2'7-1 8, 26 8  
River People, a59 ' 
de Roberval, G. P. ( +  1602 10 + 1675), 27 (b) 
Roche fort, conflagrations at, 67 
Rock-cryst.l, 99-100, 104, 108, 109 

origin from ice alleged, 106, 110 (g), ' I .  
technical terms, 100, 106 

Roderigo, Nicholas, 226 
Roidi da ogli (+ 1300), 120 
Roller-bearings, Xxx 
, Roman' ha.lance. S" Steelyard 
Roman Empire, 202, )2S 
Roman Syria, 16, 100 (d), 101, 108 (f), 10<) 
Romans, '57, 282 
Rome, 8 8  

declination observation. at, ) 1 1  
Roou of high powers, 2::t) If. 
Rosen, E., xxx, I::tO 
Rotary ballista, xxvii 
RotBry drill, 19 (b) 
Rot.ry fans, 189 
Rotary grinding, xltvi 
Rotary winnowing_fan, xxiv 
Rotting wood, and luminescence, , .. 
Rubbish. vindication of, 269 (j) 
Ru dolph, R. C., 328 
Ru dolph & W�, 267 
the ' Ruler Above' ,  15 (e) 
the 'Rulers of Old', 15 
'Rumbling tub$', 161 
'Russet corrupt. true red', 16 .. 
Runia, 26, 67, 211,  330, 3)2 
Rustic Notes from Hsiang-shan. See fil;a"K Shan 

Yth LII. 

Sabine king of Rome (c. -700), 89 
Sacred mountains, %4a 
Sailing-carriage, Xltvii, 228 
Sailors' Compus Manual. See fiatlg fiai Cllen 

Ching 
de Salinas, Francisco( + lSI) to + 1590), 216--17 
Salt 

evaporation of, 66 
monopoly, 107 (g) 
preservation of, 38 
-wells, 66 
-workers, 4'-2 

Saltpetre, t 10 (e) 
Sah-age operations, 40 If, 
Samarqand, sa 
Sambursky, 5., 12 
San Kuo (period), 35, )9, %33, 240, 26Q, 271, )19 
Sa" Kuo Clrih (Histor y of the Thr« Kingdom.), 

271,21)6 
Sa" Lill. HIUl'" Tla Chih (Three Willows Miscel

lany), 252 (a), 308 
San PaD Thai-Chin! If,", Hn'- Yang Chi Thll.rtg 

SII. Y"" I (Popular Instructive Siory of the 
Voyages and Traffic s of the Three-Jewel 
Eunuch (Admiral, Ch�ng Ho) in the Western 
Ckeans), 119 

Sa" Tlhai Th .. Hui encye\opaedia, aO-I 
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San·Tu·Ao bay, �,o 
Sanctoriu$, Sanc!oriu�, 65 (b) 
de Sande, Edouart (Jesuit missionary and book· 

collector, + '531 to + 1600), 226 
Saracens, 329 
Suawak, xxxiii, '42 
Sarton, G. (,), 249; (7), 103 
Sauria, 71 
de Saussure, L. (,6 a), 265; (35), 256-7, 282, 

289, J09 
Savery, Thomas ( +  1698), 70 (a) 
S�Qcu" or /,v.d". SCaCOTv.m (chess), 318 (f) 
Scales (musical) 

diatonic, 167 
heptatonic, 163-5, 218 
nine. tone, ,65 
pentatonic, 140, 157 fT. 
Pythagorean, 172 fT., 213 
in relative pitch, ,69 
tempered, 201-2 

Scales (for weighing). Su Balance 
Scaling-ladders. See Y"n thi 
Scenography. See Perspective 
Scepticism, scientific, 190 
Scepticism, of sinologist" concerning the trans· 

minion of information in ancient texts, 
greater than that or occidental humanisu, 
2JI (i) 

Schall von Bell, John Adam (Jesuit astronomer and 
mathematician, + 1592 to + 1666), 117 

Scheveningen, 228 
Schlegel, G. (5), <}O, I I I ;  (7a), 114; (8), 106 
Seholastic philosophy, 28 (d), 33 
Scholes, P. A. (I), 2,6 
Schonberg, Arnold, 171 (f), 214 
Sclu-eitunann, Ciriacus (fl. + '555), 4J (cl 
Scientific Observations made in Our Leisure 

Hours, by the Khang_Hsi Emperor. See 
}(hang-Hn Chi lilia Ko Wit Pim 

Scientific Sketche,. See Ko Chih Tlhao 
SCOtt, Michael ( +  IJth century), 249 
SE (horizontal psaltery with 25 strings), 129 fT., 

'45, 217 (b) 
Sea·urci>ins, 31-2 
Sea-water, 'phO$phorC$CCnce' of, 75 
Sea_ys Compau Manual. Sec Haj Tao Chm 

Ching 
Second World War, 103 
S�guier, M. (I), 96 
Selden, John (d. + 1654), 293 (c) 
Semitones, 164 
Seneca, 107, 1 1 8  
SnualifJ1U of Ton�, alS ....... 
Servetut, Miguel (+ 1509 to + 1553), xxvii (a) 
Seven Compilation. of C\.at$ified ManU1eriplt. 

See CMi Hnu U Kao 
SevU\1S (+4th century), 317 
Sextant, 118 
'Shadow-definer', 51 (c), 117 
Shadow fonnation, 81 
Shadow lengtlu, Sn Sun-shadow lengths 
Shadow.play, 122 ff. 
'Shake', of bells, 207 

Shaman Methoo of Using the Diviner's Board, 
Sec fln�nmm Shih Fa 

Shamanism, 135 fT., 191, �II 
Shan Hoi Ching (Classic of the Mountain$ and 

Riven), 100 
Shan Mu Kung (- 6th-century minister and 

&Coulli.,. eIpert). 1']0 (f). 204 
Shan. Thong S,u Khao (Books seen in Ihe 

Mountain Hall Library), 72 
Shang (lotingdom), IJ5, 140-1 , 16" 162. 164, 180, 

J'J 
bells. 16� 
ocuimu, 161 (g) 
ringing-stone, 156 

Sha"g (note), 129 ff., 157 fT., 218 (b) 
Shang Ti. S�. the ' Ruler Above' and the 'Rulers 

of Old' 
Shaman city, Kan�u, 3'� 
Shao Chi-Mu, 79 
Shao-haing, 312  
Shao Ong (Han magician, -I�I), tal, 315  
Shao·Sh�ng reign-period, 73 
Shellfish, 3 1  
Sh� « msgical) power), 208 
Shen Chung-Lao, 73 
Shen Fu·Tsunll. 12 (lot) 
Shen Hsi, 32 
Shm H,im Chuan (Lives of the Divine I-bien), 108 
Shen Kua (+ 1 1th-century IlStronomer, engineer 

and high officia!), xx.x, 82, 93fT., 1 17, 120, 127, 
190,248 fT., 267, 274, 279. a81, 293, 306, 333 

Shm Pao Chi"g (Spiritual Precious Canon), 304 
Shm T:.:u (The Book of Master Shen), "13, 40 
Shen Yo, 270 
ShEng (reed mouth-organ), IoU, 146, 152, 153, 

ISS,2U 
Shmg (tones), 163 
Shlng Shou IVD" Njm Li(The Imperial Longevity 

Permanent Calendar), "126 
SMng. Tao (Taoist), 74 
Shih (' b�ginning '), 3-4 
Sh ih (diviner's board). Su Diviner's board 
Shih Chang-Ju (z), JI3 
Shih Chi (Historical Records), 122, 138, 140, 164, 

173, 181. 199, 237, 240, JI5-16, 328 
Shih Chiao, 107 
Shih-Chien-Kuo reign·perioo, 4S 
Shih Ching (Book of Odes), 75, '33, 145, 158, 159, 

19J, 211 ,  217 
Shih Hsiang (legendary musician), 29 
Shih Hu (Later Chao emperor, r. + 334 to +349), 

79 
Shih I Chi (Memoin on Neglected Matten), 1 1 5  
Shih KhanII' (Sung judge, c. + 1 1 17), 121 
Shih Khuang ( - 6Ih.«ntury musician), a9, 136, 

160 (d) 
Shih Lin Kual1Jl Chi (Guide through Ihe Forest of 

Affairs), 255 ff., 290 
Shih Shuo HJi" Yi-i (New Discourses on the Talk 

of the Timet), a69 
Shih Tzu (The Book of Ma$ter Shih), 107 
Shih Wln (legendary musician), 29 
Shih Wu Chi Yuan (Records of the Origins of 

Affain and Things), 122-J 
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Shih YII Than Chi (Record. of Discussions with 
my Teachers and Friends). 27 

ShirO. Nukiyama. 69 
Shu Chi.., (Historical Clauie). 112. 134. 154. IS9 
Shu Shu Chi I (Memoir on some Traditions or 

Mathematical Art), 4. 5, 259. 26), 275. 281 
Shui Chi.., Chu (Commentary on the Watnwayt 

Cla.nK). aOl) 
Shun FInI /lrit:mg Sung (Fair Winds for Escort), 

285, 291 
Shunyu Khun (-4th-c.:ntury philosopher), J28 
Shill} Fu col1e<:tion. )1I9 
Shuo Win dictionary, 116. 256 
Shuo Yuan (Garden of Discourses), 59 
Siam. l i S  
Sian. Stt Chh.a.ng-an 
'Sideways lifter', 38 
Silk, for suspension of magnetie needle, 250"-1 
Silphium, 24 
Silsilat a/-Tawdrfllh (A Chain of Hiltorin), 258 
Simplicius ( +  540), 57 
Simpson, Christopher (d. + 1669\ 219 (b) 
Simulactll. 86 
Sines, 4fI 

tables of, So 
Sine-wave dia.l(ram. 9 
Sinppore Main Strait, a8s 
Singer, Charles, xxx, 99, 100, 11IO 
Singer, Dorothea (I), ss 
Siphonl, 37 
al_Slrl£1, Abo Zaid Il-l;Iasan (+ 9ao), as8 
Sisuum. See Yiin_/o 
'the Six Learned Scholal1l ' pme. See Liu-po 
A Sketch of Maritime Transportation during the 

YWIIl Period. See YIIl}" Hai Yii" Chin 
Sliding ealipe", 41, 4S 
Small Encyclopaedia of the Principles of Things. 

See Wu Li Hsiao Shih 
The Smoke of Hunln Hearths. See HIia"g Ym 

L. 
Soap industry, 107 (g) 
Socrates, aJ, 184 
S6keland, H. (I), a6 
Solar fumsces, 89 (c) 
Solar system, 33 
Sondh�usl, 63 
S6ng HyOn ( +  149J), 1lI7 
S6ngjong (Korean king," + 1470 to + 1494), 127 
Sophora-I�e, 73 
Sorite., aos (I) 
Sound 

IlI1lplifi.cation of, 207-8, 210 
dying IWly of, 208 
causcG by friction, 205-6 
and motion, 18a 
nature of, I):I-J 
sources of, 14:1 fr., 15:1-6 
as vibration, 20a fr., 207 
Stt abo Acoustia 

Sound_bow, 195-6, 199 
Soundl 

classification of, 141 fr., IS7 fr. 
colTelation with fl.avour and colour, 131  ff. 
correlation with winds, 148 

'South-controlling lpoon'. St, Lodestone spoon 

' South-pointer', :161, a68, 26cr71 .  275, a81 
South-pointer to Disperse the Fog about the 

Geomantic Compau. See Lo Chi,., Chih 
Na,. Pho Wu Chi 

'South-pointina boat', 1I911 
'South_pointing carriage', 2a9, 244, 25:1, :lS4, 

aS9, :l6cr70, :192-3, )03 U) 
' South-pointing fish. ' Su Magnetic compass 
Space. SS 
Spain, 318, 32S 
Speaking trumpelS, 1)7 
Specific gravity. S,' Gravity 
Spectacles, 100. 1 1 8  ff. 

dark, 100, lal 
origin in Europe, 120-1 
technical telTTlS, IlIO 

Spectral colours, 107, 164 (e) 
Specular metal (high-tin bronu), 89, 91, 94 
Spha';.a (rock-cry3tal), 106 
Sphere., harmony of the. See Harmony of the 

spheres 
Spheres moving on inclined planes, S9 
Sphericity of Ihe earth, S:I-3 
Spina, Alessandro (d. + 1 3  '3), I �o 
Spiral of fiflhs. See Cycle of fifths 
'Spirit-Chess.' S,e Chess 
Spirit-Chess Manual. See Li,., Chili Chi,., 
Spiritual Precious Canon. See Sh� Pao Chi,., 
Spont:lneous combustion. Su Combustion 
SponWleous generntion, 75 (g) 
Spoons and spoon-shaped objects, a64, a72, 27S· 

See o(so I..odestone spoon 
Spouting ho"ls, 36 
the Square. S,t Carpenter's Iquare 
S.U H,(lan Shih. See ' Directors of Sun Fire' 
Sau Kuan. See ' Dire<:ton of Fire Ceremonies' 
Stu-,.a,.. St� 'South·pointer' 
Slum. Ch.!;n (Thang commentator), a37, 316 
Ssuma Chhien (fl. - 100, historian and UlrO-

norner), 78, 137-8, 149. 161, 173. '75. 268 
Ssuma Hsiang-Ju (d. - 1 17), 104 
Ssuma Kuang ( +  I 'Ih-century historian), 328 
Ssuma Piao (+ lrd-century commentator), S5 
Ssuma nao (acouslics expert, +765), '93 
Stlnd of metll plates. See Fa,.g-hlia"ll 
Standard mel!ures, 199-a02 

acoustics, 43 
length, 4) fr., 54-5, 179 
platinum metre, 17-18 
volume, 198 

SWldard Pallems in Musicology. See AMa. 
Kwebllm 

Standing WIves, 12, )6.., 
'Slar-chess.' Sle Cheal 
Star-spirits, 3a3-4 
. Stal1l fighting against one another', 32<1 
Stasil, 197 (a) 
StaltJ'a. Stt Steelyard 
Stationary wave.. Stt SWlding waves 
Statistical methodl, S I ,  :102 (a) 
Staunton, G. L. (I), U 
Steam, 69-70 
StellI1l and wlter cir<;Ulatory ')'Items, 79 
Steam-engine, niv, 70 
Steam-jet, 70 
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Stearn paddle-boat. Sct Paddle-boat 
Steam-turbine, 7Q 
Stcel-makirli. 2S4. 282 
Steelyard, 'S-17, 22, 24--'7 

derivation of the name, 24 (e) 
'Roman', 25-6 

Steering-oar, 2) 
Steppe peoples, 33'" 
Stem-post rudder. 331 <al 
Slevin, Simon (Flemish mathematician, physicist 

and engineer, + 1548 to + ,620), ::1::17--8 
Stoics, t I  fr., 3J 
Stone-chimes (.Iands or seU of chime·Slon«). See 

CMi,., 
Stoner, E. C., 245 
Story ofthe . . .  Westem O�an5. See Sml Pao Thai. 

Chien Una Hn- Yo", Chi Thung S .. Ym J 
Strange Things of the South. See No .. Chou I 

W .. Chin 
Strength of materials, IS. ::t7-8 
Strike-note, of bells, 19S 
Siring of Pearls on the Spring and Autumn 

Annab. Su eMu" Ghh;u Fa .. Lu 
Stringed instruments, 142, '53 

Su olso Harps, Lutes, Violins, Zithe ... 
Strin&, in tuning experiments, ZIJ 
Studies on the Oceans East and West. See Tung 

Hsi Y01li Khao 
Study on the Construction of Sundi.ll. See Jill 

Kun Pa Khao 
Su Sung (lltronomer Ind high official. + 102.0 to 

+ 1101), 232 (c) 
Su Tung-pho (Sung poet), 69 (a) 
Su Yuan-Ming (+3rd-eentury akhemilt), 278 
SlUm HIUth Hsifl ShIMJ (New Account of the 

Science of Calculation (in Acoustics and 
Music» , 128 

Substance and Main Idea of the Image_Chess 
Manual. See HsiDn, Ching Fa Thi I 

Sui (concavity), 87, 1<)6 
Sui (dynasty), +1-. 53. 79. 10<), 16", 218, 265. 2.81 
Sui, Muquis of, 112 (.) 
Sui Shu. (History of the Sui Dynasty). 188. 32.0 
Sui Wb\ Ti. S« W�n Ti (Sui emperor) 
Sui Yang Ti. SII Yang Ti (Sui emperor) 
Sulphur matehea, 70-1 
Sumatra, 2So 
Sun ChhOan (first emperor of the Wu Kingdom 

(San Kuo), +3rd century). 39 
Sun Kuang_Hsien (c_ + 930), U2 
Sun-shadow lengths, "3 fr., 5 1  
SWl-SPOU, 1 1 "  (d) 
Sun T ... u. Pi"il Fa (Mllter Sun's Art of War), 14 
Sundial, 239, 327. 330 

portable. 290 (a), 308 
Sung (dynasty), 7, I I ,  27, 52, 7�. So, 97, liS. 

121, 127. 132. 165, 205, 23" fr., 255, 273, 277. 
281--2, 299, 3°4. 3'3 

Sung Chen Tlung. SII Chen Tlung (Sung 
cmperor) 

Sung Chung_Tzu (+205), 271 
Sung Jln Tlung. Su Jen Tsung (Sung emperor) 
Sung Ming Ti. Su Ming Ti (Liu Sung emperor) 

Su.,., Shih (Hillory of Ihe Sung Dynasty), 2H 
Sung Shu. (History of the (Liu) Sung Dynasty). 

74, 26<) fr., 292 
Sung Thai Tsung. See Thsi Tsung (Sung 

emperor) 
Sung YO (- 3rd-century poet), 4 
Sunglasses, 100 
'Superior and inferior generation', 173 
'Supporting pillar.' !ke Ch .. (' opposing force') 
Surface films, 62-3 
Surface-tension, 63 
Surfa� 

liquid, 62 
imOC)th, 38 

Surveyors, 330 
SaryaJ.tinta, 90 (a), 115 (I) 
'Suspended needle aludel', 275, 277 
SUlpension, and melting. of metal objecu in thc 

air, 235 (il 
S .. bula Samhitti, 135 
Swape, 23 
Sword-furniture, 102 
Symbolic correlations, I I ,  14. '5, 29, 176, 

188 (c), 20S 
' Sympathetic' attraction, 233 
'Symp:uhetic' inftuences, 3 1  
Sympathetic magic, 2.9, t33-4, '48, '56, '70, 

m 
'Sympathetic' rC$()nance. 5« RC$()nan«, acoustic 
Sympathiea and antipathies, in Nature, 2.9 fr., 

232. fr. 
Synesius of Ptolemais (e. +400), 42 
Synopsis A1a1hmlalica, 54 
Synthesis of sound, colour .rid flavour, 133 
Syracuse, 89 
System of the Majesty of the Ladle. !ke Li Wa 

Tou. Wti I 
Szechuan, 66, 2.69 

Ta-Chhin. S .. Roman Syria 
Ta Cho .. Chbtg Yo (The Corte<:lly_adjusted 

Music of the Great Chou Dynasty). 193 
Ta Chuan (The Great Appendix, of the I Ching), 

, 
Ta-Hsia. See Bactria 
Ta.Hsiang (+8th-eentury monk and astronomer), 

.,-< 
Ta Nao (legendary calendrical expert), t8I 
To Tha,., Hlj Yii Chi (Record of (a Pilgrim.ge 

to) the Western Countries in th� Time of the 
Thang), to6 

Ta Yom cal�ndar, S3 
Ta Ywzn Hai Yiin 

Transportation 
28S (d) 

Chi 
of 

Tadpole, a73-4, 281, 305 

(Records of Maritime 
the Yuan Dynasty), 

Tai Chen (+ I8th-eentury scholar and mathe
matician), lCU, 128, 190 (d) 

Toi Tsui Phiom (On Substitutes for Getting 
Drunk), 74 (g) 

.1_TAjir SulaimAn (merchant and traveller, 
c. +8S t), 2.58 

al_ TAjilrl, Abo Zaid 'Abd al-RabmAn, 2.55 (c) 
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Tales of the Four Lords o f  Liang. See Liang Sru 
KUlig Chi 

Talk., (at South Village) while the Plough is 
Resting. See Cho King l.u 

Talks at Yenchow on the Four Branches of 
Literature. See Yell-Chou Sru Pu 

Talks on Awaking at Sea. See Thui Phillg Wu Yii 
Tamil nautical books, 247 (g) 
Tall Chhi Chi"g (MRnulil of Crossbow-Sullet 

Chess), 327 
10.11 Chili", Ts, .... g Lu (Red Lead Record), 320 
Tan-Tan, kingdom of, l i S ,  1 1 6  
Tao of Narure, xxvi, 10, 59, 61-2, 236 
To.o Ti Ching (Canon of the Virtue of the Tao), 

'0, 18, 1 81 , 268 
Tao Tsang (Taoist Patrology), 326 
Taoism, xxv ff., 10, 18,2.3, 29, 3 1 , 61, 78, 90, 92, 

105, I I I  ff., 132., 258, 32.7 
Taoist Patrology. See Tao Tsang 
Tasch, P. (I). 27 
III-Ta\&wl. xxvii (a) 
Ta"q o.l-f/amama (Book of the Ring of the Dove), 

'" 
Taylor, E. G. R. (6), 249 ; (8), 3 ,8 
Te;r.-making, b9 
Technical terms 

acou�tics, :103 
bells, 194-8 
compass-points, 2.99 
fire, 65 
f",ctions of a degree, 18 
glass, 104-6, 1 1 0  
Le�,'alist, 23 (b) 
lenses, ' 1  5 17 
lever and balance (Mohist), 211 
magnetic d�dination, 304 
motion (Mohist), 58 
music, '36, 139 
Neo-Confucian, I I 
optics. 82. 
rock.crys tal, 100, 106 
sp«;tacles, 120 

Techn;c;anS, 2.5:l 
Ilan, 39-40 
Taoist, I I I  

Technology, 59, 63 
history of. x.xix ff. 
military, 22, 2.52 
nautical,4° 
writers on, xxv ff. 

Telescupe, 97, " 7, 1 1 8  
Television mirror, 92 (a) 
Tempering. Su Equal temperament 
Ten Thousand Infallible Arts of Ihe Prince of 

Huai-Nan. See f1uai Nan Wan Pi Shu 
Tension, <18 
Terashima Ryoan ( +  18lh-century encyclopled-

ist), <l7S (b) 
Terminology. Sa Technieal lerms 
T�rtulli2n, 2.36 
Thlibit ibn Qur", (+836 to +901), <IS (a) 
T/!(li_Chhing Shih Pi Chi (Records in the Rock 

Chamber: a Thai·Cnhing Scripture), 277 

Thai Chi Ch�n-J"' Tsa Tan Yao Fang (Tractate 
of Ihe Supreme-Pole Adept on f\liscel_ 
laneoul Elixir Reeipes), <t7S 

Thai Chi doctrines, <l7S 
Thai-Phing Kuallg Chi (Miscellaneous Records 

colleeted in tne Thai-Phing reign-period), 95 
Thai-Pln"ng YU um (Thai·Phing reign.period 

Imperial Encyclopaedia), 69, <174, 30S 
Thai Tlung(Sung empuor, T. + 976 to +997),77 
(Thai-Wan) Tan_Ihui Thing Chih (Local l-huory 

and Topography ofTan·shui, Formosa), 3 1 3  
Thai W u  Ti (Northern \Vei emperor, T. + 4<14 to 

+4S<I), 108 
Thlles or Miletus (-6th century), 180, <131-2., <ll? 
Than Chhiao ( + 10th-centuryTaoist philosopher), 

9<1, 93, 116-17, ;tOO ff. 
Than Chieh-Fu, <10, 78, 8 1 ,  83 
Thang (dynUly), 5, II,  37-8, H ff., 53. 79-80, 

90, 97, 100, 103, 106, l i S ,  1l3-3, '-1-2., 
164-S, 192., 232, <lS6 fT., 37', 2.77, 281-2, 
<199, 302, 3 13. 3 19, 3<17, 3<19 

Thallg Chhiith Shih (Thang iI.-Iemorabilia), lall 
Thang l-bien Tsung. Su Hsien Tsung (Thang 

emperor) 
Thang }o-Wang. Su Schall ,·on nell, John 

Ad� 
Thung Liu 1'ien (Institutions of Ihe Thang 

Dynasty), <165 
Thang Memo",bilia. See Thang Chhu�h ShU. 
Thang Shen· Wei . (pharmaceutical nalurahst, 

c. + I I IS), I IO (g) 
Thang Shih-Yuan (spirit-chess expert), 3<16 
Thong Shu (Old, and New, Histories oflhe Thang 

Dynasty), 30<1 
Thong Yin Pi Shih (Parallel Cases solved by 

Eminent Judges), 66 
Thallg Yii Lin (Miscellanea of Ihe Thang 

Dynasty), 38, 186, 194 
Thao (pellet-drum), 145 ff. 
Thao Hung·Ching (+ 5th-century physician and 

alchemist), 76 (a), <lH, 2)8, 1178 
Thao Khan (Chin general, + 2.59 to + 3H), 62. 
Thao Ku (c. + 950), 70, 384 (b) 
Thao TSl.lng-I (Yuan writer, + '366), 7 1  
Theatres, acoustics of, :lO2., 2. 1 0  
Theon of Al�xandria ( +4Ih cenwry), 8 5  
Theon of Smyrna (Co + I so), 132., 182 (c) 
Theophilus ( +  I !th-century monk), '01 (h) 
Theory of e<luilibria. See Equilibria, theory of 
Thermal science. See Heat 
Thermoluminescenc�, 7 1  
Thermometer, 63, 64 
Thermo·remanence, 252, <167, <189 (d), 309, 

3"-12, 314 (b), 333 
Thien-lIo reign-period, 320 
Thien KUIIIJ KIu!i W .. (E:xploitation of the Work., 

of Nature), <184 
Thien phing (balance), <14, ;t7 
Thien Thung-Hsiu (Taoist, c. + 742), 2.09 
Things Seen and Heard on my Official Travels. 

See 1'';; Huan Chi Win 
Thomas, Antoine (Jesuit scientist, + 1644 to 

+ 1709), 54 
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Thomp$On, Sylvanu. P. (I), Ol89 
Thomson (I), 67 
Thomson (Kelvin) compass, Ol91 
ThOll Hu. Hnn Ko (New Examination of the 

PilChpot Game), ]:l.8 
Thou Hu. Pim (Changet and Chancu of Ihe 

Pitchpot Game), 3:l8 
Three Kingdoms (period). Su San Kuo 
Three Wil lo_ Miscellany. See Sa" Liu HriUm 

Tsa Chih 
Thu Shu Chi Chhtng encyclopaedia, Ol5, 303, 

3" 
Thu·uu (parasilic plant), 3 1  
Thucydides, '38 
Thui Phing W .. Yii (Talk. on Awaking at Sea), 

,Sq 
Thunder, :lOS. :loB 
Th"'V{ (calendrical resonance period), 9 
Thrmg Chill LiHh (Compendium of Information), 

' .. 
Thu"g Hua Lu (Mutual Discuuions), 306 
Ti (vertical pipe), 145 (e), 165 (e) 
Ti Li ChQ Yu Fli (Precious Tools or Geomancy), 

Ol41-:l 
Ti Li Wu Chwh (Five Transmitted Teachini' in 

Geomancy), :14:1 
Tibet, Ol6 
Tides, IOl. 30, 3Ol, 60 
Tin! I:lU (gong), 145 (g) 
al·T'Iflshl, Abo al·'AbbAs ( +  124Ol), :l47 
Tiger-box. See ya 
Timaeus, 174, 177 
Timruus, :137 
Timbre, 126, 13 1-:1, 140 fr., 153 fr., 160 
Time, 1. 3 if .. 55 
Timoathenes of Rhodes ( - 3rd-century admiral), 

Ol97 (d) 
Ting Huan (mcchanic, c. + 180), xxvii, 78, 1:l3, 1:l5 
Ting I (- :lnd-century patron of magicians), 315 
Ting I (+ 3rd-century chen expert), 3:17 
Ting-kuei axis, 30:l, 310 
Ting phaojen (legendary Taoist butcher), 3:l 
Ting Tu (lexicographer, + 10S�). 35 
Tinning, 9 1  
Tinqua, Su Phan Chen-Kuan 
To (upward-pointing clapperless bell), 161, 194-5 
Tobacco, :l75 
Tomb-temples of Ihe Ming emperora, :1,,0 
Tomb�, glass objects found in, 10:l, 110, 1 1 3  
Tonihl ki"lm, U 
Topography, :14:1 
Torche.J, 78-<) 
Toys 

magnetised, 317 
mechanical, :il68 

Tractate of Ihe Supreme_Pole Adept on MiKel
laneoUll Elixir Recipct. See Tluli Chi Chnr

jm Tsa Tan YaQ Fang 
Trajectory, parabolic. Stt Parabolic trajec· 

'ory 
Transformation of ores and metals in the earth, 

30:il (g), 307 (f) 
Translation, principlel of, :Dix 
Transposition (musical), 168"'9. :il16 

Tnxdorf, H. T. (organ-builder, ft, + 1410 to 
+ 1460), :11:1 

Tre.tise on Acoustics and Music. See YQ Shll 
Treatise of the Khai.Yuan reign-period on 

Astronomy and Astrology. See Kilai- Yllan 
Chan Ching 

Treatise on the Knowledge of the Construction 
of the House of the Needle according to 
the Four Cardin.l Poinu, See Rislilah II 
Ma'n/ah . . .  

Trealise on Optics by an Untalented Scholar, Sf,e 
Ching ChinK Ling Chhih 

Treviso, 120 
Triboluminescence, 7:1, 76 
Tribute of YIi, chapter of the Shu Ching, q,v. 
Trigauh, Nichol.. Uesuit sinologi", lexico· 

grapher, tra"eller .nd "'riter, + '577 to 
+ 16:i18), 107 

Trigonometry, 48, 51 
Trigrams. Sf,e Kua 
Triumph.nt Visions of the Starry R.ft. See 

Hsing Chha Shing La" 
Tropisms, :il6z 
Trypho of Aleundria (-�14), �IO 
Tsan-Ning (monk). Su Lu Tsan.Ning 
T5:lo fl,l (legendary chariot-driver), 29 (b) 
Tsl (technical term in campanology), 197 
T$&lg Kung-Liang (+ I I  ,h-century military 

encyclopaediat), 252, �54, :il81, 30S 
T$<!ng S.n·I (Sung writer, c. + 1 1 89), 306 ff. 
Ts&lg W�n-Chhupn (geompncer), :il8:i1 
Tsh.i Tsun (+ 1St-century general), 328 
Tshai Yuan-Ting (Sung scholar), 173 (d), 187-8, 

:ill", :119 (b) 
TSMi Yung {Han expert on astronomy, acouslic:s 

.nd music, + 178), 183, 188, :il13, 3:17 
Tsha" Thu"K Chhi (The Kinship of the Three), 

,6, 
Tshao Chao (.rch.eologist, + 1387), 1 1 0  (g) 
Tshao Chhung (prince of the Wei, youngest son 

of Tsh.o Tsh.o), 39 
Tshlo Miao-Ta (musician) . •  65 
Tshao Phei (eidesl son of Tshao Tshao), StC 

Wbl Ti (Wei (San Kuo) emperor) 
Tshao Shao_Khuei (acoustics expen), 186 
TIMO Tshllo, 39 
Tshao T�u_Chien (Tshao Chih, prince of the 

Wei, third son of Tshao TshllO), :il3:i1 (d), �57 
Tshao W.ng Kao (Kao, prince of Tshao). Set Li 

K.o 
Tshui Kuan Phim (On Official Promotion), :il99 (d) 
Tshui Pao ( +  4th-century encyclopaedist), 88, 273 
TSQ Chllan (Muter Tsochhiu'. Enlugcment of 

the CMu" CMiu), 87, 134, t36 fT., 145, 148, 
163, zoo, 3:i18 

Tao Ssu (poet, t. +:160), :17' 
Ts"u",Q,ri"ll. 12J fr. 
Tsou Po-Chhi (Chhing mathem.tician), 34 
Tsou Yen (N.wraliS! philosopher, !ate -4th 

century), 6, :il9, 70, 101. 135. :iI"O, :il71 
Tsou Ying-Lung (scholu and high officia!, 

t. + 1 19S). :141 
Tsu Chhung-Chih (malhematician, ft. +430 to 

+ 510), 35, :il93 
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T,l,.Ing Hblg chiao Su Polilicians, School of 
Tsung Hsiao-Tzu (alchemist, t. +880), 269 
Tu Khuei (+3rd...::entury musician), 18S 
Tu Yli (Minister of Siale, geographer, astronomer, 

and pattOn of engineers, +22210 +284), 3S 
T"uln An-Chich (+ IOth-century writer on 

music), la8, 193 
Tuan Chheng-Shih (+ 9th-century writer), 98 
Tuckahoe (paruitic plant), 31 
Tun Li-Chhen, 124-5 
Tu", (flute), 136 
Tun, Ching Fu (Ode on the Eastern Capital), 271 
Tung Ching Mblg Hua Lu (Dreams of the Glories 

of the Eastern Capital), a80 
Tung Chung-Shu ( - 2nd-century philosopher), 

6, 1)0, 140, 161, 20l-3 
Tung Hri Yang Khao (Studies on the Oceans 

East and ,VUt). Z91 
Tung oil, lesling of, 63 
TW'lg Th irn Chlling Lu (Clarifications of Strange 

Things), 1 19  
Tungfang Shuo (adviser to Han Wu Ti, -2nd 

century), 75, 326-7 
Tunhuang cave-temples, 26, 90, 9',  165 (e) 
Tuning, 129, 161 fT., 169-70, 179, 18.a, 184 fr., 

191-2, .al.a If. 
by means of hydrostatic vesscls, '92-4 

Tuning instruments 
eMun (filted with "''liter), 192 if. 
Chiin, 185-6, 19t-2, 199, .at2-1), 219 
Chun (of Ching Fang), 21) 
Ch.", (of Chu Tsai-Yu), 22' fT. 
Mang, '9a 
0u, 19) 

Turquoise, 104 
Turtle_shaped compass. Su roilagnetic compass 
'Twelve-note music', 171 (f), al4 
Twinkling indicator (star). Su Chao yao 
Tahu Shan, 267 

Uccclli, A. (I), 22 
Umbra and penumbra, 5 I, 81 
'Umbrella lamp', 12) (c) 
Umehua, S., 90 
The Unitary Nature of the Tao of Heaven, 

chapler of the Chi"", Chhiu Fan Lu (q.v.) 
Universal continuum. Stt Continuity 
Unrestingnesl of Ihe sage. 6,  
Urtmomachia, Ull Art�ologo�um f-" dul, )as 
de Unis, Sabbathin (Juuit astronomer and 

initnemalician, + 1575 10 + ,620), 226--7 

Vai(jflr)'Q (gem-Slone), lOS, ,06 
Vailelika school, S (f), I) 
Valerius, Julius (+ 32S), 3t7 
Valve clacks, 2 1 1  
Varll.ha_Mihira (Indian mathematician, c .  + 510), 

48, 50 
VasCi. in wall. of theatres and churches. 2.0 
Vedic lilerature, 1)5 
Velocity, 57, 58 
Venetian guild of workers in rock-cr;'1tal and 

glass, 'ao 
VesIal Virgins, 88 

Vibration, 12, .ao.a fr. 
detcelion of, 2OQ-12 

Vibrato, 132 
Vikings, 249 
Vincent of Beauvais, 249 (c) 
Violin. See Hu chhin 
Viols, 216, 217 
Virdung (+ 16th century), 161 
Vision, principle of persistence of, 125 (c) 
Vi,ion, theory of. Su Oplics 
de Visser, M. W. (,), 78 
Visual ray emission, Greek theory of, 83, 85-6 
Vitruviu, {c. -27), 24, a02-3, 2'0, all 
de Vilry, Jacques ( +  1218), 246, 249 (c) 
Voiee, aoz, a04 
Volcanic glass. See Obsidian 
Volcanoes, 77 
Voyages and expeditions, 258 (b) 

or Buddhist pilgrims, a58, 281 
of Chblg Ho and Wang Ching-Hung, " 9, 

'" 
of Chou Ta-Kuan, 284 
under Nankung Yileh and I_Hsing, 45-6, 50 

Waklln San%lli Zue Uapanese and Chinese Unt-
veraal Encyclopaedia), a7S 

'WaldglD.$ ', 101 (a) 
Waley, A., 4, 108 
WamyiI Ruijusl.o·. 276 
Wan Chen (+ 4th-<:entury naturalist), 107 
Wan-Li reign-period, 225 (b) 
Wang Chao-Chhing. Su Wang Chi 
\Vang Chen-To (1), 2SZ, (z) 230, 245, 261, 266; 

(4) 2)0, 255, 257, 302; <.,.) 230, 250, 259, 
aSs ff. 

Wang Chhi (Ming encyclopaedist), 25 
Wang Chhung (+ ISt--century sceptical philo

sopher), 7, 53, 107, 1 1 1-12, a33, 237-8, 240, 
261-2, 264, 271 

Wang Chi (Sung geomaneer, probably b. +990), 
242, 281, 282, 305, JJJ 

\Vang Chia (late + Jrd century), I IS 
Wang Ching-Hung (CMng Ho's vice_admiral), 

"9 
Wang Hsien (Ming geomancer), 240 (b) 
Wang Hsu (-4th-century philosopher), 270 
Wang Hsu ( +  ut-century official), 26)-4 
Wang-liang, 81 
\Vang Mang(H.in emperor, -45 to +a), r. from 

+9 onwards), 26, 264, 268, 271-), 322 
Wang Mou (+ 1210), 27J 
Wang Pao (divination--chus expert), 3ao. 327 
Wang Pho (Taoist scienllu and engineer, 

ft· + 959), 21Q-20 
Wang Pi (mutationi!t and philosopher, + 226 10 

+ 249), 61 
Wang Shang (+20S), a71 
Wang Shih-Chf:n (Ming scholar), 320 
\Vang Ta-Hai (traveller and writer, c. + '790), 

a)5 (d), 289 
Wang Tu (+ 5th-century official), 95 
Wang Yu. (divination-ehess expert), 320 
Warring States (period), 19, 30, 7Q-80, 240, )JJ 

lombs, 1041, 16a 
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'Watching for th� p�riodic arriv.1 of the ehhi', 

'9<> 
Wat�r 

IS the blood and breath of the earth, 140 
in relatiOIl to the tuning of muaical inatn.un�nt., 

'9' 
W.t�t-dock. See Clepsydra 
Wlter-cycJe, meleorological, II,  105 (d) 
Wal�r_level, 15-17 
W'I�r_millB, I][vi 
W.ter-?owered m�tllIurgical blowing-nuochinea, 

XXIV 
Water-raising devices, xxv, 70 
Water_.pouting bowls, 35-'7 
Water-.urfaces, mirrors formed by, 9t 
Wat�r-tight compartm�nt., 40 
Water-wheel, xxvii 
Water-wheel escapement dock, xxvii 
Waten, Cdr. D. W., asS (b) 
Watt, James, 70 (a) 
Wave_motion, 33 
Wave-theories, xxiv, xxvi, I, 3-14, as-30, 60, 135, 

a01 ff. 
'Wavide, ', '35 
WU, 7()-30 
Weather, magical control of, '50-1 
Webem, Anton, 171 (f) 
Wti ('atom'), 4-5 
Wei (State), .64 
Wei Chao (+3rd-centuty eommentator), ISS 
Wei Chao ( +  8th-century writer), 175 
Wei chhi (game), 3'9, 321 
Wei Liit!h (Memorable Thingt of the Wei King_ 

dom), 107, 109 
Wei Po-Yang ( + 1nd-century a!chemi,t), 88, 

161, 197 
Wei Su (+ 14th-century writer on shipping), 

185 (d) 
Wei Thai Wu Ti. See Thai Wu Ti (Northern 

Wei emperor) 
Wei Ying_Wu, 317 
Weichow, 45, 49 
Weighing, 39-40 
Weighing machine. Sa Balance 
Weight, 19 ff. 
Weights and measures 

checking of, 17 
decimlliaation of, 43 
makers of, 39-40 
minute, 5-6 

W.!n, prince of Wei ( - 4th century), 164 
Win Hli" TiotJ Lung (On the Dragon Carving of 

the Literary Mind), a71 
W.!n-Jung (monk, + 11th «ntury), 76 
W.!n Ti (Sui emperor, f. + 581 to +604), 45, 165, 

'9<> 
W.!n Ti (Wei (San Kuo) emperor. f. +210 to 

+n6),317 
W.!n Wang (Chou High King), "'96-'7 
Werkmeister (or Werckmei$ler), Andreas ( +  1645 

to + 1706), a.6 
Werner, E. T. C. (3). u 
Western Liao kingdom. Su Qarl-Khitli 

Wheels, 56, 59 
'dish' of, XXlli 
friction of, 6a 
mounting of, xxiv 

Whetstone, 117 
Whewell, W. (I), 219 
White, Lynn, xxx, 195 (a) 
Whiu:head, A. N., 9a (e) 
Wieger, L., xxv ff., .. 6, 17:1 
Wilkinson, J. G. (I), "" , Z4 (h) 
Will-o'-the-wisp. 7a, 74 
William of Ockham. 60 
Williams, Well., (1836-46) (I), 121 
Wind instruments, 14"', .64 (c). See auo Flutes, 

Ocarinas, Pipes 
Wind-rose, "'49, 258, a88, 197, 334 
Wind-vane, a39 
Wmdmill, la3 
Wind. and dances, '48-52, .86 
Winter, H. (I), a48; (a, 3). 149 ; (4, S), 308 
Winter, H. J. J., 98 (c), 99 (d), liS (h) 
Winthrop mirror, 103 
Wire-drawing. 18a-3 
Wilclo (Polish physiciu. + 13th century). 1 .8  
Wohllemperiru Klo.viu. 115 
Wolkenhauer, 308 
Wood. Sa Rotting wood 
Wood-wind. See Wind instruments 
Worcester, MarqUIS of (+ 1630 to + 1670), 70 (a) 
Wretched subjC<:t�. study of. z6Q (j) 
Wright, A. F. (Buddhologist and critic). xxxi 
Wu_A" Li S"a" Sh" Mu (Bibliography of Mei 

Wtn-Ting's Mathematical and Astronomical 
WritingS), 310 

W., Chnl Phinl Chih Chih Hsiang Sh"o Sa" 
Chhrng Pi Yao (Precise Explanation of the 
Difficult Essential, of the PlHluaI Enay .", 
tht U"dnsUJ."ding of tht Trulh, according to 
the Three Scriptures), 323 

W .. Chi"g Tw"g Yao (Collection of the Most. 
Important Military Tcchniques), asa If., 309 

Wu Hou (Thang empress, +6a5 to +705. 
f. from +683 onwards), 1 9<>  

Wu /..t!r.. Hsiang KD" Chili (On the Mutual 
Respons.ea of Things according to their 
Categories), a76, 1.77 (m) 

Wu Li (On the Natur.,. of Things), chlpter of 
Po W .. Chih, q.v. 

w .. Li Hn·Do Shih (Small Encyclopaedia of the 
Principle. of Things), 309 

Wu Liang Tzhu, tomb_shrines. 105 
W .. Lin Chiu Shih (InstilUtions and Customs of 

the Old Capital), 71 
Wu Nan-Hayn (I), t9, 55,  gl, 8a. 83, 8s 
Wu Pin (acoulties expert. c. +870), '93 
Wu shamans. Su Shamanism 
Wu Shih_Chhang (I), 10 
Wu Ta-Chh.!ng, 45 
Wu Tai (period), 277. 181 
Wu Thien_Hung (Ming geomantic writer), 199 
Wu Ti (Chin emperor, f. +a6s to + a9<» . 66 
Wu Ti (Hsn emperor, f. -I.p to -87), 77, , .. , 

315-16, Ja6-? 
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I N D E X  

W u  T i  (Liang emperor, r. +SOI to +549), 
no (a) 

Wu Ti (Northern Chou emperor, r. +S61 to 
+ 578), 310 ff. 

W" Tsa Tru (Five Auorted Offering-Trays), 136, 
'53 

Wu Tlhmg ( +  IIlh-eentury writer), 41 
WII Til FII (Ode on the Capital of Wu), 171 
Wu Tzu-Hsi,l (minister of the Slate of Wu), 

,,,. 
Wu Tzu-Mu (+ .Jlh-century writer), 284 
Wu Wang (Chou High King), 140. I6J 
Wu \Vang-Kang (Ming geomantic writer), JOO 
Wu wei (refraining from Ktion contrary to 

Nature), 61 
Wuchhiu Yen (+ IJth-century archaeologist), 

9S-7 
Wylie, A., 199, 301-a, JIO 
Wythoff, 93 

Ya (drum), ISO 
Yang·chheng, 4J ff., 49, So, J06 
Yang Hsiung (mutationist, lexicographer and 

poet, -5J to + 18), 104-5 
Yang Lien-Shmg, P.7 
Yang Shen (Ming writer, t. +1554), 3"0 
Yang Ti (Sui emperur, r. +605 to +617),45 
Yang Yin-Liu (I), al9 
Vang Yli (+ 14th-century writer), 99, III 
Vang Yu-Chi (legt:ndary archer), 3l 
Yang YUn-Sung (Thang geomancer, fl. +874 to 

+888), a41, 182, 199-Joo, 30J 
Yao Chan-Chhi (Chhinll geomantic writer, 

+ 174-4), 24a 
Ylu Hsing (Laler Chhin emperor, r. + J9J on

ward�, d. +,p6), a9J 
Yao Khuan ( +  I nh-cc:ntury official and writer), 

" 
Yt'h Kho Tsh"l1/I Sh" (Collected Notes of the 

Rustic Guest), l73 
Yeh Shu-Liang (lleomanc",r), a81 
YehlO Ta-Shih, HI (a) 
ha-Y ehodl, A ... ph, 148 
The Yellow Emperor's Manual of inl",rnal iVied;· 

cine; Ihe Pla;n Questions. See H"llIW Ti Nn 
Ching, SII Will 

Yellow River, 41, 45 
Yen (Chou musician), 161 
Yen Ching (diviner), 169 
Ym-ching S"i Shih Chi (Annual Customs and 

Festivals of Peking), 114 
Yen_Chou Ssu Pil (Talks at Yenchow on the Four 

BranchC1l of Literatu�), 3'-0 
Yen Fall L" (Exten.ion of the Strillg of Ptar/l Oil 

tht Sprillg and Autumll Allllau), 1 10 
Yen Shih (Chou mechwie), 30 (a) 
Ym Shih Chia Hliill (Mr Yen', Advice to his 

Family), 169 
Yen Shih-Ku (commentator, +579 to + 64S), 

'09, '173 
Yen Su (scholar, pa.inter, teehnologist and 

engineer, d. + 1040), IS4 
Ym Thi�h LUll (Discourset on Salt and Iron), S9 

Yen Tun-Chieh (IS), a6s 
Yen Vo Yo Lieh Thu Hu, 142 (g) 
Ven Yu_Ming (Sunil spirit-chess expen), 316 
Mr Yen'. Advice lu his Family. See Ym Shih 

Chia Hsiill 
Yens, W. P. (5), 194-5 
Yin (.uraction), a3l (e), a37, 356-7 
Yill (notes), ,63 

the Yin and the Yang, 6 fl., II, 11, IS, 19, 61 (e), 
90, 135 fl., 171, 105, l40, 301, 307, 311 fl., 
33' 

Yin-Chin (prince of the Chhing, third aon of the 
Khang_Hsi emperor), 54 

Yin.Y.ng ehia. Su Naturali"s, School of 
Yill Yang Erh Chai ClUtiUJlI Shu (Complete 

Treatise on Siting in relation to the Two 
Geodic Cur�nts), a41-3 

Ying Shao (ethnographer, C. + '75), 117 
Yo (venical flute), 146 
Yo Chi (Record of Ritual Musie and Dance), 

116-7, 143, 145, 148 ff., 105 
Yo Chilli (Music Clnsic), 116 (g) 
Yo F" TJil L" (Miscellaneou. NotC1l on the Bureau 

of Music), 118, 193 
Yo Lii ChhiiQn Sh" (Colleeted Works on Musie 

and the Pitch-pipes), 131,  148, ISa 
l'a shu (Book uf Acoustics and " ... <ie. -I,th 

century), 18<) (f) 
\'0 Sh./ Chu TJrIl Fa, .89 (a) 
\'0 Shu \'ao L ... 11'19 (a) 
Yo Shll (Treatise on Acouuica and Music, + I.th 

eentury), 117 
Yogi.nic practices, 66 
YlJjolla, S'I (a) 
Yii (note), 141 fl. 
Yii (pipe), 145, 153 (c), 111 
Yii (technical term in campanology), 197 
Yii (tiller·bQx), 146, 149 ff. 
YO Chao-Lunll (+ 18th-century physicist), 99 
Yii Chi Thu (Map of the Tracks ofYU (the Great)), 

" 
Yu Fan (Tao;" and mutationist), a33, aJ8 
Yil Hsi (astronomer, fl. + 307 to + 338), 270 
Yu Hain (+ 6th-century cavalry general), 321 
Yii HU(l" Chi IV"" (Things Seen and Heard on 

my Officill Travels), 63 
Yu Kiloi Lil (Record of Things D.rk and Stranllc), 

3 19-10 
Yii pallg (Buddhist fish·drum, struck to assemble 

monks), 149 (e) 
Yii Than (Chin writer on lIames), 328 
Yll Tso (The Advisory (Overturn;nll Jars) Placed 

on the Right (of the Throne». Chapter of 
H,;;n T21l, q.v. 

YII_ Ya,.g TUJ Tsu (MiKeilany of the Yu-Yang 
Mountain (Cave», 98, 317 

Yi,i Yen (alchemical commentator), 161 
Yuan (dynasty), 80, 117, 110, ;tIl, 184, a86 
YIUIII Chi�1I U Hall encyclopaedia, 191 
Yllan Chi,.g Shllo (Far-Seemg Optick Glu.), 117 
YIlOII Hili Yiill Chih (A Sketch of Maritime 

TranspOrtatiun durinll the Yuan Period), 
'" 
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Yuan Huang (Ming .cous,lea e:r.pen, + 1581), 
.,. 

YI/all Shih (Hi,IOry of the Yuan Dynasty). :1;. I 

Yuan-Thai ( +  8th-century monk and &$tronomer), 
,,-< 

Yuan Ti (Liang emperor, r. + 55:! \0 + 555). 
" 

Ytichow,49 
YiU-h Chill. Ko (Nine Songs for Yiieh), 165 
Yu�h Ling (Monthly Ordinances of the Chou 

Dynasly), 75. '70, 183.214 
Yiiu. Y/UIg Chen Lil Chi (Record of Courses Set 

by the Needle in the Cantonese Seas), 285 
Yilinb!., 80 
Yiln Chi (Rhyme Dictionary), 116 
Yiin Lin ShiJ. Phil. (Cloud Forest Lapidary), 109 

¥iin-lo (Iistrum), 165 ee) 
Yii" 'hi (sca ling_ladders), .11-2 
VOwen Yung. Su Wu Ti (Northern Chou 

emperor) 

Zl'jrjat al-'Mam (discoidal table of the universe, 
for divination), )25 (e) 

al-Zarkhurl. Sa: 1l1-Mi�r1 
Zarlino, Gioseffe ( +  '517 to + 1 590), :117 
Zero symbol, SO 
Zithers (musical instruments), See Ching, Chhin 

(Ku eMin), SI 
Zodiacal animal-cyde. Su Aninuol-cyde 
Zoetrope, la3-S, 189 (g) 
Zoological metamorphoses, 75 (,) 
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